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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS'

|
| This environmental statement, related to operation of the Comanche Peak Steam
| Electric Station Units 1 and 2, was prepared by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
i Commission, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (the staff).

1. The action is administrative.
I

2. The proposed action is the issuance of operating licenses to the Texas
I Utilities Generating Company for the startup and operation of Units 1 and

2 of the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (Docket Nos. 50-445 and
50-446) located on Squaw Creek Reservoir in Somervell County, Texas,
about 7 km north-northeast of Glen Rose, Texas, and about 65 km southwest,

I of Fort Worth in north-central Texas.

The facility will employ two pressurized-water reactors to produce-
3411 megawatts thermal (MWt) per unit. A steam turbine generator will
use.this heat to provide 1159 megawatts electric (MWe) per unit. The

h maximum design thermal output of each unit is 3565 MWt, with a corres-
ponding maximum calculated electrical output of 1203 MWe. The exhaust!

steam will be condensed by cooling water taken from and returned to Squaw
Creek Reservoir; makeup and blowdown water (i.e. water to replace that
lost by evaporation and water to control the buildup of dissolved solids,
respectively) for the reservoir will be taken from and discharged to Lake
Granbury.

3. The information in this environment,a1 statement represents the second
assessment of the environmental impact associated with the Comanche Peak
Steam Electric Station pursuant to the guidelines of the National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and 10 CFR Part 51 of the Commission's

| Regulations. After receiving an application in June 1973 to construct
this station, the staff carried out a review of impact that would occur
during its construction and operation. This evaluation was issued as a
Final Environmental Statement - Construction Phase in June 1974. After
this environmental review, a safety review, an evaluation by the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards, and public hearings in Glen Rose, Texas,
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (now U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission)
issued construction permits Nos. CPPR-126 and CPPR-127 on December 19,
1974 for the construction of Units 1 and 2 of the Comanche Peak Steam
Electric Station. As of December 31, 1980, the construction of Unit 1
was about 87% complete and Unit 2 was about 50% complete. With a target j
fuel-loading date of December 1981* for. Unit 1 and December 1983 for !

Unit 2, the applicant has applied for operating licenses for both units
and ,in January 1979, submitted the required safety and environmental
reports in support of the applications.

" Based on a site visit in October 1980, the NRC staff projects a fuel loading
date of December 1982 for Unit 1 and December 1984 for Unit 2.
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4. Major Issues and Areas of Controversy (|?
-

a. Issues in Controversy in the Operating License Hearing i

iThree contentions of the intervenors related to the following aspects
of environmental impacts of operation of CPSES have been admitted as ?

issues in controversy in that proceeding: ,$
c

Impacts of the drawdown of groundwater during and as a result F
(1)_ of CPSES operation (Sec. 5.3.1.2). b
(2) Effects of radioactive release on the general public (Sec. 5.8.1). P

(3) Cost / benefit balance (Sec. 5.16). [y

It is not certain whether the above issues will. actually be litigated h
during the operating license hearing since, under the summary disposi- h
tion procedures in the NRC Rules of Practice (10 CFR 2.749), issues to fwhich there is no genuine issue as to any material fact can be e

M[
determined by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board rather than by
conducting an evidentiary hearing.

, p
b. Other Outstanding Issues fi

The following issues relating to the environmental impacts of the
operation of CPSES have not been completely resolved either by the i
NRC staff or by the applicant: _

(1) Use of groundwater by CPSES during operation. The staff has
recommended that a condition be imposed in the operating li. cense s
on this subject (Sec. 5.3.1.2). L4

t

((:
(2) Effects of the intake structure on aquatic biota during opera-

tion. A study to determine these effects will be performed t

during plant operation under the requirements of the NPDES
permit for CPSES (Sec. 5.5.2). g

n
(3) Effects of the circulating water chlorination system on aquatic $biota during operation. A study to determine the minimum 4

amount of chlorine to be used at CPSES and the effects on the U
receiving water biota will be performed during plant operation f
under the requirements of the NPDES permit (Sec. 4.2.4.1). F

f
5. The staff has reviewed the activities associated with the proposed opera- f

tion of the station and the potential impacts, both beneficial and adverse, 7
are summarized as follows: J;

'r
a. Increased baseload generating capacity will support the increased t

load demand of the combined systems and will result in increased E

system and regicnal reliability (Sec. 2.4). The increased electrical !
energy production at the Comanche Peak station will be less expensive y

than any other generation alternative, and will also reduce dependence i
on oil- and gas-fired generation and promote fuel diversification, }
because CPSES will be the first nuclear generating facility in the
Texas Utilities Company System (TUCS) (Sec. 2.2).

,
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b. Impoundment of Squaw Creek Reservoir at the Comanche Peak Steam
Electric Station site will result in a lake that can serve various
recreational purposes (Sec. 4.3.6).

c. Conversion of about 3100 ha for the site and about 185 ha for the
transmission-line corridors has been necessary (Sec. 4.3.1). About
1480 ha will be used for the station and its cooling pond (Sec. 4.3.1).

d. The heat-dissipation system will result in an average consumptive
3use (by evaporation from the cooling reservoir) of 0.81 m /s.

During a dry year, net diversions fro.n Lake Granbury will be
3 347.2 million m ; during an average year, 32.3 million m ; and during

3a wet year, 10.9 million m . These diversions will not interfere
with water use and quality in Lake Granbury (Sec. 5.3.3).

e. Heat and chemical and sanitary wastes discharged into Squaw Creek
Reservoir and Lake Granbury in accordance with the provisions of the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit (NPOES)
issued for the plant will be rapidly assimilated; thus, no adverse
impacts on downstream water users or aquatic biota are expected
(Secs. 5.3 and 5.5).

f. Heated water released through the modified circulating-water dis-
charge canal into the Squaw Creek Reservoir will b.e rapidly diluted;
thus, the blowdown discharge will have an insignificant effect on
water temperature in Lake Granbury (Soc. 5.3.3).,

g. No measurable radiological impact on man or biota other than man is
expected to result from routine operation (Sec. 5.8.1). The risk
associated with accidental radiation exposure is very low (Sec. 5.8.2).

h. The implementation of the applicant's postconstruction landscaping
plan will enhance the quality of the terrestrial environment in the
vicinity of the plant (Sec. 5.2).

i. The impacts on terrestrial resources from plant operation and trans-
mission-line right-of-way (ROW) maintenance will be acceptable.
However, there exist potential adverse impacts as a result of the
following: ice-loading of local vegetation resulting from steam fog
from the cooling pond during cold weather (Sec. 5.4.1).

J. The increased total dissolved solids in the return water flow from
SCR to Lake Granbury will raise the already high levels in Lake
Granbury and Squaw Creek Reservoir, but is not believed to be
unacceptable for this area (Sec. 5.5.2).

k. No significant social or economic impacts on nearby communities are
expected as a result of plant operation (Sec. 5.7.4).

1. The potential effects of impingement and entrainment on the fish
population in Squaw Creek Raservoir as a result of the high circu- |

lating-water intake velocity when both units are operational remain
to be determined by prescribed testing and monitoring programs |
(Secs. 5.5.2 and 5.10). |
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6. The accident-analysis section has been revised to include severe acci-
dents and the lessons learned from the accident at Three Mile Island
Unit 2 (Sec. 5.8.2).

7. The' analysis of the health effects of the uranium fuel cycle has been
revised to include the latest information (Sec. 5.8.3).

8. This environmental statement was made available to the public, to the
Environmental Protection Agency, and to other specified agencies in May
1981 (Sec. 7).

9. On the basis of the analysis and evaluation set forth in this environmental
'I

statement, and after weighing the environmental, economic, technical, and
other benefits against environmental and economic costs and after considering
available alternatives at the operating-license stage, it is concluded
that the action called for under NEPA and 10 CFR Part 51 is the issuance
of operating licenses for Units 1 and 2 of the Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, subject to the following conditions recommended by the staff for !

the protection of the environment:

Before engaging in~ additional construction or operational activitiesa.
that may result in a significant adverse environmental impact that
was not evaluated or that is significantly greater than that evalu- i

ated in this environmental statement the applicant shall provide
written notification of such activities to the Director of the
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and shall receive written
approval before proceeding with such activities.

b. The applicant shall carry out the environmental monitoring programs
outlined in this environmental statement as modified and approved by

'

the staff and implemented in the environmental protection plan and
the technical specifications incorporated in the operating licenses
for the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (Sec. 5.11.3).'

c. The applicant shall be required to restrict the use of groundwater
for CPSES operation to that amount needed for potable and sanitary
purposes and for supplementing the supply of treated surface water {

during short periods of peak demand when station requirements exceed
'

the capacity of the reverse-osmosis surface-water-treatment plant
(Sec. 5.3.1.2).

d. If harmful effects or evidence of irreversible damage are detected
during the operating life of the station, the applicant shall pro-
vide the staff with an analysis of the problem and a proposed course )
of action to alleviate it.

i
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FOREWORD

This environmental statement was prepared by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (the staff), in accordance
with the Commission's regulation, 10 CFR 51, which implements the requirements
of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA).

NEPA states, among other things, that it'is the continuing responsibility of
the Federal Government to use all practicable means, consistent with other
essential considerations of national policy, to improve and coordinate Federal
plans, functions, programs, and resources to the end that the nation may:

Fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the-

environment for succeeding generations.

Assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and esthet--

ically and culturally pleasing surroundings.

Attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment with-*

out degradation, risk to health or safety, or other undesirable and
unintended consequences. ;

Preserve important historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our-

national heritage, and maintain, wherever possible, an environment !
'

that supports diversity and variety of individual choice.

Achieve a balance between population and resource use that will-

permit high standards of living and a wide sharing of life's amenities.

Enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the maximum--

attainable recycling of depletable resources.

Further, with respect to major Federal actions significantly affecting the
quality of the human environment, Section 102(2)(C) of NEPA calls for prepa-
ration of a detailed statement on:

(i) the environmental impact of the proposed action,

(ii) any adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided should the
proposal be implemented,

(iii) alternatives to the proposed action,

(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of the human envi-*

ronment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term produc-
tivity, and

(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources that
would be involved in the proposed action should it be implemented.

xiii
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An Environmental Report accompanies each application for a construction permit
or a full power operating license. A notice of availability of the report is
issued. Any comments by interested persons on the report are considered by
the staff. In conducting the required NEPA review, the staff meets with the
applicant to discuss items of information in the Environmental Report, to seek
new information from the applicant that might be needed for an adequate assess-
ment, and to ensure that the staff has a thorough understanding of the proposed
project. In addition, the staff seeks information from other sources that
will assist in the evaluation and visits and inspects the project site and
surrounding vicinity. Members of the staff may meet with state and local
officials who are charged with protecting state and local interests. On the ,

basis of all the foregoing and other such activities or inquiries as are
deemed useful and appropriate, the staff makes an independent assessment of
the considerations specified in Sect. 102(2)(C) of the NEPA and 10 CFR Part 51.

This evaluation leads to the publication of a Oraft Environmental Statement,
prepared by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, which is then circulated
to Federal, state, and local government agencies for comment. A summary
notice is published in the Federal Register of the availability of the appli-
cant's Environmental Report and the Draft Environmental Statement. Interested
persons are also invited to comment on the proposed action and the draft
statement. Comments should be addressed to the Director, Division of Licensing,
at the address shown below.

Af ter receipt and consideration of comments on the draf t statement, the staff
prepares a Final Environmental Statement, which includes a discussion of
questions and objections raised by the comments and the disposition thereof; a
final cost-benefit analysis, which cor,siders and balances the environmental
effects of the facility and the alternatives available for reducing or avoiding
adverse environmental effects with the environmental, economic, technical, and
other benefits of the facility; and a conclusion as to whether - after the
environmental, economic, technical, and other benefits are weighed against
environmental costs and after available alternatives nave been considered - the
action called for, with respect to environmental issues, is the issuance or
denial of the proposed permit or license or its appropriate conditioning to
protect environmental values. This Final Environmental Statement and the
Safet: Evaluation Report prepared by the staff are submitted to the Atomic
Safet) and Licensing Board (ASLB) for its consideration at public hearings
held in connection with all construction permit applications and with
operating license applications as ordered.

This environmental review deals with the impacts of operation of the Comanche
Peak Steam Electric Station Units 1 and 2. Assessments relating to operation
that are found in this environmental statement augment those described in the
FES-CP that was issued in June 1974, in support of issuance of construction
permits for CPSES.

The information in the various sections of this environmental statement updates !

the FES-CP in four ways: (1) by identifying differences between environmental l
effects of operation (including those that would enhance as well as degrade
the environment) currently projected and impacts that were described in the
preconstruction review; (2) by reporting the results of studies relating to,

' operation that had not been completed at the time of issuance of the FES-CP
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and that the staff required to be completed before initiation of the operating-
license review; (3) by evaluating the applicant's preoperational monitoring
program, and factoring the results of this program into the design of an
operational surveillance program and into the development of environmental
technical specifications; and (4) by identifying studies being performed by
the applicant that will yield additional information relevant to the environ-
mental impacts of operating the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station Units 1
and 2.

The staff recognizes the difficulty a reader would encounter in trying to
establish the conformance of this review with the requirements of NEPA with
only updating information. Consequently, a copy of the FES-CP is reproduced
in Appendix C of this Environmental Statement. In addition, introductory
rdsunds in appropriate sections of this Environmental Statement summarize both
the extent of updating and the degree to which the staff considers the subject
to be adequately reviewed.

Copies of this Environmental Statement are available for inspection at the
Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H Street NW, Washington, DC, and at
the Somervell County Public Library, Glen Rose, TX. Single copies may be
obta.ined by writing to:

Director, Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Mr. Spottswood Burwell is the NRC Licensing Project Manager for this project.
Mr. Burwell may be contacted at the above address or at 301/492-8535.

I
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1 INTRODUCTION

1. '1 The Proposed Action

The proposed action is the issuance of operating licenses to the Texas Util.ities
Generating Company (TUGCO) of Dallas, Texas, for startup and opiration of
Units 1 and 2 of the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES) in Somervell
County near Glen Rose, Texas.

Each of the two generating units consists of one pressurized-water reactor,
four steam generators, one steam turbine generator, a heat-dissipation system,
and associated auxiliary and engineered safeguards. Waste heat will be dissi-
pated to the atmosphere from Squaw Creek Reservoir (SCR). Makeup water for
the cooling pond will come from Squaw Creek and Lake Granbury; blowdown from
SCR will go into both the. lower reaches of Squaw Creek and Lake Granbury.

Design power levels for each reactor are 3411 Wt and 1159 MWe; in-house
consumption of electric power will be 48 MWe. Stretch (maximum-design) power |

1evels are 3565 MWt and 1203 MWe, with in-house consumption of 50 MWe (ER-OL,* |
Sec. 3.2).

I

CPSES is being constructed for TUGCO, which is lead applicant and agent for
the co-owners (Dallas Power and Light Company, Texas Electric Service Company,
Texas Power and Light Company, Brazos Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. , and
Texas Municipal Power Agency). TUGC0 prepared the ER-OL and will operate the
station on behalf of the co-owners.

1.2 Administrative History

1.2.1 Prior Staff Action

On July 20, 1973, TUGC0 (the applicant) filed an application with the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC), now Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), for a permit
to construct CPSES. Following reviews by the AEC regulatory staff and its
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, public hearings were held before an
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in Glen Rose, Texas, between July 31, and

*" Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station Environmental Report, Operating License
Stage," Vols. 1 and 2, Texas Utilities Generating Company, January 19, 1979.
Hereinafter this document is cited in the body of the text as ER-OL, usually
followed by a specific section, page, figure, or. table number. Similar
citatior, is made to ER-OL, Amendment 1, September 17, 1980. Likewise,
" Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station Environmental Report, Construction
Stage," Vols.1 and 2, as amended, Texas Utilities Generating Company,
June 5, 1973, is cited as ER-CP. " Final environmental Statement Related to
the Proposed Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station Units 1 and 2," issued in
June 1974 by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, is referred to as FES-CP and
is reproduced herein as an appendix.
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November 26, 1974. The conclusions resulting from the staff's environmental
review were issued as a Final Environmental Statement - Construction Phase
(FES-CP) in June 1974. Construction permits Nos. CPPR-126 and CPPR-127 were
issued on December 19, 1974.

In February 1978, TUGC0 submitted an application including a Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR) and Environmental Report (ER-OL) requesting issuance of
operating licenses for Units 1 and 2. These documents were docketed on May 12,
1978 and January 19, 1979, respectively. Operational safety and environmental
reviews were then initiated.

As of December 31, 1980, construction of Unit 1 was about 87% complete and the
staff estimates that the reactor will be ready for fuel loading in December 1982.
Unit 2 was about 50T complete and has a tentative fuel-loading date approximately
two years later.

1.2.2 Status of Reviews and Approvals

The applicant has provided a status listing, as of September 12, 1980, of )
environmentally related permits, approvals, licenses, etc. required from i

Federal, regional, st' ate, and local agencies in connection with the proposed Iproject in the ER-OL (Sec. 12). The staff has reviewed the listing and is not '

aware of any potential non-NRC' licensing difficulties that would significantly
delay or preclude the proposed operation of the station. The issuance of a
water-quality certificate pursuant to Section 401 of the Clean Water Act of
1977 by the Texas State Environmental Protection Agency is a necessary prereq-
uisite for the issuance of an operating license by the Nuclear Regulatory

,

|

Commission. This certification was received by the applicant on 14 November
1974. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency issued an NPDES permit to the

,

applicant for CPSES, pursuant to Section 402 of the Clean Water Act of 1977, '

on December 16, 1978 (App. E).

i
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2 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE ACTION

2.1 R6 sum 6

Tnt action for which this Environmental Statement is being written is the
issuance of operating licenses for CPSES Units 1 and 2. Each unit has a
design electrical rating of 1150 MW; they are pressurized water reactors.

On December 18, 1979, NRC amended the construction permits for CPSES to reflect
the addition of two new co-owners of CPSES (Amend. 3 to CPSES Construction Permit
Nos. CPPR-126 and CPPR-127). In addition to the three original co-owners, Dallas
Power and Light Company (DPL), Texas Electric Service Company (TESCO), and Texas
Power and Light Company (TPL), the two new co-owners are Brazos Electric Power
Cooperative (BEPC) and Texas Municipal Power Agency (TMPA), which acquired 3.8%
and 6.2% ownership interest in CPSES, respectively. DPL transferred 10% of
its original one-third ownership interest in CPSES. TUGC0 remains as the lead
applicant for CPSES.

When the FES-CP was issued in June 1974, TUGC0 scheduled CPSES Units 1 and 2
for initial operation as baseload units in 1980 and 1982, respectively. Current
scheduling calls for Units 1 and 2 to begin commercial operation in 1982 and
1984, respectively. The original dates for commercial operation of the units
were predicated on an expected growth rate in electrical-energy use in the Texas
Utilities Company System (TUCS) of 10.5%/yr between 1963 and 1972. The applicant
had predicted that the average annual rate of growth (AARG) of electrical-energy
use would be 9.7% between 1974 and 1980 and 7.6% between 1980 and 1984. The
actual AARG for 1974 to 1980 was 5.9%, and is projected to be 5.5% for 1981 to
1986 (ER-OL, Sec. 1.1.1). The applicant also indicates, and the staff agrees,
that this decreasing trend in demand for electrical energy will continue.

The staff has studied the decline in expected growth rate of electrical-energy
use, and finds that it is not unique to the TUCS service area; it is represen-
tative of a national trend, attributable in part to higher prices for electricity,
conservation, and slower economic growth than predictions for the 1980s, which
were made in the late 1970s, had assumed (Ref. 1).

In this section, the staff has evaluated the purpose and need for operation of
the CPSES units within the context of (1) overall system production costs for
Generating electricity, (2)' availability of alternative fuels, and (3) relia-
bility of the power supply for the TUCS service area.

2. 2 Production Costs
(

) The CPSES units were constructed to provide a diversity of fuel types and an
| economical source of baseload energy. Because the substantial capital costs

and environmental costs associated with construction * have already been incurred,I

* Environmental costs associated with operation of CPSES are discussed in
subsequent sections of this environmental statement.
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the only economic factors that are relevant for consideration now are system
fuel costs and operation and maintenance (0&M) costs, because these expenses
will be affected by whether or not the units operate. A comparison of system
production costs with and without the CPSES units available to the system shows
savings to the service area if operating licenses are issued and operating plans ,

|proceed as scheduled.

The TUCS system is currently entirely dependent on fossil fuels for generating
electricity for its customers. The past, present, and predicted distribution
of TUCS fuel use is shown in Tat >1e 2.1. In 1981, fuel use is about evenly split

,

between gas / oil and coal / lignite. The gas / oil units are designed for gas but |
can use oil with some reduction in unit generating efficiency. '

The increase in use of coal and lignite, primarily to reduce the TUCS depen-
dence on gas, is evident from the data in Table 2.1. Whenever oil is used as
a standby fuel (when gas.is not available), not only would there be reduced
efficiency of electricity production, but a dramatic increase in fuel cost; in
1981, oil is about twice as expensive as natural gas on a thermal basis (Ref. 1)
and this difference in price, favoring gas, is estimated by the staff and Data
Resources, Inc. (DRI) (Ref. 2) to persict until 1990 at least.

Lignite is the other (than gas) major fuel in present use by the TUCS system.
Currently, lignite provides fuel for about one-third of the generating capa-
bility of TUCS, and one-half of the thermal capacity of the system (Ref. 2).
Coal will become important to the TUCS system in the late 1980s. Lignite prices
have escalated at an average rate of 13.7%/yr from 1977 to 1980. The price of
coal has gone up 25%/yr over the same period (Ref. 1). The staff estimates
that lignite prices will continue to rise at a rate of 14.3%/yr for the decade
of.1980 to 1990, and that this same rate will apply to coal. The absolute price
of lignite will remain lower than that of coal because of its lower thermal-
production quality; i.e., its thermal content per unit weight is about two-thirds
that of coal.

Because TUCS is heavily dependent on gas (i.e., about 50%, with oil as standby
only), and because available and firm supplies of gas are not adequate to meet
all future needs, the staff agrees with the estimates of future fuel use pre-
sented by the applicant in Table 2.1. Gas constitutes a consistently smaller
part of total fuel use through 1990 as lignite gradually becomes the predominant
fossil fuel and nuclear generation becomes important by 1982 or 1983. The
applicant states that by 1990 it will have fully exploited the lignite deposits
of. central and eastern Texas (ER-OL, Amend. 1, response to staff question 29).
Further fossil-fuel expansion beyond 1990 will have to be based on coal. For
these reasons, the staff has concluded that the replacement of any energy not
produced by CPSES Units 1 and 2 through 1990 would have to come from lignite
and gas in about a 50:50 proportion. Whereas oil could be used for 5% to 10%
of TUCS system requirements (Ref. 3), the applicant indicates that gas will be

| the preferred fuel until 1990, when the Fuel Use Act of 1978 prohibits the use
of gas as a primary energy source for new generating plants, and limits its

,
use in existing plants (Ref. 3).

In the staff's analysis of projected production costs, according to an economic-
dispatch logic, the annual projected fuel costs for the TUCS system are esti-
mated on the basis of a specified mix (Table 2.1) of generating capacity and
projected energy requirements (ER-OL, Amend. 1). Analyses were performed for

.
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Table 2.1. Percentage Ofstribution of TUCS>

Actual and Projected Fuel Uset1

Gas and Lignite Nuclear
Year. Oilts and Coal Fuel ,

Actual

1970 100.0

1971 .100.0-'

1972 94.0 6.0

1973 85.1 14.9

1974 84.3 15.7

1975 75.3 24.7

1976 68.8 31.2>

1977 67.7 32.3''

1978 59.3 40.7

1979 50.8 49.2

Projected

1980 49.4 50.6

1981 49.3 49.8 0.9

1982ts 48.1 47.8 4.1

1983 4649 44.7 8.4

1984t4 43.2 43.5 13.3
.

1985 35.0 49.7 15.2

1986 34.0 50.3 15.7

1990t5 30 54 16

11 Adapted from the ER-OL (Amend.1,
Table 1.1-12).

12 Primary fuel is gas; oil is standby.-

t Unit 1 commercial operation.8
,

t' Unit 2 commercial operation,

8 Staff estimate.t

.
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1981 through 1986, with and without the CPSES units in service. It was assumed
that the units would show a measurable contribution to production in 1982.
The results of these product. ion-cost analyses are shown in Table 2.2. The
values reported there represent the staff's estimate of the annual savings in
system fuel costs by having the CPSES units online in accordance with the
applicant's projected schedule versus costs that will be incurred if the units
are not allowed to operate. The savings estimated for 1981 to 1983 are
attributable only to Unit 1; the 1984, 1985, and 1986 values reflect the fuel- |
cost savings that would be realized with both units online. The analyses assume |
that if the CPSES units were in operation in these initial years, they would i
have performed at an average capacity factor of about 65%. The analyses also I

assume that the energy that would have been generated by these units will be
replaced by gas-fired generation (50%) and lignite-fired generation (50%). If

the applicant's official forecast is realized, some supplemental energy from
outside the TUCS system would be required in 1984 to 1986. This energy is
assumed by the staff to cost as much as the gas generated energy from the TUCS
system. The applicant estimates savings for 1985 to be $309 million (ER-OL,
Amend. 1, response to staff question 17); the staff estimate (see Table 2.2)

| is $383 million for that year. The staff believes th6 qumbers to be in

reasonable agreement and that the difference is due to u slightly higher'

fuel-cost differential in the staff estimate. The staff estimate for the cost
of nuclear fuel in 1985 (Table 2.2) is 9 mill /kWh, whereas the applicant uses
6.2 mill /kWh; gas-cost estimates are 60 mill /kWh by the staff and 55 mill /kWh

t by the applicant. The difference between these gas and nuclear-fuel values is
! greater for the staff's estimate than for the applicant's; hence, the greater
| savings estimated by the staff.

A production-cost analysis should also include the differential in variable
O&M costs between the CPSES units and the units that would provide the replace-
ment energy. However, these cost items are small in relation to the fuel-cost
differential and would alter the ultimate cost differential slightly. The
applicant estimates system O&M units in 1985 to be 3.5 mill /kWh with the CPSES
units and 3.9 mill /kWh without them (ER-0L, Amend. 1, response to staff
question 17). This would produce another $30 million in savings, or about 10%
of the savings due to fuel alone.

In addition, a decision to operate the CPSES units will necessitate a decorc-
; missioning expense once the units are retired from service. The staff discusses

the different decommissioning methods available and their estimated costs in
Section 5.9. For large PWR units (such as CPSES Units 1 and 2) the decommis-
sioning cost per unit is estimated to be $33 million (in 1978 dollars).

i4

In the FES-CP (June 1974) both applicant and staff estimated production costs
of electrical energy that are much lower than the current estimates presented
here. The staff believes the lower cost estimate was due to underestimates of

| the effect of the OPEC oil embargo and subsequent general fuel price increases,
and the dramatic escalation of all fuel prices that resulted Tne effects of
inflation were also underestimated by both staff and applicant fit the time the
FES-CP was written (1972-1974).

In conclusion, the staff agrees with the applicant's assessment of potential
savings due to the operation of CPSES. These savings would not be significantly
altered if the demand for electricity grows at a lower rate than assumed, because
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Table 2.2. TUCS Projected Annual Fuel Costs

6-

Year

f; Category 1979 1980 1981' 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Total energy generatedtl (10' kWh) 58.3 63.3 67.8 71.7 75.4 79.2 83.6 87.1
Increase over previous year.(%) 0.2 * 8.6 7.1 5.8 5.2 5.0 5.6 4.2

Distributioa by fuel typet8 (%)-
Gas and cil 50.8 49.4 49.3 48.1 46.9 43.2 35.0 34.0

I Lignite 49.2 50.6 49.8 47.8 44.7 43.5 49.7 50.3
Nuclear fuel 0.9 4.1 8.4 13.3 15.2 15.7

Energy generated by fuel typeta (loe kwh)
Gas and all 29.6 31.3 33.6 34.5 35.4 34.2 29.3 29.6
Lignite 28.7 32.0 34.0 34.3 33.7 34.5 41.6 43.8
Nuclear fuel 06 2.9 6.3 10.5 12.7 13.7

Fuel priceti ($/105 8tu)
Gas and oil 1.57 2.08 2.50 2.96 3.64 4.51 5.59 6.94
Lignite 0.67 0.78 0.92 1.07 1.22 1.40 1.63 1.86
Nuclear fuel 0.46 0.55 0.60 0.66 0.72 0.77 0.83 0.90

Cost of fuelt5 ($ elllion)
Gas and oil 502 703 907 1103 1392 1666 2169 2219
Lignite 198 257 322 378 423 4% (9t 839

j. Nuclear fuel 3 20 48 86 1 81 131
'

Total 700 960 1232 1501 1863 2249 2!/9 3189

Gas and lignite (50:50) replacing
nuclear fuelt8 (10' kWh) 0.6 2.9 6.3 10.5 12.7 13.7

Cost of fuel ($ million) |
Gas and lignite (50:50) 11 63 166 335 495 651
Nuclear fuel 3 20 48 86 112 131
Savings using nuclear fuel 8 43 118 249 383 520

Total fuel costt? (mill /kWh)
With CPSES 18 21 25 28 31 37
Without CPSES 18 21 26 32 35 42

ft From the ER-OL (Amend. 1, Sec. 1.1).

12 From Table 2.1.
]

13 The product of total energy generated and distribution by fuel type.
t4 From " Monthly Report on the Uranium Market, November 1980," Report No. 147, Nuclear Exchange

,

Corporation, 1980. '

ts The product of energy generated by fuel type, fuel price, and plant heat rate of the fuel.
Plant heat rates in 8tu/kWh are 10,800 for a gas-fueled plant, 10,300 for a lignite-fueled
plant, and 10,660 for a nuclear-fueled plant.

*s
t It is assumed that gas and lignite, on a 50:50 basis, would replace the CPSES capability.
t' The quotient of cost of fuel and total energy generated.
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TUCS marginal energy source would continue to be gas. Table 2.2 shows savings
only through 1986; in actuality, fuel-cost savings would continue as long as
CPSES is to be licensed to operate--about 30 years.

E.3 Diversity of Fuel Supply
,

Regardless of the relative economics of nuclear energy versus energy from other
sources, it is to the advantage of a public utility to have diverse sources of
power available. Any number of problems could arise regarding the availability
of fuel to generate electricity. If imported oil were not available, if further
limits were placed on the use of natural gas as a boiler fuel, if coal piles <

were to freeze, or if shortages of enrichment facilities were to develop, too
much reliance on one or two fuels--especially for baseload operation--could
necessitate cutbacks to the power-supply grid. Currently, about 50% of TUCS's
generating capacity is fueled by either. natural gas or oil (Table 2.1). With
CPSES in operation in 1985, this dependence on gas and oil will be reduced to ,

35%, and TUCS would be better prepared to meet unexpected changes in the supply
of gas. The staff concludes that operation of CPSES will improve the diaersity
of fuel supply for the service area and is an important factor in support of
issuing an operating license.

!

2.4' System Reliability Analysis

Between 1965 and 1973, TUCS's electrical-energy output and peak-load demand
|grew at AARGs of 30.2% and 9.5%, respectively. During 1973 through 1980,

these rates have slowed considerably, and are about the same as the growth
experienced in the United States as a whole (Ref. 4).

Current projections by the applicant for the TUCS system call for AARGs of
4.6% for peak-load demand (ER-0L, Amend.1, Table 1.1-9) and 5.5% for net-
energy-for-area load from 1981 to 1986 (ER-OL, Amend. 1, Table 1.1-1).

Table 2.3 shows TUCS and Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) reserve
margins, both historical and projected with and without the CPSES units in
operation, through 1986. The' peak-load responsibility values reported here
reflect TUCS's official forecast for system-maximum hourly load. System
capacity reflects capacity owned by TUCS.

TUCS has identified a 15% reserve margin as necessary to maintain minimum
acceptable reliability for membership in ERCOT and for its own system (ER-OL,.

Amend. 1, Sec. 1.1). This standard is consistent with the 15% to 25% reserve
margin recommended by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Thus, based
on TUCS current load forecast and capacity plans (as shown in Table 2.3), if
the CPSES units are not added as scheduled, both TUCS and ERCOT reserve margins
will be close to the minimum requirements in 1984 through 1986.

A regional econometric forecasting model has been developed by DRI (Ref. 2). ,

This model suggests that the growth of demand for electrical energy in Texas, |
Arkansas, and Louisiana will probably be less than the growth projected by
TUCS; the model results project an AARG of 3.8% for 1980 to 1986 versus 5.5%
as projected by TUCS. The model also projects reserve margins for the region
that range from 17% in 1980 to 24% in 1986 with all planned units coming online
as scheduled by 1986.
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Table 2.3. Capacity Resources, Peak-Hour Demands,
and Reserve Margins for TUCS and ERCOTt1

Peak-Hour Reserve Reserve
Resources (MW) Demandt2 (MW) Margin (MW) Margin (%)

Year ERCOTt8 TUCSt4 ERCOT TUCS ERCOT TUCS ERCOT TUCS

Actual

1972 25,550 10,355 20,408 8,285 5,142 2,069 25.2 25.0
1973 26,475 10,929 21,687 8,670 4,788 2,259 22.1 26.1
1974 30,010 12,007 23,332 9,602 6,678 2,405 28.5 25.0
1975 32,055 13,352 23,525 9,505 8,530 3,847 36.3 40.5
1976 33,600 13,863 25,400 10,002 8,200 3,861 32.3 38.6
1977 36,440 14,919 26,819 10,525 9,621 4,394 35.9 41.8
1978 39,099 15,932 28,645 11,232 10,454 4,700 36.5 41.8
1979 39,623 17,432 28,556 10,880 11,067 6,552 38.8 60.2
1980 42,141 17,412 32,126 12,591 10,015 4,821 31.2 38.3

Projected with Comanche Peak

1981 42,086 17,957 33,306 13,130 8,780 4,827 26.4 36.8
1982 44,701 18,947 35,089 13,735 9,612 5,212 27.4 37.9
1983 45,273 18,925 36,873 14,365 8,400 4,560 22.8 31.7
1984 47,391 19,787 38,796 15,035 8,595 4,752 22.2 31.6
1985 49,013 21,002 40,744 15,755 8,269 5,247 20.3 33.3
1986 51,142 21,470 42,735 16,485 8,407 4,985 19.7 30.2

Projected without Comanche Peak

1981 42,086 17,957 33,306 13,130 8,780 4,827 26.4 36.8
1982 43,551 17,912 35,089 13,735 8,462 4,177 24.1 30.4
1983 44,123 17,890 36,873 14,365 7,250 3,525 19.7 24.5
1984 45,091 17,717 36,796 15,035 6,295 2,682 16.2 17.8
1985 46,713 18,932 40,744 15,755 5,969 3,177 14.7 20.2
1986 48,842 19,400 42,735 16,485 6,107 2,915 14.3 17.7

t1 Adapted from the ER-OL (Amend. 1, Table 1.1-9).

12 Undiversified. Projections include interruptible demands.
13 Electric Reliability Council of Texas,
t4 Texas Utilities Company System.

The staff's reliability assessment assumes that about 2500 MWe of new capacity,
other than that from CPSES, will be added to tha TUCS system in 1981 to 1986

| as scheduled. It also assumes that about 1200 MWe of purchased power will be
available in the peak-use season each year. The conclusions of the reliability
assessment could be altered by unavoidable slippages in, or decisions to delay,
any of these subsequent additions, or by the uncertainty associated with TUCS
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reliance on outside purchases for some needed power. Finally, it must be
stressed that because the DRI econometric model is aggregated at the regional
level and because the TUCS utilities serve only parts of the states within the
region, the findings based on the DRI model are valid only if the growth rate
in each of the service areas is the same as the growth rate for the respective
region as a whole.

Based on the above considerations, the staff concludes that the CPSES units
will contribute to maintaining desirable reliability levels. However, relia-
bility is not found to be a primary consideration in the timing of the initial
operation of these units.

. 2. 5 Conclusions

The results of the staff's assessment of purpose and need for CPSES Units 1
and 2 support a decision to issue operating licenses for the units in accor-
dance with the schedule proposed by the applicant. The fact of overriding
importance is that the addition of these units to the TUCS system is expected
to result in significant savings in system production costs. Furthermore, the
operation of these units will decrease TUCS dependence on fuel supplies of
uncertain availability 'and will increase system reliability.
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3 ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION

3.1 Rdsume

During the construction permit (CP) review stage, the staff analyzed alternative
sites, plant designs, and methods of power generation, including the alternative
of:not adding production capacity. The staff concluded, based on its analysis
of these alternatives, as well as on a cost-benefit analysis, that additional
capacity was needed, that a nuclear-fueled plant would be an environmentally
acceptable means of providing the capacity, and that CPSES Units 1 and 2, at a
specified site and of a specified design, were acceptable from both economic
and environmental perspectives. Since that time, construction of CPSES has
been nearly completed; and many of the economic and environmental costs associated
with the construction of the station have already been incurred and must be
viewed as " sunk costs" in any prospective assessment.

The staff b'elieves the only reasonable alternative to the proposed action of
granting an operating license for CPSES available for consideration at the
operating license stage is denying the license for operation of the facility
and thereby not permitting the constructed nuclear facility to be added to the
applicant's generating system. Alternatives such as construction at alternative
sites, extensive station modification, or construction of facilities utilizing
different energy sources would each require additional construction activity
with its accompanying economic and environmental costs, whereas operation of
the already constructed plant would not create these costs. Therefore, unless
major safety or environmental concerns resulting from operating the plant are
revealed that were not evident and considered during the CP review, these alterna-
tives are unreasonable as compared to operating the already constructed plant.
No such concerns have been revealed with regard to operation of CPSES.

With respect to the proposed action of operating the facility, it was shown in
Section 2 that the addition of CPSES to the TUCS systems is expected to result
in savings in system production costs of about $150 million per year for each
of the two units of CPSES. Further, as stated in Chapter 2, operation of these
units will provide diversity of fuel sources, thereby decreasing TUCS dependence
on fuel supplies of uncertain availability (gas, oil, and lignite) and will
contribute to increased system reliability. The environmental impacts of opera-
tion are reassessed in Section 5 of this statement. As discussed in Section
5.16.3, as a result of this reassessment, the staff has been able to forecast
more accurately the effects of operation of CPSES and has determined that the
station will operate with acceptable environmental impact.

The alternative of not operating the facility will require the utility to sub-
stitute approximately 12 billion kWh per year of electrical energy that would ,

have been provided by CPSES with other sources of energy which have a greater I

economic cost and have an equal or greater environmental cost. As indicated
above, the additional economic cost has been estimated at approximately $150
million per year for each of the two units.

3-1
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After weighing the above described options, the staff concludes the preferable
choice is operation of CPSES,

1
|

|

|
|
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4 AFFECTED ENVIR6NMENT

4.1 Rdsumd

This rdsumd highlights changes in the design of the facility and new informa-
tion on the local environment gained since the FES-CP was issued in 1974.

Minor changes in design of the circulating-water system are described in
Section 4.2.2.

After the FES-CP was issued, the applicant modified the liquid , gaseous , and
solid-radwaste-treatment systems as described in the Final Safety Analysis
Report and evaluated in the staf Ps Safety Evaluation Report. New liquid and
gaseous source terms based on more recent operating data arplicable to the
station during normal operation, and anticipated operational occurrences, have
been provided in Section 4.2.3.

There have been many changes in design and operation of the nonradioactive
water treatment and waste systems, including construction of a surface water
treatment facility (Sec. 4.3.2), and changes in the types and amounts of
chemicals used in the systems and in their methods of disposal (Sec. 4.2.4).

The staff-revisited CPSES in August 1980 to determine what changes had occurred
at the site and in the surrounding area since the preconstruction review in
1974 that would alter the staff's evaluation of the impact of station operation
on the environment. The staff has also reviewed the new documentation (such
as the ER-OL) supplied by the applicant. Land use on the site has changed as
a result of construction of the station. Major changes involve the conversion
of rural and agricultural areas to station use; e.g., installation of permanent
structures, construction facilities, warehouses, parking lots, roads, cooling
pond,, railroad spur, and transmission-line rights-of-way (Sec. 4.3.1).

The water-use discussion has been updated (Sec. 4.3.2). Water quality data
collected since the issuance of the FES-CP have been incorporated to provide a
more complete description of water quality and local groundwater resources.

The meteorology and air quality discussion (Sec. 4.3.3) has been updated to
include new information for the region and the site.

Additional background information relating to the terrestrial and aquatic
biota within the site environs is provided in Section 4.3.4.

Section 4.3.5 contains new information on the historic and prehistoric resources
of the site and nearby areas.

Expected changes in the local economy due to operation of CPSES and new demo-
graphic information from the 1980 census are discussed in Section 4.3.6.
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4.2 Project Descriptions

4.2.1 External Appearance and Station Layout

There have been no significant changes in the design or layout of CPSES since
the FES-CP was issued in June 1974 that would alter the external appearance of
the station or layout of the major structures and facilities. Sections 3.1

'(External Appearance) and 3.2 (Reactor, Steam-Electric System, and Fuel
Inventory) and Figure 3.1.1 ef the FES-CP remain valid. The station and its
relationship to the surrounding region are shown in the following figures of
the FES-CP:

Figure 2.1.2 (area within 16 km of the reactor location)
Figure 2.1.4 (exclusion area) '

Figure 3.4.1 (Squaw Creek Reservoir and circulating-water system)
Figure 3.8.1 (transmission lines)

4.2.2 Station Cooling System

4.2.2.1 General Description

The station cooling system at CPSES consists of two major components: the
circulating-water system and the service-water system. The general plan of
the cooling system is shown in the FES-CP (Fig. 3.4.2). The circulating water
will be withdrawn from Squaw Creek Reservoir (SCR) through an intake structure
containing eight. water pumps; it will be pumped through the condenser and
various. heat exchangers.to the discharge tunnels and then be returned to SCR ;

through a submerged discharge structure. A dam was built across an arm of the '

reservoir to form a separate water compartment called a safe-shutdown impound-
ment (SSI).

The purpose of this impoundment is to provide cooling water for dissipating
reactor afterheat and to allow an orderly shutdown of the plant in the unlikely
event of failure of the main dam retaining SCR. For all operating conditions,
the station service water will be taken from the SSI through an intake structure
containing five pumps. The water will be pumped through various safety-related i

'

cooling systems and then returned to the SSI through a discharge-chute structure.
i

Since the issuance of the FES-CP in 1974, the applicant has modified the
'

design of various structures associated with the station cooling system. In |

the following sections, major modifications of the cooling system are described
to update the description of the previous designs given in Section 3.4 of the
FES-CP. The impact of these design modifications on the thermal plume distri-
butions in SCR is discussed in Section 5.3.3.

4.2.2.2 Circulating-Water System
I
| A schematic diagram of the modified circulating-water system (CWS) for the

station is shown in Figure 4.1. A description of the flow characteristics at'

various locations in the CWS is given in Table 4.1. The values presented in
athe table are for periods with a maximum circulating-water flow rate of 70 m /s

(one unit operating at full power):

I
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Figure 4.1. Circulating-Water-System Profile (numbers refer
to locations listed in the accompanying table).
(Modified from ER-OL, Amend. 1, Fig. 3.4-14.)

Table 4.1. ' Conditions of Flow in the CPSES Circulating-Water Systemtl

Flow Flow Stat!c
Area Rate Pressure
per per Veloc- at Duct Tempera- Time at
Unit Unit ity Centerline ture Condition

Locationt2 (ft )t3 (gpm)t" (ft/s)ts (ft of water)t6 (*F)t7 (s)2

1. Circulating water-pump
discharge pipe 63.7 275,000 9.6 30 95 6

2 Inlet duct entrance 250 1,100,000 9.8 30 95 73

3. Inlet duct below waterbox 250 1,100,000 9.0 55 95 73
4 Condenser waterbox and

inlet pipes 78.7 256,250 7.2 '30 95 3

5. Condenser-tube inlet 1,025,000 7.0 13 95 7-

6. Condenser tubes 1,025,000 7.0 12 95 7-

7. Condenser-tube outlet - 1,025,000 7.0 0 110 7

8. Condenser waterbox and
discharge pipes 78.7 256,250 7.2 12 110 3

9. Outlet duct below waterbox 250 1,100,000 9.8 35 110 100

10. Outlet-duct discharge 250 1,100,000 9.8 15 110 100

tl Modified from ER-OL, Amendment 1, Table 3.4 5.
t2 Numbers re*'er to locations depicted in the accompanying figure. |
t3 To convert tt m2, multiply by 0.09290.
t" To convert to m3/s, multiply by 6.309 = 10-5
ts To convert to m/s, multiply by 0.3048.
t' To convert to kPa, multiply by 2.98898,
t7 To convert to 'C, use formula: 'C=5(*F-32)/9.

|

|
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One of the design changes in the CWS is the use of a separate discharge tunnel
for each unit, rather than a combined single tunnel for two units, to convey
the heated water from the condenser to the discharge canal. The tops of the
present discharge tunnels are submerged about 5 m below the low water level in
SCR. However, the flow characteristics such as velocity and static pressure
inside the present and previous tunnels remain the same.

4.2.2.3 Circulating-Water Discharge Canal

The newly designed circulating-water discharge canal is shown in Figure 4.2.
The canal has been made deeper and narrower than the previous design, but with
cross-sectional areas at corresponding locations in the canal remaining about
the same.
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Figure 4.2. Circulating-Water Discharge Canal..

(ER-OL, Amend. 1, Fig. 3.4-5.)|

The flow velocity in the discharge canal is affected by the rate of discharge
and by the water-surface level in the SCR. Assuming the maximum circulating-

8water flow rate of 140 m /s (both units operating) and a low-water level of
235 m MSL in SCR, the cross-secti'onally averaged discharge flow velocity will
be 0.5 m/s at the downstream end of the concrete-lined discharge canal. |

4.2.3 Radioactive-Waste-Management Systems

10 CFR 950.34a (Section 50.34a of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations)
requires an applicant for a permit to construct a nuclear power reactor to

1
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include a description of the preliminary design of equipment to be installed
for keeping levels of radioactive materials in effluentstto unrestricted areas
"as low as is reasonably achievable." The phrase "as low.ascis reasonably
achievable" takes into account the state of technology and the economics of
improvement in relation to benefits to the public health and safety and other
societal and socioeconomic considerations and in. relation to the utilization
of nuclear energy in the public interest. Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 pro-
vides numerical guidance on design objectives for light-water-cooled nuclear,

power reactors to meet the requirement that radioactive materials in effluents
released to unrestricted areas be kept as low as is reasonably achievable. |

To comply with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50.34a, the applicant has
elected to meet the requirements of the Annex to Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50,
dated September 4, 1975, in lieu of performing a cost-benefit analysis as
required by Section II.D of Appendix I. The applicant has provided final
designs of radwaste systems and effluent-control measures for keeping levels !

of radioactive materials in effluents to unrestricted areas as low as is
reasonably achievable within the requirements of Appendix I and the Annex to
Appendix I. In addition, the applicant has provided an estimate of the quantity
of each principal radionuclide expected to be released annually to unrestricted
areas in liquid and gaseous' effluents produced during normal operation, including
anticipated operational occurrences. j

The staff's detailed evaluation of the radwaste systems and the capability of 1

these systems to meet the requirements of Appendix I are presented in Chapter 11
of the Safety Evaluation Report. Also, the quantities of radioactive material
calculated by the staff to be released from the facility are presented there,
and in Section 5.8 of this Environmental Statement, along with the calculated
doses to individuals and to the population that will result from these effluent
quantities.

' Technical Specifications in the operating license will require that the appli-
cant: (1) establish release rates for radioactive material in liquid and
gaseous effluents and, (2) provide for the routine monitoring and measurement
of all principal release points to assure that the facility operates in con-
formance with the requirements of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.

4.2.4 Nonradioactive-Waste Systems

Since publication of the FES-CP, the applicant has modified the CPSES water
treatment systems and has revised the estimates of the amounts and types of
nonradioactive chemicals to be used. With respect to cooling system chemicals
(Sec. 4.2.4.1 below), there has been a major increase in the amount of hydrazine
to be used and in . addition, morpholine will nw be used and cyclohexylamine
will not be used. Concerning water treatment (Sec. 4.2.4.2 below), (1) there
nas been a major decrease in the amount of sodium hydroxide to be used, (2) a
minor increase in the amount of sulfuric acid to be used, and (3) coagulant
and polymer (coagulant aid), sodium hexametaphosphate, formaldehydes, potassium
chromate and Calgon-C5 (corrosion inhibitor) will now be used. With respect
to closed loop' cooling systems (Sec. 4.2.4.4 below), sodium phosphate will not
be used. In addition, detergents will not be used during CPSES operation.

|.

,
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4.2.4.1 Cooling-System Chemicals

Hydrazine and morpholine are used in the reactor-coolant system; they are .

released from condenser-feedwater drains in the turbine building and discharged
to the evaporation pond. These chemicals are added to make up for losses from
blowdown, chemical reaction, and decomposition. Because blowdown is recycled
through demineralizers, some hydrazine and morpholine will be removed by ion
exchange. Hydrazine, used as an oxygen scavenger, is released at concentrations
of 0.05 to 0.10 mg/L. Hydrazine reacts with dissolved oxygen producing nitrogen
and water; this reaction limits unreacted hydrazine discharges from the system
(Ref. 1). Morpholine, used for pH control, is released from feedwater drains
at a maximum concentration of 10 mg/L.

Chemicals used in the primary water system (the pressure or water loop) are
boric acid and lithium hydroxide. These chemicals are either recirculated
continuously in the primary water system or collected on ion-exchange resins
and disposed of offsite at a licensed disposal facility as solid waste.

Biocides

The circulating-water and service-water systems of CPSES will be treated by
the shock-chlorination method. At. periodic intervals, chlorine will be injected
into the circulating-water system to prevent the growth of algae and bacterial
slime on the surfaces of the circulating-water tunnel.and the condensers. The
chlorine dosage will be adjusted to restrict the total residual chlorine (TRC)
concentration to a maximum of 0.5 mg/L. Effluent limitations for free available
chlorine (FAC) are.0.2 mg/L average and 0.5 mg/L maximum (NPDES permit, App. E
of this Environmental Statement). The daily chlorine use for the circulating-
water system is subject to a chlorination minimization program as discussed
below. Daily chlorine use for the service-water system is not subject to this
program and is projected to be used at a rate of 640 kg/ day.

To define the minimum amount of chlorine needed for biofouling control in the
circulating-water system, the applicant has designed a chlorine-minimization
plan to achieve the lowest chlorine discharges from the station. Implementa-
tion of the plan, approved by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) Region VI, will begin during Unit 1 startup and take place over
the first 18 months of operation (Refs 2 and 3). A baseline will be estab-
lished to assure clean and efficient condensers. Three chlorine-screening
trial periods will then be undertaken to determine the proper chlorine dosage
and schedule. Once the dosage and schedule have been established, the corres-

, ponding effluent limitations will replace existing limitations given in the
'

NPDES permit. The maximum chlorine dosage during the minimization plan is
0.4 mg/L for 30 minutes twice each operating day, and will occur during base-
line studies. The daily chlorine use for the circulating water system is
projected to be at a rate of 750 kg/ day. A similar minimization program will
be instituted during Unit 2 startup.

4.2.4.2 Water-Treatment Wastes

Waste from the makeup-water-treatment systems consists of clarifier sludge,
which is sent to the evaporation pond. Clarified-sludge waste contains coagu-
lant, polymer coagulant aid, and settled solids. The applicant has not selected
the specific type and dosage of coagulant and polymer coagulant aid.

| 4-6
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Makeup-demineralizer waste consists of dilute solutions (1%) of sodium sulfate
and excess regenerant solution (sodium hydroxide and sulfuric acid), which is
sent to the evaporation pond, and spent ion-exchange resin, which is solidified
for offsite burial. Powdex resin (a disposable ion-exchange resin) is used
for condensate polishing. Backwash in the polishing vessel produces a thick
slurry of spent powdex resin. Condensate polishing waste is normally sent to
the evaporation pond; but, if radioactive, it is transferred to the radioactive-
waste-solidification system (Sec. 4.2.3).

Sodium hexametaphosphate is used as an antiscaling agent in the reverse-osmosis
(RO) unit in the makeup-water-treatment system. During RO operation, sodium
hexametaphosphate waste is discharged continuously to the circulating-water
system at a rate of 6.3 x 10 3 m /s at a concentration of 20 mg/L. The average3

concentration in the circulating-water system will be less than 1 mg/L.
Formaldehyde is injected into the R0 unit to preserve the membrane during R0
shutdown. Formaldehyde waste is discharged to the evaporation pond at a
concentration of about 1 mg/L.

Sodium hypochlorite will be added to the potable-water supply to maintain a
chlorine residual in accordance with Texas Department of Health regulations.
Potable-water-use facilities drain to the sanitary-waste-treatment plant
(Sec. 4.2.4.8).

4.2.4.3 Auxiliary-Boiler Blowdown

During station startup, the auxiliary-boiler water is deaerated using sodium
sulfite; this process oxidizes the sulfite, forming sulfate. Boiler blowdown
contains 2400 mg/L of sodium sulfate, which is discharged to the evaporation
pond at a maximum rate of 4.3 kg/d, 30 d/yr.

4.2.4.4 Closed Loop Cooling-Water Systems

Two corrosion inhibitors, potassium chromate and Calgon-CS, are released from
the closed-loop cooling system. During system maintenance, the coolant con-
taining potassium chromate is collected in drums for disposal offsite at a
licensed disposal facility. Calgon corrosion inhibitor-CS, a solution of 72%
sodium nitrate and 28% borax, is discharged to the evaporation pond.

4.2.4.5 Condenser Waste

As described in the FES-CP (pp. 3-15 and 3-16), makeup water will be pumped
into SCR from Lake Granbury and blowdown from the reservoir will be returned ,

to Lake Granbury. The design capacity of the makeup-water and blowdown lines
is sufficient to limit the dissolved-solids concentration in SCR to about I.

twice the average level in Lake Granbury. I

l

Corrosion of condenser tubes will release some copper into SCR. Because there
is a change in the corrosion potential of the heat exchanger tubes over the
life of the plant, there will be a decrease in copper concentration discharged
into SCR. Based on new information on copper loadings supplied by the applicant
(ER-OL, Amend. 1, response to staff question 62), the staff estimates that
discharges into SCR will result in an initial copper concentration of 20 pg/.L,
leveling off to 2 pg/L. This compares with an existing concentration of about
1 pg/L in Lake Granbury (ER-OL, Table 2.4-19).
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4.2.4.6 Evaporation Pond

Since the issuance of the FES-CP, (1) estimates of the amounts and types of
chemicals to be discharged into the evaporation pond have been changed and
(2) the evaporation pond liner has been selected.

The evaporation pond, consisting of two independent sections, is used for most
chemical-waste disposal (Table 4.2) during CPSES operation for the projected
life of the plant (ER-OL, Sec. 3.6.2.3). Each section will have an area of

32.4 ha and a depth of 1.8 m, for a total volume of 86,000 m . The average
sdischarge to the evaporation pond is 39,000 m /yr, carrying 74,000 kg/yr of

chemical wastes. The average net evaporation in this area is about 0.8 m/yr, ,

which is adequate. The applicant's Resource Conservation and Recovery Act !
i(RCRA) compliance review indicates that all materials discharged to the evapora-

tion pond could be disposed of in a manner complying with RCRA regulations
(ER-OL, Amend. 1, response to staff question 58). If additional capacity
becomes necessary, the sludge can be removed to an offsite landfill in accordance !

with RCRA requirements at that time (ER-0L, Amend. 1, response to staff question
59). The evaporation pond bottom and sides have been lined with an impervious
clay liner to prevent groundwater contamination.

4.2.4.7 Blowdown from Squaw Creek Reservoir to Lake Granbury

The description of the characteristics of blowdown from SCR to Lake Granbury
(FES-CP, Sec. 3.6.1) remains valid.

4.2.4.8 Sanitary Wastes

Sanitary wastes presently are treated onsite by two extended-aeration units,
3each with a rated capacity of 114 m /d. The effluent is chlorinated for

disinfection and odor control prior to release to the circulating-water dis-
/L (Ref. 4).chargecanal;thechlorineresidualintheeffluentis1.0mg/dwithapeakDuring normal operation, the average waste flow rate is 19 m

3flowrateof72m/dduringrefueling. Because the loading is well below the
combined capacity of 228 m /d, the applicant intends to remove one of the
extended-aeration units from service once the higher capacity required by the
construction work force is no longer needed. The five-day biochemical oxygen
demand (B00 ) and total-suspended-solids concentrations in the treated effluent5

i are not expected to exceed 45 mg/L. Sanitary-waste sludge is pumped from the

| treatment plant and trucked offsite to a licensed disposal facil,ity.

The treatment plant has been designed to operate in accordance with the stand-
ards of EPA and the Texas Department of Water Resources. The operator holds a
certificate of competence issued by the' Texas State Department of Health.
Effluent limitations for treated sanitary wastes were set in the applicant's
NPDES permit from USEPA Region VI, and in the permit from the Texas Water;

Commission for the disposal of wastes.

4.2.4.9 Combustion Effluents

The description of CPSES combustion effluents (FES-CP, pp. 3-41 and 3-42) ,

remains valid. I
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-Table 4.2. Projected Amounts of Chemicals Used and Discharged
During CPSES Operationti

Amount (kg/d) -

Chemical Used Discharged Disposal Method

Hydrazine 7 0.002 Evaporation pond

Morpholine 70 1.1 Evaporation pond ;

Boric acid variable 14 to 18 Offsite disposal
Lithium hydroxide variable 0 Offsite disposal |

2 3.2 t3 Evaporation pondPolymer (coagulant aid)t
Clarifier sludgets t4 32 Evaporation pond,

Ion-exchange resin t4 9.'1 Offsite disposal 1

. Sulfuric acid 290 58 Evaporation pond !

Sodium hydroxide 120 25 Evaporation pond-

Powdex resint5 82 82 Evaporation pond

- Sodium hexametaphosphate 4.5 4.5 Squaw Creek Reservoir

Formaldehyde - : 0.1 0.1 Evaporation pond

- Sodium hypochlorite 20 9.1 Sanitary wastes
1

Sodium sulfitet / sulfate 3.6 4. 3 Evaporation pond8'

Potassium chromate- 0.03 0.03 Offsite disposal
Calgon-cst 7 0.01 0.01 Evaporation pond

Chlorine 1380 1380t8 Squaw Creek Reservoir
1

t1 From the ER-OL, Section 3.6.
12 The applicant has not yet selected the type and dosage of coagulant

and coagulant aid.
3

t Included in clarifer sludge.
14 Information not provided by the applicant.
t5 Disposable powdered ion-exchange resin.
18 Used only 30 days per year.
17- 72% sodium nitrate, 28% borax.
ta Maximum amount discharged par day.
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1

4.2.5 Power-Transmission Systems

The CPSES transmission lines are' described in the ER-CP, in the FES-CP (Sec. 3.8),
and in the ER-OL (Sec. 3.9). Discussions of transmission-line rights-of-way
(ROW), land use, and impacts are in Sections 4.3.1, 5.2, and 5.5.1 of this
environmental statement. The'transmissicn lines are divided into two corridors,
and the total length.of the R0W is 22.6 km.

All transmission lines associated with CPSES as described in the FES-CP have
been constructed with the exception of an additional tie into the southwest,
which will be made from the CPSES switchyard in 1983 or later when system
loads require a transmission reinforcement.

Four transmission lines were required to connect CPSES with the Texas Util-
ities Company System. Two parallel transmission lines tie into the DeCordova
Steam Electric Station switchyard. The other two are short segments forming a
loop to connect CPSES to the Weatherford, Parker, and Venus 345-kV trans-
mission lines. There were no special problems caused by the terrain or topo-
graphy of.the region in construction of these transmission lines. The lines
cross the Brazos River twice, the spur railroad line on the site, and one
major highway in a sparsely settled region of the countryside. A line parallels
an infrequently traveled farm road for a very short distance.

Right(s)-of-way (R0W) lands were selected to minimize requirements for con-
struction of access roads and extensive clearing of vegetation. The number of
structures has been kept to a minimum, using lattice-type galvanized-steel
towers for the 345-kV lines and wooden poles for the 138-kV circuits.

The area used for the CPSES transmission lines is almost 185 ha, and the R0W
totals 24 km. The CPSES site has almost 95 ha of R0W. The R0W encompast
woodland, open range, pasture, cropland, and residential and industrial lands.

The standard easement provides for continued use of land for ranching and
general agricultural purposes. Transmission corridors are to remain in, or be
allowed to return to, the state of use before construction was begun.

Clearance and maintenance practices of the transmission-line R0W have been
designed to protect the environment and to maintain an esthetically pleasing
effect. These practices have been addressed in the ER-CP, FES-CP, and ER-OL.

,

In the ER-0L, Section 3.9.3 indicates that herbicides were, and may continue
to be, used along the R0W. Use of herbicides was limited because experience
indicated that spraying and chemical treatment did not control the growth of
vegetation. Control of vegetation along the R0W will be accomplished by
pruning once every three years. A few stems that cannot be mowed were treated ?

with a specific and individual application of TORDON 101R EPA #464-510. There I
are no restrictions for the use of this herbicide and no state permits are |

required, according to the applicant. The herbicide GUARDSMAN 2413 EPA |
#1706-125-AA-550 is not being used inside fenced areas of the switchyard. I

Future application will be with currently EPA-approved herbicides only. No |
pesticides are used in the switchyard or R0W. The Texas Electric Service
Company, Fort Worth Transmission Division, is responsible for the application
of these chemicals (ER-OL, Amend.1, response to staff question 73).
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| 4.3 Project-Related Environmental Description
| i
| 4.3.1 Land |

| The staff revisited the CPSES site in August 1980.to observe the terrain and
to' assess the environmental changes and impacts of construction. The total'

area of the site is 3105 ha, but only 1483 ha are required for the power
station and reservoir. Prior to construction, land-use categories consisted
of agriculture, cattle grazing, and mixed woodland.

The major changes in land use since the FES-CP was published were the con-
struction of a permanent CPSES facility, parking lots, roads, railroad spur,
transmission line R0W, the Squaw Creek Dam, and the filling of Squaw Creek

~

Reservoir (SCR). A 6-inch gas line, 26-inch crude-oil line, and two 36-inch
gas lines cross the site. The two 36-inch gas lines are anchored and submerged
where they cross the reservoir.

The CPSES facility is nearly completed. The site is described in the ER-OL
(Sec. 2.1). Topsoil, saved during the clearing phase of construction, will be
respread on the appropriate areas of the site peninsula to provide suitable
soil for revegetation, with emphasii, placed on native species. Grasses have
been planted around evaporation ponds and the service-water discharge canal to
impede erosion (ER-OL, Amend. 1, response to staff question 75).

The entire railroad spur is 17.6 km long and occupies a 21- to 40-m wide R0W.
This amounts,to 4L7 ha, 32 ha of which is offsite and beyond the limits of
the project property. The access road to the plant site is 3.4 km long and

daffects 7.7 ha of rangeland. The areas occupied by the railroad-spur, access-
road, and transmission-line R0Ws were either woodland, open range, pasture, or
cropland.

A 48-inch makeup-water or diversion pipeline from the reservoir to Lake Granbury
is almost 8 km long, and the 36-inch return-water pipeline from the reservoir
to Lake Granbury is about 14 km long. The pipeline R0W is also either woodland,
open range, pasture, or cropland. Land use is described in greater detail in
the ER-CP, FES-CP, and ER-OL.

4.3.2 Water

4.3.2.1 Surface Water

The surface-water descriptions presented in Sections 2.2.3.2 and 2.5.1 of the ,

FES-CP are still valid, as supplemented by the following discussion. In :

addition, Section 5.3.2 of this Environmental Statement contains a discussion
of the hydrologie effects of alterations in the floodplain, as required by
Executive Order 11988, " Floodplain Management" (Ref 5).

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) established a stream gaging station on Squaw :

Creek in October 1973. At the time the FES-CP was published in June 1974, '

streamflow records from this gage were not available. Average monthly runoff
records for the 1974-1980 water years are shown in Table 4.3. The average
monthly runoff during the six year period shown in the table was about

3630,000 m (510 acre-ft).
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Table 4.3. Runoff Data, Squaw Creek near Glen Rose, Texas (acre-ft)t1

Month
Water
Year Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep

1974 619 116 111 73 40 42 24 93 51 22 11 105
1975 2190 1190 413 333 3000 488 4220 505 472 168 65 311
1976 80 38 52 43 23 44 1704 2950 330 717 50 493
1977 399 301 587 372 486 651 330 217 189 57 37 57

1978 150 232 145 157 137 99 106 147 76 98 99 131
1979 133 147 257 356 210 405 273 3500 2030 239 309 261
1980t2 249 217 236 --18 227 373 347 180 315 228-- --

Avg 546 320 237 222 649 288 983 1098 499 212 128 227

t1 To convert to m , multiply by 1233.5.3
i

t2 Data for water year 1980 is provisional, subject to verification.
18 Denotes data not available.

| 4.3.2.2 Groundwater

The groundwater descriptions presented in Sections 2.2.3.1 and 2.5.2 of the
FES-CP are still valid, with the following additions:

Two production wellt (PW-1 and PW-2) and three observation wells (08-1, 08-2,
and 08-4) have been constructed onsite. Locations of these wells are shown in

| Figure 4.3. Observation well 08-3 was an existing well on the station property.
All of these wells tap water from the Twin Mountains Formation. Information
on groundwater usage is provided in Section 5.3.1.2.

At the construction permit stage, the NRC required that during construction
the applicant evaluate alternative actions to mitigate potential adverse
effects to the groundwater resources of the region that could result from the
station's groundwater use. As a result of the evaluation, which was performed
after issuance of the construction permits, the applicant constructed a sur-

Jface-water-treatment facility onsite. A description of the use of the facil-
ity is presented in Section 5.3.1.1.

4.3.3 Meteorology and Air QualfA

The regional climatology is described in Section 2.6 of the FES-CP. More i

recent data on the local meteorology and severe weather affecting the site are
now available, and are summarized below.

4-12
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4.3.3.1 Local Meteorology

Onsite meteorological data for three additional years (May 1973 to May 1976)
have been submitted by the applicant. The temperature data indicate that the
monthly mean temperature at the site ranges from 7 C in January to about 27 C
in July and August. This is consistent with what other local data sources
indicate (as reported in the FES-CP). The absolute-minimum tbmperature for
the four year period at the site was -14'C; the maximum was 38 C.

Wind data from the site for the four year period indicate a predominanc? of
south to southeasterly winds (40% of the time). The mean wind speed for the
onsite data was 3.7 m/s, with 0.9% calms. A wind rose of the onsite data is
presented in Figure 4.4.

N
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Figure 4.4. Comanche Peak Wind Rose, 15 May 1972 to 14 May 1976.
(Length of black bar indicates the percentage of time
that the wind comes from the indicated direction.)

"
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Stable atmospheric conditions occurred over 75% of the four year period.
Unstable conditions accounted for less than 6% of the total valid hours |

,

'

reported. |

4.3.3.2 Severe Weather -

For the period 1950-1979, there were 252 reported tornado occurrences within I

about 93 km of the CPSES site. This is a mean annual frequency of 8.4. |
Tornadoes occurred most frequently during May, with 82 of the 252 reported
tornadoes. Texas was affected by strong winds and heavy rainfall due to about
15 tropical cyclones between 1964 and 1979. Only five of these cyclones were !
of hurricane strength. The storm data for the period 1968-1979 indicate 91
damaging wind-storms within a 1* latitude-longitude square containing the
site. The majority of these storms are estimated to have had wind speeds in
excess of 35 m/s. (

4.3.3.3 Air Quality

Air quality data for 1979, collected by the Texas Air Control Board in Fort Worth,
Arlington, and Waxahachie (Ellis County), Texas, indicate the primary National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for sulfur dioxide (S0 ), oxides of2

nitrogen, carbon monoxide (CO), and total suspended particulates (TSP) are
being achieved in the vicinity of the site; the NAAQS values are not being met

2 levels are veryfor ozone and nonmethane hydrocarbons (Refs. 6 and 7). 50
low, whereas TSP levels in Fort Worth and Arlington are near the primary NAAQS
values.

4.3.4 Ecology

4.3.4.1 Terrestrial

Monitoring

The ecological communities are described in detail in the ER-CP, FES-CP
(Sec. 2.7), and ER-OL. Environmental monitoring began in 1972, continued
through 1979, and was summarized annually.

Invertebrates were sampled in 1975, 1977, and 1979. A complete detailed
report of sites, methods, and results was published in the ER-OL and a summary
was presented in a report to the applicant (Ref. 8). Surveys for amphibians
and reptiles were begun in August 1972 (Ref. 9) and data were reported in the
FES-CP and ER-OL, and were summarized in the report of the five year monitoring
study (Ref. 8).

Observations and surveys of birds were conducted from August 1972 through 1974
(Ref. 9). A summary of observations from 1975 through 1979 suggests gradual
increases in species richness, but none are statistically significant (Ref. 8).
Seven species not reported in 1972-1974 (Ref. 9) were observed in the spring
of 1975 (ER-OL, p. 2.2-11). The numbers of bird species in the riparian and
upland juniper habitats had declined significantly. Although the cause of the
decline is not known for certain, it may be attributed.to loss of habitat due
to the filling of SCR (Ref. 8). The mourning dove (Zenaidura macroura) and
bobwhite (Colinus vircinianus), are the two major game birds observed in the
CPSES environs.
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Both Hood and Somervell Counties lie along migration routes, and some migra-
tory game birds have been observed in the CPSES site area. Sandhill cranes,
geese, and ducks were observed during 1972-1974 (Ref 9).

Mammals are considered to be important to the ecosystem. Habitats, food
requirements, and numbers of individuals observed are listed in Ref. 9, the
ER-CP, and the FES-CP.

Endangered Species |

None of the Federally listed Texas endangered plant species are known to occur
within 320 km of Hood or Somervell Counties (Ref. 10).

The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department considers three reptiles--Harter's
water snake (Natrix harteri), Brazos water snake (Nerodia harteri harteri),
and Texas horned lizard (Phrynosoma cornutum)--as endangered species. It also
cites the Louisiana milk snake (Lampropeltis triangulum amaura) as a probable
endangered species for Hood and Somervell Counties (Ref. 10).

Several migratory birds observed in Hood and Somervell Counties are' listed by
the State of Texas as endangered or threatened (Ref. 10). The erdangered
species are: osprey (Pandian haliaetus carolinensis), southern bald eagle
(Haliaeetus 1. leucocephalus), and the golden cheeked warbler (Dendroica
chrysoporia). The possible threatened migratory birds are: white-faced ibis
(Plegadis chihi), swallowtailed kite (Elanoides f. forficatus), wood stork
(Mycteria americana), arctic peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus tundrius),
whooping crane (Grus americana) and interior least tern (Sterni albifrons

~

athalassos).
,

No mammals are listed as endangered for the State of Texas or Hood and
Somervell Counties (Refs. 10 and 11). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has
stated that there are no endangered or threatened species, listed or proposed,
that would be affected by CPSES operation (Ref. 12).

| 4.3.4.2 Aquatic

The principal aquatic environments in the area affected by construction of
CPSES include SCR, lower Squaw Creek (below the dam), Lake Granbury, and the

| Paluxy River from its confluence with Squaw Creek and the Brazos River below
Lake Granbury, as shown in Figure 4.5. This figure also shows ttte locationsI

iof aquatic-monitoring activities. Since the issuance of the FES-CP, addi- |
tional data on the aquatic ecology of the area have been collected. These
data are summarized here; more-detailed information appears in the ER-OL
(Sec. 2.2.2) and Ref. 8.

||
'

Squaw Creek Reservoir

| SCR is a cooling lake formed by impoundment'of Squaw Creek, and has an area of
| 1325 ha and a capacity of about 190 million m8 at an elevation of 236 m MSL;
i maximum depth is about 41 m (FES-CP, Fig. 3.4.4, p. 3-14). Impoundment was

begun in February 1977 with closure of the dam, and filling was completed in
May 1979. More than 95% of the water was obtained from Lake Granbury (FES-CP,
p. 4-26); therefore, the original biota and chemical characteristics of the

|

|

I
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water in SCR resembled those of Lake Granbury. Until the station becomes
operational, the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department has responsibility for
monitoring the aquatic biota and other resources in SCR. Since impoundment
began, the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (Ref. 10) has monitored the
fish population of SCR once cThe applicant will monitor the aquatic biota and
selected other resources of t GCR once the station ic in operation (ER-OL,
Amend. 1, response to staff question 65). The purpose of that monitoring will !

be to provide confirmatory data on the impact of CPSES operation on aquatic l
'

biota and selected other resources of SCR.i

The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department began stocking SCR in spring 1979 with
walleye, white bass, striped bass, and smallmouth bass. In addition, smallmouth'

bass (25 mm long) were added in May 1980. These activities apparently were
part of the Department's program to' develop potential recreational areas. On

April 24, 1979,-just before stocking was begun, the fish population was surveyed.
~

The data collected in the survey are summarized in Table 4.4. These data show
a relatively small proportion of rough fish, but this probably was temporary
because the reproductive potential of rough. fish such as shad is very high.

|

| Table 4.4. Fish Samples Obtained by
Electroshocking in Squaw Creeki

Reservoir on April 24, 1979t1

Total
Weight

Species Number (lb)t2

Threadfin shad 1 0.1

Gizzard shad 6 1.7

Gray redhorse 2 3.3

Black bullhead 254 73.7

Yellow bullhead 2 0.7
White bass 27 24.8

| Largemouth bass 15 6.9

Green sunfish 1 0.3
Bluegill 5 0.7.

11 Office memorandum with attachments from
K. Sellers to B. Bounds, Texas Parks and
Wildlife Dept., 3 May 1979.

12 To convert to kg, multiply by 0.4536.

|
,
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Lower Squaw Creek

Biological surveys of lower Squaw Creek (below the dam site) were conducted
for five years (1975-1979) after construction began (Ref. 8). The detailed

,

information obtained from these surveys is provided. in the ER-OL (Sec. 2.2.2.3).
|Aquatic samplings of plankton, macroinvertebratesy and fish were conducted

during winter, spring, and summer to provide baseline information during the |

construction phase and to determine changes after impoundment of Squaw Creek.
Sampling stations were located just below the dam (A3) and at the Highway 144
bridge (A4) near Glen Rose (see Fig. 4.5).

Lake Granbury

The new information discussed below is rel'ated to makeup water' intake and
blowdown discharge effects on the biota of Lake Granbury.

Aquatic vegetation is generally sparse on the west side of Lake Granbury in
the area of the makeup-water pumping station and blowdown discharge from SCR;
submerged plants in this area include stonewort (Chara sp.), pond weed
(Potamogeton sp.), and milfoil (Myriophyllum sp.). Extensive lists of plankton
species were reported in 1974 and 1976 (Refs. 13 and 14). Generally the
diversity was greatest in winter and early spring and least in summer. The
green alga Actinastrum gracielum was dominant at all seasons throughout the
water column, whereas zooplankton taxa were limited primarily to a few species
of rotifers, cladocerans, and copepods, characteristic of saline-alkaline
waters (ER-CP, p. 2.7-56). Species diversity of benthic macroinvertebrates
were fairly uniform throughout the reservoir from January to June, except for |

the midge larva Chaoborus punctipennis, which made up 95% of the January |

collection during the 1976 survey (Ref. 15).

The species of fish captured during a six-month study in Lake Granbury (January-
June 1974) correspond closely to the fish population of the Brazos River
(ER-0L, p. 2.2-55). Results of a juvenile-fish study showed that fry and
fingerlings were more numerous along the east side of Lake Granbury (Ref.15),
whereas the habitat along the west side of the lake, where the makeup-water
intake and blowdown outlet are located, was less suitable to support juvenile
fish (Refs. 13 and 14). The bottom mud, ooze, and fine sand provide an
unsuitable habitat for spawning of most common fish species found in the lake.

In the 1978 larval-fish study of Lake Granbury, conducted by the applicant to
determine the density at three collection stations in the area of the makeup-
water diversion for SCR, two species of shad (Dorosoma cepadianum and D.
petenense) made up 85% of the larvae collected (Ref. 15). There were no
statist Gally significant differences in the densities of larval fish among
the three stations, from which the applicant concludes that the area of the
diversion does not provide unique spawning and nursery habitats (ER-OL,
p. 2.2-57).

Paluxy and Brazos Rivers

Information on aquatic biota is available only from the surveys conducted i

since construction of CPSES was initiated, and was not included in the FES-CP. I

Both submergent and emergent aquatic vegetation found in the Paluxy River
resembled those found in Squaw Creek, whereas aquatic vegetation is essentially )
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absent ir, the Brazos River. Complete species lists for both rivers are given 1

in,the 1F74; study (Ref. 13).
,

The fish populations reported.in tha 1974 study of the Brazos and'Paluxy
Rivers. include almost all thejspecies reported for Lake Granbury and Squaw
Creek (Ref.<13). No additional. fish species were reported in the' ER-OL.

l
Endangered Species I

i

iU.S. Fish and Wildlife Service lists of endangered species for Hood and Somervell
Counties.contain no aquatic-invertebrate species, nor is any threatened or
endangered fish species known to occur in the CPSES area (Ref. 11). Four fish
species potentially to be found in SCR have been listed as limited or depleted:
blue suckert(Cycleptus elongatus),-suckermouth minnow (Phenacobius mirabilis),
gray redhorse.(Moxostoma congestum), and big scale logperch (Percina macrolepida)
(Ref. 16, as quoted in Ref. 11). Of these species, only the gray redhorse was
collected in the SCR area (in 1976 and 1977) Wuring the 1975-1979 aquatic-
monitoring studies (Ref. 8). Potential habitat for these species is confined
to limited areas in this region. The range of all four species extends into
this region of Texas, but the blue sucker is uncommon and its capture is
unlikely.

The Brazos water snake (Nerodia harteri harteri) is listed as " endangered" by
the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and by the Taxas Organization for
Endangered Species, but not by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and may-
potentially be found in Hood and Somervell Counties (Ref. 10). The U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service has stated that there are no endangered or threatened
species, listed or proposed, that would be affected b'y CPSES operation
(Ref. 12).

4.3.5 Historic and Prehistoric Sites

4.3.5.1 Regional Profile

The general region surrounding the plant site is reported to have numerous
i sites of prehistoric, historic, and ethnohistoric importance (Refs. 17 and 18).

This region is included as part of the Southern Plains cultural subarea (Ref.19),
which contains four chronological periods that range from 9000 B.C. until the
end of the Historic Period (Refs. 17, 20, and 21). Each period is ch racterized
by select artifacts, site types, and associated cultural patterns (Refs. 17,
20, 21, and 22). By the beginning of the Christian era, many parts of central
Texas were abandoned and then later filled by invading groups from the plains
and east Texas (Ref. 22).

By the end of the 19th century, homesteads were being established along Squaw
Creek as an agricultural and stock-raising economy developed, and the community
of Glen Rose grew up in the vicinity of a mill (Ref. 17). It was during this
era that the May family purchased land in 1877 along Squaw Creek and began to
build the rock house, today known as the May House (Ref. 17). Additions were
made to this house and family members built other structures and established a
cemetery in the immediate vicinity (Ref. 17). Some of these structures were
still being used at the time the station property was purchased.
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| 4.3.5.2 Sites of Federal, State, and Lccal Concern
1

A complete inventory of prehistoric, his+oric, and ethnohistoric cultural I

resources has not been made for Hood and Somervell Counties, although cultural
resources from this area are included in Federal, state, and local registers.
The Historic Period homes and buildings that have been evaluated and published
in the " National Register of Historic Places" are from Hood County, as of i

February 1979 (Ref. 23). They are the " Hood County Courthouse Historic District"
and the " Wright-Henderson-Duncan House," both in the town of Gra,nbury. This
area is also geologically unique because local limestone strata are known to
contain the preserved remains of dinosaur tracks of several species (Refs. 17
and 18). The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department maintains Dinosaur Valley
State Park for the display of dinosaur tracks and information on the geology-

iecology of this era. This park is about 8 km from the station property and is '

listed in the " National Registry of Natural Landmarks" (EP-CP, Fig. 2.2-5).

State historical markers, sites, and places of interest that are within an
8-km radius of the station site have been identified and listed by the appli-
cant. Among nine sites in tiic area are Indian battlegrounds, historic build- !
ings, and dinosaur-track location (FR-CP, Table 2.3-1). The staff has verified I
the applicant's identification and listing. I

Numerous prehistoric sites have also been reported in the areas surrounding
the station (Refs. 17 and 18). These sites were identified during surveys of
areas that were being developed for water projects, and site descriptions and
locations are recorded in local and stat 3 archeological files.

4.3.5.3 The Station Site |
|

A complete and systematic survey had been made of the station property to l
inventory and evaluate cultural resources, and mitigate impacts on them, prior
to station and lake construction (Ref. 17). The survey method consisted of
walkover by a field crew spaced along 30- to 50-m transect lines (ER-OL,
Amend. 1, response to staff question 49). At the time this survey was made,
the area had been plowed or contained dry vegetation that had been burned off |giving the survey crews good surface exposure of shallow soils.

Fifty-two cultural-resource-site locations are reported to be on the station
property (Ref. 17). Ten sites are reported to have historic and Anglo-American
components, whereas the other 42 appear to be prehistoric and consist of
lithic debris and midden deposits. One additional site has prehistoric mate-
rials and is also the location of a historic structure (Ref. 17).

The staff has verified that the current status of the cultural resources is as
follows: All prehistoric sites have been throughly explored and their
loss mitigated by various methods including excavation and surface pickup
during the 1972 and 1974 investigations (ER-OL, Amend. 1, response to staff
question 50). All prehistoric sites that remain on the station property are
now under the reservoir (Ref. 24), and those sites that were located outside
this area were protected from indirect impacts by complete surface pickup and,
thus, no longer exist. Cultural materials and records from the survey and
excavation phases of this project are permanently cared for at Southern
Methodist University, and selected items are being displayed at a public
museum in Glen Rose.
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However, several historic sites remain on the station property. The May House

is well preserved, with historic and architectural importance. It is potentially

eligible for inclusion in the " National Register of Historic Places" (Ref. 24)
(Sec. 5.6). The existence of other structures of the historic era, such as
barns, has been described, recorded, and published (Ref. 17). The Hopewell
Cemetery, located on the station boundary, contains gravestones from as early
as 1874 and is still in use today. This cemetery is a good example of a late-
19th-century cemetery that has not been vandalized or despoiled (Ref.17).

4.3.6 Socioeconomics
|

4.3.6.1 Demography |
Section 2.2.1 of the FES-CP noted that the population of the State of Texas
had grown faster between 1960 and 1970 than that of the United States as a
whole (16.9% vs. 13.3%). According to final 1980 U.S. census figures, popula-
tion growth of Texas from 1970 to 1980 again exceeded U.S. overall growth
(27.5% vs. 11.4%). In the 19 counties within 80 km of CPSES, there was a net
gain of 19.3% (ER-OL, Table 2.1-1). The two counties in the immediate vicinity
of CPSES, Hood and Somervell, increased in population by 165.9% and 46.8%,
respectively. Thus it is clear that population has grown in the vicinity
during the period of construction (FES-CP, Table 2.2.2). The population
living in the area is much greater now than in 1970; thus, there are many more
peor,ie requiring electricity and incurring environmental impacts that may result
frcm plant operation.

Hood and Somervell Counties had the smallest populations of the 19 counties
within 80 km of CPSES in 1970, but have had the largest numbers of relocated
CPSES workers and their families living there through most of the construction
period (ER-OL, Table 8.1-7). At the peak of construction, in mid-1975, construc-
tion workers and their families numbered 1047 in Hood County and 1100 in
Somervell County, or 7% and 21% of the total population in Hood and Somervell
Counties, respectively. After 1976 the rate of population growth slowed down
considerably in Hood County, and population actually declined in Somervell
County.

These population changes coincide with the completion of the major portion of
the construction phase of CPSES and strongly suggest that many of the relocated
workers and their dependents no longer reside in Hood and Somervell Counties,
In Hood County, whatever effect the departure of relocated workers might have
had is obscured by the continued growth of the county population, although
such growth was slower after 1976.

Data supplied by' the applicant indicate that even af ter the workers are no
longer employed at CPSES, a percentage of the former CPSES workers and their
families continue to live in Hood and Somarvell Counties. The applicar.t
estimated that, in July 1976, 52% of such former CPSES workers continued to
live in the counties after ending their CPSES employment (ER-0L, Sec. 2.1).
If this pattern has persisted, former CPSES workers and their families have
contributed about 5% and 42% to the 1970-1980 rate of population growth of
Hood and Somervell Counties, respectively. ;
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4.3.6.2 Recreational Uses

SCR is a desirable recreational and water resource 'in an area where such
resources are scarce. However, SCR differs from Lake Granbury, another nearby
recreational water resource, even though the volume of water in SCR is about
the same as that of Lake Granbury. Lake Granbury is about 20 km long, is
narrow and sinuous, and provides easy access to many residential sites with
relatively unobstructed lakefront-view lots. In contrast, SCR is about
one-third the length of Lake Granbury. Also, unlike Lake Granbury, access to
SCR is controlled, because it is within the CPSES site boundary and much of
SCR is within the CPSES exclusion area. No private landowners have direct
access to SCR (ER-OL, Amend.1, response to staff question 45).

According to the applicant and the State of Texas, recreational plans for SCR
have not been finalized. The applicant anticipates that "...a portion of the
property along the eastern shoreline of the reservoir will be made available
to a governmental or regulatory agency for development into a public recrea-
tional facility" (ER-OL, Amend.1, response to staff question 69). However,
in accordance with NRC regulations concerning exclusion area control access to
and use of portions of the reservoir may be restricted.

4.3.6.3 Governmental Organization

County government in both Hood and Somervell Counties is administered by four
elected commissioners and an elected county judge. The judge is president of
the commissioners' court and chief administrative officer of the county.

Taxes are assessed by local school districts and governmental bodies having
jurisdiction only in the county in which the taxed facilities are located.
There is no provision in Texas state law for county governments to divert tax
revenues paid to them by CPSES facilities to unincorporated areas of the
counties. Texas law also prohibits one taxing jurisdiction from transferring
tax reveNes to another (ER-OL, p. 8.1-11). Accordingly, Glen Rose School
District and Somervell County receive the majority of the taxes paid by the
applicant (ER-OL, Amend.1, response to staff question 44), despite the proximity
of the station to Hood County. Some taxes are paid by the applicant to the
State of Texas.

4.3.6.4 Economy

Much of the income in Hood and Somervell Counties is obtained from raising
cattle and farming. Outside this area, most income is generated by employment
in the Dallas-Fort Worth me'ropolitan area. During construction, CPSES providedt

a major contribution to the income of the local area, primarily through payroll
and secondarily through local procurement of construction related materials
and equipment such as sand, gravel, cement, reinforcing steel, lumber, fuels,
and earth-moving equipment (ER-0L, Amend. 1, p. 8.1-7). During operation,
CPSES is expected to be the single largest employer in Hood and Somervell
Counties. The applicant projected a total employment of 187 full-time personnel
by 1983 (ER-OL, Sec. 8.1.2.2). Based on recent staff experience with other
stations, the staff projects a total employment of 450 to 500 full-time
personnel for CPSES operation.
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5 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF, AND MITIGATING ACTIONS FOR, THE PROPOSED
ACTION

5.1 Rssumd

As a result of new information gained since the FES-CP was issued in June
1974, increased understanding of environmental issues and new impact assessment
methodologies, the staff has reevaluated the environmental impacts of operation
of the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES).

As part of the staff's reevaluation, the staff has also considered means to
mitigate any adverse environmental impacts. A summary of the staff's revised
evaluations of the impacts of station operation on the environment is presented
below.

As part of the staff's reevaluation, the following sections have been updated
or revised: 5.3 (Water Use and Hydrology), 5.4 (Meteorology and. Air Quality),
5.5 (Ecology), 5.6 (Historic and Prehistoric Sites), 5.7 (Socioeconomics), 5.8
(Radiological Impacts), 5.9 (Decommissioning), 5.10 (Eniergency Planning), 5.11
(Measures and Controls to Limit Adverse Impacts), and 5.16 (Benefit-Cost Summary).

The staff expects that the use of groundwater recources to supply potable and
makeup water (to the demineralized- and makeup-water-treatment systems) will
result in more rapid lowering of the water tabir., and recommends the use of
surface water from SCR instead of groundwater (Sec. 5.3.1). New ininrmation
on floodplain management is presented in Section 5.3.2.

Section 5.3.3 has been revised to consider changes made in the circulating-
water-discharge structure. |

|

A revised analysis of expected changes in water quality based on new informa-
tion on chemical treatment is presented in Section 5.3.4. During the first
years of 1 and 2 unit operation at CPSES, the applicant will conduct a chlorine ;

minimization study. During the study, residual chlorine concentrations released !

to SCR from CPSES will be limited to 0.5 mg/l maximum.

Section 5.4 has been revised to reflect new information on air quality impacts |
of station operation and on an analysis of fogging and icing caused by the
heated reservoir.

Because there have been no changes in intake design, the staff continues to
question effects of the fast flow rates of the circulating-water intake
(Sec. 5.5.2). A fish return at the intake has been proposed as the best
method of mitigating impingement losses if these are shown to be unacceptably
high during initial operation of the station.

With respect to a structure on the site, known as the "May House," the NRC is
preparing, in consultation with t'he Texas State Historic Preservation Officer,
a request that a Determination of Eligibility for inclusion in the National
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Register of Historic Places be made by the Keeper of the National Register,
National Park Service, Department of the Interior (Sec. 5.6).

New information on the socioeconomic impacts of. station operation is given in
Section 5.7.

| Information in Section.5.8.1 has been revised to reflect updated knowledge of
radiological impacts of normal operation gained since the FES-CP was issued.-

; Section 5.8.2 has been: revised to reflect updated assessments of environmental
. impacts of accidents.

Section 5;8.3 includes.th~e latest information on the health effects of the
uranium fuel cycle.

Section 5.9 has been updated.to include revised estimates of the dollar and
. environmental costs of decommissioning.4

A new section (5.10, Emergency Planning) has been added to reflect new or
J revised NRC procedures and requirements.

Sections 5.11 and 5.11.2 have been added to discuss changes.in plant design
and operation to lessen adverse environmental impacts of station operation.

' Environmental monitoring programs for CPSES are presented in Section 5.11 3.

A new benefit-cost summary has been prepared (Section 5.16).

5.2 Land Use

Most of the CPSES construction has been completed and the applicant states
that the surrounding area vill be landscaped. As stated previously, SCR is
filled and may become a recreational lake. The access road, railroad spur,
pipelines, and transmission lines have been constructed. Most of the R0W has
been restored to normal agricultural use.

In the FES-CP (Sec. 5.1), the staff evaluated impacts of operation on land
use. With the exception of the uncertainty as to whether SCR will be used for
recreational purposes, there is no new information regarding impacts of opera-i

| tion on land use,
d

5.3 . Water Use and Hydrology
i 5. 3.1 Water-Use Impacts

5.3.1.1 Surface Water

| The following discussion supplements the description of impacts on surface-
! . water use that appears in the FES-CP (Sec. 5.2.1).

Surface water will'be used to supplement groundwater supplies. A reverse-
osmosis surface-water-treatment facility with a capacity of 1.14 m / min has3

been constructed onsite. This facility will take water from SCR at the
circulating-water intake structure, treat it, and make it available for
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demineralizer and other uses. It will also be possible to supplement the
potable-water supply during periods of high demand. The interaction between
this surface-water supply and the groundwater supply is described below.

5.3.1.2 Groundwater

Groundwater levels in north-central Texas have declined steadily in this
century and are continuing to decline at rates of 1.5 to 3.0 m/yr (Ref.1).
As discussed below, declines have been somewhat less in Hood and Somervell

i Counties.

Between 1970 and 1974, groundwater levels measured by the Texas Water Develop-
ment Board (TWDB) in the two surrounding counties of Hood and Somervell (see
Fig. 4.3), showed an average rate of decline of 0.73 m/yr. From 1974 (when
pumping began at CPSES) until 1978, the average rate of grour.dwater decline
increased to 1.49 m/yr. However, not all of this increase was due to CPSES
pumpage alone. In Hood County, annual municipal and industrial pumpage more
than doubled from 1971 to 1975 (Ref. 1). Pumpage is continuing to increase,
especially by the City of Granbury, which is located about 16 km north of
CPSES. Granbury's annual pumpage increased 60% from 1975 to 1978 (Ref. 1).
This, trend is also evident 'n Somervell County. During the same period, the
City of Glen Rose, which is located about 8 km south-southwest of CPSES,
increased its pumpage rate by about 84% (Ref. 1). These increased pumpage
rates have led to an acceleration in the decline of groundwater levels.

To satisfy water demanch during construction of the CPSES, significant pumpage
of groundwater has occurred. From 1974 to 1978, pumpage from two onsite pro-
duction wells averaged about 0.59 m / min (Ref. 1). From 1975 to May 1979,3

81,373,565 m of groundwater were withdrawn by the CPSES. A summary of water
use for the years 1975 to 1979 is presented in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Sumary of Pumpage Opring
3CPSES Construction (m )

Pumping Well

Year No. 1 No. 2 Total

1975 213,530 67,468 280,998

1976 145,787 174,538 320,325

1977 138,050 130,238 268,288

1978 201,543 162,517 364,060

1979 (Jan"May) 81,938 57,956 139,894

Total 780,848 592,717 1,373,565

At the staff's request, the applicant has been monitoring groundwater levels
in the four observation wells onsite since 1975. From 1975 to 1979, the
levels declined at an average rate of 2.2 m/yr, as shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2. Groundwater-Level Decline
in the CPSES Observation Wells

Well Observation Period Decline (m) Rate (m/yr)

08-1 Apr 75 to May 79 9.08 2.22 |

08-2 Apr 75 to May 79 7.22 1.77

08-3 Jan 75 to Sep 79 7.53 1.62 |
08-4 Jun 75 to May 79 12.59 3.23

Average: 2.2

Total pumpage in Somervell County in 1978 was 814,797 ma (Ref. 1). During
3364,060 m , or 45% of the total pumpage. The City.of1978 the CPSES pumped

Glen Rose pumped 431,335 m3 during this time, or 53% of the total. Together,
the CPSES and Glen Rose accounted for 98% of the groundwater pumped in Somervell
County in 1978. The TWDB estimates that complete postconstruction cessation
of pumpage at CPSES would probably only lead to a short-term recovery of water
level in the immediate. vicinity of the station. However, water-level declines
would eventually continue at the regional rate as influenced by other centers
of high pumpage, particularly the Cities of Glen Rose and Granbury (Ref.1).

Operational pumpage at the station is e.stimated by the applicant to be about
80.48 m / min on an average annual basis. The peak station requirement has been

3estimated by the applicant to be 1.25 m / min for short periods. A summary of
pumping and drawdown data presented by the applicant in the ER-0L (Sec. 3.3)
is presented in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3. Applicant's Summary of
Operational Pumping Datatl

Estimated Drawdown at
2Pumping, Rate Property Boundaryt

3(m / min) Duration (m)

0.48 40 years 2.2t3
1.25 1 day 1.0t4
1.25 3 days 2.2t4

t1 From ER-OL.

t2 About 1.65 km from the pumped wells.

13 Although no estimate was provided by the appli-
cant, its drawdown-distance curves show that at

3a pumping rate of 0.38 m / min, the drawdown
3would be 2.2 m; at 0.48 m / min, it would be

great.er than 2.2 m (ER-0L, Fig. 2.4-6).

t4 These estimates differ somewhat from those of
the staff.
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The applicant has concluded that potentiometric levels (those that would exist
in the absence of withdrawals) in the Twin Mountains Formation will be depressed
locally due to pumping from production wells, but that there will be no adverse
effects from this pumping on the station or on existing offsite wells. The
effect of drawdown due to operational pumpage will be minimized by supplemental
water supply from the reverse-osmosis surface-water-treatment facility. The
applicant has not provided any specifications to define the conditions under
which treated surface water will be use* to supplement or replace groundwater.
An assessment was made for various combinations of treated-surface-water and
groundwater usage to identify impacts on the regional groundwater resource.

The maximum drawdown due to station operation would occur if the total demand
were met by using groundwater. There would be no drawdown due to station
operation if the total demand were satisfied by using treated surface water.
During actual station operation, the resulting drawdown will be somewhere
between these two extremes. Table 5.4 is a summary of the staff's estimates
of drawdown due to using only groundwater or only treated surface water. Also
included in the table are several combinations of surface-water and ground-
water usage.

Table 5.4. Staff's Summary of Operational
Pumping Data'for Different Combinations of 1

Groundwater and Treated Surface Water |
|

l

Water Demand (m / min) Estimated Drawdown (m)3

From
From Treated At Nearest

Ground- Surface At Property Offsite
Duration Total ' Water Water Boundaryt1 Wellt2

40 years 0.48 0 0.48 0 0

0.48 0.11 0.37 0.9 0.8

0.48 0.19 0.29 1.5 1.3

0.48 0.48 0 3.7 3.4

1 day 1.25 0.11ta 1.14ta 0.1 0.1

1.25 1.25 0 1.1 0.6

3 days 1.25 0.11t3 1.14t3 0.2 0.1

1.25 1.25 0 2.0 1.3

t1 About 1.65 km from the pumped wells,
t2 About 2.4 km from the pumpea wells,
t3 The maximum capacity of the reverse-osmosis surface-water-treatment

facility is 1.14 m / min. During periods when peak demand is at a3

maximum of 1.25 m / min, at least 0.11 m / min must be supplied froma 3

groundwater.
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As shown in Table 5.4, pumping groundwater at an average rate of 0.48 m / min3

for 40 years would result in a 3.4-m decline in the groundwater level at the
nearest offsite well. Due to regional pumpage there would also be an addi-
tional decline, the magnitude of which is not known. However, prior to CPSES
pumpage, regional water levels declined about 0.73 m/yr. If this trend con-
tinues, water levels due to regional pumpage only (no pumpage by CPSES) would
decline 29 m during the 40 year station life.

It is the staff's conclusion that the groundwater-level decline due to the
CPSES usage of groundwater as a sole source of water for demineralizer and

.

I
other uses would not be excessive, possibly only about 10% of the combined

idecline. However, it would aggravate an already serious regional groundwater- '

level decline. For this reason, the staff recommends that a condition be
imposed in the operating license restricting use of groundwater by CPSES to
potable and sanitary purposes and to supplementing the supply of treated
surface water during short periods of peak demand when station requirements
exceed the capacity of the reverse-osmosis surface-water-treatment plant.
Such a restriction on groundwater usage would significantly reduce the impact
of CPSES operation on groundwater levels.

5.3.2. Hydrologic Alterations and Floodplain Effects

The CPSES will partially encroach on the floodplain of Squaw Creek. There-
fore, an evaluation of the impact on the floodplain was made in accordance
with Executive Order 11988 on floodplain management. Station structures
located in the floodplain were substantially complete at the time the Execu-
tive Order was signed by the president in May 1977. Therefore, it is the
staff's conclusion that consideration of alternative locations for those
structures identified as being in the floodplain is neither required nor
practicable.

Lake Granbury, on the Brazos River, is a source and point of diversion of
cooling water for the station. Squaw Creek dam has been constructed onsite to
provide storage for water diverted from Lake Granbury. In addition, the
safe shutdown impoundment (SSI) dam has been constructed on an arm of SCR to
provide storage for emergency cooling water. Squaw Creek dam is located on
Squaw Creek, an intermittent stream that flows into the Paluxy River, which,
in turn, flows into the Brazos River downstream of Lake Granbury.

For Lake Granbury, the 1%-chance (100 year) flood level is at 211 m MSL. The
floor of the makeup pump station, located on Lake Granbury, is at 213.4 m MSL;
therefore, it will not be affected by the 100 year flood at Lake Granbury.

The 100 year flood level for SCR is 238.0 m MSL. This flood level is 8.9 :.
below the station grade of 246.9 m MSL; thus, no structures located at that
elevation would be affected. The 100 year flood level for the SSI is also
about 238 m MSL. Again, no major structures located at station grade would be
affected. |

l

Portions of the intake and discharge structures are, by design, located below I

Ielevation 238.0 m MSL. These structures have been designed to withstand the
flooding effects of a probable-maximum flood (PMF), which is a more severe
event than the 100 year flood. The PMF reaches an elevation of 240.7 m MSL,
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2.7 m higher than the 100 year flood level. However, due to their design, we
conclude that the intake and discharge structures located in SCR will not be
affected by flooding caused by the 100 year flood or the PMF.

Construction of Squaw Creek dam and the SSI dam has altered flood flows and
levels in Squaw Creek. SCR will reduce the 100 year flood flow below the dam |

by about 65%; thus, flooding downstream would be reduced (ER-OL Sec. 12.1.1.4).

The applicant has purchased in fee, or has otherwise acquired, flood easements
on all property upstream of SCR to an elevation of 240.8 m MSL (ER-0L, 1

Sec. 12.1.1.4). Inasmuch as the 100 year flood level in SCR i; et 238.0 m, or
2.8 m below the property-acquisition level, no flooding would occur on property
not controlled by the applicant.

Station structures other than the dams in the floodplain will have negligible I

effect on postconstruction water levels during a flood event. This conclusion
is based on the small cross-sectional area of the structures in relation to
the area of flow available in the reservoirs. Thus, flood levels will be
relatively unaffected by these small flow obstructions.

5.3.3 Thermal-Discharge Impacts

The applicant has performed analyses of the thermal plume distribution in SCR
resulting from heated-water release by the CPSES during nperation, and of
thermal plume impacts on Lake Granbury. The hydrothermal analyses were reviewed
and commented on by the staff, with its evaluation and conclusion presented in
the FES-CP (Sec. 5.3). However, since the issuance of the FES-CP in June 1974,
the applicant has modified the circulating-water discharge-structure design as
described in Section 4.2.2. The impact of this modification to the thermal-
plume distribution in SCR is discussed below.

The circulating-water discharge structure at CPSES was designed to produce a
low-velocity surface discharge that wouid yield minimal entrainment of ambient
water while providing effective surface heat loss. Theoretical and experi-
mental studies of heated surface discharges have shown that the temperature
and shape of the heated discharge is directly related to the densimetric
Froude number (jet inertial force / jet buoyancy force), Fo, at the outlet and
the aspect ratio (depth / width), A, of the discharge channel (Ref. 2). In
general, the results of the studies indicated that the flow entrainment
increases with increasing Fo and A. This, in turn, would mean th,at the verti-
cal spreading of the jet would increase and the lateral spreading would decrease
with increasing Fo and A.

The circulating water discharge canal has been made deeper and narrower than
in the previous design but with cross-sectional areas at corresponding locations
in the car,al remaining about the same (Sec. 4.2.2). For a given discharge
flow and water level in SCR, the present canal design would have a smaller Fo
but a larger A. As previously discussed, these changes would have a certain
degree of impact on temperature distribution. The extent of the impact was

3evaluated by the staff for a maximum circulating-water flow rate of 140 m /s
and a low water level of 235 m MSL in the SCR. Based on the theoretical
calculations and experimental data obtained in the studies of heated surface
discharges (Ref. 2), it is believed that the changes in parameters Fo and A I

l
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would produce opposing effects on the temperature distribution in SCR. As a
result, the difference in expected thermal impacts were found to be insigni-
ficant. In addition, the impacts due to the changes in Fo and A will be
limited to the near-field region where the temperature distribution is
influenced primarily by conditions at or near the point of discharge.
Therefore, the staff concludes that the modifications of the circulating-water
discharge canal at the CPSES would result in insignificant changes in the
behavior of the thermal plume in SCR and that the applicant's and the staff's
hydrothermal analyses, as presented in the FES-CP, remain sound and valid.

In addition to the main reservoir (SCR) used for circulating-water cooling
purposes, the applicant has also constructed a safe-shutdown impoundment
(SSI), which holds water for emergency cooling and service-water cooling.
This secondary reservoir, as described in Section 4.2.2, is separated from the
main body of SCR by a rockfill dam. An open " equalization" channel was exca-
vated to connect the SSI with the main reservoir. The floor of the channel is
about 15 cm below the low water level in SCR. The applicant has indicated

athat under normal operating conditions a bleed flow of 0.82 m /s will be
directed into the service-water intake structure, thereby creating a blowdown
flow of about the same amount from the SSI to SCR through the equalization
channel.

'

The use of the SSI to dissipate heat rejected from the station service-water
system during normal operation is functionally similar to the use of SCR for
circulating-water cooling. Therefore, a hydrothermal analysis of the SSI is
required to assess its heat-rejection capabilities and to deterrine the possi-
bility of hydraulic short-circuiting between the service-water intake and
discharge structures. In response to a staff request, the applicant performed
a thermal plume analysis for the SSI in May 1980 under both emergency and
normal cooling conditions (Ref. 3). A constant normal heat load of 1.1 mil-
lion joules per hour (MJ/h) was considered to be transferred to service water

3flowing at 2.15 m /s. This heat addition would raise the water temperature
about 3.4 C above the intake-water temperature.

The results of simulating the SSI performance for station normal-operating
conditions during a severe meteorological period (1974) indicate that the|

maximum normal intake temperature will be about 39 C. It is also expected
from the results shown that, during these meteorological conditions, the
surface-water temperature in the SSI would vary from about 40 C to 35 C. The

l high water temperature in the SSI is due partly to the excess temperature of
the makeup water that was recirculated from SCR to the service-water intake
structure in the SSI. The applicant further simulated the temperature variations
in the SSI for the most-severe emergency conditions and concluded that the
heat-rejection capabilities of the SSI would be sufficient. The staff has
reviewed the applicant's analyses and believes that the calculations based on

| the model represent conservative estimates of the maximum thermal effects to
be expected from discharge of heated outflow into the SSI.!

| The staff further examined the potential effects on water temperature in the
SSI due to a possible thermal-wedge intrusion of the warm water in the Panther

,
Branch arm of SCR through the equalization channel. The analysis was made for

3an SCR elevation of 236 m MSL, a net flow out of the SSI of 0.82 m /s, and a'

water-temperature difference of 1.7 C between SCR and the SSI. Under these
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conditions, the analysis indicated that the thermal wedge just barely reaches |

the'SSI end of the equalization channel as a thin layer of warm water. There-
fore, the SSI temperature would not be affected by SCR. Moreover, the applicant.

indicated that the normal operating water level of the SSI and the Panther
Branch would be 235.5 m rather than 236 m MSL. This lower water level would
reduce the channel cross section, which would increase the SSI outflow velocity,
thereby decreasing the depth and hence the horizontal pressure gradient due to
density at the mouth of the channel. These changes would help to reduce the
thermal-wedge length intruding into the equalization channel. However, for
extreme low-flow conditions from the SSI, or a larger temperature difference |,

between SCR and the SSI, a thermal wedge may extend into the SSI. The effect
Ion temperature would depend on the amount of heat convected into the SSI by.

the wedge. Because the wedge would appear only as a thin layer, the intruded i
heat from SCR would be a small fraction of the normal service-water heat and I

would probably be quickly dissipated to the atmosphere. Therefore, the staff |
concludes that the thermal-wedge intrusion, if any, would not have significant i

effect on the water temperature in the SSI.

5.3.4 Water-Quality Impacts

The description of CPSES operation as it relates to compliance with water quality
standards presented in the FES-CP (Sec. 5.2), remains valid. The water quality
impacts resulting from the changes described in Sec. 4.2.4 are discussed
below.

5.3.4.1 Squaw Creek Reservoir

As described in Section 4.2.4, wastes discharged into SCR during CPSES operation
are chlorides, residual chlorine, sodium hexametaphosphate, copper salts, and
treated sanitary wastes.

The applicant will perform a chlorine-minimization study during the first year
of operation of each unit. Based on a simulation of chlorine residuals expected
under operating conditions, the applicant is committed to restricting chlorine
in the discharged circulating water to a maximum total residual chlorine (TRC)
concentration of 0.5 mg/L during the minimization study (Refs. 4 and 5). This
level will satisfy the Federal effluent-limitations (NPDES permit, App. E of
this environmental statement).

Sodium hexametaphosphate will be released into the circulating water system
from the reverse-osmosis unit. The resulting concentration in the circulating
water is calculated by the staff to be less than 1 pg/L. Further dilution in
SCR will result in undetectable levels.

Based on copper loading estimates provided by the applicant (Sec. 4.2.4.5),
the staff estimates the concentration of copper in SCR for a short period
following startup to be 16 pg/L; and for subsequent operation, a steady state
concentration to be 2 pg/L', based on complete mixing in the entire reservoir.
However, as shown in the FES-CP (Fig. 3.4.1), much of the reservoir will not
be used for mixing. Most of the mixing occurs in the area between the circulating-
water discharge and intake structures. For this reason, higher concentrations
are expected in the mixing area. The EPA criterion for protection of freshwater
aquatic life for total recoverable copper is 5.6 pg/L (24-hour average) and,
based on the minimum hardness value expected for the water in SCR, should not
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exceed 72 pg/L at any time (Ref. 6). Based on the above, the staff concludes
that the estimated steady-state copper concentration will meet the EPA criterion |for total recoverable copper at the point where blowdown from SCR enters Lake

i

Granbury.
|

Sanitary wastes are treated by extended aeration and chlorinated for disinfec-
tion. The process should reduce 800s and suspended-solids concentrations by
80% to 901 Prior to discharge to SCR, the effluent (19 m /d) will be diluted l

3

aby the circulating flow (12 million m /d). Thus, the load of 8003 and suspended
solids should not be measurable.

5.3.4.2 Lake Granbury

The description of impacts related to blowdown from SCR to Lake Granbury, pre-
sented in the FES-CP (Sec. 3.6.1.1 and Sec. 5.3), remains valid.

5.3.4.3 Lower Squaw Creek

The applicant is committed to maintaining a continuous flow of 0.04 m /s in3

Squaw Creek below the reservoir. The flow will be maintcined by diverting a
portion of the flow from the Lake Granbury makeup line for SCR. Prior to
construction of Squaw Creek dam, streamflow was intermittent. The continuous
releases during CPSES operation will reduce erosion and scouring associated
with floods. A comparison of the chemical analyses from lower Squaw Creek and
Lake Granbury indicates that there should be no detectable water quality
impact from diversion of flow to lower Squaw Creek (ER-CP, Sec. 4.1.2.4 and
App. 0).

5.3.4.4 Groundwater

The evaporation pond bottom and sides are lined with a relatively impervious
clay; the permeability is about 1 nm/s (ER-OL, Amend. 1, response to staff
question 57). Infiltration into the bedrock aquifers is further impeded by
the low permeability of the rock and soils in the site area (ER-OL, Sec. 2.4).
Thus, if the integrity of the liner is maintained, the impact on groundwater
quality due to CPSES operation will be negligible.

5.4 Meteorology and Air Quality

5.4.1 Fog and Ice

Air passing over SCR under most meteorological conditions will be warmer, more
humid, and less stable than surrounding air. In periods of very cool weather,
part of the moisture evaporated from SCR will immediately recondense as steam |
fog over and close to the edge of the reservoir. Observations at cooling !
ponds in winter indicate that this steam fog is thin, wispy, and in constant
turbulent motion, and that it becomes less dense and quickly reevaporates as
it moves inland (Ref. 7). During periods of below-freezing temperatures, part
of the moisture will freeze onto vegetation, poles, wires, and other elevated
objects as light, friable, very low-density rime ice (Ref. 7). The staff
expects frequent fogging over the warmer parts of SCR and some low-density
icing of trees and other elevated objects within 100 to 200 m of the water's '

edge in winter. No dense fog or icing is expected to occur on offsite roads.
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The effect of the warm water in SCR on local offsite air temperatures and
humidity will be very small (Ref. 7).

5.4.2 Emissions and Dust

Combustion-exhaust gases will be discharged to the atmosphere during operation
and testing of four 9-MW (12,000-hp) diesel-driven emergency generators and
one fire pump (ER-OL, Sec. 3.7.4 and FES-CP Table 3.7.1). Testing procedures
for each diesel engine are carried out once per month for a two-hour period.
The Texas Air Control Board has determined that the emissions from these
engines are exempted from permit procedures under Standard Exemption No. 5
(Ref. 8).

Another source of air pollution during station operation will be fugitive dust
from vehicle movement. The applicant will pave (or has paved) all parking
lots and all roads having more than 100 vehicle traversals daily, in compli-
ance with applicable State of Texas standards (ER-OL, Amend. 1, response to
staff question 5).

The staff agrees with the Texas Air Control Board that CPSES operation will be
in compliance with applicable Federal and state air quality standards (Ref. 8).

5.5 Ecology

5.5.1 Terrestrial

The terrestrial impacts of construction and operation of the CPSES have been
considered in the FES-CP (Sec. 5.5.1) and the ER-OL. No recommendations
addressing mitigation of terrestrial impacts were made as a result of the
construction phase monitoring.

The staff, based on information in the terrestrial monitoring annual reports
prepared by the applicant and other sources such as the site visit, concludes
that the analysis of impacts of operation of CPSES on the terrestrial ecology
presented in Section 5.5.1 of the FES-CP remain valid.

The staff has reviewed the information on the effect of CPSES operation on
endangered species (Section 4.3.4.1) and concludes that the operation of CPSES
will not impact endangered species in Hood and Somervell Counties. This
conclusion is in agreement with that reached by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.

The staff has examined the information on the impact of CPSES operation on the
terrestrial ecology of the transmission line rights-of-way and concludes that
the analysis in Section 5.1.2 of the FES-CP remains valid.

5.5.2 Aquatic

Operation of CPSES will affect SCR and Lake Granbury directly, and may have
indirect effects on lower Squaw Creek and the Brazos and Paluxy Rivers as a
result of the effects on SCR and Lake Granbury. A summary of the water ex-
change between SCR and Lake Granbury is presented in Section 4.2.2 and in the
ER-OL (Sec. 5.1). The potential environmental impacts of CPSES operation on
aquatic biota in SCR and Lake Granbury are discussed below.
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5.5.2.1 Total Dissolved Solids

The predicted level of total dissolved solids (TDS) in SCR of 2400 mg/L is
stated by the applicant to be within the range tolerated by Texas fish popu-
lations (ER-OL, Sec. 5.1). For example, state fish hatcheries derive water
from Lake Possum Kingdom and Diversion Reservoir, which at times have had TDS
concentrations in excess of 3500 mg/L. Despite this high level of TDS, success- |

ful spawning and growth of native species of game fish were reported to have |

occurred (ER-OL, Sec. 5.1). Therefore, the staff concurs that the predicted
level of TOS should not adversely affect fish in SCR and Lake Granbury. The
staff has calculated that copper released to SCR as a result of station opera-
tion would average 2 pg/L (Sec. 5.3.4.1). This is in agreement with the
applicant's figures (ER-OL, Amend.1, response to staff question 62). The
staff concludes that these levels do not present a problem inasmuch as pre-
construction concentration was found to be as high as 4 pg/L (FES-CP, Sec.
3.6.1.1).

5.5.2.2. Discharge Effects

The thermal impact of the discharged circulating water was discussed in the
FES-CP (Sec. 5.5.2.1 and Table 5.3.6) and the description of the thermal
impact remains valid.

The potential impact on the plankton population in SCR of makeup water diverted.
from Lake Granbury, described in the ER-CP (Secs. 5.1.4.1. and 5.1.4.2) and
the FES-CP (Sec. 5.5.1), remains valid.

*

5.5.2.3 Impingement and Entrainment

In the FES-CP, the staff questioned the potential effects of impingement and
entrainment on fish populations in SCR as a result of the relatively high cir-
culating-water intake velocity. The applicant responded on July 28, 1978 in a
report that evaluated the expected effect and the alternatives for mitigating
the damage, based on information from various Texas reservoirs operated in
connection with other power plants (Ref. 9). Although no details were given
on the intake structures or the flow rates for any of these plants, the report
states that rough fish (primarily shad) could be expected to make up about 85%
of impinged fish and that the majority of impinged fish will be in a moribund
condition or dead. Similar results wete reported in 24 of 32 Texas power
plants at which sampling was conducted for at least one year. This high
impingement loss was believed to have o curred during conditions of low water
temperature (below 15 C), to which shad are especially susceptible. The
applicant's report stated that equilibriun' loss resulting from low-temperature
(cold) stress rendered the shad unable to avoid impingement. The staff concludes
that a relatively high impingement loss may not significantly affect the
population of shad in SCR, considering the explosive reproductive potential of
these species. Although reported fish-icpingement studies (Ref 9) suggest
that shad is the predominant fish at risk, newly stocked game fish may become
increasingly dominant and at risk as the reservoir population ages.

There has been no change in the intake design since the FES-CP was issued.
Therefore, the staff again questions the effect of the relatively high intake
velocities at the circulating-water intake screens, as given in Table 5.5.
The values of 0.28-0.'1 m/s at the trash racks, depending on water level, are3
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considered high; present EPA-recommended rates are at or below 0.15 m/s. The
volume of flow when the two units are operating (140 m /s) is also high. In3

addition to the intake-structure design and the rapid flow rates, the amount
of impingement will be related to the number of fish in the intake area. The
circulating-water intake is located in a cove in SCR into which fish might
congregate, but it is only one of many similar coves along this region of the
shore and for this reason is not expected to contain a unique population of
fish or other biota.

Table 5.5. Velocities in the Circulating-
Water Intake Structuretit2

Flow Velocity (m/s)

Water Surface Water b rface
Location 235 m 236 m

Through trash racks 0.31 0.28
Screen approach' O.33 0.30

Through traveling screens 0.75 0.66

t1 Adapted from the ER-OL (Table 3.4-2).
t2 Constant parameters: 100% load factor, eight pumps in'

operation, and 8.3 C temperature rise through the
condenser.

The NPDES permit (App. E), issued by EPA, requires a monitoring program that
will provide data to be used to determine the impact of the circulating water
intake structure during CPSES operation. This program is being implemented
under the provisions of Section 316(b) of the Clean Water Act, which requires
that the location, design, construction, and capacity of cooling water iritake
structures reflect the best available technology for minimizing environmental
impact. This monitoring program will begin after the second unit at the site |

becomes operational. The plan includes impingement sampling performed for t |

24-hour period on a weekly basis for an entire year and ichthyoplankton entrain-
ment sampling for a 24-hour period on a weekly basis during the months of

,

February through July (Refs. 10 and 11). In the absence of changes in intake i

design since the FES-CP issuance, and of information on fish populations in
SCR during operation, the staff concludes that evaluation of the aquatic
impact of station water withdrawal must await results of the monitoring studies
of the NPDES permit, as outlined above. Monitoring of impingement rates after
startup will determine the game-fish losses, and with adequate population
sampling in SCR, the significance of these losses can be determined.

5.5.2.4 Hakeup Water Diversion

In the FES-CP, the staff recommended a larval-fish sampling study near the
area of the diversion intake (makeup water) in Lake Granbury to determine
whether the area provides important spawning or nursery sites for fish. The
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applicant conducted this study in 1978 over a period of maximum spawning for
most fish in Lake Granbury. Weekly samples, taken between April 17, 1978 and
June 28, 1978, indicated little spawning activity in the area of the diversioni

intake (Ref. 12),' presumably due to the unfavorable bottom habitat (predominantly
mud). On the basis of this information, the staff concludes that the diversion
intake will not adversely affect fish populations in Lake Granbury

5.6 Historic and Prehistoric Sites

Operational impacts on cultural resources and the grounds surrounding them may
be direct or indirect. At this time, the staff has not identified any direct
impacts of station operation on historic properties. However, indirect impacts
on historic properties may occur such as the unauthorized collection of parts
of the structures, vandalism, and weathering and aging of unmaintained structures.

The State of Texas required that the applicant prepare quality drawings and
photographic records of the May House prior to restoration, adaptation, or'

disposal (Ref. 13). To mitigate the potential impacts on the May House and
any other historic buildings that remain on the site, the applicant should, in
consultation with the Texas State Historic Preservation Officer, provide for a
monitoring and protection program of this structure and any other historic
buildings that remain on the site. With respect to the May House, the NRC
staff, in consultation with the Texas State Historic Preservation Officer,
intends to submit a request to the keeper of the National Register of Historic
Places, National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, for a Determi-
nation of Eligibility for inclusion of the May House in the National Register
of Historic Places. Until this determination is made, the applicant should
protect the structure as though it were included in the National Register of
Historic Places.

5.7 Socioeconomics

5.7.1 Local Economy

When fully operating, CPSES expects to employ 187 full-time operation workers,
near y three times the number originally projected (Section 5.5.2, FES-CP;l
Table 8.1-17, ER-OL). Despite this increase, from 1978 to 1982 the CPSES
payroll will have decreased 75% because of the termination of a much larger
number of construction workers as construction is completed (Table 8.1-16,
ER-OL). The CPSES payroll will therefore represent a much smaller percentage4

of the local economy than at the peak of construction. The effects of the'

reduction of the construction, work force and payroll is likely to be felt most
in Hood and Somervell Counties because relatively large numbers of the CPSES
construction workers and their families have been living in those counties .

(see Sec. 4.3.6.1). This resident construction work force was about equally
distributed between the two countjes. About 70 of the 187 operation workers
are expected by the applicant to settle in these counties (Table 8.1-17,
ER-OL). Assuming the same distribution of the resident operation work force |

between the two counties as for the resident construction work force, then
CPSES payroll income for operation workers residing in each will be about $0.9
million/yr compared to about $12.5 million at the peak of construction in 1976'

(Tables 8.1-16 and 8.1-17, ER-OL). As indicated in Section 4.3.6, the staff
projects the number of full-time operation workers to be about 2 times greater )
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than the applicant projects; therefore, the impacts on the economy will vary
accordingly. Clearly, the econcmies of both counties will lose a considerable
amount of CPSES payroll income as the transition from plant construction to
operation is completed. This loss should be mitigated to some extent by the
gradual nature of the transition (16bles 8.1-16 and 8.1-17, ER-OL), the sub-
stantial CPSES property tax benefits to accrue to Somervell County (see Sec. 5.7.2),
the continuing population and economic growth in Hood County, ar.1 the proximity
of the two counties to the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area, which has been
experiencing rapid population growth and economic development in recent decades
(see Sec. 4.3.6.1). '

5.7.2 Tax Benefits

Section 8.1.2.3 of the ER-OL discusses the substantial property taxes to be
paid on the station when it is fully operating and also discusses the much
more modest Federal income taxes, state and local sales taxes, and local
property taxes eventually to be paid by CPSES full-time operating personnel.
It is clear from data presented in the ER-OL (Sec. 8.1) that the preponderant
share of the property taxes paid on the station (93%) is likely to accrue to
Somervell County and its Glen Rose School District. Hood County and its
Granbury and Tolar school districts, hospital district, library, and road fund
are likely to receive about 4%, and the State of Texas about 3%, of these
CPSES property tax payments. However, Hood and Somervell Counties should
benefit about equally from local sales taxes if, as was the case during CPSES
construction, about an equal number of operating workers and their families
live in each county (Table 8.1-7, ER-0L). Hood should benefit somewhat more
than Somervell from property taxes paid by CPSES operating workers because its
property tax rate is about 60% higher than Somervell's (ER-0L, Sec. 8.1).

In effect, Somervell County is apt to experience a tax windfall during the
life of CPSES because it will receive the larger share of the property tax
payments on the station. The tax payment to Hood County and the State of
Texas are likely to be quite small.

5.7.3 Recreational Impacts

Although recreational activities at SCR will be controlled and limited, the
reservoir should add to the recreational resources available in Hood and
Somervell Counties. An aquatic habitat is to be established in the r u rvoir
(Sec. 8.1.2.4.2, ER-OL) and public viewing of the lake will be possible at the
visitors' overlook (Fig. 2.1.2, ER-OL). It is likely that additional public
access to the lake will be provided through rights-of-way permitted by the
applicant for transient public accommodations.

5.7.4 Community Services and Institutions

Inasmuch as the CPSES operating work force is expected to be much smaller than
the construction work force (Tables 8.1-16 and 8.1-17, ER-OL) there should be
much less demand in the CPSES region for housing, fire and police protection,
education, water, sewerage, and other community services during station operation
than at the peak of construction. The operating workers and their families
should be able to benefit from the great variety of services and facilities,
both public and private, available in the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area,
including a good supply of different types of housing.
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The availability of community services is likely to be somewhat more limited
in Hood and Somervell Counties than in the CPSES region generally, but services
should be adquate for the needs of the relatively few operation workers and
families that are expected to live in the two counties (see Sec. 5.7.1). If,

as estimated by TUGC0 in 1976, about half the construction workers and their
families who move to these counties for CPSES employment leave after termination
of employment (ER-OL, Sec. 2.1) as construction gradually ends, there should
be enough housing available to meet the needs of the operation workers and
their families at least initially. Because of its very large share of CPSES
property taxes, Somervell County should not have difficulty expanding its
public services, if needed (see Sec. 5.7.2). Texas law bars a county from
sharing its tax revenues with unincorporated areas in the county or with other
counties, so Somervell County cannot share its windfall CPSES property taxes
with Hood County. The staff concludes that the operation of CPSES is not
likely to adversely affect community services and institutions in the area.

5.8 Radiological Impacts

5.8.1 Normal Operation

5.8.1.1 Exposure Pathways

The enviromental pathways considered in this section are shown in Figure 5.1.
The specific pathways evaluated were:

1. Direct radiation from the plant
' 2. Gaseous effluents

a. Immersion in the gaseous plume

b. Inhalation of iodines and particulates

c. Ingestion of iodines and particulates through the milk-cow, goat,
_

meat-animal, and vegetation pathways

d. Radiation from iodines and particulates deposited on the ground

3. Liquid effluents

| a. Drinking water

b. Ingestion of fish

c. Shoreline activities, boating, and swimming in water containing
radioactive effluents

Only those pathways associated with gaseous effluents that were reported to
exist at a single location were combined to calculate the total exposure to a
maximally exposed individual. Pathways associated with liquid effluents were
combined without regard to location but were assumed to be associated with a

,

| maximally exposed individual other than the individual associated with gaseous-
| effluent pathways.
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The models and considerations for environmental pathways leading to estimates
of radiation doses to individuals near the station and to the population
within an 80-km radius of the station, resulting from station operation, are
discussed in detail in Regulatory Guide 1.109. Use of these models, with
additional assumptions for environmental pathways leading to exposure to
populations outside the 80-km radius, is described in Appendix B.

5. 8.1. 2 Dose Commitments

General Ponulation

The quantities of radioactive material that may be released annually from the |
station are estimated based on the description of the radwaste systems given
in the ER-OL (Sec. 3.5) and the Final Safety Analysis Report using the calcula-
tional model and parameters described in NUREG-0017 (Ref. 14). The applicant's
site and environmental data provided in the ER-OL and in subsequent answers to
staff questions (ER-OL, Amend. 1) are used extensively in the dose calcula-
tions. Using these quantities of radioactive materials released and exposure-
pathway information, the dose commitments to individuals and the population
are estimated. Population doses are based on the projected population distri-
bution in the year 2020.

The dose commitments given in this environmental statement represent the total
dose received over a period of 50 years following the intake of radioactivity
for one year under the conditions existing 15 years after the station begins
operation. For younger age groups, changes in organ mass with age after the
initial intake of radioactivity are accounted for in a stepwise manner.

In the analysis of all effluent radionuclides released from the station, tritium,
carbon-14, and strontium were found to account for essentially all total-body
dose commitments to individuals and the population within 80 km of the station.

Dose Commitments from Radioactive Releases to the Atmosphere

i Radioactive effluents released to the atmosphere from CPSES will result in
| small radiation doses to individuals and populations. The NRC staff estimates

of the expected gaseous and particulate releases listed in Table 5.6, and the
| site meteorological considerations discussed in Section 4.3.3 and summarized

in Table 5.7, were used to estimate radiation doses to individuals and populations.
The results of the calculations are discussed below.

Radiation Dose Commitments to Individuals. Individuel receptor locations and
' pathway locations considered for the maximum individual are listed in Table 5.8.

The estimated dose commitments to the maximum individual from radioiodine
and particulate rele'ases at selected offsite locations, and the maximum annual
beta and gamma air doses and maximum total-body and skin doses to an individual
at the maximum site boundary, are presented in Tables 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11.
The maximum individual is assumed to consume well-above-average quantities of
the foods considered (see Table E-5 in Regulatory Guide 1.109).

Radiation Oose Commitments to Populations. The estimated annual radiation-dose
commitments to the population within 80 km of CPSES from gaseous and particulate
releases are shown in Tables 5.10 and 5.11. Beyond 80 km the doses were
evaluated using average population densities and food production values as
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Table 5.6 Calculated Releases of Radioactive Materials
in Gaseous Effluents from CPSES Units 1 and 2

(Ci/yr per reactor)

_-

Unit Vent Turbine-Blda Vent
Nuclides Continuous Periodict1 Continuous Total

Ar-41 25 t2 12 25
Kr-83m t8 t8 t8 18
Kr-85m 3 2 t8 5
Kr-85 t8 260 18 260
Kr-87 1! t

3 t3 1
Kr-88 7 2 18 9
Kr-89 18 18 18 1

8

Xe-131m t8 11 t8 11
Xe-133m 3 19 18 22
Xe-133 180 1900 t8 2100

8 t8 18 t3Xe-135m 1
Xe-135 10 10 t3 20
Xe-137 18 t8 18 t3
Xe-138 18 t8 t3 t8 ;

Total, noble gases 2400 |

Co-60 1.8(-4)t4 4.5(-3) t2 4.7(-3)
Co-58 6.0(-5) 1.5(-3) 12 1.6(-3)
Fe-59 6.0(-4) 1.5(-2) t2 1.6(-2)
Mn-54 2.7(-4) 7.0(-3) 12 7.3(-3) ;

Cs-137- 1.3(-5) 3.3(-4) 12 3.4(-4) 1

CJ-134 2.4(-6) 6.0(-5) ?? 6.2(-5) |

Sr-90_ 1.8(-4) 4.5(-3) t2 4.7(-3)
Sr-89 3.0(-4) 7.5(-3) 12 7.8(-3)

Total, particulates 4.3(-2)
l

I-131 7.2(-3) 2.0(-4) 1.6(-4) 7.6(-3) l

I-133 1.0(-2) 2.4j-4) 2.3j-4) 1.1(-2)
t t 8C-14 8

H-3 1100 t2 t2 1100

t1 Periodic increase in releases 24 times per year for 2 hours duration,
t2 Less than 1% of, total for nuclide. i

,

18 Less than 1.0 Ci/yr,
14 Exponential notation: 1.8(-4) = 1.8 x 10 4
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Table 5.7 Summary of Atmospheric Dispersion Factors and
Deposition Values for Maximum Site Boundary and

Receptor Locations near CPSESt1

1

Relative I

Location 12 X/Q (s/m )ta Deposition (m.2)a

Site boundary
(NNW, 1.29 mi)t4 8t64(-6)t5
Nearest residence
(W, 1.55 mi) 8.64(-7) 2.07(-9)
Nearest garden
(W, 1.55 mi) 8.64(-7) 2.07(-9)
Nearest milk cow
(WNW, 1.89 mi) 7.01(-7) 2.33(-9)
Nearest milk goat
(N, 3.37 mi) 3.32(-7) 1.52(-9)
Nearest meat animal
(ESE, 2.12 mi) 4.11(-7) 8.61(-10)

t1 Values are corrected for radioactive decay and cloud
depletion from deposition,' where appropriate, in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.111, Rev. 1,
" Methods for Estimating Atmospheric Transport and ~

;

Dispersion of Gaseous Effluents in Routine Releases:

fro *1 Light Water Reactors," July 1977.
! 12 "Hearest" refers to that type of location where the

highest radiation dnse is expected to occur from all
appropriate pathways,

t3 Annual average atmospheric relative concentrations (X/Q)
were computed using the onsite meteorological data for
May 15, 1972 to May 15, 1976. The analysis was done with
a constant mean wind-direction model according to the
guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.111.

t4 To convert to km, multiply by 1.6093.
tS Exponential notation: 3.64(-6) = 3.64 x-10 8
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Table 5.8 Receptor and Pathway Locations ,

Considered for Selecting Maximum-
Individual Dose Commitmentso

< ,

' Sector Distance (mi)t1Location s

Site boundaryt2 NNW 1.29

Residence W 1.55

Garden- W 1.55

Milk cow WNW 1.89

Milk goat N 3.37

Meat' animal ESE 2.12

t1 To convert to km, multiply by 1.6093.

t Beta and gamma air doses and total-body and skin2

doses from noble gases are determined at the site
boundary.

.,
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Table 5.9 Annual Dose Commitments to a Maximum Individual near CPSES
e

-

Dose (ares /yr per unft)

Total
Locationt! Pathway Body' Skin Thyrofd Bone Ltver Kidney Lung

Noble Geses in Gaseous Effluents

$lte boundaryt2 Direct radiath,n
(NW,129 ml)t3 'from plumet" 0,075 0,19'

*

fodtne and Particulates in Gaseous Effluents

Nearest site .

i

boundary Ground deposft 0.057 0.057 0.057
(NW,1,29 mi) Inhalation 0.17 - 0.18 0.051

Total 023(T)t5 0.24(T) 0.11(T)

Nearest garden
and res1dence Ground deposit 0,008 0.008 0.008
(W,1,56mi) Inhalation 0,046' 0,045 0,013

Vegetable
consumption 0.43 0.33 1.3

Total 0.48(C) 0.38(C) 1.3(C)
*

Nearest allk cow Ground' deposit 0.0089 0.0089 0.0089
(WW, .1,89 mf ) Inhalation 0,038 0.042 0.012

Vegetable
consumption 0.42 0,31 1.3

Cow-milk
consumption 0.14 0.21 0.43

Total 0.61(C) 0.57(C) 1,8(C)

Nearest slik goat Ground degosit 0,0058 0.0058 0.0058
(N.3.37al) Inhala tion 0.017 0.011 0,0051

'
'

Vegetable
{ consumption 0.21 -- 0.70

Goat-milk-
consumption 0,093 0,29 0,22

Total 0.33(C) 0,31(1) 0.93(C)

Nearest meet',

animal , Ground deposit 0.0033 0.0033 0.0033(ESE, 2.12 ml) Inhalation 0.02 0.022 0.0063
Yegetable

consumption 0,2 0.01 6 0,62
,-

. Meat consumption 0,018 0.018 0.063
Total 0,24(C) 0.059(C) 0.69(C) *

!

h- Liquid Effluents (adults)

Nearest drinking
water at SCR Water ingestion 0.64 0.63 0,02 0.65 0,63 0.62

*, Nearest fish
at SCR Fish ingestfon 1.23 0,02 1.02 1,65 0.58 0.20

tl
'

" Nearest" refers to the location where the highest radiation dose to an individual from all
appifcable pathways has been estimated.

+2
Refers to the site boundary location where the highest radiation doses due to gaseous effluents

Ihave been estimated to occur.
To convert to km, multiply by 1.6093. |t3

!t*
Gamma and beta air doses (mrad /yr 'per unf t) at the site boundary are 0.12 and 0.28, respectively,

1
t5 Doses are for the age group that results in the hirest dose: T = teen, C = child, ! = f nfant,

)
!
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Table 5.10' Calculated Dose Commitments to a Maximum Individual
and the_ Population from CPSES Operationth

Maximum-Individual Doses

Appendix I Calculated
Design Objective Dose

, . _

Annual Dose per Reactor Unit

Liquid effluents

Dose to total body from all pathways 3 mrem 1.9 mrem
Dose to any organ from all pathways 10 mrem 2.3 mren

(liver)

Noble gas effluents _(at site boundary)

Gamma dose in air 10 mrad O'.12 mrad
Beta dose in air 20 mrad 0.28 mrad
Dose to total body of an individual 5 mrem 0.08 mrem

' Dose to skin of 'an individual 15 mrem 0.19 mrem

Radioiodine and particulatest2

Dose to any organ from all pathways 15 mrem 1.8 mrem
(bone,
child)

Population Doses Within 80 km

Total Body Thyroid

Annual Dose for Both Units
(person-rem)

Natural-background radiationt3 150,000
Liquid effluents 41 70
Noble gas effluents 0,38 0.38
Radioiodine and particulates 8.44 8.86

t1 Appendix I design objectives from Sections II.A, II.B, II.C, and II.D of
Appendix I, 10 CFR Part 50; considers doses to maximum individual r,d
population per reactor unit. From 40 FR 19442, 5 May 1975.

12 Carbon-14 and tritium have been added to this category.
18 " Natural Radiation Exposure in the United States," U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency, ORP-SID-72-1, June 1972; using the average back-
groun'd dose for Texas of 74 mren/yr, and year-2020 projected population
of 2,080,000,
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Table 5.11" Calculated Dose Commitments to a Maximum Individual
and Activity Releases'from Operation of CPSES Units 1 and 2t1

,

'

Annual Dose per Site

RM-50-2
Design Objective Calculated

Liquid effluents

Dose to total body or any organ from
all pathways 5 mrem 4.6 mrem

'

Activity-release estimate, excluding
tritium (Ci/ unit) 5 0.16

. Noble gas' effluents (at site boundary)

Gamma dose in air 10 mrad 0.24 mrad

j Beta dose in air 20 mrad 0.56 mrad

Dose to total body of an individual 5 mrem 0.16 mrem
L

Radioiodine and particulatesT -2

Dose to any organ from all pathways 15 mrem 3.6 mrem

I-131 activity release (Ci/ unit) 1 0.062

t1 Guides on design objectives proposed by the NRC staff on
20 February 1974. Considers doses to individuals from all units,

on site. Fcom " Concluding Statement of Position of the Regu-
latory Staff," Docket No. RM-50-2, 20 February 1974, pp. 25-30,
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Also published as Annex to
Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.

12 Carbon-14 and. tritium have been added to tai: category for the purpose
of dose estimates, but not included in the " activity release" category.

'

.:

a

1
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discussed in Appendix B. Estimated dose commitments to the U.S. population
are shown in Table 5.12. Background-radiation doses are provided for comparison.
As shown in the table, the dose commitments from atmospheric releases from
CPSES during normal operation represent a small increase in the normal population
dose due to background-radiation sources.

Dose Commitments from Radioactive-Liquid Releases to the Hydrosphere.

Radioactive effluents released to the hydrosphere from CPSES during normal
operation will result in small radiation doses to individuals and populations.
Staff estimates of the expected liquid releases listed in Table 5.13, and the
site hydrological considerations discussed in Section 4.3.2 and summarized in I
Table 5.14, were used to estimate radiation-dose commitments to individuals I

'

and populations. The results of the calculations are discussed below.

Radiation Dose Commitments to Individuals. The estimated dose commitments to
the maximum individual from liquid releases at selected offsite locations are !
listed in Tables 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11. The maximum individual is assumed to i

consume wel1-above-average quantities of the foods considered and spend more I

time at the shoreline than the average person (see Table E-5 in Regulatory |

Guide 1.109). !
l

Radiation Dose Commitments to Populations. The estimated annual radiation-dose |

commitments to the population within 80 km of CPSES from liquid releases are
shown in Tables 5.10 and 5.11. Dose commitments beyond 80 km were based on
the assumptions discussed in Appendix B. Estimated dose commitments to the |

IU.S. population are shown in Table 5.12. Background-radiation doses are
provided for comparison. As shown in the tabic the dose commitments from
liquid releases from CPSES during normal operation represent a small increase
in the normal population dose due to background-radiation sources.

Dose Commitments from Direct Radiation

Radiation fields are produced within the station as a result of radioactivity
contained within the reactor and its associated components. Direct radiation
from sources within the station are due primarily to nitrogen-16, a radionuclide
produced in the reactor core. Because the primary coolant of a pressurized
water reactor (PWR) such as CPSES is contained in a heavily shielded area of
the station, dose rates in the vicinity of PWRs are generally undetectable
(less than 5 mrem /yr).

Low-level-radioactivity storage containers outside the station are estimated
to contribute less than 0.01 mrem /yr at the site boundary.

Occupational Radiation Exposure

The dose to nuclear plant workers varies from reactor to reactor and can be
projected for environmental-impact purposes by using the experience to date
with modern PWRs. Most of the dose to nuclear plant workers is due to external
exposure to radiation from radioactive materials outside the body rather than
from internal exposure from inhaled or ingested reiioactive materials. Recently
licensed 1000-MWe PWRs are designed and operated in a manner consistent with
new (post-1975) regulatory requirements and guidelines. These new require-
ments and guidelines place increased emphasis on maintaining occupational
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Table 5.12 Annual Total-Body Population-Dose Commitments
in the Year 2000

Category U.S. Population-Dose Commitment
1

Natural-background radiationti 26,249,400 |

(person-rem /yr)
|
|

Comanche Peak operation I
'

(person-rem /yr per site)

Plant workers 2,600t2

. General public
Gaseous effluents 90
Liquid effluentsta 41
Transportation of fuel and waste 14

t1 Using the average U.S. background dose (100 mrem /yr) and year-2000
projected U.S. population from " Population Estimates and Projec-
tions," Series II, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Series P-25, No. 541, February 1975.

t2 Particular~ plants have experienced average lifetime annual doses
as high as 1300 person-rem per unit (" Final Environmental Statement -
Steam Generator Repair at Surry Power Station, Unit No.1," NUREG-0692,

j U.S.- Nuclear Regulatory Commission). The average reactor annual dose
| is 410 person-rem.

13 80-km population dose.

!

|

|
|

1

I
.

|

|
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Table 5.13 Calculated Releases of Radioactive
I Materials in Liquid Effluents from CPSES

Units 1 and 2

Nuclido Ci/yr per Unit

Corrosion and Activation
Products

Cr-51 0.00009
Mn-54 0.00005

f Fe-55 0.00009
l Fe-59 0.00005e

Co-58 0.00096

Co-60 0.0004.-

Zr-95 0.00005
Nb-95 0.00007
Np-239 0.00002

Fission Products

Br-83 0.00004
Rb-86 0.00002
Sr-89 0.00002
Mo-99 0.0015
Tc-99m. 0.0014

Ru-106 0.00008
f.g-110m .0.00001

s Te-127m 0.00001
Te-127 0.00002

.

Te-129m 0.00007
Te-129 0.00004

I-130 0.00011
,

Te-131m 0.00002
I-131 0.083

Te-132 0.00049,

'

I-132 ' 0031.'

I-133 329
I-134 ,0003 I

1

Cs-134 0.01
I-135 0.0063

Cs'136 0.0032
Cs-137 0.008
Ba-137m 0.0067.

Ce-144 0.00017
All others 0.00006 !

Total, except~ tritium 0.16
Tritium 340
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Table 5.14 Summary of Hydrologic Transport and Dispersion
of Liquid Releases from CPSESt2

Location Transit Time (hours) Dilution Factor

ALARA Calculations

Sport fishing (Squaw Creek
Reservoir) 0.1 1. 0

Shoreline recreation
(Squaw Creek Reservoir) 0.1 1.0

Population-Dose Calculation _ss

Sport fishing (Souaw Crer.k
Reservoir) 0.1 1. 0

Sport and commercial fishing
(Lake Granbury ar.d Lake Whitney) 0.1 10.0

Recreational use: swimming and
boating (Squaw Creek Reservoir) 0.1 1. 0

t1 See Regulatory Guide 1.113, " Estimating Aquatic Dispersion of
Effluents from Accidental and Routine Reactor Releases for the Pur-
pose of Implementing Appendix I," April 1977.

exposure at nuclear power plants as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA),
and are outlined in 10 CFR Part 20, Standard Review Plan Chapter 12, and
Regulatory Guide 8.8. The applicant's proposed implementation of these re-
quirements and guidelines is reviewed by the staff at the construction permit
stage, the operating-license stage, and during actual operation. Approval of
the proposed implementation of these requirements and guidelines is granted
only after the review indicates that an ALARA program can actually be imple-
mented. Based on the staff's review of the CPSES FSAR, it has been determined
that the applicant is committed to' design features and operating practices
that will assure that individual occupational radiation doses can be maintained
within the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 " Standards for Protection Against Radiation"

,
and that individual and total station population doses will be as low as is

| reasonable achievable (Ref. 15).

Based on actual operating experience, it has been observed that occupational
dose has varied considerably from plant to plant, and from year to year. |

Average individual- and collective-dose information is available from over 190
reactor years of operation between 1974 and 1979. (The dose data for years

|
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prior to 1974 are primarily from reactors with average rated capacities below
500 MWe.) These data indicate that the average reactor annual dose at PWRs
has been about 410 person-rem, with particular plants experiencing an average
lifetime annual dose as high as 1300 person-rem (Ref. 16). These dose averages
are based on widely varying yearly doses at PWRs. For example, annual collec-
tive doses for PWRs have ranged from 18 to 5262 person-rem per reactor, and
the average annual dose per nuclear plant worker has been about 0.8 rem (Ref. 17).

The wide range of annual doses (18 to 5262 person-rem) experienced at PWRs in
the U.S. is dependent on a number of factors such as the amount of required
routine and special maintenance and the degree of reactor operations and
in plant surveillance. Because these factors can vary in an unpredictable
manner, it is impossible to determine in advance a specific year-to year or
average annual occupational radiation dose for a particular plant over its
operating lifetime. The need to accept high doses can occur, even at plants
with radiation protection programs that have been developed to assure that
occupational radiation doses will be kept at levels that are ALARA. Conse-
quently, our occupational-dose estimates for environmental-impact purposes for
CPSES are based on the conservative assumption that the station may have a
higher-than-average level of special maintenance work. Based on the staff's
review of the applicant's Final Safety Analysis Report as well as occupational-
dose data from over 190 reactor years of operation, it is projected that the occupa-
tional doses at CPSES could average as much as 1300 person rem /yr per unit when
averaged over the life of the station (Refs. 16 and 17). However, actual year-
to year doses may differ greatly from this average, depending on actual operating
conditions.

-Radiation Exposure to Construction Workers

During the period between the startup of Unit 1 and the completion of construc-
tion on Unit 2, the construction personnel working on the station will be
exposed to sources of radiation from the operation of Unit 1. The applicant
has estimated the integrated dose to construction personnel to be 298 person-rem
(FSAR Section 12.4). The greater part of the radiation exposure (i.e., 85%)
to the total construction force will be from contained sources inside buildings.
The remainder of the exposure will be from outdoor work.

Transportation of Radioactive Material

The transportation of cold fuel to a reactor, of irradiated fuel from the
reactor to a fuel reprocessing plant, and of solid radioactive waste from the
reactor to burial grounds is within the scope of the NRC report entitled,
" Environmental Survey of Transportation of Radioactive Materials to and from
Huclear Power Plants," WASH-1238, December 1972 and Suppl. 1, NUREG 75/038,
April 1975. The estimated population-dose commitments associated with transpor-
tation of fuel and waste are listed in Tables 5.12 and 5.15. The assessment
presented in Table 5.15 is based on the values given in Table S-4 of 10 CFR
Part 51.

5.8.1.3 Radiological Impact on Man

The actual radiological impact associated with operation of CPSES will depend,
in part, on the manner in which the radioactive-waste-treatment system is
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Table 5.15. Environmental Impact of Transportation of Fuel and Waste
ito and from One Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactortl |

|

Normal Conditions of Transport.

Heat (per irradiated fuel cask in transit) 260 MJ/h
Waight (governed by Federal or state restrictions) 33,000 kg per truck;

90 Mg per cask per
rail car

|Traffic density '

. Truck Less than 1 per day

| Rail Less than 3 per month

Estimated Range of Dose Cumulative Dose ,

Number of to Exposed to Exposed Population
Exposed Persons Individualst2 (person-rem per reac-

Population Exposed (mrem per reactor year) tor year)ta

Transportation 200 0.01 to 300 4
*

workers

General public
Onlookers 1,100 0.003 to 1.3 3

~Along route 600,000 0.0001 to 0.6

Accidents in Transport

Environmental Risk
|Radiologicaleffects Smallt4
i Common (nonradiological) causes 1 fatal injury in 100 reactor years; 1 nonfatal

injury in 10 reactor years; $475 property damage per
reactor year.

t1 Data supporting this table are given in the Commission's " Environmental Survey of Trans-
portation of Radioactive Materials to and from Nuclear Power Plants," WASH-1238, December
1972 and Supp. I, NUREG 75/038, April 1975. '

t2 The Federal Radiation Council has recommended that the radiation doses from all sources of
radiation other than natural background and medical exposures should be limited to
5000 millirems per year for individuals as a result of occupational exposure and should be
limited to 500 millirems per year for individuals in the general population. The dose to
individuals due to average natural-background radiathn is about 130 millirems per year.
[The value "130 millirems per year" given in this footnote is not in current use. About

j 100 millirems per year is the value current 1y'used as the dose due to average natural-
. background radiation in the United States.]

18 Peson rem is an expression for the summation of whole-body doses to individuals in a
group. Thus, if each member of a population group of 1000 people were to receive a dose
of 0.001 rem (1 millirem), or if two people each were to receive a dose of 0.5 rem
(500 millirems), the total cumulative dose in each case would be 1 person-rem.

t4 Although the environmental risk of radiological effects stemming from transportation acci-
dants cannot currently be numerically quantified, the risk remains small regardless of
whether it is being applied to a single-reactor or multireactor site.
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operated. Based on an evaluation of the potential performance of the radio- |

active waste system, the staff concludes that the system as proposed is capable i
i

of meeting the dose design objectives of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I, and those
of RM-50-2 contained in the annex to Appendix I. The applicant chose to show'

compliance with the design objectives of RM-50-2 as an optional method of
demonstrating compliance with the cost-benefit section of Appendix I, Section
II.D. Tables 5.10 and 5.11 compare the calculated maximum individual doses
with the dose design objectives. However, because station operation will be
governed by operating-license technical specifications and because these
specifications will be based on the dose design objectives of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix I (Table 5.10), the actual radiological impact of station operation
may result in doses close to the dose design objectives. Even if this situation i

Iexists the individual doses will still be very small when compared with natural-
background doses (about 100 mrem /yr) or with the dose limits specified in 10 l

|CFR Part 20. As a result, the staff concludes that there will be no measurable
'

radiological impact on man from routine operation of the station.

Effective December 1, 1979 the applicant became subject to 40 CFR Part 190,
" Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Nuclear Power Operations,"
(EPA). These standards specify that the annual dose equivalent not exceed 25
mrem to the whole body, 75 mrem to the thyroid, and 25 mrem to any other organ
of any member of the public as the result of exposures to planned discharges
of radioactive materials, except raden and its daughters, to the general
environment from uranium-fuel-cycle operations and radiation from these
operations.

5.8.1.4 Radiological Impact on Biota Other than Man

Depending on the pathway and the radiation source, terrestrial and aquatic
biota will receive doses about the same or somewhat higher than man will
receive. Although guidelines have not been established for acceptable limits
for radiation exposure to species other than man, it is generally agreed that
the limits established for humans are also conservative for other species.
Experience has shown that it is the maintenance of population stability that
is crucial to the survival of a species, and cpecies in most ecosystems suffer
rather high mortality rates from natural causes. Although the existence of
extremely radiosensitive biota is possible and although increased radio-
sensitivity in organisms may result from environmental interactions with other
stresses (e.g. heat, biocides, etc.), no biota have yet been discovered that
show a sensitivity (in terms of increased morbidity or mortality) to radiation
exposures as low as those expected in the area surrounding CPSES. Furthermore,
in all the nuclear plants for which an analysis of radiation exposure to biota
other than man has been made, there have been no cases of exposures that can
be considered significant in terms of harm to the species or that approach the
exposure limits to members of the public permitted by 10 CFR Part 20 (Ref. 18).
Inasmuch as the BEIR Report (Ref. 19) concluded that evidence to date indicates
no other living organisms are very much more radiosensitive than man, no
measurable radiological impact on populations of biota is expected as a result
of the routine operation of this station.

|
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5.8.1.5 Radiation-Induced Health Effects on Man

Radiological doses to the general public and to the station work force may
result in:

1. - Late somatic effects in the form of fatal and nonfatal cancer in various
body organs--following age and organ-specific latency periods--of the
exposed population, and

2. Fatal and nonfatal genetic disorders in the future generations of the
exposed population.

Because of the random occurrence of these effects, calculations are based on
population dose (person-rem). Absolute risk estimators of about 140 deaths
from expression of latent cancer in various body organs per million total-body
person rem in the exposed-population, and about 260 cases of all forms of
genetic disorders per million total-body person-rem in the future generations
of the exposed population, were derived from the 1972 BEIR report (Ref. 19)
and WASH-1400. This derivation assumes a linear and nonthreshold dose /effect
relationship at all sublethal dose levels. Using these risk estimators and
2745 person-rem as.the annual population dose due to generating electricity at
CPSES (Table 5.12), the staff calculates that there may occur 0.37 cancer death
in the exposed population and 0.71 genetic disorder in all future generations
of the exposed population for each year of station operation. Essentially all
(97%) of the public radiation risk is borne by workers in the station, i.e. , ,

0.34 cancer death and.0.69 genetic disorder. Assuming that the average annual
dose commitment per nuclear worker at CPSES will be in the same range as that
at other similarly sized PWRs, the staff estimates an average worker dose of
about I rem /yr.

The estimated fatality-incidence rate of nuclear plant workers due to occupa-2

.tional radiation exposure is compared with risks to other occupational groups -

in Table 5.16.

In terms of job related fatalities, the occupational risk associated with the
industry-wide average radiation dose (i.e. 14 potential premature deaths per
0.1 million man year) is slightly larger than the average private-sector risk
(i.e. 10 premature deaths per 0,1 million man year). However, the risk to
nuclear plant workers from radiation exposure is lower than the risk for a

.
number of other groups as described in Table 5.16. It should be pointed out

| that the f atality-incidence rate given in Table 5.16 for nuclear plant workers
is a conservative estimate (i.e. the actual risk may be much less than the
estimate), whereas the rates for other groups are based on known instances of
job-related fatalities. In addition, the rate for nuclear plant workers
includes only radiation-related fatalities. Gased on the above comparisons,
the staff concludes-that the risk to the average nuclear plant worker is
within the range of risks associated with other occupations, and ir, acceptable.'

The risks to the exposed population (i.e. 0.37 possible cancer death and 0.71
potential genetic disorder for each year of operation) due te radioactivei

effluents from the reactor are a very small fraction of the estimated occur-
rence of 3600 cancer deaths in the U.S. population (year-2000 basis) and 7000
genetic disorders in future, generations of the U.S. population (year-2000;

'
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Table 5.16 Incidence of Job-Related Fatalities

Fatality-Incidence Ratet1
Occupational Group (premature deaths per 0.1 million man year)

Underground metal miners 1275

Uranium miners 422

2 365Asbestos-insulation workerst

Smelter workers 194

8 61Miningt

8 24Transportation and public utilitiest

Nuclear plant worker (avg)t4 14 (potential)

8 3Servicest

Total, private sectort8 10

11 "The President's Report on Occupational Safety and Health," May 1972.
Irving J. Selikoff and William J. Nicholson, " Deaths Among 17,800 Asbestos12
Insulation Workers in the United States and Canada, January 1, 1967
through January 1, 1977," National Institutes of Health, 1978,
" Occupational Injuries and Illnesses in the United States by Industry,t8
1975," Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 1981, 1978.

t4 The fatality-incidence rate for nuclear plant workers is based on an
annual exposure of 1 rem to the average worker and includes estimates of
radiation-related fatalities only. I

i
I

f.
9

1
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basis) due to each year of. exposure to natural-background radiation. There-
fore, the staff' concludes that the health impact to the general public due to
routine operation of the station will be undetectable.

)
5.8.2 Station Accidents *

On June 13, 1980 the Commission published in the Federal Register a statement I

of interim policy regarding accident considerations (Ref. 20). This statement I

withdrew the proposed Annex to Appendix 0 of 10 CFR Part 50 and suspended the !rulemaking proceedings associated with it. It also put forth the Commission's
interim policy that: "... Environmental Impact Statements shall include consid-
erations of the site-specific accident sequences that lead to releases of
radiation and/or radioactive materials, including sequences that can result in
inadequate cooling of reactor fuel and to melting of the reactor core. In
this regard, attention shall be given both to the probability of occurrence of
such releases and to the environmental. consequences of such releases." This
section presents an analysis of accidents, including those comronly referred
to as Class 9 accidents.

The staff hat, considered the potential radiological impacts on the environment
of possible accidents at the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station Units 1
and 2 in accordance with the statement of interim policy. The following
discussion reflects these considerations and conclusions.

The first section deals with general characteristics of nuclear power plant
accidents including a brief summary of safety measures to minimize the prob-
ability of their occurrence and to mitigate their consequences if they should
occur. Also described are the important properties of radioactive materials
and the pathways by which they could be transported to become environmental
hazards. Potential adverse health effects and impacts on society associated
with actions to avoid such health effects are also identified.

Next, actual experience with nuclear power plant accidents and their observed
health effects and other societal impacts are then described. This it followed
by a summary review of safety features of the Comanche Peak Units 1 and 2
facilities and of the site that act to mitigate the consequences of accidents.

The results of calculations of the potential consequences of accidents that
have been postulated in the design basis are then given. Also described are
the results of calculations for the Comanche Peak site using probabilistic
methods to estimate the possible' impacts and the risks associated with severe
accident sequences of exceedingly low probability of occurrence.

5.8.2.1 General Characteristics of Accidents
1The term accident, as used in this section, refers to any unintentional event i

not addressed in Section 5.8.1 that results in a release of radioactive materials
into the environment. The predominant focus, therefore, is on events that can

*In this section, conversion exclusively to the metric system of units originally
expressed in English Units has not been made. This is to retain the convenience
of easy comparison of round numbers.

!
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J

1ead to releases substantially in excess of permissible limits for normal
operation. Such limits are specified in the Commission's regulations at

I10 CFR Part 20 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I.

There are several features which combine to reduce the risk associated with
accidents at nuclear power plants. Safety features in the design, construc-
tion, and operation comprising the first line of defense are to a very large
extent devoted to the prevention of the release of these radioactive materials
from their normal places of confinement within the plant. There are also a
number of additional lines of defense that are designed.to mitigate the conse-
quences of failures in the first line. Descriptions of these features for

. Comanche Peak Units 1 and 2 may be found in the applicant's Final Safety Anal-
ysis Report (Ref. 21), and in the staff's forthcoming Safety Evaluation. Report.
The most important mitigative features are described in Section 5.8.2.3
Design Features.

These safety features are designed taking into consideration the specific
locations of radioactive materials within the plant, their amounts, their
nuclear, physical, and chemical properties, and their relative tendency to be
transported into and for creating biological hazards in the environment. ,

,

Fission Prcduct Characteristics-

By far the largest inventory of radioactive material in a nuclear power plant
is produced as a by product of the fission process and is located in the
uranium oxide fuel pellets in the the reactor core in the form of fission I

'

products. During periodic refueling shutdowns, the assemblies containing
these fuel pellets are transferred to a spent fuel storage pool so that the
second largest inventory of radioactive material is located in this storage
area. Much smaller inventories of radioactive materials are also normally
present in the water that circulates in the reactor coolant system and in the
systems used to process gaseous and liquid radioactive wastes in the plant.

These radioactive matarials exist in a variety of ph'ysical and chemical forms.
Their potential for dispersion into the environment is dependent not only on
mechanical forces that might physically transport them, but also upon their
inherent prpperties, particularly their volatility. The majority of these
materials exist as nonvolatile solids over a wide range of temperatures.
Some, however, are relatively volatile solids and a few are gaseous in nature.
These characteristics have a significant bearing upon the assessment of the
environmental radiological impact of accidents.

The gaseous materials include radioactive forms of the chemically inert noble
gases krypton and xenon. These have the highest potential for release into'

the atmosphere. If a reactor accident were to occur involving degradation of
the fuel cladding,.the release of substantial quantities of these radioactive
gases from the fuel is a virtual certainty. Such accidents are very low fre-
quency but credible events (cf. Sec. 5.8.2.2). It is for this reason that the
safety analysis of each nuclear power plant analyzes a hypothetical design
basis accident that postulates the release of the entire contained inventory
of radior.ctive noble gases from the fuel into the containment system. If fur-

ther released to the environment as a possible result of failure of safety
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features, the hazard to individuals from these noble gases would arise pre-
dominantly through the external gamma radiation from the airborne plume. The
reactor containment system is designed to minimize this type of release.

Radioactive forms of iodine are formed in substantial quantities in the fuel
by the fission process and in some chemical forms may be quite volatile. For
this reason, they have traditionally been regarded as having a relatively high
potential for release from the fuel. The chemical forms in which the fission
product radioiodines are found are generally solid materials at room tempera-
ture, however, so that they have a strong tendency to condense (or'" plate out")
upon cooler surfaces. In addition, most of the iodine compounds are quite
soluble in, or chemically reactive with, water. Although these properties do
not prevent the release of radiciodines from degraded fuel, they do act to
mitigate the release from containment systems that have large internal surface
areas and that contain large quantities of water as a result of an accident.
The same properties affect the behavior of radiciodines that may " escape" into
the atmosphere. Thus, if rainfall occurs during a release, or if there is
moisture on exposed surfaces, e.g., dew, the radioicdines will show a strong
tendency to be absorbed by the moisture. Because of radiciodine's distinct
radiological hazard, its potential for release to the atmosphere has also been
reduced by the use of special filter systems and/or containment spray systems.
If released to the environment, the principal radiological hazard associated
with the radioiodines is ingestion into the human body and subsequent concen-
tration in the thyroid gland.

Other radioactive materials formed during the operation of a nuclear power
plant have lower volatilities and therefore, by comparison with the noble
gases and iodine, a much smaller tendency to escape from degraded fuel unless
the temperature of the fuel becomes quite high. By the same token, such
materials, if they escape by volatilization from the fuel, tend to condense
quite rapidly to solid form again when transported to a lower temperature
region and/or dissolve in water when present. The former mechanism can have
the result of producing some solid particles of sufficiently small size to be
carried some distance by a moving stream of gas or air. If such particulate
materials are dispersed into the atmosphere as a result of failure of the
containment barrier, they will tend to be carried downwind and deposit on
surface features by gravitational settling or by precipitation (fallout),
where they will become " contamination" hazards in the environment.

|

! All of these radioactive materials exhibit the property of radioactive decay
| with characteristic half-lives ranging from fractions of a second to many days
' or years (see Table 5.17). Many of them decay through sequence or chain of

decay processes and all eventually become stable (nonradioactive) materials.
The radiation emitted during these decay processes is the reason that they are
hazardous materials.

Exposure Pathways
!

The radiation exposure (hazard) to individuals is determined by their proximity
to the radioactive material, the duration of exposure, and factors that act to
shield the individual from the radiation. Pathways for the transport of radia-
tion and radioactive materials that lead to radiation exposure hazards to humans

| are generally the same for accidental as for " normal" releases. These are
l
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Table 5.17 Activity of Radionuclides in a
Comanche Peak Reactor Core at 3565 m

Half-
Radioactive Inventory Life

Radionuclide (alllion C1) (days)

Noble Gases

Kr-85 0.63 3,950
Kr-85m 27 0.183
Kr-87 52 0.0528
Kr-88 76 0.117
Xe-133 190 5.28
Xe-135 38 0.384

fodines

I-131 95 8.05
I-132 130 0.0958

.1-133 190 0.875
1-134 210 0.0366
1-135 170 0.280

Alkali Metals
Rb-86 0.029 18.7
Cs-134 8.3 750
Cs-136 3. 3 13.0
Cs-137 5.2 11,000

Tellurium-Antimony

Te-127 6.6 0.391
Te-127m 1. 2 109
Te-129 34 0.048
Te-129m 5.9 34.0
Te-131m 14 1.25

-Te-132 130 3,25

Sb-127 6.8 3.88
Sb-129 37 0.179

Alkaline Earths
Sr 89 100 52.1
Sr-90 4.1 11,030
Sr-91 120 0.403
Ba-140 180 12.8

Cobalt and Noble Metals

Co-58 0.87 71.0 i

Co-60 0.32 1,920 I

Ho-99 180 2.8
|Tc-99m 160 0.25
.|Ru-103 120 39.5

Ru-105 80 0.185
'

Ru-106 28 366
Rh-105 55 1.50

Rare Earths. Refractory |
0xides, and Transuranics j

Y-90 4.3 2.67 I

Y-91 130 59.0
2 r-95 170 5. 2
Zr-97 170 0.71
Nb-95 170 35.0
La-140 180 1.67
Ce-141 170 32.3
Ce-143 150 1.38
Ce 144 95 284
P r-143 150 13.7
Nd 147 67 11.3
Np-239 1,800 2.35
Pu-238 0.063 32,500
Pu-239 0.023 8.9 x 108
Pu 240 0.023 2.4 x 108
Pu 241 3.8 5,350
Am-241 0.0019 1.5 x 10s
Cm-242 0.56 16 3

Cm-244 0.026 6,530
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depicted in Figure 5.1. There are two additional possible pathways that could
be significant for accidental releases that are not shown in that figure. One
of these is the fallout onto open bodies of water of radioactivity initially
carried in the air. The second would be unique to an accident that results ini

temperatures inside the reactor core sufficiently high to cause melting and
subsequent penetration of the basemat underlying the reactor by the molten core
debris. This creates the potential for the release of radioactive material
into the hydrosphere through contact with groundwater. These pathways may lead
to external exposure to radiation, and to internal exposures if radioactivity
is inhaled, or ingested from contaminated food or water.

It is characteristic of these pathways that during the transport of radioactive
material by wind or by water, the material tends to spread and disperse, like
a plume of smoke from a smokestack, becoming less concentrated in larger volumes
of air or water. The result of these natural processes is to lessen the intensity
of exposure to individuals downwind or downstream of the point of release, but
they also tend to increase the number of individuals who may be exposed. For
a release into the atmosphere, the degree to which dispersion reduces the con-
centration in the plume at any downwind point is governed by the turbulence
characteristics of the atmosphere which vary considerably with time and from
place to place. This fact, taken in conjunction with the variability of wind
direction and the presence or absence of precipitation, means that accident
consequences are very much dependent upon the weather conditions existing at
the time.

Health Effects

The cause and effect relationships between radiation exposure and adverse
health effects are quite complex (Ref. 22, pp. 517-534, and Ref. 23), but they
have been more exhaustively studied than any other environmental contaminant.

Whole-body radiation exposure resulting in a dose greater than about 25 rem
over a short period of time (hours) is necessary before any physiological
effects to an individual are clinically detectable. Doses about 10 to 20
times larger, also received over a relatively short period of time (hours to a
few days), can be expected to cause some fatal injuries. At the severe but
extremely low probability end of the accident spectrum, exposures of these
magnitudes are theoretically possible for persons in the proximity of such
accidents if measures are not or cannot be taken to provide protection, e.g.,
by sheltering or evacuation.

Lower levels of exposures may also constitute a health risk, but the ability
to define a direct cause and effect relationship between any given health effect
and a known exposure to radiation is difficult given the backdrop of the many
other possible reasons why a particular effect is observed in a specific
individual. For this reason, it is necessary to assess such effects on a
statistical basis. Such effects include cancer in the exposed population and
genetic changes in future generations after exposure of a prospective parent.
Cancer in the exposed population may begin to develop only after a lapse of 2
to 15 years (latent period) from the time of exposure and then continue over a
period of about 30 years (plateau period). However, in the case of exposure
of fetuses (in utero), cancer may begin to develop at birth (no latent period)
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and end at age 10 (i.e., the plateau period is 10 years). The health conse-
quences model currently being used is based on the 1972 BEIR Report of the
National Academy of Sciences (Ref. 19).

Most authorities are in agreement that a reasonable and probably conservative
estimate of the statistical relationship between low levels of radiation expo-
sure to a large number of people is within the range of about 10 to 500 poten-
tial cancer deaths (although zero is not excluded by the data) per million
person-rem. The range comes from the latest NAS BEIR III Report (1980) which
also indicates a probable value of about 150. This value is virtually iden-
tical to the value of about 140 used in the current NRC health effects models.
In addition, approximately 220 genetic changes per million person-rem would be
projected by BEIR III over succeeding generations. That also compares well
with the value of about 260 per million person-rem currently used by the NRC
staff.

Health Effects Avoidance

Radiation hazards in the environment tend to disappear by the natural process
of radioactive decay. Where the decay process is a slow one, however, and where
the material becomes relatively fixed in its location as an environmental contami-
nant (e.g., in soil), the hazard can continue to exist for a relatively long
period of time--months, years, or even decades. Thus, a possible consequential
environmental societal impact of severe accidents is the avoidance of the health
hazard rather than the health hazard itself, by restrictions on the use of the
contaminated property or contaminated foodstuffs, milk, and drinking water.
The potential economic impacts that this can cause are discussed below.

l
5.8.2.2 Accident Experience and Observed Impacts

'

The evidence of accident frequency and impacts in the past is a useful indi-
cator of future probabilities and impacts. As of mid-1980, there were 69 com-
mercial nuclear power reactor units licensed for operation in the United States
at 48 sites with power generating capacities ranging from 50 to 1130 megawatts i

electric (MWe). (The Comanche Peak Units 1 and 2 are designed for 1159 MWe i

each.) The combined experience with these units represents approximately i
500 reactor years of operation over an elapsed time of about 20 years. Acci- |

dents have occurred at several of these facilities (Refs. 24 and 25). Some
of these have resulted in releases of radioactive material to the environment,

ranging from very small fractions of a curie to a few million curies. None is i

known to have caused any radiation injury or fatality to any member of the public, |
any significant individual or collective public radiation exposure, or any |
significant contamination of the environment. This experience base is not
large enough to permit a reliable quantitative statistical inference. It does,

however, suggest that significant environmental impacts due to accidents are
very unlikely to occur over time perinds of a few decades.

Melting or severe degradation of reactor fuel has occurred in only one of these
units, during the accident at Three Mile Island - Unit 2 (TMI-2) on March 28, 1979.
In addition to the release of a few million curies of xenon-133, it has been
estimated that approximately 15 curies of radiciodine was also released to the
environment at TMI-2 (Ref. 26). This amount represents an extremely minute
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fraction of the total radioiodine inventory present in the reactor at the time
of the accident. No other radioactive fission products were released in
measurable quantity.

It has been estimated that the maximum cumulative offsite radiation dose to an
individual was less than 100 millirem (Refs. 26 and 27). The total population
exposure has been estimated to be in the range from about 1000 to 3000 person-rem.
This exposure could produce between none and one additional fatal cancer over
the lifetime of the population. The same population receives each year from
natural background radiatior, about 240,000 person-rem and approximately a half-
million cancers are expected to develop in this group over its lifetime, primarily
from causes other than radiation (Refs. 26 and 27). Trace quantities (barely
above the limit of detectability) of radioiodine were found in a few samples
of milk produced in the area. No other food or water supplies were impacted.

Accidents at nuclear power plants have also caused occupational injuries and a
few fatalities but none attributed to radiation exposure. Individual worker
exposures have ranged up to about 4 rem as a direct consequence of accidents,
but the collective worker exposure levels (person-rem) are a small fraction of
the exposures experienced during normal routine operations that average about
410 person-rem per reactor year for PWRs.

Accidents have also occurred at other nuclear reactor facilities in the United
States and in other countries (Refs. 24 and 25). Due to inherent differences
in design, construction, operation, and purpose of most of these other facili-
ties, their accident record has only indirect relevance to current nuclear power
plants. Melting of reactor fuel occurred in at least seven of these accidents,
including the one in 1966 at the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant Unit 1. This
was a sodium-cooled fast breeder demonstration reactor designed to generate
61 MWe. The damages were repaired and the reactor reached full power in four
years following the accident. It operated successfully and completed its mission
in 1973. This accident did not release any radioactivity to the environment.

A reactor accident in 1957 at Windscale, England released a significant quan-
tity of radiciodine, approximately 20,000 curies, to the environment. This

| reactor, which was not operated to generate electricity, used air rather than
water to cool the uranium fuel. During a special operation to heat the large'

amount of graphite in this reactor, the fuel overheated and radiciodine and
noble gases were released directly to the atmosphere from a 405-foot stack.
Milk produced in a 200-square mile area around the facility was impounded for
up to 44 days. This kind of accident cannot occur in a water-cooled reactor

|
like Comanche Peak, however.

5.8.2.3 Mitigation of Accident Consequences

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

j is conducting a safety evaluation of the application to operate Comanche Peak
Units 1 and 2. Although this evaluation will contain more detailed informationi

on plant design, the principal design features are presented in the following
section.

l
(
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Desian Features

Comanche Peak Units 1 and 2 are essentially identical unitt.. Each contains
-features designed _to prevent accidental release of radioactive fission, products

" from the fuel and to lessen the consequences should such a release occur. Many
of the design and operating specifications of these features are derived from
the analysis of postulated events known as design basis accidents. These accident
preventive and mitigative features are collectively referred to as engineered
safety features.(ESF). .The possibilities or probabilities of failure of these
systems is incorporated in the assessments discussed in Section 5.8.2.4.

Each steel-lined concrete containment building is a passive mitigating system
which is designed to minimize accidental radioactivity releases to the envi-
ronment. Safety injection systems are incorporated to provide cooling water.

to the reactor core during an accident to prevent or minimize fuel damage.
The containment spray system is designed to spray cool water into the contain-
ment atmosphere. The operation of the spray system after a loss-of-coolant
accident (LOCA) would prevent containment system overpressure by quenching the
steam generated as a result of reactor coolant flashing into the containment

| atmosphere. The spray water also contains an additive (sodium hydroxide) which
will chemically react with any airborne radiciodine to remove it from the

. containment-atmosphere and prevent its release to the environment.

The mechanical systems mentioned above are supplied with emergency power from
onsite diesel. generators in the event that normal-offsite station power is
interrupted.

1

The fuel-handling area located in the fuel building also has accident mitigat- ,

ing systems. The ventilation system contains both charcoal and high efficiency ]
4

particulate filters. This ventilation system is also designed to keep the area
around the spent fuel pool below the prevailing barometric pressure during fuel
handling operations so as to prevent exfiltration through building openings.
If radioactivity were to be released from the building, it would be drawn
through the ventilation system and most of the radioactive iodine and particu-

! late fission products would be removed from the flow stream before exhausting
to the environment.4

~

There are features of the plant that are necessary for its pont generation
function that can also play a role in mitigating certain a:cident consequences.
For example, the main condenser, although not classified as an ESF, can act to
mitigate the consequences of accidents involving leakage from the primary to
the secondary side of the steam generators (such as steam generator-tube
ruptures).

;

If normal offsite power is maintained, the ability of the plant to send conta- |
minated steam to the condenser instead of releasing it through the safety i

1

valves or atmospheric. dump valves can significantly reduce the amount of !

radioactivity released to the environment. In this case, the fission product
removal capability of the normally operating off gas treatment system would
come into play.

Much more extensive discussions of the safety features and characteristics of
the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station may be found in the applicant's Final
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Safety Analysis Report. The staff evaluation of these features will be
addressed in a forthcoming Safety Evaluation Report. In addition, the imple-
mentation of the lessons learned from the TMI-2 accident, in the form of
improvements in design, and procedures and operator training, will significantly
reduce the likelihood of a degraded core accident which could result in large
releases of fission products to the containment. Specifically, the applicant
is expected to follow the guidance on TMI-related matters specified in NUREG-0737.
As noted in Section 5.8.2.4 Uncertainties, no credit has been taken for these
actions and improvements in establishing the radiological risk of accidents in
this environmental statement.

Site Features

In the process of considering the suitability of the site of Comanche Peak Units 1
and 2, pursuant to NRC's reactor site criteria in 10 CFR Part 100, consideration
was given to certain factors that tend to minimize the risk and the potential
impact of accidents. First, the site has an exclusion area as provided in
10 CFR Part 100. The exclusion area of the 3105-ha site has a minimum exclusion
distance of 1545 m from the midpoint of the centerline between the containment
buildings to the closest site boundary. The applicant owns all the surface
rights within the exclusion area, but does not control all the subsurface
mineral richts within this area. The authority of the applicant to determine
all activities within the exclusion area, which is required by Part 100, is
still under review by the staff, and the resolution of this item will be
reported in the staff's forthcoming Safety Evaluation Report, or a supplement
thereto.

Activities within the exclusion area that are unrelated to plant operation
include a gas and an oil pipeline which traverse the exclusion area near the
southwest boundary, recreational activities at a visitors' overlook area, pos-
sible recreational activities on the Squaw Creek Reservoir used for plant
cooling, and possible mineral exploration. The staff has determined that,
except for possible mineral exploration and extraction within the exclusion
area, these activities will not interfere with normal plant operation, as
required by Part 100. The staff is presently reviewing a proposal made by the

| applicant that would allow access for mineral exploration within the exclusion
| area except for the area within an 850-m radius of either containment building.
, The staff's evaluation and resolution of this matter will be reported in the
l forthcoming Safety Evaluation Report, or a supplement.

Second, beyond and surrounding the exclusion area is a low popuation zone (LPZ),
also required by 10 CFR Part 100. This is a circular area with a radius of
6.5 km. Within this zone the applicant must assure that there is a reasonable
probability that appropriate and effective measures could be taken on behalf
of the residents and other members of the public in the event of a serious acci-

! dent. In case of a radiological emergency, the applicant has made arrangements
| with agencies of the state and local governments to control all traffic on the

railroad and roadways near the nuclear plant.

Third, Part 100 also requires that the nearest population center of about 25,000 ,

'or more persons be no closer than one and one-third times the outer radius of
the LPZ. The purpose of this criterion is a recognition that since accidents
of greater potential hazards than those commonly postulated as representing an

1
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upper limit are conceivable, although highly improbable, it was considered
desirable to add the population center distance requirement to provide for
protection against excessive exposure doses to people in large centers.

The resident population within the LPZ was 500 persons in 1976. The major
communities within 16 km of.the site are Glen Rose, located 6.9 km south-
southeast, and Granbury, located 15.1 km north, which had 1970 populations of
about 1500 and 2500 persons, respectively. The nearest population center is
Cleburne, Texas, located 37 km east of the plant. Cleburne had a 1970 popu-
lation of 16,015 persons, but is expected to reach a population of about
25,000 by the mid-1980s. The population center distance is more than one and
one-third times the LPZ, as required by Part 100. The City of Fort Worth is
located about 55 km northeast of the plant.

The safety evaluation of the Comanche Peak site.has also included a review of.
potential external hazards, i.e. , activities offsite that might adversely
affect the operation of the plant and cause an accident. This review encom-
passed nearby industrial, transportation, and military facilities that might
create explosive, missile, toxic gas, or similar hazards. The staff has con-
cluded that the hazards from nearby industrial and military facilities, pipe-
lines, air transportation, waterways, and railways are acceptably low. A more
detailed discussion of the site features will be included in the Safety Evalu-
ation Report.

Emergency Preparedness

Emergency preparedness plans including protective action measures for the
Comanche Peak facility and environs are in an advanc'ed, but not yet fully com-
pleted stage. In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR Section 50.47,
effective November 3, 1980, an operating license will not be issued to the
applicant unless a finding is made by the NRC that the state of onsite and
offsite emergency preparedness provides reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological
emergency. Among the standards that must be met by these plans are provisions
for two Emergency' Planning Zones (EPZ). A plume exposure pathway EPZ of about
16 km (10 mi) in radius and an ingestion exposure pathway EPZ of about 80 km
(50 mi) in radius are required. Other standards include appropriate ranges of
protective actions for each of these EPZs, provisions for dissemination to the
public of basic emergency planning information, provisions for rapid notification
of the public during a serious reactor emergency, and methods, systems, and
equipment for assessing and monitoring actual or potential offsite consequencesi

| in the EPZs of radiological emergency condition.

The NRC findings will be based upon a review of the Federal Emergency Manage-
( ment Agency findings and determinations as to whether state and local govern-
| ment emergency glans are adequate and capable of being implemented, and on the
| NRC assessment as to whether the applicant's onsite plans are adequate and

capable of being implemented. Although the presence of adequate'and tested
emergency plans cannot prevent the occurrence of an accident, it is the judg-
ment of the staff that they can and will substantially mitigate the consequences

j to the public should one occur.
l

|

'
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5.8.2.4 Accident Risk and Impact-Assessment

Design Basis Accidentssi

As a means of assuring that certain features of the Comanche Peak Units 1 and 2
.

plants meet acceptable design.and performance criteria, both the applicant and
the staff'have analyzed the potential consequences of a number of postulated
accidents. Some of these could lead to significant releases of radioactive ,

materials to the environment, and calculations have been performed to estimate l

the potential radiological consequences to persons offsite. For each postu-
lated initiating event, the potential radiological consequences cover a consid-
erable range of. values depending upon the particular course taken by the acci- ,>

dent and the conditions,-including wind direction and weather, prevalent during |
the accident.

In the safety analysis and evaluation of Comanche Peak Units 1 and 2, three
categories of accidents have been considered by the applicant and the staff.
These categories are based upon their probability of occurrence and include

- (a) incidents'of moderate frequency, i.e., events that can reasonably be
expected.to. occur during any year of operation, (b) infrequent accidents, i.e. ,
events that-might occur once during the lifetime of the plant, and (c) limiting
faults, i.e., accidents not expected to occur but that have the potential for '

significant releases of radioactivity. The radiological consequences of inci-
dents in the first category, also called anticipated operational occurrences, ,
are discussed in Section 5.8.1. Initiating events postulated in the second,

and third categories for the Comanche Peak Units'1 and 2 are shown in Table 5.18.
These are collectively designated design basis accidents in that specific design
and operatino features as described in Section 5.8.2.3 Design Features are pro-
vided to' limit their potential radiological consequences. Approximate radiation

,

doses that might ha. received by a person at the most adverse location along

Table 5.18. Approximate Radiation Doses from Design Basis Accidents
at the Comanche Peak Steam Electric'Stationtiu

i

|~ Dose at 2206 mt2 (rem)
Des'ign-Basis Accidents Thyroid Whole Body

|

| Infrequent Accidents

Radioactive waste system failure < 0.1 < 0.1

Steam generator tube rupture 13 < 1.0

| - Fuel handling accident 2.1 0.044

!. Limiting Faults

Main steam line break 79 < 1. 0
8 85 1.2Large-break LOCAt

t1 Duration of. release less than 2 hours.
12 The site boundary distance that yields the highest radiological dose

following an accident.
8

t Loss-of-coolant accident.
|
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the site boundary (2206 m from the plant) are also shown in the table, along
with a characterization of the time duration of the releases.*

The staff has used conservative models for calculations to estimate the poten- !

tial upper bounds for individual exposures summarized in Table 5.18 for the ;

purpose of implementing the provisions of 10 CFR Part 100, " Reactor Site
criteria." For these calculations, pessimistic (conservative or worst case)
assumptions are made as to the course taken by the accident and the prevailing
conditions. These assumptions include much larger amounts of radioactive
material released by the initiating events, additional single' failures in
eouipment, operation of ESFs in a degraded : node,** and very poor meteorological

'dispersion conditions.

The results of these calculations show that, for these events, the limiting
whole-body exposures.are not expected to exceed 1.2 rem to any individual at
the site boundary. They also show that radioiodine releases have'the poten-
tial for offsite. exposures ranging up to about 85 rem to the thyroid. For
such an exposure to occur, an individual would have to be located at a point
on the site boundary where the radioiodine concentration in the plume has its
highest value and inhale at a breathing rate characteristic of a person jogging,
for a period of two hours, The health risk to an individual receiving such a
thyroid exposure is the potential appearance of benign or malignant thyroid
nodules in about 3 out of 100 cases, and the development of a fatal cancer in
about 1 out of 1000 cases.

Probabilistic Assessment of Severe Accidents;

In this and the following three sections, there is a discussion of the proba-
bilities and consequences of accidents of greater severity than the design
basis accidents discussed in the previous section. They are considered less,

likely to occur, but their consequences could be severe, both for the plant
itself and for the environment. These severe accidents can be distinguished
from design basis accidents in two primary respects: they involve substantial
physical deterioration of the fuel in the reactor core, including overheating
to the point of melting, and they involve deterioration of the capability of
the containment structure to perform its intended function of limiting the
release of radioactive materials to the environment. Heretofore these acci-
dents have frequently been called Class 9 accidents which, as a class, include
all accidents involving sequences of failures more severe than those postulated
for the design basis of the protective systems and engineered safety features.
The consequences of such accidents could be severe.

* Site boundary distance of 2206 m (which differs from minimum site boundary
distance of 1545 m) is selected on the basis of site meteorology which

,

yields the most adverse radiological dose.

**The containment system, however, is assumed to prevent leakage in excess
of that which can be demonstrated by testing, as provided in 10 CFR
Part 100.11(a).

|

r
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The assessment methodology employed is that described in the Reactor Safety
Study (RSS) which was published in 1975 (Ref. 28).* However, the sets of
accident sequences that were found in the RSS to be the dominant contributors
to the risk in the prototype PWR (Surry Unit 1) have recently been updated or
"rebaselined" (Ref. 29). The rebaselining has been done largely to incorpo- !
rate peer group comments (Ref. 30), and better data and analytical techniques l,

resulting from research and development after the publication of the RSS. '

Entailed in the rebaselining effort was the evaluation of the individual domi-
j

nant accident sequences as they are understood to evolve. The earlier tech- I
nique of grouping a number of accident sequences into the encompassing Release |
Categories as was done in the RSS has been largely (but not completely) eliminated. I

The Comanche Peak Units 1 and 2 are Westinghouse d'esigned PWRs having similar
design and operating characteristics to the Surry 1 facility used in the RSS
as a prototype for PWRs. Therefore, the present assessment for Comanche Peak
has used as its starting point the rebaselined accident sequences and release
categories referred to above, and more fully described in Appendix D. Charac-
teristics of the sequences (and release categories) used (all of which involve
partial to complete melting of the reactor core) are shown in Table 5.19.
Sequences initiated by natcral phenomena such as tornadoes, floods, or seismic
events and those that could be initiated by deliberate acts of sabotage are
not included in these event sequences. The radiological consequences of such
events would not be different in kind from those which have been treated. More-
over, it is the staff'r judgment, based upon design requirements of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A, relating ta effects of natural phenomena, and safeguards requirements
of 10 CFR Part 73, that these events do not contribute significantly to risk.

Calculated probability per reactor year associated with each accident sequence
(or release category) used is shown in the second column in Table 5.19. As in
the RSS there are substantial uncertainties in these probabilities. This is
due, in part, to difficulties associated with the quantification of human error
and to inadequacies in the data base on failure rates of individual plant
components that were used to calculate the probabilities (Ref. 30). (See
Sec. 5.8.2.4 Uncertainties.) The probability of accident sequences from the
Surry plant was used to give a perspective of the societal risk at Comanche
Peak Units 1 and 2 because, although the probabilities of particular accident
sequences may be substantially different for Comanche Peak, the overall effect
of all sequences taken together is likely to be within the uncertainties (see
Sec. 5.8.2.4 Uncertainties).

The magnitudes (curies) of radioactivity releases for each accident sequence
or release category are obtained by multiplying the release fractions shown in
Table 5.19 by the amounts that would be present in the core at the time of the

,

hypothetical accident. These are Sown in Table 5.17 for a Comanche Peak
plant at the core thermal power of 3565 megawatts.

The potential radiological consequences of these releases have been calculated
by the consequence model used in the RSS (Ref. 31) and adapted to apply to a .

Ispecific site. The essential elements are shown in schematic form in Fig-
ure 5.2. Environmental parameters specific to the Comanche Peak site have
been used and include the following::

1

*Because this report has been the subject of considerable controversy, a discus-
sion of the uncertainties surrounding it is provided in Section 5.8.2.4
Uncertainties.
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Table 5.19. Summary of' Atmospheric Releases in Hypothetical Accident
-Sequences in'a PWR (Rebaselined)t1_ - .

.._

Accident
'

Fraction of Core. Inventory Releasedt2 .

~

S que e Probability per
Groupt3 Reactor Year Xe-Kr I Cs-Rb Te-Sb Ba-Sr . Rut 4 Lat5

Event V- .2.0(-6)ts 1.0 0.7 0.8 0.4 f0.1- 0.04 0.006

TMLB' 3.0(-6) 1.0 0.3 0.4 ' 0. 2 0.04 0.02 0.002,,

PWR 3 3.0(-6) 0.8 0.2. 0.2 0.3 0.02 0.03 0:003

ui PWR 7 4.0(-5) 6(-3) 4(-5) 1(-5) 2(-5) 1(-6) 1(-6) 2(-7)
O

t1 See Section 5.8.2.4 Uncertainties for a discussion of uncertainties in risk estimates.
2t Background on the isotope groups and release mechanisms is presented in Appendix VII,

of " Reactor Safety Study," WASH-1400, NUREG-75/014, October 1975.
3 ~

t See Appendix D for a description of accident sequences and release categories.
14 Includes Ru, Rh, Co, Mo, Tc. -

15 Includes Y, La, Zr, Nb, Ce, Pr, Nd, Np, Pu
16 Exponential notation: 2.0(-6) = 2.0 x 10 d.Am, Cm.

,

t

,.

|

!
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1. One full year of consecutive hourly averages of 1976 meteorological data
from the site meteorological monitoring systems and the precipitation
data obtained from Natior,al Weather Service records for the Dallas-Forth
Worth Airport.

2. Projected population for the year 2000 extending throughout regions of 80
and 560 km (50 and 350 mi) radius from the site (the latter region incluces
parts of Mexico).

3. The habitable land fraction within the 560 km (350-mi) radius.

4. Land use statistics, on a state-wide basis, including f: 'and values,
farm product values including dairy production, and gro. season infor-
mation, for the State of Texas and each surrounding state withile the
560 km (350-mi) region.

5. Land use statistics including farm land values, farm product values
including dairy production, and growing season information for the adjoining
regions of Mexico, within 560 km (350 mi), based on comparison with the
values for the nearby states of the U.S.

To obtain a probability distribution of consequences the calculations are
performed assumi.ng the occurrence of each accident release sequence et each of
91 different " start" times throughout a one year period. Each calco'ation
utilizec tha site-specific hourly meteorological data and seasonal information
for the cime period following each " start" time. Th& consequence model also
contains provisions for incorporating the consequence reduction benefits of
evacuation and other protective actions. Early evacuation of people vould
considerably reduce the exposure from the radioactive cloud and the contaminated
ground in the wake of the cloud passage. The evacuation model used (see
App. F) has been revised from that used in the RSS for better site-specific
application. The quantitative characterist ics of the evacuation model used
for the Comanche Peak site are best estimate values made by the staff and
based upon evacuation time estimates prepared by the applicant. Actual
evacuation effectiveness could be p eater or less than that characterized but
would not be expected to be very much less.

The other protective actions include: (a) either t.cmplete denial of use
(interdiction), or permitting use only at a sufficiently later time after
appropriate decontamination of food stuffs such as crops and milk, (b) de-
contamination ~of severely contaminated environment (land and property) when it
is considered te be economically feasible to lower the levels of contamination
to protective action guide (PAG) levels, and (c) denial of use (interciction)
of severely contaminated land and property for varying periods of time until
the contamination levels reduce to such values by radioactive decay and weather-
ing so that land and property can be economically decontaminated as in (b)
above. These actions would reduce the radiological exposure to the people
from the immediate and/or subsequent use of or living in the contaminated
environment.

Early evacuation and other protective actions as mentioned above are considered
as essential sequels to serious nuclear reactor accidents involving significant
release of radioactivity to the atmosphere. Tia efore, the results shown for
Comanche Peak include the benefits of these protective actions.
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There are also uncertainties in the estimates of consequences, and the error
bounds may be as large as they are for the probabilities. It is the judgment
of the staff, however, that it'is more likely that the calculated results are
overestimates of consequences rather than underestimates.

The results of the calculations using this consequence model are radiological
doses to individuals and to populations, health effects that might result from
these exposures, costs of implementing protective actions, and costs asso-
ciated with property damage by radioactive contamination.

Dose and Health Impacts of Atmospheric Releases

The results of the calculations of dose and health impacts perforrad for the
Comanche Peak facility and site are presented in the form of probaullity
distributions in Figures 5.3 through 5.6 and are included in the impact summary
Table 5.20. All of the four accident sequences and release categories shown
in Table 5.19 contribute to the results, the consequences from each being
weighted by its associated probability.

Figure 5.3 shows the probabiliti distribution for the number of persons who
might receive whole body doses equal to or greater than 200 rem and 25 rem,
and thyroid doses equal to or greater than 300 rem from early exposure,* all
on a per-reactor year basis. The 200-rem whole-body dose figure corresponds
approximately to a threshold value for which hospitalization would be indicated
for the treatment of radiation injury. The 25-rem whole-body (which has been
identified earlier as the lower limit for a clinically observable physiological
effect) and 300-rem thyroid figuras correspond to the Commission's guideline
values for reactor siting in 10 CFR Part 100.

The figure shows in the left-hand portion that there are less than 8 chances
in 1,000,000 per year (i.e. , 8 x 10 6) that one or more persons may receive
doses equal to or greater than any of the doses specified. The fact that the
three curves run almost parallel in horizontal lines initially shows that if
one person were to receive such doses, the chances are about the same that

i several tens to hundreds would be so exposed. The chances of larger numbers
| of persons being exposed at those levels are seen to be considerably smaller.

For example, the chances are about 1 in 100,000,000 (i.e., 10 8) that 100,000
or more people might receive doses of 200 rem or greater. A majority of the
exposures reflected in this figure would be expected to occur to persons
within a 80 km (50-mi) radius of the plant. Virtually all would occur within
a 160 km (100-mi) radius.

Figure 5.4 shows the probability distribution far the total population exposure
in person-rem, i.e. the probability per reactor year that the totsi population
exposure will equal or exceed the values given. Most of the popt M ion exposure
up to 50 million person-rem would occur within 80 km (50 mi) but the more
severe releases (as in the first two accident sequences in Table 5.19) would
result in exposure to persons beyond the 80-km (50-mi) range as shown.

^Early exposure to an individual includes external doses from the radioactive
cloud and the contaminated ground, and the dose from internally deposited
radionuclides from inhalation of contaminated air during the cloud passage.
Other pathways of exposure are excluded.
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Table 5.20. Summary of Environmental Impacts and Probabilities

(a)
Population Latent
Exposure Cancer

Probability Persons Persons Millions of person- fatalities Cost of Offsite
of Impact Exposed Exposed Acute rem 80 km (50 mi) 80 km (50 mi) Mitigating . Actions
Per Year over 200 rem over 25 rem Fatalities Total Total Millions of Dollars

10 4 0 0 0 0/0 0/0 0

10 5 0 0 0 0.006/0.006 0/0 4

5 x 10 8 0 3,000 0 0.35/3.9 0/0 300

10 8 500 10,000 10 3/12 345/850 700

?.0 7 3,000 300,000 250 30/55 3,000/4,500 6,500

10 8 .L/ ,'J00 500,000 800 45/70 2,800/2,800(b) 10,000

? Related .

g Figure 5.3 5.3 5.5 5.4 5.6 5.7

(a) Thirty times the values of all cancer fatalities in the figure 5.6 are shown in this. column reflecting
the thirty year, period cver which they might occur. Genetic effects would be approximately twice the number
of latent cancers.

(b) Thyroid cancer fatalities. (Cancers of all other organs do not contribute to this probability level.)

NOTE: Please refer to Section 5.8.2.4 for a discussion of uncertainties in risk estimates.
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i For perspective, population doses shown in Figure 5.4 may be compared with the
annual average dose to the population within 80 km (50 mi) of the Comanche
Peak site due to natural background radiation of 150,000 person-rem, and to-

the anticipated annual population dose to the general public from normal
station operation of 50 person-rem (excluding plant workers) (Tables 5.10 atd
5.12).

Figure 5.5 shows the probability distributions for acute fatalities, representing
radiation injuries that would produce fatalities within about one year after
exposure. Virtually all the acute fatalities would be expected to occur
within the 40 km (25-mile) radius. The results of the calculations shown in
this figure and in Table 5.20 reflect the effect of evacuation within the

| 16 km (10-mile) plume exposure pathway EPZ only. For the very low probability
accidents having the potential for causing radiation exposures above the
threshold for actute fatality at distances beyond 16 km (10 mi), it would be
realistic to expect that authorities would evacuate persons at all distances
at which such exposures might occur. Acute fatality consequences would therefore
be expected to be very much less than the numbers shown. Results of the
calculations reflecting evacuation beyond 16 km (10 mi) will be included in
the final environmental statement.

Figure 5.6 represents the statistical relationship between population exposure
and the induction of fatal cancers that might appear over a period of many
years following exposure. The impacts on the total population and the population
within 80 km (50 mi) are shown separately. Further, the latent fatal cancers-

have been subdivided into those attributable to exposures of the thyroid and
all other organs.

Economic and Societal Impacts

As noted in Section 5.8.2.1, the various measures for avoidance of adverse
health effects including those due to residual radioactive contamination in
the environment are possible consequential impacts of severe accidents. Cal-
culations of the probabilities and magnitudes of such impacts for the Comanche ,

Peak facility and environs have also been made. Unlike the radiation exposure
and adverse health effect impacts discussed above, impacts associated with
adverse health effects avoidance are more readily transformed into economic
impacts.

The results are shown as the probability distribution for costs of offsite
mitigating actions in Figure 5.7 and are included in the impact summary

| Table 5.20. The factors contributing to these estimated costs include the
|> following:

Evacuation costs,-

Value of crops contaminated and condemned,-

Value of milk contaminated and condemned,-

Costs of decontamination of property where practical, and-

Indirect costs due to loss of use of property and incomes derived therefrom.-

The last named costs would derive from the necessity for interdiction to
prevent the use of property un'til it is either free of contamination or can be
economically decontaminated.
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Figure 5.7 shows that at the extreme end of the accident spectrum these costs
could approach ten billion dollars, but that the probability that this would
occur is exceedingly small, less than one chance in one billion per reactor year.

Additional economic impacts that can be quantified include costs of decontami-
nation of the facility itself and the costs of replacement power. Probability
distributions for these impacts have not been calculated, but they are included
in the discussion of risk considerations in Section 5.8.2.4 Risk Considerations.

Releases to Groundwater :

A groundwater pathway for public radiation exposure and environmental contami-
nation that would be associated with severe reactor accidents was identified
in Section 5.8.2.1 Exposure Pathways. Consideration has been given to the
potential environmental impact of this pathway for the Comanche Peak station.i

| The principal contributors to the risk are the core melt accidents associated
with the evaluated accident sequences and release categories. The penetration
of the basemat of the containment buildings can release molten core debris to

; the strata beneath the station. Soluble radionuclides in this debris can be
leached and transported with groundwater to downgradient domestic wells used'

for drinking or to surface water bodies used for aquatic food and recreation.,

| In pressurized water reactors, such as the Comanche Peak units, there is an
| additional opportunity for groundwater contamination due to the release of

contaminated sump water to the ground through a breach in the containment.
' An analysis of the potential consequences of a liquid pathway release of

radioactivity for generic sites was presented in the " Liquid Pathway Generic
Study" (LPGS) (Ref. 32). The LPGS compared the risk of accidents involving
the liquid pathway (drinking water, irrigation, aquatic food, swimming and
shoreline usage) for four conventional, generic land-based nuclear plants and
a floating nuclear plant, for which the nuclear reactors would be mounted on a
barge and moored in a water body. Parameters for the land-based sites were
chosen to represent averages for a wide range of real sites and are thus

| " typical," but represented no real site in particular.
1

The discussion in this section is an analysis to determine whether or not the
Comanche Peak site liquid pathway consequences would be unique when compared
to land-based sites considered in the LPGS.

The foundations of the Comanche Peak reactors are located in the Glen Rose
formation which constitutes the bedrock of the station site. This formation
is about 60 m thick and consists of limestone with claystone lenses. Underlying
this strata is the Twin Mountains formation, which is primarily sandstone with
some claystone and argillaceous limestone seams.

Groundwater in the site region occurs mainly in the Twin Mountains formation,
although northwest of the station the Glen Rose limestone yields small amounts
of water in isolated areas. In the station area, no groundwater was encoun-
tered in the Glen Rose limestone during excavation for construction of the
reactor containment structures.

| The Glen Rose limestone underlying the station is essentially impervious,
without the open voids, caverns, joints, and fractures frequently found in
some limestones. This is due to small amounts of argillaceous impurities in
the limestone, which make the rock resistant to solutioning.

5-58 ,
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The station is located on a peninsula formed by Squaw Creek Reservoir, which
is a cooling lake for the station. Under normal conditions, the reservoir
water level-will remain in a 1.5-m range between elevations 234.5 m and 236 m.
This is about 2.5 m to 4 m lower than the basemat of the coitainment t;ructures.
Although no groundwater was encountered in the Glen Rose limestone during
construction, water from Squaw Creek Reservoir will eventually seep into this

i strata and raise the groundwater level beneath the plant. It is expected that
! the groundwater gradient of the water table will be from the reservoir toward

'the center of the peninsula where the plant is located. Because of the low
permeability of the limestone, however, seepage from the reservoir will be
very slow. It is expected that the groundwater gradient will remain in the
direction of the center of the peninsula on which the plant is located during
the lifetime of the plant. The upper ifmit of the effect of seepage would
raise the water tab M only to the Squaw Creek Reservoir water level. In this
situation, rainfall occurring on the plant site could percolate into the
grour1d and reverse the groundwater gradient below the station toward the
reservoir. Because of the low permeability of the strata and the high
evaporation rates in this area, however, most rainfall will flow across the
ground surface and drain away as surface runoff or will return to the atmosphere
by evaporation and transpiration. In addition, the plant site has been
sloped so that surface water flows from the plant toward Squaw Creek Reservoir.
It is considered that recharge of the water table due to precipitation will be
negligible and will not affect the groundwater gradient or level beneath the
station.

In the event of a breach in the containment, there could be a release of
radioactivity to the ground below the station. However, lateral movement of
any contaminated ground water would be limited because there is no movement
mechanism, i.e., the groundwater gradient would be toward the. center of the
peninsula where the station is located or as an extreme, the groundwater
elevation would be at the same level as the surrounding Squaw Creek Reservoir.
Any radioactively contaminated water released from the containment structure
could thus proceed in a downward direction only. Using bounding heat transfer
calculations, the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) has estimated that the
core-soil mass could form a cylinder 15 m high with a diameter of 20 m. The

Glen Rose limestone is about 60 m thick. Approximately 50 m of this is below
the basemat of the reactors; therefore, the solidified melt would remain at
least 35 m above the bottom of the formation.

The underlying Twin Mountains formation is the most productive aquifer in the
region. This formation is under artesian pressure and is not hydraulically
connected with the Glen Rose formation. Any contamination of the Twin Mountains
aquifer would be highly unlikely, since it is under artesian pressure. Any

connection between the Twin Mountains and Glen Rose formations would induce
flow outward from the artesian aquifer.

Since no radioactive materials would enter either the surface water of Squaw
Creek Reservoir or the Twin Mountains regional aquifer, there is no credible
liquid pathway for public radiation exposure and environmental contamination.
Thus the Comanche Peak site is not unique in its liquid pathway contribution
to risk when compared to other land-based sites in the " Liquid Pathway Generic
Study."
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Risk Considerations

The foregoing discussions have dealt with both the frequency (or likelihood of
occurrence) of accidents and their impacts (or consequences). Since the
ranges of both factors are quite broad, it is useful to combine them to obtain
average measures of environmental risk. Such averages can be particularly
instructive as an aid to the comparison of radiological risks associated with
accident releases and with normal operational releases.

A common way in which this combination of factors is used to est'imate risk is
to multiply the probabilities by the consequences. The resultant risk is then
expressed as a number of consequences expected per unit of time. Such a
quantification of risk does not at all mean that there is universal agreement
that peoples' attitudes about risk, or what constitutes an acceptable risk,
can or should be governed solely by such a measure. At best, it can be a
contributing factor to a risk judgment, but not necessarily a decisive factor.

In Table 5.21 are shown average values of risk associated with population
dose, acute fatalities, latent fatalities, and costs for evacuation and other
protective actions. These average values are obtained by summing the prob-
abilities multiplied by the consequences over the entire range of distributions.
Since the probabilities are on a per-reactor year basis, the averages shown
are also on a per-reactor year basis.

Table 5.21. Annual Average Expected Values of Environ-
mental Risks Due to Accidents at Comanche Peakti

Population exposure (person-rem)

Within 50 mi 16
Total 58

Number of acute fatalities 0.0001 ~

Number of latent cancer fatalities
All organs excluding thyroid 0.00034
Thyroid only 0.00012

Cost of protective actions
and decontamination ($) 3900

fl See Section 5.8.2.4 Uncertainties for discussions of un-
certainties in risk estimates.

The population exposures and latent cancer fatality risks may be compared with
those for normal operation releases shown in Tables 5.10 and 5.12. The
comparison (excluding exposure to the plant personnel) shows that the accident
risks are substantially lower than those for normal operation.

There are no acute fatality or economic risks associated with protective
actions tnd decontamination for normal releases; therefore, these risks are

.
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unique for accidents. For perspective and understanding of the meaning of the
acute fatality risk of 0.0001 per year, however, we note that to a good approxi-
mation the ' population at risk is that within about 16 km (10 miles) of the
plant, about 21,000 persons in the year 2000. Accidental fatalities per year,

for a population of this size, based upon overall averages for the United States,
are approximately four from motor vehicle accidents, two from falls, one from
drowning, and one from burns (Ref. 22).

Figure 5.8 shows the calculated risk expressed as whole-body dose to an individual
from early exposure as a function of the distance from the plant within the
plume exposure pathway EPZ. The values are on a per reactor year basis and
all accident sequences and release categories in Table 5.19 contributed to the
dose, weighted by their associated probabilities.

Within the 16 km (10 mile) radius plume exposure pathway EPZ, the calculations
show that the best estimate evacuation can reduce the risk of acute fatality
to an individual to near zero. Evacuation and other prctective actions also
reduce the risk to an individual of latent cance.' fatality. Figures 5.9 and
5.10 show curves of constant risks per reactor year to an individual living
within the plume exposure pathway EPZ of the Comanche Peak plant, of acute
death and death from latent cancer, respectively, as functions of distance

i
due to potential accidents in a. reactor. Directional variation of these

| curves reflect the variation in the average fraction of the year and the wind
i

would be blowing into each direction from the plant. For comparison the follow-
ing risks of fatality per year to an individual living in the U.S. may be noted;|

automobile accident 2.2 x 10 4, falls 7.7 x 10 5, drowning 3.1 x 10 5, burning'

2.9 x 10 5, and firearms 1.2 x 10 s (Ref. 22).
|

The economic risk associated with evacuation and other protective actions1

could be compared with property damage costs associated with alternative
energy generation technologies. The use of fossil fuels, coal or oil, for
example, would emit substantial quantities of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen
oxides into the atmosphere, and, among other things, lead to environmental,
and ecological damage through the phenomenon of acid rain (Ref. 22, pp 559-560).
This effect, however, has not been sufficiently quantified to draw a useful
comparison at this time.

There are other economic impacts and risks that can be monetized that are not
.

included in the cost calculations discussed in Section 5.8.2.4 Economic and'

Societal Impacts. These are accident impacts on the facility itself that
result in added costs to the public, i.e., ratepayers, taxpayers, and/or
shareholders. These are costs associated with decontamination of the facility ,

,

'
'

itself and costs for replacement power.

No detailed methodology has been developed for estimating the contribution to j

l

economic risk associated with cleanup and decontamination of a nuclear power'

plant that has undergone a serious accident toward either a decommissioning or
a resumption of operation. Experience with such costs is currently being
accumulated as.a result of the Three Mile Island accident.

It is already

clear, however, that such costs can approach or even exceed the originalAs an illustration of the possible contri-capital cost of such a facility.
bution to the economic risk, if the probability of an accident serious enough
to require extensive cleanup and decontamination is taken as the sum of thei

four accident sequences and release categories in Table 5.19, i.e., about 4.8
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chances in 100,000 per year, and if the " average" decontamination cost for
these sequences is assumed to be one billion dollars, then the estimated
economic risk would be about $48,000 per year.

Other costs besides damage to or loss of the facility result from accidents.
The major additional costs are replacement power and either building a new
facility or cleanup and decontamination of the damaged unit. These costs are
affected by th? point in the lifetime of the plant at which an accident might
occur. The present worth cost is highest for an accident occuring at the
beginning of the plant operating life and decreasing over the plant life. It

is assumed for these calculations, that one unit of Comanche Peck 1 or 2 is
permanently lost and replaced by new capacity after eight years and the
undamaged unit is shutdown for three years before restart. For illustrative
purposes, the costs and economic risk have been estimated for a " worst case"i

situation for the 2318 megawatt (electric) Comanche Peak station by postulating
a total loss of one of the units in the first year of a projected 30 year
operating life. Net replacement power cost of 19 mill /kWh is assumed. Using
a 60% capacity tactor, the annual cost of replacement power would be $230 mil-
lion for the two units in 1980 dollars. The additional capital costs as a
result of having to construct a new facility are $67 million per year, again

,

in 1980 dollars.'

If the probability of sustaining a total loss of the original facility is
~

taken as the probability of the occurrence of a core melt accident (approxi-
mated by the sum of probabilities for the accident sequences and release
category in Table 5.19, i.e., about 4.8 chances in 100,000 per year), then the
overage contribution to eccnomic risk that would result from a loss early in
tne operating life of a Comanche Peak unit is about $15,000 for each of the
first three years until the undamaged plant is returned to service, then $9100
per year until the damaged unit is replaced, and $3300 per year additional
upital costs for the assumed remaining 22 years of plant service.

Uncertainties

The foregoing probabilistic and risk assessment discussion has been based upon
the methodology presented in the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) which was published
in 1975.

In July 1977, the NRC organized an Independent Risk Assessment Review Group to
(1) clarify the achievements and limitations of the Reactor Safety Study'

Group, (2) assess the peer comments thereon and the responses to the comments,

|
(3) study the current state of such risk assessment methodology, and
(4) recommend to the Commissica how and whether such methodology can be used
in the regulatory and licensing process. The results of this study were i

issued in September 1976 (Ref. 30). This report, called the Lewis Report, ;

contains several fitidings and recommendations concerning the RSS. Some of the

| more significant findings are summarized below.
;

| 1. A number of tuurces of both conservatism and nonconservatism in the prob-
ability cakulations in RSS were fcond, which were very difficult to 1

!

| balance. The Review Group was unable to determine whether the overall
probability of a core melt giyen in the RSS was high or low, but they did
conclude that the error bands were understated.j
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2. The methodology, which was an important advance over earlier .T.u nodologies
that had been applied to reactor risk, was sound.

3. It is very difficult to follow the detailed thread of calculations through
the RSS. In particular, the Executive Summary is a poor description of
the contents of the report, should not be used as such, and has lent
itself to misuse in the discussion of reactor risk.

On January 19 1979, the Coxaission issued a statement of policy concerning the
RSS and the Review Group R$ port. The Commission accepted the findings of the
Review Group.

The accident at Three Mile -Island occurred in March 1979 at a time when the
accumulated experience record was about 400 reactor years. It is of interest
to note that this was within the range of frequencies estimated by the RSS for
an accident of this severity (Ref. 22, p. 553). It should also be noted that
the Three Mile Island accident has resulted in a very comprehensive evaluation
of reactor accidents like that one, by a significant number of investigative
groups both within NRC and outside of it. Actions to improve the safety of
nuclear power plants have come out of these investigations, including those
from the President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island, and NRC
staff investigations and task forces. A comprehensive "NRC Action Plan Devel-
oped as a Result of the THI-2 Accident," NUREG-0660, Vol. I, May 1980 collects
the various recommendations of these groups and describes them under the sub-
ject areas of: Operational Safety; Siting and Design; Emergency Preparedness
and Radiation Effects; Practices and Procedures; and NRC Policy, Organization
and Management. The action plan presents a sequence of actions, some already
taken, that will result in a gradually increasing improvement in safety as
individual actions are completed. The Comanche Peak station is receiving and
will receive the benefit of these actions on the schedule indicated in NUREG-0660.
The improvement in saf,ety from these actions has not troen quantified, however,
and the radiological risk of accidents discussed in this section does not
reflect these improvements.

5.8.2.5 Conclusions
:

The foregoing sections consider the potential environmental impacts from acci-
dents at the Comanche Peak facility. These have covered a broad spectrum of .

pcssible accidental releases of radioactive materials into the environment by '

atmospheric and groundwater pathways. Included in the considerations'are
postulated design basis accidents and more severe accident sequences that leadi

to a severely damaged reactor core or core melt.
:

) The environmental impacts that have been considered include potential radia-
tion exposures to individuals and to the population as a whole, the risk of'

near- and long-term adverse health effects that such exposures could entail,
and the potential economic and societal consequences of accidental contamina-,

| tion of the environment. These impacts could be severe, but the likelihood of
| their occurrence is judged to be small. This conclusion is based on (a) the

fact that considerable experience has been gained with the operation of similar
facilities without significant degradation of the environment; (b) that, in,

| order to obtain a license to operate the Comanche' Peak facility, it must
! comply with the applicable Commission regulations and requirements; and (c) a
l

probabilistic assessment of the risk based upon the methodology developed in
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the Reactor Safety Study. The overall assessment of environmental risk of
accidents, assuming protective action, shows that it is less than the risk for
normal operational releases, although accidents have a potential for acute
fatalitie, and economic costs that cannot arise from normal operations. The
risks of acute fatality from potential accidents at the site are small in
comparison with the risks of acute fatality from other human activities in a
comparably sized population.

We have concluded that there are no special or unique features about the
Comanche Peak site and environs that would warrant special or additional engi-
neered safety features for the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station.

5.8.3 The Uranium Fuel Cycle

On March 14, 1977, the Commission presented in the Federal Register (42 FR 13803)
an interim rule regarding the environmental considerations of the uranium fuel
cycle. It revises Table S-3 of Paragraph (e) of 10 CFR Part 51.20. In a
subsequent announcement on April 14, 1978 (43 FR 15613), the Commission further
amended Table S-3 to delete the numerical entry for the estimate of radon
releases and to explain that the table o ns not cover health effects. The
effectiveness of the interim rule has beer, extended several times.

On July 27, 1979, the Commission approved a final rule setting out revised
environmental-impact values for the uranium fuel cycle to be included in
environmental reports and environmental statements for reactors (44 FR 45362).
The final rule reflects the latest information relative to reprocessing of

spent fuel and radioactive waste management as discussed in NUREG-0116, "Envi-
ronmental Survey of the Reprocessing and Waste Management Portions of the LWR
Fuel Cycle" (Ref. 33), and NUREG-0216 (Ref. 34), which presents staff responses
to comments on NUREG-0116. The rule also considers other environmental factors
of the uranium fuel cycle, including aspects of mining and milling, isotopic
enrichment, fuel fabrication, and management of low- and high-level wastes.
These are descr! bed in the Atomic Energy Commission report WASH-1248,
" Environmental Survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle" (Ref. 35).

Specific categories of natural-resource use are included in Table S-3 of the
final rule and are reproduced here as Table 5.22.* These categories relate to
land use, water consumption, thermal ef fluents, radioactive releases, burial
of transuranic and high- and low-level wastes, and radiation doses from transporta-
tion and occupational exposures. The contributions in Table S-3 for reprocessing,
waste e magement, and transportation of wastes are maximized for either of the
two fuei cycles (uranium only and no recycle); that is, the cycle that results
in the greater impact is used.

The following assessment of the environmental impacts of the fuel cycle as
related to the operation of the proposed project is based on the values given
in Table S-3 and the staff's analysis of the radiological impact from radon
releases. For the sake of consistency, the analysis of fuel-cycle impacts has
been cast in terms of a model 1000-MWe light-water-cooled reactor (LWR) oper-
ating at an annual capacity factor of 80%. In the following review and eval-
uation of the environmental impacts of the fuel cycle, the staff's analysis
and conclusions would not be altered if the analysis were to be based on the
net electrical power output of the proposed project.

*A narrative explanation of Table S-3 was published on 4 March 1981 in the
Federal Register (46 FR 15154-15175).
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| 5.8.3.1 Land Use

The total annual land requirement for the fuel cycle supporting a model 1000-MWe
! LWR is about 46 ha. About 5 ha/yr are permanently committed land and 41 ha/yr

are temporarily committed. (A " temporary" land commitment is a commitment for
the life of the specific fuel-cycle plant; e.g. mill, enrichment plant, or
succeeding plants. On abandonment or decommissioning, such land can be used
for any purpose. " Permanent" commitments represent land that may not be I

released for use after plant shutdown and/or decommissioning.) Of the 41 ha/yr
of temporarily committed land, 32 ha/yr are undisturbed and 9 ha/yr are dis-
turbed. Considering common classes of land use in the United States,* fuel-
cycle land-use requirements to support the model 1000-MWe LWR do not represent
a significant impact.

5.8.3.2 Water Use
i

The principal water-use requirement for the fuel cycle supporting a model
1000-MWe LWR is that required for removal of waste heat from the power stations
supplying electrical energy to the enrichment step of this cycle. Of the

m , about 42 x 10e 3 are required for this ,

3 mtotal annual requirement of 43 x 108
purpose, assuming that'these plants use once-through cooling. Other water |
uses involve the discharge to air (e.g. evaporation losses in process cooling)

m /yr and wat'er discharged to ground (e.g. mine drainage) ofof about 0.6 x 108 3

about 0.5 x 108 8m /yr.

On a thermal-effluent basis, annual discharges from thr. nuclear fuel cycle are I
about 4% of those from the model 1000-MWe LWR using or.ce-through cooling. The I

consumptive water use of 0.6 x 108 m /yr is about 2% af that from the model |3

1000-MWe LWR using cooling towers. The maximum consumptive water use (assuming I

that all plants supplying electrical energy to the nuclear fuel cycle use i

cooling towers) would be about 6% of that of the model 1000-MWe LWR using
cooling towers. Under this condition, thermal effluents would be negligible.
The staff finds that these combinations of thermal loadings and water consump-
tion are acceptable relative to the water use and thermal discharges of the
proposed project.

5.8.3.3 Fossil-Fuel Consumption

Electrical energy and process heat are required during various phases of the
fuel-cycle process. The electrical energy is usually produced by the combus-
tion of fossil fuel at conventional power plants. Electrical energy associated
with the fuel cycle represents about 5% of the annual electrical power produc-
tion of the model 1000-MWe LWR. Process heat is generated primarily by the |
combustion of natural gas. This gas consumption, if used to generate elec- ;

tricity, would be less than 0.3% of the electrical output from the model
plant. The staff finds that the direct and indirect consumptions of electrical
energy for fuel-cycle operations are small and acceptable relative to the net
power production of the proposed project.

5. 8. 3. 4 Chemical Effluents

The quantities of chemical, gaseous, and particulate effluents associated with
fuel-cycle processes are given in Table S-3. The principal species are sulfur

*A coal-fired power plant of 1000-MWe capacity using strip-mined coal
requires the disturbance of about 81 ha/yr for fuel alone.
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vides, nitrogen oxides, and particulates. Judging from data in a Council on
Emironmental Quality report (Ref. 36), the staff finds that these emissions
constitute an extremely small additional atmospheric loading in comparison
with those from the stationary fuel-combustion and -transportation sectors in
the United States; i.e. about 0.02% of the annual national releases for each
of these species. The staf f believes that such small increases in releases of
these pollutants are acceptable.

Liquid chemical effluents produced in fuel-cycle processes are related to
fuel-enrichment, -fabrication, and -reprocessing operations and may be released
to receiving waters. These ef fluents are usually present in dilute concentra-
tions such that only small amounts of dilution water are required to reach
levels of concentration that are within established standards. The flow of
dilution water required for specific constituents is specified in Tale S-3.
Additionally, all liquid discharges into the navigable waters of the United
States from plants associated with the fuel-cycle operations will be subject
to requirements and limitations set forth in the NPOES permit.

Tailings solutions and solids are generated during the milling process. These
solutions and solids are not released in quantities sufficient to have a
significant impact on the environment.

5.8.3.5 Radioactive Effluents

Radioactive effluents estimated to be released to the environment from repro-
cessing and waste-management activities and certain other phases of the fuel-cycle
process are listed in Table S-3. Using these data, the staff has calculated
the 100-year involuntary environmental dose commitment * to the U.S. population.
It is estimated from these calculations that the overall involuntary total-body
gaseous dose commitment to the U.S. population from the fuel cycle (excluding
reactor releases and the dose commitment due to radon-222) would be about
400 person-rem for each year of operation of the model 1000-We LWR (reference
reactor year, or, RRY). Based on Table S-3 values, the additional involuntary
total-body dose commitment to the U.S. population from radioactive liquid
effluents due to all fuel-cycle operations other than reactor operation would
be about 100 person rem for each year of operation. Thus, the estimated
involuntary 100 year environmental dose commitment to the U.S. population from
radioactive gaseous and liquid releases due to these portions of the fuel

j cycle is about 500 person-rem (whole body) per RRY.

At this time, the radiological impacts associated with radon-222 releases are'

: not addressed in Table S-3. Principal radon releases occur during mining and
! milling operations and as emissions from mill tailings. The staff has deter-

mined that releases per RRY from these operations are as given in Table 5.23.
The staff has calculated population-dose commitments for these sources of
radon-222 using the RA8 GAD computer code described in NUREG-0002, Appendix A,
Section IV.J (Ref 37). The results of these calculations for mining andi

milling activities prior to reclamation of open pit uranium mines and tailings
stabilization are given in Table 5.24.

*The environmental dose commitment (EDC) is the integrated population dose for
100 years; i.e. it represents the sum of the annual population doses for a
total of 100 years. The population dose varies with time, and it is not
practical to calculate this dose for every year.
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Table 5.23. Radon Releases from Mining and Miliing
Operations and Mill Tailings for Each Year of

Operation of the Model' 1000-MWe LWR<

Radon-222
Source Releaser

Miningt1 4060 Ci

Milling and tailingsts
(during active milling) 780 Ci

'

/Inactivekailingsts(ppjor
to stabilization) 350 Ci

Stabilized tailingsta;

(for several hundred years) I to 10 Ci/yr

Stabilized tailingsts (after
several hundred years) 110 Ci/yr

il Testimony of R. Wilde from: '"In the Matter of
Duke Power Company (Perkins Nuclear Station),"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Docket
No. 50-488, filed April 17, 1978.

12 , Testimony of P. Magno from: "In the Matter of
Duke Power Company (Perkins Nuclear Station),"
I .S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, DocketV,,

No. 50-488, filed April 17, 1978.

Table 5.24. Estimated 100-Year Environmental
Dose Commitment for Each Year of Operation

of the Model 1000-MWe LWR

,

Population-Dose Commitment (person-rem).

Radon-222.

Release Lung (bronchial
Source (C1) Total Body Bone epithelium)~

Mining 4100 110 2800 2300
'

Milling and active
tailings 1100 29 750 620

.

Total 140 3600 2900
,

'
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When added to the 500 person-rem total-body dose commitment for the balance of
the fuel cycle, the overall estimated total-body involuntary 100 year environ-
mental dose commitment to the U.S. population from the fuel cycle for the
model 1000-MWe LWR is about 640 person-rem. Over this period of time, this
dose is equivalent to 0.00002% of the natural-background total-body dose of
about three billion person-rem to the U.S. population.*

|

The staff has considered health effects associated with the releases of
radon-222, including both the short-term effects of mining, milling, and
active tailings, and the potential long-term effects from unreclaimed open pit
mines and stabilized tailings. The staff has as'sumed that underground mines i

I will be sealed after completion of active mining, with the result that releases |
of radon-222 from them will return to background levels. For piirposes of '

,

| providing an upper-bound impact assessment, the staff has assumed that open pit
mines will be unreclaimed and has calculated that if all ore were produced
fror, open pit mines, releases from them would be 110 Ci/yr per RRY. However,
because the distribution of uranium-ore reserves available using conventional
mining methods is 66.8% underground and 33.2% open pit (Ref. 38), the staff has
further assumed that uranium to fuel LWRs will be produced by conventional
mining methods in these proportions. This means that long-term releases from
unreclaimed open pit mines will be 37 C1/yr (0.332 x 110) per RRY.

; Based on these assumptions, the radon released from unreclaimed open pit u!ines
i over 100- and 1000 year periods would be about 3700 Ci and 37,000 Ci per RRY,

respectively. The total dose commitments for periods of 100, 500, and 1000'

| years would be as shown in Table 5.25. These commitments represent ti worst-
| case situation because no mitigating circumstances are assumed. However,
' state and Federal laws currently require reclamation of strip and opea pit

coal mines, and it is very probable that similar reclamation will be required
for open pit uranium mines. If so, long-term releases from such mines should
approach background levels.

Table 5.25. Population-Dose Commitments from Unreclaimed
Open-Pit Mines for Each Year of Operation

of the Model 1000-MWe LWR

_

Population-Dose Commitment (person-rem)

Time Radon-222i

; Period Release Lung (bronchial
(yr) (Ci) Total Body Bone epithelium)

100 3,700 96 2,500 2,000 )
500 19,000 480 13,000 11,000

1,000 37,000 960 25,000 20,000
,

1

* Based on an annual average natural-background individual dose commitment of )
!

100 mrem and a stabilized U.S. population of 300 million.
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For long-term radon releases from stabilized-tailings piles the staff has
assumed that the tailings would emit, per RRY,1 Ci/yr for 100 years,10 Ci/yr
for the next 400 years, and 100 Ci/yr for periods beyond 500 years. With
these assumptions, the cumulative radon-222 release per RRY from stabilized-
tailings piles would be 100 Ci in 100 years, 4090 Ci in 500 years, and
53,800 Ci in 1000 years (Ref. 39). The total-body, bone, and bronchial-
epithelium dose commitments for these periods are as shown in Table 5.26.

Table 5.26. Population-Dose Commitments from i
Stabilized-Tailings Piles for Each Year of |

Operation of the Model 1000-MWe LWR

Population-Dose Commitment (person-rem) 1

Time Radon-222
Period Release Lung (bronchial

,

! (yr) (Ci) Total Body Bone epithelium)
'

100 100 2.6 68 56

500 '4,090 110 2,800 2,300

1,000 53,800 1,400 37,000 30,000

Using risk estimators of 135, 6.9, and 22.2 cancer deaths per million person-
rem for total-body, bone, and lung exposures, respectively, the estimated risk
of cancer mortality due to mining, milling, and active-tailings emissions of
radon-222 is about 0.11 cancer fatality per RRY. When the risk due to
radon-222 emissions from stabilized tailings over a 100 year release period is
added, the estimated risk of cancer mortality over a 100 year period is
unchanged. Similarly, a risk of about 1.2 cancer fatalities per RRY over a
1000-year release period is estimated. When potential radon ieleases from
reclaimed and unreclaimed open pit mines are included, the overall risks of
radon-induced cancer fatalities per RRY range as follows:

0.11-0.19 fatality for a 100 year period,
0.19-0.57 fatality for a 500 year period, and
1.2 -2.0 fatalities for a 1000 year period.t

| To illustrate: A single model 1000-MWe LWR operating at an 80% capacity
factor for 30 years would be predicted to induce between 3.3 and 5.7 cancer
fatalities in 100 years, 5.7 and 17 in 500 years, and 36 and 60 in 1000 years
as a result of releases of radon-222.i

I

| These doses and predicted health effects have been compared with those that
| can be expected from natural-background emissions of radon-222. Using data
| from the National Council on Radiation Protection (NCRP) (Ref. 40), the
| average radon-222 concentration in air in the contiguous United States is

about 150 pCi/m , which the NCRP estimates will result in an annual dose to3I
1

the bronchial epithelium of 450 mrem. For a stabilized future U.S. population j
1 i

I
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. of 300 million, this represents a total lung-dose commitment of 135 million
| person-rem per year. Usingtthe same risk estimator of 22.2 lung-cancer fatali- i

ties per million person-rem (lung) used to predict cancer fatalities for the i
'

. model 1000-MWe LWR, lung-cancer fatalities alone from background radon-222 in |
' the air can be calculated to be about 3000 per year, or 300,000 to 3,000,000

lung cancer deaths over periods of 100 and 1000 years, respectively.

In addition to the rado'n-related potential health effects from the fuel cycle,
other nuclides produced in the cycle, such as carbon-14, will contribute to
population exposures. It is estimated that an additional 0.08 to 0.12 cancer

! death per RRY may occur (assuming that no cure for or prevention of cancer is
j ever developed) over the next 100 to 1000 years, respectively, from exposures
: to these other nuclides.
I

These exposures also can be compared with those from naturally-occurring ,

terrestrial and cosmic-ray sources, which average about 100 mrem. Therefore, '

for e stable future population of 300 million persons, the whole-body dose
commitwent would be about 30 million person-rem per year, or three billion
person-rem and 30 billion person-rem for periods of 100 and 1000 years, respec-
tively. These dose commitments could produce about 400,000 and 4,000,000

. cancer deaths durin0 the same time periods. From the above analysis the staff
concludes that both the dose commitments and' health effects of the uranium
fuel cycle are insignificant when compared with dose commitments and potential
health effects to the U.S. population resulting from all natural-background
sources.

5.8.3.6 Radioactive Wastes .

The quantities of buried radioactive waste material (low-level, high-level,
| and transuranic wastes) are specified in Table S-3. For low-level waste '

disposal at land-burial, facilities, the Commission notes in Table S-3 that:

there will be no significant radioactive releases to the environment. .For
high-level and transuranic wastes, the Commission notes that these are to be
buried at a Federal repository, and that no release to the environment is
associated with such disposal. It is indicated in NUREG-0116 (Ref. 33), in

! which are provided background and context for the high-level and transuranic
Table S-3 values established by the Commission, that these high-level and
transuranic wastes will be buried and will not be released to the biosphere.
No radiological environmental impact is expected from such disposal.

5.8.3.7 Occupational Dose,

|

| The annual occupational dose attributable to all phases of the fuel cycle for
| the model 1000-MWe LWR is about 200 person-rem. The staff concludes that this ,

| occupational dose will not have a significant environmental impact.
I

5.8.3.8 Transportationj

The transportation dose to workers and the public is specified in Table 5.15.
This dose is small and is not considered significant in comparison with the

i natural-background dose,
i
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5.8.3.9 Fuel Cycle

The staff analysis of the uranium fuel cycle does not depend on the selected b

fuel cycle (no recycle or uranium only recycle), because the data provided in
| Table S-3 include maximum recycle-option impact for each element of the fuel

.'
,

cycle. Thus, the staff's conclusions as to acceptability of the environmental
impacts of the fuel cycle are not affected by the specific fuel cycle selected.

,

|

| 5.9 Decommissioning
,

5.9.1 In_troduction' e

NRC regulations do not require the applicant to submit decommissioning plens
at the time of application for an operating license. Consequently, no definite
plan for the decommissioning of the station has been developed. At the end of r.
the station's usefu? lifetime, the applicant will prepare a proposed decommis-
sioning plan for review by the NRC. The plan will comply with NRC rules and ,

regulations then in effect.

5.9.2 New Information Provided by the Applicant Regarding Decomtnissioning }'
New information on the methodologies available and the costs for decommissioning ,

nuclear power plants has become available since the publication of the FES-CP -

(Refs. 41, 42, and 43). Tne applicant has used this new information to estimate
the economic costs of decommissioning CPSES. These costs and the applicant's
present plans for decommissioning the Squaw Creek site are presented in the
ER-OL (Sec. 5.8) and are summarized below.

The applicant plans to decommission both CPSES units together at the end of '

their economic operating life. However, the applicant does not plan to abandon
the site and drain Squaw Creek Reservoir because (1) SCR is judged by the-

applicant to be an aquatic resource of significant value to the local area and !
.

(2) the site is judged by the apolicant to be a good. location for a power
production facility and could be suitable for this purpose after CPSES has
been decommissioned. i

For the purpose of estimating costs only, the applicant has estimated that ,

decommissioning CPSES will cost $42.1 million'per unit (1978 dollars), based '-

on the "immediate dismantlement" method for a reference PWR facility given in
NUREG/CR-0130 (Refs. 41 and 42). Under this method, radioactive materials are

,

removed and the station is disassembled and decontaminated during the four year -

Operiod following cessation of power production operations. Upon completion,
the property could be released for unrestricted use.

5. 9. 3 New Information Provided by the Staff Regarding Decommissioning y
The staff's assessment of the impacts resulting from the various decommissioning *

methodologies available for nuclear power plants has been updated from that
presented in the FES-CP (Sec. 10.2.4) and is presented in NUREG-0586 (Ref. 43).
This assessment is summarized below.

~
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The technology for decommissioning nuclear facilities is well established.
Although technical improvements in decommissioning techniques are to be expected,
at the present time decommissioning can be performed safely and at reasonable
cost. Radiation doses to the public as a result of decommissioning activities
should be very small and would come primarily from the transportation of de-
commissioning waste to waste-burial grounds, Radiation doses to decommissioning
workers should be a small fraction of the exposure they experience over the
operating lifetime of the facility; these doses usually will be well within
the occupational-exposure limits imposed by regulatory requirements. De-
commissioning costs are reasonable and, at least for larger facilities such as
reactors, are a small fraction of the present-worth commissioning costs (less
than 10%).

Decommissioning of nuclear facilities is not an imminent health-and-safety
problem. However, planning for decommissioning can affect health and safety
as well as cost. Essential to such planning activity are the decommissioning
alternative to be used and the timing of decommissioning. Also to be considered
are (1) acceptable residual-radioactivity levels for unrestricted use of the
facility, (2) financial assurance that funds will be available for performing
required decommissioning activities at the end of facility operation (including
premature closure), and (3) the facilitation of decommissioning. Decommissioning
of a nuclear facility generally has a positive environmental impact. At the
end of facility life, termination of a nuclear license is required. Such
termination requires decontamination of the facility so that the level of any
residual radioactivity remaining in the facility or on the site is low enough
to allow either unrestricted use of the facility and the site or recommissioning
of the facility as a nuclear or nonnuclear power plant.

Compared to operational requirements, the commitment of resources for decom-
missioning is generally small. The major environmental impact of decommis-
sioning is the commitment of small amounts of land for the burial of waste.
This is in exchange for being able to reuse the facility and site for other
nuclear or nonnuclear purposes. Because in many instances (such as at a
reactor facility) the land has valuable resource capability, the return of
this land to the commercial or public sector is highly desirable. In decom-
missioning nuclear facilities, the objective of NRC regulatory policy is to
ensure that proper and explicit procedures are followed to mitigate any potential
for adverse impact on public health and safety or on the environment.

Three alternative methods can be and have been used to decommission reactors.
"0 ECON" is defined as immediate removal of the radioactive materials, thereby
reducing radioactivity to levels that would permit the property to be released
for unrestricted use. "SAFSTOR" is defined as those activities required to
place and maintain a radioactive facility in such condition that (1) the risk
to safety is within acceptable bounds and (2) the facility can be safely
stored for as long a time as desired and subsequently decontaminated to levels
that would permit release of the facility for unrestricted use. SAFSTOR
consists of a short period of preparation for safe storage; a safe-storage
period of continuing care consisting of security, surveillance, and maintenance
(variable length up to 100 years); and a short period of deferred decontami-
nation. Several variations of SAFSTOR are possible. " ENTOMB" means to encase
and maintain property in a strong and structurally long-lived material to ensure
retention until radi.oactivity decays to a level acceptable for releasing the
facility for unrestricted use. ENTOMB is intended for use where the residual
radioactivity will decay to levels permitting unrestricted release of the
facility within a reasonable period of time.
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Estimateo costs of decommissioning vary, depending on the characteristics of 1

the particular reactor and the decommissioning mode chosen. For a large PWR, )
DECON is estimated to cost $33.3 million (in 1978 dollars). SAFSTOR is
estimated to cost $42.8 million with a 30 year safe-storage period and $41.8
million with a 100 year safe-storage period and $41.8 million with a 100 year
safe-storage period. ENTOMB is estimated to cost $20.3 million with the
pressure vessel and its internals retained and $27.4 million with the pressure
vessel and internals removed, plus a $40,000 annual maintenance-ara-surveillance
cost in both cases.

5.9.4 Conclusion
,

The NRC staff makes the following preliminary conclusions on decommissioning
impacts (Ref. 43):

The technical basis exists for performing decommissioning in a safe,
efficient ano timely manner. Decommissioning as used here means to
safely remove contaminant radioactive material down to residual
levels considered acceptable for permitting unrestricted use of a j
facility and its site. Decommissioning has major beneficial impact ;

'because it allows a nuclear facility which no longer has operational
value to be made available for unrestricted use. Moreover, making
the facility available for unrestricted use eliminates the potential
problems of increased numbers of sites used for the confinement of j
radioactively contaminated materials, as well as potential health,
safety, regulatory and economic problems; and also releases valuable |
industrial land that can be reused with great benefit. When properly '

performed, decommissioning has only minor adverse impact. These
include: an occupational dose burden which is of marginal significance
to health and safety and which is a small percent of such burden
experienced over the operational life of a facility; a'relatively
modest cost compared to the net present worth of the commissioning
cost; and the irreversible commitment of a small amount of land
(primarily for low-level waste) at an appropriate radioactive waste
burial facility.

For CPSES, the applicant's decommissioning cost estimate does not differ
signifi n tly from the staff's estimate for the comparable method, "DECON."

5.10 Emergency Planning

In ccnnection with the promulgation of the Commission's upgraded emergency I
iplanning requirements, the NRC staff (Office of Standards Development) issued

NUREG-0685, " Environmental Assessment for Effective Changes to 10 CFR Part 50
and Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50; Emergency Planning Requirements for Nuclear
Power Plants," (August 1980). At tnis time, how1ver, the staff does not have
sufficient information to determine whether any environmental impacts will
result from implementation by the applicant of the upgraded emergency planning
requirements in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, such as construction of a near-site
emergency operations facility and the conduct of emergency preparedness exercises.
Upon receipt cf all components of the applicant's emergency plan and implementing
procedures, the staff will be in a position to determine whether or not such
plan and implementing procedures will result in any environmental impacts.
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5.11 Measures and Controls to Limit Adverse Impacts

5.11.1 Project Design |

The ausessment of the potential environmental impacts resulting from the.

design of the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, as it relates to operation,
has been updated ir, this environmental statement. The staff has concluded,
with the exception of the station circulating water intake structure, that the
expected impacts are acceptable and do not require additional measures and
controls to limit adverse impacts.

In the staff's assessment of the potential environmental impact of the operation
of the circulating water intake structure, the staff concludes that loss of

;

l aquatic biota will occur through entrainment and impingement. However, the
magnitude of this loss and its resultant impact on aquatic biotic populations
in SCR is not presently quantifiable (Sec. 5.5.2). A study program, to be
conducted during the initial years of station operation, is required under the
provisions of the EPA-issued HPDES permit for CPSES (see App. E) to determine
the effects of the intake structure en aquatic biota during operation. Changes
in the location, design, construction, or capacity of the intake structure may
be required if it is determined that the structure does not represent thL best
technology available for miniinizing adverse environmental impact, under
Section 316(b) of the Clean Water Act. Under the provisions of the Second
Memorandum of Understanding Between NRC and EPA, (Ref. 44) the NRC will be
informed of the results of the study and, based on the results of the study,
will~ assess the environmental impacts of operation of the intake structure.
The NRC will rely on the decision made under the authority of the Clean Water
Act for any requiremet.t for a design change te the intake structure.

|

5.11.2 Operating Practices

The assessment of the potential environmental impacts resulting from the
operating practices of the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station have been
updated in this environmental statement. The staff has concluded that the
expected impacts are acceptable and do not require additional measures and
controls to limit adverse impacts, with the exception of (1) the potential
pumping of groundwater for station water use for other than circulating
cooling water and (2) the use of chlorine for biofouling control in the
station circulating cooling water system.

In the staff's assessment of the potential adverse impacts of the water
withdrawal for u;e in station water systems, the staff identified a potential
adverse impact resulting from the use of groundwater as a primary source for
systems other trian the circulating cooling water systems (Sec. 5.3.1). The
staff concludes that the magnitude of this adverse impact can be mitigated

|

| through a change in p' ant operating procedures. The staff recommends that an
| operating license co._ N on be imposed which would restrict the use of ground- |

water by CPSES to (1) p able and sanitary purposes and (2) supplementation of |

the supply of treated surface water during short periods of peak demand when
| station requirements exceed the capacity of the surface water treatment plant
| (Sec. 5.3.i.2).

|

|
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In the staff's assessment of the use of chlorii a for biofouling control at
CPSES, the staff. concluded that there exists a potential for adverse impact on
aquatic biota in the vicinity of the station discharge structure due to the
toxicity of residual chlorine in the discharge and that the p*oposed discharge
concentrations were unnecessarily high (FES-CP, Secs. 3.6.2 and 11.6.1). A
study program, to be conducted during the initial years of station operation,
is required under the provisions of the EPA-issued NPDES permit for CPSES (see
App. E) to demonstrate the mini..um level of chlorination necessary to prevent
biofouling of the condenser tubes. Under the provisions of the Second Memorandum
of Understanding Between NRC and EPA (Ref. 44), the NRC will be informed of
the results nf the study and, based on the results of tFe study, will assess
the environmental impacts of the final chlorination program demonstrated as
necessary under this study. The NRC will rely on the decision made under the
authority of the Clean Water Act for any requirement for a change in the
chlorination program at CPSES.

5.11.3 Monitoring Provisions

5.11.3.1 Nonradiological

Presperational Programs

The applicant's preoperational environmental monitoring programs were originally
described in the ER-CP (Sec. 6.1). These programs were evaluated, and recommended
modifications to the programs were made by the staff in the FES-CP (Sec. 6.1).
The preoperational monitoring that was actually conducted by the applicant is
described in the ER-OL (50c. 6.1). The results of these programs, since
publication of the FES-CP, have been evaluated by the staf f and are presented
in thic environmental statement as indicated below.

The preoperational onsite meteorological program provided data for thice
additional years (May " 9 to May 1576). , Data on temperature and wind speed
and direction were cr J. The data are summarized in Section 4 3.3.L

The preoperational surface-water monitoring program provided data on physical,
chemical, and ecological parameters in Squaw Creek below the SCR dam site, in
Lake Granbury near the SCR makeup-water pumping station and blowdown discharge,
in the Paluxy River near its confluence with the Brazos River, and in the
Brazos River downstream of Lake Granbury. The data included the physical and
chemical parameters of streamflow, temperature, conductivity, turbidity, pH,
dissolved oxygen, and alkalinity; and the ecological measures of phytoplankton
and zooplankton densities, aquatic macrophyte abundance, benthic macroinvertebrate

,

'

community compcsition, and fish population composition, size, and condition. !
These measurements were made during 1974 through 1979. The results are summarized
in Section 4.3.4.2. A larval fish study in Lake Granbury was also conducted ;

by the applicant in 1978. The results of this study are summarized in
Section 4.3.4.2.

.

The preoperational groundwater monitoring program provided data on the level
and chemical quality of the groundwater in four observation wells onsite. In
additior., the program provided data on the amount of groundwater used during
construction. These data were for April 1975 through May 1979. The data are
summarized in Section 5.3.1.2.

|
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The preoperational terrestrial monitoring program provided data on land use
and terrestrial ecology on and in the vicinity of the CPSES site and transmission-
line and water pipeline rights-of-way. The collected data on land-use types

al data includes types, numbers,are summarized in Section 4.3.1. The ect y
and distribution of terrestrial invertebia es for 1975, 1977, and 1979; types
and distribution of herpetofauna for 1975 through 1979; and types, numbers,
and distribution of birds for 1975 through 1979. These data are summarized in
Section 4.3.4.1.

Since issuance of the CPSES construction permits in 1974, the staff has received
specific guidance with regard to imposing conditions for protection of the
aquatic environment. Decisions * of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeals
Board (ASLAB) have held as a matter of law that the NRC does not have the
requisite legal authority for including conditions of its own for the pro-
tection of the aquatic environment because the Clean Vater Act placed full
responsibility for these matters with the Envircommtal Protection Agency. In
accordance with the ASLA8's findings, prior staff practice has been modified
to include (1) emphasis on coordination with EPA and state permitting agencies
during environmental reviews and (2) reliance on the certifications and permits
issued under the Clean Water Act for protection of water quality and aquatic
biota. For these reasons, the staff has not recommended that any nonradiological
aquatic monitoring be done. Rather, aquatic environmental monitoring will be
conducted at CPSES in accordance with the requirements of the NPDES permit for
the station. Aquatic monitoring programs required by the NPDES permit are
described in Secs 4.2.4.1 and 5.5.2 and Appendix E.

With regard to nonradiological terrestrial environmental monitoring, the
staff's independent assessment of the operation of CPSES, as presented in this
environmental statement (Sec. 5.2 and 5.5.1), has not identified any causal
links between station operation and impacts to the terrestrial environment.
Therefore, the staff does not recommend any nonradiological terrestrial
environmental monitoring for implementation at CPSES.

5.11.3.2 Radiologicalj

Radiological environmental-monitoring programs are established to provide data
on measurable levels of radiation and radioactive materials in the site environs.
Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that the relationship between quantities
of radioactive traterial released in effluents during normal operation, including
anticipated operational occurrences, and resultant radioactive doses to indi-
viduals from principal pathways of exposure be evaluated. Monitoring programs
are conducted to verify the effectiveness of in plant controls used for reducing
the release of radioactive materials and to provide public reassurance that
undetected radioactivity will no+ build up in the environment. A surveillance
program is established to identify changes in the use of unrestricted areas to
provide a basis for modifications of the monitoring programs.

Preoperrtional Programs

The preoperational phase of the monitoring program provides for the measure-
ment of background levels and their variations along the anticipated important

"See Carolina Power and Light. Company (H.B. Robinson, Unit 2), ALAB-569,10
NRC 557 (1979); Philadelphia Electric Company (Peach Bottom Atomic Power
Station, Unit 3), ALAB-532, 9 NRC 279 (1979); Tennessee Valley Authority
(Yellow Creek Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-515, 8 NRC 702 (1978).
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pathways in the area surrounding the facility, the training of personnel, and
the evaluation of procedures, equipment, and techniques. This is discussed in
greater detail in NRC Regulatory Guide 4.1, Pcv.1, " Programs for Monitoring
Radioactivity in the Environs of Nuclear Power Plants," and the Radiological
Assessment Branch Technical Position, "An Acceptable Radiological Environmental
Monitoring Program," March 1978. I

The applicant has proposed a radiological environmental-monitoring program to
meet the objectives discussed above. It is presented in the ER-0L (Sec. 6.1.5).
The sample types, criteria for selection, collection frequencies, locations, I
and analyses which are to be performed are presented in Table 3.12-1 of the '

Standard Radiological Technical Specifications, NUREG-0472 "Radiolog Mal
Effluent Technical Specifications for PWR's," Revision 3, March 1979.

The applicant nroposes to initiate parts of the program two years prior to the I
start of station operation, with the remaining portions beginning either six
months or one year prior to operation.

The staff concludes that the preoperational monitoring program proposed by the :
applicant appears to meet the objectives of the staff guidelines discussed
above and is acceptable.

Operational Programs

The operational offsite radiological monitoring program is conducted to measure
radiation levels and radioactivity in plant environs. It assists and provides
backup support to the ef fluer.t-monitoring program as recommended in NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.21, " Measuring, Evaluating and Reporting Radioactivity in Solid Wastes
and Releases of Radioactive Materials in Liquid and Gaseous Effluents from
Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." The effluent monitoring program is |required to evaluate individual and population exposurec and verify projected !or anticipated radioactivity concentrations.

The applicant plans essentially to continue the proposed preoperational program
during the operating period. However, refinements may be made in the program
to reflect changes in land use or preoperational-monitoring experience.

An evaluation of the applicant's proposed operational-monitoring program is I
being pertormed, and the details of the required monitoring program will be !

incorporated in the environmental technical specifications for the operating
license.

5.12 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

The staff has reassessed the physicO , social, biological, and economic impacts l
that can be attributed to the operation of CPSES. Inasmuch as the units are
currently under construction, and the water-cooling system (Squaw Creek l

Reservoir) is essentially complete, many of the predicted and expected adverse
impacts of the construction pnase are evident. The staff has not identified
any additional adverse effects other than those presented in the FES-CP that
will be caused by the operation of the station. The applicant is committed to
a program of reclamation and restoration of the station site that will begin
at the end of the construction period.

1
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5.13 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources
|

There has been no change in the staff's assessment of these impacts from those
presented in the FES-CP-(Sec. 10.3) except that the continuing escalation of
costs has increased the dollar values of uranium fuel for the plant. Changes I

in these values are discussed in Section 2.2.

5.14 Relationship Between local Short-Term Uses of Man's Environment and the
Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity ,

There have been no changes in the staff's evaluation of the use of land for
CPSES since the staf f's analysis of land use in the FES-CP (Sec. 5.1.1). The

,

!

staff's evaluation of transmission-line impacts remains the same as in the
FES-CP (Sec. 5.12).

5.15 Possible Conflicts

The staff has considered local land use and determii tha+ use of the site
for power generation was acceptable (Affidavit of Dr ., Kline, April 14,

.

1975). There is no new information regarding the sta 's conclusions on local
land use. Accordingly, the staff concludes that there are no possible conflicts
between the proposed action and the objectives of Federal, regional, state, and
local land-use plans, policies, and controls for the area concerned.

5.16 Benefit-Cost Summary

5.16.1 Benefits

The primary benefits to be derived from operation of the CPSES units include
about 12 billion kWh of baseload electrical energy that the station will be
able to produce annually (this projection assumes that both units will operate
at an' average 65% capacity factor) (Sec. 2.2). Another primary benefit is the
improved reliability of the TUCS system brought about by the addition of 2300
MWe of generating capacity.to the system, as well as the saving of about $150
million in production costs per unit per year (Sec. 2.4). Finally, the operation
of CPSES will increase the diversity of fuel supply of the TUCS system by
providing baseload generating capacity using a fuel type other than the natural
gas, oil or lignite fuels presently useJ by the TUCS system (Sec. 2.3).

Secondary benefits arising from operation of CPSES include wages paid to 187
operating personnel (about $5 million per year in 1982) and taxes paid to
local political subdivisions (Secs. 5.7.1 and 5.7.2). The taxes are s timated
to be about $700,000 per year in every year of operation, but are subject to
renegotiation by TUCS and country and state taxing bodies. This includes
payments to school districts in the cities of Glen Rose, Granbury, and Tolar,
which amount to more than one-half the total.

5.16.2 Costs

5.16.2.1 Economic

The economic costs associated with station operation include fuel costs and
operation and maintenance costs, which--for 1985, the first full year both
units are to be operating commercially--are 9 mills /kWh and 3.5 mills /kWh in

|
l

!
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1985 dollars, respectively (ER-OL,' Amend. 1, Response to Staff Question 21). |

The cost of decommissioning is a small additione.i cost of statien operation. l

The staff's estimate for decommissioning each Unit is $33 million 1n 1978 1
~

dollars (Sec. 5.9).

5.16.2.2 Socioeconomic. I

No significant socioeconomic costs are expected from either the operation of
the station or the number of station personnel and their families living in
the area (Sec. 5.7.4).

'

'5.16.2.3 -Environmental
'

i

Nonradiological

The'nonradiological. environmental costs of land-use, water use', and ecological I
ieffects previously estimated in the FES-CP have been re-estGated on the basis

of any new information and have been found not'to have increased (Secs. 5.2, ;

-5.3, and 5.5). ;

Radiological

The radiological environmental costs resulting from CPSES operation have been
j reestimated on the basis of any new information in the following areas: dose

to the general public; occupational dose; dose to the public and workers due
to transportation of radioactive materials; dose to biota other than man and
dose associated with the uranium fuel cycle. These costs are summarized
below.

The risks to the general population due to radioactive effluents from CPSES
: are a very.small fraction of the estimated occurrence of cancer deaths in the

U.S. population ~and genetic disorders in future generations of the U.S. population'

due to each year of exposure to natural-background radiation. Therefore, the''
,

staff concludes that the health impact to the general public due to routine
operation of the station will be undetectable (Sec. 5.8,1.5). :

Assuming that the aserage annual dose commitment per nuclear worker at CPSES
will be in the same tange as that at similarly sized PWRs, the staff estimates

,

an average annual worker dose of about 1 rem /yr. However, based on the staff's
review of the applicant's Final Safety Analysis Report as well as occupational j
dose data from over 180 reactor years of operation, it'is projected that the,

'

occupational doses at CPSES could average as much as 1300 person-rem /yr per
unit when averaged over the life of the station (Sec. 5.8.1.2). In terms of>

job-related fatalities, the staff concludes that the risk to the average
nuclear plant worker is within the range of risks associated with other !

occupations, and is acceptable (Sec. 5.8.1.5).

[ The transportation dose to workero .and the public is specified in Table 5.15.
This. dose is small and is not considered significant in comparison to the
natural-background dose (Sec. 5.8.3.8).

4

Based on studies of radiation exposure to biota other than man, there have
been no cases'of exposures that can be considered significant in terms of harm

;
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to the species or that approach the exposure limits to members of the public
permitted by-10 CFR Part 20. Evidence to date indicates no other living
organisms are.very much more radiosensitive than man. No measurable radio-
logical impact on populations of biota is expected as a result of routine
operation of CPSES (Sec. 5.8.1.4).-

; The environmental risk from accident radiation exposure is very low (see
Sec. 5.8.2).'

The data on the uranium fuel cycle provided in Table 5.22 (Table S-3) include.

maximum recycle-option impacts of each element of the fuel cycle. Thus, the
staff's conclusions as to acceptability of the environmental costs of the fuel
cycle are not affected by the specific fuel cycle selected (Sec. 5.8.3.9).

5.16.3 Conclusions

As a result of the analysis and review of potential environmental, technical,
economic, and social impacts, the staff has been r.ble to. forecast more accurately
the effects of operation of CPSES. No new infonnation has been obtained that
alters-the overall balant!ng of the benefits versus the environmental costs of
station operation. Consequently, the staff has determined that the station
will most likely operate with acceptable environmental impact. The staff finds
that the primary benefits of minimizing system production costs and increasing
baseload generating capacity by 2300 MWe greatly outweigh the enviror, mental, -
social, and economic costs. Benefits and costs are summarized in Table 5.27.

Table 5.27 Benefit-Cost Summary of CPSES
Units 1 and 2

_

2Staff assessmentt
Benefit or cost Magnitude or Referenceti of cost or benefit

BENEFITS

Primary
,

Electrical energy (Sec. E.2) 12 x 109 kWh/yr Moderate

| Additional TUCS capacity (Sec. 2.4) 2300 MWe Moderate
'

Reduced generating costs (Sec. 2.2) $150 million/ unit /yr Large

Diversity of fuel supply (Sec. 2.3) NA Large .

Secondary

Local taxes (Sec. 5.7.2) $1.8 million/yr Large

Employment (Sec. 5.7.1) 187 employees Moderate

Payroll (Sec. 5.7.1) $4.7 million/yr Moderate

| Local purchases NA Small j

Flood control (Sec. 5.3.2) 65% reduction in 100-year Large I

flood flow below SCR dam

!
1
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Table 5.27 (Continued) ' !

! I

|
'

_

Staff assessmentt2
' Benefit or cost Magnitude or Referenceti of cost or benefit.

COSTS
'

Economic

Fuel (Sec. 2.2) 9 mills /kWh Small
.

-Operation and maintenance (Sec. 2.2) 3.5 mills /kWh Small

Decommissiening (Sec. 5.9). $33 million/ unit Small

Socioeconomic

Historic and prehistoric sites (Sec. 5.6) See.Sec. 5.6 None

Labor Force interaction with local See Sec 5.7.4 Small
infrastructure (Sec. 5.7.4) s

Nonradiological
,

Resources committed:

a. Land (Sec. 4.3.1) 3285 ha. Moderate'

b. Water (FES-CP Sec. 3.4.3) 1.86 x 108 m t!aderate3

c. Uranium (fuel) (FES-CP 12,710 Meteric Tons Small
Sec. 10.3.4)

d. Other materials and supplies NA Small
i. (FES-CP.Sec. 10.3.4) 1

Aquatic Resources

a .- Consumption i
3Surface Water (Sec. 5.3.3) 0.81 m /sec. Small !

8Groundwater (Sec. 5.3.1) 0.19 m / min Small-

Groundwater level drawdown 1.5 m Small
at site boundary (Sec. 5.3.1) 8

b. Surface water contamination |274billionJ/ min Small
thermal (Sec. 5.3.3; FES-CP

i

Sec. 5.3.3) I,
1

:V Chemical (except biocides) See Sec. 5.3.4 Small |
l(Sec. 5.3.4)

Chemical-biocides 0-0.5 mg/A TRC 13

I c. Ecological
Squaw Creek Reservoir (Sec. 5.5.2)

Impingement (FES-CP Sec. 5.5.2) See Sec. 5.5.2 13

Entrainment (FES-CP Sec. 5.5.2) See FES-CP t3 |;
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! ' Table 5.27 (Continued)
.

Staff assessmentt2 ,

Benefit or cost Magnitude or Referencet,1 of cost or benefit- |

c. Ecological (continued)
4

Squaw Creek Reservoir (Sec. 5.5.2) !
!

Thermal effects (FES-CP 8.3*C increase Small
Sec. 5.5.2)
Total dissolved solids (FES-CP 2500 mg/A None
Sec. 5.5.2)
Stratification (FES-CP See FES-CP Small
Sec. 5.5.2)

Lake Granbury (Sec. 5.5.2)
Makeup water withdrawal See Sec. 5.5.2 Small
(Sec. 5.5.2)

"
Discharge of SCR blowdown See FES-CP Small
(FES-CP SEC. 5.5.2)'

Terrestrial Resources
a. Fog (Sec. 5.4.1) See Sec. 5.4.1 Small

-b. Ice (Sec. 5.4.1) See Sec 5.4.1 Small,

c. Erosion (Sec. 5.2) NA None

d. Ecological (Sec. 5.5.1; FES-CP NA None
p Sec. 5.5.1)

Hetsorology and. Air Quality

a. Offsite air temperature and See Sec. 5.4.1 Small
humidity (Sec. 5.4.1)

b. Combustion exhaust gases See Sec. 5.4.2 Small

| c. Fugitive dust (Sec. 5.4.2) See Sec. 5.4.2 None
j d. Ozone (from transmission lines) See FES-CP None
'

(FES-CPS Sec. 5.5.1)
Radiological Fnvironmental

General Population (Normal Operation) 131 pers m-re: Small
.(Sec. 5.8.1.2)

_

per year
General Population (Accident Risk) 58 person-rem Small

| (Sec. 5.8.2.4) per year
! CPSES Workers (Sec. 5.8.1.2) 2600 person-rem Small

per year
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Table-5.27 (Continued)

Staff assessmentt,2
Benefit or cost Magnitude or Refermcct1 of cost or benefit

Transporation Fuel and Waste (Sec. 5.8.3.8) 14 person-rem /yr Small

Biota other than man (Sec. 5.8.1.4) See Sec. 5.8.1.4 Small

. Uranium Fuel Cycle (Sec. 5.8.3) See Sec. 5.8.3 Small

11 - Where a particular unit of measure for a benefit / cost category has not been specified
in the EIS, or where an estimate of the magnitude of the benefit / cost under considera-
tion has not been made, the reader is directed to the appropriate EIS section for
further information. .

12 - Subjective Measures of Costs and Benefits

Small - impacts which, in the reviewers' judgment, are of such minor nat'ure, based on !
currently available information, that they do not warrant detailed investiga-
tions or considerations of mitigative actions.

Moderate - impacts which, in the reviewers' judgment, are likely to be clearly evident. 1

Mitigation alternatives are usually considered for moderate impacts.

Large - impacts which, in the reviewers' judgment, represent either a severe penalty
or a major benefit. Acceptance requires that large negative impacts should
be more than offset by other overriding project considerations.

|
8t Staff assessments of the severity'of these environmental costs have not been prepared |

'

pending the completion of impact assessment studies to be conducted under the provi- |
sions of the NPDES permit for CPSES (Sec. 5.11). |

i
i

4

r
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7. LIST.0F AGENCIES, ORGANIZATIONS, AND PERSONS REQUESTED TO COMMENT ON THE
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

i-

The following Federal, state, and local agencies are asked to comment on the
Draft Environmental Statement:

'

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
County Commissioners, Hood County, Texas
County Commissioners, Somervell County, Texas
Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers
Department of Commerce
Department _of Energy
Department of Health and Human Services'

Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
Department of Transportation ;>

Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Aviation Administration

i Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Energy Advisory Council, State of Texas
Governor's Office of Energy Resources, State of Texas ;

Office of the Attorney General, State of Texas |
Office of the Governor, State of Texas y

State of Texas General Land Office
Texas Air Control Board
Texas Archeology Research Laboratory
Texas Department of Health
Texas Department of Publ.ic Safety
Texas Department of Water Resources
Texas Forest Service
Texas Historical Commission
Texas Industrial Commission
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department'

Texas Public Utilities Commission i

Texas Railroad Commission !

l
|

|

I
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8 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

(Reserved for responses)
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APPENDIX A

COMMENTS ON THE D2 AFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
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(Reserved for comments)
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APPENDIX B

NEPA POPULATION-DOSE ASSESSMENT

Population-dose commitments are calculated for all individuals living within |
'80 km of the facility, employing the same models used for individual doses

(see Regulatory Guide 1.109, Rev. 1). In addition, population doses associated
with the export of food crops produced within the 80-km region and the atmos-
pheric and hydrospheric transport of the more mobile effluent species, such as ,

noble gases, tritium, and carbon-14, have been considered. |
I

N0BLE-GAS EFFLUENTS

For location 3 within 80 km of the facility, exposures to these effluents are |
calculated with a constant mean wind-direction model according to the guidance i

provided in Regulatory Guide 1.111, Rev.1, and the dose modeis described in
Section 4.8 and Regulatory Guide 1.109, Rev. 1. Beyond 80 km, and until the
effluent reaches the northeastern corner of the United States, it is assumed
that all the noble gases are dispersed uniformly in the lowest 1000 m of the
atmosphere. Decay in transit was also considered. Beyond this point, noble
gases having a half-life greater than one year (e.g. Kr-85) were assumed to
mix completely in the troposphere with no removal mechanisms operating.

Transfer of tropospheric air between the northern and southern hemispheres,
although inhibited by wind patterns in the equatorial region, is considered to
yield a hemisphere average tropospheric residence time of about two years with
respect to hemispheric mixing. Since this time constant is quite short with
respect to the expected midpoint of plant life (15th yr), mixing in both
hemispheres can be assumed for evaluations over the life of the nuclear
facility. This additional population-dose commitment to the U.S. postulation
was also evaluated.

IODINES AND PARTICULATES RELEASED TO THE ATMOSPHERE

Effluent nuclides in this category deposit onto the ground as the effluent
moves downwind, which continuously reduces the concentration remaining in the
plume. Within 80 km of the facility, the deposition model in Regulatory Guide
1.111, Rev. 1, was used in conjunction with the dose models in Regulatory
Guide 1.F _ / . 1. Site specific data concerning production and consumption
of foods w. .in 80 km of the reactor were used. For estimates of population
doses beyond 80 km it was assumed that excess food not consumed within the 80
km distance would be consumed by the population beyond 80 km. It was further
assumed that all the particulates released from the facility would deposit
onto the ground plane within the 80 km region and thus would make no contribu-
tion to the population dose outside the 80 km region.

CARBON-14 AND TRITIUM RELEASED TO THE ATMOSPHERE

Carbon-14 and tritium were assumed to disperse without deposition in the same
manner as krypton-85 over land. However, they do interact with the oceans.
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This causes the carbon-14 to be removed with an atmospheric residence time of
four to six years, with the oceans being the major sink. From this, the
equilibrium ratio of the carbon-14 to natural carbon in the atmosphere was
determined. The same ratio was then assumed to exist in man so that the dose
received by the entire population of the United States could be estimated. iTritium was assumed to mix uniformly in the hydrosphere, which was assumed to
include all the water in the atmosphere and in the upper 70 m of the oceans.
With this model, the equilibrium ratio of tritium to hydrogen in the environ-
ment can be calculated. The same ratio was assumed to exist in man, and was
used to calculate the population dose in the same manner as was done with
carbon-14. Doses obtained in this manner were then assumed to be received by
the number of individuals living within the. direction sector and distance
. described above. The population density in this sector is taken'to be repre-
sentative of the eastern United States, which is about 62 people per square
kilometer.

LIQUID EFFLUENTS

Concentrations of effluents in the receiving water within 80 km of the facility
were calculated in the same manner as described above for the Appendix I
calculations. No dep.ation of the nuclides present in the receiving water by
deposition on the botton of the Squaw Creek Reservoir was assumed. It was
also assumed that aquatic biota concentrate radioactivity in the same manner
as was assumed for the Appendix I evaluation. However, food-consumption
values appropriate for the average, rather than the maximum, individual were
used. It was assumed that all the sport and commercial fish and shellfish
caught within the 80-km area were eaten by the United States population.

Beyond 80 km, it was assumed that all the liquid-effluent nuclides except
| tritium have deposited on the sediments so that they make no further contribu-

tion to population ex'aosures. The tritium was assumed to mix unifornly in the
hydrosphere and to result in an exposure to the United States population in
the same manner as discussed for tritium in gaseous effluents.

|
|
|

,
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SmenRT AND CChlCLUSIONS

. .

g This Environmental Star *==at was prepared by the U.S. Atomic Energy

OI1VIF B1811 9 31 45
~ r-issaen. Directorate of ticamb;. |.

1. This action is ad=f aistrative,

St eMent 2. The proposed sction is tha issumce of construction permits
to cna Texas Utilities Gmuerating Casee? for the construcr*.'s
of tua e-acha Peak Sceam Electrir Station, Units 1 and 2,
located in Somervall Commity, Tana (Docket Mc4 h) and
W 46).

Tha station will earley two ider.cical pressurized water reactors

Mated 10 M to produce up to 3 25 megawatts charmel eart) each. A steam
curbine-generator will use ' Aim heat to provide 1161 we (net)
of electrical power capacity. A design power level of 3579 telt

COMAEH"F PEAK # 5 "'' '"**~ 6- * ) " -"* **"" " "*'" d* " -d "
considered in the assessments contained in this statement. This
will provide 1206 Mie (not) of electrical energy. The exhaustSTEAM a:LECTRIC STATION st.a. .ui be co ied by a once-throu.a fiou of water c6tained
from and discharged to Squaw Creek Reservoir.

UNITS 1 AND 2
.3. S-ry of environmental impact and adverse effects: O *

e

TEXAS UTIUTIES GENERATING COMPANY Na. Construcuan.r.iated activium on the sit. vnt disturb
about 400 acres of rangeland, not including the 3228 acres

DOCKET NOS. 50445 & 50-446 af 1-d i===d='ad 67 5 === cr*** ma=*r'a$r. ='ic' -til ha9
cocorructed in conj ection with the station. The land

yy"" ' in adated includes about 8 linear miles of Squaw Creek
and the adjacent riparian co - aities, and ?40 acres ofs

f . . cropland, which is considered irreversibly loat. About
200 acres of this land not to be used for the reservoir,.

#s /Y,p, plant facilities, parking lots, roads, switchyard, evap-
oration pond, etc., is to be restored by seeding and
landscaping to prevent erosion.

JUNE 1974 6. approximat.ty is mil.. of transmis. ion tin. corriaors -

will reqdire about 439 ures of land for the rights- +

of m y.

Relocation of the current pipelines as proposed will involvec.

about 100 acres. A railroad spur 10.2 miles long will affectUNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMI5510N las acres of land. Diversion and return lines 6. tween w e
**# "# ''"*" #"* '"*" '""1'"*** ** * * " * *DitECT0 tite OF LICEll5ING

1

|
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d. Station construction will involta comm ====aity impacts. Advisory Comcil on Ristoric Preservation
As many as g farm resid-ae== will om disp 1*ead. Parmias. Departumat of Agricultura
heting, and grazing on the site win be sumpaad A. Traff1C Department of the Arg, Corps of hmgines
on local roads will increase due to construction and commit- Dupertumat of Commerce
ing activities. Influx of construction workars' familiam Departamat of Realth, Education, and Halfare
(1150 peak work force) is espected to cause ao major housing Depart ===c of m-i-g and Urban Developumat
or school problems. There will be a d====d for increased Deparramat of the Interior
services in Somervall and Bood counties. Departmaat of Transportation

Envirammmatal Protection agency .i
e. The total flce of circulattag unter will be 2,200,000 syn, poderal Feuer ra==ia=1on

which will be taken from and returned to Squaw Creek Res- Offins of the covernor, State of Texas '

arvoir. Cross evaporation from the reservoir win caname Comty Juden, Samarven Comary
about 45,000 acre-f t of water per year, resulting in a two-
fold increase of total d'a=alved solida concentration. 6. This Environmental Statement was made availmkle to the pelic.
About 39,000 acro-f e of this per year will come from Lake to the concil on Envircamacal Quality, and to the other

Crabury. This will result in an increase in total dia- apacMiad agencias in June It?4.

solved solida concentration in the Brasos River of 2.3% '

below Lake Crambury. The charmal alterations and increases 7. On the basis of the analysis and evaluation set forth in

in total dissolved solida concentration will not sisaifi- this star-t, af ter weiging the environmental, economic,

cantly affect the aquatic productivity of Squsw Creek Emmer- eachatem1, and other becafits of the Cama meha Peak Steam
voir, lake Cranbury or the Brazos River. Electric Station Ihmics 1 and 2, amataat enviroammatal and

- other costs and considering misilable alternatives, the staff
f. Aquatic organisms entrained in the station's circulating caneluded that the action called for meer the Motimal

water system are assumed to have 100% mortality due to haviromamatal Policy Act of 1969 (MEPA) and app =adt- D to
therus1 and mechanical aheck. 10 CPE Part 50 is the tasuance of cometruction permits for

the facilicias subject to the following limitaticas for the
3 The risk ammociated with accidental radiation exposure is protection of the navira= - t:

very low. .

h applicant shall take the necessary mitigating actions, na.

h. No significant environmental igacts are anticipated from including those sumarized in Sect. 4.5 of this Enviran- a

48
normal operational rs1===av of radioactive materials with- maatal Scacement, during construction of the station and
in 50 =11==. The estimated done to the offsite population. ===^eisted tran==tasian 14=== to avoid anecessary adverse

within 50 miles from operation of the station in 15 man-rema/ anvimtal impacts from construction activities.
year, less than the normal fluctuations in the 100,000 man-
rams / year background dose this population would receive. b. The applicant shall modify his monitoring program in !

- accordace with staff ree-adations and complete the s

4. Principal alternatives considered: preoperational envir===aral studies (Sect. 6).

Durtog"the design phase of the stat tog e*.e applicanta. Purch=== of power c.
shall evaluate alternative measures that will mitigate

b. Alternative energy systems the potential adverse ef fects of high intake velocities ;

at the Squaw Creek Esservoir (SCR) intake structures,
c. Alternative sites These measures shall include, but not be limited to, ,

(1) an evaluation of fish diversion facilities and j
d. Alternative heat dissipation methods fish return mech =aisms; and (2) provistma for adding ,

such devices to the SCR intakes structureu if opera-
,

5. The following Federal, State, and local a, mart =a were ashad to tional monitoring programs indicate adverse impingement
ra===at on the Draft Environmental Stae===at: effects are occurring (Sect. 11.6.2).

( it 111 .

|
-
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d. W applicant shall design the station to control the
b. If --wpected harmful effects or evidence of irreversible,

addition of chlorine to the circulating water syst**
d== nee are detected during facility construction, the

such that the concentration of total residual chlorine applicant shall provide to the staf f an acceptable anal-
at the point of discharge to Squaw Creek Reservoir is ysis of the problem and a plan of action to eliminate or
9.lppa or the =t=1=- practicable level demonstrated

significantly reduce the harmful effects or damage.
by the applicant as being necessary. h miu sum
practicable 1swel of chlorination necessary anall be
determined by the applicant. prior to the initiation
of power operationg Grough a study proglan. . This study
shall include a4 essi m ion of the effsets of residual
chlorine releme*e on Aesaw Creek Reserwir; a demonstration

! of the mini == total rasidual chlorine levet necessary
for effictent operatio:1 of the station and an evaluation
of the moctoring progrsa to be used to detern%.La total
reefdual chlorine and its effecta. Alternative enthods
of r- A rine chlorine residuala shall also be irraetigated
sad these shall inelade but not limited to opttr 4 4s4
chlorina dosage, modifying condenser design to P tit
sequential treatment of sections of the ~ d ==ars.
and oprf=4*ing the chlorination schedule to coincide
with periods of low condenser flow (Sect. 11.6.1).

e. m rate of groundwater withdrawal d.sring construction
of the station shall not a-e==d 250 spe. Withdrawal of
grounAsater shall be reduced to en =n=a1 average of
30 spa at the end of five years. During this period. ]
the applicant shall evalnate alternative actions that
will mitigate potential adverse effects resulting f rem
the station's groun&satar use. Such actions or measures
shall include but not be if =1ted to using an alternate n
source of water for station operation, monitoring I

neighboring wella to determine effecta of the station's O
ese of gro Aater during construction and further analysis
of regional data to deter-f aa whether groundwater at=ing
in occurring in the vicinity of the site. h results of
these applicant evaluatices shall be submitted as part of
the applicant's Envi m tal Report - Operating License
Stage (Sect. 11.6.7).

f. A cetrol program shall be establiakad by the applicant to
provide for a periodic review of all construction activities
to assure that tha== activitima enaform to the enviremmental
~Mtiene set forth in the construction permits,

g. Beform enanging in a construction activity which may result
in a alpificant adverse envirsemental impaet'that uns not
e==h sd or that is sipifienntly greater than that eval-t

mated is this hviremmental Statment, the appif e==t =ha11
provide written mottff e=tian to the Director of fie===1mg.

iv
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term productivity, and the ara-s e Safety and lie-tag Board for ira e===id-ration in

r==ehime a decision on the applicatica.
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U.S. Ara-se Emergy Comission, na==hinetan. D.C. 20545. praak
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strucciam permit or a full-pomer operating licamme. A public statammat (301-443-4980).
aw t of the availability of the report is made. day
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envimeal report. to seek neu informatian from the applicant
that might be needed for an adequate -- t, and gaaerally
to ensure that the staff has a thorough innderstanding of the pro-
posed project. la additica. the staff seeks inferentiam from
other sources that will assist in the evalention, and visite and
inspects the project site and surroemnding vicinity. h -e of
the staff may meet with State mad local officials abo are charged
with protecting State and local latersets. (km the basis of all
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useful and appropriate, the staff umkaa am independmet t

of the canaiderations specified in Section 102(2)(C) of the MPA -
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to comment on the proposed action and the draft statement.
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the staff prepares a final enviromamatal statement, which tacludes
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and the d*=pa=ittaa thereof; a final benefit-cast analysis, which
camsiders and h=1=ces the envira====tal effects of the facility
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enviremmmatal effects with the envir====atal ecomanic. +=eh=1e.=1
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tives have beam esunsidered, the actiam e=11=d for, with respect to

envirammmatal iseums. is the 1====e= or ht=1 of the proposed
permit or license, or its appropriate ea=diti=1== to protect
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1. DITEDDUCT10n

1.1 Tut PROPOSED PROJECT

Pursuant to the Atamic hergy Act of 1954, as manded, and the
Commission's regulations in Title 10. Code of Pedaral Regulations,
an application was filed by the Tamas Utilities Gemarating Company,
ma agents for the Dallas Power and Lisht Company. Texas Electric
Service Company, and Tamme Power and LigLt ra-paay (hereinaf ter
referred to as the applicant) for construction permits for tuo
pressuriand water nuclear reactors desipated as the e - ha Peak
Steam Electric Station, thics 1 and 2 (Docket Mos. 50-445 and
50-446), each of which is designed f or initial operation at
approminately 3415 tharual engawatts with a not electrical output
of approximately 1161 megasatta. The proposed facilities are to
be located on the applicant's site in Somervell County, Texas,
approximately 5 miles north-northwest of Clan Rose. Teams, and
approximately 40 =11== eauthwest of Port Worth, in north central
Texas.

Appendix D of 10 CPR Part 50 requires that the Director of Regula-
tion, or his designme, analyze the report and prepara a detailad ns
stat *==ar of envira ==atal considerations. It is within this e

"framework that this Final hvironmental Statement related to the
construction of the e-cha Peak Stama Electric Station (CFSES)
has been prepared by the Directorate of Licensing (staff) of the
U.S. Atomic Energy Com'asion.

Major documents tied in the preparation of this statament were the
appli m t's Preif='aary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) . Enviraa==a tal
Report (ER), md s@plements thereto issued for CPSES.

Indaraad-t calculations and sources of information were also used
as a basis for the assessment of environmental impact. In addition,
some of the informatica was gained f rom visits by the staff to the
CPSES site and surro =Af ag areas in August 1973.

As a part of its safdty evaluation leading to the issuanca of con-
struction permits and operating licenses, the Commission rakas a
detailed evaluation of the applicant's plus and facilitias for
minimizing and controlling the release of radioactive materiala
eder both normal conditiens and potential accident conditices,
including the effects of natural phenomena on the facility. Inas-
mch as these aspects are considered fully in other documents only
the salient features that bear directly on the anticipated enriiron-
maatal affects are repeated ta this enviremental star-t.

1-1
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1-2 1-3

Copies of this Final Environmental Statement and the applicant's Texa Air Control maard
Environmental Report (ER) are available for public inspection at
the C-mi ssion's Public Document Room.1717 H Street. N.W. . Washington. Issums permits authorizing ralamees of gaseous aff1===nts into the
D.C.. and at the Smervell County Public Library. P.O. Box 417. Glen atmosphers.
Rose. Texas 76043.

1.2 STATUS OF REVIDiS AND APPk3VALS
Issues permits authorizing construction and operation of sanitary

To construct CPSES and the related facilities, the applicant is treatment systems,
required to apply for and receive certain permits. Licenses, and
other authorizattuna f rom a numoer of Federal and State agencies
end in o ne cases, from regional and local agencies. Certain of Tawan State Department of Baalth-Division of Occupatim al E W ch
these permits and licenses are discussed belo.r:

Issues licenses for use of source ed spac1=1 nuclear material
used for calibration and check sources in nuclear equipment and

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission for radiographic devices used during construction.

This agency has regulatory authority over the design, conatuuction,
*ed operation of the proposed facility. The applicant has applied Texas Miehvay Department

for construction permits for Units 1 and 2. Applications for

operating licenses must be made at later dates and a license issues permite authorising proposed alterations or construction
granted before operation of either unit commences, af fecting State Eighways.

C)
8Tazas Water Rights r - 1ssion Hood County
a

This agency 1seums permits for the appropriation and usage of State issues permits authorizing proposed altarations or construction
waters. Permit No. 2871, dated J me 26. 1973, has been granted af fecting county roads.
to the applicent by the T*=ma Water Rights r - 1.ston.

Texas Water Quality Board UVQB)

This agarry issues permits authorizing waste discharges into State
waters. A public hearing by this agency was held on January 31,
1974 to review the applicant's request for a vaste discharge
permit and certification pursuant to Section 401 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA). On February 27. 1974, the
TUQB approved EM requested waste discharge permit. A water
quality certificate pursuant to Section 401 of the PWPCA was
issued by the TWQB on March 1. 1974.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ . _ _ _
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2. THE SITE

2.1 STAT 1(BL LOCATION ^

h applicant plans to locate the h= ache Peak Steam Electric.

Station (CPSES). Units 1 and 2. in sparsely populated and essen-
tially rural Somervell Comty. Texas. N proposed location is
about 35 air miles soutiseest of the city limits of Fort Worth (1970
population. 393.476) and 60 air miles southwest of the city limits
of Dallas (1970 population, 844.401). Figures 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 show
the relationship of the site to the surronding area, with radii
of 50 and 5 miles respectively. It is approximately 5 air milec,

north-northwest of Clan Rose (1970 population.1554), comty seat
of Somervell County, and approximately 10 air miles south of Cran-

,

bury (1970 population. 2473). county seat of Bood County. Unit 1 4

is at latitude 97* 47' 06.5" and longitude 32' 17' 49" while Unit
2 is at latitude 97* 47' 06" and longitude 32* 17' 52". h appli-
cant also plans to construct a dam across Squaw Creek and impon d
water for cooling purposes in proposed Squer Creek Reservoir. This
3228-acre reservoir will extend into Bood Comty but wad be within

i the 8876 acres of land owned by the applicant, all of which is
considered part of the site. Squaw Creek is a small tributary Qi

'

stream in the area which drains into the Palury River, which in a

turn drains into the Brazoa River be}ow the De Cordova Bend Dam. On
h area is part of the Creat Plains Province with elevations within

j the site bondaries ranging from 640 to 860 ft above usan sea level
OtSL) .

Lake Creebury impounded on the Brazos River by the De Cordova Bend p

Dam (clesed in 1969), lies approximately 7 air miles northeast of *

GSES. Virtually all of the makeup and blowdown water for Squaw
Creek Reservoir will come from Lake Cranbury, which will also serve
as the heat sink for the fossil-fueled De Cordova Bend Steam Elec-r

! tric Station located 8-1/2 air miles northeast of the OSES atte.
I

| h necrest e-retal airport with scheduled passenger service
i is Weco's Municipal Airport. about 55 air miles southeast of the

CPSES. N new Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Airport is about 60 air
miled northeast of the site.

.

'Seven small airports serving only general aviation are located
within 20 miles of CPSES (see Fig. 2.1.3), the closest being a
landing strip at the Bar L Ranch. 5.5 miles west-southwest. Also

' included in this group is the Cranbury Meicipal Airport (10 miles

| north-northwest! which has a paved runway lighted for 3000 ft.
!

2-1

!
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-- '
.

At presant three pipelines cross the applicant's property. One, a
'~'7'.

'1 _

I 36-A natural gas line, passes north of the construction area at the__ O A.
},t

ffk b 1 '"
,f upgr end of Squaw Creek Reservoir. (An additional 36-inch gas lina

i 7 - " 7 b %' -{ is to be laid parallel to the existing gas line in the near future.)
I .# \ \ - ,T ._ i; A f The other two, a 26-in. crude oil line and a 6-in. natural gas line,

i ek pass across the construction area.
i .

,
4 % 0

' p;t- ge_ yy
p, 1

. -

Q4~ , 7[ , g The closest highway to the CFSES is State Bishway 144, which is 2.5
,.

, N ,%* J fg mih 6 northeast. U.S. Eighway 67 is 4.5 miles south-southeast and
'

*gi
. M'v ,J'O ,'

*
- [ ,,, ,, r g s g U.S. Eighway 377 is 9 miles to the northeast. Farm-to-Market Roads7g -

~

E ]p 51 and 201 are apprav1=ately 5 miles nortierest and 2 miles west.@ - s

4 respectively. The Atchisco, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad has a
N_' N, an . , _ , I'*>

*
i line about 9.5 miles northwest of the site.

, u c-,

3 T k The exclusion area for CFSES is shown in Fig. 2.1.4. The shortest| ' '

! N - ['

| ( h [g ' f /'.
- distance between the reactor containment buildings and the exclusionm. ,

[ area boundary is the 4900-ft distance on tbs southwest side.. ,p
. $ - , .

,

.
~

' ^
[ easov -

h== 2.2 REC 10NAL DEIOCRAPHY, LAND USE, A!ED WATER USE
'

a g.s
. y =ca 'a p

' .-

.t e

",'N see % 2.2.1 Regional demographyi ;-

B 3
' #

.

( 5
. , "/ The State of Texas increased in population between 1960 and 1970

g( - -- j.,- at a f aster rate than the United States (16.9 vs 13.3%). Bowever, O*"% .

[. -
the growth rate of this period for Texas was the second lowest since i~

Y '"* *
,

un \- - M N. data have been available for the Stata beginning in 1850. There m
udr=1sfr _ u a .m. - _ p g, -" ''_ was only a 10.1% increase during the 19D-1940 period. In the urban

,

AP ' ' , I # areas the population increased 24.1% between 1960 and 1970, while
"; ,' C rural residents decreased by 4.11. With regard to the growthj"_

.
g. situation for Hood County (1970 population, 6368) and Somervell"'"

+

s County (1970 population, 2793), Bood Comty grew at a tate (17I)
near that of Texas, while somervell Comty increased only 8.41.**

[g 3 sb 3* % The larger Hood County rata is believed due to its closer proximity
*

-' ' " _ a@ ea to the Fort Worth Standard Harropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA),
n samm ar emmas env=== e _< * * **'

which includes Tarrant Comty (1970 population, 716,316) to the

q emates vencms northeast and Johnson County (1970 population 45,720) to the east.
Another factor is the *=!-

' t of Lake Cranbury in 1969, 9 tch_

+ " " " * * " *a leading to the development of residential and recreationaa
e,a.naaseausse assa &# sing within Hood Comty.

ve mc oneveau une um
,

The 5Cmnile radius includes most of the Fort Worth SMSA and a small
== ==gCC" i part of the Dallas SMSA. It includes all of the city of Fort Worth,

which is a " population center" (19 70 population, 393.476) as defined
in 10 CFR Fart 100. Communities-with a population of 1000 or more

F18 2.1.3. Air traf fic map of C*SES area.
in 1970 within 50 milee of the site are given in Table 2.2.1. Table

source: ER, Fig. 2.1-6. 2.2.2 shows the present and projected populations within the 5 ,
10 , and 50-mile radii. Additional details and sector population
projections are presented in the 11 (ER, Sect. 2.2).

.

-__m_____________________________.___m
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h nearn t occupied house after Squaw Creek Reservoir is filled
will be about 1-3/4 mila) west of CPSES. h nearest church is 2.2.3.1 Crcuadwater
radae Crowe Chapel about 3-1/4 miles northeast of the site. h
nearest schools, which are operated by the Clan Rose ladependent Information a the locatica, type, capacity, and use of all men s
School District, comprising most of Somervell County and a portion in the vicinity of the site is given in the applicant's ER (ER.
of Hood Comty, are on a single campus in Clen Rose. h 1971/72 Pig. 2.2-7; ER. Table 2.2-12). - Host are completed in the Tnrin
enro11=-at was 610 students plus staff. Itarks-English Boepital in Mo m siae formation, although a few wens north of the site aree

Clan Rose. which includes a nursing home and houses H1 patients completed in the Clan Roma formation.
plus staff. is the nearest hospital.

Informatim on the larger capacity walls within 20 mLles of the
Publie v icreation sites are the Dinosaur Valley State Park (4-1/2 site is also given in the applicant's ER (EE Pig. 2.2-7) . h sel mil a .omthwest). Lake Cranbury Recreation (8 to 10 miles northeast), wells, sflich accoat for most of the amicipal irrigation, mad
and uveral children's camps, the closest of which is the Cedar Brake industrial grounevnter supplima in the area, are cogleted in the

[
Cirl Scout camp (4-2/3 miles southwest). Also located in the area are Twin Mountains formation. h Te ns Water Development Board has
Sig Rocks City Park and the Somerven County Historical Museum both in coglated a study (ER. Section I,2.3.1) indicating that papage

| Clen Rose and the Laks Whitney Recreation Area (4 miles southeast of within 20 miles of the site tolala about 100 acre-f t per year.
j Clan Rose). This yearly pumpage is expected to increase to about 200 acre-f t
-

by 2020.
N major industrias in the area are two dressmaking plants in Cranbury
and the fase11-fueled De Cordova Band Stamm Electric Station (8-1/2
miles northeast). 2.2.3.2 Surface water

_

All potential surface water users in Texas must file for permission
2.2.2 land use with the Texas Water Rights e - f.aion. A summary of the 1972

listing of applicatims. claims, and artified f111 ass for surface
Over 96% of the land in Bood and Somervell counties is used for water une from Squaw Creek is given in Tabla 2.2.3. A similar O
agricultural purposes, h change in 1=ad naage in these counties listing for the Brazos River is given in the applicant *a ER (ER,
between 1958 and 1967 is shown in the ER (ER. p. 2.2-7) and indi- Table 2.2-15). ocates that there is increasing acreage being used for pasture and
forest, while the mount of cropland and rangeland is decreasing.

_,,

Livestock and livestock products yield nearly two-thirds of the cash
j ,_

h
| receipts from farm marketings. Since the area is d w anted by range- user e- L== -" w

""**
lands, cattle represent the majority of livestock, although bogs, goats. ima.a.v , ,

abaep. and chickens are also raised, the latter mainly for egg production.
2*es Dema tei== *mhm Le=== 0==m amar . so ma serenas. m

** " " * " "
hre are four ==rcial dairy herds (total 240 cows) within 10 miles
of the station, h closest hard (80 cows) is 5 miles south-southeast [ ","* 0** **"'*" *y j -

88'3" *"*'"

and involves a feedlot operatica using no more than 2 acres.
3ssess tu ar Asse alsesa Fale.1972.Tsaas tamar Rgmac- mesam. Temas

m a e mat cash crop within 5 miles of the plant is peanuts. N
I total 1971 production for had and Smervell counties was about

2 Z 3.000 lb. m yield averaged about 750 lb per acre. h T*v== Water Rights ca.sion granted the Brazos River Authority
in Permit 2111-A the*use of 100.000 acre-f t/ year of water from Lake
Cranbury, of *1ch 70.000 acre-f t/ year is designated for industrial

j 2.2.3 vater use mae. This 70.000 acre-f t/ year water anoemmat was contracted by
j the Brazos Water Authority to the Texas Electric Service Company

Present water use in the area is primarily for domestic. irrigation. and the Tazaa Power ad Light Company for 9ad=* trial cooling purposes,
and livestock purposes.

. _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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2.3.2 Archaeological sites
r i== h inThe contract was approved by the Texas Water Rispats

the Term Permit CF-20. This permit allous for the uma of the Brason The archaeological potential of the CPSES area was assessed in a
River bed ad banks between Fossuna Kingian smearvoir and Lake Crm- study for the applicant by SWs Departmaat of Anthropology. A

bury and douestream of the Da Cordova Band anservoir to pofats of ** umber of interesting sites were discovered. ' These are described
diversion to convey the water to points of use. It also stacas and catalose4 in a report presented as Appendix A of the ER.
that the water returned to the Brases River will not be in such
candition that it will be detrimental to others.

2.3 3 Batural lan h rks
Of the 70,000 acre-f tlyear water allotment. the users plan to use ,

15.000 acre-f t/ year at the Tradingtouse Steam Electric Station. niaa-aur Valley State Park is the only Federally listed natural
3,500 acro-ftlyear at the Da Cordova asad Steam Elmetric Station, or historical landmark close to CPSES (4.5 miles southwest).
38,300 acro-f t/ year at the CPSES, ad 13,200 ae_re-ft/ year for Originally created by the State of Texas. it protects exposed olaosaur
future needs. tracks in the Cretaceous limestone strata of the Glen Rose formation.

CPSES will not ef fect this natural lanhrk,
The use of 38,300 acre-f t/ year of water for CPSES was approved by
the Texas Water Rights ra==iasion la Permit 2871. Permit 2871
also allous for the diversion of 165,300 acre-ft of flood waters 2.4 CEDIDCT AMD SEJSIGDCT [

from Lake Cranbury over a three-year period to fill Squan Creek **

Reservoir. It is stipulated diversian of the flochaters can be 2.4.1 Coology
done only when the Brazos River flow measured at the Clan Rose sage
asceada 300 cfm during Septenhar throusti February and asceeds 500 The physiographic setting of the central Texas region is shown in -
cfm during March through August. Fig. 2.4.1. The atte lies within the Comanche Plateau subdivision of

the Cantral Texas section of the Crest Plaims province not far ,

'
-

The nearmat dcunstream manicipal use of Brazos River water is at from the boundary separating the latter f rom de Coastal Plain province.
Waco,nearly 140 miles downstream of Iaka Cranbury. The Brases m
liver Authority has an application for 10.000 acre-feat of water The Paluzy sad and the CM he formation am geologic formations _ , ,

f unna Lake Crambury for ===t ripal use. At present hausver, the which crop out in the site vicinity. The entire bedrock section ta
city of Marlin (located 170 =11=a daunstream of Lake Crambury) is t e lame late e te area is na * up of the Clan Rose formation. It
the amarest ==8cipal water user idno has cantracted to purA=== 1s under ain h t a tains formati e, w osa sandstones am

- water freen the Brazos River Antherity. water-bearing and constituta the major aquifer for groiandwater locally.

*** ** ** I* ** * ** #** *** * *

2.3 RISTORIC AND amman nCICAL SIIES AND MATURAL LdNDN4KS . the station foundation materials.

2.3.1 Ristoric sites Additional geological detail is presented in the byplicant's ER ~
*'"* * * ** U *# ""

*

There are eight historical markara in the Cien Rose area as listed
by the Cuide to Official Texas Markers. Only ema site. the Squaw 2.4.2 Seismology

Creek Indian Fight Battleground is is close prawi=ity to the sita
for CFSES (IR, Sect. 2.3.1). Earthquaks activity in the region cm be classified as low to

moderata, and no physical evidence exists that the site has'

Peak, for which the proposed plant is amW, is a pra=i===t experienced major seismic activity at any time,ra==acha

masa located 5-1/2 91== to the north. It was sa Y= Ai == and pia ===r
lamahmark and used by thi YnM e as a masting place ad angply Additional seismic detail appears in the applicant's ER (ER, Sect.

2.4.4. Fig. 2 4-6).
,

| cater.

|

i
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2.5 SWLFACg MMFS mfd ctnHEThiMER

2.5.1 Surfaca unter

2.5.1.1 Seeme Creek and Palaxy River untarmhed-
.. . ,

* * * * * * * * * Squer Creek, dich will be impounded to form tbs proposed Sque
Creek asservoir, flows in a southeasterly direction and is a trib-

[-*'""". utary of t!.a Palaxy River. A short distans .lmmatream from the
***N mouth of Sque Creek, the Faluny River fleus into the Brazos River.

.

g3 ;-- ' The drd aama aram contributing to the reservoir site is 64 square
miles.1

-

C.
N. DT h Palury River watershad conqPrimes an area of 410 square miles.

M It drains the eastern part of Erath County, southwestern part of
*~~ s

~
---""**

Rood Comty, e d north central part of somervell County.6..- g"
4'[,

h watershed lies in the Texas-Culf Water Resource Region. h.
- Falury River flows into the Brazos River dounstream from Laka Gran-

bury and upstream from Laka Whitney.
*
g / h U.S. Geological Survey has measured the flow of the Piluzy

"g s River at Clan Rose a few milaa upstream of the confluence with Squaw
./ Creek and published the results in annual reports since mid-1947.2* * * *

h as records were used as the basis for estimating the rm off from nthe Squaw Creek watershad during the 24-year period from 1948 a- - - through 1971. A To correct for the different watarmhed areas the M
values were scalad down la proportion to the drainase area ratio

{ (64/410 = 0.156). h resulting Squaw Creek run(*t quantities are
summartmed in Table 2.5.1. A stream 3iging arag1CA ses established

, by the U.S. Geological Survey in October 1973 or Squaw Creek at 6i * * - "" its intersectim with the bridge ca State Elapray 144 (Et, Sect.
6.1.1.1) .

Major floods in the Paluzy River watershad resulting in severe
damage occur on the averaga of once every three to four yem a.i

Major floods during recent years occurred in 1949,1952, IMS,1957,i

1959, and 1963. h flood of October 1949, having an eat'. mated,-
*** '" " "~.'"*" 6.61 chmen of occurrence, produced a peak discharge of 48,500 efay,,,*- _"Mg g at the stream sage <xt the Paluzy River naar Clan Rose and inadated

1--t,_-_
_ .f_- an estimated 12,800 acres of floodplain.8 h maximma flood of i- - - ' * * * record, idtich occurred in April 1908, produced a peak discharga of

. 59.000 cfs at tna sama saga, flooded about 14,000 acres, and het
-

a 4.62 chance of occurrence. 5 It ta estimated that the 32 chaice !

*
Fig. 2.4.1. Fbysiography of central Texia.

Source : ER, Fig. 2.4-1.

!
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g Upland erosion in the watershad is moderate.' The hidLly erosive4
-. --y Cross Tie ers soils suffered severe shmat and gully erosion in the

a
8 past,a

f . . C $555558I$233835333CC- I Streadank arosion is destroying an average of 2.74 acres of land-

a 3EE3885 in the Falury River waterabad annually.3 Most of this destructionO
1 is occurring on the main stas chmnal lying within Hood County and

antending into northern Somerve.11 Comry. Small ammats occur onC. C-- C.-- - C* *

| u53333sE3558s883333333583 the tributarias and the upper r==A=m of the main stem. Floodplain8

scour dammas in the watershed is moderate.3
'

a
? -

y.u w_ - - 4. -w I -- .. $ 3E383338SEI, I 2.5.1.2 Lake Cranbury$3333535! 0 3E .

u
.

E'I. - . ~ .* - - :- .- e -

'> ~ Laka cranbury i. .a ino mdant of the arazos River in nood Coaty.
,

j 3513$iiIsssss!s!sEIs&Eifs
-

Texas, formad by De Cordova tend Dam, as shown in Fig. 3.4.1. This

is a recent impondemat. ainec the dam was not closed util 1969,
[ ., :

= 3 8 5 3 8 3 3 3 3 S g'E 5 B 3'3 8 8 3 3 3 5 5 8 { . Possum Kinadom Reservoir is locatad upstream on the trasee River.~-*6+b~. _ y._ , , , , -~~*- - *6 '*=*b-*b*' '4a
% and Laka W r==y is located downstream.g

<[g _ - - _

I
*Water from Laks Cranbury will be pumped to Squeu Creek Reservoir

Tjr*?:*jg3g}4*jggs{gs'}[Is Eg to help replace water lost as a result of evaporation and to limit-L * ***** **

2 a the buildup of dissolved solids in $queur Creek Baaervoir by sup-{
.5 $S 353335358358o8338E3$g g k . plying blowdown water, The reservoir blowdown, with twice the_ F

.- .- --. .- - - .-

! concentration of total dissolved solids (TDS), will be returned to p
[ Lake Cranb6Jy. g=

I
_

-

Y
g-

-. .w -- -

The capacity and the area curves for Lake Cranbury are shcasa in0335ESI33333333EEEE3EE33S ,
- ] Fig. 2.5.1.

_3
"

- - 3
_- . - -- - C

I33383388333333333.3. 533 g~

2.5.1.3 Brazos tiver

3 Tha Brazoa River originataa in the State of Maa hexico about 30 t

_ , , . , .
miles west of the border with the State of Texas ed flows gener* . .

BN53555EEekk35E53555.35$3 - ally in a southsaetward direction to Freeport Texas, where it.

dischargas into the Gulf of Maxico. Rainfs.ll in the Brazon River }
Rasin varian from about 18 in./ year at the haa< heaters to about

'

3gjjgjjjfggjgj: ggjjggggg I 45 in./ year near Freeport, Texas, long-term records of the rate
of inflow into Lake Cranbury and the rate of discharge from De .

Cordova Band Dam are not availakle since Lake Cranbury La rela- t

tively new. Ecueve . the Brazos River flow has been measured since }

2 g , g,g ,g.s(ation naar the point where the Faluzy. River
'

r '~S 8 '." . 5. C ~5 8 3 3 5 3 3 " 3 3 3 3 3 8 5 3
j 1923,

- g t**~~~~ ~O '33 enters the trazoa River. !
.

:i. EE~C*t CCCEd"g"CECIssssissattsssass..IssaI

'
1

O
(

.

' " " y g.
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a

These recorde show that the average flow between 1923 and 1971 i

was about 1529 cfs (EE. $ set. 2.5.1.3).
|

A probability curve for the rate of flow at this location for the
i 1941-1962 time period is shown in Fig. 2.5.2. Data prior to 1941

were not included since the Possum Kingdoet Baservoir, which providesARE A IN THOUSAND ACRES flow regulation, was not congilated until then. This curve shows
12 to a 6 4 2 O that the average race of flew during this tien period was 1555 cis.T20 i i i i i In 1952, however, the averaan rate of flow during the year was caly

332 cis.

<t

700 -

4,,, ptM -
2.5.1.4 vater cality

-
|

Top coastavaYeon root Water diverted to Squaw Creek Reservoir from Lake Cranbury will.a ELev. ses FT have noticambly higher concentratican of diasolved minerals thana
that of natural runof f of the Squaw Creek watershed. Tha watera
quality data for Squer Creek are given in the ER (ER. Tablec 2.5-3O 680 - -

2.5-4 and Appendices C and D). The applicat estimates that the
U ELEv a 75 F1 total dissolved solida cantent is about 275 to 325 mg/ liter. Because

i-r Lake Cranbury has been la operation for only a ahort time, its long-
$ tera quality characteristics have not been establiebed. In general.
p 660 - ~ however, they can be espected to fall somovbere between the condia
5

r,,=, observed at Fosswa E.ingdom Raservoir and those at Laka Whitney.
T%a USCS continuously smitors the ch==f cal quality of water re- oleased from both of these reservoirs.* 8

SURFACE ARE A IN ACRESi e,600 AT ELEv. "

$640 69 an s L. . .The ehemical quality of water from Possum Eingdom Reservoir between
STORAGE CAPaCITT* tS3.SOO AC.-FT. AT 1960 and 1969 is given in Tabla 2.5.2. The averate concentration

ELEV 695 as S L. of total dissolved solids in water coming from Possian Kingon Ras- ,

ervoir during that decada ece 1441 as/ liter. In that same period, '

the average level of total dissolved solids cheerved in the Lake -
t t t t '620 Witney water was $35 mg/ liter.

O SO 100 ISO 200 250 SOO

CAPACITY IN THouSAMO ACRE-FEET Rased on this information and other data on inflow to Lake Cranbury.
it is estimated that the average concentration of dissolved solids

Fig. 2.5.1. Capacity and area curves for lake Cranbury. in Lake Cranbury will be 1200 mg/11ter.1
. Source: ER. Fig. 2.5-4.
"

Additional eh.=1 cal and ecological parameters for Lake Cranbury
are summarised by tbs applicant (ER. Table 2.5-8).

2.5.2 Groundwater
L

The applicant has opensored studies of the grondwater in the '

vicinity of th site and reported the results in the ER (ER. Sect.
62.5.2). abat of the graimuhrater in the site region occurs in
I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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y bedrock. Some does exist in the shallow floodplain alluviusa along
g stream valleys. Bedrock aquifers in the site vicinity include in
g order of increasing aga: the Faluxy formation Clan Rose formation.

O
. .

and hin Mmattains formation. all of the Cananch series, Cretaceous
age. Squsw Creek Reservoir and the CPSIS are on the Clan Rose forma-
tion outcrop. which, in turn, is ederlain by the hin Mountains (yi

formation. The Falury formation is absent at the CFSES location
but within the limits of the proposed reservoir.,

The principal orf eina of groun&ater in the h in Mountains forma-
2 m a e se en so no == ==* ano a== tica are rainfall.and streamflow occurring in the outcrop area.'em

Downdip from the outcrop, groun& ster in the hin Montains forms-
practer or vaar -arte a:SonAmeE ass touALLED tion is confined by fine-grained materials of the overlying Clen

om sacreato was23 Rome formation. Hydrostatic pressure in the hin Montains is
great enough to create static water levels which rise above the
formation and, sometimes, to cause flowing mells. The pierommeric

sosect: setsEs, u.s.. stamaartou level, at the site, maamured in a test boring in this formatico,
sa$a hYNotess$ !s'a$.' is approximately elevation 670 f t above men sea level about 60 f t
WAfte RESOURCES 8352510s. OPim above the formation surface.
f1LE sr. test.

~

The principal origins of grointdwater in the Clan Rosa formation
are rainfall in the outcrop area and minor seepage froma both the
overlying Falury formation and sanderlying hin Mounraf an formation.

Fig. 2.5.2. Flow probability curve for the Brazos River at
station 8-0910 near Clen Rose. CPSES and Squaw Creek tasarvoir will be constructed on the Clan
Source: ER. Fig. 2.5-5. Rose formatica. The Clan Rose limestones are essentially imperam-

amounts of argillar-a s impurities present.able due to slight u
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These limestones are resistant to solution ef fects: open volds. 2.6 NETEOROLOCY
caverns, joints. collapse features, and frequent fractures - fre-
quent in some limestone formations - are notably absent in the Glen 2.6.1 Regional climatology
Rose formation near the site.

h site is located in Nerta Central Temas, in a transition sone
Croundwater, therefore, myes very slowly into and through the between the humid subtropical climate of East Texas and a more
formation; entrance is af forded principally thrc,u;A existing joints continental climate to the north and west. The climate of the alte
and fractures. Occasional isolated sand lenses also contain ground- e,n be described as ccatinental, characterized by rapid changes in
water. temperature and marked extremes, modified by frequent incursions

of warm, moist air advancing f rom the Gulf of Mexico. During the
Detailed examination of cores frem test borings revealed minor winter, the area is of ten af fected by cold, dry polar air pressing
solutioning features and minimal fractures. Facker-pressure tests southward replacing warm, moJst tropical air. Temperature falls
in the Glen Rose formation, performed in most borings in the site of 20*F or more within an hour are not uncommon following tbs pas-
area. incurred essentially no water take in rock beneath the upper. sage of a cold front. However, periods of extreme cold are usuallyusually thin. Esathered zone. Northwest of the site. where the short-lived. Snowfall is generally light and has occurred during,

| formation is covered by ootliers of the Falury. a few domestic all winter months.
water wells are conqpleted in the Glen Rose formation.

| h influence of the maritise cH= ate is felt most strongly in the
| These wells produce potable water and are reliable during droughts. Spring. vben warm. moist air f rom the Gulf :soves over the area.

generally due to the slow release of groundwater to the Clen Ros* resulting in maximan precipitation. Spring is also characterized
formation from the overlying Falury formation. Elsewhere, welle by sporadic transition between warm and cold conditions, resultingconqpleted in the Glen Rose are often unreliable during droughts. in the highest average number of thunderstorm days,
in its outerep areas, the Glen Rose fcreation discharges water h highest temperatures of summer are associated with f air skies,
naturally through springs and seeps, in conffned portions of th* soucissesterly winds and dry air, h hot weather ta broken about nformation. there is a little transfer of water into overlying or four times a month by thederatorms. Fall is characterized by ae derlying formations when differential pressures occur. f air weather, lowest average wind speeds, and moderate temperatures.

h first f reeze usually occurs around Novend>er 22.
Following the subsurf ace exploration program, a number of the geo-
logie and foundation test borings were observed to determine water
levels. Of these borings, one was coupleted in the Twin Mountains 2.6.2 Local metaorology
aquifer; the pierometric water level in that boring is elevation
670 ft above usan sea level. The rest >f the boraholes monitored Based on meteorological measurements at Dallas. Fort Worth. Waco,for groundwater were completed in the Clan Rose formation. Static and Abilene (about 100 miles best of the site), aman amthly tempera-
water levels observed in these b arings range f rom 749 to 830 f t turas at the site may be expected to range front about 46*F in
above mean sea level. January to about 85*F in July and August. Racord minianza tempera-

tures have been -9*F at Abilene Danuary 1947) . -5*F at Waco OanuaryTypical results of anslyses of groundwater are given in the ER 1949), and -10*F at Dallas (February 1999). h record maxistan
(ER. Table 2.5-9) . The water is generally of the sodium bicar- temperature has been Ill*F. reported at all 3 staticas on different
bonate type with a dissolved solids content in the 300 to 800 dates. Maximum temperatures at the site may be expected to reach
ag/ liter range. 90*F or higher a1=nat 100 days per year, while falling below 32*F

on only about 40 days per year.

Maxf ='= precipitation occurs at the site area during April and hay,
with the =mv1=rm monthly averags being 4.8 1ach-* at Dallas. The
=N=>= monthly average at Dallas is 1.9 f ach**. While at Abilene
it is about 1 inch. Annual average precipitation varies f rom 2 3
inches at Abilene to about 36.5 inches at Dallas. Climatological

.

!

_
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stations naarer to the site indicate annual average precipitation
areiasd 31 inches. A large part of the annual precipitation results
f rom thundershower activity, with occasional heavy falls over brief
periods of time. Maximum monthly precipitation in the site area
was 15.4 inches at Dallas in April 1966. The monthly mia1=== value
of raecipitation is aero. N =avi=i= precipitation in a 24 hour
period was 9.18 inchas at Dallas in August 1947. Annual average
snowfall in the area varlea f tre 4.3 inches at Abilene to 1.5 inches
at Waco. h average annual setwfall at Dallas is about 2 inches.
h ==<1== monthly snowfall f or Dallas is 7.4 inches, which is
also the 24 hour maximan, both occurring in January 1964.

Wind data from the site, for the period May 15, 1972 throuab March
1,1973, indicate a predo-ic are of south to southeasterly winds,m

occurring about 43: of the time. West winds were the least f requent

at less then 21. Onsite data indicate a sean wind speed of 6.4 sob
and a frequency of calms about 3%. Long-term vind data at Waco
and Dallas indicate the predo=1amat wind direction is south and a
mean wind speed between 11 and 12 mph. he "fswrest mile" of wind

"" " * * * * ' ' " ~
recorded at Waco is 69 mph. he onsite wind ruN for the period
May 15,1972 through March 1,1973, is presented in Fig. 2 A.l.

=- "

One year of matte data for the period May 15, 19 72 through May 15,
19 73 are given in the PSAR (PSA1, Table 2.3.3.2),

2.6.3 Severe weather o
e

N
A variety of severe weather, f rom snow storms to tcuadoes ud "
hurrie=a*=, can af fect the site area.

ha site is in m area where warm, moist, estable air from the
Gulf of Mexico contacts cooler ed drier continental air pressing
southward and eastward, triggering thunderstorms and occasionally
tornadoes. hinderstorms can be expected to occur between 40-45
days per year, being most f requent in April and May with monthly
averages of 6 to 8 thederatorm days, and being least frequent in
December and January, with monthly averages of one thtsideratorm -

day.

During the period 1955-1967, 58 tornadoes were reported within the Fig. 2.6.1.
''a= - he reak vind rose, May 15, 1972, to March 1, 1973.

eMegree latitude-longitude square encompassing the alta, giving
a maan annual tornado frequency of about 4.5. he computad recur-
rence interval for a tornado at the plant site is 316 years. ,

For the period 19 31-1960 ,* the muual averase frequency of tropical
cyclones that affected Texas was about 2.0. In the sama 30 year
time period, about 15 tropical cyclones were of hurricane force.
During the period 1955-1967, in the one-degree latitude-longitude
square cat =1atag the site, there vera 77 windstores of 50 knots

- - - - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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'**8* **#* I' * 8**** * # * ** *# **or greater e d 42 reports of hail 3/4 inch or larger. Dimmaging
for both livestock and wildlife.hailstorms are most frequent during April. Nay, and June.

Freezing rain occurs occasionally during the winter and early spring 2Lewisvine series clav loancausing damage to trees and electrical power and telephone lines.
At Carswell AFB. Fort Worth, the snnual average frequency is 0.3

h Leutevilla series consist of deep, gently sloping to slopingpercent of all hours observed, but for Deceder. January. February *
calcarsoua soils. These soils are primarily old alluvial sotleazJ March the percentages are 0.3. 2.5. 0.5. and 0.1. respectively formed along stream terracas, although sometimes occurring on
slopes below limestone hille. Slopes range from sero to 10% but

2.7 FfYW ACT OF THE SITE AND ENVIsOts usually are 2 to 62. These soils are well drainad; they have mod-
erste yarneability and a high available water capacity. Most areas

2.7.1 Terrestrial ecology along the stream terraces are cultivated; many of the more sloping
areas below limestona hills are used as rangeland. Erosion is i

2. 7.1.1 Soils slight on the gentle slopes.

| Thirteen different soil series occur on the site. Figure 2. 7-2a e series leastI of the Envir<== ental Report presents a complete soils map of the
i site. h soils of the Squaw Creek arma are of three types (1)

upland, stony shallow clays. overlaying the Clen Rose limestone N Bosque series consist of deep calcareous loamy soils of the
bottoalands. These nearly level soils forand in bands of loamyf ormation; (2) bottomland, calcare*;s alluvial loams. overlaying alluvius along the floodplains of streams. Slopes are usually lesaQuaternary alluvium; and (3) upland. Cross Timbers sands and sandy than 11. h ee soils are well drained; they have moderate perne-1^==. overlaying the Palury sandstone formatica. Within the
ability and high available water capacity. Most of these soila

property bondary of the project area, the first type la the most are cultivated in small grains, sorghes, and pecan orcha-ds, al- -

commmely occurring; the second typa occupies less area. primarily though unsch native vegetation occurs along stream banks. palong Squaw Creek and Father Branch; and the third type occgies
the least area, primarily to the south and southemat of the statican g

*1E** Co ,

Sinithorst series fine sandy loan 2

Rather than a detailed discussion of all of the soil series of the h Windthorst series consists of deep to moderately deep loamy tosite, attention is focused on certain soil series which are (1) _;sandy soils om glanda. Slopes vary from 1 to 3%. These soilscom in the proposed Squaw Creek ReservMr area. (2) in the con- are moderately well drained and moderately slowly permeable; they
struction zone of the station, and (3) characteristic of the beve a high available water capacity. Many of the gently sloping
types described earliar. Figure 2.7-2b of the Et illustracca a

areas are cultivated in peanuts, sorghums, and small grains. Inprofile of soil series at the location of the station along a north- sloping areas een cultivated both wind erosion and water erosionsouth transact. as indicated in Fig. 2.7-2a.
may be severe.

Tarrant meties stony clay 1
,

Thees soils contain 35 to 652 (by volume) fragments of 11=-atone. A summary of the vegetation --ities of the site (Table 2.7.1)
h soil depth varies from as much as 20 in, to surface It amatcme- was calculated ustag the vegetatico map (EE. Fig. 2.7-2c) developedSlopes are mainly 1 to,82, but occasionally w to 40%. h soil" by the applicant from taasticative survey data aerial photography,have rapid to medium rmof f, a moderate water intaka rate, and a ad qualitative obser*itimes. As indicated by the property boundarylow available water capacity. When these soils have good vegeta- e h project area M. Fig. 2.7-2c). the project acreage naamined

. tion cover, erosion is slight, but when bare, erosion is rapid and is 8575 acres. appra-1=ately 300 acres smaller than the total land
damasa may be severe. Tarrant soils are best suited for inne as cunership of the appi dzant at this sita. Figure 2.7-2b of the

,

1
,

1

.
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v es.LF s. A assamasy.tsh..uumansa stad of ecleared Juniper-Mreemma Dylames ===8w by the appli-.s m.c - a.sm cast also was being gramed, stedmJ c: ame car to 14 acres.
c m-

.s sh. ,=m s Iaman coversy and frequency of oa.currence of trees and miraba in
- "" **"* **=* both cleared and eclasred Juniper-Threamra blanda are presented

.in Table A-1 of Appendix A. In oma of the elaared stands, jimaiper

Unestpsress spp.) and mastuite (Proegsa ghp=A7ama) are ch==at.%
% g , la the second cleared stead == h d. j miper is the dominant tree
'- au s species. per shrubs occur in the et== red set =d=. la the scleared

% c,,,,% g,, ,, uplands, jwp=- is e1marly the h==t tree species. Coman
akrubby spart== are elbombush (fbrestiaru pehmoosna) and cedar ela.. . " **

**P""**** Gffmus orassifolia). The mean percentage canopy coverags and per-
' e. m22 x cantage frequency of occurrence of ground cover wegetation for

-

" " e1=aved uplands are in Table A-2 a d for e cleared eglands. in
1******"*" 3*' * Table A-3. %reamuns (Aristids spp.) are the domiant grassee in
O*=T=* e e the first elmared stand, but because of the shallower soil, hairy *

trideas Griosasaaora pilossar) is the M-t grass in stami 2.
im.: ssts saa

P- broomsmed (Zanthoosphalaan h-kloidse) is the h==t
forb in both sta da, la areas protected from grazing, scattered
patches of little blunates are present. In the uncleared eglands,
throasues. Toms gramm (Soutelossa rsgs.disses), tall dropeand (Spo-
robolass asper), ed hairy gramm (SoutsZons: Asswata) are hamat
in open areas, while sedges (Cyperva-4) are essentially the only .
species occurring under brush caspies. Tory fear forts occar.,

Environmental Report illustrates am saw1 vemental profile of the nsite on a morth-south transact through the proposed location of
. r0

4

the station. as indicated in Fig. 2.7-2c. A complete species list
Juniper Emiry Crema $1 opes

of producers is foissa in Appendiz C of the EnvircummatA1 Report.
The J aiser - Emiry Grama - ity is the second most cmmmanInteractions of topography. drainage, soil moisture, soil fertility. vegstatiets type occurring an it== atone soils, primarily Tarrmat

and perturbations, both natural and himum-induced. have resulted serias. Jm1per - Bairy Cramm Slopes occier about 16Z of the entire
in sia distinct vegetation types on the site, alta. Benaa perenataga canopy coveraga and percentage fre tumacy

of occurrence of vegatation on Juniper - Entry Crama Slopes are
found in Tabla A-4. The da==8 a=at trees were Ashe and re/herry

Jetper-Threessa Uplands j aipers. Rairy grama is the dad - t grass. with three men and tall .
gramm (Soutelous poetinata) occurries c=17 Os Ja'.per - Emiry ,

This is one of the most -= vegetation types on the site (35Z). Crama Slopes the usan percentaga of open groisad with vegetation
The Jaiper-Threemen e-aity occure predominatly on liamstone ons found to be 67.3.

! soils, primarily Tarrant series stony soil. Little blemate "

(bahrpogoes scop <tria.a)8 was the dominant climax pies on thsee
soils prior to overgrazing by domestic livestock. As the native,

Brommed Beac_hsst

I grsones we:e reduced by overgrazing, a secondary succession to
briamby specias (Jusiiperus, Proegis, Opisitia. etc.) began. Broomseed ammeham are the third type of wegacatica growing on~

limaatana soils. About 102 of the alta is composed of Broomeed
86Z of the Jaiper-Threenwn Uplands was brueb-cleared aboutakaa **"'h==. troommed Renches are found alcos hulaidea on weathered r

20 years ago and was stocked at approximately one cow to 9 acres. limataea slopes, mually at elevations between 720 and 780 ft.
Scattered throughout the Juniper-Threeman Uplande are plats of Thema Broommed Rechas ars ===11y seen la Fiss 2.7-2a and 2.7-2c
land which have not been brush-cleared in at least 20 years. The

!
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of the Enviraamatal Report. h stand exa=ia-d by the applicant
is located in a pasture which was cleared about 20 years ago and density of trees ad shrube decreases, composition changas azten-
stocked at one cow to 9 acres. Mesquite is the dceninant woody sively, and certain species are excluded as a reenlt of decreased

| species and King Ranch bluestem (4adrcrogcyt isoh.armum) and tall . water availability in the Upper Riparian. Both the overstory and
dropseed (Sporobolus asper) are the d-iaant grasses. Com ' adaratory are dominated by cedar alm. The overstory of both the

brooimeeed (IanthoosphaZum dhuZoidss) is the Aa-f amat forb. Upper and 14mrer Riparian types was dominated by cedar alm, jaipers,
- The composition and distribution of m%er grasses and forts are bur oak, and pecan. Cedar als and junipers were of high importance

,
hishly variable due to differences in topography, microclimata, in the ederstory of both types. However, asaquite, which occurred

! and soil. Approximately 86% of the aram examined had no brush in only trace values is the her Riparian, has the second h13best
cover. Survey data are given in Table A-5. importanca valus in the Upper Riparian.

|
|

Lower Riparian Cross Timbers

The Lower Riparian vegetation type occurs along Squaw Creek at The Cross Timbers vegetation type occurs primarily on sendy upland
elevations less than 725 f t. The combination of straa= side topos, soils. Because most areas with sandy soil are now used for agri-

enitural purposes, the Cross Timbers vegetation type is distributedraphy and alluvial soils results in a more mesic envirca==ar tha,
the surromding glands. N resulting cancentration of woody as small uncleared plots that occupy a very small percentage of

'
vegetaticum along stream banks is characteristic of ripartan com- the entire Squaw Creek Reservoir area. According to Fig. 2.7-2c
munities in mich of north central Texas. h relative frequency, of the ER, no significant screams of Cross Timbers vegetation

relative dominanew, relative density, and importance values of the occurs within the properry bomdary of the project area. Detailed
discussion of the Cross Timbers and Cross Timbers Sevnens are fondwoody species of the Lower Riparian vegetation type are given in

Table A-6. In the overstory stratum, cedar alm (UZahs omasifolia), in Appendix C of the Environmental Report.

bur oak GNarens recroecrpa), and redberry and Ashe jelper (.Itatiperus
spp.) have hish importance values. In the mderstory stratism, juni- Q2.7.1.3 eaa an- rsper, cedar elm, and Americsa beautyberry (CaZZio2@a masricana) have

b)high imPortance values. Music species such as American sycamore
Section 2.7 and Appendiz C of the Environmental Report ostair O.(fZa* anus ocetdestaZis), black willow (SaZiz nigru), and Eastern
lists of tha mtebrata species expected to occur in tha Squacottonwood (Populue daZeoidsa) occur along the creek bottoma. Eur
Creek Reservoir area; specias actually observed in the area areoak (bn eks memoarpa), alm (UZanas marriania), and ashes (Frarimus indicated. Scientific = ==== and c1 ===ifications are included inop.) usually occur somewhat farther away f rom streasside. The
rh== checklists. Surveys of vertebrata consumers were conductedharbaceous grond cover in the lower Riparian is the most diverse
with respect to the vegetation types of the site. h two distinct

of the site. The density of herbe is highly variable, depending
wildlife habitat types are the wlands on liamstone soils (Juniper-on the extent of canopy coverage by trees and whether cattle are

| excluded. Naamwn Uplands, Broomweed Benchas, and Jaiper - Bairy Crama
Slopea) and the botta-laads on allevial soila (Upper and Lower

I

Upper Riparian

Aap bians .

The Upper Riparian type was arbitrarily dea 13nated as vegetation

; cecurring on alluvial soils at elevations greater than 725 f t. Fif tman species of amphibians may occur on the site, although only
j h alluvial soils of the Upper Riparian are primarily Lewisville . bseM. M ht toads No MIWs),o
; clay loan. About 33% oT the area within the Upper Riparian desig- bullfrogs ([fana octeabaiana), and leopard f rogs (Apsa ptpions) were
j nation (ER, Fig. 2.7-2c) b5e been used for agricultural purposes.

seen at stock ponds in the uplands and along Squaw Creek.
i h relative frequency, relative do-iamara, relative density, and

importance values of the woody species of the Upper Riparim are
given in Table A-7. thring outward from the lower R1parian, the

i

f
i

t

t

1
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Tabla 2.7.2. Eatinated densities of birds in two
Baptiles habit at types in the Sque Creek Reservoir

area based on 15 etrip censuses

Fifty-two species of reptiJes may occur on the site; twenty-ene species
were observed. Pmd sliders (dtryeampa scripta) and spiny softshell Spectee Estimated density
turtiss (Trionyz spiniferus) are comme in the deeper pools of Squaw or (number per 100 acres)

, Creek. One common sr.apping turtle (ChsZydna serpentina) was ob- group mottomlands Uplande
! served in late October. F1mia4ellied water snakes (Natriz erythro-

gas ter) are c- in Squaw Creek. Western -% bon sa=4= (Thaw 2o- Robins 605 27
phis prortmus), six-lined race reners (Chartdophoma aarlineatus). Pringillida 170 225
ground skinks (Eypaanz Zatarala), rough green snakes (Ophaodrya Meadowlarks 156 43
asstipus), and ropperheads (4gkistrodon concorrriz) are associated Mourning doves 19 12
with the Lower Riparf am stan t reptiles on the site prefer upland other birds 205 120
habitats . Creater earless lizards (Cophmaurus tammus) are the Total 1.155 427
most abundant reptilian species, commonly found in dry rocky creek
bottoes and along Itmatone outcropa. Collared lizarda (Cm taphyrus Sources staf f revision of material in Appendix C

oollaris) occur in the same habitat. Texas spiny (SasZoporus of the Environmental Report, Amend. 1. dated

olivaoeus) and Eastern fence lizards (SosZoporus widulatus) were Sept. 27. 1973.

seen along fence lines and in trees throusbout the area. N lime-
stona outcrops and dry, rocky ravines, with cacti mesquite, and
juniper, provide auttable habitat for a variety of reptilea, in- Waterf owl following the Central Flyway may pass near or possibly

cluding Western diamondback rattlesnakes (CrofaZus armz) . Texas over the Squaw Creek area.5 h waterfowl observed on Squaw Creek
horned lizards (Jhrynosonz2 cornutwr), bull snakes (Pituophis awl- ad nearby stock ponds are primarily dabbling ducks, such as the

anolsucks), king snakes (farropeltis a2ZZip2 star), and coachwhips mallard (Anas platyrhymhos) pintail (Anas acuta), and aboveler
Otzstimphia fZageIIwe). (SparuZa clypaara). No quantitative estimates of densities were

made; however, observations indicate that waterfowl as winter c;
to the Stum Creek area. erealdents are not e-a W

Birda
The bobwhite quail (Colinus viryinianus) is an important game bir.!

A total of 118 specias, including 43 resident and 75 migratory M y occurring on the sita. Sixty-six bobwhite coveys were

birds, may be aspected to occur on the site, at least temporarily observed during the summer and fall of 1972. The density of bob-
G1. Appendiz C. Amend. 1. Se pt . 2 7. 19 73) . e Seventy-four species e tte was estimated to range from 17 per 100 meres up to 40 per

were actually observed on the site; of these. 36 species were 100 acres. The number of bobwhite quail observed per mile by Texas
6 la Bood and Smervellcensidered ah-=A=a t or c-=1y encountered; the other 38 species Parks and Wildlife Department personne1

were considared ecommean. h quantitative estimates of bird den- counties is presented in Table 2.7.3. From these data it is ap-

sities presented in Table 2.7.2 represent tha average of a ander parent that the quail populations of this five-county area undergo

of censuses conducted in aarly Noveter 1972. Because of expected =a - =1 fluctuations and that the populations in Hood and Somervell

wide confidence li mits, the mean A-= =' ties are best cocaidered as counties are not unique with respect to the surrounding area.

Indicative of relative abundance, not as absolute densitias. Bird
densities were hisbar in the bott=1= ads than in the uplands. except h mourning dove (Zanatduru azzaroum) is another important game

fer the ningillids (a taxonomic grouping under which observeth. bird occurring on the site. N abundance of mourning doves in

of 14 species were combined). In addition to the lower E1parian the Squaw Creek Reservoir area is seasonally variable because of
habitats, three somewhat specialized habitate were cheerved to be of the species' migratory behavior. As seen in Table 2.7.2. !ste
import = w to bird populations. These include (1) comparatively fall densittee were estimated at 12 per 100 acres la the uplands

A=aa* stands of mesquite, usually distributed in the Upper tipartan and 19 per 100 acres in the bottomlands. h number of sm>urning

ed occasionally on hilltops where the soil is not rocky and shal- doves observed per mile by Texas parks and Wildlife Department
7

low. (2) heterogeneous mixtures of woody species growing in narrow pee =onne1 in Bood and Somervell cosssties and three adjacent com-
bands along limestone outcrope where brush clearing is difficult, ties is found in Table 2.7.4. Although these data indicate wide

(3) thick growths of juniper along fenen lines. spatial and temporal variations in mourning dove abedance. dove
populations in Hood and somervell counties do not appear unique

*MT** h C caat= h d in a=-a h at 2 of tha E1 dated Jaa==ry 25, with respect to the surrounding area.

1974, pr====to the results of more recent censuses.
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Deer nice (Fanrryse:.s stanfor.lats.s), bispid cotton rats (Sigmodon
. Two species of raptorial birds, classified by the U.S. Depat ement hispid.s), and pygmy nice (Baiomys taylori) are the three most
! of the Interior as rare and/or endangered species may be expected ab adant small mammal species in the area as estimated by the trap- Oe

s

to occur in the Squaw Creek Easervoir area. These are t pe re grine night index. Three habitat types were sampled (bottomlands, lime- {.f alcons (T:100 peregrtm.s), and Southern bald eagles (ScZiasarus stone uplanda, and sandy uplands), and only one small =e==a1 species me

*dasmi-apha h.s) . Prairie falcons (FaZoo seexica, sus) which are clas. the white-footed mouse (Fenerjecue Zaucepus), was trapped in all
sified as a threatened species' may also occur in the site area. three. The greatest number of species (7) and the highest neber
sone of these species were observed during the ecological surveys of individuals (27) were foted in the lir~ stone uplands.
conducted on the site.

Other small mamals which were observed are least ohnew (C47 totis
The goldenpeked warbler Gend*0iar o%aopcric). classified as PCFt'c). Eastern fox squirrel (Sofun.s niger), plains pocket gopher
threatened, asy occur-en the site. This warblar is dependent upon (Seomys burscrius), and house nouse (AP.ar c. soul:.s). No estimates
stands of nature ashe j mipers (usually 25 to 40 ft tall). Much of of abadance were provided for these species,
the Juni Threenwn Uplands appears to be sisitable habitat for this*Mspecies; however none have been observed th6re. Thirteen species of meditsm-sized -als were ~ bserved on the site.o

The estimates of relative ebundance of certain of these ====1s are
given la Table 2.7.6. The most abundant is the opossum (Didelphie

Mammala sacroupia is), which was more e - 1y trapped in bottomlands than
in uplands. The next two most abissdant species, raccoon (Proebo"

Thirty-seven species of mesmanis may be espected to occur in the Zotor) and s triped skunk (Wphitis arphitis), were equally distrib-
Sque Creek Esservoir'az'em. Twentf-seven species were observed in uted betwea botta-leede *and uplands. Other medium-sized mesmals4

' the area. (Appendix C. ER) that were obewrved, but for which no estimates of abadance were
made. include spotted skunk (Spilogals putorius), coyote (Carris

The relative ab.=A= aces of ans11 ===.1s in three habitat Zamans), red fox MZpes AZm), black-tailed jackrabbit (Iapustypes
in the Squaw Creek Esservoir area are presented in Table 2.7.5* "I5f##"5#"8)* swamp rabbit (SyZtrilagus a7arious). Eastern cortom-

tail (S)Ivilagus florid.2rn.s), and the ains-banded armadillo (Assypus
-

_ _ _ _ __ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - ' _ - - _ _ _ - - -"''"^ ~ - ' ' " ' - - - ' ' ''
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myinsweruso cre) . Armadillos are c- throughest the asea bM wne , , , .

more f requently abnerved in the riparian. Jackrabbits are most m ias su su e se an O- la the 11mmatone eglands. Cottantails med swamp rabbits tassa n.n ut sat a ns ut 2m 8
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h only large ==-1 living in the Sque cues Baservoir area in
tha wttite-tailed dear (al>etssias pirgUrbtus). Saeed on 52 ob- r_,4 n in teone f.F-14
servations of deer during 1973, the demnity of deer la the southern
part of the site was estimated to be between two and four deer per
equare mile. Estimatas of deer abwadence in Itood. Somervell, ed
three adjacent commaties are presented la Tabla 2.7.7. By comparison
with thans surre=== Jing counties, Road md somervell countlas have low
dear densittaa, and the site itself has a pattlemlarly operse popslaticos. 2.7.2.1 Squaw Creek

Squaw Croak, vraich has a total langth of 23 milas, can be te-rmsd
2.7.2 Ecelogy of me equatic evirone both "1stermittant" and "interruptad." Flow is dependent om vadose

and grosanerstars in addition to surfaen runof f. During the summmer,

na ecuatructica.: asad operation of the CFSES will af fect two bodies the flow is laterrupted at several points by tbs water going eder-

of waters (1) Sqdaw Croak, wisich will be dammad to forna Sques groind. Althouah frequavitty reduced to a aertes of pools during
Creak Bseervoir, and (2) take Crmbury, wttich will yield nakaign dry yeare, it in reported that there la cantinuous flou in the

creek domestream of the proposed das site dartag meet yeare.tawater for tan reservoir and receive blowdown. Table 2.5.1 shone ma suoraan sesathly tiew for Squeur Creek of 689
=== of the aquatic species identified in the ette area are listed acro-f t. with ; a averagm high flow occurring te many (2.722 acro-f t)
as threatmand by the U.S. Department of the laterior.11

,
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and the averass low flow in August (157 acre-f t). Field measure- 4.4%, and euglenoids 8.5% of the phytoplankton. Ten fewer species
mants of water velocities for 1973 have cafirmed this veristion in were reported from Squar Creek than f rom the Falary River.
flow.

It is likely that many of the species, especially the diatoms, are
h habitats in the creak are varied, hre are vide shallow pools not true plankters but are really members of the " attached" ~===1ty
with an average maximma depth of 3 f t, width of 21 f t, and a sub- washed up from the stream bed.asene
strata of silt and herbaceous material covering bedrock. Riffle
areas have a depth of 2 in. and a width of caly 5 f t with a sub- Periphyton. h filamentous green alas Spimgym has been observed
strate of coarse gravel.12 Certain segments can also be classified in riffle armas and the aquatic mosa b6Zystegiue in areas where
as cascades, which are areas too shallow to be called pools and groundwater comes to the surface.12 CZa&phom gZaerraca, another
with too slow a carrant to be called rif fles. h oe sections have gres.n alga, which is typically the most abedet fita-ntous alga
a substrate of bedrock with little %ble, gravel, or fine material. in clear alkaline streams,1s.It 21 is also known to occur in riffb
It has been estimated that during summer the total length of Squer segments of Squer Creek (ER, Sect. 2.7.3.2.2).
Creek is composed of 352 pool area. 352 rif fle area, and 30% cascade,
and that 351 of the creek is fiahable.12 As mentioned above, meh of the plankten found in Squmr Creek is

probably of benthic origin, and it is likely that the organisms
In order to survive in an intermittent stream, organisms must be in tM pladron reflect what is present in the periphyton ca===1ty
able to endure a variety of stresses associated with extreme fluc- on tha stream bed. It thus appears that the periphyton would be

tuntions in flou, temperature, and chemical canditions. During dry dominatad by diatoms. The major f actor limiting development of
periods, a stream might appear davoid of life. Organisms survive, the periphyton in Squer Creek is probably the scouring effect of
bowever, by burrewing into moist interstitial spaces of the stream high water flows. During periods of heavy rain, it is possible
bed, living inder laat litter or rocks, or me3tivating as pgae or that the periphyton ca==mity could be severely reduced.
larvae. h f auna tah=hiting a stream such as Squer Creek would
typically have one generation per year, emerging in the spring and
surviving the dry sammer as eggs or small larvae.13 11 Consumers

Zooplankton. h scop 1=kron of Squaw Creek is sparse (Table 5-2). b
Producers Planktonic rotifers da==1==ted costs for March throud August 1973, A

with Filiaria being the most abundant species.17 The speclea listed
Macrophytes. h clear waters of Squer Creek support abedant are typical of the zooplankten found in alkaline streams.1=.22
growtha of aquatic plants. Dense growths of the submergent musk-
grass (OL2m sp.), a coman plant in hard waters," ocent at the Renthos. h diverse baarhic fauna of Squaw Creek (Table b3) is
outer edges of the pool areas. Other macrophytes in the pools ca ra==4 of 40 species representing five phyla {1styhelminthes,
include pondweed (Potampstori sp.), bushy pondweed or naiad (Va,faa aanaH Aa. Arthropoda, Mollusca, and Chordata).1 Insect larvae
sp.), and milfoil (Wrioph ZZwe sp.). The emergents occurring in dominate the ca==='ty, comprising an average of 88% of the orga-&

a f =- over the sagling period. The preda='a-t insects are thethe littoral zona are cattail (Typins sp.), rush Uwieus sp.), willow
(SaZi.e sp.), bulrush (5cirpus sp.), ed twig rush (CZadium sp.) dipterans, which make ig> an averas, of 57% of the insect f ama,
*ER, Sect. 2. 7.3. 2.1) . with a w== of 84% in May, hse would be espected in both pool

and riffla areas of the creek.23 h midge flies are generally the
Phytoplankten. Fourteen species of phytoplankten representing four most =L= A-t in Squer Creek, and blackflies also become abadant

phyla were identified (Table bl in Appendix B, based on conta for during da sumer,

the months of April through August 1973).1?* Diatoms dominated
he maxt mat ab=A= t h==rt group is the Ephemeroptera, or may-throughout the spring and summer, composing an average of 71.2% of

the populationi with CyoZoraZZa and FragiZaria being the most fli"** of hh two familias are represented, the samtidae and the
Bapta F ha maprity of de specias listad are character-ab adant genera, h green algae comprised 15.9I, the blue-greens
istic of rs==f ag watar; however Caetta and frworythodss areg

*appendiz D contained in had-at 2 of the ER, dated January 25, restricted to the bottom of quiet shallow water habitats.22 24
1974 presents the results of chemical sad aquatic biotic data for
the acmths of March through December 1973.
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puducers
Rydropsyche sian.Zassa is the met abisadaat caAMa fly in Squaw CItek,
All the specias present arn inhabitats of suift-flouing isater and hacrophytas. Aquatic plants are not abundant near the den (ER,
would be aspected in the riffle areas of the stream. All species

except 4'2co.phs'26la (a free-living genus) spin nate which are attached
p. 2.7-55). penduend Obtusmopston sp.), muskarass (Cham sp.),
milfoil (%MophgIZass sp.), stonsuort OPiteZZa sp.). and bornwort

to rocks.22 25 (Camtophyllass sp.) are senarsed plants known to be in the area.
Emerpnt vesstation 18 sparse, possibly because of the laram var-Squsw Creek supports a very poor stonefly population, as la typical istions in water level (-h- dradown of 1 f t) (ER, Sect. 2.7.3.3.2) .

of intermittent streams in arid Umstern States. ParZineZZa @ Cattails han been seen in areas of the lake. ,

is a comparatively rare species, collected usinly in limitad numbers
from fast-flowing riffles of Eastern streams.27 phytoplankton. In 1971-1972, the phytoplankton commity in Laka

anbury was Ma=ted at an -- and all Whs h tk smo
only 30 species of benthic organians were found in the Paluny River

* 8" # 8 "* *** "" *I
into which the creek flows, and 29 species were fond in the Brazos 1 " Cable M . At the site of E b p u pmed h g

* *

Ca 8 per MarRiver. Squaw Creek contained more species of Diptera and sphem- and blowdoun lines, samples ranged from apprad=ately 3,000.000 t.s
eroptera but was the least productive in terms of nuder of orga- almost 11,000.000 cella per liter; the species acceemited for
,g,,,, 86.9% of the total phytoplankton in July 1971 up to 95.9Z in

J8 uary 1972. A preliminary species t shows Actimastrams com-
Fish. Twenty-seven species of fish representing nine families plately doent fue M Wecth * A total d M pnem M
have been found in Sques Creek.12.1b2e,-23 Abundances (compiled

I * * * * * " * ** * **"ll ad Lamb 28), along with habitat type, food habits
i from Forshaga May sag 8. *a en green algae wen faW

although this lawel is much hiper the the , peaks , constant,sport value, ad spawning habits, are shown in Table B-4. of the other

The stonerollar typically found in clear. gravelly creeks. is
the most abadant species in Sques Creek was seen in large Mineteen genera of diatomus were identified. Fmgilaria was the

Oschools in slow riffles and shallow pools. The o m anthroat most aNsadant in leny and July, and CyeZoteZZa and JXplanais were 'derter, a riffle inhabitant, is also very abadant. Other fish W-t is Ochr and January. :h both the guen alpe and the
abedet in the creek are red and blacktail shiners, longaar safish* diatoms, there ums a hie diversity in the spring, with a definite o
plaina killiftsh, channel catfish, spotted and largamouth bass, decm u m a w h-t pum in h fall and winter.
and black said yellow bullheads. Squaw Creek has a large proportion
of game and forage fish species, the principal game fish being the There are s< mum blue. green algma present throupout the year, with
two species of bass. Only six species of roud fish were fotstd relatively large nemmers of Anabaanopsis occurring in most months.
(river carpsuchar, gray redsorse, gizzard shad, blocat a d yella this is ene of eidt blue-green species noted as major composants
bullheads, md logperch), and of these only the b=11 hands were of Southuestern reservoir phytoplanktaa peaks.33

.

[

ah = A aa.t . g

The phytopimahton at the approximate location of the CPSES diversion
and bloudoun lines seaum to be typical of that in other parts of

2.7.2.2 W Crab m the lake.33 No unique genera occur here that are not present else-
where in the lake. A sligtly hi@ar ner of peera, bausver,

4 Lake Cranbury is a relatively new reservoir, the dem having only occur here throughout the year (aanuel mean of 17 genera) than the
been closed in Septm eer 1969- for e m % ml of 14 rd Total call

counts are also higher; -All stations had an annual average of
la the following discussion, the area of primary interest is that 5,900,000 calla per liter, while there were 6,900,000 cella per
influenced by the ==k.up intaka and bicudoun discharga for the CPSES. litar near the h
Station F in Macon's study,33 225 f t above Da Cordova Band Dam, is
the closest angling station to this area. * Appendix D contained in a-m=A-mar 2 of the ER, dated January 25,

1974, presenta the results of chemical and aquatic biotic data for
the months of March through December 1973.

!
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It must be notad that taka Cranbury is probably still in succeam-
ional stagas with continually changing phytoplankton populations. " 10 230, ,

.

and it is not possible to nhaarve any trum population cycles with ?S - satam - - 225caly the four sea-a1 samples providad. Although plaahton cyclas ]e - 8,7_,',,,,,,,__ ,1 - 200 e
~

I[vary greatly between teservoirs ed areas of the sama reservoir.hi

Silvey and Wyatt made an attempt to describe the periodicity ex- 1
_ acuseevca rss--.y

6- I \8!
, g-

1

0
,' ' j Yg

- mhibited by algal populations in Southwestata reservoirs (Fig. i2.7.1).33 It was found that green alsme re-i= st an almost constant :
~ j ' '#S S

level and that blue-stmens exert the major influmace with a major ** - 80. s

., . .! ; i \. . is :opeak 1. Aug- c. : . y w.
Periphytan. Iarga quantities of sessile algae grow along the perim- ie - d. 25eters of Soutturestern reservoirs throughout the year.33 Feriphyton l' O . .. ^^

.s

.
' o*' " " * " " * * * * " ' '#'**# *, *O''-growth in Lake Cranbury. however, is probably limited by the large

drawdown permitted in the reservoir.

Consumers

Zooplankton. The concentration of zooplankton in the reservoire 80 . . . . , a.m*
of the Southwest is typically quite low,33 with the population , Z. U'"*M7,8
being dominated by organimum characteristic of brackish, alkaline ? - st ur-seeges
wa te r. The 11 species found naar Da Cordova Bad Dam are shown !8 " * * ' ' " ' Q- a meo*
in Table B-6. in addition to 17 species whose collection site or

[ / P dk '' I .abundance was not given.3h 33 The zooplanktcn is typical of a t
limmatic c-aity, being composed of rotifers and crustaceans.35 go - ,/ , *j \. l .no* g" c-

/ g! I,An average of five species are fond near the dam at any season of' *
g y*

the year, the same average as for the entire lass. Zooplankton ; ? I*.

,' h|comes, however, were icwer harm the in most other areas of the !*
'

; ''''' f,,

lake, with an annual average of 23 organisma per liter, compared O j , ' O,

with an averson of 93 per liter for the entire lake.
,/

. (,1 - e.mi 1
0, # -

t

Benthos. The benthic organimas found in Laka Cranbury naar the E b
.

(
h"

das are shown in Table B-7.33 Only five species were presents the
* k ----- - - . % dolisochaetes iissiobilus hoffhwisters and L. cIapeendiana.s. and vun- ape- w aur wt- dc. * ***

the larvae of Ch2abons sp., Panti nsiatz sp., and Tandipes sp. Physa
.virgtzta, a dominant organism in the rest of the lake, did not appear Fig. 2.7.1. Typical microbiotic cycles of a Southwesternat station F and midge larvae (Tsudipse and Fann nswtz) were not reservoir.

abundant. Source: J. E. C. Silvey and J. T. Wyatt. "Ibe Interrelatiemship
between Freebwater Bacteria. Algaa. and Acti , tes in South-The site of the diversion facilities has a very low number of ben- western Reservoirs." The Staat aw and Panictias of Fmah-Estarthic orymM === co9ered to the other points in the lake during most Wiembsal h=itities, ed. J. Cairns, Jr., Amer. Microse. Soc.,of the year. The annual averaga for this area (67 organisms per 1969. pp. 249-275.

square foot) however is higher than that for the entire lake (62
per square foot) due to the high denalty of Oscaborus in January.
The biota is characteristic of a habitat with low af aelved oxygen
lavels and a bottom of inad and cose. Thirty-two species were found
tk6 the laka, but only eighteen of these were truly aquatic
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" " * * * ' " *
specias. It is thus apparent that the b ethic c = ='ty in Laka

*"'"*"**""*"*188"'
Cranbury is not yet fully developed.

L11377 ems F3s Si eeeth
Fish. Thirty-thrma sp=efa=, representing eleven f amilias, have w c emy, w e' ,

D"" Tap T**been found in Lake Cranbury (Tahim B-4). Striped base fingerlings
(27,250 la number) were stocked in the lake in Juna 1972 (ER, Sect. Few Toma recua Tema

2.7.3.3.4), and Lake Cranbury is also heavily stocked with large-
o 2south (1,700,000 in 1970) and chanami catfish (45,600 in 1970).32 2e

36The a==11=ar=*th buffalo is the most predominant e-rcial species 14 91: 20 steo

(ER, Sect. 2.7.3.5.3) . e2es-72 2 2

e62&72 to 100

72 34 e
It can be seen that the laka 172 a highet proportion of rough fish
(10 species, or 332) than do.w Squaw Creek (222). Netting data 024&T3 . 10 100

show 71.2Z by nmber, 84.7% 17 eight of roup fish,32 with gizzard os- Sn 40 too 36 100

ovatts to tooshad, smallmouth buf f alo, river carpaucker, and carp comprising the
majority. Bluegill, thannel catfish, and largemouth bass are the % gg
most absmdant game fish (21.3% by number,11.8% by weight). In - e o ,s , . ,,,ma.u u.

~

order to obtain some form of quantitative comparison between Lake w it, as73; 7.n= === ounair ma=es. %
Cranbury and Squaw Creek, the abundances shown in Table B-4 were faa ***an=e-. D,ur rene sismos, y,

2s2-2ss suar t. ts72 - Ju== E lmestimated for Lake Cranbury from Ittnn's netting data.32

There is probably very little spawning activity in the area of the
diversion and return facilities. The bottom here is composed of Cram-positive) FZapab eteriwr, Poetsforetas, Ala2Zigensa, and the
mud, ooze, and fina sand, and aquatic vegetat, ion is sparse. The Daterobacter-flabsie!Za group (all Cram-negative), and the actino- g
area does not provide suitable spasning habitat for most of the mycates Semptenajoss and Niemnonosportt.38 e

co==aa species in the lake (Table B-4). g
N

The Brazos River below Lake Cranbury contains all the species re- 2.8 RMTION nemnmm
ported from the lake.

2.8.1 Natural radiation background

The Environmental Protection Agency has reported average background
Decowooe rs-- radiation dose equivalents for Texas as 100 millirems / person / year

(whole body dose).1 Of this total, 45 milliren/ person was attrib-
Information en the bacteria in take Cranbury is available in the uted to cosmic radiation. External gamma radiation (primarily frcm
form of co11 form counts (total and fecal) f rom the Texas State De- K-40 and the decay products of the uranium and thorium series) we-
Partment of Bealth37 and the Texas Water Quality Board.38 estimated at 30 millirems / person for Texas. The remainder of the

le body dose is due to internal radiation dose (mostly B-3
Table 2.7.4 lists the most probable number (MrN) per 100 m1 ' (ER

.
, Ra-226 and Ra-228 and their decay products), which was8

Appendix B) . The coliform standards for the Brazos River from Lake ** Penon &@t EM Mdes ma e eve age m
Whitney to Lake Palo Pinto are 2000 MI91 facal and 20,000 MPN total States.
coliforza.se

* ** * I"*"" # "" "I * *
Figura 2.7.1 illustfates the bacterial cycles that might occur in ** * * *** #

relation to fluctuations of phytoplankton in a reservoir The most $ " * * #* *
== species of bacteria in Southwestern remarvoirs are BaasIZum *

osNas, S. amsus var. mycoides, brevihacteria, and streptocci (all

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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3.1 EXTruuat AppranauCE

A view of the station from the southwest is shown in Fig. 3.1.1.
pra=ia-at features are the two rasetor contahat vessels, the
turbine-ganarator deck, ed the alactrical switchyard. Each of
the contatn==at vessels will be a staal-lined rainforced concrete
structura with a domed roof, about 268 f t his ad 144 f t in M==ter.

The station vili be visible from the nearest hiduray, Texas toute
144, which is located about 2-1/2 miles northeast.

3.2 REACTOR STEA!+-E12CTEIC SYSTEM, AltD FiJE1, DVDsTogr

Tha station will consist of two pressurized nuclear reactors supplied
by the Westinabcansa Electric Corporation. Each reactor will canaint
of a reactor weasel, four priumry coolant loops, each with a circu-
lating pump and a steam generator, can tutkina-annarator, one main
steam coad-aaer, and associated auxiliary equipment. Anticipated p
power levels for each of these r'eactors are as follows: 3

O
Rated Espected ultimate

power level capabiliev

Reactor output. W t (including
14We ymp haat) 3425 3579

Tarbina-annaratae output We 1161 1206
In-plant alactrical consgtion Mae 48 50

The core in each reactor is at ll.1-ft-dian,12-f t-hiab close-packed
array of fuel ==adlies that in catained withis a pressure sensel.
Each of the 193 fuel assemblies will contain 264 fuel rods eaamiat-
ing of cylindrical pallata of uranium oxide aanled 12 aide zirconium
alloy tubes. The total dass of Uh in each reactor core will be
111.4 tone. The pressure vessel will be contained within a thick
concrete shield. The primary coolant circulatias pumps and steam

| ganarstors will be outside of the primary shield but within e inner

; concreta ahteld. The building structure will form the outer concrete
shield, within which will be a saaled staal liner,

j Bret pradne=A by the fission reactica within the fuel roda will ba
transferred lato the primary coolant.

|

F1

|

!

!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _
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At design power, tha reactor coolant water will be pressurized to
about 2250 psia and will be hasted from 557.3 to 616.9'F (291.8 to*-

)
A

,

I 324.9*C) within the reactor vessel. The beated reactor coolantr (.

* 'f ' [l' ~

ator, where it will transfer its heat to the staan system water on
water will be pumped to the inside of the tubes of the steam gener-i

T6i '

@ the outside of the tubes. The steam leaving the steam generator,

*/ |i. .i vill be at 1000 psia, 544.6*F (284.8*C), and 99.75% quality. It
will pass through a turbine, driving a shaf t connected to a pner-

3 t 8s ator which will produce electricity.
\ )>

I Af ter its passage through the turbine, the exit steam will be cooledi

f and condensed by a steam condenser. Cmdensation will take place.

a st ' ' - on the outside of the -d-amer tubes, which are cooled by the,

2 ,' (' reservoir water being pumped through them. The cG4ensate will be

*3
*f|i

~
!

,
recycled back to the steam generator.i /

.Y ,r I A*;,
3*

.
- 3. 3 STATI0tt WATER USg*

' ~

g

f, Condenser cooling will be the primary use for water in the station.?* * * '

At f ull power the turbine-generators will require the circulationw .e e

*. ' . " O.- / of 2,200,000 gpa (4902 cfs) of cooling water, which will rise inLE
temperature 14.2*F (7.9'C). (A 15'T circulating water towerature, t

E g
' F rise was used in the staf f analyses to determine qualitatively the

k ) | effect of increasing the plant operating cedition to the design no
'

l I power level.) gatinates provided by the applicant of monthly aver- a3

Q 'gi/ }. ages of the plant factor, ccmdenser heat load, circulating water ]3 N ;' p. 'i flow rate, ed tagerature rise are summarized in Table 3.3.1.7
'

h' In addition to the steam condenser requirementa, reservoir cooling,

E d * - !
- 1 ! generator plant and the nuclear steam supply system, fire protec-

'- water will be required for the auxiliary equipment of the turbine-
* N
S *b '

tion, and other emergency cooling. Figure 3.3.1 is a flowsheet of|'
[ 73)h **8y , the water system showing the water flow paths and rates.,-

T Fresh water will be drawn from wells at a rate less than 370 gym
I

.[ These uses include a potable water supply and makeup for the stationt ^
l' (0.82 cfs) for various uses in the station as shown in Fig. 3.3.1.

~

' % j

j water supply. Spent demineralizer regenerants and sand filter*
, ,

,f backwash sludge will not be dischared into the reservoir, but into
',#

an evaporation pond,

k
a * h(

-

Ag
W
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'TT +- - T 2'2 c ' a c'tatt -** j ,
Circulating water for the station will be drawn from and returned towc

** q the Squaw Creek Reservoir, which is shown in Fig. 3.4.1. A saml1 dasw

within the reservoir will provide a safe shutdown impoundment for (a* -p

3( k.* . the station. The purpose of this tapoedment is to provide an .ga
1 51 ,-Q
E ,{ NI ultimate haat sink for dissipating the reactor af terheat in case N

there is insufficient varar in the main reservoir. The station3% 2e --
b ]a

i O ! $d hgt

- 5,
service water will he rak.a f rom and returned to this impa =d-nc

o
h - for all operating conditions,= a .x

hkc
# eq - t[ f Emoff in the Squaw Creek watershed will not be sufficient to accom-
1" % ] h Q it modate the natural and induced evaporative nter losses in the Squaw,_

"I M[i Creek Reservoir. Makeup water will, theref ore, be pumped to SquawJ1: ;

. '
~ * h b Creek Reservoir from Lake Cranbury, located a few ailes northeast of_

g

]{ s/ the site. Come of the water la Squaw Creek Baservoir will be re-'
turned to Lake Cranbury to limit the buildup of dissolved solids.8 **

ia 9

b ~
-

3.4.2 Station cooling system description'

y 4
g h [ |

The station cooling system will have the circulating water intake
st a Q and discharsa shown in Fig. 3.4.1 and a service water intake and

ga'
*1 discharsa located in the safe shutdown tapoundment.

y V
Details of the circulating water intake strucrure are sivun in
Fig. 3.4-5 of the EL Eight 275.000-spwapacity pumps will pro-
vide the desired 2,200,000 sps flow. The actual number of pumps

i

I

a

~ ' '
, _ - - - _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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/ operating at any given tima may vary, depending on the station opera-
ting conditions. The invert of this structure will be at 736 f t/ \ above maan saa Inval, and the water level in the reservoir will vary

\ frm 770 to 775 fe above maan sea level.

| \. The water will pass from the reservoir through trashrachs, remov-gg
ag &6 / / ing largar debris, into 12 distribution bays containing traveling
; ,ta )_ screens, which will remove the smaller debris. Een the debriaN

collected on the traveling screens rrsults in a reduction in the
g*

g;- -[~#
.

differential pressure across the screens they will be rotated and,

ggg ,
sprayed clama by wash pumps. Debris washed off the screens will
be collected in a trough and flushed into a trash pit. The statiaw ( / has calculated the velocities of the circulating water within the3 g ,'*

e. , p ) circulating water intaka structure, and they are shown in Table
. .S, / 3.4.1.

j
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The circulating water will be pumped f rom the intake structure
through the steam condensers to the discharga structure. There
is one duct rursiing from the water intake structure to the con-
densers f or each turbine-electric plant. Af ter leaving the con-
densers, the circulating water flows into Squaw Creek genervoir.
Table 3.4.2 lists the water flow rates, velocities, static pressures,
and holdup times in various parts of the circulating water system,

IEand Fig. 3.4.2 is a schematic diagram of the points considered in
Table 3.4.2. The values given in Table 3.4.2 are for periods when k "n
there is full circulating water flow. However, as discussed in g;=

,

Sect. 3.3 the plant will be operated at lower circulating water co en

es P 'flow ratas, given in Table 3.3.1. during many parts of the year. " F "
The velocities and holdup times in Table 3.4.2 theref ore, most be

-3f-[adjusted accordingly during these risms of operation.
** *

o
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From the condosoar outlet to the discharge structure, the water
temperature will be 14.7*F -=*=mm above the inlet water tempere-
ture daring the normal full load operation of the reactor. However,
when the reactors are operated at partial loads as discussed above,
this temprature rise can be less. Values of this tamperature rime -

for th=== canditions are givna in Table 3.3.1. 5

The warmed circulating water will be discharged as shown in Fig, og
3.4. 3. Assuming the maximsa circulating water flow rate of I; {
2.200.000 gym and the minimum remarvoir level of 770 ft above aman , *
sea level, the velocity of the water will be 9.9 f t/sec at the g [

* go

[{entrance of the diverging portion of the ti===1. 6.7 f t/sec at the 2 g 7
other and of this same tumel, and 1.2 f t/sec at the downstream *3 4 E'

g
"u .E *= easand of the canal, pp

Details of the water intaka structure that will be built for pump-
*Nu 72 b R*

k. g ~
E

"*
,

ing the service water from the safe shutdown impounhat are shown 2 L. *
,,

* * *
in Fig. 3.4-13 of the ER. This structure will be fitted with five ,, ,

o wn .| El
'1%ro ' f these pimps willpumps each having a 16.000-spa capacity.

*O Il gabe rimning during the normal operation of the station; however.
[three pumps could be runing during emarpacy shutdown en=M tions a{ k g_Mj

(EE. Amendment 1. p. 3.4-2a) . P. ( y ll ag*

Il R$O. 4 **
The service water will flou from the water impomhnt to the service E U h 38

y idwater pumps through a trashrack and throud two distribution bays c
containing traveling screens. Normally both trainling screens will %

- - -h-
A

.'

*
be used, but oma of them could be cut for maintenapee at any tian. .. ;n 7

k *S W U1The trashrecks and the traveling screens will be of the same con- c.

struction and for the same purposes as those for the circulating 7 *

water intaka. The velocities of the service water that will be y 2 4
* 3pumped through this intake structure calculated by the staff are mm

tabulated in Table 3.4.3. I E 9 y
3 2 .= g

During the operation of the station, the service water will be heated S .
E*

about 15*F and than discharyd back into the safe shutdown i=pa==d- n - g
wst about 1600 ft southwest of the service water intaka stricture 3 f
(f#. ht 1. p. 3.4-2a) . The service water discharge struc- E j
tute will mist simply of taro 30-in.-dian pipes. During the
notw1 operation of the station using 32.000 ya service water,
the velocity of the water discharging throup these pipes will be
about 7.7 ft/sec. During emergency conditions wing 48.000 spa

'

water. At will be about -L1.5 ft/sec.
I
5
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v.m= 1At === = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = tre =s particular locatica, based on relatively %. - -13e hydro-

meteorological analyses of critical rmoff-proAaring precipitation
a. a==== =. e== === W -t+ s+ae (and snow malt. if partiment) ed hydrologic factors favorabia

,
for ==d=== flood runoff."

o,.,,,., a

ri.= == stans ar=
N " critical rimoff-producing precipitation" is considered to be

3- _ _

os==== = s the probabla mad === precipitation, which is defined by the Cotys
** *** *smes ''"

.
of higineers ad the National Ommic and Atmospheric aa=#=1stration

E""*" as "the theoretically greatest depth of precipitation for a givna

=== ==.=v esw.=6 8= duration that ta antaorologically paamihla over the applicable
" *"'"""'" drainage area that would produce flood flows of which there is

virtually no risk of being e=randad.=2' * * * "" ""

ea, a== sv ma ei==.i
-

e

lIn addition to use of the PW. Corps of Engineers practica requires

~a ====a 888 **s ans esa em tencurrent consideration of wind waves and runup on the dam. m

naa eas e *, em e ts waves and reup are estimated using a 40 miles per hour (mph) over-
tw land wind speed of critical duration and direction coincident with
a w ,. %

a ** s se em s es o '' the maximaa FMF-induced reservoir elevation,a r=. =
I t? 8 19 I TB e at 8 isgg _ _

******"'*d""""" h staf f cancludes the above hydraulic and hydrologic design basta
a tt * * * a 3*

-== .""" s e.t a ns,***
so tas is i ts 26: of Squaw Creek Den are conservative. Bowever, as 'with any sucho

structure, some residual riska always remain. To further reduce
these riska, the stability of the dam will be analysed for con-. e.e, ,.=, =i . = .m e. .n . struction, operating, and severa desian conditions by recopized***.-.wi

8 to assure the nprocedures such as used by the Corps of Engiamers
integrity of the structure. Further. the applicant will initista e

3.4.3 Seuaw Creek Reservoir an inspection program * to assure the den is built according to g
specifications and in complimca with the rules and regulariana of

Squaw Creek Reservoir will be formed by ?===1ae Squaw Creek with the Texas Water Rights Maaion,
an earth and rock filled structure. ' fha dam will be located 4.3
miles apetream of the Squaw Creek-Palay River confluence, which h staff concludes that the hydraulic and hydrologic design bases
is naar the Palaxy River-Brazoo River confluence. It will be about for Squaw Creek Dam are conservatise and that the procedures for
4360 f t long and will extend upward from the creek bed elevation of design and constrmtion are adequate.
640 f t above === sea level to a crest at 796 f t above mean sea
level. Details of the rosarioir topography are given in Fig. 3.4-12 For S k bh h % b a@m W W& a Wh
of the EL of 1.5 cfe flow by pging water from lake Grasbury to a point about

100 yde downstream of the Squaw Creek asservoir das (EE *=aaA==at
Squaw Creek D - is to have two spillways. h service spillway is 2). m area and capacity curves for Squaw Creek Baservoir are
to be 100 ft wide with a st=ad=ed ogee crest at elevation 775 ft shown in Fig. 3.4.4 and these values include the capacity and the
above mean sea level. h broad-crested emergency spillway is to area of the safe shutdown impondment. N design reservoir oper-
be 2200 ft wide at alevation 713.0 ft above seen een level * ating level is between 7'O and 775 f t above mean sea level. 775 f t

being the level of the service spillway of the dam. It is antici-
h proposed dam and spillways are hydraulically and hydrologically pated that the reservoir level will new r awe ==A 789.7 f t, which
designed to withstand ch.e ef fects of a probable n=r1=== flood (FHF). is below th h's crest elevation of 796 f t. A summary of the
m Corpe of Engineer *1 defines the FMF as the " hypothetical flood volmas and tha surface armas of the water in the reservoir at
characteristics (pe*b discharge, volme. and hydrograph shape) that those elevations is gh bh.
are considered to be the most sever = reasonably possible at a
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l

slavation Acre-feet Acres

ELfVADON -M.5.1. DAIUna Minimsm operating level 770.0 135,360 3.043
Crest of service spillway 775.0 151,04# 3,228
Crest of emaramacy spillway - 783.0 178.077 3,5 39

g g g g g g g g g g Maximse high water level 789.7 202,850 3,863

|
Top of dan 796.0 228,191 4,184

, ,
"

i K=
l 3 g Durfag normal canMtions with the reservoir water law =1 being be-

2 U tween 770 and 775 f t, the safe shurfewn impoundment will contain
'* 2 \ between 382 and 558 acre-f t of water and will have a surface area

nI.**
g g \ Q between 30.8 and 39.8 acres.

g; *
- fNU Y. 3 '.'., Q

h> EKg (k
8 *e n 3.4.4 Diversion water facilities,, _w s

I Makeup water for Squaw Creek taservoir and for Squmu Creek justg
{ "". "

below the dan will be pumped from Laha Cranbury through a 4-f t-dian2 n
-,* & > pipe. The location of this diversior. lina is shown in Fig. 3.4-1

R g hk- ak of the EE. Water will be pumped at ratsa g to 101 cfs (45,200

[R I" g 9 gra), which is equivalent to a water velocity of 8.01 fps. The

-2 1 k water intaka for this line will be located about 4700 ft getream
EI f 3 g( ( of De Cordova tend Dam, ad details of this structure are given in

E > g g Fig. 3.4 4 fo the ER. It will have four 33.6-cfa (15,100 spa) pumps,

li 8j 2 g normally ely three of these will be operated at any one time. Watar O3

will be drawn into these pumps throuab screens located at about 8a C -

[ 663 f g above mean sea level, which is below the laka's ==wh= draw- ({8_ #*
.

'2I down level of 675 f t above maan sea level. The velocity of theg ]o* * water approaching the screens is 0.49 fps, ed the islocity of the
k water pasatag throdah the screens is 0.64 fps.{Q g

{h g Water will be discharged from the diversion line into Squaw CreekI

N| **.a Reservoir just northemat of the reservoir near Texas Eigtmeny 144g g. -
* * ) at an elevation of about 800 ft above mean sea level, as shown in.

{3g k / Fig. 3.4.1. Details of the diversion line discharps structure are
,

( ; \ / \ given in Fig. 3.4-10 of tha ER. The emerEy of the jet of water

( 7 \ flowing out of the pipe will be dissipated in the disdaram struc-
, ,,

g g
1

ture, and the water will flow by gravity down to the reservoir.

(.

3 E
' ' * * * * * * ' * * " * ' ' ' ' * * ' ' ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' ' * " * * * ' " * * * * * * * ' ' ' * * *

; \ throuah an 8-in lios to $quaw Creek to maintain a flow of 1.5 cfsF

} in the Creek. This water will discharam into Squaw Creek just below-

] the Squaw Creek Reservoir dam,g

Water will be returned to Lake Crmbury throud a Fft-dian returng __ m _ ,
line to limit the buildg of dissolved solids in Squer Creek Reser-
voir. The water velocity in this line will be 5.3 fys. The water

-- -_- _ ----- _ - ---- - - - - --- -- -
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will enter this line through one or more of the three portala in
Table 3.5.1. Principal Parameters and Conditions Used in Calculatingthe return line intake structure beated at the Squae Creek Reser* Baleases of Radioactive hterial in Liquid and Cameous

voir dam, as shown in Fig. 3.4.1, (Details of this structure are Ef fluents from Comanche Peak Nuclear Stationahnwa in Fig. 3.4-9 of the E1.) N etaff calculated that the
velocity of the water approaching these screens will be 0.73 fps
and that for the water passing through the screen will be 0.91 fps. Paramete r value/ Unit

In Lake Cranbury, the return line outlet will be located about
*******I"** *** *500 ft spatream of De Cordova tend Dem. The returning water will

enter Lake Cranbury horizontally through the end of the 3-ft-dian Plant Capacgty Factor 0 .80
Failed Fuel 0.25.pipe located at an elevation of 670 ft above mean sea level.
Primary System !

Mass of Coolant (1bs) 4.6 x 105
3.5 BADICACTITE WASTE SYSTDiS . Latdown Rate to CYCS (gym) 75

Shin Bleed Race (sym) 1.3
dDuring the operation of Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES)

t,ak 3 3 a ament But d og (1b / day)
radioactive materials will be produced by fission and by neutron leakage Rate to Auxiliary Building (Iba/ day) 160activation of corrosion products in the reactor coolant system, Frequency of Degassing for Cold Shutdownsh it amounts of gaseous and liquid radioactive material produced (per year) 2will enter the station's waste streams. These streams will be pro-
ceased and monitored witLin the station to minimise the quantity Secondary System
of radionuclides ultimately released to the atmosphere and to the Steam Flev Rate (Iba/hr) 1.5 x 10,
Squaw Creek Reservoir (SC1). Mass of Steam / steam Generator (Ibs) 8.5 x 10,

has of Liquid / Steam Generator (1bs) 8.8 x 10
N waste handling and treatment systems to be installed at the Secondary Coolant has (Ibs) 2.5 x 10'

Rate of Steam taakage te Nbine Building @sM 1.y z 10
station are discussed in the applicant's Preliminary Safety Analy- g

' * * * " **E*# " "" *** ( * " sj sis Report and Enviroemental Report. In these docuenta, the 6D11**1" U" M - * bapplicaat has prepared an analysis of his treatment systems and 6
i

| has estimated the annual redioactive effluents. Containment Building Volume (f t3) . ' 2.5 x 10
| Frequency of Containment Purges (per year) 4

in the following paragrapun the waste treatment systems are de- Iodine Partitim Factors (gas / liquid)

scribed and an analysis is given based on the staff's model of the Laakage to Containment Building 0.1

applicant's radioactive waste systems. The staff's model has been laakage to Auxiliary Building 0 005
developed from a review of available data from operating nuclear Steam laakage to Turbine Building 1

i power plants, adjusted to saply over a 40 year operating life. Steam Generator (carryover) 0.01
,

The coolant activities and flows used in the evaluation are based hin Condenser Air Ejector 0.0005
on experience and data from operating reactors. As a result, the Decontamination Factors (Liquids)

*
parameters used in the staff's model and the subsequent calculated

Boron Equipment Drain Channelsreinases vary somewhat from those given in the applicant's evalua-
Reevela Drains A&Btion. N liquid source terms are calculated by means of a revised

version of the ORICIN code which is described in OEEL A428. " Oak
I 1 x 105 1 x 103 1 x 103Ridge lootope Generation and Depletion Code." N gaseous source

terms are calculated.by means of the STEFFEC code me described in ca. Rh 2 x 10* 1 x 10',' 1 x 10

the report. " Analysis of Power Reactor Cameous hate Systems." h. Tc 1x 1 x 10 1 x 10 *

Y 1 x 10 1 x 10 1 x 10F. T. Binford, et al. 12th Air Cleaning Conference. N principal
others 1 x 10 1 x 10 1 x 10parameters used in the staf f's source term calculations are given

1.n Table 3.5.1. N bases for these parameters are given in
WASB-1258. Vol. 2. Appendix B.

his value is constant and corresponds to 0.25T of the operating
power fission product source term. ;

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 3.5.1 continued 3.5.1 Liemid umstes

The liquid radioactive unste trestammt system will constat of proc-
All nuclides
Except Iodine lodine esa equipment and instrumentation mae==eary to collect, process,

monitor, and recycle or dispose of potentially radioactive liquid
&$ ate Eveparator DF 10' 10 westes. Prior to releasing liquid unste, aamples will be analysed3

BR$ Evaporator DF 103 102 to deter-f == the type and mounts of radioactivity present. Based
a the results of the smalyses, the westes will be released under

b b controlled conditicas to the Squaw Creek Reservoir or retained forAnton ca .EbiCatton further processing. Radiation monitoring will automatically termi-
mate liquid unste discharge it radiation measurements exceed a

i Itimed Bed Domineralizar
(L1 80 )DF 10 10 2 predetermtand level in the discharge line. A simplified diagram

3 3 of the liquid radweste treatment systems is shown in Figure 3.5.1.
Mixed Bed Domineraliser 22 10 (10) 2(10)(n+ m -)DF 10 (go)

Cation Demineraliser DF 10 (10) 1(1) 10(10) The liquid radioactive weste treatment systems will be divided into .
2

10 (10) 1(1) three principal systems dich will be shared between Units 1 and 232Anton Demineraliser DF 1(1) the Boron Re ycle System (BRS), Drain n - 1 A (DC&), and Drain
Note - For two destineralizers in series, the DF for the second n aaaal B (DCE). Both the BBS and DCA will process high grade

water from the reactor coolant system which will normally be re-
demineraliser is given in parenthesis, cycled for reuse in the plant after treatment. DCB will process

low grade water from floor drains, laundry, and shower drains which
Removal by Plateout Bemoval Factor will not be generally suitable for reuse in the plant due to the

. Tc 1 2 high unter quality requirements for primary coolant makeup. DCB
will be discharded after treatment for radionoclide removal. The

#* F * ** ***'* *** ** * * ~ ' * "" '"#* ***

Contata= at Building Internal Recirculation System for radionuclide removal.'*DCA and DCB will each include weste evaporator c)

2.5 x 10' CFM (15 gyn). All three systems will process weste on a batchwise basis, hFlow Rate
Operating Period / Purge 16 hrm o

In addition to the three aforementioned systes, the Chemical and
Mtwing Ef ficiency 70%

'Tolume Control Systems (CTCS) and the Steen Generator Blowdown
Treatment Systems (SCBTS) are considered in the staff's evaluation.
Both of these systems will be separate for Units 1 and 2. The CVCS
will process reactor grade water through mixed bed cation, and.

Does not include Cs, Mo, Y, Rb, Tc baron thermal regeneration domineralizers to mainta e Mron control
and reactor coolant purity, and will be the principal input to the
BRS. The SCBTS will maintain seca=A-ry coolant purity by ===aa of

a closed loop system which will cool and process the blowdown streams
through cation and anion A d a-ralisers, and return the treated blow-
down to the secondary coolant system through the main condeoser
hotwell. Liquid leakage of secondary coolant to the turbine building
vill be collected by the turbine floor drain collection system and
released without treatment.

___
,
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19 g et Q' jt gI 3.5.1.1 The baron reevele eveten (BRS)
-

jf I tt

! . ;I I I Primary coolant will be withdrawn from the reactor coolant system*

I |N '|[ g o|e h, aftjt *e aj|
- g at approximately 75 gym and processed through the CVCS. L e let-I OI

down stream will be cooled and reduced in pressure, filtered,
g jA j _7, processed through one of two mixed bed demineralisars, and storedg
E **

I h
'*-"" in the volume control tank. A cation dem a eralizer will ba used

in addition to the mixed bed demineraliser approximately 10 percent.

j of the time for lithium and cesim control. Radionuclide removal, ,

E '"' { ""

, jg, by the CTCS was evaluated by aseming 75 spo letdown flow at prinaryg .-
* h 6 $ h 27

,

I*E coolant activity (PCA) through one mixed bed dominaralizer (L1303'-'*"
3i'* SA -3 -= gga g form) and 7.5 spa flow through one cation domineralizer in series

.fla *t |g |g g aII ,_y., with the mixed bed. The CVCS will be used to control the primary

= ]. _ coolant baron concentration by passing a portion of the letdown!" jg g g gI

stream through the boron thermal regeneration system and by divert-*

2C -- m. - - - =
ing approximately 1 gym of the created letdown stream to the ERS

2 a 7'' h as shim bleed. In the boron thermal regenerati>n system. boron#5' $ - gg -- will be either adsorbed from or desorbed into the letdown stream
jf

"
3 g;s depending upon the stream temperature. Since the thermal regenera-a

! *
ja

* ""-"
tion dominera11:er resina vill desor*2 as well as adsorb radioactivity.

h ;f" I the thermal regeneration system was not considered for radionuclida
$3 j. ~

2 removal. However, use of the thermal regeneration system will reduce
"*"

t a,

2 2 *2 *C I 2
3 the quantity of liquid waste generated to maintain boron con *rol..

: -- IpC T E
[s Shim bleed f rom the letdown stream will be processed through one of

-

~1"
.a , 3

E. Eg g I at E 1 two mixed bed demineralizers (L1 B03 form) and routed to the recycle n3h "
t> holdup tanks. Equipment drain wastes in the reactor containment will 8.

27 | 58 -" be collected in the reactor coolant drain tanks and transferred to [=

{ E g Ig
[E!

the recycle holdup tank where it will be combined with the shim
=$ t 2* ~

2 bleed. These two streams from each unit will form the principal"= T I 3 !{ {t g
g inets to the BBS and will be processed hatclseiae from the recycle

g .
* Ca g holdup tanks. The staff calculated the shir bleed input activity-

j -I-
~~

fg 5 [ by applying the decontamination factor (LF) for a mixed bed de-.
E _.L. - t mineralizer in the L1 303 form to the ahiai bleed stream, assuming3,
| 2 *[ 2]$

1 spa / reactor flow and CVCS output activity. The reactor coolant
[= drain tank input flow to the BRS was assumed to be 300 gpd/reaccot*

I

[|X7
| at PCA based on the applicant's assumption which the staff findsg .e -

2;| 4 ]!I T' EV *
S to be reasonable. Radioactive decay experienced during collection

f $j
- -a'i

~
j *

g in the recycle holdup tank was emiculated in the ORICE5 code. The>

I*
--

*
j #j collection time was calculated to be 21 days ase ming the 112.000.

,

a 7' gal recycle holdup tanks will be filled to 80 percent capacityr

7 ) S g using the combined shim bleed and reactor coolant drain tank flow
'

23 ,
~

)g
[ rates from both reacaer units. Radionuclide ruoval by the 523j$ was based on the parameters in Table 3.5.1 for an evaporator and

2R . en anion demineralizer 1r series. Additional credit for radioac-*
tive decay during processing wag based on transferring the contents
of the recycle holdup tank at the recycle evaporator flow capacity



.

|
!
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drain tank was calculated to be 3 days, assuming the tank will be
(15 gpa). The staff aasmed that equipment downtime and anticipated filled to 80 percent capacity. Radionuclida removal was calculated
operational occurrences win result in approximately 10 percent of using the vaste evaporator DF in Table 3.5.1. The processing time
the evaporator condensate stream being discharged to the Squaw Creek was based on processing the contents of the floor drain tank at the
Reservoir. The applicant assumed that the BR$ stream will be recycled wasta evaporator capacity. The evaporator condensats from DG will
and did not specify a discharge fraction in his evaluation, be conected in the waste monitor tank, analyzed, and discharged.

I
Wastes from lan dry and showers will be collected in the laundry

,
3.5.1.2 Drain channel A (DCA) and shower tank for analysis. Normslly the vastes will be filtered

|
and routad to the wasta monitor tank analyzed, and discharged.

Righ purity wastes from equipment leakage, valve laakof fs, and tank Based on the paraamters given in Tabla 3.5.1. the staf f assumed
overflows from Units 1 and 2 win be processed through DCA. Rased the landry and shower tank activity will be equivalent to 10'
on the parameters in Table 3.5.1 and information supplied by th* pC1/cc and the release rata is espected to be 450 spd/ reactor.
applicant that the staff finds to be reasonable, the DCA input

; stream flow was calculated to be approximately 190 spd/reector at Release values for DG were based on discharging 100 percent of
0.43 FCA. Wastes from both mits win be collected in the waste both DCS waste streams. The applicant also assumed 100 percent
holdup tank. Assuming the 10.000 gal waste holdup cank will be discharge of DCB wastes in his evalution. DCS will include a mixed
filled to 80% capacity, the collection time was calculated to be bed domineralizar (waste monitor d*=iaaralizer) which may be used
21 days. DCA wastes will be processed batchwise through the waste to f urther dacontamir.ata the contents of the waste amitor tank at
evaporator which will be shared with DCB. Normally the evaporator the discretion of the plant operator. Radionuclide removal by the
concentrate will be routed to tha solid waste system. The evapora- wasta monitor demineralizer was not factored into the st.af f calcw-
tor condensate will normally pass through a polishing demi.eralizar lations as it will be used primarily to reduce the effect of opera-
and be collected in the recycle monitor tank for reuse. In the tional occurrences and not for routina processing.
staff a evaluation it was assumed that equipment downtime and opera-
tional occurrences, will result in periods when DCA wastes will not be
suitable for recycle. On this basis the staff estimates that approximately 3.5.1.4 Turbine buildina floor drains O
101 of the DCA stream will be discharged over the life of the plaat. The e

applicant assumed DCA ta be completely recycled and did not have a liquid Weste collected by the turbine building floor drain system will
release fron Eeleases values were calculated contain radioactive materials resulting from secondary system laakage
using the DF,DCA in his evaluation.s given in Table 3.5.1 for a wasta evaporator. Raatonuclide,y g ,,, g g g
removal by the polishing demineralizer was not included in the staff s cant has indicated that these wastes will not be treated prior to
calculations as the applicant indacated that its use will be optional. discharga. Based on the parameters in Tabla 3.5.1 the staff assumed
Calculations of radioactive decay during processinst were based on & f h
processing the contents of the waste holdup tank at the waste evaporator ,

flow capacity (15 gpa). of 5 spa / reactor. The quantity of activity released throush this
path will be apprad==tely 0.04 C1/yr/ reactor, h staff concludes
that the release of the turbine building floor drain wastem must be
monitored before release. The radiation maaitoring will automatically

3.5.1.3 Drain channel B (DCB) terminate the discharge if radiation limits exceed a predetermined
I*'*1*DCB vi n collect low purity wastes which will not be suitable for

reuse after creatment. Wastem collected in the auxiliary building
floor drains, containnaent sump sample drains and other sources 3.5.1.5 staan senerator blowdown treatment system (scats)
of cantaminated liqui 4s which are not generally suitable for recycle
will be collected in the floor drain and processed through the The SCRTS will process steam senerator blowdown through heat exchangars
wasta evaporator. Based on the parameters given in Table 3.5.1 and rodadant. fun capacity (50 spm) cation and anion Aa-iaaralizers.
and information sta911ad by the applicant in his evalution. the h t2eated blowdown can -a==te stream will be returned to the maina
staf f estimated the flow to the floor drain tank to be 1340 spd/ condenser hot well fot reuse. brefore, the staff concludes taa
reactor at 0.05 FCA. The collection time in the 10.000 gal floor SCBTS has suffiefeat capacity to allow essentially total recycle of

the blowdown attaan to the secondary coolant syntaa. N applicant
assmed total recycl- of the blowdown stream in his analysia.

_ _ _ . ____________ ______________ -- _ _ _ _ _ __--__
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3.5.1.6 Liquid waste summary Table 3.5.2. Calculated annual Releases of Radioacts we Material in

Liquid Pffluents from Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station

| Based on the staff evaluation of the weste treatment systems using'

the parameters in Table 3.5.1 the releases of ra11oactive materials
in the liquid westes were calculated to be 0.3 C1/yr/ reactor, ex- Release per Unic Release per Unit

Radionuclide C1/ year Radionuclide C1/ yearcluding noble gases and triti m (Table 3.5.2). Based on previous
experience at operating reactors the staf f estimates the tritim
releases to be 350.C1/yr/ reactor. The applicant has estimated the Br-82 0.00007 Cs-134 0.0150

| releases to be 0.076 C1/yr/ reactor. excluding tritim. and 96 C1/ Br-83 0.00002 Co-136 0.0046
yr/ reactor of tritium. The dif ference between the staf f release Eb-86 0.00004 Cs-137 0.009 7

'

i values and those calculated by the applicant are due largely to the S r-89 0.00008 Sa-137m 0.0091
! quantity of Bts waste and DCA weste recycled in the respective models. T-91 0.00021 Ba-140 0.00008 i

,

Tae staff asemed 10 percent of the stS and DCA steams will be dis- Ho-99 0.0013 La-140 0.00008i

charged over the life of the plant due to equipment downtime and Tc-99m 0.0013 Ma-24 0.00001
anticipated operational occurrences whereas the applicant assmed Te-12 7m 0.00007 P-33 0.00006
total recycle of both steams. Te-127 0.00007 Cr-51 0.00022

Te-129m 0.00030 h-54 0.00004
Te-129 0.00019 Mn-56 0.00003

3.5.2 Geseous waste Te-131ms 0.00009 Fe-55 0.00023
Te-131 0.00002 Fe-59 0.00013

( The gaseous waste treatment and ventilation systems will consist of Te-132 0.0023 Co-58 0.00210
i equ? pment and instrumentation necessary to reduce releases of radio- I-130 0.00021 Co-60 0.00028

active gases and airborne particulates from equipment and building -1-131 0.18 Wi-63 0.00002
vents. The principal source of radioactive gaseous waste will be 1-132 0.0033 ub-9 2 0.00004

- gases stripped from the primary coolant in the CVCS and BRS. Addi- 1-133 0.065 W-187 0.00008
tional sources of gaseous wastes will be main coaA-==er vacum pump I-135 0.0066 No-239 0.00004 O

, offgames, went11ation exhaunts from the auxiliary, safeguards, fu l Total (excluding h
| handling and turbine buildings, and gases collected in the reactor tritium) OJ m
I conta1==nt building. The principal system for treating gaseous

westee will be the gaseous weste processing system (CMPS). The Tritium (B-3) s 350 C1/ year / unit
CMPS will collect and store gases stripped from the primary coolant

| in a continuously recirculating nitrogen loop containing recombiners.

| compressors. moisture separators, and ten pressurized storage tanks.
The GPS will be shared between Units 1 and 2. Offgases from thei

main condenser vacu m pump exhausts and building ventilation exhausts
f rom the auxiliary radweste. fuel bandling, safeguards, and con-
tainment buildings will be processed through REPA filters and char-

,

cos1 adsorbers prior to release. In addition, the conta1a mati

atmosphere will be recirculated through filters and charcoal ad-
sorbers prior to purging. Wat11ation exhausts from the turbine
buildings will be released without treatment. The steam generator
blowdown treatment system will be cooled through beat =wehane.ers to
prevent flashing. Th'a blowdown condensate will be collected in the
coad-amer hotwell dere desassing will occur due to the relatively
low pressure in the conAmamer. The gaseous weste treatment systems
are shown schematically in Fig. 3.5.2.

i

!
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3.5.2.1 Caseous weste processing system

The gaseous wasta processing system win be designed to collect and"
aineeseemsiwnmus - - process gases stripped from the primary coolant in the thrit 1 and 2

CVCS, the 335, and miscellaneous tank cover gases. The OfPS will
contain a constant inventory of nitrogen which will be continuously
recirculated as a carrier gas to transport radioactive gases removed"."" E" " ""
from the primary coolant. Bydrogen cover gas from the voltana con-
trol tacka and reactor coolant drain tanks, and gases stripped in
the skS degasifer win enter the microgna loop. The hydrogen will

-, .v.,em s s carry with it ==a11 amoimats of radioactive gases removed from the
sxwen eas ancvcta svsrees | n] primary coolant. The hydrogen will be combined with stoichiometric/

I rnounts of oxygen and be removed as unter vapor. The radioactive
vouma commot ums gases remaining win have a negligible effect on the overall gaseouseas sionaae ---a.,sams vent

inventory. The nitrogen and radioactive gases win be alternately
naacioe cnotun omame tam % collected and stored in one of eight pressurized storage tanks. The
somon asevctn evmonavam- storage r==b= will collect, store, and release gases to the loop in

rotation to allow short lived radionuclide decay. After holdup, the**' "

nitrogen, containing long-lived radionuclides, will be reused in the_,

loop. In this =====r, abort-lived radionuclides will decay during

storage and long-lived radionuclides will acc=ince in the system.
Two additional storage tanks, containing icw-activity nitrogen, will
only be used during the latter stages of degasification preceding
cold shutdowns to remove hydrogen from the primary coolant. The

can, seny -- applicant considered the system to be capable of rermining radio-
active games over the life of the plant and cons 8dered system leakage Q

''#'**""
,

as the only release mode. (yi

(4- __-- vem,

The staff considern the CWS to be capable of long-term gaseous
a c waste storage but does not agree that it will be feasible to retain

, the wastes over the life of the plant without periodic discharges.
The advantages of storage af ter short-lived radionuclida removal
win be relatively minor in terms of long-lived radionaclide decay.
Calculations by the staff are based on release after 90 days boldup
which will leave Kr-35 (10.7 yr half life) as the predominant radio-

ma" " nuclide. The staf f calculated the WCS releases to be 993 C1/yr/[-=v-- reactor for mble gases and negligible for iodina. gased on 100
sefy leakage the applicant estimated that 1200 C1/yr/ reactor of* - en'* *EN

_

ooble games and a negligible amount of iodine will be released from
,_ the C WS.

Fig. 3.5.2. Caseous vaste treatment systems, r-=^= Peak.
3.5.2.2 Canta h t pur n

gadioactive gases wi n be released inside the reactor containment
when primary system componente are 7 " or when minor laaks occur
in the primary system. The gaseous activity will be sealed withia

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ - -- - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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3.5.2.4 steam relea.s to_the armaspherethe containment during normal operation but will be relsemed period-
1cally during containment purges. Prior to purging the containment
atmosphere will be recirculated through REFA filters and charcoal The turbine bypass capacity to the condmaser will be 40 percent.
adsorbere for particulate and tedine removal. Following recircula- Staff analysis indicates that steam releases to the environs due
tion the containment will be purged through BEFA filters and charcoal to turbine trips aad low-power * physics testing will have a negligi-
adsorbars to the atmephare. The airborne activity was calculated ble effect ce the calculated source tera.
based on the parameters for primary coolant leakage to the containment
in Table 3.5.1. Radionuclide removal was based on 16 hours of recir- 3.5.2.5 Main condenrer offnas releaewculation syntes operation. 70% mixing ef ficiency. and a DF of 10 for
both the recirc M 1 s charcoal adsorber system and the purge char *
coal adsorber system. It was assumed that the containment would be Offgas from tin asia condenser vacuum pissp exhausts will contain
purged 4 times per year. The preceding assusprions are based on the radioactive gases resulting from primary to secondary system leak-
parameters given in Table 3.5.1. The staff calculated the contain- age, lodine will be partitioned between the steam and liquid
ment purge releases to be 21 C1/yr/ reactor of noble gases and 0.0005 phases in the steam generators and between the condensable and
C1/yr/ reactor of iodine-131. The applicant estimated a release of n acondensable phases in the main condensers and vacuum pisaps.
19 C1/yr/ reactor of noble gases and 0.0009 C1/yr/ reactor of iodine-131. The major fraction of iodine present in the vacuum p ep exhaust

will be removed by charcoal adsorbers prior to release to the plant
vent. gased on the parameters listed in Table 3.5.1. the staf f con-

3.5.2.3 Auxiliary, mafeauards, fuel handlina, and turbine buildina sidered 110 lb/ day / reactor of primary ta secondary laakage partition
vent releases factors of 0.01 and 0.0005 for iodine is the steam generators and

main condenser vacuum pumpe. respectively, ar.d a charcoal adsorber
Radioactive gases will be released to the auxiliary safeguards. DF of 10 for iodine. The staff essumed that all of the noble gases
and iual handling buildings due to leakage f rom primary system entering the steam generators due to primary system leakage will be
compements. In the staf f evaluation the gaseous releases to these released to the plant vent. The steam generator blowdown will be
buildings were ass med to be combined, since the ventilation treat- recycled to the condenser hoewell where any games present will be
ment provided for each will be essentially the same. The ventilation removed and processed with the main condenser of fgas through char- o

! systems will be designed to ensure that air flow will be from areas coal adsorbers. The blowdown will be cooled by beat exchangers a

{ of low potential to areas having a greater potential for the release prior to reductions in pressure to prevent gaseous rela:ses due to {
j of airborne radioactivity. Ventilation air will be exhausted through flashing. The gaseous contribution to the main condenser of fgas
| BEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers for particulate and iodine removal. due to the blowdown will be negligible. The staff calculates the

O.s atef f's calculated releases were based on the auxiliary building main condenser vacuum pssup releases to be approximately 170 Cleyr/
leakage rate and lodine partition factor listed in Table 3.5.1 and a reactor for noble gases and 0.011 C1/yr/ reactor for iodine-131.

charcoal adsorber DF of 10 for iodine. Based on these parameters. The applicant estimated this release to be 550 C1/yr/ reactor for
the staf f calculates the auxiliary building releases to be 170 C1/yr/ noble gases and 0.003 C1/yr/ reactor for iodine-131.

reactor of noble goes and 0.0075 C1/yr/ reactor for iodine-131. The
applicant estimated the releases to be 590 C1/yr/ reactor of noble
gases and 0.007 C1/yr/ reactor of iodine-131. 3.5.2.6 Caseous waste e m-ary

Radioactive gases will be released to the turbine building due to Based on the parameters given in Table 3.5.1. the total radioactive

secondary system steam leakage. The turbine building ventilation gaseous reJeases are calculated to be approximately 1300 C1/yr/ reactor
system exhausts will not be treated prior to release. The staff of noble gases and 0.044 C1/yr/ reactor of iodine-131. the principal
assumed that there would be 1700 lbs/br/ reactor of steam leakage to sources and isotopic distributions are given in Table 3.3.3. The
the turbine building and assumed that all of the noble gases and applicant has calculated an overall release of approximately 2300
iodine remain airborne. On this basis the staf f calculated the C1/yr/ reactor of . noble gases and 0.026 C1/yr/rerecor of iodine-131,
turb1ne building vent release to be negligible for noble gwas and
0.026 C1/yr/ reactor for iodine-131. The applicant estimated the tur- la his evaluation. the applicant applied a lower gas stripping

bine building release ta be negligible for noble gases and 0.016 efficiency in the volme control tanks than that used by the staf f
C1/yr/ reactor for iodine-131. in its evaluatioc. This affected the calculated primary coolant

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .
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& a
t. yyyyyns ,a y 777777 g concentrations of noble gases and is the enjor factor in the

.
T , , , , ,

I differences between the staff calculated release values and thoseg30000C003***3g g
k *** * ' calculated by the appli. mat.m a e c

.C.-
' R'**: 3.5. 3 Solid vasta

.
i

G ay Ss. lid waste containing radioactium materials will be ganarated

h*e ha during station operation. Solid westas win be categorised as Net"U-oB e oo e o o e . .u a
=4 .e or " dry" based won the need for moisture absorption and solidifi-

C.
.

E cation during processing. The solid unste system will consist ofn
a waste dresing subsystem fsr wet solid waste and a vaste balinge

Z *
subsystem for dry solid waste.w

'k *. f
- * g u

a m u . . . . .- e o e e = = = = n .
Wet solid wastem will consist mainly of spent domineraliser resins,*

* *
*

filter sludges, evaporator bottoms, ed chamLeal drain tank ef flu-
5E S 5oE ents. These wastas win be cos61and with a commat-vermiculite mix- ;* =

k II E E ture to form a solid matrix and sealed in 55-gal steel dres. The

h { ,g ah majority of the radioactivity entazing the liquid wasta streams will*

> = n noa be removed by A==i=*ralizers, sweporators, or filters and become wetj E *EE solid wastes. The staff considered these vastes to be stored for?? E
"

g kgg 180 days for radioactive decay prior to skipuset offsite.
h.C . '' w OP. 7 .". .u ,, 8B .o- .,e % w

4 h [E gk Dry solid westes will consist of samtilation air filters, contam-[UE ; ;- inated clothing and paper, and miscellaneous itaan such as tools np
g .w

3 an/* bbora*ory glassuare. Dry solid westes win be compressed into a '*

g
*ue

* **
,

*g 55-gal dr sa using a baling machtaa. 'Since dry solid wastem will U1** , U1contain mch Insa activity thm wet solid wastas, the staf f did not" " * * * * ***** * * * * a ae8 consider the need for onsite storage of dry solid wastas in its*
g g_ { n
; 4 0, o, . evaluation.o

" 5=
@E"

y '*g 3.5. 3.1 Solid waste summary

7:"a

gS 30 Eased on the staf f's evaluation of si-flar reactors and operating*

; g ,8. g .3 reactor data, it is estimated that apprawi=araly 600 drum of wetn e o o e o a * * * * * * * *

'

g 3 g solid unste contaisias appra-1==tely 12 C1/ drums, and 450 drums ofg3 ,. dry solid waste metaining less than 5 C1 tocal, will be skipped
, * offsits annually due to the operation of each reactor. Creater= g

7 than 90% of the radioactivity ===aciated with the solid wants willp o .,y , ', O be longlived fission and corrosion products, principally Co-134g , ,,,

U.Qw Co-137 Co-58 Co-60, ed Fe-55. The applicant estimates thatope f *~ } '*irE . ., u w.. approximately 1060 drums of wet solid wastem, ranging fran 0.04 to* *wy .
,,,, ,,,

3 240 C1/dre, and 120 drums of dry solid waste (no estimata of activ-o o
icy content) will be shipped of faits -at ty.* **

I p All contafmars will be shipped to a licensed burial site in accordance"

[ [.***g**"8 C . O ? 3 U ** .

with AEC and DOT regulariana. The solid wasta system win be similar* "

to systems e f eh the staff has evaluated ad famad to be acceptable- w e ** * O * **

EE La previous 11cenaa applicatlans,
u ,>

_

6

.
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3.6 CHDGCAL AND RIOCIDAL EFyLUENTS

Some copper will be released to Squaw Creek Reservoir an a result
of the very slow corrosion of the condenser rees. h staff esti-

3.6.1 haical westes mates that the increase in concentration will be less than one part
par billion (ppb). This compares with an existing concentration
of 0 to 4 ppb.

3.6.1.1 Genical ef fluents

the staf f estimates that 60.000 lb of trimodium phosphate will be
The chemicals used and their method of disposal are given in used for cleaning equipment prior to startup. This will be sent
Table 3.6.1. to the evaporation pond,

aydrazine and cyclohenylamine are added to the steam system in h predicted characteristica of the blowdown from Squaw Creek
small quantities to scavenge oxygen and adjust pH. respectively. Raservoir to lake Cranbury and the character 1atics of Lake Cranbury
any Isakage f rom the steam system of water containing hydrazine are gives in Table 3.6.2. The applicant usist obtain a permit from
and cyclonery1==fa. will be discharged from the station with tur- the Texas Water Quality Board for discharge of this blowdown to
bine building drains into the Squaw Creek Reservoir. Rydrazine Lake Cranbury. The applicant has received a permit from this agency
residuals will be in the 50 to 100 parts per billion range, and (se ct. 1.2). The increase in concentration of the total dissolved
cyclohexylamine residual concentracions will not eaceed 10 ppa. solids is a direct result of the evapcration of water f rsa Squaw
h turbine building drain discharge is estimated to be 5 to 10 gpa. Creek Reservoir. Assuming conqplete -f d ag, the average increase in
When this is mixed with the 2.200.0% gpa or circulafing water, the total dissolved solids concentration in Lake Cranbury resulting from
.oncentrations of these two chemicals will be less than 50 parts the blowdown will be between 2 and 31.
Mr trillion. Sodium phosphge will be used in steam generators
kor control of dissolved sottda and pH. The steam generator blow- Calculations were made for the applicant on the dispersal of the
down is continuously routed through the blowdown processing system. CPSES thermal effluent, the redittribution of dissolved czypn.
It is filtered and dre w ralized for recycle as condensate. The and the increase and distribution of the dissolved solids in Squaw
regenenscts for them. Naineralizers are routed to the evaporation Creek Reservoir 1 and Lake Cranbury.2 The steff checked the thermal O
pond. Boric acid is continuously reused in the primary water system calculations and the water evaporation and reviewed the assumptions e

or is disposed of as solid waste. and methods employed in =.H ag the calculations. h staf f review [of the thermal calculatioca will be discussed in Sect. 5.3. The
staff concludes that the results of the above calculations are
reasonable and are adequate for use in assessing the chemical impact.

'

h distribution of the dissolved solids in Squer Creek Reservoir%mp _
_ g

is indicated in- Fig. 3.6.1. The ef fect on take Cranbury la given
in Table 3.6.3. Stailar distributions for dissolved oxygen are. -.

O- ==d Dep a given in Fig. 3.6.2 and Table 3.6.4. respectively.
tasein

searwar as.d N au. pas.emme p.es
3. 6.1. 2 Evaporation pond-w sno a_ w

; u,- a s, .o 6 s e
cWka..vt m a24 sg.. o a a An evaporation pond consisting of two independent sections is pro-
som ad ies s.t.d posad for disposal of some chemical waste. The two sections will
3**'*" N" ** " " * " " * * * * * * be man made, and each section will have an area of 6 acres and a

[""* [ depth of 11 fr. The sise,is based on an input of 23,000 gal / day of3,

ch isso s,.. cs a e ef fluent f rom aneup water treatment and 5,000 gal / day of created

I
.
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sewags. In addition there would be an input of 64,000 gal / year of the discherga. h staff will require that :he applicant monitor'

afflusat from staan pasrator blowdowa treatamat and 300.000 gal / the tots e residual &lorias at the paint of discharge and control~

year of chemical clamtag wasta. This is about 31 acre-ft/ year the rate of addition to achiews a total restammt &lorias ea=e==-i

inent. h averson met sunporatica (rainfan minus evapcration) in trattaa of 01 pra or lama at the point of dis &aryr to the reser-
this area is about 3.5 f t/ year (Sect. 5.3). N nat evaporation from voir. (Refer to Sect. 11.6.1),

,

an area of 12 acres would therefore be adeguate for the taput. The s ,

11-f t depth has a 1-f t margi7 for solids accoulation and a 3b-1a.
4
-

at t a==re for a rainstorm. 3.7 SMITARY MASTES ED OM IppuMNTS
,

To praweat gra hter canta=taatica the applicant plans to line '
the pond bottom ad sides with am impervious liner. If ascessary, 3.7.1 Sanitary unstes

sludge can be removed to a landfill site to gain additional capa-
~

;
'

' ' city. h evaporation pond will be located behind the main switch- he applicant must obtain a parait from the Teams State Departmaar
'

yard and will be fenced in to prevent matmals f rom using it as a of Maalth for construction and operattaa of the sanitary systems.
N applicant has contacted this spacy reamrding plea for thiswater source.
project (st, p.12.0-2).

N staf f concludes that the evaporation pand size is adequate.

'

3.7.1.1 Constructiam shame
3.6.2 Riocidss

he applicant ansst obtala a perutt from the Teams State Departamat
The circulating water system and service water system of CpSES will of Baald for saattary weste dispenal during construction. h
be treated by the =had chlorination method. At periodic intervals, weste mast be transported to an approved emmitary facility amatil
- 11 doses of chlorian will be injected tato the circulating water a permit DT the casite facility is obea h-d. g
system to pressat the growth of alpa and bacterial alima en the s
surfaram of the circulating water rummel ad the ca=d===ars. The os'

! bleed lima to the service water intake structure provides &lorina- 3.7.1.2 Operattaa shame O-
tion to the service water pumps and the service water heat ==ehangers.

Sanitary wastes from the station are Esmated omelte by an ascended
Chlorian will be injected into the circulating water ahead of each aeration samage p1 mat. N afflamat will be chlortaaead for dista-,

trav= fine water screen. One chloriam diffuser will be located ahead faccias and odor reduction prior to release. The estimated volume -'

e of each travallag screen. of sanitary waste is 5000 gal / day, h staff concludes that the
sanitary waste disposal will smet State standards.

'
The applicant anticipates that &lorisatica vill only be required

| for two 30-mia periods par day. N appliemat estimates that
; 1650 lb of chlorian will be required per day if the chlorias de. 3.7.2 camhuntim eig eyn
' mand is 2 pre and 3 pra is added to the circulating water of the

mit being treated to ==emad'the demad. h concentratica of h applicant smaat 4tala a permit from the Teams Air Castrol Board
chloriae in the diaekarse f rom two mits when only can unit is for discharga of gaseous afflammes. h applicant has basa sa con- >

being treated will be 0.5 pga. N applicant estientes that the tact with this agmacy (EE. Sect.12.0). '

chlorias e-=rratica would remais la the 0.14 pra to 0.18 ppm
*

range for 17 to 21 kr af ter discharga. N staff beliewma that Products of cambetion will be "=eh= rend to the atmosphere enring
~

this is -meraprakta and can be rahead by controlling the rate operatica of the amaramacy de===1 paarators ad diaeal-driven
of chlorias addirica and maamurfag the chloriam concentratian la fire pumps. Both of these dimmel mits are tested periodf e=11y to

i
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assure proper functioning c ' the amerpacy systems. Ratimatas of Four am trumadasion lima commmetians will be required. h of
the running tium and awh==t affluents are given fu Table 3.7.1. eh=== will be par =U =1 llama m*==aeng peerally to the mortheast
The ewh===t is atreated priar to release to the mviro=++=t. to tia into the system at the Da Cordova Band Steam Elactric

Station unitchyard. h other tue will be abort H === connecting
j CPSES with the Wa=eharford F-=*==

- 345-kT tr== a==ian line

h 118 ''
-

h*= rh=' *==d -

being plamed for 1978 installatian. [|

h route of thmen 14=== is indicated in Fig. 3.8.1 and also is
l

Fig. 3.8.2. Other inforumcian as the lines is given in Table 3.8.1.,,, ,

k o==u ,.=r s h total acreap for the above liams is 483.3.
tr

a Faymery B een out p =eash
h tr====t==ta= lines rm parallal to the rail spur 11am to CFSES

k '-- 2me====== Jor about 1 die after leaving the CFSES emitchy ard before three
E Tel . - - .a _ sw, ,*

of the tr===i== ion It=== cross the rail spur lina. b ra are no2asea som
a ur 2.sse other rail 11ae crossing by the laagths of transmission 11-

" listed in Table 3.8.1. As skoma in Fig. 3.8.1. hamewer, the

1 $* eatension of the 345-kT line to Heatherford does =ross the Atchison.j

Topeka and Santa Fe rail lime about 3 dias wast af Crambury.
*me=d am 24 hr *====s === rar y*= p=s ==am as .3s =ue, r a Ls

h CFSES-Dn Cordova tr===8== ion 18=== parallel Farm koed 201 for
about 1 mila, as shown in Fig. 3.8.1. The ri$t-of-way also runs

Wre or less parallel to State Rihy 144 for abou": 1.9 miles at
The staff concludes that the diesel amtits em be operated as pro- a distance of appr-i-taly 3/4 to 1/4 mile. h lines will cross

Oposed in a umaner that will meet State standards. the hignomy at an angle about 8 miles south of Grambury and will
continue to be visible fra the hiky as they eutend moreh===t h

he auxiliary boiler is electric. across this relatively fiat countrysida. .,,

Brush being cleared will be stacked in piles and burned during the These lines will than cross the trazon River three ei=== dounstream
construction phase. Se applicat will obtain all local. State. of De Cordova tend Dem. the last crese1mg being just belas the dem.
aid Federal permits required (ER Sect. 4.1.1.1.2) . h lines will than join other H=== (not part of this project) and

require a cemhimad 600- to 735-ft-wide ri$t-of-way which crosses
Lake Cr==h-y to reach the De Cordove switchyard.

3.7.3 Other effluents: solid waste
With respect to the middla section cf the CFSES-De Cordova trans-

Henradioactive solid wasta vill be accumulated in vaste receptacles missica 11mm ridt-of-way, the paaral alip===t map (Fig. 3.8.2)
at raa station. Rese wastes will be remved in bulk from the site indicates that the tr===# == ion 11mm ridt-of-umy will parallel
to an approved landfill by a commercial carrier. the ri$te-of-way for the umkaw and blandana pipetta== for a

i distance of about 1.8 =t1==. h pipeH m== v111 11. ,rithin tha-

| 230-f t tr====t == ion 11mm ri$t-of-umy.
- 3. 8 TEANSMISSION SYSTE)6

here are no larga connutities cicea to the proposed transmission
An extensive description of the tr====iasion lines in given by the H ==* . h WQ Cordova tr===8 ==ica 1 f === appear to be routti

applicant in the ER (ER. Sect. 3.9). A sumary description is within appr=i==tely 1.200 f t of a residental area, frem which th
given below, will be visible. This is a 250-acre residential developumat in its

!
>
1
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be 10.2 miles in lamath and will une a 150-f t-wide risht-of-emy.

The 185 acres of land imeladad in this are 56Z eultivated land.
40Z rangeland, 21 ===ad1=ad, and 21 miscellnamacs. Accessibilitymmy w to parts of some farms may be reduced. Several farm roads will

" *r be crossed, the most inyortet of which is Farm to Market Road 51.
vg -

L** 1"*'s, MF ad==s= A permit is required from Enod Comty to cross comenty roads.g., e.g,e " Authority to cross Farm to Market noed 51 must be obtained from
the Texas Eighemy hpartant.

OSES-D.Onnesse ndemah amaan ses tut u
I 235 es3M

Dsts-D Came== IL R 3.st .V tymmmass N spur line est mee* the construction requirements of the State
a me of Taxma Railroad Com tssion and the crossing bJ Farm to Market

Road 50 smaat conform to the requiremmats of tL: +exas Bigterey
I m e.a u m M Department.

osus-v.-. xs e.w ts Isa* na
h proposed line is not near any historical site.

*T as ts hsans med.w. d.

L 1.26 sube of 600.a.1354t egheg6eep
*T min .=m s ha u * 3.9.2 Access road
'Pasmust s. De Camenn ham

A p-- - t access road will be constructed from the site to Farm
Road 201, as shown in Fig. 3.8.1. N access road right-of-way
will be 75 f t wide and the langth 2.1 miles. The 19 acres included
in this are 84Z rangeland and 161 cultivated. The road does not

early p1 =naine stages. h p1====d tranniasion line right-o*-mv cross in areas of known historic or archmaalogical eitas.

has been so routed as to bypass the prospective residential ans. C")

which is relatively close to the p1====d right-< f-way for approxi- M
mately 1 mile before the first crossing of the Brazos River toward 3.9.3 F1pelines w
the De Cordova switchyard from CFSES.

The CPSES-Dn Cordova lines will pass within 900 ft of Hopewell 3.9.3.1 Makew unter pipeline
Cemetery. which is cocaidered a historical feature. An archa e
logical reconnaissance of the rightml-way area will be made prior A 48-in.-dian pir=1ta= is required to transport unter from take
to construction of the lines (EE p. 2.3-2). Cranbury to squaw Creek n===rvoir, as dia- ===A in Sect. 3.3. This

undergrond line will be 4.97 miles in lanath and will use a 25-f t-
wide right-of-emy. h route is aboun in Fig. 3.8.2. h 15 acres

3.9 TRANSPORTATION meurerTIONS tartad=A in this are 471 cultivated. 331 rang =1aad, and 20% ===ad1 mad.
The only nearby historic site is P11 cmtery = ditch 14 900 ft
north of the right-of-emy.

3.9.1 Railroad spur

A railroad spur will be constructed to t.be site from the nearest 3.9.3.2 Return mater pipaline
s

existing line, the Arch *=aa. Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad between
Fort n1 orth and L _ _ The spur line will eaaamet at Tolar. A 36-in.-df == 9% is required to return b1w- from Squam
nortimeest of the site' as shown in Fig. 3.8.1. The spur line will Creek Reservoir to Lake Cranbury. as discussed in Sect. 3.3. his,

== daesround 11mm will be simiime to and parallel to the 48-in. line

i
I

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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| above, except the 36-in line will continue around the lower end e"
REPEBENCES FOR SECTICH 3.4Squsu Creek Reservoir to remove water from near the dam. This longer

line is 8.21 miles in length and will also require a 25-f t-wide right-
of-way. Pif teen of the twenty-five acres of right-of-way is identical 1. U.S. Arnty Corps of Engineers, " Policies ed Procedures Per-
to that for the 48-in. line. The remainder is 80 rargeland and 20%

taining to Determination of Spillway capacities and Preeboard
cropland. Allowances for Dams," EC 1110-2-27, August 1966.

Since the makeup and return pipelines will go under State Highway 2. U.S. Atomic Energy Commiasion, " Regulatory cuide 1.59 - Design
144 and several other roads in Hood County, a permit will be re-

* * *** ""# *** A"E"*E 3'quired from this county. Pl uement of the lines under State Righway
144 will require a permit f rat Texas Highway Department.

3, , gg g
** M ##N8 hah Re,w.There are no recorded archaeological sites in the rights-of-way.

_

4. Texas Utilities Cenerating Company, Commdta Peak Soram E!ectrie
S ti ,5PiM m :I R3P F1, P 7.2-4-3.9.3.3 Pipeline relocations

About 4.8 miles of new lise will be required to relocate an exist-
REFERENCES FOR SECTION 3.6ing 6-in. gas pipeline affseted by CPSES. The relocated line will

to along the western boundary of CPSES property. About 4 miles of
new line will be required to relocate an existing 26-in. crude oil 1. J. B. Duke, Jr., "A Technical Assesament of the Impact of the
line. The relocated line will go along the southwest boundary of
CPSES property. A total of 25 acres is expected to be affec'ted ir. Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station on the Proposed Squaw

Creek Esservoir," report prepared by Water Resources Engineers,these two relocations. All of the land required for relocation is
Inc. , for Texas Utilities Services, Inc. , Nov. 15, 1973. pon CPSES property, and umst of this is graxing land.

m
2. A. E. Johnson and J. E. Duke, Jr., "An Analysis of the Effects 4

of the Squaw Creek Reservoir Blowdown Plumes on Lake Granbury,"3.9.3.4 Gas pipelines under Squaw Creek Reservoir
report preparvd by Water Resources Engineers, Inc. , for Texas
Dtilities Services, Inc. , November 1973.an existing 36-in. gas line and a new parallel line of the same

size will pass under the upper end of Squaw Creek Reservoir.
*These lines, which will be under as such as 35 ft of water, will

be anchored to remain submerged.

.

- - - - _ - a
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4. WYYurongPMTAL EFFECTS OF SITE i M*RATIGI AND OF
STATIGl AIS ttmSMISSl(RI FvTiYTIES d 3TEDCT10st

t

4.1 ^ IMPACTS Out tallD USE

The total land area involved in the construction (both temporary
and permanent faculties) of the CPSES and related facilities is

v ien in Table 4.1.1.

4.1.1 1tation site and Squaw Creek Reservoir dem

The areas affected by construction of the station and the Squaw
Creek Reservoir dam are indicated in Fig. 4.1.1. msd of the
400-acre p=ata=ula on which the station is located will be leveled.
Extensive excavation will be required for the buildings ad the

, evaporation pond. About 50 acres of the above 400 acres are with-
in the rights-of-way of the access road, railroad spur, or trans-
mission lines. All of the peninsula will mdergo at least lidt
clearing. The clearing and earthwork will tesult in the creation
of dust and smoke from construction equipment.

'

A sipificant impact of the project is construction of the J59-ft- n
high, 4360-f t-long dem across Squaw Creek. The borrow areas for I

materials for this earth and rock fill dam are as indicata1 in m
*Fig. 4.1.1. There will be =wh traffic of large earth-sewing

equipment ed temporary storage of masterials. The eartherork for j
this dam and the smaller safe shutdown dam across Fanther Branch are
given in Table 4.1.1, No dredging is anticipated to be required.

Dam construction will involve temporary disruption and scarring of
a sipificant area adjacent to the das in the course of site prop-
aration activities such as clearing, grading, and excavation. Land
use in this area will also be affected by construction of temporary
roads. Local drainage and runoff control will be established in
the area of the damsite to reduce adverse impacts on the lower
course of the stream. Considerable east will be raised during
construction. Most of the adverse effects of das construction are
temporary and can be controlled in such a way as to facilitate re-
habilitation and replanting of disrupted areas around the dam.

The applicant provided the following information in regard to the
amount of material and its movement (ER, Sect. 4.1.1.1.3) . A very .

large amount of sand, gravel, cement, and steel will be hauled
onto the station site in addition to the larga amount of earth and
rock that will be moved maita in ea===etion with grading and found-
ation work for the station and construction of the dru. The estimated

.

M

o

h
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Fig. 4.1.1. Areas effected by construction of CFSES and the
Squaw Creek fleservoir dam.
Sourcel Et, Fig. 4.0-le,

,

.

Tates 4.1.1. Lead eroe esed and eerthwort et CP3E8

Co leisd Lead etw effected ye,inwort ten yde

,e,,se, ,es,e,, rese e. e m

it ins (nes hacheding reefwer et righttef.eey) ISO 350 f.400.00f' 200.000

'

.e:Jr. J
Seepoestine pond 13

Asesse ssed i t' 19 50.000 SOA00
8

8ee Re8 reed syw 183 185' 110.000 150.000
d Wr.ter unee le Gesneury* 40' 100 400 10.000

Rehrzed pape9aes" 14' M,000 20.0810

Y enemessias imes' 4 19'

Squee Creet Reser=k (SCR) 1228 3228
televetion 715 ft shove MSL)

SCR dem and eptitoey 100 Ill I AGO.fmo 5.100.000
Sete shofdown dem 340,000 $ 10,000

-

Teest 4300 4.810.000 6.100.000

e ggeog.,y ,
*Undocyonned.
'48 5 |ee 44 ene esees.
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amount of material is given in Table 4.1.2. h oe amonts will 4.1.2 Sgam Creek Reservoir alte i
t require from 50 to 55 truck deliveries per day on averses. ase ming

22- to 25-ton-capacity or 36-ton gross weight vehicles. Sque Creek Reseryo1r will have a total surface area of 3228 acres -
- at its design water level of 775 ft above usan sea level. h pre- ,

dominant land use in the reservoir area is cattle grazing; hauever, i

Tues. a l.2. Eh mummut Ins OSES ~ about 940 acres is improved Cropland and 320 acres is mixed juniper
! unodland. N reservoir area also contains six farmhouses and an

T=mman - Toms w femud =h== A==d crushed stone quarry. Three pipelines cross the site; $
j

" *"* two of these, a 6-in. gas line and a 26-in. crude oil line, met
be relocated around the reservoir and station site. and the third, jsd see 745e is34os

r Iss 3.55e 35.200 a 36-in, ses line that crosses the upper reaches of the reservoir.
Asprmee sss 125ee ses. nee will be anchored to remain submerged.
Saset treter) 46 lA50 25.200

Teest M 24Jse se4Aeo h applicant states that generally, during the clearing phase,
brush will be stacked in relatively small piles and allowed to I
dry then burned during favorable environmental conditions. A L

continuous fire watch will be maintained, and should wind and/or t

weather conditions change afavorably, adequate facilities will be
available for extinguishing the fire (ER. Sect. 4.1.1.1.2). - ;

h sand will be hauled from the Cleburne area over U.S. 67 to Glen
Rose and north on FM 201 (and the access road) to the site. h The residue from the fire, along with other debris not burned, win
cement will move over the same route. N aggregate viu come from

be buried in the reservoir area with a ==ta1=== of 18 in. of earth
Bridgeport via Weatherford on FM 51 to FM 201 and onto the alte. cover. This and other earthmork will result in formation of con-Steel will eve from Dallas via U.S. 67 to Clan Rose and FM 201 to siderable dust. While the sist raised in site preparation is a
the station. About half of the tonnage win move through Glen Rose significant factor with respect to local air quality. the disposal p ,

north on FM 201 to the site with the remainder e ving southuard on
g [of brush ad debris accoulated in clearing operations may contrib-FM 51 to the intersection with FM 201 and south to the site (via ute further to air pallation. In any event, this problem is a ten- .y- >the access road). Traffic on the Clan Rose route will not move y rary ed controllable adverse ef fect of reservoir site preparation.

through the center of the town but will stay on the main route, The staff recomands that all debris should be cleared from the stream
which circumvents the built-up area of the co-ity. below the dam af ter construction is completed

Lh movement of this tonnage over farm roads FM 201 and 51 win
An investigation revealed that some historic and prehistoric remains

have a significant impset on traffic levels (previously quite law) vill be directly or indirectly af fected by the construction of theand on local road maintenance requirements. Truck operations will
reservoir. These sites are located and discussed tu the ER. Sect.f be handled and scheduled in such a way as to mininize impacts on
2.3.2. A number of sites or buildings of local historical interest'

or interference with local traffic movements, but it is evident
are situated near the reservoir site. The exact program for pres-

that the local road maintenance requirements will increase substan-
ervation or excavation of identified sites has not yet been finalized.

tiany. Traffic centrol measures will be implemented as required
Bouever, the applicant will initiate a program in cooperation with

to control truck traffic and assure safe operations in the vicinity
appropriate State agencies to insure that significant resources areof small local co-ities (or concentrations of houses), presently
not lost, as far as is practicable (EE. Sect. 4.1.1.5).

mecatroned intersections in rural areas, and school bus pickup
points.

4.1.3 Transmissionolinas

The area affected by the transmission lines is described in Sect.
3.8. The construction win not af fect any historical sites or
existing public parks. N impact on Lake Cranbury will be pri-

"
marily aesthetic. h re are no buildings in the rights.ef-way.

t
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N staff believes that tr====4=sion line construction can be 4.1.6 Makeup and return pipelines
accomplished without a significant long-term or permanent adverse
ef fect en agricultural production along the right-ofwsay and h two pipelines and the areas affected are described in Sect. 3.9.
adjoining propertiaa. A small area of land will be taken out of Both of the pipelines are underground. N acres disturbed and the
production per==-tly (Imd ocewied by transmission line tower estimated excavation required are given in Tabb 4.1.1. The appli-
bases located at intervals of 600 to 1.600 f t). cant states that once the pipelines are laid, the ground will be

,

replanted, probably to native or adaptive grasses, which will provide i

During emstruction, tamporary disruption of agriculture will re- erosion control and provide for ocea grazing. Judging free serial
sult f rom the moveammt of vehicles along the right-of-way and th* photographs of other pipeline rights-of-way. cultivation will be re-
temporary storage of tower materials. After completion of construe- stored along a portion of the right-of-way where the pipeline
tion, the gromd surface will be graded, planted. or otherwis* crosses cultivated lands,,

treated or prepared so that the ef fects of vehicular movemmat willi

'
not cmse eronica or will not affect restoration to agricultural

use (ER. Sect. 4.2.1.1). There appears to be little requirement 4.1.7 Pipeline relocations
for the construction of access roads which would require additional,

land to be tah== out of production per====atly. The two lines to be relocated are described in Sect. 3.9. The'

impact will be similar to that of the constructice of the makeup-
;

pipeline.
4.1.4 ga11 road spur line

h rail spur line and the atua affected are described in Sect. 3.9. 4.1,8 Conclus ion
h right-of-way is flat to very gently rolling terrain. Only a
small amount of cut and fill will be required in preparation of the The staf f concludes that the impacts on land use are extensive but
right- of-way ed grade. Bo major stream crossings are required. that the applicant will reduce them to an acceptable level.

.QN minor tributary streams crossing the right-of-way will regaire
simple bridging structures. The staff does not expect that the m >

construction activity or the movement of heavy equipumat a2d mate- 4.2 IlfACTS ON WATER 1:!E CD
rials required in construction will cause any serious or per====at
disruption of preaant land uses. During construction of the rail N filling of Squaw Creek Esservoir will require a maximum with-
line a suhetantial te nage of railroad ballast and rail, in addi- draual of 158.400 acre-ft over 36 months from Lake Cranbury at
tion to other materials, will be required. For azamele, in January. 4400 acre-f t/ month (52.800 acre-ft/ year).3 Assuming a voltane of
February, and March of 1975,1.100 to 1.200 tons of k=11==t per 155.000 acre-ft for take Cranbery.2 this is a consumptive use of *

month will be truehad to the rail line. This represents perhaps 34% of the lake voltme per year. or approuinstely 31 pr month.
50 truckloads per month or 2 to 3 truckloads per day eving from N 1971 runoff to Lake Cranbury was 395.466 ww-f t. * h e tnere
Bridgeport to Weatherford and thaace on FM 51 ed 201 to the vicin- will be a amat=- withdraal of 13.4Z of the awarage annual flow
ity of the rail line and the plant. In April. May, and June 1.600 for each of three years to fill Sque Creek haserwir. The Texas
to 1.800 tons of rail per month will be trucked into the area by Water Rights rw =sion has approved the diversion of 165.300 acre-
voy of ==1a routes to Cranbury, ed on to the construction sita it over three years for this purpose during periods of high runof f -
by truck over FM 51 ed FM 201 (IR. Sect. 4.1.1.1.4). (refer to Sect. 2.2.3.2 and to ER. Sect. 4.1.2.5). The staff con-

clades that this withdrawal will not have an adverse impast on
other water use in Lake Cranbury. i

4.1.5 Access road
Construction of diner'sion and return facilities on Lake Cranbury

N are=== road is described in Sect. 3.9 . N road construction will necessitate the closing of f of en additional small portion
will af fect 19 acres of mostly renfe1=ad. lama the one-half of of lake area. Because this is near the Da Cordova tend Den and
this will be paved. the return discharge will be in the area already closed to boat- ,

ing, the staff concludes that this will not have an adverse in-
pact on the recreational une of the lake. 511tation which might ,

occur as a result of construction is also not expected to af fect

water use.
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Squaw Creek supports only some limited fiahing; therefore there pg,
should not be a great inyact on recreational use of the creek. borW at & mh h. h mMg hem d sThere also should not be an adverse impact on the use of Squaw g
Creek water by wildlife c r stock. The safe limits of total dissolved can a by an open sump in the lowermost excavation level.
solids for livestock are presented in Table 4.2.1. ~ lt can be seen

he influence of devatoring on local waters will be limited to
that the limits are mch greater than the 1200 ppa total dissolved w a sw dred feet o excavations. No other gnehtersolids concentration that will be released into Squaw Creel EPA

' * * * " * * ""**** III' *** *1* * II"gives the ==wi== acceptable level for livestock drinking water
as 3000 pra soluble salts " which is also higher than the level

that will occur in the creek. 4,3 g gpg gy

Ten. 41a. w asi kamm er shamey sm e====t - 4.3.1 Terrestrial

it h as maae ma daund. Table 4.3.1 presents a summary of the changes in acreap M the""""'
w amatr **rt vegetation comunities as a result of construction on *-he site.

Of the 3950 acres estimated to be Jeffected, approminately 901 ofDomhry 2M the alteration will be related to Squaw Creek Reservoir. De
8""" '#''

reservoir will have an tapact en five of the vegetation c-i-
3'"*'' ' *38

ties of the project area.Dney same 7.150
anstems tesos

shesy todem.ery 12Ano

Source: Fedent vaams % Comeet -
huser Omstry Desses, soport of the Nebumet TM
Advenary Casmaussene so the % et shs Istanus, Age.1 ()
8968 Yahes 415. #hr= m usmugs of es suyammen g

as e sensa er - em me ame e
i

v.s : - - - f

he applicant notaa in the ER (IR, Sect. 4.1.2.7) that existing ea.ms acame. a

st==A.ater lewis indicate that the water table gradient in the
8" WClan Rose formation is inclined tonsard Squeu Creek from a groad--

water divide some distance to the west where groundwater levels m 424 4i4 2
exceed 900 f t above maan sea level. The groundwater level near the 3 mayer-hasv Gamma sope . 1410 945 33

imyoindment is higher than the maxin=== operating pool elevation. - :" ase 67 22 .

De effect of the impoundment will be to raise the grammesater LWar R*='ma nao esa as
1***'' 3*' " "

level in the Glen Rose formation and decrease the flots gradient
Tome mis 462s 46tensard the impoimdment, he applicant also notas in the ER that

the top of the Drin Itmntains aquifer (the major gram & eater
source in the area) belcme the 1_. - *- t is at elevation 500 to
600 ft. he lowest elevation of the *=r=='d==at floor is 650 f t. ,

Between the iseoundment floor and the top of the squifer. there
is at least 40 to 50 ft of fine-grained soil and Glen Rose forma-
tion; this precludes-an'y significant seepage to the Twin teamtains
formation that would alter the existing gromesater er=ditions. No
significant votar level changes in the Twin teoistains formation
are espected due to the creation of Squess Creek Reservoir (ER. ,

Sect. 4.1.2.7) .

r

t
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4.3.1.1 station site
conq>osing this type art considered invader species and indicators

Construction of the station will occur on a peninsula formed by of overgrazing (Tablas A-1 and A-2), clearing this acreaga of
the reservoir (ER, Fig. 2.7-2c). The acreage of the peninsula is Jishiper-Mreeawn Uplands may be emaidered a minor impact on the
approximately 400 acres, all of which is included in the construc- native ?lora of the site. Appravimately half of the peninsula
tian zone for the station. The exact configuration of the station will be occupied by the station and associated facilities; the

facilities has not been established; however, Fig. 4.0-la of the remainder will be available for habitat restoration. Crasses win
11 indicates the general extent of the direct impact area. N be ef fective in erosion control as wen as determining the initial

actual layout of the station upon coupletion is expected to occupy course of successim of the vegetation en=narnity. If native grasses

about 200 acres. Most of the construction site area vill be are not planted, reinvasion ac3 dominance of species such as three-

cleared and heavily graded, resulting in a substantial changc in awn, broosweed, bull nettle, and mesquite is expected. The staff

topography (ER, Fig. 2.7-2b). reconse:nds seeding with native grasses, both during and following
construction, as appropriate.

Activities such as clearing, grading, escavating, filling, and
stockpiling will result in the accelerated erosion of soils. Construction activities will have a direct effect on the consumer
Water erosion occurs when there is extensive runof f of pracipt- populaM aa= of the site. Clearing, excavating, filling, and grad-

tation over exposed land surfaces. The kind of soil and the type ing win kill many of the less mobile species, such as terrestrial

of vegetation growing on it have a major effect on the amount of invertebrates, te.-restrial awhibians and reptiles, and small

precipitation that runs off. Mechanical disturbances on a water- ====als in the area of that activity. Because of the dry, upland

shed, along with its topography and shape, also affect the rm off nature of the station site, anq>hibians will be encountered only

rate. Reducing the water absorptive and holding capacity of land infrequently; however, these uplands are preferred habitata of

by removing its natural vegetation during land clearing and grad- several reptiles. Most birds and ===aals will leave the immediate

ing accelerates and increases the volume of runoff. vicinity of construction as activities icerease.

Construction of the station will occur on Tarrant series stony An indirect ef fect of construction activites on casumer populations g
clay. N se soils have rapid to medium runoff and a moderate veter occurs through loss of suitable habitat. Many of the less melle

intake rate. When vegetation is removed, erosion may be severe. and/or highly territorial consumer specias such as some reptiles, %J

h applicant has indicated that actions to mitigste the adverse many breeding birds, and certain small mammals win be unsuccessful O
effects of site preparation on the soils and local drainage will in relocating suitable habitat. Even though junipers are a dominant

be implemented. Specific details have not been provided, but gen- tree os the plant site, no habitat suitable for breeding by the

erauy, surf ace drainage f rom cuts, fills, borrow areas, and spoils golden A *h*A warbler is expected to be directly affected by

|
areas will be controlled by ditches, dikes, berms, and medimenta- station cor.struction.

' tion basins. During the first eight months of construction, such
structures will be essential in erosion control. After that time
the dam win be closed across Squaw Creek, resulting in a lassa 4. 3.1.2 Squaw Creek Reservoir

settling pond catching rmoff from areas above the dam. Sines the
construction period is expecte! to extend for about eight years, The primary isE>act of construction will be the inundation of ter-

( the staff reco - ada certain preventive techniques, such as seed- restrial ecosystems in the creation of a reservoir of 3228 surface
acres. Construction of the Squaw Creek Reservoir dam and spillwayj ing, will be required in addi.ica to these corrective techniques

for ef fective erosion contna. will require about 100 acres. Prior to ina datim the reservoir
area will be cleared of trees. The anotant of clearing will he con-

h segetatica community of the station site is cleared Juniper- statant with the reca==*adatims of the Taxas parks and Wildlife
t Threaawn Dylands. Consfruction of the station will result in a Department. Areas denuded of vegetation will have increased wind'

,
162 loss of this vegetation type from the project area. Although erosion, especia uy on sandy soils, la addition to this source.

| Juniper-Threamwn Uplands is the est conscaly occurring vegetation cmstruction equipment will raise dust. Dust raised during

type on the site, the direct -impacts of construction on this type reservoir site preparation combined with smoka from vegetation and
I

I win be confined primarily to the station site. Since many species debria burning ray result in local air pountion. The extent of

|
this problem will vary according to local atmospaarie conditions
at the time of burning.

;

|
|
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After wegetation clearing and edn11e the reservoir is filling, sous
'umter erosion is == parted ca the upland soils, whic% are musceptible mentation to provida simumar nesting ad winter feeding habitat.

to =*=e erosion. n=e= = of amatle slapee and moderate permeabil. Doctruction of thia habitat will result in displacement of such

ity, the alluvial soils are less subject to erosion. thach of the ' birds; many will mot survive due to increased competition. he

reservoir site is on alluvial soils. During the period of reservoir mmmmala of the sita appeared to prefer the ag1made over aa-11

mita preparatica erosion of the cleared areas will Se minimized by riparian habitat (Table 2.7.5); hamewar, several species of undiumn-
use of = hallow tr==ch== selectively placed to control famoff. A stand -1= prefer bott=1==d habitat.

peeral outline of water control during constructica is found la
Fig. 4.0-lb of the ER. Me <==dation of the Squeu Creek riparian commmities is the most

sipificat negative i===et on the terrestrial acosystema of the
16 the ===1- extent possible, rock aral earth ful for the dem site. h applicant has estimated that construction of Sque Creek
will be obtalmed from the reservoir site, thus minimizing the Reservoir will e14=i==ta approximately SE of the riparian comities
construction impacts on the areas surromding the reservoir. Das e4=41=r to Squear Creek within Enod and Somerwell comaties. Ripari a
construction will perummently alter the d==='te itself as well as mentation can occur in this part of Texas only along ====11y flowing
canne temporary disturbance of the area adjacent to the dem due stream uhare suf ficient misture is aweilable to support tree grauth.
to the operations of large earth-moving equipment and temporary In areas such as Rood ed Somerwell contima, uhare rainfall is
storage of materials. The applicant has indicated that das con- sparse a d drainas patterna are not extensive, riparian wegetation
structim will be contround in a umy to facilitate rehabilitation ta quite limited. Seconne of the scarcity of this vegetation, con-
and replanting of disrupted areas aromd the dam. mar species displaced from the Squier Creek riperian win cause

increased competician in other riparian areas, probably exceeding
h e constructiam of the dem and reservoir will result in direct, the carrying capacities of those areas.

t impacts on five vegetation commentities (Tabla 4.3.1).,..

h direct inghsct of intendation will be the least in the Jaiper. A positive tapact on terrestrial ecosystaan will be the suspension
thressma Uplands, with only about 21 of the acreage of this type of cattle grazing. Beavy grazing preneure over many decades has
as the site being eli=*==ted. Of the slope-type wegetation, about drastically reduced the d==='ty of original, rit- wegetation and
221 of the Br _" Benches and about 331 of the Jaiper-Rairy has encourapd iniseion of pint species of law productivity, n '

Grama Slopes will be covered. h wegetation of the slopes is not nutritional value, and/or palatability. la areas where the soils s

*q== and is, to a larga matant.
_

* of inweder species estich have not severely deteriorated by arosion ad leaching, the removal .N
have replaced the native grammes. The wegatation grauias on the of livestock grazias will permit increased productivity of the
slopes r=d=e=a soil asesian and is used by certain --re as climax grammes, such as little bluestem. h rate at which the
coasr ad foraga te cle transitica between gland and riparian prairia can be restored ta dep==d==t on factors such as (1) danairy
commmaities. Ag$terfastely 2560 acres of the Upper Riparian ec md distribution of native grasses. (2) demaity of invader species,
ammity will be covered. About one-third of this area has previ- (3) candition of the soil, and (4) cit == tic factors, primarily
eumly been cleared and used for agricultureg 350 acres of Upper rainfall F3 lEname the brushy stage of retrogr===ta= is wen
Riparian scytation win be destroyed. h site has 366 acres of adwaced, brush clearing ta required for the successful reestab-

Zamer sty =rian wesetattaa. 316 of edkich will be i== dated. Com. Haba==t of prairia grasces. In areas disturbed during site pre-
sidering an of the flora of the site, the wegetation of the paratim ad construction, the staff recomands that brush clearing
riparian acesystems is the most diverse and stable and has the of small dmaan jaiper and manguite thickets be dame in such areas
hid met carrying capacity. to the estaat pensible so as to promote the growth of prairie gr=====.

Both amphibians and agustic reptiles live in and amar Squer Creek.
u=e==== of the gr=d==1 filling of the reserweir, the sisu trama- 4.3.1.3 Access road, railroad spur. ad pia =1'aas

tria= fram stream to lake habitat should have a =i=1==1 impact on .

eta === .. especially the more aquatic species. Other an- A r== t 1.9-eile access road will extend from Farm Road 201 to
yhihi-= and reptiles'living in riparian wegetation will suffer the statica site en the p==tamula. A 10.2.e11a railroad spur win'
less of suitakia habitat and therefore will 19h=1y he ali e== tad. be constructed from Tolar to tha station site. Me pneral loca-
Bird A===ities samarauy unre cheerved to be higher in the riparian tiens of both are indicated in Fig. 4.0-1 of the ER. h access
areas 'h== in the uplands, they birds are day ==d==t gaa riparian road and railroad spur are discussed together, since the access

road rima par =11=1 with the and of the railroad spur. 'Cnastruc-
tion of the access road is sapected to affect about 19 acres, of

r
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wt.ich approximately 8 acres will be eliminated by a permanent 4.3.1.4 Sensry evaluation of construction imoacts

paved road with a 30-f t right-of-way. Q>nstruction of the rail- on terrestrial systems

road spur will affect about 185 acres, with about 38 acres being
permanently altered. Species composition. frequency, and coverage h construction of CPSES will result in the significant altera-

of producer species on the proposed access road rignt-of-way will tion of about 4300 acres of the terrestrial ecosystems of Bood
be similar to those determined for the railroad spur. Aerial and Somervell counties. Of this, some 3400 acres required for

photographs showing the proposed road and railroad rights-ef-way the Squaw Creek dam and reservoir and 200 acres for the station

are presented in Figs. 4.1-2a and -2b (Es). A summary of land site will be permanently altered. h water quality conditicas
,

use classifications keyed to these photographs is found in Tanles predominating over the period of cooltag-water use of the reser- f

4.1-1 and 4.1-2 (ER) . Land use classifications include uncleared voir can be expected to result in changes in soil eh==iatry and
grazing land, cleared grazing land, cultivation, woodlands, and other characteristics.
hedgerow. Cultivated land is a significant proportion (about 6CZ)
of the 1==A use along these rights-of-way. Grasses typical of h construction will result in the disturbance of five vegetation

both cleared and uncleared grazing lands are threeawns and hairy e-mities, the greatest impact being the virtual al1=iention of
tridens; common forbs and woody species are elbow bush, cedar ela, the ripartan e-m4 ties along squaw Creek. In view of the repro-
and juniper. Because of the arid climate and previous brush con- ductive capability and growth rate characteristics of most of the

trol practices, many tree species are aggregated in " tree 1slands= species and the current succeseirmal status of the e - mities,

known as mottes or along hedgetows. These rights-of-way are ex- a restoration of the upland vegetation --ities is possible,

pected to encounter no more than 51 of such areas. assains satisfactory soil conditions and sufficient tima, saw-
ewr restoration of the riparian casess11 ties is highly mlikely.

A 48-in.-dian makeup water pipeline will be constructed f rom Lake
Cranbury to Squaw Creek Raservoir. A 36-in.-dian return water Construction activities will have direct imparts oc certain consumer

pipeline will parallel the askeup pipeline and will have an adda- populations; however indirect impacts throug% loss of habitat will

tional 3.2-e11e section. With 25-ft rights-of-way the total land be more significant. m construction of the reservoir will result

af fected by these pipelines is aboc4 40 acres. Detailed classift- in the total displacement of terrestrial consmers from the areas .n
cation of land use along the rights-of-way is found in Fig. 3.9-6 involved. Such displacement increases competitive pressure and, e

and Tables 4.1-3 and 4.1-4 of the ER. About half of the land along subsequently, population regulattop through al4=1antion of indS N
N

these rights-of-way is in cultivation. h next most common is viduals. The biotic potential of some species is such that loss

grazing land. Pipeline construction requires removal of vegetation of individuals has little long-term ef fect on population structure

along the right-of-way. h trear b y operation is expected to and stability. For certain other species, notably the avian and

remove topsoil layers and replace it with subsoils. Subsoils are m itan top carnivores (see Sects. 2.7.1.3 and 6.1.3.1), the loss

deficient in organic matter and nutrients necessary for vegetative of even a few individuals any have a long-term effect on the popu-
lation of that area.growth; thus the pipeline rights-of-way will have decreased pro-

ductivity. hre are existing pipeline corridors crossing the
-

site where little or no revegetation has occurred af ter as long h staff concludes that the conversion of approximately 3118 acres

as 12 years. T u applicant has indicated that following filling of terrestrial environment into an aquatic environment due to the

and levelics of the trench. reseeding with native grasses will be construction of Squsw Creek Esserioir is a significant adver es

mdert aken. The staff rec =--=d= additions of organic matter or impact on the terrestrial ecosystems of that area. N acceptance

selected fertilizers to correct the subsoil deficiencies. Stockpiling of this impact will be deter-fand by weighing it against the bene-

topsoil during excavatics with subsequant reapplication would also ficial uses of the reservoir discussed in Sect.10. When compared

help =ia1=1xe loss of production in the disturbed area. to the impacts from the construction of the reservoir, construction
of the station and accessory facilities, such as the access road.

Two of the three existing pipelines crossing the property will be railway spur, ar.d *pipelinas, will result in mach less severe in- ,

relocated nose the periphery. Both existing lines and proposed pacts on terrestrial ecosystems.

reroutings are shown in Fig. 4.0-2 (ER). In some areas these re-
routed pipelines will parallel traa==Sasion line rights-of-way,
thus permitting use of adjacent corridors. The pipeline realign- 4
monts primarily cross upland grazing laada along the soutineest
edge of the site. m construction of these rerouted pipelines
will be similar to the construction of the new pipelines discussed
previously; 1hise the see techniques for vegetative restoration
will be required.

-.
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" " * ^ d4.3.1.5 Treenission lines ;,",, M

" ' ' " " ' " G 38' "*'*The physical details of the tr=n==ission systems have been dis-
cussed in Sect. 3. 8. A detailed description is fotmad in Sect. 3.9 '"y****"*,""'*""*""*,
of the ER. The general alignment of these 1.ines is indicated in
Fig. 3.9-1 of the EE. A simmesry of land use classification of """" hdu. =* ******'''transmission line rights-ef-way is presented in Table 4.3.2. The
basic objective of the applicant in ccanstructing the trasmission oa===s h.s is.ms as mas
lines will be to retain as mach existing vegetation as possible * " " * * ' ' " " * 22 365 3* "**

along the rights-of-way without interfering with the erection and """,,, $ $ $
maint-amace of the lines. Because of the nature of the terrain e w =. - aAm e us

* " " * * * * " " ' _'' ? 1_8and vesstation and the short distances required, both the CPSES-Venus *

'""' **J'' " 3" 'circuit and the CPSES-Weatherford circuit are espected to have
relatively little impact a terrestrial ecosystems. The m ly exten- E cumuz-e.e- am.=m. .
sive tr=aa=iasion line construction will be a distance of 1.3.81 " =m **N a 'e****=rt
miles from CPSES to the De Cordova SES switchyarJ. requiring a % % ,,"" ^"4"total of 453 acres. The ER presents aerial photographs of the s-. s,

CPSES-De Cordova right-of-way in Figs. 3.9-6A through -6D; Table
, ,

3.9-1 contains a detailed land use claamificarica keyed to the o, ,m u au
aerial photographs. The acreage of each land use and percent die- *==a=s -a m=== he a as

]tribution amos classifications is summarized in Table 4.3.3. ,, c _

* ""
About 712 (Table 4.3.3) of the total acreage of the corridor is
c'altivated la.sd and grating land where little or no right-of-way " """"""'* t8" ** *dh" NS-

""#'""*"""'**'*clearing will be required. Riparian vegetation that will be crossed n
inciaA=a Squaw Creek in one location and the Brazos River in three L"""' ' " * " " ' ' 8uns %

".e"st
"****"" Nlocations. Cedar elm. bur oak, juniper, pac ==, and American elm

are common tree species in these riparian woodlands. Typical treat- o==es.m a sa as
mat of riparian weetation in the right-of-way is shown in Fig. ,"'"* y* 8**' h

3.9-17 of the ER. These procedures are expected to lessen the in-
_

pacts on the riparian vegetation. Construction of the transmission
lines will disturb some wildlife habitat and therefore will haw a numm===s=s ===

" " " " * * * 'come ef fect on the wildlife of the area. The most significant
_

ef fects are expected where the most clearing of vegetation is re- i , .s
'* """"quired. The applicant has indicated that, wherever poe=1ble. **= "s"*8-=r

transmission line routing will avoid clumps of nature 3anipers= c ==e s=== une un saa
the nesting sites of the golden-cheeked warbler. With selective

""" ''" * * * * * 'clear *T t, pruning, and replanting. the adverse impacts on wildlife
shoul .f ne minimized. c. s

'"''
The predo=ia mat character of the terrain along this proposed cor- |Z $
ridor is level to gently rolling. Nowhere along the right-of-way -

m sv s u
does steepness or accessibility of terrain present requirement for " " * " * *

]*
'8

%
construction of roads for vehicular access. me s m.o , sia

on= 2.s a

" E "The 9plicant has indicated that practices for minimizing the
potcarially adverse ef fects of transmusion line construction w a , , ,, ,, ,
will be implemented. These plans and practices are s-rized

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -. -
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in Sect. 4.5. The staf f cmeludes that if these measures are es - -

:s
,

''! N'
e - -

2 \
f [ ['~\ [) 1

taksa, the adverse 1 gacts of transmission line construction -

will be mieimised. )g. \ "- s .. ,.

-.'.~.: -
,.,s J ', 1'O -* ;

Z = . . - ; "

4. 3.2 cmstruction effects e aquarie systeam ,, y .,s" ' = .. ',. Q f .. ~'~' '
~

The construction of CPSES will have adverse impacts on the aquatic s
..

-

.p.-=nities est Squaw Cneh and Lake Cranbury through three major TERRESTRIAL. .; f.
~

~ >
._ '

g, j' ' ' d 'activities: '(1) the construction af Squser Creek Dam. (2) construc- s _ ,,,

tion of the diversion pop station ad return line outlet on lake r
,

Cranbury, ed (3) the initial filling of Sques Creek Resenoir. f ;
I # OBLIGATE RHEOPHILIC""

4. 3.2.1 Castruction of Squaw Creek Das j ,

f '.
1. Dam construction will result in two-thirds of the length .# =

of Squaw Creek being chased fra a str=== habitat to a lake heb-
g

' Apg,' MAY JUNE'JU LY' AUG.* SEPT.' OCT
itat, and a significant change in the species ccomposition of upper

,

5 *'8 Creek will thus taka place. ,tg. 4.3.1. Typical pattern of colonisation in a new| 9

( rese. -tr.-

Although Sques Creek gaservoir will probably not develop a biota Sourca C. C. Paterson and C. R. Fernando "The Macro-Invertebrate,

'specifically time same as that in Laka Cranbury, the staff presumes Calam* ,: ion of a hall Baservoir in Emetern r - -A = " yerh,
that it will ederso a developmental cycle =imilar to that which Internat. Verein Limol.17: 122-136 Olovember 1969).
bas occurred in othe,r teservoirs. " Figure 4.3.1 shows the
typical pattern of colonization that occurs in a new reservoir.
Certain organiana in Sques Creek (obligata rheostlilic species)
may not be able to survive in the impossadment, due to lack of
suitable habitat or reproductive conditions. Species reduction
may occur in the falle= ring fish sparia=: the stonereller, tha

|
|

|

|
t
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orange-throat darter, the plains killifish, alough darter, black-striped concludes that the impact of the relocation will not be significant
topmannow, and the bullheadst along with such benthic organisms as compared with the langth of stream that will be lost due to
Simulius and most of the stansfly, caddis fly, and mayfly species. impowdment.
Other organisms (facultative species), however, are able to lawe in

both stream and lake habitats and will dominate the fauna of the 3. The construction of the das will have both camporary and
reservoir during its early stages of development. This group includes Par ==naat ef fects on tha stream bic.ta below the dam. The tamporary
the gastropods, odonates, midge larvae, and fish such as sunfish, shin.es. effects will be primarily as the result of downstream siltation
^=na.1 catfish. logperch, and mosquitof tsh. Finally a true limophila, arising from excavation and the movement of heavy equipment in the
fauna develops, composed of fish such as gar, drum, buf falo, crappie, vicinity of the creek. S11tation could affect the biota of Squaw

shad, and carpb8and benthic organisms such as the burrowing may. Creek by (a) increasing turbidity ad reducing mat penetration,
fly N enic. the dipteran (3aoborts,*-Il and the beetle (b) causing mechanical or abrasive damsgs, and LJ blankating the
Barosus, stream bottom, thus smothering benthic or 1sms and fish eggs and

elf =f anting habitats and spawning areas.1 -22
Construction of Squaw Creek Reservoir will result in the estab-
lishment of approximately 3200 acres of new aquatic habitat. It appears that there is a two-year period during which siltation
During the initial stages of reservoir development, newly inun- from das construction could affect lower Squaw Creek (Fig. 4.1-1,
dated soils and vegetation supply a large quant 1ty of nutrients. ER). This is a sufficiently long period of time that interference
yielding a great innial surge in blotic production. A large with the growth and reproduction of stream species could occur.
supply of food organisms, in addition to an abundar ee of spawn- All the fish in Squaw Creek are spring spawners, with some spawn-
ins sites and a low popu m ion density, stimulates the develop- ing *seginning in winter and continuing into late summer (Table D-4),
ment of large fish populations. In new Texas reservoirs. game
fish (usually largemouth tasa and ch=anel catfish stocked by the The staff concludes that. in W =s os the ca 0.1 asJ sedimentation
State) exhibit very high growth rates during the first one to two - controls to be used by the applicant (ER. Fig. 4 0 'b). the effects
years.12.13 After this initial peak, a decline in game fish pro- of s11tation on Sq.sw Creek and also in the Falt / hd Brazos rivers
ductivity occurs, with a concurrent increase in rough fish species, will be minimized. Recovery from any adverse 14 acts will occur O
until by the fourth or fif th year they usually make up approximately af ter construction is completed. (75% of the total fish weight in the reservoir.12 The decline in y
the fishery is of ten followed by a low level of recovery and then Fermanent effects on lower Squaw Creek will arise from alterations
stabilization.12.le16 Its major reservoir in Texas, however, has .in flow voltas, duration, and quality of the water entering the
been successfully rejuvenated to its original game fish productivity.32 creek downstream from the dam. Upon closure n the dam, flow will
probably because the State has no native enort fish which is adapted be maintained below Sques Creek Das by diverting 1.5 cfs (1090 acre-f t
to large reservoirs. with the possible exception of the white bass. per year, or 91 acre-f t per apoth) from the makeup line and discharging

it approximately 100 yd below the dse (ER Sect. 4.1.2.4). This flow
A reservoir will be more productive, in terms of aquatic biomass, is only 13% of the leg-ters average annual runoff and is less than
than an intermittent stream, and from a fisheries management view- the =1at== average monthly flow of 157 acre-f t. It would be expected,
point, the impact will thus be beneficial. The creation of the however, that values less than this would occur 26% of the time
reservoir is done at the cost of removing .pprostaately $2 of the (Tabla 2.5.1). Although this flow will probably not be sufficient
stream habitat in the tw M ounty area. This value is based on the to maintain the present character of the stream, the continuous

.applicant's estimate of loss of ripartaa vegetat %n (Sect. 4.3.1.21 releases will have a stabilizing effect by reducing the erosion and |ER.) and on staf f est1 mates of stream length from ER Fig. 2.5-3. scouring associated with floods. A more stable st& strata will result
in higher production of periNyton and benthic invertebrates, which

j 2. Flow in Squaw Creek will be maintained during cotstruction in turn will benefit the fish population.2 F27
by relocating a portion of the stream until closure of the dam. .

The organisme presen't in the cutoff segment of the channel that are Makeup water forbth Squaw Creek Reservoir and releases to lower Squau
not able to move into another area vill be destroyed. The staff Creek will be drean f rom Laka Cranbury at elevation 663, apprM=ately

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - .____ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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30 f t b61ou morum1 surface law =1 mad 8 ft above betten. The rai=== for 1973 abau a ramp of 53*F in h* te a ===4- of at*F 1a
unter will hawa a total dissolved solf d= leval of apprestantaly 1200 '= P=t.'3*'' h staf f concladas that there will be no adver==
ypn. will wry in tamparatura from 50*F 1m Jamary to 52* 1m August, impact am thm - . w zusian im Sques Creek.
and in diamoised amygma e=e=traziam frem M ype im January to Iman
than 2 ppm frus May through '=g==*.2s.2s Diamolved asypa lavala em impact en the biota of Immer Squer Creek ea=1d result frem the
1- them 1 pre have beam abeerved im July, ht @=r inic emmtemt of the r=1- fram take Crambury. Wherman

the asarmen total 28 ==alved soliAs eg=e==t of the creek is appren- i

Per a diversified =%cer bieta, the dieselund emyyn - instely 275 ppa, tha relammes will a==e=f= appre-4==taly 1200 pga.
tration shamid be a% 5 pra.se yg,g ,,, g g.,,,,g,, ,,,,,,
W-*'utime for it=8ted periods of time but are art == lated to h gematity of dimmelved solida Saf1===e== an agmatic e= === fry
movid thamn.31.32 Persistemt nemlathal levels of dianolved crygm in two basic umyst (1) by lindring the esoply of matr*unts es2
com adversely inflamace fisk activity and have detrimmatal affects (2) by deter.a-e=g the chamLeal dummity of the unter.se,%7-53 ,

en grumrth ratas, appetite. and larumi developeant.33.3*
Data awaf1=Ala on the ==1t=1ty ta1====e== of seem fish in Squeur

m y aquatic t=== 1 larves in Sgmme Creek are extremely sensitten Creek show that species such as blungill bama manquitofish. .

to dimmelved cuygum 1ewmis (stmeflias, mayflies). idtile others goldE2 ahia*f. md fata==d udamas can tolerata salt -tratians
are guita tolerant (midp larven. Phyakarin larsma) .sse adverse far ahown 1200 ppm.'3*%2,54-57
affects freen lau-auygma r=1=-= miWnt occer sals earlag me,
ed it is Lthely that th=== r=1===== will be reamymmated within Sema of the fisk species have bema f amed over a wide rmen of ==1h
a short distance from the discharga. The staff e==e1 that ities.5e.59 ed most Temas freshunter fiabas cam lism 1a untars with
the impact am the dianolved emype in Sqmm Creek will met be ==18=i ties aboue 5 parts par =*a====d.3"* St=di== am riwarm re-
significant. calving brina umates from oil fields. =dmich rataa the emit matant

-

of the unter to mad above that of mammatar, aber that may fish
Burias ri- of strothiestian in Lake Crumbury, it is pensible species in Squaw Creek com liwa in ==*=es having ==1t=f tsam fe in

--=== of thaea that will occur (Tables 4.3.4 ed 4.3.5).634 t 3, nthat the r=1== into Sques Crunk will ammtain hydrogma anifida
r==1*i=g from the reemetiam of the sulfates in the reservoir by information, homuser. is a=f1=hla en *^2m stamorousa and the armage- 8

ammernbic bacteria. Little tericity information la aum11mbla for throat darter, the taso must endmet ap=ef ==. y
the fish syncias in Sques Creek, and data show that the effects
wury widaly ammes syncias, r==e-tratims between 1 mad 6 pram Baathic orgmainem also ==g=== to be gotte toleramt of his ==18-

haue ha== reported lethal to samfish, carp, mimass and == charm, ities (Table 4.3.4) and adheald be able to adapt to e==e-traF1==*
with cary and n=eh=re mmmarally more resistant.*I.'I Peer eh ===1 in S uer Creek.me 62.65.66 Pr==h== ear imamets quickly cale=Nt

brachtsh yonds with salt e==r=mts ey to 10.000 pen.36 A partiamcatfish productieum in aef d northeast Tamma 1=h== bas baan attributed
to the pr====e= of em1 fides. but it has also bem noted that blem. of the Rig Wichita River, with total diamolved solinha Ime=1s
gill are - in acid untara where mehstantial anomats of hydroom greater them twice thane of take Crmhury (2500-3100 pra), aeoperts -

j snifida are found.'3 haection es== to snifidna are unch shorter a very large inanct femma <=e1=df=q midges. " , e=dd8= flias,
stammf11as. and beetles.'g,

them the surviul times for erf eh'=hache.33 If this informatiam
h=1d* for other fish sp=e4==. it esa be amammad that if hi$ hydro- ~

gum selfida Invals de accur belaw the Sques Creek Bumm. fish will a==f t kla data sheer that the aquatic macreyhetas and the yhyt=pt==heen
eweid this area. The ===4=- mee=pt=kle cemcastracism of 45 for im Sgues Creek will also be able to talarata 1200 ppm total 38-twed
aquatic org==8 - is 0.ts02 post.** The anyymation of the r=1-= salids.''*8'*55.6qss The microcr====e== appear to be the lammt
will amidian my gS in the antar, and the staff came1=a== that "al*'amt of the aquettic lavertebreens (Table 4.3.4) .62.69.7e
this will cause no =*==4f1 - t inyect.

. On the basis of data adatein hown h=== ====a==d. the staff e=e1=a==~

h1===== fram Laha Crumhury will haue apprezimatmly the amm tem that the biota of Sques Creek will be able to admpt to the total i
'

|

Af iwod onlids -tratim of the um1meses frema lake Crmhury.
( parature f1metuatime as occur in the stream. Tamperatuses in

The microcrwatmena will be the meet -emptible to adurree effects,Sques Creek ===11y vary 20*C or more thrW a year. Dmta
but the 1200 ppm lausi ayguars to be miehen a safe rumen. The re-

' lammes into the Immer creek will he A81=e=d by smemme ed gramad-
unear w=a to the surface, ed this will - the sayect.

l

|
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hammam t9Jan 2 parsemany.w hhmean d - -emmmme
Bus ammen GJt9 4JB5
P''""8""""* TA8' 4J85amema mmmmmy aumensn es,mp

"gamesdamess mamammes4mmChCup ) saatt O sen
mest haams 2Jea

ses '_ han LJes

8t=8 M 23J42 4AB4 SEJE3 32.737 6As6
nammyman ta asJae 2 Aim 32Jee eJW2 4Aus 3 ms E P.Cammmm mes W. E amms, rommes d
Ehme emppm 12Je6 2Jg3 SeAEB TAdB 1AE2 Bdum Ehmu hem Os %*Thus amar Ph4 Sec 95:
W IRJES BAtt 9 Jet LT3s 3Ast M*aeo n954t t D. tm a semmy d en Emmmes d ams

en M henas h h h *Comum amma6 33J30 tAbe 9 Jap &J18 2Att
' ' * " * *h me* 11.tas aAss 9Jt? 6Jes asse w ,,,,, 7 ,,,,,,, ,w eme asses ras 6 aAus sAno 2As3 E-a. sts2..m mmyanens ters--- eas am.

Ehma h 33.333 gpge 3333 gJgt 2Jg7
* ^ han 9AM EA65 TJe6 UEB 2Je6_

feemad sammes SAIS R357 TJt2 4ARB 2J29

ammes* * Another faer=r related to the canscriaction of the dem is the remat-
bility that Squess Creek n===rvoir midte overflow into Squaw treak n-emmense ETA 22 IJeo. 12AM sus 3 SJee throudt tha -s7 spillmay during periods of ==e===13mly hida aanommay asAs2 2Am6 sesas Ases 4Jun rainfall. h appliemt has estimated that the averaga accurrence N

maammmy MA32 2 Jams neA2s asse eJan ' of a spill is ance in 150 years OR, p. 3.4-la). h anly spL11 "
w omye , se,se6 IAm6 TJ6s 6 Ass BAesr ace =rring during the reservoir operatima study.II udnich covered

,
wasmas u- neAss tJss Tass Sass 2A2s the period from 1948 throudt 1971. uma ene of 1.536-ecre-f t in samy !Apessnesem TAza RJ36 6As eJ22 2J" of 1957. This overfisw would be greater thma the total ammamal re-m eneern tan 6 EJes spis em 2Jee 1==== into the stream and would have a total demaalved solids 3awalsayes emane 6Jm6 E322 4JEs SASD BAsa of 2500 prua =d**eh is turica that of raiaa=== from Lake Grambury.

h probability of a spill is ao remota, homever, that the effects
are em==ta-red to be maaf ami.-

ase2 RJss (Jun 3Aus RAme
Ayan=puhm sJEE es2 2Jul 2J42 1Afs

4.3.2.2 Constranctiam of the diversian penup statiamammene E r. h and v. E amm umammy d man utan emance nem stumm amme seek anc.
as:ss-nos tlasak and retura lima outist as th Crabary

Impmets of the construction of the diverslam pump station and return
11mm amatlet am Laka,Grabury will arian fram dredging and the associ-
stad turkediry and siltation. h aument of material distabed for
the diversian pop station will be 3000 cu yd (1 acre of botten) and
that for the return outlet will ba 400 cu yd (0.1 acre) GR, "- t
2). J total of 1.1 acres of bathic habitat will be affected. =dmum
se only 0.01X of the total bottom area of the lake (8500 acres).
Ihm organi- withi= the *===de =ta arms will be destroyed by the

i

i
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canstructim process, h benthic papelation in this area. houwer, g,93 g gle yhyempia-hters and 3.19 Z Mit ,,,,i hem,=. 3 mingtt that the effect inis so law ea-pared with the rest of the laka lidted data m y1== hem camposLtiams.2s ,,1g ,,1,,,,,,73 .w e nnestimated to be engligible. s p .,74 mad e==pmentiya ag=ei== alaan.3%eF5 the staff e=1e=1a*=d *

the withdramal to be equivalamt to 3b 000.000 lb of phytmp1 = htamt
Siltation will be a temporary impact arising from construction. h med 1.100.0B0 Eb of samplamkrem. n===d a the avarmen p1==kram
af fects in Lake Crumbury will be the amma as these enacrshed abo'* yeyelart== mf thm == ries lahm (rmfar to Sect. 2.7.2.2), stafffor Squaw Creek. Altbud adults em move out of the affected estimtes find thema quotities to be 171Z of the phy*=p1==he m

; area, many of the ea==n= fish species la the lake symma over *=**= md 461 of the samplankten papelatian of Iaka Crumberyaquatie vagatation and have eggs that acEnara to plaats (Table B-4). omar the 36 mmaths, or 4.751 of tha ytytoplankten per month and
Althangh sr-hg activity in the area is prednably limitad (refer ,

3.E of the unsp1mkre par amath. Hast of thman withdr===1= will
to Sect. 2.7.2.2) . any that mi$t occur win be affected if shore- be moda enly duuring pariads of hi$ flaw GR. Sect. 4.1.2.5), ed the
line veestation is covered with silt, if a ==-1 = of 11 of spoil staff emelmens that the tapact as the blota will met be significant. '

material drifts assy from the dredging sita 72 this will amoesnt to
only 34 cu yd. ukich weald cover an area of only 0.25 acre to a

_

depth of 1 in. The staff ea==8 d=rs this 8-part to be neglisihJ ? . 4.3.2.4 Brumh-clearias
h construction of the facilities em take Crmbury will result In addition to the effects an Sques Creek ed laka Crem wy. thei

in sous shorelina erosion idLich will add to the siltatica effects b w i==eing h ind to be carried out during preparation of
of cuatruction. The major stantraction activity will occur with1" the reservoir bed will have a yacential effect am the aquatic
200 ft of the shore. During ub= spring and early sammar, incrv===' prehmetion yonsible in Squer Creek Emmervoir. h procaamre to
demaities of adult fish adsbt be in maarmhore unters, and the more be follamed GR, Sect. 4.3.1.2; Sect. 4.1.1.1.2) reducma the
susceptible eggs and larvaa midt also be present. During the pensibility of hid metrient h flag resulting fra vegetatien
summer, the bottom of Lake Crambury has a law dissolved arygma ' **1em after inundation;M 77 homewar, the presence

.

content or is completely ammerabic, and increased siltatica would of st==d8=g timber er brumk shaltars em improm the f 8=hmey in the
aggravets this e=dition. reservoir. pink apparently are attracted either by the shalter or o

the food or===1- which becensymuning habitat provided or bg7~81if precanstractica sarwys fadicate that speraias does occur la attmehad to the wegetation.II* mthis area, adverse impacts would be reduced if construction activ-
itime were = tai =f ==d during the myrias and summer months (Rafer to It appears that productivity -id be ==h===d by Imaving **=hae
Sect. 11.6.5). se= dine. in arms of deep reservoits.a2 2 8== the remarvair will

met have a laram littoral area for benthic preemetiam and flah
4.3.2.3 Initial fillina of Sarame Creek Remarvoir spamming it ta the ---- 'tian of the staff that vegetatian

be laft e == Jing in same caves to provida this type of habitatr

of the water ===d d to fill Sque Creek asservoir. 96Z will be (anfer to Sect. 4.3.1.2).
diverted fra Lake Crmbury (EE. Sect. 5.1.3). N c===evative estimata
estimata is that the filling prae === will taka 36 months and require
a total of 158.400 acre-ft of water from taka Crambury at 4400 4,4 3pacis a y Wrt2
acre-ft/ math (EE. Sect. 3.3). Ass eing a voimma of 155.000 acro-ft
for Lake Crambury.29 the fi11*=g of Sque Creek huservoir will thus h appliem t sponsored extmasive a =di== en the acemamic andr

require more water them the total volumn of Laka Grambury, althous social ef fects of plant constracciac ed reportad the roamita in
it will be withdraum at. a reta of caly 31 per msmith. Sects. 4 and g of sha ER and in a Sapp htal Report.I

In the area of the di structure. ==wi- phytay1 =ke e and
mooplanktom poy=1=rians (awaraged over depth) have beam found to 4.4.1 phwaie=1 tur=ets
be 9 900.000 orymi===/litar in July and 42 c,rq=mi-/18rme in
temy.IS A e===evative total of orgmai- withdrmum from this area h appi t emt eer1==*== that wicht= the CpSS sita there are no
of Iake Craebury for the f811'=g of Squer Creek Reservoir la them mura the 40 persons la perhaps six to eldat farm hids that

will be disp 1=ead by the project and half-ems that the p. . "

=18 &= ef the richte-efg for tha railroad, read, pip =1 heme.

I
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in the region (see Fig. 2.1.1). Of the total estimated work force,
and transmission lines have been located in auch a way that no an astimated 770 would be f rom within the regica (670 from outside
additional fara "= and ho==*halds will be displaced (ER. Somerun and Bood conties - ==f =1y from Fort Worth and Dallas);
Sect. 4.1.1.3). only 100 would come from Samari=11 and mood conties. About 330

employees, or 30% of the total, ersuld move into the region from
Construction activity, particularly in the early stages of site are distant areas (as other major projects terminare in those
preparation, will involve clearing, heavy excavatim, and grading. areas), and most of these would relocate in somerven and Bood
These activities will be accganied by blasting, some reduction counties. It is estimated that 35 " local hires" and 75 relocated
of local air q=ality, and potential for water pollution, h site esplayees would reside in Somervell Comty and that 65 " local hires"
is sufficiently remote that the noise of blasting and =neh5ery and 100 relocated employees would reside in Hood Comty. Using the
should be only a minor nuisance to local populatim. The air Texas statewide average of 3.17 persons per household, the increase
pollution resulting from airborne dust and possibly smoke may at in population would be 238 in Somervell Com ty and 317 in Hood
times (depending on season und daily weather conditions) create County. N estimated increase in school-age children would be
a nuisance for short periods to local iahahitets (EE Sect. 4.1.1.3) . 44 in Somerven County and 59 in nood Coissty.

h applicant indicated in the ER (p. 4.1-16) that cmstruction It can be shown that the increase in population resulting from the
activity potentially could have a serious impact on local water influx of construction workers is only about one-fourth of the
quality. Follution of groundwater resources, as well as surface expected annual increase in Hood Comty but is about two and one-
stream flows, will be ce tro ned. With the large concentration of half times that expected in Somervell Comty. The a mber of con-
workers at the site, provisions met be made for sanitary treatment struction workers will decrease after 1977,
and disposal of seusse to preclude any pollution of water resources.
h applicant is aware of this and must obtain a permit for serage h estinsted project annual payroll within the six-comty area
disposal from the State of Texas Department of Health, and that outside in the expected peak construction year is given

in Table 4.4.1.
Truck traffic of construction material was discussed in Sect. 4.1.
In addition, the construction workers (1150 average f or peak year) h staff concludes that the growth and income will be est sig- O
will greatly increase the traffic in the area. The impact a the nificant in Somervell and Hood con ties. N resulting impacts I

b =1 roads, as previously discussed in Sect. 4.1. win be significant. are assessed in the following subsections, y
The frequency of accidents is expected to increase during the peak
period of constructim. The makeup and blowdars pipelines win
cross State Highuey 144, and there win be a short period of traffic 4.4.3 Impact on comunity services

sicudown for this castruction. The construction of the ranroad
spur will affect traf fic en Farm-terket Road 51 where they cross. h availability of housing in Hood and Somsr e h con ties and the
skch of the cmstruction traffic will go through Clen Rose. For- surrotunding four coisaties (see Fig. 2.1.1) was studied and the re-
tunately, the main road through CJen Rose bypasses the principal sults reported.1 h re is predicted to be available housing in
business and residential section of this small co-mity, the six-county area for thoac (about one-half of the total) con-

struction workers expected to live in this area. Many of the
h staff concludes that the applicant is aware of the physical workers will live in mobile homas. h development of mobile
impacts and is capable of reducing them to an acceptable level. home parks has been slow in Somerven Coissty. Clan Rose has one

with about 100 spaces for transients and 65 spaces for permanent
resters. Another park with 120 spaces is being planned. A 12-unit

4.4.2 Population growth and construction worker ineme apartment house is inader construction in Clan Rose, the first in

.
town. Cranbury has four apartment houses with a total of about

h applicat has estimated the distribution of the remihaces of 40 m its.
the project work force in 1975 (ER. Table 8.1-7). It is estimated
that 25Z of the work force will reside in senervell and Hood h availability of domestic water m d sewage disposal in Bood

con ties, that another 251 will live in adjacent commities, and and Somerven counties was also studied and reported.1 m Cran-
that the rest will be residents of other more distant countias bury samticipal unter system is considered adequate for that city's

/
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Clem home shares a - d2mp with Somerwell Comty for solid
umste disposal. Cranbury does lihanyise with Bood Cbeamty. Only

1*"' '*1 " N 8'r'*
^

** the cities provide collectica service.
e e=aen mamme e segpe emag05E'v

' The law enforcement staff in both Bood and Somerwell counties will"^ 'd*** require expansion, in particular to maintala traffic control

i e s., necessary during constructica.
asm. 1911 g

The CFSES project constructica should not add significantly to the
" "'**"" fire protectice f acility requiraumass in nood Coesity. h r= will

, , ,
be a need for an increase in facilities is Scaerwell Chuaty during

w% m g,,g3
ruses ce-esy Jsas 6yant construction of M ES.
Somme= 0memey 1.219 1 TJtil
h=4'e commer time SJe1.8 One major impact on county and city services in Bood amad Somervell
E"'*C**"'' "'* SJ"'' counties is road maintene ca. h traf fic and loads will increase
" s a.ast e sowis by an order of magnitude over current levels on FM 201. State

can. m.mm-n an sey=F s testa ses. ass a highway 144 ed Federal higkays 67 and 377 will also have increased
The Texas R1 karay Department plans to improve FM*raffic levels. Ew.,,,, go , ,,aJet,

201 to accomodate an increased load.
Iemen. 8- *===a been asurmymmme =*=w= md ensu

= = = - _ ^ = som. a13 d ER e. tem d das. . _ The stalf conclude & ibat there will be a need for iaCreased services
my sm a a mese. amm 9=- a ses e. astst la Somervell and Bood counties. The financing of the inctaased

p''a''n'a"88""*'" dta .ed Tansa En-7 d fa't ee""' "s" met
" * " services is discussed below.

emme

gemenmed am the tem W head ensur and
__

t n
emas h ser - . ===== === enemme ham ER rahim g

asAymyma m my2ns =m=s= - 4.4.4 Impact on local institutio=e m
ames mesud as-ey _ med emur anammme d

. C>
. = = = = = = . The applicant will pay property taxes on CFSES to tae following

*0*h= ==='== == T~ N " - ""8 ER " local enwing jurisdictions within Bood and Somerwell counties:" " * * * -

Com ty cf Bood. Cranbury 1-' --

t School District. Tolargu
ladera*t School District. County of Sauerwell, and Clan anse
Indep==d==t School District. The State of Texas laer forbids one
taxing jurisdictica from transferring tax revenues to another.
Accordingly, should a city, which does not include CPSES within its

wa during the construction period. The city has no plans to botundaries experience ladirect costs attributable to activities of
extend unter service beyuma city limits. The Crmbury meage the station, there is no provision for the county gewisrnment to
system, which uns dea 9===d for a population of 5000, may require divert tax revenues paid by the applicant on the CPSES f acilities
==p== ion during the canstructie period. The ame Enod CountF within the maincorporated areas of the county. The CPSES construction
resid==ces outside of Crumbury will have to rely am individ==1 effort will have significant indirect impacts on the cities of Clen
mells or antar syntama provided by developers a d e emptic t==b= tese and, to a lasser extent. Crmbury but raither -=1ty has
for eeunge disra==1- taxing authority with respect to the plant. The State law does,

however, permit cegaties to previde various services withia incorporated
h y1 =-ad =wpa=*iaa .of the Clan Rome ===Seip=1 unter supply will city limits, including those relating to streets, waste disposal, water
provide adequate emp=etty eering the CFSES constructiam partad. and sesage treatment, and hospitals (ER. Sect. 8.1. 4.1) .
h message system in Cima knee is curruntly operating at e=paef ty.
Amy new Cima home resid==eas will require additir==1 mmmega e=paetty The applicant states that preliminary information indicates that
and an ex* ===1== of the unter and sammen 1 t===. h ame %-=ewell the total valuation of the CPSES will approximate $577.8%.000
Cbeaty r==1 h outside of Clam Rome will have to rely em indi- 'when completed. With valuation assessed at 2C2 (for county and
vidual untar systems and emptic tanks.
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State tax purposes). the CPSES would have a taz valuation of na spplicant notes in the ER that in Samarvell ad Bood conclas
$115.579.000. Without further adjustment to this valuatN* this . there is some risk that tha prawimity of this ner of construc-
would mean that CPSES would have a tax valuation more thes ten tion workers may overstimlata expmanian of such activities as
times as great as the present valuation of Somervell and Hood retail sales, mobile hona park development, and various other con-
co n ties combined (ER Sect. 8.1.4.3). la addition there would be s mar servicas. In such a situation the decline in induced income
a tax liability on the railroad spur and the transmission lines

- hardships on local residents if not camp == mated for by other
and engeloyamat as (1"SES construction work Af =i=*=h=a may impose

associated with CPSES. There will be an increase in tax revenues
as construction progresses, but in the first few years the reve* factors. It is believed, homavar, that careful planning by civic
nues laay not be sufficient for the increased services needed. leaders and buse- will forestall tha adverse iJpacts of such

changes on the local ecommy (ER Sect. 8.2.2.3) .
De applicant mentioned (ER. Sect. 8.1.4.4) that the shortfalls in
revenues in Glen Rose are most likely to arise in connection with na U.S. D3partment of Agriculture. Soil Conservation Service,
the extension of water and sewer lines to new housing developments states in an environmental stataanntI on the taluny 1*ver Water-
and possibly, with the servicing of new debt incurred to finance shed. Erath. Bood, ad Somervell Counties. Texas, that:
the expansion of water and sewage facilities. The potential cost
of these, mch of which will be attributable to CPSES, is not "h basic pnblems related to the economic sector are the
known. At the minimum, several hundred thousand dollars of capital hi $ memployhent rate and the extent of ederemployment,
outlay will be involved. The city had $87.000 in outstanding gen- especially in the agricultural sector. h re is a definite
eral obligation bonds as of March 1973, amounting to almost 6Z of need for expansion md development of employment oppor-
the current assessed value of real and personal property in the tunities in the watershed area."
city. No revenue bonds or floating debt is outstanding. Total
income of the water and sewer system in 1972 was $48.000 (ER. "About 16 oercent of the familias in the 3-county water-

Sect. 8.1.4.4). shed area were listed in the below poverty level c1===

. in the 1970 census. An espansion of the local economy
The City of Clen Rose may be able to take advantage of the State is needed to raise income levels, especially those of Q
1aw that permits a county government to provide the services the families now balow the poverty level." CO
mentioned previously. This approach would thus permit pone of - -a

the CPSES-generated Somervell County tax revenues to be used h staff emeludes that the applicant has identified the major
3directly in meeting increased community service requirements *e . impacts ad has shown the capability of insuring that local juris-

Glen Rose generated by CPSES workers. h same a qht be true dictions receive financial aid in sufficient tim to provide the
for the city of Cranbury and Hood County. services required for CPSES construction-related ef fects to the

extent that the impacts will be acceptable ,
mod County will also receive considerable tax sevenue from the
applicant on the De O)rdova Steam Electric Station.

4.4.5 Impact on recreational capacity of area
na Glen Rose and Cranbury Independent School, Districts will be
able to accommodate the increased enrollment expected during the Squaw Creek Reservoir could have facilities available after it
construction of CPSES.2.3 Small increases in enrollment will occur is filled for daily recreational visitor use, but the applicant
in the Tolar Independent School Districts and are also expected to states in the ER (ER Sect. 8.1.0) that the area surrounding the
be accommodated. reservoir would not be available to development of water-oriented

housing as in the case of Lake Cranbury. The general policy of
The staf f visited with local of ficials of Somervell and Hood the applicant is to make a reservoir available to governmental
counties during a sita, visit" in August 1973. n e officials of agancies for recreational development, provided that all develop-
both co nties were aware of the potential local impacts which ments and uses are fully compatible with the primary purposes of
might result from construction of CPSES. The sentiment and atti- pcuer generation and veter resource menase=*at. For additional
tude mxpressed appeared to be in favor of the station. discussion of the nature of d*==nd for water-oriented recreational

facilities in the greater Dallas-Fort Worth region, see Sect. 11
of the Supp1==*atal Report.F
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Cmastructiam of tha 1 stake and diacharma fac111tima for the ==h=.ar 3. Withdrawal of water f rom Lake Cranbury for filling of Squaw
Creek Reservoir will be avoided to the extent possible duringand retura pf p=1 t=== to Sques Creek Reseryoir will enly affect

" low flow periods (ER, p. 4.1-23).recree*8a==1 use in taka crumbury for a abort tium in the com-
I struction area.

4. . Attempts will be made to minimize the extent, density. and

Withdramal of unter from Lake Cr-h-ry will be avoided as ==ch duration of dust dispersal (ER. p. 4.1-3a).

as pensible skurtag low-flow periods. 3ador fluctantions la lewal
of untar in tha Imha with the fi111==. of Squan Creek Ramervoir 5. Rock and earth fill for the dan will be obtained from the

will them be avertad CIR. Sect. 4.1.2.7), reservoir site to the maximm extent possible. thus minimizing
the construction tupacts on the areas surrounding the reservoir

,

The staff e= eludes that there will be no sianificant 1spect am (ER, p. 4.1-4).

recreation during construction.
6. Waste materials f rom transmission lina construction will be

properly disposed of of fsite (ER. 4.2-6).

4.5 amatm** AIID CMTRfR.S 10 t ruTT agggBSg gypBCTS

anstec cmSTRsCTIou L little. if any, permanent accese road construction will be
necessary for transmisalon line construction and earntenance

4.5.1 asolt e==r c==mmi ra-tm (ER. 4.2-6).

8. Vehicle movements along transmission line rights-of-way willThe following is a sammmary of the caramitamats made by the appisemat
I to limit aduerme effects during construction of the proposed station. be handled in a way to minimize ef fects that could cause

amfer==e== are to the Bavirensmatal Repert. erosion. retard restoration of ground cover, or preclude
resumption of agricultural use (ER. 4.2-6).

7
' 1. has will te *=b=- to =d=i-8 = the sadi-atattom and com-

9. During transmission line construction and operation no wide-*-*==tima of lower Sques Creek during site preparation sad g
spread chemical spraying will be done and the use of herbicidescastruction.
vill be carefully controlled (ER. p. 4.2-6). CD

N

| a) ' by diteh==. berus, and medi===*ation besias (RR. p. 4.1-3).
! Dras==g= from borrow areas fills, etc.. will be centrolled

be limited and selective (ER p. 4.2-6). "* *18ht"I~"*I "III' 8* * * * I" *1** * **8 *1"8 * *****I* * *" I I

b) Selectively placed shallow trenches will be umed to minimize
11. Whenever possible, transmission line routing vill avoid clumps

ar==ian fram cleared areas (ER, p. 4.1-4),
of nature junipers, the nesting sites of the golden-cheeked
we er . p. 4.24a and %c) lacal drataasm and runoff centrol will be used in the area

of den construction (RR. p. 4.1-3) .
12. Transatssion line rights-of-way will be replanted to restore

* *d) Temporary taposundamats will centrol direct pollutiam and * *

==di - e flom into lauer Sques Creek (RR. p. 4.1-3). 115 t-of-way rectas for pipeline relocations and diversion13. h
pipelines will be reseeded with native or adaptive grasses for

a) ta=Seary trentent and disposal factittias for samage will
erosion control or returned to cultivation (ER, pp. 4.1-6a au

be prweidad. s).
2. Open eYa==-= of the dem lamer Squaw Creek will recaise omfffe1==t 14. It>st of the surf ace area of the plant site will be improved

unter to preserve the presamt character of aquatic life. 1his will and planted following construction (EE. p. 4.1-3).
be mif =h=A by -*=*=*=*== a flow of 1.5 cfs in laser Squer
Creek. (ER, p. 4.1-20) .

t

|
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15. Vegetaticn will be cleared from the reservoir site and burned, seeding, native prairie grasses are preferable. Seeding with
and the residue will he buried at least 18 in. deep. All re- native grasses will be effective in long-term erosion control

quired permits to burn vegetation will be obtained, and burn- as well as determining the initial course of succession of

ing will be done only under favorable conditions, with a the vegetation enemmetty (refer to Sect. 4.3.1.1).
continuous fire watch and adequate extinguishing facilities

(ER, p. 4.1-3) . 2. Brush clearing of small, dense juniper and mesquite thickets
shall be done in areas disturbed during site preparation and

16. Dam construction will be controlled in a way to facilitate construction so as to promote where possibIr rhe growth of

rehabilitatim and replanting of disrcted areas around the prairia grasses (refer to Sects. 4.3.1.2 and 11.5.10).
dam (ER, p. 4.1-5) .

3. In areas where excavation operations remove topsoil and replace

17. A program for preservation or excavation of archaeological it with subsoil, organic matter or selected fertilizers shall
sitas will be initiated with State agencies (ER, p. 4.1-17). be added as necessary to correct subsoil deficiencies and thus

promote revegetation (refer to Sect. 4.3.1.3).

18. Truck operatious will be handled and scheduled in such a way
as to minimize impacts on or interference with local traf fic 4. During the first year of construction, the applicant shall make

movements (ER, 4.1-4a) . monthly turbidity and total suspended solids measurements in
lower Squaw Creek to determine the effectiveness of erosion and

19 . Traffic control measures will be isq)1emented as required to runoff controls. If the results of this monitoring indicM as

control truck traffic and assure safe operations in the vicinity that the erosion and runoff controls are not limiting silution

of small local ca-amities (or concentrations of houses), in lower Squeu Creek, the applicant shall consult with the

presently econtrolled intersections in rural areas, and Texas Department of Parks and Wildlife to determine whether

school bus pickup Points (ER, 4.1-4a), corrective actices (sueb as reduced construction activity) are
necessary to mitigate adverse impact on spawning in Squaw Creek. g

20. The alignment of the railroad right-of-way will also minimize e

ef fects on field patterns (ER, p. 4.1-5a). 5. Vegetation shall be lef t standing in some coves of the reser- CD
Cd)voir to provide habitat for benthic organisms and for fish

21. The applicant will initiate an inspection program to assure that spsuning and shelter. The amount of clearing vill be consistent

the dam is built according to specifications and in compliance with the rec - Antica of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department

with the rules and regulations of the Texas Water Rights (refer to Sects. 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.2.4).
Commission (ER, pp. 7.2-4 and 5) .

6. All debris shall be cleared from the stream below the dam af ter
22. The applicent will cooperate with the approprince state agencies *******#E * 18 * * N*I'# ** I*** * '* I 2b

to develop plans for reforesting the Squaa Creek Reservoir
shoreline (Refer to Sect. 11.3.2(2)).

4.5.2 Staff evaluation

Based on a review of the anticipated construction activities and
the expected environmental effe :ts therefrom, the staff concludes
that the measures ad controls coussitted to by the applicant, as
sumarised above, are adequate to ensure that adverse envirna--atal
ef fects will be at the min 1== practicable level if combined with the
following additional precautions:

1. During construction on the station site, extensive seeding pro-
grams shall be ederrnhaa for preventive erosion ca trol.
For seeding of areas tesperarily disturbed, use of certain
horticultural veristias may be most effective. For per=eneat

.
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5. INTIMIBENIAL EFFECTS OF orERATICII 0F TRIE STATICII
AllD Temw75510E FACILITIES

5.1 DEACTS OIf LAIID USE -

5.1.1 starion operation

The primary impact on land me will be the change in 3228 acree
from agricultural use to a cooling reserweir. The restriction of
une of the remaining land in the 8876-acre site is also of concern.
The breakdown of the land use is given in Table 5.1.1. The pre-
vious use of this land and the impacts of constructier were dis-
cussed in Sects 4.1 and 4.3. About 940 acres of CM tand covered
by the reservoir la crepland. About 100 acrea of 4h land in the
railroad spur and access road rights-of-way is cropland. The crop-

-land eder the transmission lines and over the pipelines is con-
sidsred by the staff to still be useful for crop production.
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Rangaland predominatas in the area, occupytag 60% of the area Sques Creek gaservoir will have potent 1A for recreariamat use.
covered by the raservoir and 711 of tha led surrounding the res' The reservoir will he mada ay=11ahla to tha Texas Parks and
ervoir. h value of agricultural production estimated for the Wildlife Departant for recraarianal deyelopeant, but plans are
year 1973 m tha reservoir alta is $151,300. That on the station still in tha pr=1t=faary stages.8
mite is estimated to be $9,900. ht on the railroad spur and
access road areas is estimated to be $5,000. Tha total of about The use of surface water frem the Brazoa 11 var ad tributarias re-
$166,000 compares with the 1971 combined crop and livestock sales quires the authorizat" * v trazos River Authority and tha Texas

of 56,841.000 in Somervell and Hood countias (ER Tahlen 2.2-7 and . Water tights Comis=' me regulatq oraant*=tions have been
I 2.2-8P. The staff does not feel that this loss is significant* assured that adequas Las asist to provida e annual ytald,

at Lake Cranbury of acre-ft, coincident with other lawful

About six to eight farm households will be displaced from the site. uses authorized by thesa .rganizations. Of this ytald, about
! h nigsber of people affected represents less than one-balf' of one 38,000 acre-ft vauld be used by CPSES.

percent of the population of Bood and Somervell counties. h staff has also reviewed the appite=at's analyses of estar supply.
At the staf f's request, the applica t provided details of the water

5.1.2 Transmissica lines availability acudies {ER, Sect. 3.4.4).

The transmission nnes will result in the continued use of 439 thder tha 1950-1957 drouatte conditions (incle.%s the west severe
acres of land described in Sect. 4.1. N crop production tender conditions of record) and the applicant's assumptions (ER, Sect.1.4.4),
the lines is not expected to be significantly af fected. There laka Cranbury would provide a firm yield of 70,000 acre-f t per year

! will be a loss of about 72 acres of woodland. There will be some . while utilizing only the gper 51% of the available conservation
I aestbatie impact on a 250-acre residential area in the planning storage volume.

stages. h applicant has routed the lines around this area to
h staff emeludes that there will be a sufficient supply of water nreduce the impact.

,

for the operation of CFSES during a drought at least as severe as a

l the droue t of record. h issuance of a permit by the local and fD
O

5.2 INPACTS ON WATER USE Stata regulatory bodies to consuqtivaly use water implies equitable -
apportionment of surface water.

5.2.1 Surface water

During operation, CPSES will withdraw a =awf == of 64.660 acre- 5.2.2 Croadwater
it/ year (an average of 52,600 scre-f t/ year) from Lake Cranbury and
will return apprav1==tely 26,400 acre-ft/ year. h re will thus be h app 1trant reported that the C.*SES will utilize about 330 gym
a ==v5== casumptive use of 38,260 acre-ft/ year, which, estuming f rom the Twin Mountain formation, which underlies the station (PSAR,
a volume of 155,000 acre-f t for Lake Cranbury,1 is 24% of the lake,s Amendemat 4 Sect. 2.4.13.2) . h applicant has no* yet adequately
volume. According to Table 2 of ref. 2, the 1971 runoff to Lake docummated the capability of the formation to yield the required
Crmbury was 395.466 acre-ft. N =av1== consumptive use will supplies without adverse effects. Examples of adverse effects could
thus be 9.7% of the average annual flow into the lake. - This with- inclada (1) excessiva drandown, thus denytag supplies to maishbortag
drawal is covered by the applicant's allecation from the Brazos wells, and (2) dommnd that emceeds the safe yield of the aquifer.
River Authority and has been approved by the Texas Water Rights
h i=aion (ER, Sect. 3.4.4). h applic a t has concluded that advarse effects, such as mentioned

* above,would not occur. h staff has insuff1ct=nt data with which
h operation of CPSES will not have an adverse igact on recre- to concur. h ~ staff has required well testing to support tha

.

ational use of laka Cranbury. h area of the diversica sed return applicant's contentions. The results of the teat (s) would identify
facilities will be closed off, but since the return discharge will tha scea of inf1==are of tha well fiald and its potential for adversely
lie in the area just above De Cordova Band Das which is already
closed to boating, this should not hamper recreational activity.
h changas in water quality in a small area adjacent to the blow-
iova discharga vill rot adversely affect water use in Lake Gran-
bury (refer to Sect. 5.5.2). 1

--
- - ~ - - --
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5.3 EFFECTS OF OPERAT1(M OF REAI-DlSSIPATicK SYSTEttaffecting metabboring wells and util aid in estah11= hine the safe

yiald of the aguifer. Since groundwater mining would be unacceptable 5.3.1 Asplitant's thermal analyses
to the staffe the applienat wouM be required to obtain water from
othar sourens (refer to Sect. 11.s 7). A number of astudies have been performed by the applicant predicting

the behavior of Squaw Creek Reservoir and its impact on uke Cranbury
during the operation of the 8%=aach. Peak Steam Electric Station.A'7

5.2.3 Water quality standards The most recent study of Squaw Creek Reservoir behavior predicted
the temperature distributions in the reservoir water using hydro-T==== Water Quality Board standards ' which are approved by the logical and meteorological data far a " normal" year (1971) and aRegion YI Envira====r=1 Protaction Agency Of fica, indicata there - " drought" year (1956).5 vertical temperature distributions in

art no temperature requirements for privetely owned rmrvoirs that the reservoir were determined by the methd of Orlob and Selna .Se
are constructed principally for ind-atrial cooling purposes and using diffusion constants determined from temperatura profiles
aru financed by th entity. Squae Creek Reservoir is such a water measured in uke Cranbury.'
body.

Ass ==ine. that the station circulating water intake is at 748 f t
The ar==dards state that the Lake Crmbury temperature cannot ea~ above mean sea level and the blowdown line inlet is at 720 ft abovecaed 9 3*F. This temperature is defined as the average tegerature mean sea level." the applicant found that the reservoir surface
frean the surface to th bottom of the lake outside of the mixing and circulating water intake tesqperatures would reach their
acme encept the times when the lake is stratified. Een the laka mawi== about the end of August. Tt , values of these temperatu!as
is' stratified. these standards state that this temperature is the and the dates on dich they would have been reached are shown in
average in the ep11 Amnion. that is. the average f rom the surface - Table 5.3.1. Two cases were calenlated for each of the years con-
to the thermocline. The thermocline is defined to be the plane sidered. One was for 100% of the induced heat load over 100% of
of the ==vi= - rate of temperature decrease. This standard is met the surface and the other was for 70% of the induced heat load overr==dily for the CFSES since both the applicant's analyses (dis,- 88% of the surface. Differences in temperature for these variations-
cameed in sect. 5.3.1) and the staff's analysis (discussed in Sect. in heat load are not great. The temperatures for the drought year O5.3.2) show that during the summer months. the water being returned 1956 would be loneer than those for the normal year 1971 sinces the hto Laka Crankry from Squaw Creek Reservoir will have lower temper- rate of water evaporation is higher during a drought year, result- ostares than the mbient lake temperatures. ing in lower pond temperatures. Variation et these and the blow-

+

down water temperatures for the normal year with 70% of the inducedThe Texas Water Quality Board standards" also state that for freah-
water ig~-u==ats, such as Lake Cranbury, the temperature rise
beyond the =f wf ag zanc cannot exceed 3*F. The standards state that g g,,,, ,,,normally tb. mixing zone should be limited to no more than 251 of _

me n.the cross-sectional area and/or the volume of the flow of the
stream, leaving at least 75% f ree as a zone of passage. Both the T tm

C** D***applicimit (Sect. 5.3.1) and the staff (Sect. 5.3.2) showed that 3,,,, %9,,%the water discharging into Lake Cranbury from Squaw Creek teservoir
will be =i=A -Hm11y within 200 f t of the point of diecharge. IMt - soes tant hed e toes r estme m a Asyme )B 96 4 94 4

Less thma 101 of th river creas-sectional area and/or flow volume IMI - 705 h== bas , ses or to me. - a s.m 2e . 94 a na
would be af facted, and the standards would be meto tm - loos me bed emas teos or sehe was.. A=sua 14 en 7 9e 5

39% - 70s hees need ones Gas er soufnas asun aasmes k to 4 09.I
The staf f also evaluate 4 tk eh*=ical alteration resulting from sans n Aa rwa .ws,.m.mc 4,w sm n==p aoperatian of CPSES on-Squeu Creek Reservoir and the resultat blow- e' me here==d se - Os=* aaneesr. sepan p=pues tv om : ses wasa hsm.-a. toe,see ren taham.
doma effect om Lake Cranbury. The staff conclud6a that CPSES and w hic w is,tet
Sqamw Creek baservoir ces be operated in a =maner that will permit
compitaar= with the above standards,

i
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Fig. 5.3.1. Temporal varistice of temperature in squaw Creek
Reservoir for 703 heat load dissipated over 88: of surface area.(Morinal year)
Sources J. H. Duke, Jr., "A Technical Assessment of the tapact of
the Comanche Peak Steam Electric 8tation on the Proposed Squaw
Creek Reservoir." report prepared by llater Resources Engineers,
Inc., for Teus Utilities services Inc., Nov. 15,1973. Fig. 5. Part A
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Fig. $.3.3. Asiation of residual heat load to surface area
of Squaw Creek Reservoir.
hs J. M. Duka. Jr.. "A Technical Assessment of the tapact
of the Comanche Peak Steen Electric Station ce the Proposed Squaw
Creek Baservoir." report prepared by Water Resources Engineers. Inc.,
for Texas Utilitise Services. Eac. esv. 15. 1973, Fig. 13.
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tatska and a*=eh=rge W calcolated by th=== undels
were slidtly lamer them thmee e=1e=1===J by the weref e=1

, =i=== behowier ==amt .5
,

Canaamptive une of unter for Sqmme creek - -ir using 1948-

1971 hydrogeal ed asteornlogical data has been estimated by
to be th=== values abomuk in Table 5.3.3. "Averass"the eyylicant

year resulta in this table are defined to be averassa of the
1948-1971 resalta. The ayytte==e foamad that the ==d- natural

awayorecian from the pend useld have occurred la 1956 ed deffJhed
this as the " dry" year. The ayy11 cant also found that the mini-*me
natural eveyeration -id have occurred in 1968. and defiand this
as the " met" year. *-="- unter use taclease the unter
==e====ry to amistain a unter floor of 1.5 cfs la Squase Creek

daumatream of the dem me discammed in sect. 3.4.3. ,

hans33.t emmer.ne. mmaammyand =aummeoman m -nes ,

as h ye pens

Eky pass ammus Fam Wee re=
(195 4 (19st.397t3 (tsm&D

Deans remus W ess R788 17eb 3R.7Es
2s heeOmmes

-

esos Lees 2Ae8
phmamma . ans 37Jeb lesle 7J9e"

W Oo& 8=endf 2 Jet BJea 22Je9
qq tan.rW h 6aAte $2Ase 31.M3

Ta M M. maw e, tahs Gummbusy MAeg MAe6 M
teme - hema tahs Gametssy ? - 3a)68 MJoe EAe3

Smeasuc Femm tenhds and W.% Eammmesa, Enyansamme B,me em Jguse Oost *%g sgans pumposed Ian Tamms tamans= W ans,1971

Q * 4000ces
|

T=sotA*F
DG"F
M Alrha==b the Sqmmer Creek Bewarweir blomsduun matar will be of rela-

tively law tamparaturs, me absuun la Fig. 5.3.1. it will contata
htmbar concentratisme of dissolved solide. The effect that this
unter bloudous weeld hawa em 3ake has been estimated by

the ayy11 cant for the morant year (1971). The myy11 cant used
'" **'* ' * * """ I"* * * *' "'" *

take Crambery."e Ir w i la 690 ft above masa een lewal,"and toeFig. 5.3.4. surface teetheres in Squmar Creek - ir for

** * ***II*I* I** ***** ******* ***
: J It. Behe. Jr.. "A T=eh= te=1 - t of the 1=y=ec

of the ca===ehm Peak staman Electric Staciam em the Freyeemd Squaus
* * *

Creek homervoir." report preyered by IInter kneoarcea W a==es.
lac., for Tamme Utilities Sarwices. Inc. Bew. 15. 1973. Fig. 11.
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.

T.nse s3.4. Enme d some= Cask " _ _ .eam ' - en ter When Lake Cranbury is down to its maximum drewdown level of 675 ft
a = ==== b==e d *9e h ahomo mmen ema kset above maan Sea level the applicant used the Stola*chach and Earle-

vaa s d men ,n,,, man modal 10 again to predict the blowdown pine behavior in Lake
Cranbury. It was found for the case of Laka Granbury's 16 vel being

im Gewe=, 690 ft above maan sea level that the discharge was only buoyant for%g %,,,,,,

m n ma e ""'"'""" 7P*=* the months of January and November. These were the only cases con-"'** "**8' ''**"'
sidered *or the 675-ft lake level, and the results of this analysisse

(F) m'a are shown in Table 5.3.5.
3mmeery 64 4 st.1 64 40

64 2se Tages sJJ. Elteca d squee Chuan Beermeer unene " _ em Lane ''56 400 m e a= nous er67s a an ames.s.w
fee ==wy 62A ses 62 too v.an d m. - ,ns

to t 50
ss 600 sg=== rs==4 taher wa===

namch 683 sa a es 300 asase " ' ' " * * * " " ' ' " " '"'"" ""**a e.ss 2sAo6 -
- cy) ****=r

(F) (F) m*)apre 62.7 a'.9 62 20 Ace
beny 64 1 69 4 ts ' 406 assunry 64 4 53 s 64 se
aume 66 & 774 6s 120 ' I

72 200 6a - 100
3 , 58 400

56 4706
Nosamber 673 59 4 66 120

SS Ito 64 200
se , 62 4co gsa 240cany-a 7s2 ss 9 72 60 8
76 34 sausas; a. L Sommeon an6 3_ H Duke. As, As Aaatsse of she ffjbets of abr $gw.o Cust R _# IN Sio. ass.m 7bers se Lake Gemenery, suport poupand by teams - $m tec, fas Tamma LJahtums84 2 Ace sm ins, Now.30,1975.
as .

-

73 5 - 79 4 74 160
76 240
7s 750

% 74 6 72.1 74 L 50
73 246 Based on a study of the De Cordova steam Electric Station thermal

affluents.II the applicant ermeladed that there would be minimalm 673 ss4 a 120
6e iso interaction between that station and CPSES.
62 250
60 1.300

=

- 6:a 54 3 ee imo 3.3.2 staff's charmal analysia
$s 160
56 se The staff determined the water temperature distributions and the

**--'- arines s tr eadm , - anoint of water symporated in Squaw Creek Baservoir using the andel
of Ryan and Harleman.I' The staff used hydrological and meteoro-

soares_ A E_ Jotamm an6 3. EL Duke. 3, A. Amstyms of she EBerer of 8er 3emsw Osse R- logical data for years 1954-1956 and 1971; 1954-1956 was mes med
Sen.s nmar. Laa, G= e ,y. sepers ,=, 6 by t , assom cnnr_ _ Asee Tenna two" to be the " drought" period and 1971 tha " average * year.som las, lies.30.1973.

-
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ ________m _._ _ _ _ _
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T nes sAA. sma _ er Crose water evaporatian rates from Squaw Creek Reservoir shaun in
======8== - Table S.3.8 unre calculated by the staff using Ryan and Earlaman's
****3**d*"N'"" 1moda1 ' for the drought and mieraga years.

asas T st eens es m=
tacuum) fM

6 302.I Tunes SJA. Smamuseamme et emme mesmay
el 973 gn, ggma, om,a -

8"'"'3
'

1954 895$ 1956 1975

IF8 Geem
1152 M . 44.472 4tA67 a6A34 40.004

Deus M* 4.958 6J80 4.704
10.ASA1856 91 9 ,,,,,,,,ge 2.108 14 105 4A70 A46

2 namsmame==== unus* 2 Ace 2Ase 2Aes 2 Ace
Ragemed umkeup 39A14 27. 07 39Ae4 33,7sgpp 90A

3043 E9 4
*D 3. Chans. G. K. Veng and R. P. wa Am Kendsger * ef

8he heposed Zeuse. Ouse Aeneese end fra impure en Lake Gnseemay. Tezas.
npon pengesed by taene " "_ _ ts% fes h and tamese.
and Tomas Utenass Sarsesas tue, tesy14.1973.

#U1 Daynstemas of # _Mmeneemt h e- h .~
D.c.sur.mm 1 mi h + Dm..am i- . ==h c
than . Fese Weset.TeW 1974.

Take SJ.7. SmW esutummun af ' ** 89""" M *Fesens. Nistuta and Eah e _ Enemome. Eagnussow Aspere en
Esservem essense . % as meses a es 3,,,mo,,eg,,,,,,,,,,,,,,- far Teams Utmass Seruema, tuac,1972.

,a ma n 4 assene e se ===ms y== .

Tempesmisse as she edge of IS$6 ecus ensface men

-m- _ r. m e
e. men er as year aseen aped 30 em N

88' ' The Staff's predictions in Table 3.3.8 agree with the applicant'sca m W emmi ens ,nor e my Efem ehmu seums

em e 4 e , hem my 30 = L*m=as rhat - e"*""""'** predictions in Table 5.3.3.
,,, in, ens .we m.er em - _ ===== v===s wmeh ahs sum

ym a . Is e"F =====d of the mand sehen af 14 7F

Tm.,er me rn sha of the reservoir water dischars;ing into Lake Cranbury, and
than deter = w A the submerged discharge jet behavior using the chartso,,, ,

of Shirazi and Davis.15 These results are shown in Table 5.3.9 and,.,s.,m,
indicate that the staff concurs with the results of the applicant.'

90 e st a m2 For Lake Cranbury at ita =aw4== draudown level of 675 ft above meanw. 2,9 ;ns g2d sea level, the staff checked the applicant's analysis,' and foamd3=ty 2 924
,

9,,' '3
s.a 7

2""8'. 2s it to be re===ble and conservative.3p u2 ,, ,oa .u
3h 44 4 722 T21

& 33 61.s 48 4 C
-

5baghtly noose enkse feu case a _ ^ .o thmen See """"T*884 _8

of m e .m a. m m - mmme -ah a= th== 8d5==== ''''"'
em the steef a thermant meest-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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t

5.4 R&DIcr4CICAL DeacTS

l'am m. susem.r e. n W ^ _ no 5.4.1 Impact on biota other than man

" * " ' * "
h.m.A ._ 5.4.1.1 Emposure pattarave

g,,gg ,, g,,,g ,,

patimrays by which biota other than man may receive radiationask=.s m w m, i m m au w W
doses in the vicinity of a nuclear power statica are shown in Fig.g ,

5.4.1. Too recent comprehensive reportsb2 have been concerned
he.=v a sv?s 33s n 2e av 12e e with radioactivity in the envirommmat and these pathways. Ny
h 2*J,7s -sts of e6 es ee *M can be read for a more detailed explanation of the subjects that
a,,,,, p,'$ I'.8 $ y ( will be discussed below. n y a.. on the patturay being considered.

" *
33 3 , .

terrestrial and asutic orgatisms will receive either approximately
- the amma radiatsom Amos as um or !_- t greater doses. Although*a. E ama a 3. m. n a h,a. a ry .f a. sp.re.r m. so o e = . am e

h. z a. - ,, n , , a 6, e - .a w n.c.sur tnams = w, no guideltaes have been established for desirable limits for radi-
""* * 3*?1 ' ation exposure to species other than man, it is generally agreed

that the limits established for ha are also conservative for
these species.3 An estimate of the occupational radiation exposure

5.3.3 Scaf f conclusions received in operating the station has been made. This estimate is
based on experience at comparable operating reactors.

h staff concludes that results of its and of the applicant's
,

thermal analyses are essentially in agreement. N staff further
5.4.1.2 Radioactivity in the environmentconcludes that the assumptions used by the applicant are both

r=-ala and commerwative. The staff reviewed the analysis of
the thermal ef fects of the De Cordove Band Steam Electric Statica The qmmatities and species of radionuclides expected to be discharged

O
en Lake Crambury. assed on this review, the staff concluded that =====T1r by the Commache Peak Statica in liquid and gaseous effluents

have been estimated by the staff and are given in Tables 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 bthis analysis is eammarvative and concurs with the applicat that
the interactica between this power station and CPSES on Lake Cran- respectively. The basis for these valene is discussed in Section 3.5. C3

For the determination of doses to biota other than man, specificA8 **
calculations are done primarily for the liquid affluents. h liquid
* **** 9"*** *** ** *** * ** * *~h staff estimates that returning of Squaw Creek Basarvoir water

to I.ake Crambury will result in, on the average, a 2.5Z increase" 8** O8 ** *****8* 8'*** ***I'I*7 **********I **
.

in the total dissolond solida concentration in the water flowing I * * * I* *

through Da Cordown Band Dem. Further, the staff estimates that r the same M tions, the tritium concentratica M d b u

this increase will be 2.3Z in the Brazos River just dounstream pCUnl. Additional discussion concerning liquid dilution is presented
1" ***I#* * * *of the Faluny River-trases River confluence.

Doses to terrestrial ==h1= such as rabbits or deer chna to the gaeacus
affluents are quite similar to those calculated for uma (Sectica 5.4.2).
For this reason, both the . - r effluent concentrations at locations
of interest and the dame calculations for gaseous affluents are 44s-

cussed in detait in Sectica 5.4.2.

5.4.1.3 Dose rate estimates

N =====1 radiatica doses to both aquatic and terrestrial biota
I

-

including man unre estimated or <mt asegtion of constant conceo-
trat h a of radionuclides at a.p m point in both the water and

?

.

t

i

_ - - - _ _.-__--_ __ -_
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M5

vani r 5.4.1. yeetuuATER Birt. TION FACTOR $5

,ma , A.2. _ _ 20,.ce - -

Element Fish Invertebrates Plants
M/Eg of organism per pC1/11 tar of water) a (.1111 m/y )

tasa.1= a/ qts.c/m )* r.e.1 body min hrt.14
8

C 4550 9100 4550
Ma 100 200 500 saz. w y s.hi 2..z20 a .2a#I 4*b 3 -3 3.a.20

# * "*3r innnnn 43000 500000
d dSc 2 1000 10000 n sans a.han 2 A.an-3 1.2alo-I 3.i

Cr 200 2000 4000 peno = ww)
h 400 90000 10000- .m-, ga-2 3 3,g2 ga-3,,
Fe 100 3200 1000 giao . v3
Co 50 200 200 -3*51 100 100 50 '8*******C'***. 2.hna-S 1.a.20-a ,,3,-a 2.ss2s

OF1 m SE)Za 2000 10000 20000
-2E 2000 1000 1000 mpa s.sas' 2.2 20-3 a.2x2o-2 3Anzo

Sr 30 100 500
Y 25 1000 5000
,, , , ,0 .,,,, -..,_ ,,o

,2_.- _,.. _.-
. ,2a ,. .2... 300 . 1. ,~

, , . .
_ - - - . . . , . , . . -

.
,, 1, ,, ,0

. - , . .Tc
s,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.u_,,,,

, ,, ,,0 2. ,_..a,-,.,_, mAg 2 710 200 *s=== ad.,e n,wid re sms 3 sy woe .ahl . a

sa 3000 1000 100 'ne h d -- r- y .e 2.coe h=*F. 988 F****
sb 1 10 1500j oTe 400 150 100|
1 15 5 40

.

Ca 2000 100 500 The literature relating to radiatim effects .ma organians is exten-
Ba 4 200 500 site. but very fees etd aa have been conducted on the effects os
La 25 1000 5000 continuous Icu-level exposure to radiation from inaested radiennelid-a
C. I 1000 4000 on natural aquatic or terrestrial populations. The most recent a d
Fr 25 1000 5000 Perefamar studies point out that. while the existence of extremaly
54 25 1000 5000 radt a==amitive biota is pa==*hla and Me increased raMa=~amitivity
Pm 25 1000 5000 in organisms may resuit from envirana atal interaccians. no biots
sa 25 1000 5000 base yet been discovered that show a ====1rivity to radiatica ex-

,Eu 25 1000 5000 posures as low as thoem anticipated in the area surroisading the
cd 25 1000 5000 r-cha Peak Srmrian. la the "hElR* report.6 it is stated in simumaryv 1200 10 1200 that evidaara to date i= die tas that no other living organisms are
up 10 400 300 very much more radia===itive the uma. Therefore. no detectablePu 4 100 350 radiological impact is awp=cted in the aquatic biota or terrestrial
Am -25 1000 5000 -l a as a result o6 the quatity of radionuclides to be released
Cm 25 1000 5000 into squaw Creek Romervoir ad into the air by the r-eh. Peak

Station.
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5.4.2 T-c-et an um
emnmaan tanssa amr

Routine yount smearation by the rwh Ftak Station will result in
the r=1*=== of ===11 aguantities of ff ==f a= and activation products to

fthe environnmat. 1his evaluatism will provide the resulti g radiation
idoes estimates wh.tch can serve as a basis for a determination that

r=1===== of radioactive ==rarials to unrestricted areas are as low as our ==== ._W
pracr$eakla in accord-e= with 10 CFE 50 and within the limits speci- , ,

3 sfind in 10 CFR 20. h staff has estimtad the prembla ==ctida 8 8r=1===== f rom the r====eh Faak Staef = based upon expert ==ca with | |ea parable operating reactors and an evalustian of the redunste sys-
3 gtem. h r=1==== have been discussed in Section 3.5. T g

I-Estimatf == ==re unde of r=df = elan doses to uma at and beyond the site 2 8
-

** 3be =dary via the most simaffte==e pathmeys amma th== di =--- " in a I
Figure 5.4.2 h calculations are based an conservattwe amamptions _

u '

regarding the diluticas of efflamat gases and radf ==clides in the k g

I''11guld dimeharge, and the ma by ama of the plant serrr===Af ags.
* I
* g -

"
8

Rased upon exper1==e= at e===rmble operating nuclear paver reactora, ca 8 E
j an esta n te has h == made of the occupational radiation expcaures expected $ '

to result from operation of the Commacha Peak Station. h*

h 1 r 1r
. 5.4.2.1 Radioactive materials r=1= M in ligsid efiluents

. i o
I 8

i Expected = elf A= releases in the liquid affluet have been cale=1=ta5
$| for the Camache Peak Statian and are listed in Table 3.5.2. In the =

i inundiate vietetty of Ce 2r "- Peak Station discharp, the gross E | t O * I
( act1rity cancentration, exclualva of tritinum, is estimated to be | ; )*

4.6 x 10* pC1/ml. Dader the same canditions, the critism c - - "s.
trarian would be Il PC1/m1, as stated in Section 5.4.1.2. g y E=

g g
,

3 g g*
j Buring normal reactor operaria==, a fraction of the nobla games pro- e

f {
=

t anc=d will be re1==e=d in the liquid effluent and sehsequently disct e ged ,
d Lgl into the Squaw Creek namervoir. The AE Directorate of Regulatory

a==*=**== bas analysed operating reactor r=dianctive liquid efflumet
f.for noble gas content and -eAme en=Atetama of hf sh==t -==1 averase

=ahl= gas emcentract== 2a the Jf achry water, no significant doses
weeld be delivered to humet bata=a.

r=mtian of unter repreamts a per==rt=117 af==1Ficant espeemre
pattuny to the m'a'iaa. Bauever, chare are no dr*=Hae antar a

.. '== within 100 =11== of the plant that could be affected by
the affluents. In addition, no potent.ial exists for groumnd unter
eaar==9ameian.

3 m N EMay mene====

db

Benandrt N

|
!
t

.
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I
The primary food pathway to man involves the ingestion by dairy cowsOther pathways of relative importance involve recreational use of

Squaw Creek Reservoir in the vicinity of the discharge zone. Individual of radiciodine deposited onto grazing areas. Constmption of milk
fmm these cows can result in exposure to the human thyroid. Doses

doses from consuming fish caught in the imediata discharga area were
to a child's thyroid which would result from consuming one liter ofevaluated using tha biological accumulation factors listed in Table W wen M M aced# #7 6" * *" 8'*d*8 *@ "O"

T. * e5.4.1 and standard models ? Swimming, boatie.g. and fishing in tha for the nearest farm using recognized models The staff has cal-
discharas region were also included in the evaluation.

,
culated that the release of radioactive materials in gaseous affluents
mm e operat on of rescun win mult in a wh& body dose

Radioactive materials deposited in the sediments cf Squaw Creek
* I""* b**# " 'I * ** ** * **

'
Raservoir will not contribute significantly to the toal dose to boundary, and a dose of less than 15 millirems / year to a child a

l *ndividuals or to the population. thyroid through the pastors.- ilk cycle from the first real cow
ae a t e 888mt potendal pastun. W& is at & she

The presence of low concentrations of radionuclides in the water #" **7 'that might overflow into Squaw Creek (refer to 4.3.2.1) will not
t contribute significantly to the total dose to individuala er to Another food pathway to man of secondary importance involves the con-

the population. sumption of leafy vegetables sibject to deposition of the radionuclides
released to the atmosphere. The thyroid dose resulting from an annual

Table 5.4.3 summarizes the potential individus1 doses f rom the liquid constseption of 72 kg of leafy vegetables ymduced at the nearest
* ***** residence during the three month growing period was evaluated.

All doses due to gaseous affluents are strearized in Table 5.4.2.g 4,3

AletDAL INDIVIDUAL DOSES FROtt LIQUID EFFLUENTS
5.4.2.3 Direct radiation

location Pathway Dose (millirems / year) QIotal body Cl tract Thyroid Bone 5.4.2.3.1 Radiation from the facility a

O
Coolant Hab -1 The plant design includes specific shielding of the reactor, hold-up N

ingestion 1.2 3.5x10-2 1.2x10-1 8.0x10 tanks. filters, domineralizers and other areas where radioactive
materials may flow or be stored, primarily for the protection of plant

M scharge Sweg personnel. Direct radiation from these sources is therefore not ex-
(100 hrs /yr) 1.7x10-2 pected to be significant at the site boundary. Confirming usasure-

ments will be made as part of the applicant's environmental monitoring
region Fishing * program after plant start-up. Low level radioactivity storage con-

Roating -2 tainers outside the plant are estimated to contribute less than 0.01
(500 hn/yd 4.1x10 millirems / year at the site boWary.

5.4.2.2 Radioactive estarials relaaned to the atmosphere 5.4.2.3.2 Transportation of radioactive material
.

Radioactive affluents released to the atmosphere from tha plant will The transportation of cold fuel to a reactor, of irradiated fuel from

result in the most alpificant radiation doses to the public. The the reactor to a fuel reprocessing plant, and of solid raftosctive
staff estimates of the probable gaseous and particulate releases wastes from the reactor to burial grounds is within the scope of the

listed in Table 3.5.3 were used to evalusta potential doses. All dose AEC report entitled " Environmental Survey of Transportation of Radio-
calculations were performed using annual averaga site mataorological active Materials to and from Wuclear Power Plants." The environmen-
c<xtditions and assuming that ralama== occur at a constant rate. tal effects of such transportation are sterized in Tabla 5.4.4.

Radioactive gases are telaased near ground level from tha plant.
Thus, dosas result from issaarmion in the dispersed ra#1oactive gases.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ _ _ _ ___._._________ __
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TABLE 5.4.4. ENVIWunsuTAL IMPACT OF TRANSPORTATION OF FUII. AND WASIT 3.4.2.4 Occupat % 1 radiation exposure
TO AND Facet ONE LIGIT-WATER-c)OLED MUr1 m POWER REACTOR *

Based on the review of the applicant's Safety Aaslysis Baport the
staff has determined that individest occupational seses can beNormal Conditions of Transport
uniatained within the limits of 10 Cpt 20. Radiatica deae limite
of 10 CPR 20 are based on a thoroup consideration of the biological

Environmental Impact risk of esposure to tosising radiation. Maintd afag radiation;

i

doses of plant personasl within these limits insurts that the risk
- maat,weid t, and traffic density Negligible associated with radiation esposure is no greater than those riska
f moraally accepted by worhers ta other present-day industries.!!
| Estimated Range of Doses Using infomation compiled by the Atomic Imergy Commissionble and !

1

i haber of to Exposed Cumlative Dose to otherel2.13b of past experience from operat$ag unclear react 0r plants |Exposed Persons . Individuals Exposed Population it is settmated that the average collective dose to all casita
|Population hel (per reaccor year) (per reactor year)g personnel at large operattag nuclear reactor pimets will be approxi- '

<
'

mately 400 to 500 man-rems per year per mit. fbe total dose for
Transportation Comanche Peak will be influenced by several factors for which
worke rs 200 0.",1 to 300 mil 11rea 4 man-rem definttive americal values are not available but the aggregate of

i iAich are espected to 1*% to tower doses to onsite persammel than
cameral pedblic estimated above. Improvements to 5 radioactive waste affluent

treatment system to ach; eve offsite population doses as low as
(klookers 1.100 0.003 to 1.3 millirem) practicable have the potential for causlag a small increase to onsite
Aloeg Route 600.000 0.0001 to 0.06 millirma) 3 man-rem

permannel doses, all other factore remaining achy *d. Ikneeve r,
the applicant's impla===tation of Regulatory Guides and other-
guidance provided through the staff review process regarding reducing
similable exposures and maintainlag omette radiation doses as low n

" Data ogporting this table are given in the Commission's " Environmental as practicable is expected to result in an overall reductice of 6

Survey of Transportation of Radioacttwo teaterials To and Prom Nuclear total doses from the cupently expert ==M.
_)

Power Plants." WASu-1233. December 1972. W
bThe poderal Radiation Comcil has recommended that the radiation doses 5.4.2.5 Population doses from all sources
from all sources of radiation other than natural backgromd and sesical
exposures should be limited to 5.000 ud111 rem per year for indivb3uale Radiatico doses calculated by the staff are intended to apply to an
as a result of occupational exposure and shoeld be limited to 500 milli- average adult. Specific persons will receive higher or lower doses,
rum per year for individuals in the general pcpulation. The dose to depending upon their ass. living habits, food preferences, or recre-
individuals due to average natural backgroe4 radiation is about 130 ational activities.
millires per year.

*1ame-rem 1s an expressico for the summetion of whole body doses to The average ==aa=1 dose from gaseous afflussta to all individuala

tadividuale in a group. Thus. if each member of a population youp living in erestricted areas within a fifty mile radius of the plant
na calculated usp Talues for the ann-rem dose at various distances

the projected 1980 population data furnishedof 1.000 people were to receive a dose of 0.001 rem (i ud111ren), or
by the applicant.if 2 people were to receive a dose of 0.5 rem (500 millirca) each. th,

total um-rom in each came would be 1 man-rem. from the plant are summarised la Table 5.4.5.

The cimalative does resulting from the conseption of fish harvested
from Squaw Creek Baservoir was estimated. It was consenatively
asemed that 10Z'of the population within 50 miles of the plant con-
amed 5 grams of fish per day caught in the region of the reservoir
where equilibrim conditions are assend to exist.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ . _
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TABLE 5.4.6 smetAar Or ammu m Baer Dosts to TEz
TABLE 5.4.5. CL%'MTIVE POPULATICM, A10tUAL CMCUTIVE DOSE, AND ON WIM 50 m

avERA 2 ANNLAL TOTAL BODY DOSE DCF. TO CASE 0CS
hFILUENTS IX SELECIED ANMULL ABOUT THE FDNT Cim lative Dose

Category (man-rea/yr)

Cumulative h l=tive Annual Avera ge Population (1980) does from 100,000
Radius Population Commalative Dose Annual Dose backgrond

Otiles) (19 80) (man-rea) (millirem)
Bestricted Area

Occupational radiation exposure 1,000
1 0 0.00 2.2 x 10-1
2 50 0.00 1.4 x 10-2 Unrestricted Area
3' 145 0.00 1,1 x 10-2

Transportation of nuclear fuel 14.0
4 325 0.00 7.0 x 10-3 and radioactive vastes
5 2780 C.00 3.4 x 10-3 >

10 13070 0.02 2.0 x 10-5 Caseous cloud so,1
20 31000 0.04 1.2 x 10-3
30 94200 0.04 1.6 x 10** Fish ingestion 0.3
40 433500 0.08 1.6 x 10a
50 997100 o,lo 1,o x 10 4

The exposed fishtag and boating population was estimated to represent
25% of the total population within a fifty mile radius and each person n
was assumsd to be exposed during 1 hourfyr of swwtag and 5 houra/yr delivered to the same population as a result of the average natural a

"
of beating La the mixing zone. background dose rate of about 0.1 rem per year in the vicinity of

$the plant. M Effluents from the operation of the r==arha Feak
Lake Crabury is a secondary receptor of liquid effluents from the Station will then be an extremely minor contributor to the radiation

e - he Peak Station; radionuclide concentrations in Lake Cranbury dose that persons livtag in the area normally receive from natural

vill be less the me-twentieth of those in Squeu Creek Reservoir, backgro md radiation. The estimated radiation doses to individuals

and chair radiological impact is cor.aidered to be negligible. Dis. and to the population from normal operation of the r==aeha Feak

cussion of hydrological modelling is included in Section I.5. Station Units 1 and 2 support the staff's conclusion that the releases
of radioactive materials in liquid and gaseous effluents are as low

the populatAon doses from all sources, including natural background, as practicable.

,
cloud immrsion, coegumption of fish, recreation, transportation,

! and occupational exposures, are stammarized in Table 5.4.6. The 1000 man-reme received as occupational onsite exposure is a small
percentage of the aaa==? total of about 100,000 man-reas delivered
to the 1990 population living within a SWla radius of the haru

I 5.4.2.6 Evaluation of radiological issnact -Peak Station.

Using conservative asannsprions, tha tot.a1 man-rem dosa in unrestricted
areas from all effluent pathmeys, received by the estimated 1980
population of 997,000. persona who will live within a fif ty mile

I radius of the r==a cha Feak Station, would be about 15 mm-rem per
| year. By comparison, en annuel total of about 100,000 man gen is
!

|

|

|
!

1
-

l

|

|
6
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5.5 NONRADIOLOCICAL EFFECTS ON wm nCICAL SYSTEMS are formed due to tr.e presence and operation of tr* *sion lines
that carry up to 765 kV. Righ- e ltage lines for CPSE* will carry

5.5.1 Terrestrial a maximur of 345 kV, Any pcssibte deleterious effects on plants
directly beneath these lines .ud on those adjacent to the corridors

| 5.5.1.1 The plant which coa t be af fected by chronic exposure to ozone drif t have
,

j not been identified and sre espected by the staff to be undetectable.

Because of the nature of the cooling system, the direct ecological
impacts of plant operation will occur on the aquatic environments

t of the area. The staff concludes that the actual operation of the 5.5.2 Aquatie

[ CPSES should have no sustained nonradiological impacts on the ter-
| restrial ecosystems of the local area. There are two aquatic systems %1ch must be coasidered when eval-

unting potential operating effects of CPSES: (1) Squaw Creek

|
Reservoir, the off-stream cooling pond for tne station and (2)

, 5.5.1.2 Transmission lines Lake Cranbury, from which makeup water for Squaw Creek Reservoir
will be drawn and into which blowdown from Squaw Creek Reservoir

Except for limited areas on the OSES site and in the vicinity of will be discharged. It is the conclusion of the staff that there

I the Brazos River crossings, there appears to be no requirement for will be no operational effects on Squaw Creek. The major ef fects
| permanent access roads. When line maintenance is required, the have been discussed in Sect. 4.3.2 and are associated with the

applicant will restrict vehicle movement within the right-of-way construction of the dam and the maintenance of flow in the creek.
so as to minimize disturbance to the vegetation. Areas continuing
in use by the landowner for agriculture will need little attention.
The basic method of vegetation control in other areas will be to 5.5.2.1 Squaw Creek Reservoir

now the right-of-way and prune once every three years any trees
that might endanger the lines. Ceneral chenical sprayitg will not There are several factors associated with the operation of CPSES
be used. Where m wing is not possible and vegetation control is which may alter production patterns compared to those that might n
considered necessary, direct basal application of chemicals will exist in the reservoir without plant operation. These include a

be used. The applicant's overall objective in vegetation control (1) impingement of fish on the intake screens, (2) entrainment of #

of rights-of-way is to eliminate certain undesirable vegetation organisms, which will be exposed to rapid temperature and pressure h
and to promte a stable ground cover of grasses, forbs, and native changes, mechanical abrasion, and chlorination. (3) effects of
low-lying shrubs. In areas where the natural ground cover has been discharge water, which will contain heat and residual chlorine,
destroyed or seriously damaged, the applicant will plant grasses (4) increase in concentration of dissolved solids in the reservoir,
or low ground cover for vegetation restoration and erosion control, and (5) stratification in the reservoir. The first three factors
as is considered appropriate for the area. The staff concludes have been discussed in a recent report.5 The relevancy of all the
that these measures should minimize the adverse effects of trans; f actors is detailed in the brief discussions below,

mission line maintenance on terrestrial ecosystems.

Ozone is recognized as a major component of the photochemical air Impinsement

pollution-oxidant complex. The ' ational Primary Air Quality Stand-m
ard for photochemical oxidants, as issued by the Environmental It is possible that there will be impingement of Squaw Creek Res-
Protection Agency, is 80 ppb (by volume) maximum arithmetic maan ervoir fishes at three differest structures during operation of
for a 1-br concentration, not to be exceeded more than once per CPSES: at the circulating water intake, the service water intake,
year. The toxicity of ozone to vegetation is well documented; sus- and the return line intaka to Lake Cranbury. Estimates of intake
ceptible species show symptoms of damage f rom exposures to ozone velocities for conservative normal operation are given in Tables
in concentrations as Iow as 30 ppa. 42 One source of ozone produc. 3.4.1 and 3.4.3'and in Sect. 3.4.4. It appears that an impingement
tion is believed to be associated with the coronal discharges of problem could arise because of the increase in velocity at the
high-voltage transmission lines. However, recent studies 3=6 have traveling screens of the circulating water intake. Decreasing the
shown that no measurable concentrations of ozone (less than 2 ppb) velocity to below I fps at the trashracks will reduce the likeli-

hood of impingement. Velocity at the service water intake will

_____-__5 ._m L _ _ _ - . -_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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of 102* show that the entire surface area of Sque Creek Reservoir
be low enough to prevent a serious problem. h large mesh size will have temperarnres above 89.4*. 801 of the surface will be
of the screens on the return line intake (2-1/2 in.) will reduce above 90.5*. and 20% will be above 95*. Temperature does not
the probability of impingement. Small fish not able to swim appear to be the limiting factor in the distribution of fish species
against the current will be drma through the screens into the in Texas. It is apparent from available information that during
return pipeline. In the absence of data on fish distribution in the stesser. Texas reservoirs, in addition to natural streams and
Squaw Creek Reservoir, the staff concludes that impingement might rivers thornghout the State, m=-nly exceed 90*F (surf ace temper-
be a problem only at the circulating water intake and that the ature), are often above 95* and at times even up to 110*. and still
velocity at the trashracks must be reduced to below 1 fps (refer to support a diverse aquatic cohty.8** All groups of game fish

! Sect. 11.6.2)* which would be expected in Squaw Creek Reservoir have been collected
temperatures above 102*F. the discharge temperature na day 240.Mat

i Entrainment Fish have been found in Wilkes Reservoir at temperatures g to
107*F. but high mortalities occurred in fish caught in gi n nets

i h staf f adopts the applicant's assumption that there will be overnight.11 This suggests that although fish frequent waters of
1002 mortality of the organisms entrained into the CPSES by the such high teurperatures, they cannot withstand long esposures to it.'

2.200.000 gym circulating water intake and the 32.000 gpm service
water intake. Organisms will be subjected to a maximum 15 F* ten * Studies of the effects of heated effluents in Texas reservoirs

( perature increase across the condensers and rapid pressure changes generally have shown no significant differences in the distribution
( in passage through the plant. 3ese changes, including transit and growth of fishes between heated (temperatures w to 99 F*) and

rwa, are tabulated in Table 3.4.2. In adattion, shock chlorina- nocheated areas of reservors.13.12.11
tion will be used to control the growth of bacteria and algae in
the cooling and service water systems (refer to Sect. 3.6.2). N Data from Texas reservoirs used for power production, such as I-akes
combined ef fect of these factors supports the conservative assump- Alcoa and Colorado City have not experienced the game fish decline
tion that est of the entrais.ed organisms will be killed, with age. In fact, for more than 20 years they have maintained

higher productivity than any other reservoir surve=ed by the Texas
To illustrate the problem. staff calculations show that, with a Parks and Wildlife Department.* * 14 The fish productivity of five O
total flow rate of 2.232.000 gym and a reservoir vol ae of 135.360 " heated" reservoirs has been compared to that of ten "iatheated" b
acre-ft (at low water level of 770 f t above mean sea level) CPSES reservoirs, and resulta indicated that fish production in haated O
will circulate the entire volume of Squaw Creek Reservoir every reservoirs was as good as. if not better than in nocheated ones.10 cyg

14 days (26 times per year). Many zooplankters have generation The study asutaned, however, that the dis &arge of heat was the
times greater than this (e.g., gsratelL2, 22 days).6 Based on only variable in the 15 reservoirs, whereas many parameters that
conservative estimates (100Z mortality and no contribution of orga* affect fishery production differ from one reservoir to another.15.16
nisme entering the reservoir in the makeup water), the staff con- and no preoperational data were provided in the study for compar-
cludes that entrainment by CPSES may reduce the productivity of ison.
Squaw Creek Raservoir.

Conflicting data are available on the use of discharge areas by
fish during the winter.11*17 but no mortality or adverse ef fects

Discharta cffects were observed in largemouth base experimentally exposed to cold
shock in a plant discharge.1" N staff considers the problem of

h water discharged from CPSES will be a mad == of 15 F* above cold shock in Sque Creet leservoir to be minimal.
the intAs temperatum, h applicant will be required to reduce
the residual chlorins at the discharge to 0.1 ppa or lesa (Sect. It is possible that high temperatures might make fishes more sus-
3.6.2). This will reduce the probahility of adverse effects on captible to parasitism. In Wilkes Reservoir 59Z of the game fish
aquatic production in the reservair (refer to Sect. M.6.1), and 83Z of the rous,h fish were found to be parasitised.11 but Parks

and Wildlife Department studies have eborn no increase in disease
Squae Creek genervoir will serve as a private cooling re4er W or parasitism in ?O rarervoirs used for cooling.1*
for CPSES and will not be eseject to thermal regulations? (1A AP-
pendix B). Staff calculations for late summer conditions (day
240) of an average year (1971), with a discharge temperature

_ _ _ __ _ _
,
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Peer studies have been done on the ef fects of thermal' discharges the year of study. A large invertebrate fauna was also fond. Of'

on planktonic s.ad benthic ortaM=== than on fishes. Results have the 33 species in Lake Crambury. 24 (723) have been found in the
generally shown that annual benthic diversity and production are wper Brases, ubere the creeks feeding the river have chloride

concentrations averaging 10.000-60.000 pga. Waters of 2.000-5.000lessinthe1===Mateareasfadischargebutarehigherduringthe winter than in nonheated arena.18.1 laterpretation of plank- ppm total dissolved solids are considered as fresh in this area.36 t

S ecies in the Brazos River system are adapted to concentrationsPton studies is difficult because of the effects of current on
distributtor.. but data indicate that higher densities, particularly that will result in Squaw Creek Reservoir due to the wide fluctu-,

s of copepods and diatoms, may occur near a discharge and increases ations in flow ad salinity that naturally occur. From the avail-

| may take place during the winter.14.20 able data, the staff finds that the increased total dissolved
- solids levels will not affect the productivity of Sque Creek

Several species of blue-green algas have been found to occur at Reserwir.
[

high densities in Southwestern reservoirs (refer to Sect. 2.7.2). *

and the Farba and Wildlife Department has reported no problems with
algae.1% 21,22 The occurrence of blue-green algae has of ten been Stratification

associated with high temperatures, usually above 95*F.23.2* and
high nutrient content of water, especially nitratas and phos. Squaw Creek Reservoir is pr*Jicted to stratify during the summer
phates.25.26 It has been predicted that nutrient levels in Squas months, with low oxygen concentrations, possible formation of hy-
Creek Reservoir will be approminately the same as those in take drogen sulfide. and colder temperatures occurrin at depth below
Cranbury.27 The latest available data show that nutriept levels approaimately 55 ft. 'It is espected that Squsw Creek Reservoir
(especially nitrates) have dropped considerably since the data vill contain no cuygen below this depth during August and September

*presented in the ER were collected.20.29 Critical values for algal (ER, h h t 1, Sect. 5.1.3). and thus 58% of the reservoir voluna
blooms are 0.045 ppe phosphates and 1.3 ppm nitrates.3c Although will virtually be eliminated from production. For three other
Lake Cranbury phosphate levels are within the critical range, months, dissolved oxygen levels will be tJaher but still below
nitrate levels are below it. The tendency for algal blooms to 5 pre. Summer otratification occurs normally in many Texas reser-

It was found that ber.. hic populations were severalg reducedoccur in Sqamu Creek Reservoir will be increased by the high tem- voirs. c3
in Lake Cranbury during periods of stratification in July 2peratures and also by the initial leaching of nutrients from the (Table e

,

t lake bed. Based on data with other reservoirs in the State, the B-7). *

staff concludse that this will not be a problem. h,

Return water to Lake Cranbury will be withdrawn from the hypoliscion
The staff concludes that the increase in the temperature of Squaw of Squaw Creek asservoir. During periods of stratification, this
Creek Reservoir caused by CPSES operation will not have a detri- procedure will aggravate the loss of nutrients from the reservoir

; mental effect on the productivity of the reservoir. because the withdrawals will be made from layers in which the most
nutrients have ace- d ated.

Increased total A h lied solids concentration The staff concludes that the oper*h of CPSES will exaggerate
any stratification that might natuNtly occar in Squaw Creek Reser-

Beat dissipation from Squeu Creek Reservoir will increase the voir and will reduce the possible production in the reservoir.
total dissolved solida concentration to approximately 2500 ppm.
Salinity effects on some aquatic organisms have been discussed
previously in Sect. 4.3.2. Additional species that might occur 5.5.2.2 Lake Cranbury

in Squaer Creek Ramervoir, such as carp and threadfin shad, have
been found to be tolerant of high salinities.51-53 The lower Big The operational effects of CPSES on Lake Gr mbury can be classified
Wichita River in Texas has a total dissolved solida concentration into two types: (1) the effects of the withdrawal (entrainment

approximating that whiEh will occur in Squsu Creek Reservoir and and impingemept) of diversion water into Squaw Creek Esservoir and i~
it supports a diverse fishery.s*-35 Species of fish were found (2) the effects of the discharge of blowdown water fron Squaw Creek
in Lake Diversion, a 3480-acre" impo edment on the river with . Reservoir.
total dissolved solids levels ranging from 1420 to 3500 ppa during

.
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Withdrasal of Itakeenp Hater
Tuna Sn. sum g e.of as ames.3.am.W

h f acility for withdraing ==he water frum T =ha Crambury has , , ,
sen s===been discussed La Sect. 3.4.4. In the absence of informa-ima *ma

hh--- - ry) w wthe density of fish species in the area of the intake, standing -
crops and relative densities for Lake Crambury were est ==*=A byi

extrapolating from data on possum ri.=aa= imke whi;w.y. and two N--d ests hansen _ Ts sa s a3s a

as st a La 2
other Texas reserweir (II. Sect. 5.1. 3.1) . % == = es t i ==r as were 88 15 50 t15 5
used by the applicant to calculate the a&r of fishes ombject to
impiag===at (34 to 44 lb of sport md e ~ rcial fish and 29 to 8"WE W - 65 43 3 1.13 ' 2

s & a
38 lb of other fish amenally). ( $ g

' ' " * " * * " * $ sa3 a

,

The shelter provided by the pg station support structure and the .] g
lights ca the structure will attract fish to the intake area. but - as se 2 aJB 2'

the low approach velocity at the screams will greatly reduce in- -
^ " " .'

p1 = y===a' losses. Table 5.5.1 lists *he swi-tag speeds of a few
| species found in Lake Crambury and shaws that est of the speeds "hassemy== = =amm ames == 2.= =wr d== se a-s ummes

s=====
|

are greater than 0.5 fye. which will be the approximate approach
|

valecity to the scruens (0.49 fys). *he larse mesh size of the t 5. a. tas - _ somme of as Chamme m shee omosm ans oma man umas Ram tem
- m A kan,.u sm a-ma m maa.ams y a.m.C=====ua****.- sscreets (1-3/4 in.) will anow the umauer fish that cannot avoid 2. C. E

- _ seems er en h - ens one uman mum nem au _

the current to be pulled into the makeup line. The depth cf the
-

"

intake (30 f t below the surf ace) will also serve to reduce the w ,,

possibility of impingement denring periods of stratification in lat* 1 s. a. Ems - . . assam of - _semnsena
- saname en sense mean e-

*

su mer. Although data en fish density in the area of the intake naamm--reeves --- - hany nasse - _ avie.

are 1 =ek in e., the staff aa=etades losses trous Lake Crambury due to fimpia*===*t will not be sipificant.
*

In th. ab_ .f am.n1 ta em ..=.i.e maps in sq.m - g
Baservoir, the staf f ammat make the -arwative assumption that It is likely that the diversica intake win also entrain juvenile
mome of the ors =e- withdrama fran Lake Cruebery are replaced by fishes, as discussed above. the large mesh size of the intake
the return water. The the withdramal of makeup water will =====Hy screams wi n allow many yoang fish that cammet swoid the intake
syno,e the p1== beam bia==== came=i==A in a ===i - of 64.4 0 acro- welocity to be pulled through the screams. The pump ogyort struc-

yto* ture will attract fish to the intake and make the small juvenilesft. Dstag the 1 - planktom populations of 9.900.000p8
plankters/litar im July and 42 _ ,' =be=rs/11ter la temy. vulnerable to entraht.
am ===.i=1 total of 7.90 x 10D phytoplankters and 3.35 x
1012 scopimakters will be witherma, an estimate of the biomass After entr=1-t with the intake unter, fishes will travel to
entraiand, made in the same amener as la Sect. 4.3.2. results in the entfall ta Sque Creek Reservoir. Injury or mortality might
12.300.000 lb of phytoplanktam and 440.000 lb of scop 1==heon being be cammed by the sudden reductium in pressure at the pumps, the

| withdrma aumenally. Desed on the avereen p1==hree sepalations of return to 1 ata at the outfan, and the remeration proe=A=re, in
the entire lake (refer to Sect. 2.7.2) these quantities are equal dich the water, discharged at an average velocity of 7 fpe. will'

to 5.8Z of the total phytop1 =he m standing crop per umsach and 1.61 run over 50 f t of coarse riprap before entering Sque Creek Reser-
of the total scopimakten se=df =e. crop per mouth. thnet scoplankten voir." It is posgible that summ11 fish and plankters that are .

ore .i - have generation times of ame week to one month (IsruteIL2, entrai==d from take Grambury will be injured or will h lodged
22 days- Braaltiosass 6 days).6 and phytoplankters reproduce auch % the rocks.
more quickly. Then the staff enacIndes that the planktom popula-
tion will be able to compensate for the withdrasal.

s
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Larval fiah- could also be m important component of the entrain- the stratification in the receiving waters and nuove water frem the

able planktonic population. Since the muddy bottom iet the intake hypolimaion to the surface.se The Septemd.er plume 14 predicted
is not conducive to the sparning of the most commm Nh in Lake to descend to the betten at apprari - rely 100 ft from the discharge.

At this point, the temperature concentration will be naar ambientCranbury (refer to Table b4 and Sect. 2.7.2) lit dcas not appear
that the entrai-t of fish eggs or larwas wth be a problem, conditions, and by the time the pleme reaches bottom. the total

dissolved solids will also be appramehing ambient. h staff does

m periods of low water level (late summer) are the times of not expect any effect on benthic orma=h dich might come into

stratification in Lake Cranbury, when reduced populations will be contact with this plums.

in the hypolimaion. h deep intake will thus reduce the probabiliry
of entrainment during these periods. Chzaborse, however, has been During the months of April through August. the plume is expected

found to be periodically abundaM in the area of the intake (Table to destroy the thermocline in the receiving waters and bring to

F 7) . This species migrates to zne surface at s*ght while r===ia1** the surface (at approvinar.ely 75 f t frees the discharge) waters
on or near the bottom during the day and thus psid be subject to that are low in dissolved oxygen (approximately 2 ppm) and 5* to

10* cooler. Fish will be able to move out of the affected area,entrainment.
but the total areas involved could not be predicted. It is possible

It is the staf f's conclusion that an adverse impact cost *esult that the plume will move planktonic organisms up from the deeper

from the withdrawal of young fishes free Lake Cranbury ad their waters. thus increasing the populations in the affected area. If

sid> sequent discharge from the makew line but that, in the abaeuce hydrogen snifide develope in the hypolimmion during late sammer,
the plumes might circulate some of it to the surface.. The effectsof real data os fish density and size distribution, the impact can-

not be fully assessed. If the monitoring procedures required in of hydrogen sulfide on aquatic organisms hswe been discussed in

Sect. 6.1.3.2 and 6.2.3.2 indicate a high mortality at the outfall. Sect. 4. 3.2.
an alternate method of discharge will be required.

The maximian temperature of the discharge water is predicted to be
74.6*F (im October), and therefore it is expected that me thermal
exclusion zones will be formed. N mi= f == temperature will be oDischarme of blowdown water 61.4* in December, and the discharge will remain warmer than the a

O"*
h facility for discharge of blowdown water' to Lake Cranbury and receiving waters from October through March, with a mart == dif-

-

the characteristics of the plene have been discussed in Sects. farence of 13.3 F* in January. Fish will probably be attracted

3.4.4. 5.3.2. and 5.3.3. p==9 == temperature dif fe- will to the area of the discharge during the winter months.

occur in Jmuary, when the discharge will be 13.3 F* warmer than
the discharge location in lake Cranbury, and in July, when the h high total dissolved solids level of the discharge is not

discharge will be 18.2 F* cooler (Table 5.3.4). From June through eaPected to have any significant effect on Lake Cranbury. The

October, the discharge will have a low dissolved oxygen level. 1400-ppm contour is usually reached within 75 ft of the point of

with the concentration being 0.0 ppm from Jime through September. discharge, and the annual everage volume within this contour (ex-

In other months, the dissolved oxygen levels of the discharge and cluding September) is 3863 cu it. In September, the volume within

ambient waters will be similar the total dissolved solide me- the 1600 ppm contour is 12000 cu f t.

centration of the return - eua always be greater than that
of Lake Cranbury with a difference of +1155 pyn in January. m staff concludes that there will be no significant eff= cts on

dich will make the dim , orice as eaaeantrated as the receiv- Lake Cranbury associated with tas discharge of blowdown water from

ing waters, and a =f =1== difference of +496 pra in September.38 Squaw Creek Reservoir-

Of the 12 monthly si-d ations, those of primary ecological interest
are September, when the plumme is predicted to plimise to the bottom
of the lake, and April through August, when the p3emme will break

i

5
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5.6 11eACTS on PEOPLE h availability of domstic water and sausse disposal in Bood and
Somervell co n ties was discussed in Sect. 4.4.3. h increase in

5.6.1 Phveical impacts these services required during the construction phase should be
uste for t a increma increase muired for OSES mhrs.

he site is sufficiently remote that the noise of operating machin-
ery should not be audible to local residents. The air pollution he OSES operatot residences should not add significantly to the
resulting from occasional operation of the diesel engines on wr- pslice and fire protection facility requirements in Bood and Somervell
gancy equignent will not be significan;. en ,gg,,,

here is not expected to be any pollution of gromdwater resources.
Surf ace water pollution will be controlled and maintained within 5.6 4 Impact on local institutions
State standards. Provisions will be made for sanitary treatment
ad disposal of sewage in an evaporation pond to precluda-any The cases which will be paid by the applicant were discussed in
pollution of water resources. Sect. 4.4.4 Bood and somervell conties and the Indepaad-nt

School Districts will be able to tax the project. The estimated
Transportation of the operating personnel is expected to have only tax remuss are considered adequate by the staff to cover the
a minor impact on traffic. Se upgrading of roads for construction cost of tacreased comty and school services resulting from OSES
will be are than adequate for continued use during operation. The operation. There is, however, no present way that, the cities of
infrequent use of the railroad spur will have only minor effect on Glen Rose and Cranbury can tax CPSES. The applicant states in the
traf fic on Ftt Road 51 where they croes. There will be some con- ER that an approach that should be thoroughly investigated is to
tinuing aesthetic impacts where the rFSES transmission lines are take advantage of the Stata law that permits a county government
visible from roads and' residential atus. to provide a vida range of services including water and sewer

systems within bon daries of incorporated cities. This approach
would thus permit some of the OSES-generated tax revenues to g

5.6.2 Population growth ed operatina personnel income SomerveD Comty to be used directly in meeting increased comunity :
"service requirementa in Glen Rose generated by OSES workers (EE.

The applicant estimates a minimas operating work foted, of 67. The
- *

p. 8.1-27).
staff estinstas that the everage could be 80. S e applicant has
estimated the distribution of the resiAmacea of the operating
personnel (EE. Sect. 8.1.3.2). About one-half of the vorhers are 5.6.5 Impact on re reational capacity of area

expected to live in Somervell and Bood counties. S e staff eetimates
that there may be as many as 16 new families in Somervell Coum y Squaw Creek Reservoir could have facilities available after it is
and 24 in Sood Comty. Using the Texas statewide average of 3.)? f1 Red for daily recreational visitor use, but the applicant states

persons per household, the increase in population would be about a t e ER (EE p. 8.1-28) that the area surro mding the reservoir
51 in Semervell Co mty and about 76 in Hood County, he estimated would not be ave 11able to development of water-oriented housing
increase in school-age children would be about 12 in Somervell Comty as in the case of W Granbury.
and about 16 in Hood Com ty.

There will be an aesthetic impact where the OSES-related trans-
The estimated annual operating payroll within the six-comty area mission lines cross Laka Cranbury. -

in 1980 is about $1 million (EE. Table 8.1-8).

5.6.6 Conclusions

5.6.3 Impact en commmity services
The staff concludes that the impacts on the c - ity as a result

The availability of housing in Hood and Samarvell counties and of operation of CPSES are acceptable.
the surromding four comties (see Fig. 2.1.1) was discussed in
Sect. 4.4.3. here is expected to be suf ficient housing available
for the operating force as the construction phase ends.

__ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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December 1972. University Press, pp. 161-185, 1969.

14. J. E. Tilton. " Statement on the Aquatic Productivity in Texas 25. D. R. Radden. "The Physical. Chemical. and Biological Factors
Reservoirs Receiving usated Effluents." undated. Contributing to Algae Blooms in Fresh-Water Reservoirs." E S.

thesis. North Texas State Teachers College. June 1949.
15. R. E Jenkins. "The Influence of Some Environmental Factors

on Standing Crop and Harvest of Fishes in U.S. Reservoirs." 26. E. P. Odina. Fundamentals of Koology. W. B. Saunders. Co. ,1971.
Remarooir Fishery Resoumes Synposirar. Amer. Fish. Soc. .
pp. 298-321. 1968. 27. D. J. Clans. C. K. Young, and R. P. Shubinski. "An Ecologic

Simulation of the Proposed Squaw Creek Reservoir and Its
16. R. E Jenkins and D.1. Morais. " Reservoir Sport Fishing lapact on Lake Cranbury. Texas." Water Resources Engineers.

Effort and Harvest in Relation to Environmental Variables *, Inc., May 14. 1973 (ER. Appendix E).
Reservoir Fisheriac and Liminology ed. C. E. Ea11. Amer.
Fish. Soc. Spec. Publ. No. 8. pP. 371-384.1971. 28. J. O. Mecom, "A Limnological Survey of lake Cranbury. Texas."

'* * *

17. R. G. Bodson. "A Comparison of Occurrence and Abundance of
Fishes Within Three Texas Reservoirs Which Receive Heated 29. U.S. Geologi,cai Survey Chemical Quality Survey of Lake
Discharges." Ph.D." thesis. Texas A & M Univ.. May 1973. Cranbury. February 6-7, 1973 and May 29, 1973 unpublished

data.
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30. K. it. Mackenthe. "Microgen and Phosphorus in Water. An
Annotated Selected Bibliography of Their Biological Effects.*'
Public asalth Service.1965.

6. INTIBOIRENTAL DEASURES AND tm170 RING PSDCRAE
31.<

T. S. Black. "Excretton and comregulation." N 79tyeiolog!,
of Piahaa, Vol.1. Jastaboliano, ed. M. E. Brown. Academic

i Press. pp. 163-205. 1957. 6.1 PRIDPERATIONAL PROGRAMS

32. J. W. Berns. "'Cary." Chapter 67. Island Fisitarias Jezrkh7arwnt. * * '

s

ed. A. Calhoun. California Dept. Fian_& Came pp. 510-515*
19M . h applicant has developed a preoperacia-a1 program (IA. Sect. 6.1)

eich the staf f has revised and found to be adequate to estabilsh

33. J. W. Burns. "Threadfia hd." Chapter 63. Inland Fisherias base-line hydrological conditions if the program is expanded to

Jaznagesamt. ed. A. Calhoun. California Dept. Fish & Came. ** * * * *EI

'

pp. A51-488.1966.i

1. Concentrations of those characteristics or constituents listed
36 L. D. Imris. W. W. Dalquest. "A Fisheries Survey of the sig I* * # " *

Wichita River System and its lupo-hts." Texas Came & Control Administration. U.S. Department of the Interior.1968)

Fish haston. IF Rep. Ser. No. 2. Feb.1957. which can reaseaably be expected to be af fected by station operation
shall be determined every two months at the point of discharge

35. A. J. Dupuy and J. A. Schulta. " Selected Listet%11ty Records "*# " *

ea a er a **8 wo yeen M 6Peratha.for Texas Surf ace heers.1970 Water Mr." Texas hter Devel-
opment Board Report 149. Jae 1972.

2. h water quality unasurements at the Squae Creek Statica
below the Sque Creek Dam (U.S. Geological Survey stream! 36. U.S. Army Easiaeer District (Fort Worth. Texas). Draf t Environ-

mental Impact Statesmat. Natural Salt follution Control Study * 8*8 *8 **** * *E E * * * * " * * * ** 9"" "* ** **
a

Brasos River Basta. Texas. June 29. 1973. Bishway 144) shall start at least six months before construction -
is initiated.

"437. v. 1. Taverkov. D. S. Pavlov. and T. K. Weakolly " Changes
. r#Up m measumuts in Table 6.14 M the ER sW! Of Rydrostatic Pressure Lethal to the Young of Some Fresh, ;

} water Fish." J. Johthyol. 12(2) (1972). be made at least every six unoths. Measurements a%=11 start at
.

least two years before CPSES operation.
38. A. E. Johnson and J. B. Duke. Jr.. "An Analysis of the Ef fects ,

of the Squaw Creek Blowdown Pimes on Lak'e Cranbury." a study * ***** '* ** ** *E ** * ""** **

for Temas Utilities Services. Inc. by Water Resources Wity of the h herdas format 1em is sufficient to yield
Engineers. Inc.. November 30, 1973. the required grom& eater supplies for CPSES operation without

7

adverse effects. The results of the test (s) will identify '

the zoes of influence of the well field md its potential for
adversely affecting neighboring wells and will aid in establiah- >

ing the safe yield of the aquifer (refer to Sect. 11.6.7).

6.1.2 genteoroloaical
,

,
The pre-operattamal unteorological program, initiated May 15, 1972
consists of a 60 m toerer, situated about 1500-f t east of the pro-
posed reactor strictures. Af ter the Sque Creek Reservoir is filled. i
the tower will be om a peninsula with the reactor structures.

Instrematation on the unteorology tower consists of wind speed
and directica sensors at 9 m and 60 m.' vertical temperature gradiant
measured between 9 m and 30 m and between 9 m and 60 m. and dowpoint ;
temperature sensors at- 9 m mad 60 m. Other parameters measured I

are ambinat temperature, precipitation, mad molar radiation. N
'

?
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primary data collection system is magnetic tape. with strip charte q h{g
y

| fomfag the secondary system. The magnetic tape data are compared y g |
| with the strip charts to check the reliability of the system. per- 5 5 g
' sonne! visit the site at least once per week to check the recorJers I
I and perform any emergency maintenance that may be required. A log )

' (g ( y gp I f { f
, ,

I is kept at the site and observations are made concerning the status ! y
of the system and maintenance perfomed during each visit. Routine F & - t g { *'a : -E
calibration is performed every six months and the findings recorded. 'E

' ' II
'

a, .

6.1.3 Ecoloaical

[f kkirgi t* g {, j
IbE | b

b6.1.3.1 Terrestrial

I'|i*h=I r
f3 p$$'

|g 8Base-line studies =n

fThe init!M lerrestrial ecology study was begun in the fall of 1972. [ ei

! g g ] -'
This study and subsequent preconstruction studies will be used as

f '", I k g
gge

[{
j{ !the basis to assess the effects of site preparation and construction. ** a a e

|f jl f,g g
,

h base-line study was designed to establish species conqH>sition B *I*

of the terrestrial ecosystems of the site. Table 6.1.1 contains a| g1( h. I e
a smry of the preconstruction terrestrial monitoring program. E '' I E*

4

i
f

'. g
[

. . ...,

Construction effects monitorina
'..,

I

ne construction ef fects preoperational terrestrial monitoring ff f. f f I -
[f~

F

progra is designed to give guidance during site preparation and f s. ) ) (y

{7 - {g { g { {,construction so that (1) ecosystem degradation, as measured by *

either tho'rednction or increase in important flora and fauna, will . 7 . g.f ,

I*be minimised. (2) the quantity and quality of important flora and
..ffauna may be maintained or increased, and (3) future problem areas

#f{{gf f g fff |# #
may be detected. Preconstruction studies focus on identifying loss f [ g
in terms of important species, habitat types, and productivity. g j a e 5 p pp _g[ $These studies will be suspended in the direct impact zones at the * **-

| I 1onset of major construction activity in the area. h re new babi- | J k I
r

f.
#tats are created as a result of construction activities, studies I 1 g

will be initiated to observe the development of certain cougM>nenta j g
of the newly created --ity. N indirect impact sones taclude
all arena in which the biota may be indirectly affected by con-
.truction. n e.e studies vi u ob.or,e thange. in the ,re.ence and r I rI r rg i yI tg !rri .s
abundance of important species and habitat types as a result of # [ [s g

$ [e [
potential eh=ag== in physical. chm =ical, and biological features g3 g g[ g{

. ga
&

_

j fof the direct tapact, semes . . g g

h terrestrial sampling progree will concentrate ce four primary
groups of oremata==. wegetation, invertebrates, birds, and -is. 3 ) 3 { } {S { ,e

* Fr 6 r a * ? :P r

h majority of the sites described in the base-lias study are g g ) g jg 8|
direct impact locations in the reservoir area.

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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In addition to the measures of species diversity of the wegetation
prewtously discussed, spermatophyte standing crop will be deter-
mined by subsampling within larger plots judged to be representative
of ew h of the vegetation - a=1 ties located ta the indirect impact
zoness perennial-plant age stavcture will be determined by causting

Tune = Lil - ,.m. s ec e-growth rings of samples taken with an incr=*at borer from trees
and shrubs; and met primary production will be assessed by the -

S" ae== Oe-amen a==e enemma
city-plot technique.

N goals of the invertebrate sampling program are (1) to identify m- c s en mmes sr. su. F. * x a. u-
&*="h* C==aa hm su r a . u-those species whose individuals comprise 95Z. both by bia= ass and
h *== Teasyado-. sr. su. F. W D a .U*by inseber, of the populations of each major taxon and (2) to dis- 2.O W U-criminate any trends in populations exposed to patential impacts

which dif f er fra trende observed in control populations. The em hw Fw K a. u
significance of ladicator species will be examined. amen. mes.a d w w. su. r.w K u*. a-

hase - w sr.su r ue

ama= W me=ub %=sh a r. w K u-N avian studies conducted in the fall of 1972 will be continued
during the preoperatione! monitoring program with the following M-~

; G"'8'* *sh' sr. su. F. w r u
#d' *' #* K

4,, " U, EM
exception: avian densities and species f requency betwen habitats w
will be deresnined seasonally in the six vegetative ea=- =1 ties w a.n es o,,,, yf, p,, g ,/

located in indirect, as well as direct. impact zones. Census routes es== -- 1me su K a
* re==an=a sr. F r avill be conducted amoeg vegetation communitie's and along contour * * = " " * " * 't=== Ma** Er.w K u Th alines where homogeneous e-alties occur. N species diversity

of birds will be seasonally updated with the deta obtained by the $ ,sr""" K a.U Emenages.d
,

strip census. The census of birds in the direct impact locations '

will cease when construction begins in the respective mones. The Daeane
. amme y. su, y, w w gr. -

a-m ees p. su. r. w K u.a o
parameters will assist in describing the natural vertation c - - C =es tes==s eed sr. su.r.w r a .u ahe*

d8"**** 5""=**"8 sr.su r.w r a .cmems avian populations before construction begir.s. Avian species

receive special attention are listed.ta Table 6.1.2. go e - % ,n,g, y,3g y,, y y -
[E U" []gwhich may occur in the Squaw Creek geservoir area and which will

,

"" *P=w=* '- ^emener 3r su a u. a Thsumammes
! " teh=4ms ees sr, su. F.w C a.uSeveral changes will be made in the aneumal monitoring program.

#'"""*"",

Live trapping will be used to est1mste sus 11 == ===1 densaties. -**"" sr. su. F,9 G a.u
f species diversity. and f requency among and between habitats in;

mach of the six per==amatly marked wegetation c--ities during , y (" W ' **"" Semoe d aho mey d amay d esu m ammemme mate s
.

the fall ==== = . A spring season snap trapping program is proposed eq g, y ,,, g_
to describe the breeding status and smsaber of young per f aunale. *a. 1 u, sessa ana.ea

_
m en w

Trapping should proceed for a miat== of one day during the spring *Feasome d Eed messne syscasa d see e.8 ' 89 4 -mEL

caly. N density of medium-sized mammals as well as their f re- w ETMt-te. m tr ee m
quency and diversity among dif ferent habitats will be measured in
the uplanAa and lowlands. A new loesland site will be cha--a south-
east of the proposed site where construction acttwities will not

Live trapping v111 be conducted for a = tat == duration ofoccur.
two weeks during the fall of each year.

_

As part of the preoperation monitoring program, the -at of
selected pesticides. herbicides. and heavy metals in soll on the

!
site will be determined. The sampling will be correlated with

r

1

l

l
6
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times of pesticide application and anteorological conditions. Soil monitoring (tagulatory Omide 1.21). This program is needed in order
cores will be taken at 300-f t intervals in bottomlands along W to ***1aste individual and population eurmure and the ecological
Creek. Standard gas chromatographic methods util be used for significance if any, of the contributions to the esisting environ-
analysis of residues. ummtal radianctivity levels that result from st2&P operation at .

design lowels. N monitoring program is to prorW.e assurance that
the contribution of radioactivity to the enwirement, and hence

8'*" "* ***I** papelation dese. is 1adeed negligible. N applicant proposes to
monitor aquatic organiema terrestrial vegetation and cropa river

The staff finds the base-line studies to be couplete. -art for uter, grous entw a1 rue partics ates. radiatica dose and dose -
those items noted below. rate, river bottom mediment, and milk. The preoperational phase

e said be impleanted tw two years he e operettom of M t 1.
1. The lack of data on amphibiana and reptiles. The program is detailed in the applicant a Ear-1romental Report and
2. he use of steel traps in sampling the medium-stand mamals. IT u es 18tu8810m of criteria f w 88 *ction of 88mpling location
3. m lack of data on certain mammals such as foz equirrels. - and collectica frequency, as well as type of sample or measurement.

jackrabbits, and armadillo.
'

The staf f concludes that problems 2 an.d .3 (above) will be corrected 6.2 OPERATIONAL FeacmantS
in the ingilementation of the construction effects maattoring pro-
gram. . N invertebrate empling program may identify indicator applicant discussed the operational monitoring program in the
species that will be extremely useful in assessing impacts on M ( M. Sect. 6.2) and this W W r u teund by the staff. Since
mphibians and reptiles. he proposed measures and estimates of the action propened pertains to issuance of construction permits,
certain factional ecosystem attributes represent posittwo steps detailed staf f evaluation of this program will be done at the time
forward in ecosystem analysis. of applicatica for sa operating license.

O
a. 6.1.3.2 Aquatic ',,

~$The staf f finds that the preoperational mitoring progra as dis- ,

N'

cussed in the ER (M . Sect. 6.1) will provide adequate backgroomed
data to characterize the areas which ut@ t be adversely affected ,

by the construction and operatica of CPSES, with the following
exceptions.

One or two sampling stations should be added between site 6 (M.
Fig. 6.1-1) and the point of release of water from Lake Crumbury
into Squan Creek to characterise the populations which will be
most affected. This sinould include a alte immediately below the
release point. A program for sampling fish larvae amar the area
diversion intake on lake Grambury should be instituted to determian
whether the area provides spawning or nursexy habitat for fishna.
Diurnal zooplankton sampling should be done in the intake area to
characterize the vertical migration of species such as Chaaborus.

6.1.4. Radiolomical

be applicant has proposed an offsite radielegical unmitering pro-
gra to provide servat 11==ce and back, support to detai3ad efflumat

.

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -__m ' '' ._r - - '- . " '^ _-- - ' ' --"-- ' - - - " - -
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7. Eiffrarm1merat spygCTS OF AQ:IIMFIS

7.1 FLalff N InitoLTING RADIoacrITE leaTERIALS

A high degree of protection against the occurrence of postulated
accidents in the Commache Peak Steam Electric Station is provided
through correct design, amnuf acture, and operation, and the quality
assurance program used to establish the necessary high integrity
of the reactor syste, as will be comaidsred in the ra==*ssion's
Safety Evaluation. Deviations that umy occur are handled by pro-

. tactive systems to place and bold the plant in a safe condition.
Notwithstanding this, the conservative postulate is unde that
serious accidents might occur ewn though they any be extremely
alikely; and engineered safety teatures are installed to mitigate
the consequences of those postulated events which are judged
credible.

The probability M occurrence of accidents ad the spectrum of
their consequaems to be considered from an environmental effects
standpoint have been analysed using best estimmtes of probabilities (
ed realisite fisaien product release ed transport assgtions. a
For site evaluation in the r - fsaion's safety review, extressly d

conservative asagtions are used for the purpose of comparing T
calculated doses resulting from a hypothetical nlease of fission
prodets from the feel against the 10 CFR Part 100 siting guide-
lines. Realistically computed doses that would be received by
the population and environment from the accidents which are post-
ulated would be significantly less than those to be presented in
the Safety Evaluation.

The *Mesion issued guidance to applicants on September 1.1971.
requiring the consideration of a spectrum of accidents with assump .
tions as realistic as the state of knowledge permits. The appli-
cant's respomme was contained in the "Cb-=acha Feak Steam Electric
Station Environmental Report" dated July 18. 1973.

The applicant's report has been evaluated, using the standard
accident assumptions, and guidance issued as a proposed amendment
to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50 by the Commission on December 1
1971. Mine classes of postulated accidents and occurrences rang-
ing in severity from trivial to very serious were identified by
the fa==9maion. In general, accidents in the high potential con-
esquence end of the spectrum have a leur occurrence rate ed those
on the low potential consequence end haee a higher occurrence rate.
The =w g les selected by the applicent for these cases are shown
in Table 7.1. The examples selected are reasonably homogeneoas
in terms of probabiliry within each class.

7-1
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r=*=sion estimates of' the dose whict$ might be received by an
sesamed individual standing at the alte boundary in the downwind

i direction, using the aneumptions in the proposed Annex to Appen- -

dix D, are presented in Table 7.2. Estimates of the integrated
exposure that might be delivered to the population within 50 miles

Table 7.1 classification of Postalated accidents and occurrences of the site are also presented in Table 7.2. N san-ren estimate
uma based on the projected population within 50 miles of the site

Class arc herspetse applienst's Emmapta
To rigorously establish a realistic ==C1 risk the calculated

.
doses in Table 7.2 would beve to be mitiplied by estimated prob-

1. Trivial incidents saml1 epills or leeks.
abilities. The events in Classes 1 and 2 represent occurrences

- 2. ses11 releases outside Imakase from wal== stems. Pipe which are enticipated during plant operations; and their conse-
contatament fleases, or pumy seals. heleases quences. which are very small, are considered within the frame-

I'** ** 1A* I **I** * ' work of routine effluents from the plant.-Except for a limited
amount of fuel failures and some steam generator leakage, the

3. andteactive waste syetan Equipuest leakage er snifuncties.
reelers malene of weste ses eterass tank events in Classes 3 through 5 are not anticipated during plant

centents. salease of liquid weste operation; but events of this tyne could occur somettas during
storees tank emotomt*, the 40 year plant lifetime. Accidents in Classes 6 and 7 ed

small accidents in Class e are of similar or lower probabs
4. rtseten products to prt- sot applicable. than accidents in Classes 3 through 5 hat are still possibla

,,,,,,,,,y The probability of occurrence of large Class e a-c1 dents is vesy
5. Fiasism products to pri- Fes1 cladding defects and steam small. Therefore, when the consequences indicated in Table 7.2 ~

mery and seemedary systems sneerecer leakase. of f-desis. -are weighted by probabilities, the envitommental risk is very Ice.
(Pum) transtanta that nedece feel taller ** The postulated occurrences in Class 9 involve sequences of succe-

above theme upected la conjection esive failures more severe than those required to be considered O

ratYt in the design bases of protection systems and engineered safety i* "
e features. Their consequences could be severe. Bowever. the prob-

6. saf=11ms accident Fuel bedio drop. soevy object drop ability of their occurrence is judged so small that their environ- W
oate feel is core. mental risk is extremely low. Defense in depth Onaltiple physical

I ********* " ** 8" ""*" ***"#* "" P**** ***** * 9"*surveillance end testing, and' conservative design are all7. spent f eel um t as Fuel esee=bly drop is fuel eter.se contianad
eccident peel. seavy object drop ente feat applied to provide and maintain a high degree of assurance thatrock. rumi cask drop. potential . accidents in this class are, and will rammin. sufficiently

s. accident testiatien e .t. 1,u-of-coolant eccidents. red small in probability that the environmental risk is extremely low.
considered la design-basie ejection accident. aream lies breaks
e ent ion the safety outside containemet. The AEC is currently performing a study to aseen era quantitatively

these riska. The initial results of these efforts are expected to '
be available in 1974. This study is called the Reactor Safety

s. sypermetical seg- e' set eenside,od.

fatteres enre severe than Study and is an effort to develop realistic data on the probabili-.
clase 8 ties and sequences of accidents in water cooled power reactors in

order to improve the quantification of available knowledge related
to nuclear reactor accidents probabilities. The Comission has
organized a special group of about 50 specialists under the direc-
tion of Professor Norman Rasmussen of MIT to conduct the study.
The scope of the study has been discussed with EPA and described
in correspondence with EPA which has been placed in the AEC Public
Doceent Room (letter. Douh to Dominick, dated .iune 5.1973).

.

b
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TAK2 7.2 (Cost *d)

TABLE 7.2 5130eLIT OF RADI(LOCICAL CDIt$EQtENCES OF F05T15.ATED ACCIDENTS *
Sotiasted Fraction Estiented Does
of 10 CFR Part 20 to papelatten

Est1=sted Fraction Isrianted Dose 11att at alte is 5041e
Class Esset radius. een-renof 10 CPR Part 20 to Fopdation boundaryb

limit at ette la Shie
bClaes Eweat boedary radius. man-res B.O Accidaat initiattom events .

considered la desian basta
e at to e saa1.0 Trivial lacicants e c

2.0 small releases outside e c
* ~b #''** A**Ad****

****" *
Small treek 6.04 12.
Latte Br**k 0.36 410.3.0 Raeraste Systen Fa11eres

8.1(a) Break ta tastrmest lias from N. A. M . A.L1 Egeipaant leakage or mal- 0.018 3.1
funct ie*

primary system that parates -
the contaissent?2 th- of waste gas 0.072 12. S.2(a) med ejectica accidmet (FWR) 0.036 41.etorace tank contests 3.2(b) Red drop accident (BWR) 5.A. E.A.13 telaase of liquid weste 0.002 0.34 8.3(s) Steamline breaks N'sstorage contente
m aide cents 4=-c)

4.0 Fisaien products to primary M. A.d E.A.d Saml1 Break *0.001 =0.1system (W
Large Break <0.001 =0.1

S.O Fiasion products to primary
8.3(b) Stealine break (BWR) u.A. u.A. Oand secondary systems (FWR)

I

a

S.1 Fuel cladding defecta and a c N
stem generator leaks *The deoes calculated as ceasequences of the poetalace" Accidents are3.2 ''f f-deetga traastante that =0.001 <0.1
ladace feel fa11ere abewe based on airborne *ransport of radteacatwo materials reselrlag is both

a direct and e imbalatten dese. Our evaluaties of the accident deoesthese expected ad steam asemos that the applicant'e envireer. setal matteries progra andgaaerator leak appropriate addittamal anattertag (whieb codd be tattiated sabeequent5.3 stem sneerster tube rupture 0.024 4.1 to a liquid release incident detected by to-plaat monitories) weeld
detect the presence of radioactivity la the omwireammat te a tiaaly6.0 Esimaling accidents annaar such that reendial actica could be taken if mecaseary ta 11att

6.1 Fest badle drop 0.004 0.63
6.2 abj ect drop este fuel 0.066 11* b gg. , , , , ,, g

.r th. .d t s. t. .a .r .

7. 0 Spast fuel M 9ae
accident "These releases are expected to be la accord with proposed Appendia 1

f:.,r usettee ef fluents.
7.1 Puma assembly drop in feel rack O.002 0.41
7.2 maavy object drop este fuel rack 0,01 1.6
y,3 yeal caek es., 0.056 10 .A. means "est asiplicable.,

_ _ __
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As with all new information developed which might have an ef fect Spent fuel elements removed from the reactors will be unchanged~

in appearance and will contain some of the original U-235 (whichon the health and safety of the pelic, the results of these studies
is recoverable). As a result of the irradiation and fissiccingwill be made public and would be assessed on a timely basis within of the uranium, the fuel alements will contain large amounts ofthe regulatory process on generic or specific Eases as may be fission products and some plutonium. As the radioactivity decays.warranted, it produces radiation and heat. The mount of radioactivity re-1

'

maining in the fuei varies witn the length of time after dischargeTable 7.2 indicates that the realistically estimated radiological
from the reactor; Af ter removal from the reactors, the fuel ele-consequences of the postulated accidents would result in exposures mants are placed under water in a storage pool to radioactively

of an assumed individual at the site boundary t* concentrations of decay before being loaded into a cask for transport. The irrad-radioactive materials that are within the Maxims rermissible Con. isted fual elements will be shipped, s!ter an appropriate decay
centrations (MPC) cf 10 CFR Part 20. The table also shows the
estimated integrated exposure of the population within 50 miles Period, in AEC-DOT spproved casks designed for transport. [The

maximum shipping distance would be approximately 1500 miles.]of the plant from each postulated accident. Any of these inte-
grated exposures would be unach smaller than that from naturally Solid radioactive wastes will be shipped by truck to a licensedoccurring radioactivity. When considered with the probability of burial: site in accordance with AEC and Dt'T regulations. Two AEC
occurrence. the annual potential radiation exposure of the popu- licensed burial sites (Morehead, Kentucky. or Shef field, Illinois)
lation from all the postulated accidents is an even smaller fraction are approximately 1000 miles from the plant site. Approrinatelyof the exposure _ from natural background radiatior and, in fact, is 60 shipments per year for both units v111 be needed,well within naturally occurring variations in the natural background.
it is concluded from the results of the realistic analysis that the in accordance with the proposed amendment (Sect. F) to Appendix D
environmental riska due to postulated radiolo11 cal accidents are of 10 CFR Part 50 published on February 5.1973, and the subse-
exceedingly small and need not be considered further, quant rule-making hearings, Table 7.3 summarizes the environmental

impact of accidents during transportation of fuel and waste to and
from the plant. (Normal conditions of transport were suussarized O

7.2 TRANSPORIATION ACCIDENTS INVOLVING BADIDACTIVE MATraf u t 8in Table 5.4.4.) ,, 1

NAs discussed in Section 5.4.2.4. the Commission's staf f has recently #
completed an analysis of the potential impact on rte environment of
transporting fuel and solid radioactive wastes for nuclear power

TABLE 7.3. ENYlRONMENTAL IMPACT OF ACCIDENTS DURINGplaats imider existing regulations. The results @f this analysis
TRANSPORTATION OF FUEL AND EASTE TO AND FBOMwere published in a report entitled " Environmental Survey of

THE CDMA3CEE PEAK STEAM ElJECTRIC STATION -Transportation of Radioactive Materials te and f rom Nuclear Power
Plants." dated December 1972. The report contains an analysis of
the probabilities of occurrences of accidents and the expected
consequences of such accidents, as well as the potential exposures Aspect Environmental risk
to transport workers and the general public under normal conditions

# Radiological effects Small
{ For the Co= - h* Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES), the character-

istics of the reactor fuel and wastes and the conditions of trans- Consson (nonradiological) causes 1 fatal injury in 100 years;
1 monfatal injury in 10 years;

port for the fuel and waste fall within the scope of the Environmental $475 property daanage per year
Survey of Transportation.

The initial fuel supply for each of the CPSES units will be supplied
by Westinghouse Electric Company. At present the Westinghouse fab-
rication facilities are located in Colissbia South Carolina. The
new fuel elements will be shipped approximately 1100 miles from
the fabrication plant to the site by trud.

w

I

I
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8. THE NEED FOR POWER GENERATINC CAPACITY

This section sets forth the staf f's assessment of need for additional
generating capacity in the time f rame proposed. Considerations are
given to the applicant's service area, regional relationships, the
system power requirements, power supply, and requirement for reserve.

8.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE POWER STSTEM

8.1.1 Applicant's service area

The applicant. Texas Utilities Generating Company. will operate
CPSES for three joint owners; these are: Dallas Power and Light
Company (CPL). Texas Electric Service Company (TES), and Texas
Power and Light Company (TPL). The above companies are all sub-
sidiaries of Texas Utilities Company (TUC) and along with other
RIC sr.bsidiaries comprise the Texas Utilities Company System
(TUCS).

.O
The TUCS service area is shown in Fig. 8.1.1. Fvamination of this I

figure indicates that this system supplies electrical energy to
apptoximately one-third of the State of Texas geographically. This ro
system contains slightly more than one-third of the State's generat-
ing capacity. This capacity is about squally divided betvewn the
three joint owners of CPSES. The most heavily populated area, the
me t industrialized segment of the service area, and the predominant
load centers are all in the f ast growing region in tae Dallas-Fort
Worth area including the TPL Central Division. In 1972 this area
accounted for 61% of total system load (ER. Table 1.1-la).

8.1.2 Regional relationships

The joint owners of CPSES (DPL. TES, and TPL) are all members of
the Texas Interconnected System (TIS), which is a group of nine
interconnected utilities serving the bulk of the State of Texas.
Six of these systems are privately owned, and the Temainder are
publicly owned. Titis af filiation was established some 30 years
ago for reliability purposes but imposes no obligstion on members.
Each member is expected, however, on the average to naintain a
minimum capacity reserve of 15% above expected peak load (ER.
p . 11) .

The T15 members are also members of the Electric Reliability Council
of Texas (EECOT). which is one of nine regional councils of the
National Electric Reliability Council (NERC) . Med>ership of ERCOT

8-1
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is composed of 28 municipalities. 47 cooperatives 8 investor-owned
companies and 1 State asancy. As one of the nin-a regional NERC

Icouncils. ERCOT participates in reiew of national planning to
solve power problems, considers design and operating criteria to
enhance the reliability of service by each member to its customers,
and annually reports to the FPC current and projected data concern-
ing the electric power supply in its region. Bovever, the principal
expectation placed upon EM2n assbers (ER p. iii) is that, en the
average, reserve margins will be maintained above 15% of expectedw |]| ,

g pd hM.

2 is that each( A basic operating philosophy among ERCDT members
member will supply the requirements of its customers without heavy

Witchita Fat reliance upon interchange except under abnormal circumstances.
Under normal circumstances, interties are operated lightly inaded.

///
which allows the spinning reserves of acch entity to be available
for contingencies elsewhere within the s laterties are not
maintained with seighboring power pools.ptem.7 The ERCOT members have

, ,g a good record of serving their firm load obligations over the
years.2 and this policy serves to insulate the system from prob-
lens of neighboring systems.

The position of joint owners of CPSES within the State (December
EO 1970) from the standpoint of capacity is shown in Fig. 8.1.2. At-

OdL_ ^ that time DPL. TES, and TFL owned 36% of the State generating
_

}- resources and, as EEf3R members, were intertied with other utili- a
2

~
ties supplying collectively about 852 of the electric power needs N

Wof Texas. The 345-kV intertie system linking major entities of
,

TIS and ERCDT is shown in Fig. 8.1.3.r

?

I Y @ N 8.2 POWER REQUIREMENTS

mia: -

18.2.1 Energy consumption

2A recent report issued by the Office of the Governor, Division
of Planning Coordination. State of Texas. indicates history of

;_- statsvide energy growth of 101 per year. This is somewhat similar
~=

( to the applicant's experience (ER. Table 1.1-10) with a 1963-72
growth in electrical energy sales of 10.5% per year. The applicant
predicts future growth to be at an svarage annual rate of 9.7% to

Fig. 8.1.1. Applicant's service area, 1980 and 7.61 between 1980 and 1984 (ER. Table 1.1-10) . Sales by
Source: ER. Fig. 1.1-4. customer class for 1972 were as follove:

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . -
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Fig. 8.1.2. Distribution of electrical generating capacity Fig. 8.1.3. ERCOT 345-kT load transfer system.
in Texas as of December 31. 1970. Soexe: Office of the Covernor. Division of Planning coordination,
Source. Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs. Policy gehric Fe"ser in Teams." November 1972.i

| tasearch Projectet State Planning for Nuclear (and Electric)
Power. Report Phase 1. " Electric Demand. Power Facilities, and
Energy Resources of Texas." thsiversity of Texas at Austin.
December 1972, p. 62.,

.
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Sales Oeihr) Perc ent

Residential 12.748.036 34 The increase in 1973 was only 4.6Z. (N staf f attributes this
Camercial 9.471.615 26 largely to - ==1ty cool weather conditions.) In projecting
Industrial 11.535.114 31 peak-hour requirements the applicant has estimated no 18.61 increase
Government and municipal 1.227.335 3 for 1974 but from 1975 through 1984 has projected a declining annual
Other utilities 2.379.287 ,__6- increase from 9.LZ to 8.11. N average annual rate of increase

" ' ' '" " '' * ** * * ' I
rate of growth (1963-72 vs 197F84).' Projections of several othersTotal 37*361*387 100
-- and in a recent reput h hee hMW Inc." magest that

(Source: ER. Table 1.1-10) the growth rate might increase between 1973 and 1984.

8.2.2 Peak load demand
. . m enatan M Mstitutim on M M

! _P _,r,_
:
1

; N history of the applicant's load and resource growth experience Recent energy shortages have focused the Itation's attention on the
i through 1972 and the projection to 1984 are given in Table 8.2.1. * ****""**"**I******1**"**""**I*"****O*

Also shown is the percent of maa==1 increase in peak load. Ristor- app y o a ternative ene m s e rces. The need to conme m ene mically the average annual increase between 1963 and 1972 was 9.22 and to prtemote substf tation of other energy soones for oil and gas
P* 7** have been reeWed by the Report to the President on the Itation's

Energy Future as major efforts in regaining national energy self-

1.as. alt Ttts eena.ama . sms-ases sufficiemey by 1980.5 In the following sections, the atMf considers
conservation of emergy as related to the need for the electricity to be

- in.a. a
produced by the CPSES.

p a meas r===ma ====== ree-ma sus ===

"'"d'*" [ $ 8.2.3.1 Preotional AdvertisemmatT"" are

ins a.272 a 3.ne s tu In the past. electric utilities have attempted. through advertising to

im4 4.anas 4.ns19 36 9 11 4 accelerate the d-a4 for electricity in their service areas. Generally. (si

tiss s.cos e 4.33av 36 t sJ the major thrust of advertising was to promote d====A during off-peak

'::: M:", ;";' : 0; rade. a-eby -eri.s ive peau.g capaaty via e anded 1-r

7 n27 s s.s** 233 cost baseload capacity. Isotably electric space and water heating han
i,ma, ,13 be . ,ro .d to offeet a m e.si.s air co.ditio.ing a.d. he.co s _ rm 2. ms o
1970 s.314 e 7.n ee s3 is 7 y=aktme demands.
1971 9.e62.s 7.6M 6A Isa

applicant terminated promotional advertising in the past year.''

3, 3 a 29 5 7* d6

1974 12.es7 A te.2ss le s le s Accordingly, elimination of promotional advertising is no longer an

sets i s.357 A n n.21s el 39 1 available basere for the applicant to dampen A d. On the other hand,

1976 84.237.7 12.224 ee as s promotional advertising by ====facturers of electrical appliances and

'f,j $450 million in promotional advertising in 1972.7 Thus, it is doubtful
ogn1pment has not been eliminated. These ammufacturers spent an estimated* I

i, ,
g319?* ts.472.7 as.7s2 g,

ignor 2s.223.2 av.neo na it s that the applicant's redaced promotional adyrrtising will have =aeh. if

t est* 2n.62s.7 is.sie se 16.7 any, significant impact on projected d====d.
n ee7' 23. sea.2 2a. eta s3 16 3

ises* 2s.s4377 21.722 s.2 17.7

isse* 27.4a7 23.4a4 a.: nas

n . En. - 1. Taham 1J4. w IMSe

am .esch -s
* asset menos of pseesmL
*tashnamus fh===r*= Pues

. _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __- --- - - -.
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Table 8.2.2
8.2.3.2 Change in Ut111tv mate structure

STATISTICS OM COST AND CONStHPTION OF ELECTRICITT18'
The Federal Fever Chaston regulates the transmission and sale of (1964-1971)
energy in interstate commerce. 6 There is no Public Utilities
Commission in the State of Texas; regulation of rates is done by Average Cost to Conaumers - Cents Average Kilowatt - Bours Per Customer
the local communities in the applicant's service area. * Per Kilowatt - Bour (Billions)

Historically. utility rate structures were designed to encourage Residential Comercial Industrial Residential f"-rcial Industrial
consumption of electricity primarily by using the declining block

~

rate, which reflected the declining average cost of furnishing 1971 2.32 2.20 1.10 7.639 42.598 1.735.482
edditional kilowatt hours of electrical energy to each customer. 1970 2.22 2,08 1.02 6.700 40.480- 1.695.087
le the past the economic logic for declining block rates was never 1969 2.21 2.06 .98 6.246 37.607. 1.666.01S
seriously disputed. Today, however, under conditions af increasingly 1968 2.25 2.07 .97 5.706 35.009 .1.578.366
ocarce fuel resources, declining block rates by lowering the price 1967 2.31 2.11 .98 5.220 32.234 1.481.496
of each additional kilowatt hour, may tend to encourage unnecessary 1966 2.34 2.13 .98 4.931 30.238 1.445.802
use of electricity by individual customers and also encourage indi- 1965 2.39 2.18 1.00 4.618 28.093 1.289.949

| vidual consumers to use more and more electricity at the expense of 1964 2.45 2.26 1.02 4.377 25.450 1.217.878
! other energy sources.

Since the demand for electricity is also sensitive to such other f actors

The most commonly mentioned alternatives to declining block rates as Cross Bational Product, the local economy, the substitution of

to dampen demand for eleccrf city are increasing block rates, peak electricity for more scarce fuels. population growth, and local tempera-

load pricing and flat rates, ture varia tions there are questions of how long it would take a rate
change to have a detectable.af fect considering these other variables.

fable 8.2.2 presents some statistics on the average cost of electricity O
to consumers and the average energy (E11ovatt-hours) used per customer 8.2.3.3 load-sheddina. lead Stazaering and Interruptible Lead 1
from 1964 through 1971. Statistics such as these indicate that across Contracts to Reduce Peak Demand 39
the United States even though the price of electricity has increased Ch
during the last few years the demand is still increasing. The question Losd shedding is en emergency measure to prevent system collapse when
that statistics such as these do not answer is, at what point will the peak demani placed upon the system is greater than the system is capable
costs of residential and causnercial electricity cause the consumer to of yroviding. This measure is usually not taken until 611 other measures

significantly decrease his demand. However, with sufficient economic are exhausted.
incentive. total demand could be reduced. or at least its rate of growth
reduced. The Federal Power Commission's report on the major load shedding that

occurred during the Northeast Power Failure of November 9 and 10. 1965,
indicates that reliability of service of th::' electrical distribution
systems .hould be given more emphasis, even ut the expense of additional

Icosts.A This report identified several areas that are highly impacted by
loss of power. such as elevators, traffic lights, subway lighting, prison
and co-1 cation foc111 ties. It's the serious impact on areas such as
these that result in load shedding as only a temporary method to overcome
a shortage of generating capacity during an emergency. It cannot be

| considered as a viable alternative for required additional capacity.
1

l

!

!

- _ - - - . . . .. _ .-
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Loed staggering has also been considered by the staff as a possible
conservation measure. Basically this alternative involves shifting is important in the next decade as an emergency conservation measure and "

the work hours of industrial or comercial firms to avoid diurnal or aill compliment sevir.gs brought about by institution of new standards
weekday peaks. Bowever. the staff considers the interference with and requirements in new house construction. Fluorescent lighting is
customer and worker prefermaces as well as productivity to be of about four times more efficient than larmad*= cent lighting and is
significant impact to make such proposals of questionable feasibility. presently in widespread use in industry and comerce. Itost residential
As in the case of load shedding, load staggering cannot be considered houses have ineaadaacant lighting. One study indicated that if all house-
as viable alternative for required additional capacity. holds in 1970 had changed to fluorescent from incandescent lighting the

residential use cf electricity would have been reduced approximate 1
For interruptible load contracts to be effective in system planning, the 7.51 and total electrical sales would ta reduced approximately 2.51.2
load reduction must be large enough to be ef fective in system etability mome,er, since the majority of residential lisbting occurs in of f peak
pl anni ng. Dus. this type contract is primarily related to industrial hours, the reduction on peak d-ad world be less than one percent.
customers. The acceptability of interruptible load contracts to industrial h un the electrical savings resulting from new lighting chaness on peak
customer depends upon balancing the pctantial economic loss resulting demand is minimal.
from ==aaanaced interruptions against the saving resulting f rom the
reduced price of electricity. If the frequency or duration of inter- na importance of energy efficiency labeling of appliances is that
ruptions increase as a result of innfUcient installed capacity the it will allow the consumer to select the most energy ef ficient
customer will convert to a normal iudestrial load contract. Even if the appliance. Table 8.2.3 projects the average annual use of electricity
applicant had 1200 W e of interruptible load it is speculative to by household appliances based on historical trends. As indicated,
project that customers would continue this contractual relationship if space heating, water heating, air conditioning, freezers cowling
f aced with f requent and long periods with no electrical service. and clothes drying are among the large uses of electricity in

restlantial appliances. Of these appliances improvement in the
8.2.3.4 Factors Effecting the Ef ficient Utilization of Electrical Energy efficiency of air conditioners has been a major area of consideration

since air conditioners contribute substantially to the peak summer o
Promoting the ef ficient utilisation of electrical energy by developing demand. 8

new standards for insulation, new lighting requirements for buildings
and energy efficient labeling will result in reductions in long ter" For instance, making air conditioners function with lower energy - y
growth of energy requirements in the Applicant's service area. Am==aA typically requires a combination of increased heat exchanger

size and higher efficiency compressors. His results in higher
la general, municipalities adopt and enforce local building codes which initial cost. Estimates of the cost differential for a typical room *

govern the standards for buildings and structures. Apart from these air conditioner to double the efficiency f rom 5.5 Bem per vatt to
requirements, the owner of a house or commmercial building would increase 11 Btu per watt is approximately $100.12 For this conservation of
the installed insulation only up to the point that the extra cost would energy method to be effective, the consumer must be convinced that
be paid far by his future savings in fuel consumption. An increase in it is profitable for him in the long-term to purchase the more
the price of energy used for space heating or cooling would increase the expensive machine. This wiB require a public educational program
economically optimum quantity of insulation, is local building ~ codes ad effective energy efficiency labeling, la addition, selection
are changed and insulation in existing structures increased, the change of central air conditioners by subdivision developers has historically
in both summer and winter demand in the applicants' service area will be been based on minimizing front and costs consistent with meeting
reflected in their historical loads. However. it is speculative at local building codes. Sia approach continues to favor the lower
this time to predict which codes will be changed and which homeowners cost units. Bus the reduction in peak demand due to energy efficient
will add insulation so that the projected peak demand could be reduced. labeling is undeterminable at this time.

In addition the staff is aware that the National Institute of Occupa-Withrespecttonew11gh4ngrequirements,electricalenergysavingsdo. tional Safety and Health has recommended heat stress standards to theto some extent, appear possible for both new and existing residential
Occupational Safety and Bealth W aistration which. if adopted, wouldand commercial buildings. For example, encouraging residential customers

plants. d significant number of employers to air condition chier**9"I'*in existing houses to use lower wattage electric bulbs and reduced usage
This possible requirement.' coupled with future substitu- +

tion of electrical energy for fuels in short supply, n-sly oil' and
natural gas, will tend to increase the a-===A for electrical power
and thus make any reduction in the future peak d*==ad for electricity
due to this conservation of energy measure speculative.

i
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8.2.3.5 Consumer Substitution of Electricity ft,r Scarce Fuels Table 8.2.3

While conservation measures are rather quickly adopted in a " crisis = Projections of Average Annual Electricity Use 'l'
s i t t.at ion. the consumer's substitution of electrical energy for fuels
such as oil or gas takes several years to result in a substantial upward
impact on the need for power. The staf f expects that substitution of
electricity for scarce energy sources will likely accelerate in the Average annual electricity
applicant's service area because of the uncertainty of oil and gas use in households
supplies and the outlock for higher prices relative to the price of having the appliance

electricity produced f rom coal-fired or nuclear plants. Nationally, (kWh/ household)
for instance. electric space hearing is projected to irow from 7.6 percent
for all homes in 1970 to 16 percent in 1980 and to 27 percent in 1990.22 1970 ?980 1990
Other increases are forecasted in the growth of electric water heater,
and ranges. D e advent of electric automobiles or other new uses of

electricity canr.ct be discounted but are not now quantified in projecting Refrigerators 1.300 1,600 1.800
need for power since the use of such items is speculative. It is the Air conditioning
staff's evaluation that substitution effects will to some degree offset Room 1,946 2.000 2.000
any savings from other conservation of energy techniques. Central 2,560 3,600 3,600

Lighting 750 850 900
A second kind of substitution which is relatively important in considering Space heating 14.588 15,000 15,000

the applicant's need to add the proposed nuclear plant to his system is Water heating 4.500 4.800 4,800
the desirability of adding nuclear capacity as soon as possible in order Clothes drying 993 1.000 1.000
to reduce fuel consumed by gas- or oil-fired units now forming a signifi- Cooking 1.175 1.200 1,200
cant part of the applicant's system. lhis, in turn, will increase the Television 417 440 470
availability of these material resources for other uses for which there Food freezers 1,284 1.500 1,600

,

is no available substitute.
other utilities contributing to this summary are shown in Table to'

--

8.3 POWER SUPPLY 1.1-4 of Amendment 1 to the applicant's Environmental Report. Table O
8.2.1 also gives the percent reserve over peak hour load.

8.3.1 Apolicant's system capability

Table 8.2.1 also shows the applican.*s net generating capability ata

the oeak load period. 1963-72 actuC , 1973-84 predicted. Planned As discussed previously ERCOT philosophy has been to provide relia-
generation additiona, retirements, raratings, and transactions with bility reserves anternally; thus no interties are maintained with

other power pools. Within ERCOT the lack of seasonal diversity (ER,
Amendment 1 Table 1.1-8 and ER, p. 1.1-2) precludes the possibility
of diversity exchange. Further, if interties with neighbaring
utilities were being utilized for supply of purchased power at a
time of emergency, the needed reserves outside the af f ected system
might not be available. Therefore, it does not appear practical
for the applicant to obtain any large blocks of energy, even if
available. through purchase or interchange arrangements as means
of replacing or deferring the CPSES requirement.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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8.4 RESERVE 3.IQUIRDENT

. Figure 8.4.1 is a plot of the 1DCs loads and resources. This figure
presumes that CPSES is in comercial service as planned. Also, the

iFPC accepted "11mits of 15Z to 252 margin over peak are shown. It
is apparent that the planned margins of reserve over projected peak

| bour loads are well within FPC criteris and only slightly over the 33 ges ,

/,152 criteria of TIS and ERCOT. It is also readily apparent, as
indicated by shadad areas on Fig. 8.4.1, that delay of CPSES will Mas asse Leaes (eefseet M taaer /

wtmW utstfetu cosmed ,,present an unsatisfactory level of reserves. Without the station, [ /
j

,,,

gmargina for 1980 through 1984 would f all to 12.12, 10.52, 4.91,
2e.m7.1Z, and 7622. p,

fft 151-251
*

g/- acTset8.5 Conc 1.US103
- Fattasi / "./
E E" * # " " * " " I /k',./As shown in Fig. 8.4.1, it is apparent that although sufficient

#reserve will be provided if CPSES is on schedule, delay will reduce ,,,,,gg,h ,j
reaerve margins below those required by T15 and ERCOT and well out g 18 " p
si the range of FPC recommended reserves. In view of these projec-

s

/
seestions and the unavailability of ran hased power, the staff concludes

~

that the need for additional generating capacity will almost cer- gage

Mtainly be needed in the 1980 to 1982 time frame. Although each of
fece - *

the conservation of energy measures evaluated has a potential for
reducing the future demand for electricity, there is no reliable

'"'" O

[]
8way at this time to quantify the anticipated reduction in power

d - aA resulting f rom conservation of electricity methods which
[88 ccould be implesiented by either federal, state, or local regulating

, _ ,,,/bodies or voluntary actions of the public. Our ability to predict
_f1s speculative due to the uncertain nature of the effectiveness of ages .j

the measures that may be taken, by substitutional ef f ects and by
possible regulations that may require increased electrical demand.

!
g

=E !
- g *! =e2 = = = c = = = g - - - *-- - =

3,,,
_ ! _ = = = e = e e e = _ E E E E

ffAe1

Fig. 8.4.1. Applicact's resources and peak hour loads. 1963-1984.

i
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e.l.2.2 Enviroumantal considerations dfrom the Middle East indicates that depen ence on foreip oil is
'

, immrise. Oil production from shale is not tupected to be available
f The regions within 20 miles of Dallas and Fort Worth are the most
' heavily populated. The land west of Fort Worth is less productive for economical production of electricity in 1980. ne staff con-

from an agricultural point of view and receiver less rainfall than cludes that oil will not be available for CPSES use in the quan .

that north, south, or east of Fort Worth. tities required in 1980.

9.1.2.3 Enerry type and source considerations Coal and 11 spite

Fossil fuel is rather ab a dant in Texas (ER. Fig. 9.2-3). Lignite Subbit=hus coal exists in Texas but unfortunately the deposits are

is ab adant in an area extending from 80 miles east to 200 miles not large enough to economically supply a major generating facility."
south of Dallas. The applicant already is mining or has plans to Lignite is relatively abundant and plays a large part in the applicant's

mine mch of the lignite east of Dallas for existing or proposed plans (ER, a=ad-at 1. Table 1.1-12). But this resource is not
6

fossil-fueled plants. Oil and gas are being used for more than without limit.5 Discussions with State officials in August 1973

902 of the applicant's present generating capacity. The applicant's indicate that the applicant's last station utilizing lignite for

plans indicate a 252 increase in the use of oil end gas by 1980. 1ts 30-year life will probably go into opeutton around 1985.
These facts make it clear that, although lignite is an available '

ne possible fuels are discussed in more detail below, and useful fuel, the reserve available is already f actored into the
applicant's generation planning. Lignite is, however, a viable
alternative which could be used for CPSES.

Natural has
-

low-sulfur coal could be brought in by rail from eastern Wyoming. ;

Natural gas has been used by the applicant in the past to the The applicant has considered this alternative in some detail (ER.

fullest extent practical. This resulted from the low cost of sur- pp. 9.2-8 and -9). To utilize this resource, the cost burden of

decline .' and instead a 1400-mile rail raul must be considered. n e applicant expects Qrplus gas. Preven reserves have . , haw
of a surplus, it is estimated 6aat at the urre . ra*e of discover; costs, baset on current experience of an adjacent utility. to be a

only two-thirds of the national demand will be met by domestic $9.65 per ton ($2.15 per ton for coal. $7.50 per ton freight). g
production in 1985.1 The staff concludes that natural gas will
not be available in 1980 in the quantities sequired. This is coal and lignite will be compared with other altamative fuels
underscored by a recent report by the Railroad h ission of later.1

Texas, the agency empowered to regulate the petroleum industry in
Texas.

Nuclear

Crude oil and other liquid petroleus products The applicant proposes to fuel OSES with uranium. There is suf-
ficient uranium for the life of this station. 21s fuel vill be

Crude oil and other liquid petroleum products in general, are compared with other alternatives later,

subject to the same constraints as natural gas + The Railway Con-
5 on the growth of imports of foreignmission of Texas reported

petrolaims to supplmant domestic production and also stated that Enicipal solid wastes

at no point during the period 1950-1960 did annual addition to 7reserves exceed production. Further it is shown that during the A utility in New Jersey considered the 35.000 tons / day of solid
period 1960-1973 the additions to reserves have been due largely wastes (domestic, cougsercial, and industrial) produced in New Jersey
to improved techniques *of extraction rather than new discoveries. as an alternative fuel source for electric power generation. Using

The Texas State Covernor's Division of P1mwning coordination con- an average heat content of 0.000 Bru/lb and the assumption that

firms 3 this situatic% The recent reduction in the import of oil 50% of the wastes produced are combustible, this utility calculated~

that the power that could be generated would be 700 teie. nere

_ . _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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I

would be even less solid waste available within practical transport Conclusione
distance of any of the alternative sites for CPSES. Even if suf-
ficiant solid weste from other sources were available, it is ver7 The staff concludes that coal. lignite, and urani m are viable

i doietful that the administrative, legal, and technical problems feels for CPSES.
' could be resolved in time to create a facility of 2300 w e capacity

in the time frame required. h staff does not believe that the
| burning of maticipal solid waste is a viable alternative. 9.1.2.4 Condidate regions

The applicant considered sites on all of the mejor river basins
Bydroelectric power in the applicant's serv. e area, as shown in the ER (ER. Fig.-

9.2-4). These rivers ana their direction from the Dallas-Fort,

There are no sites available in the applicast's service area where Worth area are: Red River 80 miles north on the border withI

hydroelectric power in any significant amounts of base-load capacity ok1 A-: Sabine fiver. 60 to 160 milas east; Trinity ther, through,

can be generated. Dallas-Fort Worth; Brazos River. 40 miles sonthwest; Colorado River,'

150 miles southwest. All of the rivers run in a southeasterlyi

i direction toward the Culf of Mexico. Water from the Red River is
; Ceethermal enerrY not a-milable to Oe applicant for CPSES uma at this time. The

| relatively high rainfall in eastern Texas creates interest in the
' Cacthermal energy is currently being developed as a power ecorce Sabine River. The proximity of the lignite to this river results

in Europe and to a limited extent in th* western part of this in viable sites along this r$9er for this alternative fuel. The
| ' country. According to the Department of $e Interior *5 final Envi- length of tran==9ssion lines to the load center and other environ-

rennental Statement (1973) for Ceothermal Imaswg Program, there mental considerations given in Sect. 9.1.2.2 make this river less
are no known geothermal resource areas in the State of Texas. desirable than others for a nuclear station. Further, the poten-
Therefore, geothermal energy is not a viable alternative. tial meismic activity in this area would increase the station con-

struction costs. The Trinity River basin containe some of the best O
,

agrienitural land in north central Texas, and the basin is more 1
Solar power heavily populated than the others, h Brazos River contains a wg

high dissolved solida concentration, but othetwise this basia is rQ
Solar power is also being studied at this time with increasing attractive in features such as its short distance from the load
emphasis. Until a low-cost method of power storage can be coupled center. The Colorado River is about 150 miles from the load center,
with solar units this supply of energy will remain istsuitable as and therefore long transmission lines would be required to a site
a source of base-load power, on this river. The availability of water in this basin is dependent

on develay==at of future i=ra==hnts.

Wind power Based on the aseve considerations, the staff concludes that attes *

within the Brazos River basin offer the best potential for mini-
Power from the wind has been demonstrated on a 1-W scale in Termont, enviroemmatal costs.
Because wind power is intermittent. it is unsuitable as a source
of base-load power.

9.1.2.5 Candidate site alternatives

Fusion The staff has considered nine sites in the Brazos River basin
(ehoun in Fig. 9.1.1) in the alternative evaluation, h applicant

The present status of this source of energy is such that a h considered eight ,of" these sites (all exce-t Lake Cranbury) ard has
stration plant is not expected to be built before 1990. Therefore given a detailed description of the eight sites in the ER (ER,
the staff does not consider this to be a viable alternative at pp. 9.2-42 to 9.2-91). A comparison of impacts with the Squaw
this time. Creek site img. acts is g,1ven below.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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A Squaw C M site

2y-

This is the proposed sits 5 miles north of Clen Rose described in
Sect. 2.

Falua7 River site
CT

'

A S? -| This site is about 9 miles west-nortierert of Clan Rose. A reser-,

g , / gy; voir at this site would require relocation of a cemetery and more
z- .I than 1 mile of farm road m 204. The askeg and return water lines-

J |[ |I k, to Lake Granbw y and the transmission lines would be about 7 miles

. $. ,)
. longer than those for Squaw Creek. About 6 miles of the Falury

.
8.**

!* I 4, River and the adjacent farmland would be inundated by the reservoir.*

g ,g ..; - .2
& 7 2

-
g

N staff concludes that use of this site would result in more

f ,![ *g

I f*f- ~
7 I/ environmental costs.

! Ny ilN :. . .

{ I) g j ~

j[ j Rill Creek site

I
7

' ! fy:* 2 This site is in Bosque County 7 miles south-southeast of Clan Rose.*

* * 'v1' h~2a : h additional length of lines required would be about the same as

( those for the Falury River site. Transportation of construction
* # *

o ] I material would result is a greater community impact, h impacts;.

E f
' -

'| would create about the same comanunity costs in Sousrvell County hE E {,.

i without the increase in taxable property as in the case of Squaw -*
,

Creek. The staff concludes that the use of this site would result W*
_

d
, WL I * in more environmental costs.

a
7 -

r~

g ;; Fall Creek
e

,

*Q
This site is 25 miles southwest of Fort Peeth, or about 10 miles'

o@gQ ciceer than Squeu Creek. A reservoir at Fall Creek would be closer_.

. .. c - to Lake Cranbury. About 1500 acres of cultivated land would be
$ inundated. A residential and recreational development is withinO _ 0 g .

3%r E [ the reservoir area. This site is considered to Lawe more potentialf ~*

* O 3 5 % for residential development as the Fort Worth area expands. Farm
) -3 [,g }$ road N 1192 would require relocation. The terrestrial impact ofz
: 3 j shorter lines is offset by the inundation of more cropland. The*a

-3 > I staff concludes that this site offers no overall enviramental
*

@ advantages.
$
-
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Lake CranburyRobinson Creek

This site would be near the De Cordova Band Dom about 7 miles
This site is 8 miles northwest of Cranbury in Hood County. A ree-

s Nt **st of um applicant is amntly constuctingervoir would inundate a cemetery. Much more residential develop- * ' * * ** * ****A** **** * * " " " * " * * I**ment area is near this site. Para road FM 4 would be inundated
B3 ea na ea n a p M C M e that v uld

The makeup line to Lake Cranbury would be shorter, but the trans- * ***** * ****~ "" * "8****"* '# *""*#. mission lines could cause greater aesthetic impact. Impacts of
sidered b- the staff to be macceptable. A station with cooling 6

cooling towers (if used) could affect a larger neber of residents
"*" * ** "" * * * * ***** '* 7 * * I* * A*E***The staff believes that the environmental costs would be greater on the recreatlan and residential amas of lake Crambury would be

at this site.
significant. h construction of a rail spur wculd affect more
residential areas and cross more hipways. The staff eaarludes
that the impacts associated with a similar station at Squm Creekggg,, eg
even with the longer water and tr=a-f =sion lines would be more
accep a la an se o suc a stat n on ranbury,

This site is in Parker County 13 miles northwest of Cranbury. The
populstion in the vicinity of the site is greater. About twice as
many residents would be displaced. Farm road FM 1543 would require ** ** *
relocation. The rail spur would be longer and would require cross-
ing the Brazos River. The staff does not believe that the use of

The staff concludes that the use of the proposed site at Squaa
this site would result in less environmental impact.

of the other sites in the Brazos River Basin. In the judgment of
the staff, alternative station systed such as the use of a fossil-Fossa Kinados site fueled boiler or cooling towers would not change the balance of
total environmental costs between the sites considered and thoseThis site would be on the Fossum Kingdom Reservoir, impounded on g
at Squw Cnek.

the Brazos River in 1941. The site is about 60 miles west of Fort L
Worth. The existing lake is attracting considerable recreation y
and residential development, h me of lake water for raadmaser 9.1.2.6 Candidate site plant alternatives
cooling and discharge of heated water into this public lake would

~

cause a significant impact on the aquatic biota. A large area
8**" *** 'I**

would be affected. N discharge temperature might be as high as
95*F. A 23-mile-long rail spur would be required. The required Cenerating systems which are considered visble at this site for
additional traa ission lines would be longer. The gotential in- production of 2300 leie arm (1) nuclear. (2) coal (Uyoming) fired,
pact on this recreational area is mesidered by the staff to be

and ( ) lignite find.
of greater environmental cost than that of inundation of land at
the Squ e Creek site. 7

Sabins River Basin

Emechi Creek This basin is judged by the staff to be less desirable than Squaw
Creek for pwsible nuclear station sites for environmental reasons,

This site is 11 miles north-northwest of the city of Mineral Wells as discussed previously. Bauever, this basin is considered to have
and about 55 miles west-northwest of Fort Worth. A resersair would . iviable ettes for lignite-fired stations because of the proximityinadate 5000 acres. ' Makeup water would be obtaaned from Possum of the lignite " A 2300-Isle station fired with lignite at a mine-Kingdom %servoir 8 miIes to the wes't. Dso cemeteries weald be mouth site about 200 miles from the load center is considered for
inundatd. A tran==1asion line, two pipelines, and a farm road

comparison.
would rM uire relocation. There are several oil fields naar the
site. The staff concludes that this site, if used, offere no less
enviro mental costa than the Sque Creek site.

.

h
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9.1.2.7 Camon-ison of alternative meneration systems 1982 estimated operating coats
(mius/kuhr)

w-ic
Operating

The applicant estimated the 1980 costa of nuclear and fossil-fueled ""3
stations and reported the results in the ER (ER. Tabla 9.2-2). The Alternative M maintenance Tot al
staff estimates of such station capital costs at the time of com-
marcial operation are given in Appendix C. Although the staff Buc. lear 3.10 0.68 3.78
estimates are higher. the ==eimar station in both studies was Lignite fired 2.33 1.40 3.73
settmated to cost 20Z more than a coal-fired station, as shown (mine mouth)

| below: Lignite fired 4.50 1.40 5.90
'

(Squer Creek)
l

Coal (Wyoming) fired 9.15 1.54 10.69
i Estimated capital cost
'

(millions of don are)
If the station operated 100Z sf the time at 2.300.000 kW. the total

Alternative Staff (1982) Applicant (1?90J output vuuld be 20.148 x 10' kW.r. Actually, the station should
8enerate between 60 and 80% of this with the following results:

Esclear 909 762.48
L1pite-fired - 702.87

(etne mouth) Millions of kilowatt + hours
Coal-fired 762 636.93 *I " I*** * ""******#"""""Y

het of the difference between the staff's and the applicant's 601 11.089
estimates can be accounted for by the additional two years at 72 702 14.104 n
per year interest ce construction loans and the 5 to 72 per year 802 16.u8 e

increase in value assumed between 1980 and 1982. [
Based am the ratio of the applicant's lignite- and coal-fired .The 1982 -=1 operating costs, exclusive of capital coat and
estimates, the staff estimates that a lignite station built for transmission loss considerations, are given below:
e==arcial operation in 1982 would cost $819 million. The mine-
mouth lignite station would require the equivalent of three addi-

tiaa=1 365-kT tt-a-isalon lines to the Dallas-Fort Worth aren A ===1 operating, maintenance.

200 =f1= from the station. The ataff estimates that this would and feel costs
cast $75 minion in 1982, assuming a 52 per year increase. This (millions of 1982 dollars)
would increase the 1982 coat of the mine-moyth lignite statips to
$894 mil'iaa. Alternative 602 701 et

operating costs ia mins per kilowatt-hour in 1980 were estimated nuclear 45.7 53.3 60.9
by the appliart and reported in the ER (ER. Table 9.2-2). These Lignite fired 45.1 52.6 60.1
costs were based on 1973 costs increased by 51 per year. For (mine mouth)
ins h. =e1==e fusi coating 2.00 mius/kuhr in 19731s estimated Lignite fired 71.3 83.2 95.1
to cost 2.81 mina/kuhr in 1980. The staff thinks that the appli- (Squer Creekl

-

comt's estimates arm reasonable and has amed the same approach to Coal (Wyoming) fired 110.6 150.8 172.3
antimmte the 1982 operating costs given balce:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._
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effluents. A fossil station would have =====tially the same type
Using an operating period of 30 years a discount rate of 8.75%* of heat dissipation system as a nuclear station. Because of the
no increase beyond 1982 costs (and in parentheses an increase of hider efficim of a fmn station ad the didg of -
52 per year beyond 1982 in operating, maintenance, and f uel costs). of the waste beat through the smakastack, both consumptive water
and the staf f-estimated capital costs, the generating costs ares d hm dish to G mWr would be ht 2/3 of that

for a nuclear station.

Generating costs (millions Zhe combustion products lasving the 430- to 800-ft-high smakastack
of dollars) for average of a coal or lignite plant are en aesthetic and air polluttor nui- -

capacity factor of -
particulates voold be discharged per day froE and 18 tons of
sance . Over 200 tons of S0 ,100 tons of NO2

a coal-fired station

Alternative 602 70% 80Z aseming the use of low sulfur coal and reasonable ash reduction -
in the stack. Although the radioactive effluents from the nuclear -
station are of concern, the controls igesed on the nuclear st=*1on

1982 Present worth would result in such ef fluents being equivalent to only a fraction

** E*" **********D
Nuclear 1389 1469 1549

(1702)e (1834) (1966) The mine-south lignite station would require the equivalent of
Lignite fired 1368 1447 1525 three additonal 345-kT transmission lines to the load center some

(eine mouth) (1676) (1807) (1937) 200 milec. from the station. Assuming a 250-ft right-of-way. 6000
Lignite f ared 1568 1693 1818 acres of land would be i g acted.

(Squm Creek) (2057) (2263) (2470)
Coal (Wyoming) fired 1904 2326 2552 The creation and shipment of radioactive wastes from the nuclear

(2662) (3360) (3733) station is an adverse effect, but is considered of lesser impact
than the transportation and onsite storage of a trainload every g

Annualized 1982 dollars two or three days of coal required for a fossil station. Storage a

facilities capable of handling 1 million metric tons of coal would -*
WBuclear 132.2 139.8 147.4 have to be constructed, associng a miat== 60mlay apply for the *

Lignite fired 130.2 137.7 145.2 station. The storage and disposal of millions of tons of ash
*** * E* *** **** * * * E" ** '*P** *

L1 8 e 149.3 161.1 173.1 staff concludes that the nuclear station results in less soviron-8
(Squ m Creek) mental impact than a coal-fired or listite-fired station.

Coal (Wyoming) fired 181.2 221.4 242.9

* Numbers in parentheses include 51 per year increase in operating,
Conclusionmaintenance, and fuel costs beyond 1982.

The staf f concludes that the nuclear station has an economic ad- The staff concludes that the significantly lower generating costs
vantage over the other systems at the Squaw Creek Site. The mine-- and lower enviromental impacts of a aw lear station, compared
mouth lignite-fired station costs are sonswhat less than those for with a coal-fired or lignite-fired station at Sque Creek, favor

the selection of a nuclear plant. When transmission line losses
the nua mar station. are considered, the staff further concludes that the mine-mouth

lignite-fired station offers only slight economic advantage and
would result in an piditional 5500 acres of land being impactedEnvironmental for transmission lines..,

From an environmental viewpoint. the major ef fects of the alter-
native generating systems result from the heat dissipation system
ad the radioactive and nonradioactive particulate and gaseous

i

_ . - -
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9.2 STATION DESICN ALTERNATIVES poorer than to water, the dry tower designs are generally based
on barometric condensers in order to eliminate the temperature

9.2.1 Alternative coolina systems differences of the conventional tube-and-shell designs. Rather
than the 1 to 3.5 in. He absolute back pressures of water-cooled

The staff considered the use of other methods of dissipating waste plants the dry towers will give a turbine back pressure of 5 to
heat. Squaw Creek Reservoir is so isolated from other water re. 10 in. Hg absolute. An increase of back pressure from 2 in. 53-
sources that importation of suf ficient water from sources such as absolute to 10 in. Bg absolute will decrease electrical output by
sewage ef fluent is considered impracticable. A review of potential almost 10Z for fossil-fueled plants and even more for nuclear
water supplies by the staff Indicates that the only water available plants. Therefore, the use of dry towers will result in an in-
in sufficient quantity for condenser cooling purposes is from lake creased capital cost of the plant, with a reduction in plant
Cranbury, ef ficiency due to the higher back pressure and high auxiliary power

requirements. About 5 to 102 mere fuel would be required for the
Five potential options to the proposed reservoir cooling system station.
were considered: t

This higher capital cost, along with the higher fuel cost, led the
staff to conclude that dry cooling towers are not a viable altar-

- dry cooling towers native to the reservoir proposed by the applicant.

- once-through condenser cooling
9.2.1.2 Once-throuah condenser coolina

mechanical-draft vet cooling towers-

The flow in the Brazos River is not sufficient to provide the
+ natural-draf t vet cooling towers 2.200,000 spa (4900 cfs) of water required continuously for such

cooling.
- a spray canal C

As mentioned in Sect. 9.1. the use of lake Cranbury for once- i
through cooling of CPSES would result in additional impacts on u

9.2.1.1 Dry cooling towers Lake Granbury considered unacceptable by the staff. The staff 4
concludes that this alternative is not viable.

The use of dry (fin-and-tube heet exchanger) cooling towers was
considered for the Squaw Creek site. The staff estimates that
from 15 to 20 towers would be required. The capital cost of these 9.2.1.3 Mechanical-draft ver cooling towers

towers is estimated to be several times the cost of the reservoir
system. One viable alternative for dissipating heat from the warmed circu-

lating water is rachanical induced-draf t wet cooling towers. This
Drv cooling towers have been used in Europe for fossil-fueled plants heat dissipation system would be a closed system, like the rweer-
and chemical processing plants but have not gained videspread voir, but has the potential of using less water and land. The
acceptance in the tinited States for large installatiocs. In Europe applicant (ER, Table 9.2-4) estimated that each of the taquired
or the United States, no dry cooling tower has ever been operated eight mechanical-draft cooling towers would occupy a 360 by 75 ft
on a power plant of more than 250 MWe.1 The principal manufac- land area. This la equivalent to about 5 acres for the eight towers,
turers of large-capacity dry cooling towers are located in Europe, and auxiliary equipment for the towere could double this area.

The great advantage of dry cooling towers is that there is no con- The staff estimated the consumptive water use by much a system for
sumptive use of water. -It follows, since there are h liquid or an average year (1971). using the following assumptions: (1) ratio
vapor effluents, that^there are no fogging. icing, or chemical of the water to dry air mass flow is 1.5 (2) 14*F approach temper-
deposition problems. A serious limitation of dry-type towers is ature, and (3) 0.03% drift losses. These estimates along with the
that all of the thermal energy is transferred to the moving air staff's estimates of Squaw Creek Reservoir consumptive water use, r

stream as sensible heat. Since heat transfer to air is so such

e

1

- _ _ - - - _ -- -
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are shown in Table 9.2.1. The staff does not concur with the ap- If the cooling teuer blowdown is sent to Lake Cranbury, t%e staff -
plicant (ER, p. 3.2-28) that cooling towers would require mor* concurs with the applicant (ER, p. 9.2-23) that the concentration

Although there is less induced evaporation from the reser* factor for the total dissolsed solids should be limited to aboutwater.
voir than from cooling towers, the seen of natural and evaporative - 2. For higher concentration factors. other means of dinosal
loss u from the reservoir is greater than the losses from the coolinE should be used, such as blowing down to evaporatino dads.

Itakeup water for the cooling towers could be obtained fromteuers.
Lake Cranbury (refer to Sect.11.6.3). If the blowdown is discharged into Lake Cranbury, the staff esti-

mated that the amount of blowdown would be about equal to the v+ tar
- evaporation rate. This could be as high as about 55 cfm for vc
average year, as shown in Table 9.2.1. In "=parison, the natie-

Tea,913. sasraen .s. mas _
ans, ce-k neessensend ' 1 pated blowdown rate from Squer Creek Reservoir is anticipated to

''"'''*""**""'8"*"**""''**'"'''' be 37 cfs, and therefore a larger pipe may be required for. the
cooling tower bloudown. For the average year case considered by-

,.,,,,,% the staf f. the blowdown water tesqperature would be within 3*F of.
g Lake Cranbury water temperature at the discharge elevation for%

'''"*

" " " " ' " " ' ' ' * * ' , Dnn Tasma most of the year, as shown in Table 9.2.2. (The 3*F value is the'*" "
limit outside of the mixing zone allowed by the Texas water quality
standards discussed in Sect. 5.2.3.) When the temperature. differ-

2.mmmy 2Jse eso f.?te I Aso 10 2A2e ence exceeds 3*F. the staf f (using the Information of Shirazi and
Feneoust 2Ano 3sa 3.1eo I A*e To IAla Davie ) estimates that this difference cEn be reduced to acceptable2
es is 2450 128e ulo aJso so 3Ano values within 100 f t of the point of blowdown discharge into lake
ar ' sAmo veo 3.t 2s sAno ao nAeo

man, tA1e 49e a.ies 2J50 1e 2A2e Cranbury.

Sens 4A28 1860 2.160~ 3J16 96 3.260

Budy 34a0 3030 2A56 3Jee to 3.C 3R

asseus 3Jee 918 2AIS 3.118 to 3.2eG '*** * ''****''8"E"""''
O

., ='- ' ,,,.;,,,- . ' .^ 4A16 4228 2.790 SADO 98 3 Age ~~

.- u - . ~ u u ,. u ,, Wa.,,g ,,, ,,,, g,jg C3
.BASB 348 1.246 BA60 40 IJeg

Dumushes 446 -790* 1 AID BAe6 56 1A56 T mteasph .

Dama 29A16 7 ten 22.3Ie 27Ae8 s26 27ASO Benedewe mesar Bahs Cam,huey eseef

*Funama. Mehmen and Eahum % sw Eay seegg aspers en Somme Oost assower.sepase
-

hmerv 539 31 a

pseemed see Texas Uitesu sum lac,1972. Fahremey 56 7 34 3

*ttagnasses unames use uhms the somdma ==e empeh kmch 60 4 54 e

apud 69 3 62 9

inny Ts 3 69 4 -

Sune to4 12 4

My as.s sa a
Bee- of the concentrating effect of water evaporation, water Ampass $6 4 84 9
bloudoun from the cooling towers is necessary to limit the total ' ass na
dianolved solida concentration in the circulating water. Also. oce ber 7s o 72:
chemicals will be added to the circulating water to control the Nooemh* 64 1 24 6A3 se and bacterialal am and bacterial slina growth and scale. 4 +

" 62 7 54S
eline growth can be sentrolled by chlorine addition, and the anoimat
macessary to do this is daacessed in Sect. 3.6.2. Scale growth *A E. Seeme .e4 7 A Dee. Sr.. As Amsawee et me
is often controlled by reducing the alkalinity of the water by the &##"" *(3'""w one s,.-=a an= en. m-o. t.a,

addittom of sulfuric acid. . = pea p= sue d tv wenn as e c -'

lac,les Tezas trusan Sermons.anc., see. 30.1973

[
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Since the concentration factor of the tower water is 2. a mix 1ng Drif t d* position is based on a 0.03% drift fraction. A fall of
zone will be required to dilute the bbwdown in laka Cranbury to 39.7 g Per square aster per year is found 1 mile north of the

the State st=M ards discussed in Sect. 5.2. Addition of sulfuric station. (The as21sua fall was found to be 89.4 g per square meter
acid to the cooling tower water for pH control would increase the per year at 0.7 mile north of the station.)

blowdown sulfate concentration about 5% according to the staff's
estimates. The staff (using the information of Shirazi and Davis 3 The capital cost af the cooling tower installation for CPSES has2

also estimates that the mixing zone would be limited to about 200 been estimated by the staff to be about the same as that for the
ft of the blevdown discharge, which is within the Texas water reservoir heat dissipation system (refer to Sect. 11.6.4). However,
quality standards. the operating costs of a station with a wet cooling tower system

are greater than those with a cooling reservoir. The staff estimates
If the concentration factor for the tower water is allowed to be that about 0.4% of the electrical output of the station would be used
higher the staff concurs with the applicant (ER, p. 9.2-24) that to emp F e circulating water through the towers. and about A3% of
the blowdown should be discharged to an evaporation pond. The the electrical output would be used to operate the cooling tower air
applicant calculated e at a 2700-acre evaporation pond would be f*P'.3 This results in about a 1% increase in fuel consumption for a
required for cooling tsters using water having 4800 ppm total dis- 4tation producing the same net electrical power.
solved solids (concentration factor of 4). Cooling towers using
salt water (eemater) that contains about 30.000 ppm total dis- In consideration of the factors summarized in Table 9.2.3, the
solved solids are available. The staff calculated that towers staf f concludes that either a reservoir or mechanical-draf t vet
operating with this quality water would have a concentration factor cooling towers trould be acceptable for the CFSES heat dissipation
of 25 and would require a 450-a re evaporation pond to handle the system. In addition, a reservoir system offers the inherent ad-

blowdown. Both of these options are considered by the staff to be wantage of providing additional operating flexibility in that the
less desirable than blowdown to Lake Cranbury or using the appli- system would be less sensitive to the natural fluctuations of flew

cant's proposed reservoir cooling system. and water quality that are experienced in Lake Cranbury. The staff
estimates that the station with the reservoir could operate for

The total dissolved solids concentration in the cooling tower water at least one to t h ee months without makeup from Lake Cranbury g
can be limited by using flash evaporation or ion exhcange tech- (reservoir elevation would vary from 775 feet to 770 feet). e

niques. The staff concludes that c*ither of these alternatives 3
-*

15 viable for CPSES. Flash evaporation requires large amounts of 9.2.1.4 Natural-draft vet cooling towers

energy, and the equipment is expensive. For ton exchange units,
the amount of water and chemicals that ultinctaly cust be disposed The volume of air flow and the cooling efficiency of natural-draft
of is about as large as the amount of water being treated by the towers depend on the temperature difference between the air in the
ion exchange units. Also, the capital and operating costs of these shell and the ambient air. Natural-draft towers are not generally
units add to the cost of operating the station. considered suitable for hot climates, in which the difference

obtainable between inside and outside air temperatures would at
since cooling towers add water to the air there is concern about times be too small to achieve the minimum required air flow and
additional fogging and drift deposition associated with these rate of evaporative cooling of the circulating water. Inherently,
towers. Calculations were inade by the staf f of additional ,gi ng these conditions tet<1 to reduce the cooling ef ficiency of a natural-
and drift deposition due to these tower using the Oak Ridge * , draft cooling tower during the botter, drier months of the year.
ed Drift Program. For ***=nla. meteorological data for the Fort Worth region indicate

that, on the average, a wet-bulb temperature of 76*F would be
The staff calculations show 19tt there would be less than 12 hr exceeded at least 10% of the time (ER, p. 9.2-18). Because of
per year of additional fog at Texas State Highway 144. located these atmospheric conditions, the natural-draft wet cooling tower
about 2.5 miles northeast of the station. There would be no sig- system is not considered a vishle alternative by the staff.

nificant increase in fog at Farm-to-Market Road 201, located 2
mil 2s west of the station.

. _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _
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Temae th_ sentra d' tysE3 h s - p
These floating modules pessp water from just below the canal water

M4 surface through assales to produce a coarse spray rising to as,,,,, c,.mm a-
" " * * * * * " * " height of abouc 20 ft. Beat is dissipated from the water as the

spray rises and f alls back into the e=aal. primarily by evaporation.
%w , , g

hre will be some fine spray and mist that will invade the imme-
, , , diate area surrounding the sprey canal. Most of this drift will

' W"''"" '815 fall back to the groed within 200 ft of the spray module,5 and

f h"****
the staff believes that it would be desirable to put a 150-ft col-
lection apron on each side of the ennai (an additional 150 acres) ,

i to collect this drift. Drift beyond f,G9 ft distanca from the spray '

""* "*"" h*88"P a=e I.asse 5=st module is very verv ==*11 d Fogging from a spray ema=1 system
'

Th==al === la's. se.s would be ines than that from mech n ical-draft cooling towers dis-

tsee as.e cassed in sect. 9.2.1.3.

. .ds 37 tw es sssh.=e m aaner
.

A typical spray module would be powered by a 75-hp motor." The
staff est1mstas that about 1.3% of the electrical power of the
station would be used to drive 528 istits. This is greater than,

w . . = ses me=" the power required to operats the anchanical-draft wet cooling
j
' ts a n s cs.e se a s. a.= === h=== towers. Therefore the staf f concludes that a spray canal is a

=e tuse==e s less desirable alternative than either mechanical-draf t vet coaling

h'*8 towers or a reservoir.
,g,

_
,

I men ITS =sinar es

| Ins =s mer 9.2.2 Intake system oa
5

m~n , a cs se==.
As now proposed by the arplicant (Sect. 3.4.2), the water veloc-,m si,,,,,,,,,,,,,, itian through the trashracks and the velocities approaching the o% %
traveling screens in the circulating water intake structure and
the service water intake structure are considered too high by the

% ,.

! staff. h oe velocitias should be less than 1.0 ft/sec for all
normal operating conditions. including times when a travelin[
screen is out for maintenance. The applicant will be required to
redesign these structures to meet this requirement (refer to Sect. 11.6.2).

Th* *pplicant evaluated a deep intake alternative to the proposed
9.2.1.5 spra, canal system and reported the results (E1. p.10.2-2 to p.10.2-4) The

return of ouygenated water to Lake Cranbury in the s-r with the
Dse of a spray e===1 is anotler possibility for dissipating the deep intake system is considered by the staf f to be an improvement
station waste beat. h applicant (ER. p. 9.2-20) stated that mer the proposed system. Squaw Creek asservoir would be more
about 528 spray units would have to be installed in a e==at about productice with the deep intake. Bowever, the staff estimates
300 ft vide and about 22.000 ft 1cas (152 acres). Such a canal that the ==analized generating costs would be increased by as much
would be excavated to about 17 f t depth, and the depth of the water as 1/2 million dollars in 1982 with the deep intake. The staff
in this emaaf during plant operation would be about 10 f t. Based concludes that the deep intake is not justified over an intake
on design of other powe'r plants using this type of a beat dissipe- amar the surface.
tion system," the staff eanews that these are reammable ammibers
and dimensions. h e=aal probably would be a T or 3 shape and'

probably would contain additional spray ==Anles go be used uban
other =adules are out for maintasmae*,

,
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.9.2.3 Discharme structure 9.2.7 n=enraad eser

h staff evaluated the alternattwe A*=eha am structures discussed ' The applicant la propostag a r- "le route to the closest as-

by the applicant (ER p.10.}-1). The staff concludes that the isting railroad. The staff e==e1=d== that this rewte teamits in

alternative structures offer no sipificat impron1. ant in the the lemat WE and that the h=== fits of railroad tramsportation

overall 4=pmee on the envirname s autumish the em=1rommmatal costs.

9.2.4 rh==ical and semane systems 9.2.8 thkamp and retors lines to lake Crambury

h alternative of discharging the chemical unste to S amp Creek h staff h=11= wee that the only reliable source of unter is take
t

abon er below the den 16 unaidered less desirable to the staff Cr-h-ry and that since the Sques Creek site is more desirable

them discharge to the evapotation pond. them a station located om Lake Crambery, the makeup ea===ction is
necessary. h locatina and une of anderground pipes are consid-

The discharse of treated saunae effinant to Squaw Creek asservoir ered by the staff to roamit in the least overall impact on the
envirommmet of the alternatives considered. The alternative ofhas been approved by the Texas Water Qaaltry Board. Accordinely,

considerattom of alternatives is not unrranted. allowing d1==alved solids concentrations to continue to increase
in Sgume Creek Emmervoir and therefore not require a return line
is considered unseceptable by the menff. The return line to lake

9.2.5 Biocide system Crambury is therefore considered by the staff to be acceptable.
N discharge of the bloudoun to Squeu Creek is unacceptable to

The staf f has r - - * cLanges in the design of the biocidu . the staff.

system (Sect. 3.6.2). An alternattwe for controlling oramic
growth is the use of a mark-ical coad====r tube cl==ing system. N applic a t is proposing to use unter free Lake Crambury to

{"On-load" cleaning systems, such as the Amertap and Man systees, maintain the flow in Squmu Creek below the dam at 1.5 cis. This

have been used successfully at other pauer staticas. The mee of is considered acceptable to the staff. s

a ==eh-ical see elaaming system unald not alt =*==te the need for A
"

biocide treatment sa tem plant, as such treatment would still be
required in the station service and cooling unter systems. Accord- 9.2.9 Alternative radioacttwe unste treatment systems

tagly, this is more a technique for reducf ag the ese of biocides .
- -

in the plant them for replacing their use. The staff ea= etudes h applicant plans to provide the state-of-the-art tectmology for

that any biocida system dich limits the total resideal chlorine radioactive umste treatment. Accordingly, considerattom of alter-
natives is not unrranted.la the plant discharge to 0.1 ppm would be acceptable (refer to

Sect. 11.6.1).

' -ion 11 ass 9.3 ALTummaTIVES 70 m-r TRANSPOEyATION Hmm -9.2.6 Tr -

The staff has ====*==d the proposed tr-==i==1oa lins rights-of- Alternatives math as special routing of shipments, providing es-
1

umy and has concluded that the applicant is taking r--=hla corts in emperate webacles adding shielding to the contalme,"

precautions in limiting the i= pace of tr= w a=1on 11aes on eco- and constructing a fuel recovery and fabrication plant on tae site
rather them aktyping feel to and from the station have been ex-lasteal systems. h proposed routing of t r==a=i-ion 14=== appears

anviremmatally acceptable uhan compared to any other feasible -i==d by the staff for the general case. It uma concluded that

routing patterns. Thn' impact on the - ity is considered accept. the emetrommmutal Jayect of transportattom under normal or poste-
able with the residential area bypass route as discussed in Sect. lated accident c'omd1tions is not considered sufficient to justify

3. g. the addicia==1 effort required to implemmat any of ch=== alteram-

tives.

.

--
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EEFERENCES FOR SECT 10st 9.1

1. Office of the Covernor. Division of Planning Coordination.
Electrical Power in Texas. Nov.1972, p.11.

10. CONCIESIONS
2. Jim C. Langdon Chairman. A Report to the Members of the

C-ittee on Natural Resources f rom the Railroad Cousmission
of Texas, as Required by H. S. R. No. 26. The conclusions below are based on the station as modified to meet

staff requirements.
3. Ibid. p. 2.

4. Office of the Governor. Division of Planning coordination. 10.1 UNAVOYnaaf F ADVER!E ENVIt00 DENTAL EFYECTSElectrical Power in Texas. Nov. 1972. pp. 11 and 21.
10.1.1 Abiotic effects

5. Ibid. p. 21.

10.1.1.1 Land
6. " Trip Report on Site Visit to Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station.

~Clan Rose. Texas." P. J. Miraglia. Project Manager. Environmental The construction of any large power station causes considerable
Projects Branch 3. Directorate of Licensing. USAEC. Docket Nos. disturbance to and modification of the land. N station site
50-445 and 50-446. Sept. 26. 1973. will remove about 200 a':res from potential productivity for the

lifetime of the station. The railroad spur and access road will
7. Public Service Electric and Gas Company. Hope Creek Cenerating remove an additional 180 acres. Because of the extensive clearing.

Station Units 1 and 2, Environmental Report. Docket Nos. 50-354 excavating, and leveling required for site preparation. subsoils
and 50-355. and parent rock will be exposed over most of the site peninsula O

The use of 439 acres of land will be restricted within the . 8I

area.
rights-of-way of the tronamission lines. [I REFERENCES FOR SECTION 9.2

ro
With the construction of Squaw Creek Reservoir for use as the cool-

1. Final Environmental Statement. Hope Creek Cenerating Station. ing system, the most significant adverse environmental ef f ect on
Nu:hs 1 and 2 Lhits. Docket Nos. 50-354 and 50-355. Direc. ' the land will be the conversica of 3228 acres of land from a ter-torate of Licensing. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. February restrial environment into an aquatic environment.
197L

2. M. A. Shirazi and L. R. Davia. Workhook of ; hare:a! Pl; age 10.1.1.2 WaterPrediction, vol.1. Sabgerged Disciu:rge. Of fice of Research
and Monitoring Report No. EPA-R2-72-005a. Environmental Pro- The construction of CPSES is not expected to cause any adverse
tection Agency. August 1972. effects on the use of water except the inundation by Squaw Creek

Reservoir of approximately 8 linear miles of Squaw Creek and a
3. D. R. P. Earleman and C. Jirka. "The Ef fect of the Onoice of change in the water flow and quality below the dam on this creek.

a Power Generation ed Ramerks on the Utilization of Waste Pollowing construction, water from Lake Cracoury will be used to
Heat." Position Paper No. 22, prepared by Massachusetts Insti- provide water below Squaw Creek Reservoir and no adverse effectswssion. Technicalcure of Technology for the Federal Power are expected.
Advisory Cessittee cn Conservation of Energy. June 1973.* ,

4 maxissta of about 45.000 acre feet per year of water will evaporate*

Virgin 1m Electric and Power Company. Surry Pouar Station (Mies from Squaw Creek Reservoir during CPSES operation. This will result4.
3 and 4, Ewpirounental Report. Docket Mos. 59-434 and 50-435. in an increase in the average total dissolved solids concentration

in the Brazoa River below the station of 2.3 percent.
5. Virginia Electric and Power Company. Surry Pcuer Station latita

J med d. Druironniental Report. Amendment 1. Docket Noa. 50-534 The use of grcund water for CPSES is small but the applicant must
and 50-435 show to the satisf action of the staf f that this will not cause any

adverse impacts on other users.
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10.1.2.4 Radioloalcal effects10.1.1.3 g

h construction of the statim will cause some smoke and dust The staff does not believe that any adverse effects will occur

within a few miles of the construction areas. During station since the radioactive effluents are reduced to as low-as-practical.
The 400-1000 man-ren/yr received as occupational on site exposureoperation the staff believes that there will be no adverse impact

on the air quality. is 1.0 percent of the - 1 total to the 1980 population within
a 50-311e radion and the risk associated with this exposure is no

Some local fog "*F occur around Squsw Creek Reservoir. That result- Feater h hoe rish norum117 accepted W Mars in other
present day industries.ing f rom CPSES operation is not expected to be significant at the

closest state or county road.

. 10.2 mmv10usalP BENEM IACAL SacaT-TERM USES OF MAN'S
10.1.2 Biotic effects ==v-- AED THE MkINTvuaurv AND rummerswwwy

0F IAEG-TERN PR(BUCTITITT
10.1.2.1 Thermal effects

10.2.1 Summary

The thermal alteration of Squaw Creek Reservoir is not expected
to have an adverse effect on aquatic productivity. The loss of a purpme of this section is to set forth the relationship be-
plankton in passage through the station condensers may, however, tween the proposed use of man a environment implicit in the pro- - ,

reduca the reservoir productivity. The thermal effect on Lake PmM cmstuction and operadon M N nuclear generaths station
Cranbury is not considered by the staff to be significant. (88 Permitted under the terms of the proposed construction permit)

and the actions that could be taken to maintain and enhance the
long-tern productivity. ~ One must attempt to foresee the uses of

10.1.2.2 h eal effects the enviraa=*nt of potential interest to succeeding generations
and consider the extent to which this present use might limit, or

There is not expected to be any significant. adverse effect on a the ce trary enkaare, the range of beneficial uses in the long O
aquatic organisms as a result of chemical additions. The increase -

in total dissolved solids in Squaw Creek reservoir will not signif-
icantly affect productivity. The alteration of the dissolved oxygen In consideration of the impacts and alternatives discussed in de-

strata in Lake Cranbury by the blowdown from Squew Creek Reservoir -tail ta Sections 4. 5. and 9. the staff has found several effects
g ,will be limited to an area within a few hundred feet of the dis-

gcharge *
productivity. These are identified in this section. The staff
believes.,however, that the proposed use of the site and its en-
* * " " * * * **8" **** 7 ""*** * * 1 *8'**** P"d***1' *T10.1.2.3 Mac h aical effects
of the environment.

Adverse effects from impingement will be minimized by the redesign
of the 1staka system. Any entrained organism in the CPSES condenser

10.2.2 * - ' - - - t of productivitycooling water is mesumed to be destroyed.

Some small fish may be destreyed by pressure changes and injury The construction of CPSES v111 have potential good and adverse
at the outfall if they are entreined in the make-up pipe from effects on the economy of this section of North Central Texas. The

Lake Cranbury. availability of additional electricity will tend to allow growth.

10.2.3 Uses adverse to productivtry

The local effects of construction and operation of a nuclear power
station might. in general, tend to oppose productivity through

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ -
- .
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10.2.4 Decommissionina and land useimpacts on land. water, and air. Land areas on the site are con-
verted to this particular use, and the presence of a station could.
in some cases, alter the use of surrounding areas. Water resources in the long ters, beyond the useful life of the proposed generating

and air are usually affected in some degree by materials and heat station, this site may continue to be used for generation of elec-
trical energy. At the ts *ination of such use. the land areas

discharged from a station. Theme types of impacts are relevant to
any type of power station, the ef fects dif f ering mainly in degree. occupied by the nuclear facilities would be removed from productive

The staf f has tried to consider all potential deterrents to produc. use, unless decomissioning measures include removal of all struc-
tures. Although the details of decomissioning may not be workedtivity in this case, but summarizes below only those which are
out for several years. the various alternatives should not be di-

potentially adverse or need explanation.
minished by the proposed action of permitting construction. The
range of beneficial uses of the site by future generations will

1.and usage
not be significantly curtailed.

The conversion of 3228 acres of land from a terrestrial environment
into an aquatic environment is considered permanent. The staff Commission regulations prescribe procedures whereby a iteensee may

concludes that the beneficial uses of the reservoir outweigh the voluntarily surrender a license and obtain authority to dismantle
a facility and dispose of its component parts.2 Such authorizationloss of the benett:1al uses of the land, would acrmally be sought near the end of the nuclear plant's useful
life. In any event. the Commission requires that a qualifiedAll of the land adjoining Squaw Creek Reservoir is owned by the

applicant. The staff concludes that the effects of the construction licensee maintain valid licenses appropriate to the type of f acility
and materials involved. Under current regulacions, the Commission 'and operation of the station on the adjoining lands are acecytable.
generally requires that all quantities of source, special nuclear.

The need for transmission rights-of-way will result in the removal and by-product materials not exempt from licensing under Parts 30

of 439 acres of land for purposes other than those permitted by 40 and 70 of Title 10. Code of Pederal Regulations, either be

-the applicant. In those sections where easements only are acquired. removed f rom the site or secured and kept under surveillance.

the land owner will still be able to use the land within the cor-
ridors for agricultural o other endeavors that are compatible with To date. experience has been gained with decommissioning of six

the transmission of electrid ty. The need to maintain clearance nuclear electric generating stations which were operated as part --*

A
for the conductors will prevent certain types of activities within of the Comission's power reactor development program: Hallem
the corridors. Otherwise. the staff does not consider the use of Nuclear Power Facility. Piqua Nuclear Power Facility. Boiling

the land within the rights-of-way to be detrimental to the contem- Nuclear Superheat Power StaticJs. Elk River Reactor. Carolinas-
.

peraneous land uses in the vicinity. Virginia Tube Reactor, and Pathfinder Atomic Power Plant. The
! last two f acilities were licensed under 10 CFR Part 50; the others

were Comission-owned and operated under the provisions of PartEater tsage
115.

There does not appear to be anything detrimental to the commercial
use of the Brazos River that will result from construction or Several alternative modes of decoussissioning have been experienced

operation of CPSES. The loss of fish that can be anticipated from in those casee. They may be sumarized generally as four alterna-

data currently available does not appear to be extensive or to be tive levels of restoration of the plant site, each with a distinct
level of effort and cost.commercially important.

The discharge of liquid ef fluents to Lake Cranbury and the Brazos In decomissioning at any level, economically salvageable equipment

River should not affect the short- or long-te a productivity of and all reactor fuel elements would be temoved. some equipmenta

aquatic life in the rJver and its tributaries. The consumptive would be decontaminated, and wastes of tne type normally shipped

use of water from Lake Cranbury will be about 39.000 acre feet during operation would be sent to waste repositories. In addition,

per year and the groundwater resourcea should not be depleted in the respective levels of restoration would involve the following
measures:the vicinity of the station.

I

i
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Iwast Zavel. There would be minimal dismantling and relocation 5. Dismantling and samling of all gaseous and liquid weste
of radioactive equipment. All radioactive material would be sealed - ' systems and effluent lines.
in contalment structures (primarily existing onea). which would
require perpetual, continual surveillance for security and effee- 6. Maintaining necessary security and fire systems in en oper-
tiveness. able and operating state.

Secored Zavel. Some radioactive equipment and materials would be 7. Complete dismsatling after a nuud>er of years if required.
moved into existing containment structures to reduce the extent
of long-term containment. Surveillance as in the lowest level thether the facility would be further dismantled would require an
m id be required. economic study involving the value of the land and scrap value

versus the complete demolition and removal of the complex. How-
Third Zaps *,. Radioactive equipment and materials would be placed ever, no additional work would be done unless it is in accordance
?n a containment facility approaching a practically min h volume. with rules and regulations in effect at the time.
Alt a Lound contamination would have been removed. The containment
structure would be designed to need minimal perpetual maintenance. In addition to personnel required to guard and secure the facility,
surveillance, and security. concrete and steel would be used to prevent access to areas which

contain significant quantities of induced radioactivity.
Righese Zavel. All radioactive equipment and materials would be
removed from the site. Structures would be dismantled and disposed

__

of onsite by burial or offaite to the extent desired by the tenant. 10.3 IRREVERSIBI2 AND IRRETRIEVABLE CosetITMENTS OF RES0"RCES

Estimated costs of decommiseloning at the lowest level are about 10.3.1 Introduction
$1 million plus an annual maintenance charge in the order of
$100.000.2 Estimates vary from case to case, a large variation Irreversible h tments generally concern changes set in motion
arising from differing ass eptions as to level of restoration. by the proposed action which at some later time could not be al-
For example, complete restoration. including, regrading. has been tered so as to restore the present order of environmental resources. Qestimated to cost $70 million.3 At present land values. 1t is Irretrievable commitments are generally the use or consumption of e
not likely that consideration of an economic balance alone would resources that are neither renewable nor recoverable for sid> sequent Sh " '

justify a high level of restoration. Pleantne required of the utilization.
applicant at this stage will assure. however, that variety of

,

choice for restoration is maintained until the end of useful station Commitments inherent in environmental Impacts are identified in i

life. this section, while the main discussions of the ispacts are in
Sections 4 and 5. Also. commitments that involve local long-tern

As of'now the following procedure is anticipated for decommissioning. affects on productivity are discussed in Subsection 10.2.
CPSES at the and of its useful life (ER, p. 5.9-1).

1. Deactivation of the reactors. 10.3.2 Comitments considered

2 Decontamination of process systems and appropriate areas of The types of resources of concrrn in this case can be identified
the plant. ast (1) material resources - nacerials of construction, renewable

resource material cons med in operation, and depletable resources
3. Removal of all nuclear fuel from the site for recovery of consumed - and (2) nonmaterial resources. including a range of

fuel materials and disposal of radioactive vastes in accor- beneficial uses of the environment. -

dance with the existing procedures and requirements.

Resources which, generally. may be irreversibly committed by the
4. Sealing of buildings or portions of buildings containing operation are: (1) biological species destroyed in the vicinity,

activated procesa piping and components by means of welding" (2) construction materials that cannot be recovered and recycled
bolting plates over all openings.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ ____.- - - - . -- - - - - , - - -- --. ~
__ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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10.3.3.2 Agustic "

with present technology. (3) materials that are rendered radioactive
but cannot be decontaminated. (4) materials cons med or reduced The most significant aquatic impact resulting from construction
to unrecover ble forms of waste. including ranium-235 and -238 of CPSES will be the af f =tantion of approximately 2/3 of the steamconsumed. (5) the atmosphere and water bodies used for disposc1 Mitat in 4m CrA Md is Wuhu u qmhQ Rof heat sea certain vaste ef fluents. to the extent that scher bene- of the tctal stream length in the 2-county area. A number official uses are curtailed, and (6) land areas rendered unfit for

species presently in Squsw Creek will not be able to survive in
"th** ****" the reservoir, and the habitat available to them will thus be

reduced. If the dar and reservoir were removed after the operation,

of CPSES, a stream hanitat could possibly'be restored. Because
10.3.3 Bi_ otic resources restoration of the riparian wegetation is unlikely, however. this

portion of the creek could not be returned to its present charac-11 3.3.1 Terrestrial ter. and its elimination must thus be considered an irreversible ,

"" * ***
The construction of CPSES will result in the significant alteration
of abuut 4400 acres of the terrestrial accrystems of Bood and

The quality of water below the dan will be changed due to the use
Somerwell counties. Of this, same 3228 acres required for the of water f rom Lake Granbury to maintain flow in Squaw Creek. The
Sques Creak Reservoir and 200 acres for the station site will be

flow will probably not be suf ficient to retain the present charac-
pe - Ely altered. Restoration might be possible, although con- ter of the stream. If normal flow were restored. however, the
siderable difficulties are expected. Therefore. the use of this

creek would return to its present condition and the impact is thus
land represents an irreversible and irretrievable comitment. T:ic

not considered irreversible.
' construction will result in the disturbance of five vegetation
&=* ties. the greatest impact being the virtusi elimination of

There will be an irretrievable loss of some fish and planktorde
the riparian -=1 ties along Squaw Creek. I- if the repro- organimum f rom Lake Cranbury due to the filling of Squaw Creek
ductive capability and growth rate character 1st, . most of the Reservoir and the withdrawal of makeup wa:ter for CPSES operation.
species and the current successional status of the co=="atties, a n *
restoration of the upland vegetation communities is possible. 8

assassing satisfactory soil conditions and suf ficient time. How-
10.3.4 lesterial resources

ever, restoration of r.be riparian - =ities is highly unlikely. m
ard therefore the elimination of this vegetation must be considered 10.3.4.1 teaterials of construction
an irreversible coWrmert of this resource.

Itaterials of construct 1 a are almost entirely of the depletable
Construction activities will have direct impacts on certain consmer

cates ry resa m s. acrete an stee constitute t c bulk dpopulations; however, indirect impacts through loss of habitat will these materials, but there are numerous other eineral resources
be more significant. The construction of the reservoir will result inc rporated in the physical station. Ilo comitments have been
in the total displacement of terrestrial conomers from the areas

made on whether these materials will be recycled when thair present
involved. Such displacement increases competitive pressure and.
subsequently. population regulation through elimination of indi-
widuals. The biotic potential of some species is such that loss Some materials are of such.value that economics clearly promotes|
of individuals has little long-term effect on population structure , g
and stability. For certain other species, notably many avian and
-=11an top carnivores. the loss of even a few individuals may
have a long-term effet on the population of that area. Reduction parts of the station will become radioactive by neutron activation.
of indivihals of each species met also be considered as an ir- Ma a d M nmu d nw cyms Wh

! reversible and irretiievable commitment of that resource in the the dry-well portion of each containment structure constitute the
ette environs.

i major materials in this category. for which it is not feedble to
,

separate the activation products from the base matersels. .Compo- 1

nents that come in contact with reactor coolant or with radioactive

:

I

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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wastes will sustain varying degrees of surf ace contamination see
of -tich could be removed if recycling is desired. The quantities
of materials that could not be decontaminated for unlimited re-
cycling probably represent very small fractions of .he resources
available in kind and in broad use in industry. Quantities of , _ _ _ _

materials used in other nuclear plants of about the same power -

.
output as CPSES but not necessarily of the same typical design are
shown in Table 10.3.1. Production, consumption, and reserves are a. . sem oc

_

'"8 * * * *a8also given. is : ,,ms

t' amens esed (msens esso temens need, ,,,,
Construction materials are generally expected to remain in use for
the full life of the station, in contrast to fuel and other replace- et s.ees.cee 42pAge us.eso van
able components discussed later. There will be a long period of a- so 23ssAno 7tismo moos vm
time before terminal disposition must be decided. At that time = amymem e4 2es see 72300 vu
quantities of materials in the categories of precious metals, c.d-- - e.005 t?.een use . sueo v
strategic and critical materials, or resources having sus 11 natural % ,54 g3,rass se ano moos va
reserves must be considered individually, and plans to recover and Onypse IMO utues t. sos.eee 773Rooo vn
recycle as much of these valumbia depletable resources as is prac- C e4 eAet . I A44 22: 923s 'm
ticable will depend upon need. ta los 3.329.aen 1.astaes 32.e24Ane vs

_ RA74 7.7t t Ae8 IAs1 Ace te?Ae8 vm
samcary . eA3 9.s37 2.727 103 von

10.3.4.2 Replaceable components and consmable materials eseam 377 64.770 2u20 2.ssa.oes peo

sensed t.i nc daa aaa 129Asa ' 1:1.000 vm
1:ranitna is the principal natural resource material irretrievably h 6 802 e m' m vm -
constuned in station operation. Other materials consumed. for prac- h 2 s.9st uns atAn h

tical purposes, are fuel cladding materials. reactor control ele- si a no.oco s74AsoAos 12ameosco 2Aen.0Do.cos m .

ments, other replaceable reactor core components chemicals used Tim 5 454.20e . s2. toe 47 vu d

Ain processes such as water treatment and ion exchanger regeneration, y,,,,,, , , , 33 3 ,3 ,,3,, ,,,,, y,,

ion exchange resins, and minor quantities of materials used in w 5 uot.cos use. coo 3uouco vm
maintenance and operation. Except for the uranium isotopes 235
and 238 the consumed resource materials have widespread usage; %. -.ema

.
-hein - esion=nsu w pensinw e memem pe miss

therefore, their use in the proposed operation mast be reasonable e. ca--- hma s m Eascanc Suane, Usmes l and 2.

with respect to needs in other industries. The major use of the W . _ and seemeen e . 1 sys e assed. een es in emene er

natural isotopes of urani a is for production of useful energy." same penemmen ar f Fue med Neese (IMe ed. he. bems BdL 65o) aat es 19a9 Asmuk
' is esses er s s. .massans er os saim. -tiedmanne .m.nyrantoom Tbs, ==

'

' ' * * * * * * " " " * * * ' * ' ' " * * * '
*** *** 's*e" tone"imaa 'eeu=== nosed s- er"'smessies one

" ' " ' -The two reactors in the plant will be fueled with uranium enriched m"'ama name ==
in the isotope 235. After use in the plant, the fuel elements will peemans in test has a homas en dem ^ omer a e er m Tbs asums=en meses ese as
still contain uranium-235 slightly above the natural fraction. ,

emiseriens as cassemer peam; emy inesse essenes as een en omamed see

This slightly enriched uranim. upon separation from plutonitum and mesmead esa mene och ' ees em Bhm E=. ausence _ _ u.sh ademmond methmet

a en musta hadother radioactive materials (separation takes place in a chemical * "' 7""""
**d " ""88 8""' 8"w or soum and on==t tammmh. onne w Emme acy'"-T"' by C. a-

reprocessing plant) 1s available for recycling through the gaseous Fed amasa 3m'--s=4123 M E IM2s.diffusion plant. Scrap material containing valuable quantities of
uranissa is also recycled, through appropriate steps in the fuel
production process. Pissionable plutonium recovered in the chemical
reprocessing of spent fuel is valuable for fuel in power reactors.
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If & two units of this plant opatate at 80Z of capacity, about

12.210 metric tons of cent =*==A antaral urani m in the form of
Epe est be produced to feed the plant for 40 years. The assured Tanes talt e

.
.a .e

U.S. reserves of natural uranium recoverable at: (1) a cost of " * D*8"* F"u pe y e

$8 or less per p ==J of U pe are 277.000 metric taas of uranium
w "" 1'and (2) a cost of $10 or less per yound of Ups are 340.000 metric "*'==8

toes of uranim.5 la addition to the moeured reserves, the potential
eranim retJurceS in CSSTaggin==1 dayegies rtCoverable at (1) $8 or M
less per pound of U 0s are estimated to be 450.000 untric taas of h it3

88'= nuremim and (2) $10 er less per paumd of U 0s are estimated to be3
h 92700.000 metric tons of uranima, but this increment will require a

major effort in exsloration and develap===t to bring it icto pro- Naa"=

duction.S The long-term urant==. resource situation in the 5.5. [] ,']
will be der ==d-t igem the larger expected reserves of are re- ,

coverable at greater cost and upon utilization of breeder reactors.
Platei produced in light unter reactors if recycled as fuel to
th=== same reactors, will reduce the requirements for armat- by
15 to 20 percent.

h 12.710 metric taas of =i==d matural tur==i- reqaired to feed
the fuel cycle for this two-reactor p1==* constats of 90 ametric c3
toes of uranim-235. with the balance uranium-238. A total of 65 a

metric tema of Srmisme-235 will be - " during a % period. y
U r==i- - , time in the prar ==2 operation is censidered by the g.
arMf to be a r=-=hle productive use of this resource.

Ator fuel ed control rod materials -- " in a station similar 10.3.5 unter and air remoarees
to CFSIS are listed la Table 10.3.2. la view of the quantities of
materials in natural reserves, resources, med stockpile and the

N *Epocted releases of e wcals and radioactive mateMs and
1===rities produced yearly, the expenditure of such material is
justified by the E:amefits of the electrical emer3y produced, , es are discussed in Sections 3 and 5. It is ethah

eseary. in stattom operatica. to see both air and water resources
to bear eh=== d1=ch=eges. There is, therefore, a comitment of
these - = for this y=2, the more significat -i mentt

of these r== = eces la the - _ ,tive mee of 39.000 acre feet per
year of unter from Lake Crambury, since this could tend to curtail
other beamficial - .tive mess. Such a - itment is, however,

amicher irreversible nor irretrievable. There are no irreversible
er irretrisweble ea==itaants of air.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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10.3.6 Land resources 10.4.1.2 Proportional distribution of electrical energy

About 4400 acres of land would be completely er===itted to the con- ====eted_
struction and operation of this power statica for the 40 years that h appite=ar's projection (EE. p. 8.1-4) of distribution of demandthe plant would be licensed to operate. Some of the area could be
restored for other purposes with a moderate dec - i==ioning effort; for electricity by user ef ===1fication for 1982 is:

however. 3228 acres i===hted by Sques Creek Reservoir are con- '
Residmarial: 40%

sidered to be irreversibly committed.
ladestrial: 32Z
Commercial: 20Z

Public: 3Z
10.4 COST-BENEFIT aM auCE Other 52

10.4.1 senefit description of the proposed plant

The benefits are listed in Table 10.4.1 and discussed below. 10.4.1.3 Other products

The applicant does not plan to sell ar== or other beneficial
products from the facility eacept possibly certain radiosctive

vaan satt s=mau e-m an y.my-a emer predacts resulting from the fission in the fuel. Such products
may be recovered for beneficial use at some future date,

taeories = . -ma _ _ twi. saaessesmas
2Jeemeo

r.r _, ,. aw 10.4.1.4 Tamas
. . , ,,. ,s g e

tas=ame == e w ash.=y d sm - e The station will provide tax .. to Somasvell and Mood counties Qsene m.mn es m an.:-sh a

8"8'""''""8*'"8"*'* and the school districts in these com tims. The state will also a

receive tax revenues fram the applicant. The applicat estimated A
set-assemem e

the ====1 CPSES tax .- to be about $3.4 million (EE. p. 8.1-22) . O
ntemmem===ms w e a m :

a- se. as of this - e $1.2 milita= would be revenue to the counties. $1.85
8 million would be revenom to the school districts and $0.31 millionsay==a so.ame

~ **P=""*'''"'8 888'*8'' wetsid be state revenue.
-

e
-

Othess . . aut) $s. emus

10.4.1.5 a. ..ch

The precuestruction surveys are considered by the staff to be a
10.4.1.1 Expected averaae annual meneration benefit. The monitor program proposed by the applicant will also

provide beneficial information other than that related to station
Station operation at 2300 tale with an average =====1 capacity

operation.
factor of 702 is assumed. The result is the generation of 14.104
million k1Har/yr. This represents about 101 of the applicant's
p1=== d 1982 installed capacity. This benefit will be available 10.4.1.6 Environmental '

t

to customers in the applicant's 75.000 square mile service area.
This will be provided at a cost equal to or below that of alter- Squan Creek Reser'voir may be developed in part as a recreational
native generation somrees and without the large release of air facility. The marra=== dine area vill not be available for water-
emission products of a fossil facility. orisered housing (EE. p.11.1-5). The staff believes that the

reservoir will be of same recreational benefit.

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - ____ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _. -_
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10.4.1.7 Employment capital costs eseociate/ a added facilities required and
the increama in operatig .a will be lean than the eventual tax

The construction work force during the peak year win average H50, revenues received from CPSL in these two conties. At present
h total construction payroll for the project win be $124,191 t a above cities emme tax N; hmever, there is a State of
minion (ER, Table 8.1-4) . The staff estimates that the operating Texas law dich permits a county to provide public services of the
force will be about 80 with an annual payroll of over $1 million. type required. The staff is emfident that the applicat and the

above cointies can insure that such services as required are avail-
able as == dad , h applicant has already provided such assistance

10.4.1.8 Rezional development to the Clan Rose hdaH-at Schel Mhz (ER, Supphtml
Report).

,

h electricity generated, the worker payroll, and the tax revenues
are expected to be beneficial in regional developnent.

10.4.2.4 Environner. cal comea

10.4.2 Cost description of the proposed Scility h environmental costs we.e discussed in Sections 4, 5, 7 and 9
and Subsections 10.1,10.2, and 10.3 of this section. Na of the

10.4.2.1 Power senerstion costs most significant costs is the loss to other use of 4321 acres of

land (Table 5.1-1) . m 3228 acres mder the reservoir is con-
The generating costs (taxes not included) of the proposed station sidered to be permanently altered. This represents about 5% of the

r1 arian habitat in Somerve n and Bood comties. About 8 linearPare given in Section 9.1.2.7. The staf f estimated cost of the
station in 1982 is $909 minion. h annual operating, maintenance miles of Squaw Creek win be inadated. Six to eight farm residaares
and fuel costs in 1982 are estimated to be $53.3 million at an will be lost. N loss of historical and archeological resources is
average capacity factor of 70%. Using a 30-year life and a dis, not considered of serious consequence,
count f actor of 8.752, the preaant worth (1982 dollars) of the

A mawi = = of about 45,20 acre feet per year of water (Table 5.3.8)generating costs is $1.469 binion. N annualised generating
costs in 1982 win be $139.8 minion at an average capacity f actor will evaporate from Squaw Creek Reservoir. As unich as 39,000 acre
of 70Z. h staf f estimates that the cost of deceissioning would feet of this will come from Lake Cranbury. To limit total dissolved U1
have a present worth in 1982 of $7.7 minion or an annualized solids buildup some blandown would be returned to Lake Cranbury. O
generating cost of $0.73 minion which would increase the total This would result in an increase in total dissolved solida concen- -

annualized generating costs to $140.53 million. This is equiva- tration in take Cranbury and the Brazoa River below this laka of

lent to a cost at the station of 10 mills per kwhr. about 2-1/21. h envtrommental costs in terms of Lake Granbury
aquatic oresai ~ are expected to be of saan significanca. The
dissolved oxygen concentration of a fear surface acres of Laka

10.4.2.2 Social costs other than co-nity service costs Cranbury will be reduced to naar zero in the summer at the point
of blowdown discharga from Squaw Creek Reservoir. This will result

The staff discussed social impacts in Sections 4.4 and 5.6. Somer. in fish displacement from this area.

van and Hood conties will experience the greatest isracts. Al-
though some of these cannot be quantifiad, any dollar costs are Some sacks and dust will cresta a nuisance during construction
judged by the staff to be aman in comparison with the tax revenues within a mile of the construction area. h air quality during
that these counties win eventually recieve from CPSES. operation vnl not be reduced in the judgment of the staff.

10.4.2.3 C - ity service costa 10.4.3 Samary of cost-benefit balance

The increased ca===1ty service costs were discussed in Sections h staff concludes that the primary benafit of increased availa-

4.4 and 5.6. h above comties will again be the most heavily bility of electrical energy outweighs the enviraa-.atal and eco-

impacted. These counties including the cities of Clan Rose and nemic coats of the ststion. h staff further concludes that the
Cranbury win have increased d -man fot public servicea. h

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __---
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indirect benefits of increased employment and increased tax revenues
outweigh the social costs resulting from construction and operation REFERENCES FOR SECTION 10.3
of CPSES.

As indicated in Section 9 the staff believes that there would be 1. Titla 10. " Atomic Energy " Code of Fedaml Regulations, Part
no reduction in overall costs by t use of an alternate site, 50, " Licensing of Productics and Utilization Facilities."

the use of an alternate generating system. or any combination of Sect. 50.82, " Applications for Termination of Li- ."
these'. The staff evaluation of alternate cooling systems indicated
that the use of coolies towers woule result in about the s ee impacts 2. Atomia bsargy CIsaring House, Congressional Information Bureau,
as the proposed system except in the use of land for Squaw Creek Inc. , Wa=Maston, D.C., vol. 17, No. 6, p. 42 ; vol.17, No.10
Reservoir and the impounding of a portion of Squae Creek. The p. 4; vol.17 No.18, p. 7; vol.16. No. 35, p.12.
staff believes that the potential beneficial uses of Squeu Creek
Reservoir are about equal to the environmental costs of the loss 3. Pacific Gas and Electric Compacy SippZament No. 2 to tAs
of the land and stream habitats inundated. The staff concludes Dutircusasstal Report, Units 1 and 2, Diablo Canyon Site,
that a nuclear station using Squaw Creek Reservoir for cooling July 28, 1972.
is a system with a benefit to cost ratio at least as high as that

_

of any alternative system including that of a nuclear station using 4. U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Winsml
mechanical draft wet cooling towers. Faata and Problems, p. 230, 1970.

In the staff's opinion the benefits of increased availability of 5. U.S. Atomic Energy h asion Press Release T-133, dated
electrical energy and improved system reliability in the applicant's March 27,1974.
service area outweighs the economic and environmental costs caused
by the Station when it is operated in accordance with the conditions
listed in the Summary and Conclusions.
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11. DISGS$10It OF ColeWITS RECEITED 018
tile DRAFT EIIYlRoltefTAL STATDeltT

11.1 DrTacDUCTICII

Pursuant to Appendix D of 10 CFE Part 50, the Draft Environmental
Statement (DES) was transmitted ta February 1974 with a request for
comment to the Federal. State and local agencies listed in the s a mary

I at the beg 4=aine of this final statement. In addition, the AEC requested
| e-te on the Draf t Envircemental Statement from interes'.ed persons
j by a notice published in the Federal Resister on February 21. 1974.
,

t

latters in response to these requests were received from the following:

Advisory Council on Biatoric Preservation (ACHP)
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineer (CE)
Department of Transportation (DOT)
Department of Agriculture. Soil Conservation Service (SCS) Q
Department of Agriculture. Forest Service (FS) s
Department of Bealth, Eds. cation, and Welfare (HEW) (D
Department of Interior (Dol) N
Texas Utilities Generating Company (TUCCo)
Department of Camerce (DOC)

State of Texas (Tax)
Citizens Association for Sound Energy (CASE)
Federal Power hinston (FPC)
Envir - tal Protection Agency (EFA)

The letters are reproduced in Appendix D of tbis Statement. The staff's
consideration of the issues raised in these letters is reflected in this
Section and by changes in the text. The abbreviations and associated
Appendix D page numbers refer to the specific coments received from
the various agencies and sources. p

11.2 Advisory Council on Ristoric Preservatica

11.2.1 Historic and Natural * =hrks (AGP. D-1)

The applicant met with the Texas Historical h ission and discussed
plans for f urther archaeological field surveys. . These plana include the
applicant everding a contract to Southern hechodist University (SMU)
for additional salvage work at the er.ly site in the project area which

. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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was felt by SMU to be of potential archaeological significance. In the appropriate state agencies (such as the Parks 4 Wildlife -
' addition. SMJ vill conduct a survey of the weter pipeline and transmission Dept.. Texas Forest Service, etc.) to develop such plans.
line rights-of-way to determine potential construction impacts upon any
cultural, historical and/or archaeological resources. 11.4 Deoartment of Health. Education and Welfare

A letter from the State Historic Preservation Officer has been received 11.4.1 Site Clearina-(HEW, D-4)' *

by the applicant and is reproduced as Appendix E of this statement.
N potential adverse ' impacts on local air quality of brus'n and debris

11.3 United States Department of Agriculture burning was considered in Section 4.3.1.2. While staff agrees with
the coment that chipping and shredding of brush and cutting firewood

11.3.1 Soil Conservation Service from larger trees would reduce the voltans of materials to be burned;
vegetation suitable for mulch and firewood materials is sparsely dis-

(1) Effects on Land Use-(SCS D-3) tributed in the project area. The brush cleared will be burned in
Certain modifications have been made in text regarding accessibility accordance with applicable State and local directives,
to farms and stockpiling of topsoil (Sects. 3.9.1 and 4.3.1.3).

11.4.2 Air Pollution and Noise Abatement-(HEW, D-5)

! The construction of Squaw Creek Reservoir will result in the loss of
about 940 acres of improved cropland (Sect. 4.1.2). h applicant indicates that construction equipment will be monitoredt

for compliance with all applicable directives with regard to air
(2) Use of Adaptive Crassen-(SCS. D-3) pollution and noise abatement. The CPSES construction contract provides

Certain introduced grasses may be superior to native grasses in for compliance vfth the Occupational Health and Safety Act of 1970
erosion control; however, introduced grasses may not be superior (latest revision) as well as any additional Federal. Stata and local
in other functional attributes and do not contribute to the restora- laws and regulations pertaining to health and safety.
tion of a natural system. This distinction is considered in n
Sectiocs 4.3.1.1 and 4.5.2. 11.4.3 Chemical Effluents-(HEU. D-5) e

(3) Changes to Soils Section of D-(SCS, D-3) In the vicinity of the discharge of Squaw Creek Reservoir water into h
The applicant has indicated that comments on Section 2.7.5 of the Lake Cranbury, the concentrations of total dissolved solids (TDS) are G)

ER regarding soils in the project area vill be incorporated in given in Table 3.6.3. Directly downstream of the discharge Lake Cranbury .

the next amendment to the ER. flows throu2h the De Cordova Bend Dam. As a result, the average
concentration of TDS of water passing through the das is expected to

11.3.2 Forest Service be completely mixed.
~

11.4.4 Evaooration Pond-(HEW. D-5)
(1) Land Use After Decommissionina-(FS. D-4)

lass than 100 acres of land, presently used for grazing, would be The applicant has amended its ER which now indicates that the evaporation
removed from langtern productivity after decommissioning of the pond will be lined with an igervious liner (Sect. 3.6.1.2). h staff

station. does not expect sludge removal f rom the pond will be necessary.

(2) Forestation of Squaw Creek Reservoir Shoreline-(FS. D-4) 11.4.5 Effect of Transmission Lines-(HEU. D-5)
The staf f agrees with the recommendation of the U. S. Forest
Service that the shoreline of Squaw Creek Reservoir and all ad- The staff does not expect any adverse effects due to electroe.sgnetic

jacent sites with' sufficient moisture for cree growth be reforested radiation due to CPSES transmission lines upon area c-ications. The

in an attempt to mitigate the loss of the Squsw Creek ripartan applicant has stated that its transmission lines will be designed and
community. The applicant has stated that it will cooperate with operated to minimize all radio interference and acoustical noise.

(ER, Sect. 3.9.22)

.
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N applicant states that Wre are no crop-dusting operations adverse environmental impact. Inspection of construction activities

currently carried on in the vicinity of the tr===iasion line right. and of the program of control by the AEC will ensure compliance with
of-way. this permit condition, la addition. the staff has concluded that the

construction permit be conditioned so that the applicant vill notify

11.4.6 Road Maintaa= ace-(HEW. D-5) the ra===ieston of planned remedial action in the event unexpected
significant environmental damage is experienced during construction.

N staff and applicant's positicas regardina increased traf fic in the
vicinity of the project are given in Section 4.1.1 and 4.5.1. respectively. With respect to adverse impacts on aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems

With regard to the volume of vehicle traf fic anticipated. the applicant that may occur as a result of the future operation of the facility, the

has indicated that it will cooperate fully with the Texas Ristaray Depart, environmental technical specifications accompanying any operating License

ment concerning maintaa=ar- and triprovements to access roads in the will contain provisions to require notification to the AEC of significant

project vicinity, effects and programs to alleviate the condition. N requirement to
notify other State or Federal agencies is a matter between those agencies

11.4.7 Solid Waste-(BEW. D-5) and the applicant and is not a part of construction permits or operating
licenses issued by the AEC.

N applicant has stated that solid radioactive waste will be packaged
in containers suitable for long-term storage of unch materials. N ee 11.5.2 Restanal Demography-(DOI. D-6)

containers may not necessarily be 55 gallon steel drums, as the tech-
nology for such packaging is rapidly changing and improving. N refore. The suggested additions have been made in the text (Sect. 2.2.1)
the most suitable methMa available at the %se will be employed.

11.5.3 Historical and Archeological Resources-(DOI. D-6 and D-7)

Disposal of this waste must comply with the C=iasion's Regulations.
See response to Advisory Council on Bistoric Preservation (Sect. 11.2.1).

11.4.8 Impact on Local Institutions-(HEW. D-5)
11.5.4 Ceology and Seismolory-(DOI. D-6 and D-7) f

.

Chapter 8 of the Envir - tal Report discas.es in detail the socio-
=e-ic impacts of the project upon the local e==ities. An The information on geology in the' enviran=*atal statement is not U1

#
extensive treatment of this subject is contained in a report entitled. intended to be sufficient for an independent assessment of the adequacy

Supplemental Report on Questions Relating to IMirect Benefits and costs of the facility design with respect to the geologic environment. Such

of the Preposed CPSES. dated September 1973. which was prepared for the adequacy is determined by the AIC in its safety evaluation of the
applicant by Westwood Research. Inc. N Applicant states that it is proposed station, which, as presumed in the ea===*at, does include
fully cegnizant of the importance of maintaining an adeguate level of consideration of seismology. The primary purpose of including ecosystem

-=aity services, and will cooperate with the incal officials in descripticos in the environmental statement is to permit an evaluation

mitigating any adverse impacts resulting from a burden upon local of how the construction and operation of the proposed plant might have
an adverse impact on soms e1*=*-t of the ecosystem or its interactions.remources,
For this purpose, the staff believes the descriptions of geology and

11.5 Departmaar of the Interior seismology in the statement are sufficient.

11.5.1 Pose-construction monitorias-CDOI. D-6 and D-9) 11.5.5 Ef fects on like Cranbury Water Quality-(DOI. D-7)

With respect to cenetraction activities, the staf f will require as The staff has evaluated the operational effects of Squma Creek Reservoir

a conditica of the construction permit (see S - ry and enari.. ions) releases to take Cranbury (sect. 5.2.3).

that the applicant take ==eamaaey mitigating actions to avoid ==aaaesasary 11.5.6 Terrestr'tal Ecoloav-(DOI. D-7)adverse envira-aatal impacts and to establish a program of control to
assure that construction activities are not raeulting in significant The suggested changes have been made in the text (Sects. 2.7.1.3 and a

i4.3.1.1).

L
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. migiate from the site. Envirva==*=eal amaitoring tacle&as ammpling of
n.5.7 Evaporation Fond-(DOI. D-7) air, water and vegetatica to determias migration if any, of radioactive

material from the actual location of burial., To date, there have been
Figure 2.1-3a of the Environmental Report shows the correct configuration no reports of migratiam of radioactivity from comercial burial sites.
of the evaporation pond. The design and the operational details associated' In the event that migration were to occur, plans for arresting any
with a pond of a 28.000 ganons/ day capacity are discussed in Section detected migration have been developed. On the basis of the general
3.6.1.2. The environmental impacts associated with the construction of enviroemmatal consideration.a of burial sites now developed, the wide -
this pond were assessed by the staff in Section 4.1.1. range of westes that can be buried, and the observation that an

,

applicant is not restricted to a specific burial site, the staff:

I 11.5E8 Solid Radioactive Wastes-(DOI. D-7) t:alieves that a more detailed discussion of solid radioactive vaste
. disp %al sites is inappropriate to an enviroammatal statement for any, Wet solid westem win cocsist mainly of spent da-f aaraliser resins,

j filter aludges and evaporator bottoms. The staff considers that all cae nuclear power plant f acility.

wet solid weste will be stored onsite for approximately 180 days prior ' H.5.9 Seuaw Creek asservoir construction-(DOI. D-7)
to shipment which allows shortlived radionuclides time for decay. Dry
solid wastes win consist of ventilation air filters, contamf aated Figure 2.7-2C of the Environmental Report illustrates the location of

~

clothing, paper and miscellaneous items such as tools and laboratory the borrow areas with respect to topography, soils, and vegetation,i
glassumre. Since these wastes normany contain less radioactivity Sa-mary descriptices of the soils, producers, and can - ra occurring .

than wet solid wastes, we asema that these wastes are shipped as soon in these arena are found in sectica 2.7.1 and Appendix A of this
as they are p=ehmend and not held for decay. - statamsat.?

Based on the staff's evaluation of similar type reactors and data from 11.5.10 Diaolaced Fauna-(DOI. D-8)operating reactors. the staff estimates that approximately 9.500 C1/yr.
of wet. solid wastes will be shipped from the site in drums or shipping The formatica of Squeu Creek Reservoir win result in the displacementcaaks. The staff estimates that less than 5 w.yr of dry and compacted of - r species (Sect. 4.3.1.2). As the overall carrying capacity =
solid wastes will be shipped from the station. Creater than 901 of '

of these terrestrial ecosystems is expected to be at equilibrium. any
the radioactivity associated with the wastes will be long-lived fission displacements through loss of habitat will result in population regu- *

W
and corrosion products, principally Co-134. Co-137. Co-58. Co-60, and lation through el1=fa= tion of individuals.
Fe-55.

. ~

ll.5. n Brush clearine of Juniper and Mamouite-{ DOI. D-8)
The concerns expressed in this c-t are appropriately addressed in
the AEC doceent "Envir-tal Survey of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle." . h staff concurs that the ree - dad brush clearing of juniper and

r

As noted in that doce ent, the envir-tal ef fects of the entire mesquite thickets (Section 4.3.1.2) should be consistant with the guide-
uranian fuel cycle with regard to an individual reactor are small. linea of the Texas Department of Parks and Wildlife.
Further, the potential for any significant effect from the disposal
of solid radioactive wastes f rom a reactor is extremely limited due 11.5.12 th -- and Froductivty-(DOI. D-e)
to (1) the small quantity of radioactivity contained in the wastes.
and (2) the care tahan in establishing and monitoring commercial N staff agrees that recreational quality eaa =t be measured by
land burial f acilities as noted below. Comercial land burial faci- biomass. Bowever, in the context used in Section 4.3.2.1 the implication
lities must be located on land which is owned by a State or the Federal was a reservoir would be more productive than an intermittent stream.
goverment and af ter radioactive wastes are buried at a site. that site
most not be mand for any other purpose. Authorization to operate a 11.5.13 Seuew Creek Chamael talocation-(DOI. D-8)commercial land burial f acility la based on an analysis of the asture
and location of potentially affected facilities and of the site h statement in Sa'etion 4.3.2.1 of the DES with regards to reI %ation
topographic. geographic. meteorological, and hydrological character- of Squaw Creek during construction of the dam was misleading. h creak

~

istics; which must demonstrate that buried radioactive vaste win not
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11.5.17 Tr====* ==1am time tiver Crossiar-(nor. D-9)will not be rented around the construction atte rather, a portion of
the stream eh===1 win be shif tad slightly within the reservoir site

N staf f has ====i==d the proposed tr====*==1oa line rights of.wayamrit eta-are of the dam. The text of this Statement has been clarified. and has canc hdad that the applie==t has taken r===a==kle pree rions
E* "'=i"i'* adverse i=p-ets. Alternative restas were camsidered leen11.5.14 Siltati e Effects ce the Palaxy and Bramo. Rivere- desiremble them the proposed ranta from an overall enwi. ' stand-

(nol. D-s) point.

h staff enne bd== that the erosion and rm off controls to be imp 1====ted
11.5.18 h rmal aanlysie-(DOI. 5-9)during construction will =*=i=1xe the ef fects of siltation la Squeu

Creek. As a reenlt the staf f eame1= des siltatica due to the constructica "'*'ains the Applie==t's thermal analysis, recirculatica of waterof Squan Creek Reservoir win not af f ect the Palaxy or Brazoa Rivers.
between the power plant i=raha and discharge was =eca= tad for in

11.5.15 Releases to immer Squan Creek-(noI. D-8) the reservoir heat budget analysia. N 4t through the pouer plant
is 14.2*F. and the at between the intaka and discharge as aka== La Fig.
5.3.4 is 12.7*F. This difference indicates heat storage in the lake.h applicant has indicated that the lake Cr==hary water discharged

into lower Squau creek will be aerated. He skallow and wide nature hauever, this heat storage should be expected to occur during th

of the stream will lead itself to - h mera ia= Bowever, rip-rap spring of the year. N reverse process will tend to occur in the fall,r

will be placed at the discharge to = k==e= aeration. The applicant Stailar prae ===== win occur f rua day to day due to variatims la air
temperaturne. h applie==e's model was ===ented eight times per day towin be required to meet applicable Texas water Quality Senadards.
accome for both diurnal and day-to-day variations (Table 3.3.1). N

11.5.16 Rec 2eational Impacto-(noI. D-8 and D-9) staff analysis supports the applie=nr's results.

11.5.19 Effects of Tr====iasion Lines en Birds-(D0Y. D-9)Plans for recreatia==1 development on Sques Creek Reservoir have not yet
been formulated. This activtry is within the jurisdictica of the Texas
Parks and Wildlif e Department. While the recreational develar===t is on past experf==e* with constructica and operation of tr====i== ion O*= =u

8
act the responsibility of the applie==r. full cooperatica wiM be given line facilities of stallar scope and h sta11=r settings the appite=at

to the State agencies (Refer to Sect. n.11.24). does not anticipate that traa==1== ion 14=== and towers win have an M
adverse effect om birds and waterfoul, m

Recreatian=1 mee may be permitted within the are1== ion zone as shama in 11.5.20 Entrai===ar la Squaw Creek Reservoir-(D0f. N9)
Figure 3.4.1 although the exact configuratica of land to be designated
for recreatia==1 purpa=== is subject to revision as plans are developed. The staff estimate of entrai-e by CPSES is 686.4 x 10' lhe of zoo-

planktom per year. h assimptions used in this estimate are:A general picture of the recreatinaal activity on Lake Cr=ahey is con-
tained in the Westwood Essearch, lac. report referred to previously

1) planktom concentrations la the reservoir are equal to those
(Sect. 11.4.8). In addition. Section 2.2. of the Eawironmental Report

i im Lake Cranbury la the area of the d aar water intaka.discusses area demographic data including recreat = 1 aspects.

The retara line d1= charge point la Lake Crambury is la an area already 2) a combiand cooling and service unter ine=ka of 2.232.000 syn,

exclefHad to recreati - 1 ase as it is within an existing buoy line.
3) bi = == values as emed ta sectica 4.3.2.3.This buoy 11am is shone in Figure 3.4-14 of the Envirammental Esport.

The staff does not believe that impacts om Laha Crambury recrearia==1
activities due to either the construcciam or the operation of O'SCS As stated in Sectied 5.5.2.1 the staff caneladed, based om ea===.arattwo

=a ptione, that productivity of Sques Creek Raservoir may be reduced
win be aimmi fie==r. due to entrai===nt of ors ==1- by CpSES.
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This study =h=11 i=e1=da an aw=1==rta= of the effects the reeldmal
Short circuiting within the reserweir would not have an appreciable chia,1me rel===== on Sques Creek "- _ m.irl a deemetration of the
effect on the staff conclusions. =t=1- total residual chlorias level ==e-ry for aJficient emeratica

of CPSES and and evaluation of the monitoring program to be emed to
11.6 Teams Utilities Ceneratina r==pe=7 deter =i== total restaa=1 chlorina and its effects. Alternatin

methods of reducing chloriae res1A =1= shall also be investigated and
The r - ta that follow are those la which the applicant's positica these shall 1melade but mot be limited to optimising ehlorina damase,
differs in some way f rom the staf f *a -- -- t. modify 1ag c-d==t=* design to permit segnantial trea ===r of sectionsr

of the condammers, and opet-tef== the chlaetastiam schedule to coincide
11.6.1 operational Otlorinettom Practices (702.. D.ll to D-13) with periods of low flow La the e==d====rs. (Refer to Sect. 11.11.8).

Staff Position (DES 1 11.6.2 Istake Structure Damian/ Water Velocities-(TUCCo. D-14 toThe applir=ar shall design the statica to control the addittom of D-15)
chlorine to the circulating water systems - eh that the concentratica,

of total residual chiarine at the potat of At= charge to Squaw Creek Staff Posittaa (DES):
Reservoir is 0.1 ppm or less at all times. The applicant shall redesign the circulattag and service water intake

t.; reduce the velocity at the trash racks and absad of the screens to
Applicant Position no m e than 0.8 fps.
Chlor 1 ration of the ea-d-nsers of the CPSES to a mavi - level of
0.5 ppm - 1.0 ppm free residual chlorias at the discharge to Squa" Applicant Poettion
Creek Reservoir is necessary (Appendix D. D-11 to D-13). Redesign of the circulating and service water intake structures to

are<=elish a reenctica in intaka velocity from apprant==tely 1.34 fps
Staff Position (FES) to 0.8 fpe max would impose an ae - te burden of between $850K to
The applicant has submitted a brief --ry of the chlorination limits over $1400K and would not result in any definitive benefit over thar
utilized at various stations in its system entich indicates that the of recent experience with intaka velocities equal to or greater than glevela used appra=1==te the 0.5 - 1.0 ype chlorine rest Aaal at the 1.0 fys (Appendix D. D-14 to D-15) (Refer to Sect, 11.11.9). aca d====r outlet clat==d as necessary for CPSES (Appendix D-11 to D-13).
In addition, the reports ref asenced by the applicant campared the general Staff Poettion (FES): W
productivity of reservoirs and lakes in Texas that recalve power plant The staff evaluation of the data submitted to date indicates that the
af fluents to similar water boeles that do est receive power plant af- predicted impingement impacts on Squaw Creek Reservoir (SCE) do not
fluents. Staff review of these reports indicated that the data (1) were appear to warrant the expenditure of about one million dollars to
not correlated to the operational =ehad=1e of the power plants; and modify the design of the 1 stake structure. The staff will require
(2) did not identify any detrimental ef fects in the reservoirs or 1=he' the applicant to monitor the debris collected on the travelling screens
that could be directly attributed to power plant operation. Bowever* of the SCR intake structures to determine the identity and number of
ca the bases of the inf ormation received f ra the applicant, the staff fish caught thereon and take the necessary action to reduce the impact
is unable to concludc that the applicant. has adequately d - =trated from this source if necessary. This monitorteg program shall be
the need for the desired f ree chlorine levels (i.e., 0.5 ppm). submitted as part of the operational monitoring programs proposed by

the applicant in his Operation License Stage Environmental Report.
The staf f recognizes, however, thLt circumstance.s existing at the
CPSES mov require total resiAs=1 chloriae levels higher them tha==

~

in addition, the staf f will require that, during the design stages of ther=ea===aden by the staff. Therefore, the staf f will require that the
applicant design the station to control the additica of chlorine to plant, the applicant evaluate alternative actions which will mitigate
the circulating water system such that the concentration of total the adverse effects"of the high intake velocity. Such assasures shall
residual chlorine at "the point of discharge to the Squaw Creek Reservoir include but not be limited to fiah diversica facilities and fish return
is 0.1 ppm or the miah- practicable level d==a==trated by the aP- mechaniema (screen lif ts, fish psesps, etc.). It is the view of the
plicant to be necessary for efficient operation of the CPSES. The staff that by designing the SCE intake structures with either these pro-
mialmana practicable level of chlorinatica ==e====ry shall be determined visions f ully incorporated or with ===== for adding them later, if
by the applie==r prior to the initiation of power operation af CPSES
through a study program.

__._________ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ ________
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of the meteorological data for anon Carter Field. Fort Worth. Texas,
necessary, is a practical method of assuring that ==== for reducing The towere are asemed to be designed to be capable of dissipating the
envir-tal impact due to impingement will be readily available entire wasta heat load with a 14*F approach temperatura in air having
(Refer to Sect. 11.11.9), a wet bulb temperature of 76*F and a dry bulb temperature of Il0*F

(ER Amand 2. Table 9.2-4). A tower rating factor was calculated fton
11.6.3 Coolina Tower uater Conseption-(TDCCo. D-15 to D-17) these design conditions and the approach temperature for each month

was found for this rating factor. Two cases were ecosidered for ench
Staff Poettion of these years.
Although there is less induced evaporation from the reservoir than from
cooling towers, the sum of natural and evaporative losses from the a. The towers designed to handle the condenser hast loed at
reservoir is greater than the losses from the cooling towers (Section 100T plant factor and 2.20 x 10' spa circulating water flow
9.2.1.3). rate and operated at the circulating vsees flow rates and

temperature ranges given in Table 3.3.1.
Applicant Position
Experience in the applicant's earvice area has shown cooling ponds to b. The towers designed to handle the c=h==r heat load at
offer algnificant water conservation advantages when compared to alter- 100Z plant factor and 1.65 x 10' spa circulating water flow
native forms of cooling such as mechanical-draft vet towers. The ' unte and operated at a constant circulating water flow rate
cons-ptive water use as presented in the DES. for the proposed Squaw and the plant f actors given in Table 3.3.1.
Creek Reservoir appears to be excessive, while cooling toser water
raquirements appear unrealistically low (Appendix D. D-15 to D-17). These additional estimates are shown in Table 11.4 3.1.

Staff Position (FES) The results in this table for the year 1971 essentially are in agreement
As indicated below. the staff. after reviewing the information on water with the results shown in the Table 9.2.1. These results also indicate
losses from cooling ponds and cooling towers, still concludes that the that there is little dif ference in the water evaporation since the ' osum of natural and evaporative water losses is greater from the cooling tower is designed to operate at a constant circulating water flow rate e

pond than from the cooling towers. or at variable circulating water flow rata as given in Table 3.3.1. *"

There is some increase in the rate of water evaporation for 1956 $The staff agrees with the applicant that water resource management should which is representative of a dry year at the CPSES alte, as compared
be one of the concerns in the selection of a power plant site and in the to that for 1971, which approxiastes coeficions of an average year at
selection of a cooling system for a particular plant. Although the the CPSES site,

applicant stated that its experience shows that the AEC estimates of
the cooltag tower forced evaporation losses at the CPSES site would be A comparison of the water consumed by the cooling towers and by Squaw
unrealistically low. they did not present any experimental data supportint Creek Reservoir as estimated by the staff is shown in Table 11.6.3-2.

this comment. For the years canaidered. it can be seen that the water e===ad by
the cooling towers is less than that cons med by Squaw Creek Reservoir.

The method used by the staff canaidered the fraction of the heat that is This is particularly true for the dry year (1956) where about 40.000
dissipated as sensible hast to the air and the fraction of the heat that acre-ft of water would be cons m ed in Squaw Creek Reservoir c a pared
is dissipated by evaporation. Monthly averages of the 1971 meteorological to about ?9.000 acro-ft of water that would be consumed by the cooling
data for Amon Carter Field. Fort Worth. Texas wata used by the staff in towers.

calculating the results shown in Table 9.2.1. ,

Both the staff and.the applicant considered the direct precipitation
The staff has refined its method of estimating evaporative water losses in estiisting the amouM of water that would have been consumed in
from cooling towers and ende additional estime=tes of the water owsporation Squaw Creek Reservoir. The staff did not, as the applicant stated.
rates for the hypothetical cooling towers at the CPSES. These calcu- canaider the runof f f rom Squaw Creek into Squaw Creek Raservoir in
lations were done for the years 1956 and 1971 using the monthly averages estimating the water consumption in the reservoir. The applicant has

-
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ll*' h2Table 11.6.3-1
Suppleantary itaff Estimates of

Supplementary staff Estimates of keer Evaporation er tion in Squae ftank Samervoirin Wt Forced-draft Cooling Towere and in Uet Forced-draft Cooling Tauero

dater he (acre-ft)
hter mee (acro-f t)

Month Year 1956 Year 1971
Year 1956 Year 1971

Varying Constant Yarying Constant

[ *E 1 *$ Cooling teuer with
varying water flow,

Ev w ation 28.288 26.990January 1939 1927 1958 1946 kMC 820 820February 1819 1809 1828 1821
Total

March 1578 1612 1539 1555 29.108 27.810
April 1599 1650 1571 1600

Cooling tower withmy 2481 2491 2334 2336 b*******E **E*' fl8"Jme 3217 3166 3165 3127
July 3538 3444 3322 3274

E'*** ration 28.028 26.861August 3526 3433 3101 3095 ""*
September 3286 3209 2975 2968 840 840 n*tal
October 2401 2411 2267 2265 28,866 + 701 e

"
movember 1451 1449 1472 1460

m Cr d *=== m ir
December 1451 1426 1457 1413

'** ****1 ''*P****l** 'l*330 29.410Total ' 28.288 28.028 26.990 26.861
(39.460)e (27.970)*

" Circulating water flow rates assumed to be those 81 wen in Table 3.3.1
b
Ctreulating water flow race assumed to h.1.65 x 10 syn. Circulating water flow rates ==w to be those given in Table 3.3.1.

Circ lating water flow rate -- " to be 1.65 x 106 ,,,,
" Values given in Freese. Nichols and Endress. Consulting Engineers.

(Ragineertag Report on Squaw Creek Reservoir, r gort prepared for)
Texas Utilities Services. 1972.

,
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estimated that this runoff would have been 4670 acre-ft in a dry year ' D D-18). The staff estimates the costs of'these structures and con-'

(1956) and 8040 acre-f t in an average year (1971).1 Including these necting piping to be about 18 to 10 million. When the staff revised

in the reservoir water budget, the staff estimate of the consumptive the applicant's coat estimates to include these costs, the costs of
water use in the reservoir would have been 36,660 acre-f t in the dry both cooling systems appear to be about the same.

year (1956) and 21.370 acre-ft in the average year (1971). Therefore,
for an average year (1971), the staff concurs with the applicant that 11.6.5' Scheduling of Construction Activities-(TUCCo, D-21)

more makeup water f rce Y u- Cranbury would have been required for the
cooling towers than for the reservoir. Bowever. in a dr7 year (1956) Staff Position (DES):
more makeup water f rom Lake Granbury would have been required for the lf preconstruction surveys indicate that spawning does occur in.'..

reservoir than for the cooling towers. (lake Cranbury and Icwer Squaw Creek)... adverse impacts would be reduced
if construction activities were minimized during the spring and stammer

When considering the makeup water required for the cooling towers months (Sect. 4.3.2.2).
and Squaw Creek Reservoir, the staff considered the Brazos River Basin,

Applicant Positionnot just lake Cranbury. As shown in Fig. 2.1.2. the Squaw Creek-Palury
River confluence is about 4 miles downstream of the site. Also the The temporary construction activities to be scheduled on Lake Granbury *

Paluxy River-Brazos River confluence is only a few miles downstream for the CPSES makeup water diversion and discharge facilities will be~
of the De Cordova Bend Dam. Therefore. if the Squaw Creek runoff is limited to such a miniscule postion of the shoreline that the impact

not consumed at the CPSES. it will be available to a potential user on the overall aquatic resources of the lake will be insignificant.

in the Brazos River Basin downstream of the CPSES site. Because of in view of the crucial requirement for the CPSES facility to be placed
this. it is the staff's conclusion that the Squaw Creek Reservoir in operation on schedule, any restrictions which would result in our

consumptive water use vill be more than a cooling tower heat dissipation construction schedules being impacted by this type of criteria are

system consumptive water use. considered to be completely unjustified and would pose a severe hardship
upon the timely implementation of the CPSES project (Appendix D. D-21).

11.6.4 Cooling Tower Costs-(TUCCo. D-18 to D-20)
Staff Position (FES) n, -

Staff Position (DES) The staff concluded that the erosion and runoff controls the applicant a i

The capital cost of the cooling tower installation for CPSES has been intends to employ will greatly limit the silt that might enter Squaw Ch
OCreek. Because of the 2-year period required for das construction.eatinated by the staff to be about the same as that for the reservoir

heat dissipation system (Sect. 9.2.1.3). however, the staff also concluded that any siltation over such a long
period could adversely af fect the stream ca==M ey and, therefore.

Applicant Position recommended, as an additional precaution, that an attempt be made to

Cost data for cooling towers and reservoirs as presented in the ER. reduce heavy excavation during periods of spawning and high stream
production. The staff realizes that the spawning of many fish speciesrefute any possibility that capital costs are comparable for the two c atinues for a number of months and that construction cannot be liairedmethods (Appendix D. D-18 to D-20).
for the entire time or curtailed completely in the middle of the project.

,

It *Ppears to the staff that the months of May and. June have the highestStaff Position (FES) concentration of spawning for the most c = aa species in both SquawThe staff estimates that the capital cost of a station with mechanical Creek and Lake Granbury (Table B-4).
| draft cooling towers is about the same as one with a cooling reservoir
!' like Squaw Creek Reservoir (Table C-2).

The staff will require that the applicant include in the firstj
year of its construction monitoring program monthly measurements of f

[ The staff believes that the costs of the intake and discharge structures
turbidity and total suspended solids in Squaw Creek water (to supplement |I on Squaw Creek Reservoir.do not appear to have been considered in the the seasonal measurements shown in Table 6.1-1 of the Environmentalapplicant's estimate o'f the coat of reservoir cooling system (Appendix
Report). If these measurements indicate that the erosion and runoff
controls are not keeping silt out of the stream, the applicant will be

i required to consult with the Texas Department of Parks and Wildlife to
Prease, Richols and Endress Consulting Engineers. EngineerinE determine whether corrective actions (such as reduced construction
Baport ,an squaw Creek Reservoir, report prepared for Texas Utilities activity) are necessary to mitigate adverse impact on spawning in

Service. Inc. 1972. Squaw Creek.

,

~-
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a. Projected Plant Use of Cr===A=meer - Di~ . -f== exist .N staff concludes that siltation effects on lake Cranbury will be -
maall w of the relatively sus 11 area involved in the lake and in the applicant's PSAR and R related to the datinate of

e. ^ ter use.~ 1a addition, the applicant's recent eb -barm - the area does not appear to be conducive to heavy spawning. mittal. "Cround Unter Availability at ch Peak S.g.S."
contains an additional and differest estiaste of ground water11.6.6 Updated land Use Acrease Data-(TUCCo. D-21 to D-23) use. The " Availability Report" states that g @ =ter usage

Staff Position (DES) .

will average about 35 gallons per minute (sym) er*th a peak
dammad of 360 syn.' Section 2.4.13.1.7 of the PSAR estimatesLand use acrosse estimates were given in the DES in Sections 3.8. 3.9 total plant operettag requitaments to be 330 gym. Sectica 2.5

4.1. 4.3. and 5.1. of the 3R estimates a ==w4=== groeduster uma during operation
. of 370 apa (Refer to Sect. 3.3 and Fig. 3.3.1). Section 4.1.2.1

Aeolicant Position of the 3R indicates groeduster use during construction will
The applienat has provided certain new data and identified minor discre- . range from 200 to 250 syn. a=e-n== of the inconsistency of the
pencies regarding land use acreages (Appendix D. D-21 to D-23). applicant's projected use of ag_. ^-- ter in these reports, the

etaff has assessed the potential enviromental effect on
Staff Position (PES) .

The groundwater for three projected use rates,h applicant's revised land use data was reviewed by the staff.
new ambers given by the applicant are considered to be reasonable. The .

b. Drawdown of Croundwater Due to Plant Use - h Availability
applicant's estimate of total acreage affected is slightly less than ,kaport provided sufficient information and data to the staffthat given in Table 4.1.1 and used by the staff in its assessment. to estimate draudown of the grousub: ster surface as a result of
The staff concludes'that the use of the applicant's revised information the projected plant useage. h staff has analyzed the
does not significantly af fect the initial assessments made by the staf f. effect of three puping rates and two durations- 250 spa for

five years to reflect construction activity. 30 gym for 40

11.6.7 Cr e ater Studies-(*vcco. D-11)
years to reflect only sanitary and potable supply A-d. n
and 330 spa for 40 years to reflect the plant operating de- s

'mand as reported in the PSAR. The following Table displays
Staff Position (DES) the staff estimates of drawdown. 3N staff has insufficient data to concur with the applicant's assessment
regarding the effect of groundwater use (Sect. 5.2.2). Draedown in Feet

Peping Rate Duration Distance from Well in Miles
Applicant Position (EDB) (veers) 1 5 10 2024, 1974 the applicant submitted a report on groundwater avails-on April
bility which concludes that no adversa impact on ground water use and that 30 40 4 2+ - 2- 1mining of the hin Mountain aquifer will occur as a result of CPSES 330 40 40 23 . gy 9
operation.2 250 5 26 - 14 9 5

h aff Position (FES)
ihe staff has reviewed and analysed the data and information provided by h above estimates are based on the applicant's estimate

of the coefficient of transmissibility, apparently thethe Applicant relevant to the potential environmental effects of groundwater
Lithdrawal at the subject plant. The projected groundumter use rate and highest observed during the reported paping test. While

The the applicant did not fully substantiate the coefficient ofpotential groundwater mining in the region have not been resolved.
Where transmissibility; the staff has no reason to doubt the reason-staff has made certain normalizing ass e ptions in its review. ableness of the applicant's choice. If instead the smallerpossible the staff has used a range of estimates of projected groundwater of the,ebserved coefficients were used the drawdown atuse to asress the potent,ial environmental impacts. apprcximately 20 miles for the same rates and duration would

be 4. 40, and 6 feet respectively.

Cround Water Availability at e - che Peak Steam Electric Station,#

prepared for Texas Utilities Services. Inc. by Singer layne Texas
Division, dated April 7, 1974.

.
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of the large increase in the regional withdrewal of ground-
Principal walls in the area within 20 miles of the site ate water due to CFSES coupled with the apparent present
listed in Table 2.4.13.2.1.2-1 of the FSAR. All the wella groundwater =1aint in the sita vicinity; the staf f will require
in the site vicinity appear to be of small capacity and all that the construction permit for CFSES be conditioned as
are deep wella completed in the Twin Mountains aquifer. The g.11a
Texas Water Development Board has completed a study (Refer
to section 2.2.3.1) indicating that pismpage for the Twin "The rate of gra==* ster withdrawal during construction
Mountains aquifer within 20 miles of the site totals about

of the station shall not exceed 250 gym. Withdrawal of
100 acre-ft per year. This yearly pesapage is expected to grouMwater shall be reduced to an annual average of
increase to about 200 acre-ft per year by 2020. The use 30 gym at the end of five years. During this period the
of the applicant's estimate of groundwater utilization within applicant shall evaluate alternative acticas which will
20 miles of the plant with an estimated plant use of 350 gP". mitigata potential adverse affects resulting from CPSES
would result in a 560 percent increase in the present with- groundwater use. Such actions or measures shall includa
drawal rate. Similarly, a 30 gym d-A would constitute a but not be limited to using an alterr.ative source of
50 percent increase la the present withdrawal rate. As water for station operation, monitoring neighboring wells

j indicated by the staf f in the table above, the piezametric to determine effects of the station's use of groundwater
level in the hin Mountains formation will be depressed

during construction and further asalysis of regional data
locally by projected O SES groundwater use. to determine whether groundwater shine is occuring in

the vicinity of the atte. The results of these applicant
! c. Mining of Crounduater - The ataf f has previously expressed evaluations shall be submitted as part of r M applicant's
| its concern that groundwater =1aint may be occurring in the Enviromental Report - Operating License Stage."
| region (refer to section 5.2.2). In the " Availability
! Report" the applicant concludes that such is not the casea 11.7 Department of Commerce
| Insufficient information and data has been submitted to the

staff to support the applicant's conclusion of non 6 ag- 11.7.1 tent-term Storare of Caseous Radioactive Eastes-(DOC. D-23)
i

| sOn the contrary, information submitted by the applicant .s
! (in Section 2.4 of the PSit and specifically Table 2.2-12 The release rate of radioactive gaseous waste to the atmosphere will be
| of the ER) indicates there has been a general lowering of governed by the limits specified in the Technical Specifications for
j the groundwater level of 1 to 11 feet within the past this station. The staff assumed the release of gaseous effluents will

seven years. Therefore. the staff can only conclude fra" occur over a period of days. Therefore, the staff uns of the annual
i

the information available that groundwater =1aine; is average dispersion factor to calculate =amal total body and skin doses
occurring. As discussed above, the estimated groundwater is deemed to be appropriate,
use by the plant will constitute a significant increase in

j the regional withdrawal of groundwater from the Twin 11.8 State of Texas
' Mountains aquifer.

11.8.1 Office of the Covernor
d. Staff Conclusion Renardina Croundwater Uee R===A on the

information available to the staff. it appears that the local (1) Coolory-(Tex. D-23)
depression of the piesometric level in the hin Mountains
formation will not adversely effect existing wells with- See response to Department of Interior c-ts sect. 11.5.3.
drawing from the formation, if the withdrawal rate during
construction is limited to 250 gym and during operation to (2) Meteorolory-(Tex. D-23)
an =aaa=1 average withdrawal rata 35 gym. Bowever, in view

| The applicant's gavironmental Report contains meteorological data
'

to predict the deposition rate of airborne effluents. Using

.
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11.8.3 Department of Aariculturethese data and atmospheric dif fusion-deposition models along with
other factors, the thyroid dose from radioiodine via the grass-
cow-milk N an chain is calculated. N results of these calcu- (1) M cion Projections-(Tex. D-25)

lations are located in Section 5.3.3. h population projections given in Table 2.2.2 were based on data
in Secticas 2.2.1 and 6.1.4 of the Envircumsental Report which pro-

(3) Highway Permite-(Tex. D-23)
vide detailed description and documentation for these population

Suggested changes were made in the text (Sects. 3.9.1 and 3.9.3). Projections. It is true that the Environmental Report projections
differ from " established trends" for population growth as reported
in published population studies. Part of the difference is ex-

(4) Monitorina Coste-(Tex. D-23) plained by the fact that the applicast's studies take into account

The staff estimate'd capital cost of the station given in Table C-2 county-by-county variations in population growth trends. Of particular

Appendia C. includes the cost of monitoring instrumentation and consequence is the fact that published projections do not reflect

equipment. The staff estimated operating work force of 80 (Section the continued and increasing thrust of urban and suburban development

5.6.2) includes the personnel required to perform the monitoring. southwestward from the Fort Worth Metropolitan area. For example.
the creation of Lake Crapbury has had a major ispact in localEven if 10 additional technical personnel are required, the

an = lized cost is expected to be only 0.31 higher for a nuclear population growth, not reflected in other popu?ation studies.

plant. This small increase does not change the staff conclusions Relatively rapid growth over the next decade (in accordance with
these trends in suburban residential development) followed by areached in Sectio 2 9.1.2.7. decline in the rate of continued growth is expected, as described
in the applicact's Environmental Raport.

(5) Archeological Survey-(Tex.'D-24)

See response to Advisory Council on Historic Preservation e-t (2) Milkshed Characteristics and Tritie-(Tex. D-25)
O

(Sect. 11.2.1). eAs noted in Section 2.2.3 of the Enviromental Report dairying is

(6) Radiological Monitoring of Croundwater-(Tex. D-24) a minor activity in the proposed project area. h environmental' [
Technical Specifications of any operating license for the CPSES will w

The staff considers the groundwater sampling for radiological require a radiological monitoring program which includes sampling

monitoring program proposed for ra-aarbe Peak to be adequate. and analysis of milk from cows in the local environs of the station

This program includes sampling of one onsite well and the Glen and monitoring of other food pathways (drinking water, groundwater.

Rose drinking water supply which is drawn from three of the wells vegetables, etc).

nearest the site. The presence of tritium in the liquid affluents (Table 3.5.2) was
noted and was considered in the dose calculations (Sect. 5.4).(7) Brush-clearing-(Tex. D-24)

h staf f has recommended that vegetation in cove and upper lake (3) N rmal Effects on Aquatic Ecosystems - (Tex.. D-25)

areas of the proposed reservoir be lef t standing (Sects. 4.3.1.2
h staff evaluation of effects of construction and operation of

4.3.2.4 and 4.5.2). CPSES on the aquatic ecosystems is given in Sections 4.3 and 5.5
11.8.2 Bureau of Economic Coology-(Tex. D-24) respectively. Operation of CPSES is not expected to significantly

affect the temperature of Lake Cranbury. (Sect. 5.3.3). h temperature

See response to Department of Interior c - t Sect. 11.5.3. of Squaw Creek Rese.rvoir was considered in the assessment (Sect. 5.5.2).

(4) Meteorology - (Tex., D-25)

See response to Office of the Governor e - t (Sect. 11.8.l(1)) .

.

.
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_tive Dee of Water (Tex.. D-25) (8) "- of Lianite ammources - (Ten.. D-26)(5) e--

The cooling reserwotr geometry is fiaed by the terrain at the The staf f and the applicant's considerations of alternet1we fuels and

proposed site. Other sites were considered by the staff and found emergy sources are given la Sectione 9 of the Emw1-tal Statement
*to have am less overall enwiremnantal costs (Sect. 9.1.2.5). The and Bowirommmatal Report, respectively. Bau =intas met %ada and coal

proposed lake ea=1d be sammmhat ===11er but the staff believes that es=Hicacian may have same effect on the cost of fossil fired statiae
the benefits of the additia==1 storage capacity are greater then operation, but the staff believes the e tized cost of such
the increneed envircemental costs. start - with their tr - ta=1a= line fargisties - id not be less

them that of a -1==e plant at the proposed sita.

(6) Isoects em local Instituttans - (Ten.. D-25) _

As stated by the applicant with respect to lignite, ens met act
N staff and the applicant have " the impact en the lae=1 only camsider the absolate physical extent of the r- but also

instituttans (Sect. 4.4.4 and 5.6.4 and Ref. 1. Sect. 4.4). The locacias and _4.1p. the nature of the deposits, and the ea-p=en-

staf f believes that the - ities with the applicant's help will tive - fem and environmental impacts of recovering or exploiting
be =h1= to provide the necessary services. and using scattered and diaea=rtamaa==. th1; " desesits (ccupered

with r-eces presently p1====d for use). In abort. long-terin
The appliuat's Enviromastal Report in Chapter 8 providas a p1===ine for addicia==1 power generating capacity ==c====rily
detailed diar ===ica of possible impacts am lae=1 institutions and tae1=d== consideratica of various fuels and most determine the most
ca== = ities including increased demand for local .- tally- appropriate time at which given fuel renomrces (and types of taehaalogy)

provided services. The expected growt! in local populattom and can best be utilized.

increase 4 demand for all types of e-ity services reamiting
from constructico and operation of CPSES has been described and 11.8.4 Texas Elahmer n=partmaat - (Tex.. D-26 and D-27)

doc-== red in the ER eud it is expected that local authorities and
the public at larse in nearby en-=1 ties will be well informed The suggested changes have been made in the text.

O
! about the probabla impacts (benefits and costs) en the lae=1 s
l ea- mi ties. In this commaction, the App 11e==t has takaa the 11.8.5' Texas Water klahts r - i== ion

initiative in working with local organizations that have basic m
responsibility for p1===1am development and provision of regr. ired (1) teamitorian Costs - (Tex.. D-27) @.
e-nity services. .See r , to Office of Governor e - r (Sect. 11.8.1(4)).

(7) Impact ce land Use (Ten.. D25)
(2) Total Diamolved Solids - (Tex., D-28)

h staff believes that the historical trend of land use in the
proposed site area is the best indicatica of the use that would be The average increase in total dianolved solids (TDS) at steady

made over the next d=e=d= if CPSES is not heilt. Am - tion of state in the Brasos River below lake Cr. -y as a result of
radical eh==ses in agriculture in the Area is considered =pae=1=tive. operation of CPSES is 2.52. This is a long ters average

bened an water flow records since 1924. n=*= fall in the Brasco

The impact of CPSES ca land une and agriculture production has been. Elver Beata varias from 18 to 45 in. per year and therefore

described La the ER (Sections 4.3 amt S.2.2.4). Given the matere some variation in water flow is expected. The h eardown Send

of present agriculture productice on the G SES site and the general Steam Electric Statian will increase the TDS another 0.5% on
availability of similar agricultural Imad resources in the regica. average in Imka Crambury. The staff canet d== that this tacrosse

the staff does not expect that presamt relative valame of land for in TBS will not have any lame-ters adverse effects en the Brazos
Ei*er.various usam in the tagion (agricultural, f ad=== trial, residential.

recreational) will change significantly within the future tian
period of interest even with the possibility of radical technological
adw-ac- in agriculture.

s
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H.8.6 Texas mistorical r=-f ==1on (Tex.. D-30) (3) Recreat -1 Use of Sguse Creek Romervoir g(Ten.. D-32) .t

See response to Department of laterior commmat (Sect. n.2.1). The applicant has stated that the surface of Sgume Creek Reservoir
and appitemath asease adjoinine. the reservoir has been

n.8.7 Texas Department of Bealth cffered to the Texas Parha and UtId11fa Department for recreational

S -i . t. (Refer to Section 11.11.24).
(1) 1.iquid Eff1ments (Ten.. D-31)

(4) Imes of Riparian Babitat - (Tex. . D-32)
h staff evaluation - " that 10% of the liquida processed ,

throuah RCA and ERS would be discharged over the life of the plant. The loss of riparlam habitat is df=e====4 by the staff in Sections
The discharRes were -w to occur to ==getain the plant water 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.2.1.
balance, m11== for perieds of eguip=ar downtire, and provide for
anticipated operattan=1 occurrences. Alth==h the wastes from the (5) Rim ass and Productivity - (Tex., D-33)

MS and DCA could be processed through the solid unste system, the
appite==t has not proposed this in its descriptica of the system. See r==pa=== to Department of Interior (Sect. 11.5.11). h staff

The staf f has concladse fist the liquid releases meet the ra-ission's also would like to note ,that the terms "bi - ==" and " standing crop"
"as low as practicabla" guidelines. are equivalent.

(2) Radiolomical m aitoriam of C. ^ -- ter (Tex. . D-31) (6) Re1===== to lower Squaw Creek (Tex. , D-33)

The Applicant has e===f tted to monitor water wells at the project See response to Department of Interior (Sect. 11.5.14). The
site and at Clan Rose, the nearest --ity. All existing vens aeration d1=r====d win renduce the concentratica of R S in they
within the impanad=*ae will be sealed to proclade intrusian of waters relemmed to lower Squaw Creek.

water from Sques Creek Reservoir into the aquifer For a discussion
of this, see the Applicant's Pr,1tataary Safety Analysis Report (7) Radiation Dooms - (Tex. D-33) O

a
Section 2.4.

The staff - t of radiological impacts in 31 wen in Section $
The staff evaluation of the radialagical ground water sampling 5.4. The staff has enacluded that the r=1*==** of radioactive U1

progre is disc ===ad in the reply to the Office of the Covernor liquid and g= = = effinents are as law as p acticable.

-t (Section 11.8.1(6)). Table 6.2.1 of the Envir-r=1
Report indicates that surface water from laks. Crambury win be (8) Coolina Alternatives - (Tex. D-33)
-==taad quarterly for tritim, groes beta activity, and me==
isotopic activity. The staf f asse==*=t of cooling alternatives is given in Sectice

9.2.1.

n.8.8 Parks and Wildlife Department -

11.9 Citizen's Association for Sound Eneray - (CASE)
,

(1) S11tation Effects (Tex.. D-32)
11.9.1 Radiation Domes - (CASE D-34)

See r==pa=== to Texas Utilities Camerating rm (Sect. 11.6.5).
See respaa== to Texas Department of Parks and Wildlife - r (Sect.

,

(2) Brush Clearina (Tex.. D32) 11.8.8.(7)).

See r==Fa=== to of fice of Covernor -t (Sect. 11.8.1.(7)).

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - -
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11.9.2 Radiation Monitorina of Operatine Facilities - (CASE. D-34) 11.9.4 Transportation of Radioactive Umstes (CASE. D-34)

I

[ h " CAD study dated August 18, 1972" referred to by CASE was a Report h e question of transportation of nuclear materials is cov e d generically

I to Congress on " Problems of the Atomic Energy hission Associated with the in an AEC document. WASH-1238 " Environmental Survey of Tran2portatM. of
I Regulation of Usere of Radioactive Materials for Industrial. Commercial. Radioactive Materials to and from Nuclear Power Plants." dated December
' Medical and Related Purposes " That report was concerned with inspection 1972. h impact of transportation of nuclear fuel to and fm m the

and licensing of radioactive material users and did not consider any CPSES site is addressed in the environmental statement (Feets. 5.4.2.3.2
aspect of nuclear facility inspections, including the monitoring of and 7.2).
radioactive effluent from nuclear power plants. N recomendations
suggested in that report have been implemented. 11.9.5 Effect of Croundwater Dse (C.ASE. D-34)

h Directorate of Regulatory Operations conducts a comprehensive in- See response to Texas Utilities Canarating Company ~=-.at (sect. 11.6.7).
spection program during construction and operation of nuclear pouer
plants regarding all aspects which could conceivably affect the public 11,9.6 Environmental Effects of the Uranium Fuel Crcle (CASE. D-34)

health and safety. With regard to the licensee's program for monitoring
of radioactive effluents, an initial inspection is conducted at least The environmental effects of uranim Mane. and milling. the production of

l two years prior to the issuance of an operating license and a more de- uranits hexafluoride, isotopic enrichment, fuel fabrication reprocessing

tailed inspection is made about one year later. h oe inspections focne of irradiated fuel, transportation of radioactive materials and management

specifically on the operation of liquid and gaseous weste systems and of low level wastes and high level wastes are within the scope of the AEC

monitoring of the various effluent streams. Just prior to the issuance report entitled " Environmental Survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle." WASH-
of the operating license, another inspection la conducted to assure that 1248. April 1974.
the licensee has satisfactorily conducted his preoperational program and
to determine if there are any outstanding items that may prevent issuance 11.9.7 Price-Anderson Act - (CASE. D-35)
of the operating license. During the power ascension phase another
inspection is made and thereafter waste management inspections are con- h Price-Anderson Act expires on July 31. 1977. h Coussission in n
ducted annually to determine lf programs are being properly managed and January 1974 releaseo a staff study eve =ining alternative approaches to a

-"
cae requirements of AEC regulations and license conditions are being met * the present Price-Anderson system. On January 31. 1974 and on March 27
Present staffing enables the AEC to keep this schedule reasonably current. and 28. 1974, the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy held hearings on

possible extension or modification of the Price-Anderson Act. Additional
Technical specifications for each operating reactor require each applicant hearings are scheduled at which time the Commission's proposed legislation
to monitor releases of radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents. The will be discussed.

Directorate of Regulatory Operations in cooperation with various state
i

agencies also performs radiological az.vironmental surveillance in the Additional information can be found in a report prepared by the Joint

environs of nuclear power plants. Committee on Atomic Energy. This report entitled " Selected Materials
on Atomic Energy Indemnity and Insurance Legislation." dated March

[
11.9.3 Operatinz Experience - (CASE. D-34) 1974 can be obtained from the U.S. Covernment Printing Office.

| h staff source-term calculations are based on the pa *ters for fission 11.10 Federal Power C == Ssion
product Isakage through the fuel cladding and the * w product inventory'

.a . These parameters 11.10.1 Need for Power - (FPC. D-35 to D-37)in the core calculated by the ORICEN and STIFFEC
and other bases are given in WASB-1258. Vol. 2. July. 1973. Variations
in the thermal power level are accounted for in the fission product The Federal Power C a mission (Appendix D. D-37) c - ts offer further

N release substantiation of the need for power from CPSES.inventory calculations performed by the preceding codes.
calculations are made for the appropriate thermal power level in the
staff analysis. Therefore, the evaluation is applicable to en==nehe Peak 11.10.2 Decrease S livdroelectric Potential - (FPC. D-36)
in spite of the aparsity of data for plants with its thermal power output. The FPC correctly points out that the consumptive use of water by CPSES

will reduce the potential hydroelectric generating capacity downstream
of Decordova Bend Dam. The staff estimates that the average decrease in
the flow of the Brazoa River as a result of CPSES operation will be

34.500 acro-feet / year which is about 3% of the average flow at take
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Whitney. N less in bydroelectric production potential at taka Whitney 11.11.5 other maaialmaical Pathmavs to lema (EPA. D-40)
and proposed stations at DeCord:pva Bend De and Bee Mountain Den is
estimated to be <10 leie. This lose is considered by the staff to b* It was aussmated that sea birds (such am hobuhite quail and mourning
justifiable to the OSES production of 2300 tale. Consideration of the doves) might be a pathmey to uma via ingestion. Terrestrial orgeaises
loss does not change the staf f eaariusicas in Section 10.4.5. (such as the swifama cited) receive approximately & mame radiation

dose as man; furthermore, as noted in Section 2.7.6.13 of the Environ-
n.n Emwiroammatal Protection Agency ==atal Report "that antive wilalife occurs in only a small fraction of

the diet of a very few f a ilies". Por these r== . s e e birds as a
n.11.1 Imad-following Operation (EPA. D-38 - D-40 patbuey to uma are not considered significant by & staff.

The staff evaluatica of the en==acha Peak Station is based on its It uma also mussested that irrigation might be a pathuey to man. h
expected operatica over the 40-year life of the plant. Under load use of irrigation water la made only on the Brasoe River. h staff
following operations, the quantity of liquid processed through the boron concludes Wt the quality of the water entering W river from Lake
recovery syste would be expected to increase. However, the staff has Cranbury will not result in irrigation being a significant exposure
found the system capacity adequate to h==M a the additional volume. The pattusey to man.
permaters for fission product releases from the core include normal
operation and anyected operatt<==1 occurrences. The liquid radioactivity 11.n.5 Effects of Decordova Steam Electric Station (EPA. B-42)re1===== are normalised to a higher value to cover these expected operational

,

occurremens. h staff evaluation of the W rumi interaction between CPSES and the
DeCordova Station is discussed in Section 5.3.3. The staff evaluationn.11. 2 Radioindine Release In Turb'ine Building Fwhanat (EPA. D.40) of ch w e=1 interactions is discussed in Section 11.8.5.(2).

In general, turbine buildings designed for use with pressurised unter 11.11.7 Dissolved Oxymen Content of Bicudoun Releases to Laka
reactors are not --kla to wentilation system sampling due to their Crambury - (EPA. D-39 and IF47)
relatively open design. Many turbine areas are not enclosed, and those O-

h ch==1ea.1 effects of Squaw Creek Reservoir blowdown on Lake Cranbury bthat are enclosed have a high potential for enfiltration. For this
reason, the turbine building releases are normally derived from calcula- are discussed by the staff in Section 5.5.2.2. h staff did conclude ci
tional rather than -itoring methods. that low dianolved oxygen levels win occur in the bloudoun in June N

through September. As indicated by EPA the applicant must obtain tuo
11. H.3 hrbine Building Floor Drains - (EPA. Iba0) permith under Section 4C2 of the Federal Water PoHution Control Act.

Since the applicant will be required to comply with Texas Water Quality
N applicant will be required to =<=i or turbine building floor drains Standards for dissolved oxygen levels at the blowdoun discharge to taket

|
in order to comply with Ceneral Design Criterion 64 of Appendix A of Crmah==ry, ogplemental aeration of the bloudoun during critical
10 CPR Part 50. months may bg nec====ry to maintain the dissolved oxygen content at

levels specified in the Station's 402 discharge permit. N staff con-
11. H.4 Imad-fonowing Operations and Dove Assessment - EPA. D-40) clad == that the operation of CPSES can comply with applicable unter

* *
As discussed in Section 11.11.1 the staff has concluded that the source
term developed for O SES appropriately reflects base-load or load-following h applicant states in Appendix E of the Environmental Report thatoperation. h refore, the staff conclusion that radioactive releases from the area of Lake Cranbury that win be influenced by the CPSES return
CPSES meets the requirements of Appendix I to 10 CPR 50 made in Section line discharge vin be small in extent compared to the larger reservoir
S.4 is - ^ _2 body. In addition, this larger body will frequently exhibit zero dis-

solved oxygen in the,rtgion of the return line discharge. h refore,
any aeration introduced at that point by supplemental ===n= vould be
consumed by the reservoir with little or no benefits gained.
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11.11.8 Residual Chlorine Releases on Squaw Creek Reservoir * * * ** ** * **** ~ *

(EPA. D-4 3) The staff recognized that data available is not sufficient to evaluate
impact or organisms entrained in the maka-up system. h staff reccamended

The applicant has stated that proper condenser cleanliness cannot be
that if the monitoring procedures required in Sections 6.1.3.2 and 6.2.3.2

maintained through the use of chlorine at levels of 0.1 ppe or less at
#* ** * * " ** ** * *

CPSES. hrsfore, the staf f Will require (Sect, 11.6.1) that the
""** * ** ** I8**** ** *)*applicant be required to conduct an evaluation program prior to power

operation to determine the minimum level of chlorine necessary for
t proper operation of the condensers. the various design s*.eps that can be que se . it Parates numems resemin has makup is supplied WI initiated to reduce the f ree residual cM.M 60e levels that reach the pumping in a manner similar to the proposed CPSES. h ae include stations

receiving water and the effects of the various chlorine levels on the at Lakes Alcoa. Colorado City. Trinidad and Fairfield. Biological data is
aquatic biota. h staff believes that this procedure will result in available at these plants on aquatic populations which demonstrate that no
both protection for the aquatic environment and efficient operation of

*1 nificant problems exist with regards to entrained organisms.8the CPSES.

11.11.12 Igbypance of Flow in Lower Squaw Creek - (DA. D-43)11.11.9 Intake velocity Squaw Creek Reservoir Structures - (D A. D-43)

It is the understanding of the staff that the Texas Water RightsSee response to Texas Utilities Generating Company commeu (Sect. 11.6.2). Commission permit requires the applicant to maintain a continuous flow
of 1.5 cfs in 1 wer Squaw Creek.

h applicant states that it has recently selected the manufacturer f or
the circulating water p ups, and, as a result, the actual pump house The *Pplicant indicates that a stream gaging station was installed onrequirements are now known. As shown in Figure 3.4-5. ER Amendment 3 Squaw Creek in October of 1973 (Section 2.5 of the Environmental Report).the intake structure proposed will yield a screen approach velocity of Data collected to date indicate that the proposed 1.5 cfs to be released

into lower Squaw Creek will exceed the average daily flow presently h**

D * *PP I""** ****** 1" * U ** * ** * ** ** ******I*I "'CC' * "8*h applicant's biological staff believes that the intake configuration this flow by agreement with the Texas Water Rights Countission, therefore,maeded to meet the suggested value of 0.5 fps, including greatly increased the question of impact due to variance f rom this flow rate need not behorizon *.al surface area, would increase, not decrease, impingement losses.
*****d*

Moreover, the installation of such a structure required to accomplish this
low intake velocity (nearly 800 feet in width) along the Squaw Creek 11.11.13 Dissolv4d Oxygen of Releases to Lower Squeu Creek -
Reservoir shoreline would pose engineering and construction difficulties. y

Finally, the increased cost of construction for a redesigned intake struc- See Te8ponse to Department of Interior coseent (sect. 11.5.14).ture has been estimated by the applicant to be approximately $5.2 million.
This value is for direct labor and materials alone, and Toes not include The applicant has stated that a turbulent discharge into lower Squaw Creekindirect construction costs, contingencias engineering, escalation, appli- will be provided to insure aeration above a 5 ppe of dissolved oxygen level
cant a direct and indirect costs, and interest during construction. The

will be maintained.
omitted items would approximately double the direct coats.

11.11.14 Ef fect of Turbine Trips and Physics Testing on Source
11.11.10 Intake velociev Lake Cranbury Structure - (EPA. D-43) Term - (EPA. D-44)

h staff evaluation on impingement 1spects in lake Cranbury is given in The staff concludes that turbine trips and physics testing will have a
Section 5.5.2.2. negligible effect on the calculated source term. The bases for this

conclusion is given in Draft Regulatory Guide 1.BB " Calculation of
Releases of Radioactive Materials in Liquid and caseous Effluents from
Pressurized Water Reactors", pgs. B99-B100, which is given in the
" Attachment to Concluding Statement of Position of the Regulatory Staff.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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.

Public Rulemsking on Numerical Guides for Design Objectives and Limiting 11.11.22 Impact of Power Availability - (EPA. D-44)
Condit3cas for Operation to Meet the Criterion "As low As Practicable"

fa; Radioactive Material in Light-Water-Cooled helear Power Reactors". The electrical power to be made available by the proposed CPSES will beFebruary 20, 1974
transmitted primarily to the load centers of the Dallas - Fort Worth area.
The availability of additional electricity will tend to support economic11.11.15 Dust Control During Construction - (EPA. D-44) growth, and so will the taxes that will accrue to all levels of govern-
ment in Texas. Economic growth, while incurring the attendant environmentalSee response to Department of halth. Education and Welfare comment

(Sect. 11.4.2) and refer also to item 4 in Section 4.5.1. problems of increased water and air pollution and losses of open space.
sa generally considered by society as a pet benefit.

11.11.16 Effect of CPSES on Noise Level - (EPA. D-44) 11.11.23 Energy Conservation - (EPA. D-45)

See response to Department of Health Education and Welfare comment The staf f evaluation of conservation of energy measures on forecasted d-ad(Sect. 11.4.2) and refer also to Section 4.4.1. of electricity is given in Section 8.2.3.

11.11.17 EPA Permits - (EPA. D-44) 11.11.24 Plant Cooling System and ~'TA Requirements (EPA. D-38
and D-40)The staff and applicant acknowledge EPA's involvement in the permit

program authorized by the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments The applicant has stated that it is aware of the technical dif ficulties
of 1972 (FVPCA. P.L. 92-500). associated with the use of Squaw Creek Reservoir as both a cooling lake

and a multiple purpose reservoir under the guidelines issued by the
11.11.18 Construction Effects on Spawning - (EPA. D-44) Environmental Protection Agency for cooling water discharges from power

plants. As outlined in the EPA c - ts on the CPSES Draft E4vironmental
See response to Texas Utilities Generating Company coment (Sect, 11.6.5)- Statement the applican.t has indicated two alternatives for the use of

Squaw Creek Reservoir.
11.11.19 Pipeline Leakage er Rupture - (EPA, D-44) a

a

The first alternative indicated by the applicant is to utilize the reservoir CD
A rupture of the 36 inch gas line running along the bottom of Squaw Creek strictly as a cooling pond and deny recreational use. Although the EPA
Reservoir may result in some destruction of fish in the vicinity of the comments mention the possibility of " limited recreational use". this term
break. The loss of aquatic species would be expected to be a small

, is undefined in the comments and the applicant states that it believes it
fraction of those in the reservoir. No permanent effect would be expected. is neither possible nor desirable to make Squaw Creek Reservior available
The repair of the line m.ay result in some additional squa!!c impact. # gain for any recreational activity under conditions which would restrict the
no permanent effect would be erpected. admittance of the interstate visitors in an effort to preclude legally

11.11.20 Total Dissolved Solids in the Brazos River , (EPA. D-44)

The second alternative indicated by the applicant is the use of the 316(a)
See rem nose to Texas Water Rights Commission comment (11.8.5.(2)). section of the Act (which might allow the reservsir to be classified as a

navigable waterway) but with supplemental cooling not required because the
11.11.21 Hydraulic Flows of Plant. Lake. Reservoir and Creek - guidelines would be more stringent than necessary to protect the indigenous

(EPA. D-44) aquatic biota. Although there is nothing in the history of power generation
on reservoirs in Texas to indicate that the aquatic biota in Squaw Creek

Flow diagrams depicting the source and discharge points of the flows between Reservoir will not be similar in diversity and productivity to other
the CPSES. lake Crandbury.-Squaw Creek Reservoir and Squaw Creek are reservoirs in the State. the applicant does not consider the use of this
given in the applicants Environmental Report. possible exemption to be a viable alternative.

_

_ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _
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11-M

The applicant states it believes that in the interest of the e rs
in its service area. it will be necessary to maintain construction schedules
and pines by strict adherence to the proposed cooling systaan and to operate
it in a mammer to make it acceptable to EPA as a cooling lake,

app n A

The applicant states that it firmly believes in the aut11ple use concept
of Tezma eeters. Similar reservoirs in the applicant's system located at M BA 0F M SITE
Colorado City and Fairfield, are utilized by the State of Texas for park
and recreational activities, each drawing over 150.000 visitors annually.
In additica, neweral cooling reservoire are used for municipal water supply
and may serve as flood retardation structures. To deny this mittple use
for the y. . Squaw Creek Reservoir does not appear to be in the best*

interests of the citizens of the State of Texas. Staf f compilatico of material in Appendix C of
the Eawircemental Esport

.1r is the applicant's stated position that the primary pur-la 1

pose of the proposed Squaw Creek Reservoir is to serve as a cooling pond
for operatics of the Cr$ES facility. The applicant will comply with whatever

6directives may be i = ad by the AEC or EPA regarding the conditions under
which this reservoir may be operated as designed. la the event that this
requires closing of the laka to p 4 11e recreat! anal ussge, such action will
be taken.
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i Table B 4. Staff memmary of the fish species found in Squaw Crmb and Lake Gessbury

Key to stundan6e VA.very abundant, A, abundant C, common, F,6equent, R, rate, '. [,

?, present,but no qisantnative data avesl4ble wHh which to estimate abundance
,L f a - ..a . . .. a . _ . - . - ~ - |

" "
Prefened habitas and Spawning temperature (* F').

Name he, g ag, Sport v.alue
adull Ismd habels time,and uld

Creek Granhury I

.. - ..... . . - . . . . a--.--.. . .. - .. - - - . - - . . . . ,

|
i

4 tine,inidae
.

le6edertars stcrulus R A I orage surface of lakes, qmet 68* (lais sprms) 3 ''3 3 .ittoralL
33

beimk ulverudes sections of streamt areas around emergent aquatw

Surface feeder mmro. werelation, na natt buskimg. |
3 3 A I'I 'trusiassa, ansects eggs assished 10 plann by

disienctive long fdamentsII'8 8

Menadas audens * l urage Shullow sutfat walets L. ale Marsh -med July 3 Brushy

Mrisasuppi plversides m neersof Miss and shute ercas, eggs enached to
3Gulf diasnages,large kiw- vegetation

land reservosts wilh sandy
buitum and gradual

340off short slope
Surfee feedse mtsro-

ususine s. intesis33 4(St
r

Calossomidae

Carptodes serpm R A kough postums of ulty river, J 3.5 4 St. If thiarth JulyB " F ses

,

peer sarpsuskes Omnivutuus botium Hrewn landomly m shallow water

[' feeder 33 8'' il-3 ftL over sand and seit or
f * sed beds, antends rivers to

M I'spewn in stronger curreni
'

frido6ut tu6efus A ' Itough Channeli uf hsge rivers )8 60 65* 4 Apelll33 8' Shallow weier i

smellmouth butfalo Ommvoeuus bottom ' (I .3 ft1, over weeds and muds 0
teeder ^* * 3b

Wsurtome swgestarm R .C Rough Bostorns of lakes, ttvers. 50 60* 86Astends sneller useams
geey redhoter and slow streamt33 to spewn over gravel riffles (1 - 3 fl

'- Omnivinous buesom deept at s was over shallows m
( feeder 33 8* lakes 33 8
,

-

|'
|

-.. . . . . . _ _ . . . - _ _ _. _.
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Table R d (conheued)
.

Relatin s6wtsace
Preferred habitat and Speweing temperasure (*I'),

Nome $ ques hke Sport value
adeh food habin esme,and site

Creek Granbury .
, . -

|Centrarchidee

' Lapoews eyeeedus C F Game, forage Warnwr waters of smau 6# ( Aped + Aug ) 33,30Neatmg |
yeen sunfish ponds, si ish colomesla shallow water

creet s.3 3- Carns- near shore .

33 88

vorous - mamly insect |
larvat, plus cra yGeh
sad small Osh 33 .

3

Laposefsgulosus ' . R Come Over soft bottom in 7f ( April-Oct ) 508vilds neses in
warmouth sunnah sh, weedy weeds, logs, and snags in waier less

warm, slug 8' Carne- 33 88water)3 than 4 fe deep

~

vorous - memly inaset
larvas, plus crayfish
and small fish 33 |

88 8'
75 -91 (spemg8Lepommis humeds C R Forage All sizes of streams and i

Nest bmiderorangespotted sunfhh takes, commonly in
stify este,31.34
Carnsworous - mamly
insect larvae, plus
ersynsh and small
Dsh3 3.J s

'
Leponws nercrorbrius C C. Geme, forese Clear, quiet pools with 7& tWy. Sept ) lL8' Nests

J 2.5 9bluegit sunfish vegetation in quiet shallow httural water
Ommvorous - mainly (1-4 ft)S8
6nsect istvse, plus
,,,,ini,oni,3 s.3 3.3 4,5 4

Lepoo,Js suprior% - A. F Game, forese Sluggleh waters of small 11-73* thfar-Jrly) 88Nesis .
longene sunf' streams and lekas33 over gravel bars 33 brush free

Carn 6vorous - insects, areas with gradually sloping
smallfish 33 grevelsubserste 83 d

I

Tab 6e e.d (continued)

Relaisve abundance
Preferred habitas and Spawmag temperature t'F),Name Squaw Lake- -- SPo's value gg g i

Deek Granbury '

tsposide nterobehus C R Geme. forsse Large wate rivers. clear 15* (Apes-Int ).118 Nesting
redeer sunfish Iskes witti vegelaten.33J' beds in water up to 10 ft deep 33T

Omnivorous - mainly
l

sesect larv8e, plus
.|

vegetation 38 33 i

Wwropraus punctuartus A R Game Medium-staed streams, 64*tspring).33 84 Nest bulle,es, Ispatied boss rivers, takes 33CarnF upstream la small tributar6 s33 '

worous - fish, miest s,
ersyfish l' 33 443

Meropterus selmokles A C Game Weedy or brushy mud. 6( (Feb -Wy) 11.34hNest s
largemouth boss batiomed Intes and an quest water (2 8f t) on any |

i

ponds, slugish hetsom bei sof' mud 33 |
streams.33 88Carab {N vorous - maaily

d fish, plus insse
i

'

insect:3 J l'J1J3J8
pomaars eanvasres R F Game Warm, turbed rivers 45-75* (Wech- Way).0 0 Nest I

se%ste crappee and lakes 33 88 beds on gravel or hard bottom |
Carntworous - (2-8 fth33 eggs adhesive on

|
insects, small fash38 3' 33 plant:3 8*30

Clu pendae

Durosonw erpedwoum R A Rough Open surface ssiers of 64-75* (Way- Aus ).805psons
gissard shad large river la k e s, randomly in shallow water

reservou s. 3 8' 8' over avel bars or sde
totvom feier beds 0
feeder on detrious,
molluscs, also on
planktun** 8 3

Onrosnais paransaw F Forage Large rivers. lak es. 7F 13Adhessve eggs released
threadien shed reservou s, attra6ted en open weier or near shuts

by currents.33 81 over plants l3
'

Felter feeder on
pelaan plankton 388

|
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Table 54 (continued)
- . . . - ~_e

-Relative abund.ance . . Preferred hab6tst and $powning temro'aeure (* F),
Nme Squaw Lat,- Sport value

.-

!aduls food habass tune, and mie
Creet Granbury

.. . . _ . - . . . , . . ~ -

Cypelaidae

Composfones enestefum VA Foesse Clest streems sed 6# (Wy lunel8'$ mas
stomercuer small rivers eith streams over gravel boelom,

Wsend and grevel er9ses of pools
bottoms, especially
with #iffles.87 8'
Disieme, bluegreen
slese, shironomids"

,

op Cyprinus terpio A Rougli harm medd flvers 42*.18Adhestve egs sireen

,|, carp sad ishes. J.se in very shallow estev over
Omneverous bottom much botlum wish debets'8 33
(,,ge,3 e,4 9

NotenedJosua rryfoleures - R R Forage Ponds, quiet seclaone 68* 8T F ft edhouve en6-

golden shiner of tireses " Omn> vegetaison '8

IIvofoul

Notepfe lutrensfr A- A Fo#sse desa ssad4ottomed 68* (lune-Julyl8' Wsts in
red shiner streams sad running newly flooded weeds sad i

water 8 8Omnavorous - debfis Wi streams. pools" 88 '

mostly sesects. plus
crustaceans and
,ig. as.97

Normpts renustus A A Forage Deep waters of Is<ge Apell- Aos ** Oviet shsiloe shool4

Dischtail shiner creeta sad enversO waters of lasser tareams40

Omnivorous - mostly
lasects, plus crusta-
ceans sad signe38 87

,/.

Table B4 (cont 6 sued)

lleisnve abundanse
end hablat and Speemas ummatun f I L

Nme Squaw Lake Sport value
adull food habeas- knw. and use

Creek Cranbury

Amephelte risiks F t For d s* 188Sk**ms and puuis of April lune ** psal aseas 'd

bullhead svunnow #tvers and 60 eat

streams 31.se Bottom
feeder vote, innesis"

Amrpheles prumrks - R R Forage $ dry lanes und tire 4msH 6t* 1Wy Aus i " Quiet.
fathead mennow buttom feeder dislums, shailue *4ter i s ) fil.

i ? H 8'tottum algas" eggs atteghed

Cypr6podontidae

F##adutur antetse l' Forage Surfase of quwt Wish July 8' Clean, f#esh
[

blask striped topmannow marginal stream sad water of pouls, bkes, and
hke valers ehere siteems eheve thero es
surrent is moder4:e hitle ff any sustenteo

ei or lasking33 ** 5u# face
sk feeder in wels. floanns

motoriul33 " 88

rundulus kanser A Forage Shallow tareams tarely = tali 8tf I April Aug I ' Shallue8

plaina kithfish sandy balloms, up et
stresms ovet gravelrusshes of fwersa ,0.84 bollamsl38

Surfase feeder, may also t

feed on botium 3 8'3 '

1ApidDeleidde

!.rpreistrup prutefar R Rough needy bsyuut end 68 84* l Aptil blayg l4.50
spulled par lakes 33 88 Pre #.euse Shallve. quwt waier mer

mostly on forage Dh in deed vegetailun and sly.d j
svefass estori A3Mel8 I8 33mais

f tpresitetsf pfteuf C Rou gh Disal surfdhe in Open rivert, OS $4* $4pf|| WyI le.90 [
lone ..s. ,,, i.kei33 ried..come.imusi shanu.. gumi =aie, car

es41uMvYE un foldge deed vegvlallpelated Alp.d
(nh '9* 38 maisl ti 33

e

- - ,.
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Table 0 4 (conthsed)

Relative abundanse
Preferred habual and Siwwmnp temprealme I'l t

Name Squs* bke Spott eslue admit food habus time, and sne-/.
Creek Granbury

- _ _ . - -

ictaleridae

/rteturus moder A R Rough . Sluggish steekiand roers. 68* (Wy JunelW u.ne,
hissk bullheed moth shallow. schy eater, 2 d II deep or er neeJ

budies of or tand''
avoids lar{8

=
33- Omnivotous33Jewater

*
letehrus seesehs A Rough More sommon in slear 68* tMay Junel$1Neus

yellow bullheed clean wate# wnh m med bolium33
33 88vvgesalma

(Jmnwutous33 33

kieAurut paracletus A C Game Lakes. letget fMrs, and 73* IWy JunelJ 3.31.2e
o shmanel satinh usearns with stronger News in dark, sestuded
d versenes3 3,8 s g3,,, g 3 3.$ $p ,,, g gu,,, ,,, g ,, ,,, gd ,,,,,g .J 3.3 3.3 7e

t

3).soPylodcrus ohnerfs R- Game Larse, quiet, slow 73* thee Wy Auyust t
88Carns- News m d.sek sethoded p4 avesflaiheed satfish revers

vorous-fuh, hue eluys, fusks. els i ).sat

mvettebrates38*33

Percidae

88e:Arostaae# sperre>fe VA R Forage mitow, gravelly rifnes seems hmws vyps in sme3mangethrust ds.ser m sinall upland hard-esser gravel on rulles
steek t3 3.s a .a e g,,,,,,,,,,

nismty intesi tarvosas

Spems88Hmes estheosfome grerfle ? I0 43s Lowland streams,imnds
slough darter sloughs.I' Cassivoeoise gravel un eie rles gi m tone

mverleb#ates, fish 33

4

Table 84 (consimund)

Reinieve abundance
Preferred habnat and somemns temperature (*l 5.Name Squaw Lake SP''l '*l#8

adult food habits uma, and sus
Creek Gesabury

,

1

Aeruns reprodes R R Rough Shallow tifnes in clear 54-72* (spring).88 ** Ssattess
logpeech sireams, shallow estet eggs over aand of gravel

3bers 3 88on gravel hke -
bottum 33 88 Carp
woraus bottom forage,'I

Poseillldne

Gemeusar effends F F Forage in sho#e vegetation and March - late Seps48 Beat
mosquito 6th debrisof sluggish and young alivess,so

standing water (ofien
stagnantL etther fresh+

or btackish48 Surface
g feedee-mosquito and

e other msect latica
d and pup 44 alese,

small fish s1,s4

Seinenidae
1

Aphsdmorus Jrunmens C Rough
bege sairf 8' Botiomsevers and 64 - 76*.I8 Semibuurani |freshweier drum h k e s. 3 eggs broedsesi over gravel

feeder mollus6s. of slayI8 33
chironomids, crusta.
ceans, small fuhI8J338

Serranidae

Norone r4rysope F Game Large rmrs and lakassa 3g _93s gg,ch ot Apedi.43
white bees Catsworous lpredaceous> Migrate up tribulasses ut

mostly fish, plus crustacea, spews si surfase over
mnectslo.J) 4 7,s a gravel shoals of head

boniom in rowevous oe
gg,33 3.e 3.e 1.s a

llorime assereas ? Game Salt males of east seen 33 60 75* tcatly spempi3 3 J4 J 8
stetped base Carnevutous lptedaseoud Migrate uptwer su spawn m

.

mostly fish, plus fresh watet, preise lau.
studassa, intesis33 34 Iluemy water.syys

- . - - - . . . . - - ... - - - J.-..._ . ,. .'* *"b*" H *Y.

!

_ - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ .
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Table B4 (continued) .

|

|

l. N. f. Notech, " Food and Feedsag Heblit of Longnose Car 6n Central Mmoval." hoe. fir 4 Aar Cog / $. L Anor Geme and Fn4 Commit. pp
504-318,1965.

2 R. L. Applegere. J W. Mullan, and D. 4. Morais. "Tgod and C#owth of Ses Centrarchids froen Shoreissu Aree of Bull shoela Reservoet," hov. / tith
Ann Conf S L .4 noe. Geme end hoh Commes , pp.469 482, a941. \

I3 C. Hubbe, H B Sharp, 3. F. Schasider, " Developmental Rates of Memdre oudent wHh Notes on 841s Tolerance," Dent Amer anA for.. vol.100.
no 4, pp 603-el0.0ct.1911.

4 L Crumpton, " Food Habet, of Lnagnose Gar (f.apuesteus censuel and I'lorida Gas (l.epuerreus pterpramreal Colleced from rne Central Florida
Lak es " hoc. 24th Cenf 3 i A tene. Fuk and Game Commes , pp 419.424.l91l

3 R L. Applessie.1 W Mullan,"l'und of Young Larsemouth Savi, Marrupinus wlmo#det in a New and Old Reservest." Dent Amn. Fuh. Joe.. vol
96, no I, pp 74 77,Jaavery 1941

6. T. S McComnh "Ioud llehm af 84smnuilt sad Smallmouth Suffalo in Lewis and Clark Lake end the Missourt R# vet," Dent Aan heA Sem. vol
94, no 1 pp 10 14. January 1961.

1, J, W, t. mig," Red. ear Avansh," Chep. 30, talend #trherses Meneerment, ed A Calhoun, Calif Dept. Hsh and Game p.393,1966.
8 R. V. Miller, "roud af the Threadna Shad, Dewninais pairsrais, in Lake Chn:oi, Arkanise," Treat Amer. Fn4. 3% vol 96. no 3. pp 24) 246,

July 1961.
9 R W 8elley, H. M lleernon. Ja ," food HabH of the Southern Channel Catilth tittetures lorssten pue'rterurlin the Des Moine, Rivet, lows." Dens.

Amer FirA Sor., uni 75,pp 110 134.1945
N 10 C. L,5diesmer,"Reprodus tave Cyclei nf ine Specwi of Tessi tenf rarchidi," Scwur. vol 104, no. 214 3, pp 83 86, July 25,194 7.
ak II l. 2. Nehen, "bfe Halory of the trank Silverude, I.shadest4r turnier, in Crooked Lake, Indise," Dent A nn FisA Sor,, vol. 97, no 3, pp

29) 216. July 1968
12 C, O Mmekley, H F. Kloswa," Life Histney of the plainn Kilhnsh, Funahdut tenus (Germaal,6n the Smoky Hill River. Kaneet," Trener. A mer. FriA

ofor.. val 98, no J, pp 460 461, July 1969
13 J W Burnt,"Threndon Shad." Chap 61,lstead Fnenm Menesempet, ed A Calhoun. Calif Dept. rok and Game, p.401,1966
14 A A Fchelle C. D Rwas," Aspects of the Perly Lde liniory of Gott fleanosteura en Lake Tesome." Deet 4ma Fur Am int.101, no I. pp.

104 til.Jsausty 1972
IS D V Swedlms. C, H Walhues. " Spawning and Farly Life Ifntnry of the ftnhostot Deum in Lewis and Clark Lake, Mmouti Anet " Treas. Amer.

FuA Am.. vol 99, no 3, pp $6a $10. July 1971)
16. D. f. Hunnen. "I utther Observeisono na Neums of the White Crappie. Pomos## enanterat. * Deat Ama FuA Sor , vol 94. no 2, pp 182 184

April 1969
| f. D. 8 McCansher, R Thomus,"Some Fsolosiral Observanone oa lhe f olhead Minnow. F#mephelet promaler, la lhe Alkahne Walert nf Nebraska."

De=a Ann Fu4. Jar., vol 97, nu I, pp 32 $3,Januurs 1968
18 U B Swee'. H. R Merrimmon, "Reptndurine Rintosy of the Carr, Crprenus earpm L.,in Lake St. Lawrence, Ontaren" front Amer FnA 3C

vnt 91.no 4, pp 372 340. Ocinber 1966
19. W A Cooper, Jr , "Ase Utooth, sad rned Hub 6te of the Larpemouthed Black Base IMerropinus seImoedn) and the Spoiled See (Mwresunne

puertuletus esp 1in North sad East Teus Lahn." M $ The% Nenh Tesc Siete Onllese,1950.
20. R F Awfeet. "Reprodutive gehovuit, invubeims end Mortainiy vf Esse, and poulerval rond Selection in the White Casppie." Dens. Amer Fuh.

%.. sol 97, nn 3.pp 25 2 219. luly 1960

Table 54 (ooeileved)

21. W. L. Mmckley 1 E Descon," Biology of the Fleihead Catfish in Kansai," Dent Amre. F#sA Joo. vol 88. no 4, pp 344 33$, Ovinber 1959
22 R H Kramer, L. L. Smith, It.,"Fust-Year Geowth of the Largemouth 54u, Wroprarin whnadre (Luepede), and Some Retaled Fxnlogical

festoes," Does Aan Fu4 Joe., vol. It, no. 2, pp 222 211. Apeti 1940.
'

23, R. L. Applessie, j W. Mullen," Food of the Black Bullheed (frielurus meist)in e New Reservoi#," hoi. Josh Amt, foss/. 3. A. Anm. Gems and
Fu4 Commes , pp.284 292,1941.

24 R H Kremer L, L. Smith, fr.,"Formahon of Year Cletus in Larsemouth Sau," Front Amn, Fuh. Sm.. vol 91, no I, pp 29 41, January 1912
23. M. C. Hele, "A Comparative $iudy of the Food of ilw Shiners horropn turrensu and Notropn remestur." Prns. Okla Asad Ed. vol 43, pp.

12$.129,1962,
24. B 0. Whusiede," Biology of the Whiis Crippie, romasts eneulerts. In Lake Teioma, Oklahome." M $ Them, Okle la Univ.,196 2
21, tid Cooper,"The Feedme Habits of the Larsemouth Osse (Waropterus setmeides salmosdesl," W A Them Umv of Teu 1954
24. 3. If Fassard,"An Analyus of the Seasonal Food H4 bits of Two Species of TewiCentar< hide." M 8 Them. North Tews luie Tenhen Culleve.

1940
It G. C. MHchell " Food Habit AnalysH of the Two 5pestes of Toise Crappie." M 5 Theus, North Tese Slate Teuhen College,1941
30 D. W. Micks, "The Ase, G#owth, and Food Habna of the Lake Dallas White Gau,i.epearms inmops IRannnewl" M S 1 hen. Nanh Tese Sraiv

Teochers College,1942
$ 31, H. A. Solngis,"ProdueHnn of the Thresdna Shad Doromme petenesse (Guntherl," her JJn/ Ann runt .9 F. < lina fidme amt puh Osmmen
,( Pp 407-421,1910. .

32 C. L. Hubbs, K. P. Lasler, Fnher e/ #4e Greet f.e4es Action. Cranbrook intuiute eif 8sionse, Bull No 26. Cunbrook Prei,1949
)). R. J. kerne,lr. "F nhwater hshes of Teses," Tesse Parks and Wildhfe Dept , Sull S A,1911
34. J C. peereon, "The Life History of Ihe 8|rtred Bus, or Roshnen, Aonus usenhi (Walbaumi." Bureau of rolwem, Bull Na 23. vol 49 pp

423 $$1,1934
33 E. C. Scofield "The Striped ens of Cahfornie." Div of f wh sad Game of Califorme, rah Bull No. 29.1931
36.1. E. Tnole," Food Study of the towna and Gers in Eastem Tesa." Teses parks and Wildt Deps . Tech. See Na 4.1911
37. W G M6Cletten,"A 8tudy of the Southern Spotted Channel Catfbh, /rrahwur fmm terut IRanncquel." M $ lhvin. Nunh Tese lute Collvye.

1954
34 D. A. Einter, " Food of Thees Species of Sunnsnes (i.epomn Canl#stshideal and Their Ilybridiin Thruv Mmnewt4 Laksi." Dent Amn 7 nh 3,= ,

vol 100, no I, pp 124 128,lasuary 1911,
39. R C. Summerfett, P. E. Maud, G Monsinger, " rood Hebels of the Carp, Cyprmns is. pan L., m I ne Oklah+mu Rovriven." hm,14th ler. Omi

S h Arme Geme end F6sh Cnemrs, pp 3$2 311,I911,
40. l . A Couk.Freshwerer risars a Mannsspas, Mess. Game sad Inah Commna ,19$9
41 P. R Twaet, R C summerfett, " Food Hebne of Adult tiethead Cain h, Fyludo un utnwen IR,itumques. In Oklatumu Roermun." t% J4th

Aen Conf S k. Assor. Game and Fue Cumners , pp 381 40I, t911
4 2. H R 04det6k, C 4. von Geldern, Jr, M L. Johnenn," White 8m," OJP $1,Intemi polwert Mem#se+ ment vd A C,ilhoun. C.elif Depi l nh and

Geme. pp 415 416.1964
4) J W Mullen, R L Applesels, W C. Ramweter," Food af Loppersh (#rreme setm/en and Br,=,k Silverude ilstadn#4m miHhn t, m a New .md

Old Own newevoir," Trees Amer Fn4 Joi , vol 97, no 3. pp 300 303,luly 1968
44 P. W $mnh, L. M Page. "The f ood of Sponed 9m m Sitsemi of the Wabeh River Dram,ess," frem. 4nwr 64. Jos vol gli no 4 pp

447 631,06tobet 1919
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4$. D R. Klas. C. 5 Hunt."Effect of Carp on vegetauen in a Lake file Marsh."/. Intdf. Mims.. vol 31, no 1. pp 181-184. January 194?.
44 C. O Bakse. E. H. khmHa, " Food Habits of Adult Cesaard and Threadfin Shad in Two Osark Reservoirt", Anmost PnAmes #*d t.imanfosv. ed |

C. L Hell. Amer. F6sh. Soc., pp. 3. II,1971. .
i

47. E W. Bonn,"The Food and Growth Rate of Young WhHe Sea (Morone chrytops)in Lake Tesoms." Dens. Amer. Mr4. 3rn.. vol. 82, pp 21). 221.
1952 .

44. R. L. Boyer, L R. Vogele,"Longeer Sunfish Beherlor la Teo Osork Rewivolts." Anmor Asherres and f.Jmnologr. ed C. F Hall. Amer Flih loc
Pp 11-IS,1911.

49 R. Tafanelll. P L Mauck, C. Monsinger. " Food Habits of Bismouth and Smallmovih Buffalo from Four Oklahoma Rewivoirs." hoc. Nth Ann.
Cen/ 3. 4; Astoc. Geme end As4 Commrt, pp 449-est.1911. .

50. TUCCO, Comeer4e pren Jteem eterrest Statron. &neronwnsel Aesort. Deskei Nos 3044 $ sad $0444. Table 2.120.1972
$1. C. J. Zimmerman, "Crowth sad Food of the Brook $1verude. IJesdesr4n shrutus, la Indians," Dent. Amer. Ash Sen.. vol 99. no 2. pp

d)S ad)$. April 1910.
$ 2. W. L. Mtnckley,1, R. lahnson. l. N. Rinne, $ E. Wdloughby,"Foode nf 3 4ffalafishes. Genus traroemt 6n Cenirst Arizona Rewivoets." Dens. A mer.

Ash. Soc. vol 99, no. 2 pp 113 432. Ape 611970.
53 J. O Cramer, G R. Marantf. "$elesilve Predation on looplankton by Clasard $hed." Dens. Amte. Osh. Soc., vol. 99. no. 2 pp 320-313. Aptd

1970
54. K C. Seeburg. J 8 Moyle " Feed 6as Habus, Digestive Rates, and Grooth of Some Minnesols Wstmeerar F6shes." Dens. Amer. Ash Soc., vol 93,

no,3 pp 249-283, July 1944. |
'

$ SS. R J. McKechele." Spotted Sats." Chap. 44, intend AsAerses Mener# war, ed A. Calhoun Calif Dept hen sad Game, p, 347,1964

4
$4. W. H. Heree," Life Hiilory of Three Spedes of Redhorse (Mosoimmella Ins Des Moinei Rner,lowi," Frens. Amer. AsA. Joc.. vol 91, no 4 pp.

4 t !-4 8 9. Oetober 1942, - |.

$ f. K. D. Carlander, Hendboot of MrArry Asalogy. vol. I, late $ late Umv. Prell, l949 '

$$ F. T. Knapp, Asen Found m the Freshnetere of Fnst Rasiand Studio and Luho Printing Co ,191)
St. R. G. Hodson, "A Comportson of Oreverence and Abundance of lithes Wuhin thru Teus Rewrvoire Which Receive flested Discharges." Ph D

Theets, Tests A&M Univ., May 197 3
40 C. Hubbs. K. Sirews. " Differences in the Developmental Temperature Toleranee of Central Tesse and More Northern 5 ocks of Pyrrras reprodes

(Pereidae' Osseachthyest."3. E Nerurehst vol. 8.no.1. pp 4) .43, May 10,194)
41. D. A. Dieller. " Distribution sad Varisuon of KfAeortoms treelettle ( Assinal (Pereidae. Tetootleil," Una Kenses set Aulf.. vol 48, no S. pp.

14 3 - 208, Nov.13.1948.

Spaces list from: Environmental Report, Table 2.718, C. T. Menn "Flahery Mensgement puommendettons." Tetas Perte and Wild: Depi., Job Pros
Rep, ; ion No. S.37, Prol No. F4.R 17. May 1,1971; l. E. Ubelsker "A Prelien'nory Repnet on an Environmental Survey of the Agustic teosystem
AffeeHe by the Construction of the Proposed Crimanche Peak Steam Elvettic 5tsilon." unpubbshed report. Apr. 30,1913 (Environmental Report.
Appendia DI, J. E. Ubelsker," Summary of Dets Obtained on Proiset for Tesas Utilities during the Second Phaw of Siudy," unpubhthed repo#1.0ct 21.
1973. L. D. Lamb and R N Hambrie,"launtory of Sputes Present in Thues Porelone of the Brases Rever and Tribulaties Lytes belwun Possum Kinadam
Lake and Lake WhHady and tactoded in the Following Counties Palo Pinto. Parket. Hood, Somersett. and lehnson " Job Complesson Rep., job Nn 84
Proj No. P4 R.I, lune 1953 May 1954.
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Tem 14. 8soff summary of soopleak tee found la Lake Gesatory in eres of CPSLt menemy and blowdown 16aes*

Organisms per hie #

May 1971 July 1971 October 1971 January 1972

0.5 m to m 17 m 0.5 m 10 m 15 m 05m 10 m 17 5 m 05m to m I7m

Crusisees

Cladocess

fo#mmie coresond 3
Josmans longerostres 55 II 4 1 A 3 *

l DepAns peles I 4 1 2
! Immetvits 2 3

Coperode
Cychips sp 4 3 ) 1.

M- Orperenctarem beronertum 6

d immatures 4 2 2 1 2 I Il 25 6 5 2 6

Ratifees

Aspeenrene op i 1 1

Aspasachne op 2 I)

Arec4mmes rewelerws 1 6 5 0 14 9 ) I I
drechsonmi sp 2 e 14 2tl 24

Karefelte tiessbede 8 2 l | )
frothaire I

$ovece . # O. Wrom, " A Limnolognal $wrvey of Laks Granbury, f eus/' $ M U . submmed tu f rui Power and Lisite (is . Al.sv
12,1972-. session F.

817 addaI6enel species, whose dematy of tonecteos site oss not posen. meshe o6 cue in list area These are 9 sfiesws of Rasteles.e
(Asplanchnee sp. 3 Orechnmus engunerrt B. calynfforws. O pterndonneries Kereselle ues hlreens K gree ntente K. sereventralwIn pedot,e
89. and Pierres quee>terrnoel, } speens of Cleducose (Deghnn lemgetrene Iyines D Innsettune notrere end Ieprunt.ne noneJere i

f Spec $es Of CD|septide 18(fotPffnpf PAelfrefWf Satl f/fefellfj sp l. Ond I plotorode 44meWAe sp )il ) LlbelJket. "$ummat y set ll.et #
Oblasned on Prove <t foe Tesas Litalities duvens the Second Plese of Sindy " unruh sep , Ost 21.197))
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Appendix C

Q)ST ESTYmm pot af TranaTIyg gasg.IMD tmareATim SYSTBES

The staff elected to aos a recently developed competer program to
rough check the applicant's capital cost estimmte for the ca===eha
Feak Buclear Station and to estimate the costs for a coal-fired
alternative generation system. This computer program, called
GMCEPT.1-3 uma developed as part of the program analysis activities
of the AEC Division of teactor Basearch and Developenat, and the
work was perforund 3.n the Studies and Evaluations Program at the
Oak Ridge Mat amal Laboratory. The code ens designed primarilyt

for use in ====fatag average trends in costs, identifying impor-
tant elements in the coat structure, deter =4atng sensitivity to
techatral and erana-fe factors, and providing raa - -kle long-
range projections of costs. Althaugh cost estimates produced by
the ONCEPT code are not tat =adad as substitutes for detailed
engineering cost estimates for specific projects. the code has
been organized to facilitate modifications to the coat undels no
that costs may be tailored to a particular project. One of the g
computer provides a rapid maams of calculattag future capital a

costs of a project with various asemed eats of acana-te and --.a

technical gron d rules. CO
to

DESCRIPTIM OF THE C(MGFT 0)DE

The procedures used in the rnarv'T code are based on the premise
that any central station power plant involves approximately the
same major cost campanants, regardless of location or date of
initial operation. Therefore. if the trends of these major cost
components can be establiebed as a f action of plant type and size,
locaticeA. and interest and eaeatattom rates, than a cost estimate
for a reference case can be adjusted to fit the case of interest.
The application of this approach requires a detailed " cost e del"
for each plant type at a reference condition and the determination
of the cost trend relationships. The generation of these data has
comprised a large effort in the development of the GMCEPT code.
Detailed investment cost studies by an architect-engineering firm
have provided basic cost model data for pressurized water reactor
nuclear plants" and coal-fired plants.5 These cost data have been
revised to reflect plant design changes since the 1971 reference
data of the initial estimates.

The cost model is based on a detailed coat estimate for a re'forence
plant at a designated location and a specified date. This estimate
inclodes a detailed breakdaun of each cost accomt into costs for

C-1
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C-2 C-3-

f actory equipment, site materials, and site labor. A typical cost
model consists of over a bedred individual cost accoats. each of Table C-1. Assungtions Used in CONCEPT Calculations
which can te altered by input at the user's option. The AEC system for t a =che Peak h r Plant

6of cost accomts is used in CDMCEFT.
' "" rype T h it FWR

To gu arate a cost estimata .mder specific conditions, the user -

specifies the following inputt plant type and location, net ca- It'rnate plant t7 pes ho-unit coal-fired
pacity, beginatas date for design and construction, date of commer-
cial operation, length of construction workweek, and rate of interest Unit size 1.150 lege) net, each unit
during construction. If the specified plant size is different
from the reference plant size. the direct cost for each two-digit ant cation Dallas Texas area
accost is adjusted by using scaling functions d ich define the '

cost as a function of plant size. This initial step gives an esti- S W of h w h hante of the direct costs for a plant of the specified type and size-
at the base date and location. FWR NSSS ordered October 1972

The code has access to cost indez data files for 20 key cities in Fossile alternatives January 1974
the Ikaited States. The data for Dallas. Texas, were used for the

r - ache Peak cost estimates. These files contain data on cost Comercial operation data
of materials and unge rates for 13 construction crafts as reported
by trade publications over the past twelve years. These data were Unit 1 January 1980
used to determine historical trends of materini costs, providing

an estimate for the materials costs as of mid-1972. Cost escala- Unit 2 January 1982 -
tion after mid-1972 was based on labor rates, labor productivity,
and labor and materials escalation rates estimated by the staff Length of workweek 40 hours n
for the Dallas-Ft. horth area. a

laterest during construction 71/ year. compo nd g*This technique of separating the plant cost into individual compo- aneats, applying appropriate scaling functions and location-dependent Escalation rates
coat adjustments. and escalating to different dates is the heart
of the computerized approach used in OMBCEFT. Site labor 72/ year

Site materials 41/ year
ESTlleLTED CAPITAL CDSTS

Furchased equipment 52/ year -
The assumptions used in the CONCEPT calculations are listed in
Table C-1. Table C-2 sumarizes the total plant capital investment
estimates for the e-marha Feak Nuclear Station with an artificial
1_ " - t providing a " cooling pond" and presents comparative
results for the station with mechantral draft avsporative cooling
teuers. The cost differential for evaporative cooling comers is
lower them some which have been quoted in the literature, but are
thought to be realistic for new plant installations. Baduction in
intake velocities from 2.0 feet per second to 0.5 fpe has caused
a large increase is cost of cooling water intake structures for the
artificial impo = h t case. Also, reductions in allouable temper-
ature rise through the coad===r has increased the sine sad cost

!
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.. of condensers in the artificial impoundment case. Systems using
closed-cycle cooling towers are not influenced significantly by
the above ecological considerations. In closed-cycle systems, the

Table C-2. Plant Capital lowestment s-ry for th* temperature rise across the condenser is not limited. Also. the
r_ a. pe.k suelear stattee, with alternative seat Resection Systema quantity of makeup water is small compared to once-through flows,

so the intake structures have a lower cost. Thus, the reductions
artificial n cm. Draf t

asas taject1.a syste. let tv.p. Tavers . in intake structure and condenser cost partially offset the cost

pl.at set capentlity, nn. rte) 2.300 2.300 of the cooling towers.

(Direct costs (M111 toes of Dollars) Estimated costs for an alternative coal-fired plant are presented

in Table C-3.. The estimated costs for SO2 removal equipment are
tend and coolias body 20* 20 based on a study performed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory.I
ymy.ge.1 ,g.,,

structores and site facilitt 73 67 The assumptions used in that study are sismarized in Table C-4.
seactor plant equipmast 145 146

,
141 146. Tertine plant equipment As stated previously, the above cost estimates produced by the

'

[*,**{ CDNCEPT code are not intended as substitutes for detaGad engineer-*

ing cost estimates, but were prepared as a check on the applicant's
subtotal (physical plant) 406 408 estimate and to provide consistent estimates for the nuclear plant

spare parta =11amance 3 3 and fossil-fired alternatives.
25 25coatsmanney alle=ame.

Subtotal (total physical plant) 434 436

Indirect costo (Millions of Dollars)

Constractica f acilities. egaipeset and services 25 25 O
hastaaering ad construction monasemmat services 64 64 '

20 20other costo
Interest during cometreettaa 170 170 m

Total costs

Total plaat capital cost at start of project
le1111one of dollars 733 735

(Bo11ars per kilematt)" (319) (320)
Escalation during constrection 176 176

Total plant capital cost et ceumarcial operation
909 911Millions of do11ere

(Dallers per kilowatt) ( 395) (396)

etecludes cost of artificial impo-ht or certain cooling reser
f ac111 time.

.
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C-6 C-7

Table C-3. Total Plant Capital Investment cost Estimated for a
2,300-ser(e) Coal-Fired Power Plant as an Alternative

to the 8"-ehe Peak Nuclear Station

Table C-4. Basis for S0 -Emmoval Equipment Cost Estimate2with % Abat - t Syst e
,

Type of process wet scrubbing of flue gaswith mchanted
Artificial Draft by a llamatoms slurry.

' * " * * *
Cost basis lategrated installatim

Direct Costs (Milliams of Dollare) in a aw plant (no back-
fitting required)

Imad and cooling body 20* 20*
Physical plant Fuel Comu>osition (Design Values) Coal-Fired

Structures and site facilities 52 48
Boiler plant equipment 167 170 Sulfur content, 2 by weight S

Turbine plant equipment 113 120 g _
F.lectric plant equipment 31 32
Miscellaneous plant equipment 5 5 Energy value 10,000 Btullb

Std> total ,(physical plant) 368 375 Abatement level, 2 SO2 removal 76
I"1" * *}

Spare parts allowance 3 3

* "8'"#I * " ''** Plant Operating Data
Se total (total physical plant) 394 401

Plant net output.* MW(e) O
Indirect Costs (Millions of Dollars) Without S02 control 1,180
construction facilities, equipment Wim SO2 MM Wand services 31 31
Engineering and construction Assumed plant load factor 0.80

- -- t sacrices 33 33
h anal fuel consumption 3,700,000 tons

- Other costa 14 14
laterest during construction 144 148 Limestone unc* tons / year 910,000

Sulfar removed, e=us/ year 142,000
Total Costs

Waste products, cons / year
Total plant capital cost at start

of Project Slurry .1,030,000

Millicas of dollars 636 647
Fly ash 820,000

(Dollars per kilowatt) (277) (281)
s=e=1stico during construction 106 108 ,

Total plant capital cost at With once-through cooling.
- retal operation
Milliams of dollars 742 755
(Dollars per kilevatt) (323) (328)

e
laclades cost of artificial impoundment and certain cooling twer

facilities.

- - -
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BEPAffftAENT OF TRAse$r00tTATION --

' E LNETED STATES COAST N .1*_".e"._.."e*1_M3I
DEPARTb404T OF THE ARhtY

.% rom, wonses ensamecv. come oc e-ame>

. ~.. . ..
-(2e2) 42m-232roer waarm, irmas vanna, ,; g

m. , ;s'' ~,Q 's
/ . . ./ G\'

*

SMFED-FR S March 1974 ~ s* . Sg.443/ w

. . . ,

.* . , . . ,, [

ter. Smetal R. E ller 4~ "2 N -[,NNhN '

#A Assistant Directer '~~\-

f * g'
~2. %{u s e, -f *,$.,,$*f. Durironmental Projecta 'S '3s.

k. Daniel R. htler g

Q Mreetwate of LicensingAssistant Director for Enviremmental Projects
Directorate of Licensing k.| p'. c 7 G Atente Emergy Cammissian, . , . .
AITut Docket No. 50-445, 50-446 id 4', . . *' t. , e unsh1Agton, p. C. 20S45''

u.s. Atomic Energy r samlas h 's Di -?" * cr N.
Washimaten. D. C. 20545 A . [,'' [ 54 Dear Dir. N ilert

, anu g.:

1 7 6M ns n. in rescense to ye.r letter of 1s r 6r ry m4 madre e4 to str.~,
Besijanta 0. Ikavis cencerning the draft envirosammtal impact statament for
c h Peak Steam Elaetrie Station toits 1 and 2, Texas.

W Department of Tr===rartatten has reviewed the material sedimitted. We
Copies of your dsaf t ewelra=-*=eal #=y =et stat-e ter r====ehe Peak beve no emuments to offer mar de un have any objection to the project.
Steae Electric Staates. Amendment 2. have been forwarded to this office ,

oby the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. SoutWestern Divistem. Dallas. Texas. N eypertunity to revitu this draft stateneet la appreciated,
a
a

W beve reviewed this statement and concluded that the propused Stacerely. CD
construction will not affect existing, authorized. er proposed Corps O
of Engiacers activittee.

- t, ..r t,e ort _ o y t. pre.e.t r - t..

Sincerely yours.

C W'Sk
J. Num8*Me

Acting Dites. Engiamertag Divistan

1

f

#193C
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UfetTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Mr. Daniel R. Muller - page 2 ,
son. CONSERVADON SERVICE

.

- P. O. Box 648 (2) Other soils may be partially derived from the
Temple. Texas 76501 Palaxy sandstone formation.

March 27. g 4 (3) The Hassee and Pedernales soils are not consideredM . of the Cross Tisters Land Resource Area (Cross Timber sotis)7
' "*"''" ** " "*

I - si ta D r or flbM*:)
' '

50-445Environmental Projects J I- (4) flothing is mentioned about the land resource areas
Directorate of Licensing

| g, y3]4> C. for other 5011 series.
tinited States Atomic Energy Cosmission e .

c' W i* 1$Washington. D. C. 20545 50-44G w
c. 2.7.5.6 - Delete the first sentence since it is better not

* * * " " ** *"" I' *"* * * * " * **
Y t*rsY,// 'Dear Mr. Muller:

he have revienesi the draft uvis-Lal statar.ent and ent.~.t:!" - The statement especially the inventory section, is wry umy.shsesua. Ma
report for the proposed Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station. Hood - appreciate the opportunity to review this draft and make appropriate comments.
and Somervell Countics. Texas,

i
. The statement describes the environmental impact of the proposed project
| and contains measures to minlaire adverse effects. Sincerely.

; We offer the following suggestions for your consideration: -

1. The statement cocid be improved if the section on the impact /

on agricultural operations is empar.ded. Isolated statements
such as on page 3-47, accessibility to parts of some farms will [ u h rd E. Thomas n

State Conservationist *
be reduced." lead the reader to telieve the impact on 940 acres *

of crupland could be more severe than the description indicates. -[ y

Stockpiling topsoll on pipe Itne projects and the reappitcation
of such would help minimize the loss of production.

2. You may not wish to limit yourself to seeding with native grasses
because there are introduced grasses editch are adapted to the areai

! and will do a superior job of erosion control.

3. The following changes are suggested to taprove the technical'

adequacy of the soils section.

a. 2.7.5 - Delete the word " general" in the first sentence
of the second paragraph. A soll series is a taxoncatc
unit or concept.

,,

| b. 2.7.5 - Delete the third paragraph for the following
reasons:

(1) All soil series r.cred la the paragraph are derived
from the Paluxy sandstone formation.

.2781
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3D-MSf m
gemese Suares -'_ _ -* er Asmarstrees_

!
eaeeoe eeawaca lmePN EF SGEAm rnaarggott, aseD WEEnfaHE

h^==****="* f
appucaer ==encerrame -- iah== ==mh -

w ==. ?
0429 April 2, 1974 i M .1 E '

so-ustm

-

r
. Q APR5~ D M e- Eh==G=1 R. thaller St". hi+1 R. 4d1=P "

et agr:E g igg -f 'a==ictsat Director of Revironmental projects monistant Director h huv4=====*=I "=2'= '

Directorate of Licensing Projects n'ma smasse.s. **==ae energy rw =ission name+ar-tm of r i-ine d !

a

- " * =-hm , D. C. 29545
a. -mer-te Diergy n==&==ious u/.

- ; . o. C._ 20545

emar W.Ind1=rs
Bear Mr. Im=11ers

" permemnt to your x=rt==> of fermary 15, this Dagurteent has revia =d
Base are saeth=== tern Area, state and private Forestry - the draft Durimumntal Impact State ==* Sor tie Orende Peak *===
commusats on the L-_ -- " h Peak Steam Electric Electric Statim, Latits 1 and 2. namend on the review try aggstgriate
Station (anita 1.an(. 2)- draft,anuironmental: statement. Imograma agencias asal x=T a==i offices, we offer tie fra tra ing ===arits:i

The ==a==t of land area idtick will be lost to productive yson the in8hr== tion <==*=ianed in the draft regart, it appesas that '
noe after daea==issioning of the facility is of primary this M11ty may le cruustris-tal anst cgeratal neit:smet immhse (=rart
= = m en la determining the relationship between short- on the eswimeent or a the ham 1th of individisals in time samv==rting
term use and the mala *====e= and ==h-t of long-term amma. Predictod radI=*irm &ses futua -1 operaticut of the plant (~) -
productivity. temat is the estimated acreage wikicit will are within the =las as ar-r+4et== &ai- of the Aer==e Diergr ',
regoire perpetual ==4 =*====r= under the proposed *Titird tw = stem . Om inipiast grojected &ee of 4.4 milliremma to the tiirrold .e-
Emwel* of d=en==4ssioniaq7 of a daild tisoisph relk ingestion from ttan menrest dairy inmud. The --'

e= tad =*=4 ese to a retid's thyroid edio ===M emmet milk fremt a ocna
Me ====ed your inclue1cui of d===mmissicaing costs as h=+=1 at the sita 1=W ===ad be less than 15 millirens por year. -
a part of the total posser operatlag cost of this term As the peng='rt Sqamw Creelt amanrioir will be used for tatser sports. *

facili . popefully, the total cost of daea==issioning enzia as fisaisug and =d==Aag, *== to the lativiA=le utHiaing tais
(inc1 mg perpetual main *===e= required) will be amor- m==cevoir laws osen er=p**d and are 1eell '=le== tinse -iniarsi
tised during the produmetive life of the facility so as acceptable, witn the bigna*e ese being that to the =diole cadr furum ;

act to be an impact upon future, non-benefiting, genera- the ing==tiam of finit. This &se ===dd be 1.2 millinum par year.
ticos. .

The draft st=*===> ocui=adar= *=== that ===1A be received by r

To help mitigate the Ices of the squer Creek riparian isativiA-1= armi to the rng=d=*4a= within 50 =Al== of the facility,
<====== 4 ty, we rer=====d forestation of the shoreline of den to 8 el==== of poe+=d=*** acc4A=ne=. The hisnest &se suojected
the squame Kaka meservoir and all adjacent sites with usa:Id be furun a class 8 =rrid=* residting in 3ces of sma=* des
sufficient moisture for tree greerth. The Texas Forest to a large treak in the <= ting systeen. The hignest & am to am
service can advise you om suitable species and planting individust crzupistant isrum secst an =reie=st wrmand he las millirma with
tar *=tques. . a resulting :-- 8*ir= hoe to the (=haadt=*= idthin 50 =81== of

* the far flity of 410 mus-umm.
Th==he for the o,v,.umity to reviser and -t on this
draft environmental statement. It is noted tunt chipping ami sirvem=y of Isisuh remomed &risigm

sita clearing v tim = for une as a maalcit in lieu of d**rman
Sinke y by on-site opem air h==ing ===dd ruhm:e time admarse imymet cut ,

g /. g / gh4 'ac='=^r**"*r''*"-'''""*-'""'"'"-'"'""**'' '

,

f. - er .. o.1= . _ 3wArea Envimtal Coordinator

' Y].f '# M . 5- 33
ES46s'

.:x :
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Page 2 - ter. **dier Wnge 3 - 11r. Italler ,

r

I

haue ocnart4.icri rather than mass cm-sita hwalag is also A 4e Secticn 4.4.4 Inpact on local Institutions, states tie ravywai
project's const.ructacn effort vill ;uve significant isdizoct istucts -

Italitzing the gerations of cxmstruction equipment ard veMela* cn the cities of Clen Doso ard, to a la==nr c:ctent, Grancury, but

for otspliance wita awropriata mkral, State, ard local whts . naitter ocriantmity has t=dng autnority with rearat to tm Ozcancim
for air pollution and raise auatanent crntrols as a part of the Stema Electric Station. It aram this issue must oc resolved ard ' ,

="Wei= contracts simM be cxnsLhral. incluhl as a part of the Envirarsental Ibport to assure that there
is ro rmLction in tie present type, level, or essent of services

section 3.6.1.1 curaical r.fflmnts, irdicates the total dissolved in these m=-titles Guc to tim prcqosal facility.
solids canotzstraticn an late Grarv.ury resulting from the hia=&urs
froa *yus Craek kservoir will be och 2 ani 31 anstanug cxmplete As aunticred in the staterrnt, the AIC staff states that there will

=i vin). temat is the tasis for aseirq crupleta mivirvj? Le an increase in tax revenues as constructicn on tie facility gaajr***aa,
. but that in tne first fa.r years, the ravenues unsy not be sufficient for

Secticn 3.6.1.2 Eueporation Pand, irdimtes the pord bottrna ard sides the increasel services smu. hai on a sita visit, Atsjust 1373,' ard '

will be lims! sdt.t tagul clay to prevent grourd sater cxmtmainati<n. infarmation provicht by the applicant, the MC staff has cxncitded that
As the noter level drug.a, the clay will te subject to shriatage ard the arolicmt ias idantifial the major ingacts and has staas the epility
crackiry allcuing aacap of pcrui water througis the cracks as tne unter of insuring that 1<w-a1 3urisdictions rumiva financial aid in sufficiant
level rises ajain. It is also mentioned that, if mary, sinija tima to provirT.a stu servicus raguired to accliorate crnstruction-relaat
will te rassued fras the grrsi to gain a111tional carw ity. Aamirq effects to the extent tnat the icpact will la aamptable.

the altaije will om drahjed (to avoid slutting down use of the past by -
draining it arti rer.pn.ng the silmije with other equigrant such as tull- 1hari you for tle qportamity to met on this statenet.
Miers, etc.) tuad will the clay liner te unmintained to protect ground
nieter quality? Sinaarely,

mat effect, if any, will crnstruction of the 'ers and overnead -

,transmissicn lines have Cn hx:al televisicn reception, telegtumie ,

-aimei==, and aircraf t oper.stions for crtp dusting, etc. on, O ntard o
alcng, ard adjacent to the prososal route? Director .

y
8

Office of Dtvizumental Affairs
Sectica 4.1.1 Station Sito and Scusw Cred aeservoir Damm, irulicates that N
cst the average 53 to 55 truck delivaries per day to the site of sard,
cement, acy;ruyte, and steel will have a significant 1spect on farm
zonds nt 201 ard 51 arsi tlat local road minham renuireansats will
increase substantially. ; Int c2 urges will this bring about in the
present tyge, level, ard extent of service the roads provide for
non-ccnstructicn relatas tr.affic? .

Secticn 3.5.3 Solid unste, irdinates ra.iiew tive wet solid tastes

errirn as a result or plant oreration will be piv=1 in 55 gallcn
steal dnuns for sitipnent off-site. Otnsiderisuj the corronica rate
of steel, 6ould it te more agpropriate to use acn*xarrosive plastic
cxmtainers or liners for steel dnxus as an ad11tional safeguard ewn
thcugh tre Divirar: ental .:euort notes the tastes vill be ambined
with sv=*nt anl vermimiite to foca a solid satrix?

,

8
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Yt United States Department of the Interior o_44S 2-

0 -4 4 G . suggest that the more recent listing in the rederal PenisterE omct or we ucarnay - m
2u210 .

of February 19, 1974, Part II, sh mid be substituted for the'' Y trAssitNCitE. D C,. .

s'd
one on page 2.3-5 of Volume I, reference 1,'"

In reply refer to: *] g .q

j .f [|M; '' ;'yN...,ApR
. *s The draft statement does not adeouately assess the impact of

~
,

8 B74 thes overall project upon archeological resources with the
'-PEP ER 74/259

M b.. .Q _ *
~~ exception of the reservoir site. The statement should containi

Q, information on archeological resources related to the plant* *

%. '

gij site, transmission lines, relocated pipelines, borrow areas,
* * 6,*2 g access roads, etc. These areas-yhould be surveyed by a pro'-4, .

fessional archeologist and the final statement should cite/, . ,
the resulting report. The final statement should also include

Dear Mr. Huller:
W 8*M@-

Thank you for your letter of' rebruary 15 1974, requesting actions which will be taken to mitigate adverse impacts on
our comments on the Atomic Energy Commission's draft 'the archeological resources. r

statement, dated February 1974, on envi mnmental considera-
tions for Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and geogog,
2. Hood and somervell Counties, Texas.

Sections on geology and seismology in the draft environmental
General statement (p. 2-11 to 2-13) are extremely brief, the latter

section being limited to a single sentence plus-a reference i
Han5 of the AEC staff's recommendations cited throughout to the applicant's environmental report. Reference has also-
the statement will mitigate adverse effects of the power- been made to geological data presented in the Preliminary
plant and its associated facilities. However, there is an Safety Analysis Report (PSAR). Under previous arrangements,
apparent lack of post-construction monitoring of the aquatic the Geological Survey has completed a preliminary review of
and terrestrial environment and questions as to how success- geologic aspects related to construction of the Comanche
fully the recommendations will be implemented by the applicant. Peak Steam Electric Station, as presented in the PsaR. This

review was transmitted to the AEC Division of Reactor Licensing n
it appears that the project site will provide a highly on November 12, 1973. Nevertheless, we feel that the environ- .s
desirable recreation area if a joint planning effort by mental statement should provide a more comprehensive sumnary -"

concerned State, rederal, and local agencies is solicited. of the geologic and seismologic envimnment for the benefit 8
of other independent reviewers. In addition, the statement

Our specific comments are presented according to the format should pmvide assurances that geology and seismology of the
of the statement or according to subjects. Comanche site have been taken into account in an appropriate

manner, as prescribed in AEC's " Seismic and Geologie Siting
Reelonal Demography, Land Use, and Water Use Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants" (10 CFR 100 Appendix F.

Federal Register, Vol. 36. No. 228. Nov. 25, 1971).
The second paragraph on page 2-8 should include Big Rocks
City Park in the City of Glen Rose, Lake Whitney Recreation Data on geology and seismology provided in the environmental
Area four miles southeast of Glen Rose, and the Somervell - statement (p. 2-11 to 2-13, 2-19, 2-20, 5-3) and in Amendment
County Historical Museum at Glen Rose. 2 (p. 2.4-3 to 2.4-61 Figs. 2.4-3 and 2.4-6; Ecology Report

page 7-11, etc.) are inadequate for an independent assessment
Historic and Archeological Sites and Natural Resources of the geologic environment. The only information on the a

phyrical properties of the geologic materials on which the
The final statement should include a sentence indicating plant would be founded is a general discussion relevant to
consultation with the N stional Register of Historic Places or permeability of the limestone beds of the Glen Rose formation,
a sentence similar to that given in paragraph 1, page 2.3-1 However, we are concerned particularly with the physical .5

We alsoVolume I, of the applicant's envim nmental reFort. properties of the " clay stone" layers that are interbedded.
with the linestone (p. 2-11) and any effects that the
proposed groundwater pumping and any resulting changes in
piezometric surface may have on their physical pmperties.

) .. - Q In regard to the proposed pumping, it is stipulated that the

7 m.d.ul&c

*26 Let's Clean Up America For Our 200th Esarthday
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.that this will not cause any adverse 'not been established" (p. 4-10). the ponds would evidently be* applicant must show . .

impacts on other users" (p. 10-1). However, we feel that of significant size. covering about 600.000 squart feet. '

,

assumaces are also needed that this activity would not have The envimnaental statement apparently pmvides no discussion
other adverse environmental impacts. including, subsidence. ' of the design or construction of the ponds or their perimeter
that might result from a change in physical pmperties of dikes, of the depth or ascunt of excavation requimd to
layers below the plant foundaticus. In zwgard to seismic construct them. or of any related environmental impacts.
design. it is stated that *a conservative value of 0.2g hori-
sontal acceleration was chosen for the Safe Shutdown Earth- Solid Radioactive Wastes
quake" (p. 2.4-6. Amendment 2). However no adequate explana- -

tion has been provided of the basis for selecting this ground The solid radioactive wastes that would result from operation of-

| acceleration or the manner in which the proposed facilities the two units have been estimated to include annually about-
have been designed to acca==ndate the seismic environment. 2.100 55-g.11on drums having a total activity estimated to be I

r

approximately 14.400 curies. These wastes are described as'

Lake Cranbury consisting mainly of spent demineralizer resins, filter sludges,
evaporator bottons, chemical drain tank effluents ventilation

The unter to be returned to Lake Cranbury is mentioned en air fihers, contaminated clothing and paper, and miscellaneous
'

page 2-15 and 3-5; however, the effects on water quality are items such as tools and laboratory glassware. According to
mot discussed. The operational effects of the bater exchange page 7-7. the vastes would be shipped to an offsite burial
system on the quality of the unter in Lake hhi should be ground either at Morehead, Kentucky, or at Sheffield iilinois.
lac 1**A=d in the final envirac==ntal statement. It is stated on page 3-31 that " greater than 50% of the

radioactivity associated with the solid waste will be longlived 6

Birds fission and corrosion pmducts, principally Cs-134. Cs-137
.

Co-58. Co-60, and re-55." Because of the considerable storage
Reference is made on page 2-32 to a 1970 publication bif this period required fcr envirowntal protection. it would be
Department in desienating the classification of certain advisable to discuna Federal and State lictnsine provisien,.
raptorial birds and the golden-cheeked warbler. We suggest criteria and responsibilities for the burial site in connection
that a later reference be used. Based on the U.S. Department with: (1) its hydrogeologic suitability to isolate solid wastes O
of the Interior's Resource Publication 114 " Threatened of the Comanche plant from the biosphere; (2) surveillance ',, ,

Wildlife of the United States.* and U.S. Department of the and monitoring of the disposal sites and (3) any remedial or e
Interior. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. " List of regulatory actions that might be necessary during the period A

| Endangered Native Fish and Wildlife." October 1973. the in which the wastes would be hazardous. .

southern bald eaZ e and American perigrene falcon arei

considered endangered. The f, olden-cheeked warbler and the Squaw Creek Reservoir
prarie falcon are designated as thrwatened. This correction
should also be made in paragraph three page 4-11. .It is indicated on page 4-12 that to the maximum extent

- possible, rock and earth fill for the dam will be obtained
Beat Dissipation System from the reservoir site thus minimizing the construction

impacts. Also.' figure 4.1.1 identifies borrow and prospec-
. A generalized layout of the Comanche plant (fig. 3.4.1) shows tive bormw areas. . However. the statement does not contain
! an evaporation pond situated souths:est of the plant area. an adequate descripion of the borrow areas within the reser-

However; a map included in Amendment 2 (fig, 2.1-3a} fails to voir and belou the dam. We suggest that the final statemaat ,

! show this pond but shows two larger evaporation ponds due include a more complete description of these areas.
west of the plant area. A third map (flg. 4.1.1) shows still'

another configuration of the evaporation pond completely
different from the other tro. Although it is acknowledged
that "the exact configuration of the station facilities has

D-7
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The effects on displaced fauna is mentioned on page 4-13. Recreational Imoacts-
The second paragraph should be expanded to also indicate
that an equivalent quantity of displaced fauna vill pmbably - We are pleased that the applicant intends to make the Squaw

_be eventually lost due to the limiting carrying capacity " reek Reservoir available for public recreation. This action
of those areas and thelikelihood that the area is presently will also help Preserve and protect important fish and wild-
near biological equilibrium. life habitat and resources.

As stated on page 4-13, a positive impact on terrestrial According to page 5-3, the applicant will make the reservoir
ecosystems will be the suspension of cattle grazing. Suspen 1 available to the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department for
sion of all grazing may be an improvement over heavy grazing * recreation development, but plans are still in preliminary
however, an interim grazing program would provide a more stages. We suggest that the final environmental statement
desirable effect on wildlife habitat and possibly the total include an up-to-date discussion of recreation development
environment. plans, including maps showing types of recreation facilities

under consideration.
The AEC staff recomanendation that brush clearing of small
dense juniper and mesquite thickets bechne in certain areas 'The above reference is related to recreatidnal development
should be administered only under a wildlife management for Squaw Creek Reservoir only. However, the map on pg. 36
plan . The plan should be reviewed by the appropriate State shows a parcel of land within the applicant's property line
and Federal fish and wildlife agencies. that is available for recreational use. It is not clear

whether this area is connected with the Texas Parks and Wild-
Const m etion of Squaw Creek Dam life's recreational programs. This needs clarification. *fe

also suggest that the relationship between the exclusion zone

The inference on page 4-20 that a greater biomass production and recreation use should be explained, especially clarifying
will result in a beneficial ef fect fma a fisheries management whether recreation will or will not be allowed along the

viewpoint is misleading. Aquatic biomass doesn't always d**UM "NM * "d"*3 ""C *

denote a productive fishery. As indicated in the preceeding
paragraph, af ter the 4th or 5th year Mugh fish usually make Lake Granbury, to the north, and the proposed Squaw Creek n
up approximately 75 percent of the total fish by weight in Reservoir will be connected by a 48-inch-diameter makeup
Texas reservoirs. water pipeline and a 36-inch-diameter return pipeline to .g

return blowdown fmm the plant to Lake Granbury. Because 'm
The cut-off segment of the channel and the channel relocation of this physical connection, we view Lake Granbury as part of

should have a much more complete description than that given the project. Lake Granbury apparently provides a rapidly
on page 4-20 if the hpacts are to be adequately identified. expanding range of water-related outdoor recreation opportuni-

ties , acecPding to pages 2-5, 2-6, 4-7, 4-33, and 5-2 of the-
The ef fects of siltationcn Squaw Creek is discussed on draft statement. The final statement should present a

pages 4-21 and 4-22; however, the effects on the Puluxy and discussion of the general recreation picture at the Lake.

Brazos Rivers are not described. This section should be The discussion shouldinclude types of recreation activities
expanded to include a discussion of the effects that will Pursued, use data by activity (quantified, if possible), and

occur as a result of construction on Pulury and Bra =os Rivers some indication of the economic impact to the local economy

as well as Squaw Creek. A time period for M covery should resulting from the recreation development which has taken .

also be projected for each river. place since 1969. One reason for suggesting this is (not-
.

withstanding the statements on pages 4-7 and 5-2) that the appli-

A discussion of dissolved oxygen levels for water withdrawn cant's judgment that the intake for the makeup water pipeline

from Lake Granbury and discharged into Squaw Creek is given and the discharge of the return pipeline will not adversely -
on page 4-22. Due to the low dissolved oxygen levels during
May, June, July, and August and possible high hydrogen sulfide
levels, a method of reaeration should be described along with
methods of water release into Squaw Creek.
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impact on existing recreation is largely unsupported. At Effects of Transmission Lines

present, the judgment of "no adverse impact" is based solely
on tha fact that the pipelines will be located in an area The probable effects on birds from collisions with the
closed to recreational boating. A map shouing the closed proposed transmission lines and towe: s should be identified
area in relation to the entire Lake would be of help in and discussed. As mentioned earlier, the route of the De Cor-

this regard. dova transmission lines cross the Brazos River at three loca *
tions and also Lake Cranbury. Since this area is used by

Under Section 5.6.5 (page 5-45), the dmit statement acknow- waterfowl, raptors, and song birds, a careful study should ~

ledges an adverse esthetic impact where the CPSES-related be made to identify impacts that may occur as a result of
t unsmission lines cross Lake Cranbury. According to rigure the construction and operation of the plant.

3.4.2 (page 3-45), the transmission lines (one 133 kT and
one 345 kV) will cross the n amos River at three points and Entrainment

lake Cranbury at one point about three miles upstream from
the De Cordova Bend Dam. The final statement should include Entrainment of aquatic organisms is discussed on page 5-36.
a discussion of what mitigating measures will be undertaken The estimated loss of aquatic organisms due to entrainment

by the applicant to minimize N2 verse esthetic impacts at the should be presented to better appraise the productivity of the
River and Lake crossings. Squau Creek Reservoir.

The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department is currently A reservoir total circulation time of 14 days is estimated

. finalizing the Texas Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation based on a condenser cooling-water flow of 4,902 cfs and

Plan (SCORP). In responding to comments regarding the recrea- reservoir volume of 135,360 acre-feet. It is unlikely thatI

tion environment, the ACC Staff and/or the applicant may wish this reservoir volume can be considered effective due to
to consult the SCORP regarding such matters as recreation use, probable short circuiting and it is likely that a turnover

demand, and the recreation potential of the project , area. time of the "ef fective volume" is considerably less.

Should such consultation be necessary, the contact is:

(
Monitoring Prwrams

|
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department 7
Comprehensive Planning Section An interagency meeting of concerned State, Federal, and local s

i

John H. Reagan Building agencies and the applicant should be scheduled at a future O
*

Austin, Texas 78701* date to discuss and develop guidelines for preconstruction.
construction, and post-constr=sction nonitoring of hydrological,

Attention: ftr. Jim Riggs terrestrial, and aquatic conditions. These guidelines should

Telephone: 512-475-4366 locate sample collection areas, frequency, and nethods of
collection. Saapling data should subsequently be distributed

Applicant's Thermal Analysis to the concerned agencies for their review and m==*nts.

It is indicated on page 6-1 that the water quality measurenentsBoth the applicant and the AEC have evaluated temperature
distributions in the cooling reservoir and are essentially at the Squaw Creek Station below the Squau Creek Das shall

in agreenent. It is not clear in the report if recirculation start at les:t sir nonths b-fore construction is initiated.
,

and hence possible temperature buildup has been considered Due to variations in nonwi seasonal flows and quality, we
I

| In the analysis. Tigure 5.3.4 (p. 5-10, applicant's data) suggest that this requirement be changed to at least one full

indicates a temperature dif ference between the intake and year of data instead of 6 months.
0 indicates that A T will

discharge of 12.7 F whereas the textTigure 5.3.5 (AEC's data) would
-be 14.2 r (paragraph 3.3).

seem to indicate similar results. Thus, we are net convinced
that recirculation will not be significant aAs possible tem-
perature buildup may result in higher than predicted tempera-
tures in blowdown water going to Lake cranbury.

,
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Environmental Ef fects of Accidents 6 * wma.
--

Discussion of accident probabilities-is putwely qualitative *
and discussion of the most sermous (class S) accidents is -

TXK-233 April S. 1974

limited largely to the statement that "the probability of
their occurrence is judged so small that thep environmental . . ,

risk is extremely low" (p. 7-3). The most serious class of g/ h[,rjQ1- f.y
accidents was not conceived as a purely hypothetical exert:ise,

W 2 i 274 (W-

as seems to be implied by Table 7.1 and the accompanying Y
7discussion. and we believe that the subject merits at least e

a quantitative estimate of probability, environmental conse- - gg a $
quences, and environmental risk.

'YW. S. Atanic Emer2F h38J1** #

W % D. C. 5 ' 'hAlthough these factors have evidently not been estimated
as yet, we understand that a group of about 50 specialists,
are curr1ently performing a study for AEC to assess more cosaamrue FEAK STsan Et.stIEIC STAT 1m
quantitatively these risks and that initial results of these " g y
efforts are expected to be available in early 1978s (p. 7-3).
He presume that the environnental ef fects of class 9 accidents WM STA M
are being evaluated, despite their lou probability, and N "* I"
believe that this information should be included in the final
environmental statement. * * 8,I'*'I'

IrNve= sible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources **'I*"* I E * *I 8'** ~E I

QFemk Steen Electric Station (CPSES). Our comments were de- " ve da117
The following should be added as ites (7) to the first with W. Fnak Mraglia. M Pseject Wr, in his offices em krch 21 _,

paragraph on page 10-8: Archeological resources salvaged and 22, 1974.

r to or encountered and salvaged during the construction
, , ,g _

mature, and wre fewerably received by ter. Estraglia med his staff, there
We hope these comments will be helpful in the preparation of reesta certain key immees en 6 ow yesittee is at varia=~ with that of

the final environmental statement. the AEC. In the attached sections, we will discoes the ambjects11sted
below fa supre details

Sincerely yours,
- 1. Cytrattonal tilcrimaticr. Practic::= yu--h 1),

%'[L* d y ,g
-

2. Istake Structure Desian/ Mater Telect ties (Attah--t 2)
Assimamme S*CFf tary of the Inter. lor

|/
3. Cooling Tamers: hter h ytton & Costa (Attachemet 3)

Mr. Daniel R. Huller
Assistant Director for 4. Sched=11mg of Constructime Activitice (Attachment 4)

Environmental Projects
Directorate of Licensing um are also providing (as Attachment 5) apdated land use acrosse data for
Atosmic E.nergy Commaission appending to the Final Emwiremmmatal Statement (FES) to be publiehed in May,
Washington D. C. 20545 1974
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attac h -ar i
ttr. .F. F. O*Lt:.cy Aprgt g, 1974 April 8, 1974
U. S. Atomic Ea cay r m a=Los Pa;;o 2

er*U; Cite PUK ST44 FUmEC ftTnTYtti~
D0%2; im. 5044 6 mal 507- &"a

Car preet aes=1y dtscuued cose.ets rema: ding the DES, plea the restae1 1.na.1 ,OMFOnL C104fMT''JN PWSCTECCS,
ows data attached Wr:s e 91111,e :e11ected la a suaeral espdatina of our ER' s '

which will han pub 11ehad aa aamudamot tie. 3 around mid-atay.1974. In this A*C Posittac:

respec t, the La EE mane 1J be cuentstect with the contents of the FES. "The Applic act shall desi2a the statica to control Lb additica of chloriaa
la a44ttion, .as plan to pravide f art:ner Jata regardios the grounJuater to th cir==Lating water systa=a swh teac th. c e+atzatiaa of total re-

614 mal chlorias et th polat of discbras to Sqissa Crash R-wir in 8.1atutta= beias canducted as .aan .e4 th t sat results ats compiled. Thias
itternation will W fesmally sonettted to Am atonoS teay 1.1974, and vtLL pga or less at all times." (Page vi of DES)
bc factuJad in ER A M-t Iso. 3 aa applicabt.s.

_ olicant Position:Ap

In scordance wLth the Commiuton's recal:.mamata, we era JW ting bucewiens .
ehree (3) siga.d and f acty (40) coefeamed copian of this lotter and the For .aaey y. ors the operating eaa paa8-4 of tha Tomma Ctilities System med

othe utilities to Tszas b.awa utL11sst the chiocination procedasres that* - ata attach.J thereto. for docketing pi.rposes. It la oesr ueJerstandlog are described for Ibe CPSES im Section 3. , .st the r3t wLth no observmelathe thae remarka 6111 k locorporat.d into the appendix to the FES. adverse environmental ef fects. This Jacarminattom has been repeatedly ,

A total of ten (10) ccyise each of the reports referencad in our e-r. waritted by independent biotegical studI=a coeducted on beated reseshira
on chlorination (Attactosat 1) are ales provid.1 by this trann-treat. la the CPSES region.

Respectfully submitted, The reduction to 0.1 pea total residual chlorian at the point et discharge
into Squaw Cseek Ka.orvoir as as operattug r-- *-- w1LL ba below the

UTELI BATING C0stP/JK 1.wsl required to maintata necesesry control of biological organiana.
- mreover, mechanical techniques for condenser tebe elemales have been

, [g found to be inef ficient and unacceptable in caras of biocida control. n
Therefore, chlorination is tbs only viable matbod for control of biologicmL e

-*
- Perry . Britraia orgealms in the circulating water system. [Emacu two Vice Prrsident

| As chlorination la a castly, hownwr necemmary, practice, a lower than
present level of dosage sould have already been adopted if it were adequate,

| U""E" to accomplish the purpose. h chlortistica practicas preasstly employedi

hawa been prowea over the years to be both envir====t=11y sound andAt tactement s afficient from a plant operation potat of view. The AEC requirement for
a 0.1 rpm residual Losi appears to be eve more srtingent than tha:: sat

forth ta the EPA *n propcaed effluent guide 11ase =m 1a f act, also seks

f prastassue fa- .-, tea,e he,e4 an mirtrerine circemnerweer end demon-
stratiaa of the need for higher tesidual chlorine levels. Ibaratore,wai

j feel there is no justif Labia basis for this severe end. Sa tbs CPSES region,
; ecologically usuarraared operational paastty.
t

Basis for Apelicaat's Position
I

l W afficient operattoa of CPSZS will ;;etaire chlorlaatios of tha circialating
I and suzvica wter supply sysroos at levels camparable to those und for
f other rese:veir-based Seaarating static.cs la the Texas Uc111 ties Syst<m.

the general chlorinatico practices of Texas Pouer & Light and Touas F.lectric ;
, Sarwice Company are stattar, varying only la fragwency and intaasity

(dependent as reservoir f ertility and temperstate). Both utilities esseI

shock chlortaation to residuals of 0.5 to 1.0 ppm at the condeaur ontlet
for periods of 30 minutes to one hour. The locath and amount are determined
by chlorine demand and system r.eeds. The f requency varies f rom three boarly

( periods a week to twice daily durtag warmer weettner at the Sandou plant om e

| Lake Alcoa. On I.ake Arlington, operations require the lleodley station to [
,

; i
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chlotteata erus .Latty *er % est tates le ti-e wirrac to a s ixtaum el three y g g g g g g g ==m- s=.- e tre=t ata dait, d .rtas tw =er. g {E.g e r F :gse a - e

: I- -
SI+c14attaa r-=e=1 m ts a e eery teneceture Jephet aad with rapidly g g w**
flucteatles air med watar tweerstores me rigid operatiomai schedels can h {sr
be muniar =Imed. Exames et se.snanaMy cinamatad chlertoe =tsenJ. citi.artne g gemecentrattans berwo-a 1.0 rad 2.0 ppen lalected al vad et she t raveling gscree.s have he== to ed zw cr to - % Cat. te. e.s ,p. rutd.at u,de4
to achtm== or w %= centrol. Ontertoe rsquireemets are deter =1aed by
stattom cha-sLsts lac exh plaat and actemat asio ast s used sary with chasing gf -g* ** *a y a
h ,th.s atraM sale:1aation chart shows chtertaat taa pros-educ es for o na w *a ** *a sa ** e ~

the ruancwetes la the Cr$ES restam dLucusand hereta.

Aittume$ virtaally all poner plaats 12 Temas located == r,zs=<votre use
shock chiertentin W meme bioloS cal informatica la avalt.nble os at leasti

18 et thsee, the sta af =ra with the anest blelogical data u1LL t== used Y Y E E k I hE E -13th1sdf - E- T. s.e elm seaeervetra hace a togst of 93 years et fE
'

g
#

e
aparattaa erith chlertae *utsenee and threa bewe had no significant vatac g- ( E. kfleur through is et least 5 yeers. , ,, ,

a. n a 4 g ga
,

M1he fish = ? =*1 mea of *fie et the am ruervoirs h; eve ineen sample d t.ar may .E q
years by the Tewa= PartLa b Uk1d11fe Deparr3AERC. Im S repGrt gregared for

~the Tasms Eater Omatity heard by the undtae Corporation *, Dr. Crubb and
' Ier. Sharp -==etaded that. " Fish productica in heated lakes appeared to be g

so smed 11 mot hetter them that In non-heated takes." and that "A linea- _QMtumy test of the data showed that heated reservoirs ranked significantly
,

-a *a
g

blaher eh== mem-h==e=4 ames in three parameters describias game fisk pre- O 5, , , . p
*a ** * ** *

dertietty. . r.te. th.t the crSES c se e,erated with a o.s ,,. 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 go
*&tarisma ressa==3 estth as deteriammtal effects on the aquatic blota. g QAlthoud this analysts une made is relattom to water temperatore st=ad=eds. * ait is esp =18y app 11 cable to chiertne man. C

@
Em February et 1974. Espey, masten & Associates seemitted a report prepared k, , -, , , ,

4 , , - . - [,by Fami T. Price to Temas Electric Service t%=y==y matt tied: Review of
, ,,,

- e
,Phytop1==he== Studies r W ed em Five Teman Reservoirs. Dana at time com. * 4 4 4 4"-

ciistoms dramma from this study esmo that "...timerest ettlemats f rom electric
.

*a ** *a **

g ,

_tM * rt?!r*r= m -- 4 =Is+u Ev 1r ac;g- c::1 Ele h: esy si.icte sa
. o. Oo o

**
. n

the yhytopt ae== payetattees et reservotre used for cooling." I

"IIn addittems. the fellontag beethic studf as shoes .that chlorisation has not - *

adversely affected pop =Lations of beanthic organtsuno in Lake Arlington. Eagle G

,kh im and renomma rs =9aa= Lakes, all of ednich ars b the CFSES region:

* C2nuth J. C. med R. Bryan Sharp.1973. stelogical Investigattoes-faland [kk
1Amters. Im Be, tee of Searface tanter Temperatures and Associated Biological g8*

-fe.E
Beta es Related to the Temperature Staedards in Texas.

- - ue
.. .a
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Unter supply and temperature control for the aperiment uma a contaa* a===

riou through of 250 - 600 Spa siphoned directif from the discharge. The
"Spcita Utvealty uJ Denalty of I'e Bam:hicitacrotavertebrat s' flah weca teJ with foragu cpecies z;siced f rom the dischens canal and put
1.5Lahicing a k uencic raceivicg a iteatut Ef rineat*, hsis by g, gg g gqgg,g gpg.. perioJ. threadtia ahad gizzard tha.i. tidewater
Fri at it. mit, t aiwaratty of Texas at Artington. J=ly,1982. silveratJea, pagaosa stenows, sporca11 nblaars. red shtaers, bbegill,

greca suntish, as14f t.h. sgolden a.hiners. lugperch and samtalto lista inre
Tms Electrte Serview Cuapany Pne.cch Projact 172: "A Qusatita" introJaced to tha ponds ma f arsgo. Eo ucuaoal anoctality au fourd and on
e twe maJ 4. 411:stive :.urvey of the P12akton and tenthic Inverte- erratic behavior was obwrved. Radividaa14 of all species were recovehd
1.retes f aciudiag 31 talves of Z23 : Wuatain and Potman Elagdom in April s hen t he Ada were drained. The excellent growth and reproduct-1

1. ale =". Part 11: Beethas. Dona 14 E. F -ich. Texas Chrtattaa Daiver- ion of the=* base further tailcates et.at chlartaation is not a serious
sity. Fort ihasth. Tem 2:s.1971. biolagical probisa. A second siallar experiamat is conLiauing with hans *

** * *

As a funber example. Oak Cre.k Reservoir was impounded ta 1954 aal 4 6tawa

electric stativa was placed on the rew rvoir in 1961. Chlorination we b" Tuae AAH ticiversity in conJacting a cas si cuirare prolact la the discharge
gun when the plant ^ --ared operattua. Ened on Parks & Wilditta Departmour ,g gg .g.rindad sem heric Station. ab in the Applicant's an%
semplic.g data, tt m raservoir has cha = lac'a tuermaamd total production und froJuction is h1;b dad deemitius of w emiaately 1100 l b/M have en
Lacreas=d total wJisht or gaue species ulace 196L. certataly a reversat oL obtataeJ. Slatlar duasities bwe bed zaalized at the Marsac Creek project.
typical Texas resusvoir treuds. CLiocinattaa hza apparently cat reduced
aquatic productivity in this reservoir. The biological inforsation availabla om zeservoirs which have received

residual chlorine f rom powe, plaat operations show no decrease in product-
hanel catfish h ve be=a commeccially p.wluced at ILa.J1ey. Trialdad and ivity. Numerous fish cultere activities la che discharge water before
turgan Creek. The case culture operation at Norgsa Creek has produced dilution with lake water indicates the no bLologically significaat prot 1 runs
approminately 180.0001he. of catfish ta three years of commercial operation. have been encountered with the uma of chlorination at levela raccamended for
The project ta located 4.000 test below the condenser outlet in the canal CPSES. Becaase chlorination te a 0.5 ppa residual will be requiral to main-
before chloriae dilutioa occurs. The Texas Parks & Wildlife Deparon=at has Caia projected operational levels, the requirement of a maxismaa of 0.1 ppa
used this location to hold or grow flathead catfish, blue catfish and a is considered i njustified and will impose a severe operating handicap upea
redaar a green sunfish hybrid. Channel catfish have epawned in the canal the proposed Comasche Paak Steam Electric Station.
and the fry have been raised la this discharge water. These canals are Oelevated and for at least 8 years no movement of wild fish into the canal kexcept through the condeauers has been possible. A very productive continu~ otug population asista la these canals and no species which occurs in the O
reservoir is know to be excluded from the canal.

gedear x green byhrida. green sunfish, redsat sunfish and chamael catfish have
been gro.m t ree advanced flager11mgm to an e erage weight of 0.25 lbs. in thev

discharge of the Eagle mancata iplaur. la this h int project between the
sem ent.,=wum ne i .-m.,n a w ,.- u . :.- - :- - . .. .-:-~.
were placed in the canal less than 300 feet downscreme f rom the discharge. .
The fish were grown to a mare desirable size before being released taco Eagle
Ibertain haka.

At the umaAley station on Lake Arlington two sua11 ponda (.08 acre) were con-
structed adjacent to stu- did arga caul approsisately 300 feet below the
condens=c outlet. To test the dastrability of usta: the vaca discharge water
for increat.ed winter growth of game specias. Yewas Electric Servia:a Compaay
and the Texas Parks & Ulldlif = Deparreeat stocked thess poaJs with 6-ounce
bass. These fish were a Texas strata crossed with a Florida strata and were
considered a very desirable sports fish. The fish were stocked in late *

October 1972 and by March 1973 the fish averaSed 16 oz. in weight. These 10 .
nonth o1J tish spawned in the ponds la late February and finsarlings were re-
moved la April of 1973.
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Atr3ChGent 2 t? nit f6 takes la 240.000 gym (533.33 cf s) circulating water through two "
'

Apati 8. 3974' baye each coctaining one tea-foot wide traveling screen and one pump of
120.000 gpu (266.67 cfs) capscity. The bottom of the intake structure is
at 2034.5 ft. elevation. la 1971. the lake level was at a low reading of

O.W2M 11 Jt m ye H. Cr.:tc ';TRIars 2053.9. a level which was approaching the minimum for operation. At that
M 7 rM. M 44.x.1in.t.i' elevation, the average screen approach velocity was calculated to be 1.37 fps.

'
At the highest water level since 1968 (2063.35 fr. elevation), the calculated
everage screen approach velocity was 0.924 fps. Due to the fluid dynamics of

it*TA2 SCtMN DESU.'.;/MTrR t t.txty!E'- water approachina the screens. velocities greater than the average occur at
several places la f rome of the screens. Therefore. it is a valid assumption,

a that screen approach velocities have been equal to or greater than 1.0 fpe
AEC f.ssi:Lo3: for the entire 6 years that (fait f 6 has been on line. It is probable that

much of the time these velocities have equated or exceeded the predicted 1.2C
"The App 11: mat shall redutta eb circulating w ater intake and the service fps screen approach velocity for water elevation 770* for the CFSES (Table

'

water int.ae es r=Juce t'r.e velacity at th t ruh rxka aaJ shnd of the 3.4-2, Es).3

sca eens to no core thn 0.3 f.n.* (7 ge v of Dr.5)

la the Radian Corporation report mentioned in Attachment 1. Sharp and Crubbe
fpplicant rodtion: analyzed Texas Parks & Wildlife gillnetting data for 15 reservoirs. 5 of

which have received heated effluents for as long as 23 years (take Coloredo
Cener.scin statists to ^e W L - ut.' ; m.w % ,e cR M b "*n/ te m City), and compared thirteen parameters incledtog total weight of game flahl
with circulattag viter int.ae vetacities up to 1.3 fps. tturing this tiane. 100' net, average weight of game fleh/100* net, number of game fish /100' met.
no significant adverse impingement /nutrarwent ptwbtass Lave ima detected. and percentages by neber and weight of game fish and base.

Actual fish losses due to imping-wnt have been measured in the (f el I by I.ake Colorado City ranked second is this study la weight of game fish per
Texam C1ect ric Servise Compeuy and base consisteetly been limited to caly 100* net (2.4 times the average of the fourtees other reservoirs), second la
a few rounds on a monthly Nasts. ra n eteraced with the productivity of amber of base per 100' set. first in velaht of bass per 100' net, first in
the coolian reservoirs es a close1 ccesyst.:e. thle loss is not only insi s- average weight of game fish, seccad in average weight of base and first lat
ificaat, but is naturally compensateil for ith sucts rapidity as to be of percentage of game fish by weight,
unmeasurable impact. O

The majority of estimetes of fatske structure impact on fish populations bee
,

An examination of three alternative intaka structure designs, say nf which been based primarily on theory. The Applicant. has acquired actual data fra Owould reduce velocities to 0.8 fps, reveal cost lacreases above the present known operattag conditions and contends there is no observable damage to .a
proposed design of from nearly 1.0 to 1.5 million dollars. Thereface, such destrable fish populations caused by screen approach velocities within the
redesign of the structure to reduce velocities to this level would con- raage predicted for the CPSgS in the destga presented in the ER.
stitute a burden and expense totally out of proportion to any conceivable
benefits. In addition to the questionable benetits or neducing the intake velocities to

0.8 fps, there is an incurred cost penalty assoelated with construction of an
Basis for 4.pite.*nt's P m*ttont

'
appropriately redesigned intake structure. The attached table illustrates
three alternative design schemes which have been developed to achieve this

Steam electric stations based on coo 11 g ponde la Texas have been circulating
criteria.

thaoush lus. m uu .. J m s*un . L=. J a b R u ler.; cawater

50 years. These reservotre have maintained game fish populations as good or Adetailed cost estimate for each of the three alternative schemes has been
better than reservoirs of equivalent age which are not used f or cooling. prepared end the incremental costs are summarized below:

The Morgan Cre-k Steen Electrie Statica located on I. ale Colorado City in Proposed Destgot Rase

located in ititchell County. Texas. 0.6% ha southwest of Colorado City on Alternate A: . $1.436.711
florgan Crevk. a tributary of the Colorado River. The first two units at this Alternate St $1.109.942
station in the Applicant's system (22 mw each) went on line in 1950. The Alternate C2 $ 853.881
third (44 av) in 1932, the f ourth (70 ew) in 1954, the fif th (175 nw) in 1959

.

and the slath unit (500 mw) in 1966 for a total of 833 ew. The Jake hee a As can be readily seen, the incremental costs incurred represent a burden ?

capacity of 31.600 acre-feet and a maximum area of 1.637 acres. In 1970, the which can in no way be justified by any potential benefits due to redection
area was down to 981 ac. and because of the semi-arid climate is well below of fish losses already shown to be negligible. We are, therefore strongly
its maximum area most of the time, opposed to the imposition of such a des.gn requirement which has no f actual '

or practical basis. ,

1
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AttacIsamat 3
April S.1974 :

CE4p4RI.5tBI OF ALTrumatt

C-avttI: EAft113trAEE STEBCtWE BESitnes
Coseaame PEAK STEAtt rttrTRIC STATION

B00NT teos. 50-445 anB $0-446

Paarameter Feuysend Alternate Altereste Altarmate . g ,
a.alam A B C

I

s

AEC Posittoat |
3-n h- .

..

.

velocity, fyn 1.58 4.e e.4 6.8 h Wu is less toduced evaporattom frem the reservoir than f rom
cooltag towers. the sua af natural and evaporative losses free the re-
ser=oir is greater than the losses f rom the cooltag towers.* (Paga 9-16 of.

| Emmber of g
screens 12 12 12 14

*"The capital cost of the coo 11ag tower lasta11attom for CTSES has been
estimated by etw staf f to be about the same as that for the reservoir heat
dissapatica system." (Fase 9-19 of DES)

le le 12 12

Applicaat tosittomt

Expertence la the Applicant's service area has shanas cooling poeda to ef fe
, g g gg n.

sitatticant uater conservattom adwastages idnam coupered to altermattwo'

{
forms of cooling. auch as mechanical-draf t wet towers. The ea====ptive
water use, as presented la the DES. for the proposed Squaw Creek Reservoir (
appears to be excessive, uhtte cooltag tower water requiremmars appear ese- tu

'
m m 183 213 realistically Lou.. . tu addittom. cost data for thmee alternattwo cooling O

Nschemes, as presented in the Et, Yefute any possibility that captral costo
are comparable for the two methnds. The following paragraphs will present.

__ ... . the beets for the Applicant's posttica la fall detail.
E1==::S:;. .~

.. 'daa 44> ,.w

masts for Applicant's posittom: - ;

unter ea== ==riam

L JC m!! 1 M, J [* r. w .tl.. ae. J m ilca 6 tcr f = ca; C
utiltzing the Squaw Creek Reservoir as propmoed by itfSI. and Staf f estimates
appear to be in close agreement with estimates g! wee la the FA. The Staff

has also estimated cooling water consunaption and maLony regatreseets for a
wet forced-draf t cooltag tower fasta!!ation as se alternative coolies 6 Fates
for CPSES amJ has concluded that ". . . the sum of marerat and toduced
evaporative losses f rom the reserweir is greater than the losses from the
cooltag towers". In the same discumstce (DF3. p9-16) the Otaf f explicitly >

takes exceptloa to the conclusion la the ER (ER. p.9.2-23) tl.at the proposed
reservoir system la m.st advantageous la terms of at. watitative us.e of water.

I Water resource manageerst is one of the overriding rnaceram of en e Applicant
la selecting a powerr pleat site and the selectina of a wlle:=. system far a
particular plant, whetl=er fossil feeled or so-clear. .is dercrthed in the 61

and doramented in aanppostIng studtes and reports, the Applicaet ham determia d
that the proposed Squaw Creel Reserwelt for CPSES will newla la !=ss rum-
sumptive use of water and a smaller nakeup reg trescut from RA e Crambury, by
a algaf f tsamt margin, compared with toaling tower sysrce<.
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Attachment 3
April 8, 1974 Attachment 3

April 8. 1974

Forced or induced evaporattoe losses are a anjor determinant of total ne figures in parentheses are tk Staf f estinMes as gt en in the DFS. Aswater coasasption la reservoir systens as well as cooling tower systems.
The AEC Staff estimates of forced evaporstion losses for Squaw Creek re- Indicated, no rodificattom has been eede in the above comparison for the

Staf f estimates of cooling tower evaporation losses. The acre feet con-
servoir are in close agreement with data reported la the ER and in supporting sumptior. estinates included la DES Table 9.2.1 are critical measures ofcogineering studies. Lbwever, the AEC Staf f estimates of forced and induced
evaporation losses for coollag tower inscellation (as alternatives to the merit as used in DES Table 9.2.3 which conpares altesntive heat dissipat-

ion systees for CPSES. The estieste for Squw Creek Reservoir should beSquaw Creek Reservotr) are substantially lower thse these losses as shown la
reversed downward from 29.410 to 21.370 acre feet. This w e l thus indicatethe ER. He ER estimates are based upon a general plannlag f actor relating a very significant lower water consumption advantage for the res*rvoirinduced evaporative loss to overall cooling kater flow rate through the system for CPSES.

towers. The AEC Staff methodology used to estimate laduced evaporation
losses f rom coolir.g towers seeks explicitly to relate evaporation losses to The above estleates of water consumption for Squaw Creek Reservoir and formonthly variation in etreulating water flow rates and variations in tempera- ecoling towers should not be interpreted as estimates of the total flow ofture and humidity.

water to be diverted from Lake CrAnbury. As noted by the AEC Staff (DES
P. 9-17). a return of blowdown water to Lake Cranbury in the amowat of 55 efaThe general validity of the methodology is not questioned, but there is (39.818 acre feet 'per year) would be required to maintata TDS concentrations.Totaatial concern that the methodology does not adequately reflect the in the circulating water at a maximme of 2400 rpm. D e comparable figurespecific climatic and meteorological conditions that prevail in the CPSES for the reservoir would be 37 cfs or 26.787 acre feet per year. If a coolingproject ares, particularly with respect to the relative importance of tower system allowing a maximum TDS of 4800 ppe were adopted about 11.945

evaporative heat transf er or loss and sensible heat transfer. Recause of acre feet of water per year would be blown down to an evaporative pond.the low relative humidity and high teoperatures prevaillag in the north
central area of Texas, it is recognized that a very high proportion of heat ya the ER (Table 9.2-5) total water requirements tot system alternatives are
transfer is eccomplished by evaporative loss of ecollag water. Moreover. It shown. This table (attached) has been revised utilistag 1971 data andis tLe teneral experience of the applicant, that the forced evaporation losses evaporation estimates developed by AEC Staf f (from DES Table 9.2.1). Asestimated by the AT Staf f would be unrealistically low for a hypothetical shown in the revised Et table total divereine f rom Lake Cranbury would
cooling fewer taatallatica at the CPSES. pc

amount to 48.157 acre feet per year compared with 67.698 acre feet for the O
cooling tower alternattwo returning blowdown to Lake Cranbury. This revised W

The Applicant has reviewed the AEC Staf f estimates of total water consumption table is based upon the evaporation leases estimated by tha AEC Staff andfor the Squaw Creek Reservoir and the cooltag tower alternatives (described unu14 favor the coollag reservoir even more giving somewhat higher coolingin Section 9.2 of the ER) and finds that cooling reservoir water consumption tower evaporation leases appropriate for the area as suggested by the
estimates presented in the DES are substantially misleading. Uithout further applicaat's experience. Even with these estisetes of evaporatioen losses.guestioning of the estimates of induced evaporation losses *cr cooling towers however, the cooling reservoir appears highly advantageous with respect to
(as described in the paragraphs above). It is noted in Table 9.2.1 in the DES

water consumption am can be seen f rom the somsary below (f rom ER Table 9.2-5that total water consumption for the cuoling tower insts11ation wou1J be Revised):27.880 acre feet in a typical year (1971) compared with 29.410 acre feet for
the: coulicg recuzwuiz.

Acra reet
Reserwir Tower TowerThe estimates for natural evaporation less appropriately take account of
W O OO) @Sd4Q (mS48001direct precipitation f alling on the reservoir surf ace but this critical

Diversion from Cranbury 48,157 67.698 39.825euemanry in Table 9.2.1 does not teke aceovat of local runoff feeding fato the
Return to Cranbury 26s787 39.818 0

reservoir. The AEC Staf f did indicate in an earlier section of the DES (Table
5.3.8) that such ru,off chould be included in estinating net makaup water Discharge to rond 0 0 11.945

Met Consumptive use 21.579 27.830 27.880requirements for the Squaw Creek Reservoir.
Net Mateup from Cranbury 21.370 27.880 19.825

When DES Table 9.2.1 is appropriately revised to take account of local runoff
(see attached table) the AEC Staf f estimate of comparative water consumption On the basis of the forecoing. It is the applicant's firm conclusion that the

in 1971 is as follous reservoir system af fords a most significant advantage in towar water consumpt-
fon and water resource management as compared with coef f og tower af ternatives
for CPSES.Acre Feet Per Tear

Squaw Creek Reservoir 21.370 (29.410)
Coo 11rg Towers 27.880 (21.880)
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Eri18ED CW T1EE 8A818 CF AI4 STAFF 88ttHAT18 0F
INDUCID ITAF08AT10W L0lft8 FCA 8QUAW C131E RI$tIYCIA AND CCCLD0 TC'a7:LS F01 TTFICAL TEAR

(011013ALLT EXTITLED WATER 13@l1EMIF!f FOR ALT 11EATIVE C00LU;0 8T8TCf8 FOR CF811)

1stimated Nantitief of Yater (AereaFeet ?er Test)

! !! III

caeling feed coolia; Tovar Coeling Tower
Man T: pt400 Max T > l600_ ::as T:w4300

A. Svetas tasAt
1. DivessUn Trea Lake Orsabury 48,137 67,698 39,323

2. Runoff to squaw Cree's reservoir 8,040 0 08

3. Direct precipitation 10 650s 9

EdI4. Total !aput , ,

3. Svetna outsut
1. Return to Lake Granbury 26,787b 39,gg8e a f
2. Dischar8e to swaporattra Fead 0 0 11,743

3. Cross Natural Evaperstjes 17,7504 0 0
d 27,0$04

4. Forced Evaporation 22,310d 27,C6C

Out

C. Consu stive Use
1. ifat tvaporation and Drif t Lessee 21,37C8 27,880 37,$80 *

2. Het Makeup Requiranaatt free Lake
Oranbury M 27,880 g

Noteel
s. 228 Tabla 3 3.8
b. D 3 8estian f.2.1.3s e9elin8 tower b*owdeva at 35 sis and ressrrais bien:eva at 37afs

Net natural evaporation from C18 Table f.2.1 and direst precipitstion tron 338 Table 3.3.8a.
d. Induced evaporatise as estimated in CIS Table f.2.1
e. As assinated by AIC 8t*ff (D18 Table 9.2.1)
f. Assumes that allowing 118 soneentration to inera4se to A800 pp wov.14 allev soolleg tower Meudews g

to be ne more tLan 30 tereent of that requirsd to bald na tresatraties to a saat:us of 24C3 gym. f
Natural and forced eva:orstisa less local runsif ar.d direct presipitaties frn OE8 T:Ms 3.3.08,

!

l
|

J DZ8 TAstI 9.2.1 32V!8ED TO TAXE ACCCUNT OF LCCAL KUN0FFI
!

I (CR10!XALLT INf!Ti,CI 8TAFF'818TIMATES OF WATER CC3SC:fft10W IN
81AW CR231118ER70I1 AFD WIT FORCED DRAFT CCCLINO TOWER 8 DC130 THE TIAA 1971)

lister Use (Acre Ft.)

Heath seity Creek Reservoir Caelt,ut Towers

|
Net Total Net Local Net Natural Induced Induesd Stift Te t**

Ivaporation Runoff Evspra ties" Evapratica* Evaporatione4

Jaeuary 2,120 130 640 1,710 1,950 70 2,020

February 1,940 120 360 1,700 1,840 70 1,91C

Marsh 2,330 120 1,280 1,370 1,380 30 1,63C

April 1,760 120 760 1,120 1,400 40 1,64C

Key 1,160 110 490 1,380 2,350 70 2,410

June 3,880 240 1,860 2,160 3,170 to 3,250

July 2,840 340 1.030 2,650 3,340 90 3,430

Au8ust 2,930 410 910 2,430 3.110 90 3,230

September 3,920 90 1,220 2,790 3,000 90 3,C70

490 1.100 -1,000b 2,310 2,260 70 2,330
October .

Nov ember 1.300 300 340 1,260 1,4d0 40 1.jN
7tob g,43o g,soo go g,4go

December =2,620 3,160 -
-

Total 21,370 8,C40 7,100 22,310 27,060 820 27,810

I " Total natural evat ration lose dit t rainf all fres Freese, Nichols and 5adress, Consultias Ea81asers, Iesincerian
en leuav Creek Reservoir. :eport prefered for Tsaas Utilities services Iso.,1972 (se modified by AE4 8taf!

|

We8stives values are where the ra'af all succede direct evaporaties.

" Estimates by AIC Staff per D18.

d.a acaerdanes with D18 Table 3.3.15 and regimeria8 Report sited in footsete "a" above.

_
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Attar >==e 3 - Attachemet 3
April E. 1974 Apria 8, 1976

-

Contina Tamar Casta
The east of reservete site preparattee das constreettaa, diverstas: Jhad
retura ylpelines, and safe sheedess tapemmemmet totals me estimated $15.9h Aec staff has cumc3 mend that the capital coat of a coottag tower in- maligen for the coeltag reservoir system:etallet Ama for G5ES wenRd "he ahnmut the ame" as & capital cost of the

reserweir heat dismaymee== optism adapted by t.se Applicant. ,ltilliams
In the ER. the App 1Eemme bus presented & remmite of an analysis med -

tr ette preparation $ G.Scamparisme of thei custa med eyeratlag charseteristics of a reserweir waross tem and spilluny (including 351) 18.9cooling temet reeltag =y-e- for CFSES. As deweleyed to Section 9.2.3.4 91eerstem pipeline 2.6 -of the Emot. -a tapert. It uma femme that the capital cost of a emel- Retura ptM11mm * 1.2fag teuer system for CF5EE -Rd be ayyramientely $10 million to $12 pipelime gehemeless e.5um1111em smere them h prayemed Sgumer Creest Reserunir system. Jepending egem other 11=elding pump stattems) 0.5the mamme melarted for disymmat of eseling teuer bl -

-

wrik $ 15.eEm malyzing yeenthie emmfigurettame of a costlag teuer system for CF5ES.
,

h Applicant directed attemttaa to the basic alternatives. The first at* TDie e1===e et emot emeld he T ^ ehaly reduced with letther of Man emel-
termattwo assumed that emoting toiser huh unter to returned to Lake '

Cramhery (h sensen of mehmer immter) and the secame alternative "
ig teuer systeam as indicated below.

that coolias teuer blamemum to diayemed of in an evaporatten pond. h
st1111 ems

!! ret alteramtive allems total disamtwed se11de (135) in bleudeem water te ()melias Omeltasreach 2400 yya (ahmet twice the typical cememmtretten of naltowy watar). Tauer II Temer IIIh ascend alleue Tus esacentratten in hi- - _ unter to reach 4400 yyn. (2400 TBS) (4800 Tas)Design features and remett$mme -tated with thmee two cooling teuer Qsystem eencepts are as h med and
. _.4 with the CP5ES reserve 1r systema Diversion & setera .". ""

39in ER Ylebte 9.2-4 (attached). & pump statism 8 4.5 8 2.5 C3
Safe abstdeum * W 1.8 1.0 *

There are signifte==e differomres in the capital costo of these three Eweyeratima pond - 1.6alternattwen: I (cooling reservoir)g II (cmeling tower with 2400 yye h1
to Enha C. y); and III (comitag teuer with 4800 ppen h1 _ to evererat- TOTALS $ 5.5 6 5.1fem pamd). h capital comte of earts of these alternattwo cooling water

3oyotamin are comemred la ER Table 9.2-4 (att-M) and enemmerized helmet The emot of the caeling temere and directly related cents are major elammats
of cost uentch for the cr5Es has been estimated at $22.5 milliam. This to

Total Estimated Cost la addition to comte of land, pipettmas and pump statten. 351 and the . .
atten pend indicated ahese. A gameral br=.u- of this cottemmte includes:

Cemitag reserweir system (t) $ 20.6 mil 11em
cueling teuer syetass (II) 30.6 milliam

ht11temsCastingw system (III) 32.8 million

Pany komme $ 3.h?Theme emyttat cost eerientes teelade prowielene for all rooling system med re- Camerate tusmmela S.26
i

1sts4 elemmets memmittee to the boote dreign cancept of the system. Caelgas teuer femmeattemo 2.18
Cueltas teuero (tec d tag erectism) 6.56a

h cost of att land and easeemmes for CPSEs utlh the Stem Creek Beserwetr Electrical useit 1.29
is estimated at $5.5 attliam wentle land for she stattom with a coettag teuer A11 other (C .-. etc.) 1.35 [installaties (reterming h3 _ . to Lake Crambury) would he me more than

^

$2.5 milliam. The lamed for the plant with a cooling tourr systema esith a TeInt. $ 22.49
,

|1500 to 2500 mere ewsporettaa ymed would he annet $5.0 alltion (alammt as
manch me for system with Sgame Cavek Erserweir) becuase a large, relattwe!7 It is espected that a coettag teuer systeam with 195 cameentratten as hista em
level ette for the eveyeratten pond useld he required. Such land would he 4333 yya unaald require addite-I etremiating esoter treatusent egentpumme
sushstantially mere camely them the muerage cort of land for the cettre CPSES . _ 4 with etener altesamtives. Emmever, the 4tfierence us std he imelant-e

property. ficant me indicated in the emmmary of altermattwe system costs helee.
1

D-R .
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E. :: ~_ a r .s d. --

--

:: : 8- r- :- :
f*25:n

-

-t sLan 4,::::.
:: gs rwE. : rag:e : enr 1 2:. a*Capital Costs (a1111ons) ag g a g g * ** *, gaa ggg,

3 g,[3y ;;a a : :aga 3: ::.aCo.11=s Coollag Cooling , , ,

*aggg g ** y ap .A*Reservoir I Tower 11 Toneer 111 ga w

_ o* ,

(2400 TDS) (2400 TDS) (4800 lbs) =$
|be5

* * * ;*a-;gga3 a**
Ea.C 6-

J e Se
- a . .L g --ogg

A
a yn g ^g glead 6 5.5 s 2.5 s 5.a

g{ j
.,

E-* a o, --. ~ .a 4n.servote, da.. pipe- * o: =.-11a.s. S51 .vaporatloa .1 ;7 g;
pond 15.0 5.5 5.1 3,; eg a ;, a g a-

*g g ]#e aWater treatamat
8a - ***equipment .13 .13 .20 *C

Cooling towers (and g $ q d
}directly related costs) 0 22.5 22.5 :- r

-
g,: a 1 2

3*
Totals 6 20.63 * 30.63 s 32.82 *a

ea u a
m

ne J1f ference la capital cost of the cooling tower systems and the Squaw Craek- gg se*

Reservoir system, an estimated la the foregoty. is sign?ticant. R esa anti-
mates take into account the Applicast's particalar local situation with k j,. {
respect to Isad costs and site auttability for dam construction and reservoir ,O n a >

developosat. In another part of the country the local situation with respect @@ $ O*
g

g g h" **
to land coats, costs and difficultism of das construction, and other local y *1
and regional features might well cause the comprative capital cost advantage $ L 1 E es to

u

,

M N '8 K *8 04 Q y. , O C)
g gu $%of reservoir versus cooltag tower ayatens to be reversed. Ilowever. La the e u . ,o

L O*$Q 'w O* 3Applicant's s1Nattoa the cooperattwo capital cost advantages of a reservoir * pg gi L ug*g 7* g8 g 7 U k
up

coo 11ag system for the CPSES in clear. gg 7g g -

o
U hT 4 E#* o

E Oo"la addittaa t:. the lower capital cost, tha reservoir offera economic advantages
2*

in lower malatensaca costs and la less internal esso of power for operation of

the power plaat. as compared with cooling tower systems. In Table 9.2-7 from
the ER (table attached). At is shown that total operating and maintenance

*

o uts are estimated to be about three percent higher for cooling tower systems. t* 3. *
This takes fato account greater requirements of cos11ag tower systems for y # ,

E. O Q! {rm:tles w:=te:u=ce. 7.rms: = 2?; mict:r: :. =t:r t:n -'- _d .._.__ble Q *

g !* |t Pmupplies as compared with the reserwole system. The permaneet operatice force *- c-.
@ n$ a E r ee h

*afor CPSES with a cooling tower installation would thus be sigaf ficantly larger nu
N 2 f* 2 .* e Um ." n : ." c'* ***than projected for CPSES with the coeltag reservoir system. 8 .

eo
a u e-* an -e u 'A

A yO O O
. oe8 ye **g

$
e .ee oa w oe o

00 **00 ., 2 Eother f actors, such as water resource management were also sigaf ficaat la the - @ ., *M " 2Applicant's selectica of the cooling reservoir systen over cooling tower 3 on

systems for CPSES. but it is clear that the cooling reservoir system affords
"

u
substaattal advantages both to lower capital costs saJ operating costs as well
as la lower maintenance requiresears and higher overall plaat reliability.
Thus the cooling reservoir eystem was selected by the Applicant f or I1

**incorporation la plans for construettua of Cr$ES. 7

h.g s s fmEEE -
: . . - -

eE* * b naaa%
70 $2 8

. _ r- -3 :n ?" O.,

. es-p: 2%8--
- -- -

0E 328 73 88 $ L338 4
" '
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TAst.E 9.2-4 TAat.E 9.2-7

COULDC SYSTDI DIFFERDITIA1. COST FACTot te 7tyrAI. POWT1 CEffERATINC COST
(Investment Cost in 9tillions of Dollart i CGfrAR150t's OF CUOLitC tEStRVOf t AND

~
COOLlHG 109f3 STFKt t. LECT *ttC STATIcets

1 II . III
- Cooling Cooling Cooling at111one of dollare
Reservair Tower Tcuer Cooling. Coo 11ag Cooling

- (2400 TDs) (2400 YDS) (4800 TDs) Reservoir Tower Tower
Flemt Flant ' Flaat >

,

Imed and Easemente. Total (TDs=2400) (TDS-4800) 4
5tt'e med Risht s-of-4 fay ** $ 5.5 $ 2.5 $ 5.0

1. Capital costa
Reservoir

_

aae
(1980 dollare) $ 765.18 $ 775.98 8 778.17

Site prepetettaa m g

Reservoir and 4:m
Diversion ytpoline and

~ x x. 2. Operetten Costa

(1973 dollars) 34.41 35.44 35.57
pump staties 15.0 4.5 2.5

g
Reterm pipeline and 3. Power Ceneratina Costa

! pump station - x. (total 30-year comte

safe eleatdown f . t 1.0 1.0 discavated to 1980)
-

. Investment 765.98 T75.98 778.17
0.I Coolies Tower Operaties Cost

Cooling teuer cometructies. (1980-20N) 581.83 599.28 fa.1.47
espipmeste, and Total (1880 value) $1.347.81 $1.375.26 $1.3is M
instaliattaa x 22.5 22.5 Amenetteed Coote $ 141.48 $ 1.*4.36 $ 144.82

Ersperative pond x x 1.62 g
4. A== al Fouer Output g

Water Treatment Eguipment
. (million keh) N

Circulating water system 0.13 0.13 0.20 Penalty la internal see base 101 101 O
. Det available for

Total $20.63 $30.63 $32.82 distribution 14.104 14.002 14.002

5. Averaae Cost per Kilouste
Roar Available for

* Includes all mjor elemente of investment cost that are sensitive to Distribution-
' cooling system design concept. Anmultrad cost

8' 2neH:= ti;-._a tr =11 r :nte e:-s::7 c .:c1 :s :::: :::: ;;:::. (mile per kuh) 10.03 10.31 10.34
reserwelr. and cooltag pond, as appropriate. -

,

"K" indicates that the feature does not apply to the particular alternative.***

1/21/74 Am.edment 2 2

|21/21/74 Amendment 2

D-20
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Attaclament 4 Att a ---* 5
April 8, 1974 '*g,,gg g, g,74

Ct%soir PEAst STEArt ELECTRIC STATICII COMANCHE PEAE STEAM ELECTRIC STATIott
DOCYET seOS. 50-445 AND 50-446 DOCKET NOS. 50-445 AND 50-446

; SOEDULINC OF CostSTauCTION ACTITITIES UPDATED 1AMD USE DATA

AEC Posittoat
There are a number of minor discrepancies 1;b the land use aereage estimates

| "If preconstruction surveys indicate that spawalag moes occur in.... given in the DES as compared with the data la the Applicant's Environmental
(Laka Grantury and lower Squaw Creek)... adverse impacts would be reduced Report as shown la Amendmaats 2 and 3 (in progress). Revistoms la acremgas

i

if constructica activities were mialaised during the spring and summer are for the most part the result of additional and more detatlad land use
i months." (rege 4-26 of DES) classification atodies made by the Applicant in response to AEC questicas
!

or requests for additional information.
Applicant Positled

| In the DES the $EC has made use of ER Fig. 3.9-1 and Fig. 4.0-1 (DES Figuras
The temporary construction activities to be reheduled om Lake Cranbury for 3.8.1 and 3.8.2). These two figures have been redraua to update, correcti

| the OSES makeup water diversion ami discharge facilities will ha limited certata inaccuracias, and better protray the locatica of CPSES facilities -
to such a =tatacule portion of the ahoreline that the f=part on the overall and the general alignments of rights-of-way. In addition, ER Figarea 3.9-2

t

aquatic resources of the lake will be famignificant. la the came of both and 3.9-3 which show La more datati transmission line alignments in the
lower Squa e Creek and 1.ska Cranbury, field surveys and aceMaced biological areas of Comanche Peak SES' and D*Cordova SES, have been updated. These
data have h %wn that spavatag activities la these watare is virtually continuous , four corrected figures are being resubattted in Amendment 3 to the ER and
with auch cy ties overlapping amoung the various species of aquatic life, are provided at this time for inclusion la the PES, as appropriate.

| There is essentially no point in time when spawing for some spectee is not
n; taking place. Total land requirements for various CPSES facilities and lasta11ations are a

summarized in DES Table 5.1.1 As indicated, there are certata minor in- to
j la view of the crucial requirement for the CPSES facility to be placed in accuracies la earlier ER data and this table. Table 4.31 of the ER (as
, operattom en schedule, any restrictions which would result la our construction part of Amendment 3) is included here as an updating or correctica to the
l schedules being impacted by this type of criteria are considered to be complete- DES Table 5.1.1, referred to above. It shoald also be noted that CPSES

~

ly unjustitled and would pose a severe hardship upon the timely implementation property la shown to include 8876 acres (excluding off-sita rights-of-way).
of the CPSES project. We further feel a restrictica of tbla type to uowarranted Property acquisitica is not fully complate and the flaal property take lina
from an environmental impact stamipoint. (in one portica of the site) might vary somewhat. However, the total

acreaga of the CPSES property when all acquisition la complate should not
vary more than a very few hundred acres from the present 8876 estimated
total.

~

aIcer laiL La1 suudisaton add dditian OE L'u* Eer1I4 **E* Ua L'h* E
requested additional data 11ed information on present land use in the reser-
voir and along the transmission line right-of-way. Table 3.9-2 in the Et
has been revised substantially in Amendment 3. This ER table is included

I here as an updating and correctica or replacement for DES Table 4.3.2 and
Table 4.1.3. A particular point to be noted is that .a 230-foot wide trans-
alssion If ne right-of-way is specified f or the parallel 345 kW (double
circuit) and 138 KV (single circutt) lines for the entire 14.21 mile distance
f rom CPSES to Dectardova SES. "In the area of Decordova SES (f rom Banbrook
Junction across Lake Cranbury into the DeCordova Suitchyard), several other
lines parallel the CPSES lines, but' the right-of-way acreage for thesa lines
has now heen excluded froo the CPSES transu.1ssion line right-of-way acreage.

Amendment 3 of the App 1teant's ER will provide detailed estimates of land '
required by trana. mission line towers and losses in agricultural productivity
attr!Lutable to transmissica Itaes (see ER Tables 4.2-1, 4.2-2. and 4.2-3).
Amendru-nc 3 also contains a breakdown of present land use and estimates of
loss in agricultural production for land required for Squaw Creek Reservoir

0-D and for the 390-acre plant site (see ER Tables 4.3-2, 4.1 -3, and 4.3-4 in
EE t.nen h nt 3).4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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Attachment 5
Eit v4tLE E9-2~~~Ap 11 8. 1974 ~~

5ICWSY I.AED'CSE Ct.=-;t*FCATIOM OF
ER T M 4.F1 CYl; 1sS.+ 2t iSSIO.1 L t .E. Etc. M 4W .4.AY

DISTRISUTIDIE OF IAIID USE
RESULTlalC PR0tt 01NSTRUCTIOlt OF CPSES CPSES-d%Cordova C.'SES-48eatherford CPSES-V eus

T9 a of h ad Usa
~3?5 TV & Ut KV 34* sv 345 .I Total
Acres % hres % #c$es K

Withis CPSES Property (9.876 acres) Acree
Chitivated land .76.0 19 1.6 10 0 - 71.6

Flaat sits 390 Improved Pasture 23.4 6 0 - 0 - 23.4
'

C1 Craxingsquaw Creek Resarvete (at 775 feat above ItSL) 3.228 190.4 - 48 11.3 72 7.9 59 209.6
tae and sp111way 60 Eocoland* 53.7 14 2.7 18 5.5 41 61.9

CWe* $2.8 ,,,13 0 - 0 - SLSs
Transmisstem linee (excluding 22 acres within

plaat site) 186 Total 396.3 100 15.6 100 13.4 100 425.3

Rail spur (excludtag 12 acres withis plant site) 13

ActEACE OF TRAMSHISSIosi LINE COldtIDORS It| SIDE
Access road (excloding 8 acres withia plant site) 6 AND OUT$1DE OF CPSES P!;0?ERTY. b1f I AND USE

tankemp pipe 11am (megaggible) - Rolf Inside ROW Outside
Type of land Usa CPSES Property *** CPSES Properry Total

II""d*"" 'I'*II""
Cultivated Land 22.4 55.2 77.6

Subtotal 3.890- Improved Pasture 0 23.4 23.6 O
s

Addittomal Off-Sito Land Required for Rlthts-of-Way (30E0 Cleared Crazing land 155.4 54.1 209.5 ro
O

Woodland 28.3 33.7 62.0 c
Traemmission lines 217

other 2.1 50.7 52.8
Ratt oper 160 Total 208.2 217.1 425.3

Access road 5 asotes CFSES-Decordova itses repire a 14.21 elle. 230-foot wide ROW.
343 U lia.1. M1= slimit; 13:.; c II a u sh41t circair.

Makeup pipeline (excluding 7 acrea within
I'*"****"

with 170-f oot wide ROW for 2400 feet and 150-foot now for remainder.
BiceNa F F311=s (==cluding 6 acr=3 vithin CPSES connection to Yeaus line is 0.74 miles in length with 150-footI

tramentaston Rott) 12 wide ROW for entire distance.

Subtotal 402

secap * Includes limited grazing use.
** Includes ripartaa vegetation, rivers, roada, and industrial land,

Total acreage directly impacted er occepted by CPSES (no agricultural use).|

i project facilities 4.292 *** Includes all of CPSES-Uutherford and CPSES-Venus 11ae ROWS.
Additional but unutt11:ed acreage withia CPSES property 4.986

Total acreage comaltted to project 9.278

Amendment 3
D-22
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Mr. Daniel R. Mulle r 2 gDg II).)?';;' } ,N.
' ** * *

Assistaat Director for Environmental . . , , ,- y c,C g4'i;{ .s
|Projecta p ,7 p 4 j.

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission ;g j- ter John D* Leary

55 _ g ,< /. -h Q ,,'". c , M."

Washington, D. C. 20545 Qp Director of Licensing
6 - h'United States Atomic Energy Commaission
kd g, ' g 'Dockets: 50-445 and 56446 Washington, D. C, 20540

Dear Mr. Muller: ?+ar Mr. O' Leary:

The Draft Environmental Statement (DES) related to the proposed ComancheThe draft environmental impact statement for Comanche Peak Peak Steasa [lectric Station submitted by the Directorate of Licensing.
Steam Electric Station, Units I and 2. for the Texas Utilities thitted States Atomic Energy Commaission. has been reviewed by the Govemor's
Generating Compmay, which accompanied your letter of February Division of Planning Coordination and by other laterested State agencies.
15. 1974, has been reviewed and the following comments are
offered for your consideratica. Review participants have submitted the following connents dich warrant

your consideration: i

"% k--- t- -hdH that ton: t:r= :t :::. J r- ** -- _-** .: 4:..ca:*

1* It was noted by the $sreau of Economic Geology that the
wastes is possible but not over tae life of the plant without periodic numerous frectures in the Glen Rose limestone within the O

! discharges to the atmosphere. The frequency and duration of these project area may pse leakage problems in the Squaw Creek
dischargen is not specified. With eight separate tanks available for Reservoir.
storage and assuming, a 90-day holdup of the gases la any tank,
releases could be scheduled every two weeks if the release duration 2. The Texas Department of Agriculture indicated that the mete-
was short (I bour). This would amount to about 26 hours of release orology section of the DES does not contain data os thetual
during the year. Consequently, the use of average amaual relative gradients, updrafts. inversions and other factors necessary

to p ct W @ h m e M pe d u h ad W Ndiffusion rates (chi /Q) is inappropriate for the cloud inhalation dose eUluents released by W stadon.
path-way (tahl 5. 4. 2).

3. The Texas liighway Department recommended that the wording -
.

Thank you for giving us an opportually to provide these comments, which of certain paragraphs in ti.e DES pertalaine to the railroadt

we hope will be of assistance to you. We would appreciate receiving a spur and to the return water pipeline (pp. 3-47. 3-48) be
copy of the flaat statemeste. amended in order to conform with Department permit require-

ments; the changes could be reflected in the Final Environ-
,

mental Statement. '
i Sincerely,

4. It was recommended by the Texas Water Rights Commission that

h ,M'' /J.$A - the measurement and maaltoring costs be included a the Cost-#
8enefit Bela ce section. A question was also raised conceratag

j
! idney R. Ile

Deputy Assistaat Secretary for'

i Environmental Affaire

* ..epy
L*4.ad e4

hy py P, a esou speML CAretat Statenat Austestituns wing
0%eman tt2s4 ab 2477 oneesem EsmaeLJ en 5.amn issuneen se as oNas Dismemme

r

|
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4 ,
Hr. John O'Lecry - ;ps.-

Page 2

% .-
the lacreases in total dissolved solids (p.1-17), and whether TllE LEIVtfr.SttY OI: TFXA5 AT AtJSitN
this increase was an annual cissalative increase or total in, suss au ne r.co::ouse. Cros ocv
crease over the life of the project,

ausrsw. razas 34pis

5. The Texas Historical Corssisslan recommendes* that the total Hatch 25. 1974
project area be subjected to an intensive archeological survey. g,.;esy su Jr x
and that proper mitigation seeasures be implescated, 50 as to , g,,,3 3,
insuoi the protection or preservation of significant cultural
resources.

6. The Texas State Departacet .of Itealth suggested that the proposed
baseline and operational radiological sanitoring prega ames t,e Mr. Wayne X. Brown, citet .

expanded to include all ground water supplies teilch potentially State Planmine, avvi Development

coild be influenced by waters frost the proposed squaw Creek P. O, aox 17423. capiret stette.

Reservotr. Austin. Texas 187tt

7. It was recoun-nded by the Texas Parts and Wilditfe Department Dear Nr. Browns
that vegetation in the cove and upper lake areas of the proposed
reservoir be lef t standing, thereby enhancing the fish spawning The staf f of the Bureau et Econcute Ceology has reviewed the draf t

environmentat statsmient for the couanche Peak Electric Stat ton (Sc.ervettareas.
County). We offer the foltouina cc cats:

Since extensive effort has been made in the preparation of the enclosed
cosaments, we reCoseend that they be reviewed in their entirety. If we may be Most technical data regarding hydrology and geology are not presented

of further assistance, please let us know. In the environa.ectat statement but are contained in a separate environmental
report to the Atomic Energy Coinstaston. As the Burceu of Economic Ceolo,y (

Sincerely, did not receive this report, we esanot address ousselves to many sattent IN)
#A

"g
. points of this draf t atstement. a-

In general we ep3 say that the geologic substrata is structuratty

JM9ES K. ROSE stehte and ts in a rene of extremely sow sessaic risk. newever, the state-

Director nients that: "the Cten nose timistones are essentratty t.spermeable" (p.2-19)
'j and " frequent fractures ... are notably abacat" (p.2-20) are is. correct.

. DER /wsb
.There are manaerous fractures in the Cten Rose timescone in Somervett county

Enclosures and nearby areas. The presence of such f ractures might pose teskate prob-

cc: Dr. W. L. Fisher. Bureau of Economic Geology tems from the Squae creek Reservoir.
Hon. John C.18 tite. Texas Department of Agriculture
W. 8. L. De8erry. Texas ittghway Department test regards.

Mr. A. E. Richardson. Texas Water Rights Commission
M. . Hugh C. Yantis. Jr., Texas Water Quality Board erety.

jMr. Truett Latimer. Texas Historical Countssion Jg,ggg), p,Der. G. R. Herrik. Jr.. Texas State Dep rtment of Health a, .

Mr. James it. Harwell. Texas Industrial Cosmission
It. Clayton Garrison. Texas Parks and Wild 1tfe Department osaries tt. Woodruf f, Jr.

Research Scientist

OGi:dv
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8h. bleyne N. hrinsa '

81erch 26.19N,

Pay 2.

. . .
.

h section discussime the stattom describes a specific plan for senter
suman e t.i m a m coolisg. This pisa cills for use of as existlag body of water. Late Gram-
N" '= bury and ingoamidisa Squais Cred to form a meu reserysir. h total unter

less frees evaporation is espected to be la the range of 188.000 acre feet
per year. This is a lot of teater and la Tears, unter is a preciens rs==m-

8tarth 26.19M dity. It would he alce to see.sose cocparative es.leatless of alternative
systems thich might result in-less istter loss. Repahat systers that
are deciaer tout telth snller surface areas ecl@t help. Scturning the trater
la reservatrs at hicher temperatures might reduce wanortratien lesses;

|
hc=ever, this a:suld interact eith the natusw and value of the aquatic ecosys-
tems. Trad-off analyses of the ahcwe and other concepts shoulW be made to'

assure the trater isn't lost for spurious er insufficient reasons.

8tr. Isayne E. Seems. (hief The radioactive a:aste sectlas does not discuss the possible entry of radie-
State Planalog and Development nuclide s into food chala or lagsstion systess. fe:rther same nucl* des scch
P.O. Sea IM23. Cepitel Staties ' as tritwie asem*t stationed at all. As stated above thes: may tura est to
Austle. Texas 78711 he.acceptabla concentrations; hauever, that conclestoa should be supported

by analyses of data rather than by generalizations and assumptions.
Bear IEr. Bruman:

The section discussing lupacts on local institutions is very weak. The
the have recelsed the ACC Braft fmrirenpatal Statestant for the famameh sectica essentially only identifies scse of the critical laterfaccs and ces-
peak Electric Station .:s cmoveyed with your seunraade of Starch 7.1974. clades that the applicaat has "shcra tha cas.atellity of insuring that local
h Deparemmat of Agriculture -ts are contained le this letter. - Jurisdictices receive the fisarcial aid la sufficient time to provide the

services...* lbre specificity as to the nature of the required services and Qh populatten projections glwee la Table 2.2.2 appear to fellom melther extent of finactal aid would be reassuring. Particularly critical ites- ronatural trends ear esti.blished treacs for stral areas. The rapid growth such as s.Nilut facilities, hospitals and the like are hardly mantioned. --*

projected for the rural sectors as campaaed to that projected for saherban These steeld be planned la some detail. N
areas needs esplanatten. Also the relattwely rapid greerth shouse for the ,

gnext decade fellemed by a abrup in youth rate merits elaboratten. Chapter 5 ce the Eavissaneetal Effects of Operation of The Station and i
! * ' Transmission facilities does Ilttle to overceae the defects potated out
! h description of the site does set contala any discussion of the allt above. For example, no alternative apprcaches to coollag uhich.al@t con-
| shed characteristics. 1his should be cuamtmed as the asilk shed can play a same less mater are considered. The patsaays for radionuclides throup
j significant role la the feed chale to man; e.g.; both the ledine and tritula food chalas to een are w.gue and general relylag on experience elsentere

sequences from release to fellage and water to canes to milk to mas are mell teich may or say not be pertiment to the rn-s* Peat situation. Finally
| koomm. Ordlearily for radiemmcliases la aguantitles released by poner reactors the impact on land cse is evaluated solely la terms of todays situatloa.

the concentrattens lagested by men are immacuous esmetheless. This chain Agricultural growth and advances eight racically change the land and teater
'

I needs to be eammised aer each reactor to deterutae uhether there is some- value situation, it is urged that further analysis of the possible effects
thing unusual in this specific malt shed chala that might lead to abnormal be made,
concentrattees.

As la the preceding sectica the discussian of lapacts en people and local
The descriptiens of the aginatic ecosystems, particularly la the impended lastitutions is so general as to be almost meaningless and fatis to consider
esaters, are all la terms of the prevailing teater ha wrataeres. These ten- several importaat items such as medical facilities and other health relatedr
peratures are hemmed to stange as the scater bedies are used as heat slaks services.
se the agentic ecosystem analyses must cassider effects of changes la temperature.

Section 6 on favironmental steasurements and nomitarlag Programs and Section
h site meteoreley secties aimes not contain data en vertical thermal gradients * 7 en Enviremmental Effects of Accidents appear to be adequate. '

up-drafts, leverstems and other facters necessary to predict the deposition
rate of particadete and gaseems effluents released by the station. Assess-
meets of the layects of such releases can met he made without reasonable esti-
mates of there. when and la that spaastitles the effluents will be deposited
late the terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.
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Mr. liayne W. Brw n co ss.o., _ . _ , ,

h rch 26. 1974 * * * * ~

Page 3 TEXAS lilGifWAY Df.PARTufNT
- io -

....e .... ... . . ..<..r. ..u.. ..... .....

The Departzent of t.griculture cono;rs with the conclusion of Section 8 March 22, 1974that ti.e need for the Sverating capacity is gro: sing and that initiation
of construction of a generating plant is warranted. = . . . .

MThe cost /banefit analysis of Section 9 is clearly very sup-rficial. The
assessrent of the lignite resource, for exasple, is erxh core restrictive
than that of recent studies by the fureau of iconomic 6cology of the Uni-
varsity of Texes at Austin. Furth2r, caly curr-nt technokay for etcovering susJEcT Draf t I:nvironmental Statesment,
and using the lignites are considerc-d. I:ew z.ining sethods &nd tie in sites Comanche Peak Stcana Electric Station,
gasification tcd.nolocy could radically ctwnge the cost /leescrit analysis of stood and Somerveil countics
the fuel resounte. Time selection of the FL'R re ctor type cppeans to be ashi-
trary and is nat justified in this stetec:nt. Other reactor tyg+s such as
the itIG2 are s:Idely cot.st(ared to be rcre efficient, safer and ulti sudest
cadification Iare the polcatial to sie the sere abunent thoriun fuel, thus Mr. Wayne N. Brown, Onici

.

conserving our limited uranium supplies. The whole cost /bentfit enalysis State Planning and Develorsent

should be enlarvjed to consider the f4ctors cited above and perhaps others Division of Planning Coordination
not identified here. Office of the covernor

P. O. Dox 12428, Capitol Station o
Judgement on section 10. Conclusions, can not be mede until the deficiencies Austin, Texas 78711 *

roand omissions cited for the preceding sections have been overcos.e. a

WDear SirIhank you for growljtag us this opportunity to comment.

In response to your memoran4*um of March 7, 1974, we have
nC reviewed the draft envirnamental statement for the pro-.

j posed causanche Peak Steain Electric Station and Squaw
,

j Creek Reservoir which are to be constructed by Texas
Utilities Generating Cnepany in portions of nood and

Edmund L. NI ols re=arvell counties. Negotiations are presently under way
with the sponsors of the project for the reconstruction of
farm to market roads in the area, and in anticipation of
the successful completion of these negotiations, our
cannenta concerning the statement will be limited to the
following:

ELR/yv 1. At the end of the first paragraph of Section 3.9.1
Railroad spur, page 3-47, add the following statement:
" Authority to cross Farm to Market Road 51 ansat be obtained
from the Texas Highway Department." At the end of the
second paragraph, add the following: "--and the crossing
on Farm to Harket Road 51 must conform to the requirements
of the Texas Etighway Department."

D-26
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"r "*Ya* ". ar*"a -2- march 22, 1974 TEXAS WNER RIGllTS CO.\lAllSSION
SAa8 400U510N STATE OmCE hiattaaNG

2 At the end of the socoral paragraph of Section 3.9.1.2 __

ecetiern water niwt ine. pago 3 -18, add the following state- * * * * ' " " " ~ ,, _ _
.sa.an t : Placcament of the lines under Stato Isighw.ay 144 will os e sc= March 28, 1974 s,.

require a punnit frcm the Texas !!ighway Ibpartament." [__ ._

* * " * " * . " . _ " ' ",, _

Please accept our gratitude for the opportunity of reviewing .8. Aba4

the reference:d statesment. Mr. Jms H. Row, Di m tor
. Covernor's Division of Planning
Sincerely yours Coordination

P. O. cox 12420. Capitol Station
B. L. DcEcrry Austin. Tcxas 78711
State tiighway Engineer

.o -* Attentions tir,t*ayne N. Isrown, Chief
- Dys hwa cf . N4 L. State Planning and Development

starcus L. Yancey, Jr. - Der "Draf t Enviroawental Statement
Assistant State flighway Engineer by the Directorate of Licensing.

- United States t.tossic Energy
Cossaission.rolated to the pro-
posed Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, Units 1 and 2, Texas
Utilities Generating coenpany.
Dockot Nos. 50-445 ancs 50-446. " n
Issued: February 1974. 4

-
. Daar Mr. Roso: A

| In reply to the request in your Memorandum of March 7, 1974,
the staf f of the Texas Water Rights Cosuaission has reviewed

the referenced Draft Environmental Statement (DEST.
.

The staff finds that:

1. The referenced docuoent appears to comply with the
comprehensive requircments contained in the United
States Atomic Energy Comsission (USAEC) Regulatory
Guides 4.2, 1.59, and 1.70.1. However, due to the
special weight that the st.af f gives to the require-
monts. contained in Section 6 of the USAEC Regulatory
cuido 4.2,* pertaining to environmental measurement
and monitoring prograses, it is believed that the
measurement and monitoring programs costs should,

'

be recognized in the cost-data analysis contained
in Section 10.4.2, pages 10-16 through 10-18 of the
Dt:Sr and also, the cost dat.a contained in Table C-2,

.
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ttr. J4. sacs M. Rose

I*** J'*** "" E0'*March 28 1974
H wch 28 1974p 2
pago 3

,

Appendix C. Page C-4 o' tho LC. The st if sp-
preciates the possibility of numerous unknown ef fects. ~

and tho' necessity of propor and continuous monitoring The foregoing ccanents are presented with constructive intent

end sur w illance of ti;o project rejiosI.oth le:cro of enhancing the design of facility and the operational plan

oeul af ter con,struction. Time pr eejrz.:a:s s ll t r ed ail thereof,

advanced instruacuration tachnology involving auh-

,stantial costs. This in rcro9nircd tre Section 6.1 If you have any questions on tha foroqolaus comments, pican.e
of the USMC tregulatory Caido 4.2, which str.tes in call p . Alf red J. O*;.rozzo. Divirur.ventc! Scienccx Analyst.

Towas Oter pights Concaission, telegAnone 512-475-2678gurt:

* . . . Sincerely yours.
.

[ . jSampling danign. frequency, aethodology
y*.and instrumcutation for both co!!cction

and analyais a.l.ould be diseuased aa ap- :;*, D M. .

,

A. E. kichardsonplicable. Informat. ion should be provided
on instrument accuracy, sensitivity and.
especially the highly autosaated cystems,

AER-AJD 11reliability. there standard analytical
or other technigucc aro used, they nood *

nonly be identified and referenced."- 3-
to
athe cosaprehensive monitoring and surveillance pro- U3

grams described above would eppear to be essential
in order to comply with the special limitation to
be contained in the USAEC construction permit. as
described in paragraph 79. page vi. of the DES.

2. The document woald be enhanced if more detailed
clarification were given to the s,tatement made ,in the
second subparagrarh of Section 10.4.2.4. page 10-17
of the DES. regarding the long-range effects of the
incraase in total dissolved solids in take Granbury
and in the Brazos aiver downstream of the Lake.
Insof ar as its impact on downstream water users is ,

t

concerned. Specifically. clarification should be
:

given whether the 2-1/2 percent increase in total
dissolved solids concentration is the total increase
over the 30-year life of the project. or whether it
is the annual cumulative increase.

~i
. .

D-28
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TEXAS WATEn QUALIIY BOARD, m .,,,.,.,,.4.
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fe. a see elett enas. v4.e
..... e mu m. -

W)Q*: en s w.e
rso p % v.samm as g.us , a C haz

%J .

Kr. Jassas M. Rose, Director.w co:u.4ur.w
ea s..+. n...-ns u.. Pa9e 2

March 27, 1974se s.es n s **

March 27, 1974

# ' "RE; Draf t Enviror anental Statch.cnt

Texas Utili .ics concrating Co. * * '" "* ***I *# "* **

(Comanche Peak E1cetric Sta
Y*U **"IY W**Units 1 and 2)i

~7.0 Q
. G a' s '-(-- yTww\. .

Mr. Jca.ch it. Ronc, Director
Disluiaa of Piam.ing Coocdination h y G. Diredor ' '

,

O f f lu. of the covernor Administrativo Operaticus Division
,

P. O. Dox 12428, Capitol Stat.Lon
AusLin, Texas 73711

ODear Mr. Rose:
a

to
ne staff of the Texas ifater Quality coard has reviewed the draf t cn
environnwnt al state.nant for the Comanche Peak Electric Station, units *

1 and 2, referenced above, and offer the following cr=nments.

he Texas Electric Generating Co.npany sul.mitted an application on
Septesber 13, 1973 for per.aiasion to discharge effluent to Lake Grenbury
frca an of f-streus coupany-ounod cooling reservoir impounded on Squaw
Creek. W e proposed effluent is compatible with the streasa standards
entablished by the Tnas 'fator Quality Doard. Mis, in combination
with a favorabin !! caring Exatniner's :teport relative to a Puhtic itcaring
hold in tJaco on January 31, 1974, resulted in staf f recona.endation for
approval. The Doard approved the pomit in regular meeting on the 26th
of February, 1974 and authorized the E:ccouti se Director to issue a letter
to the Atomic Dicrgy Cotesission certifying that the applicant had bean
autho(ized to dischargo into state water = within specified volumes and
pollutant limitations.

The comunitments by the applicant to specific measures and controls to
limit adverso effects during construction have been noted and the measures
pertaining to water quality or water pollution control will be monitored
for adhorance by this a.Jency.,

D-29
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fttr(h 29. 1974 Mr. thyne it. Brown

Pace 2
b rch 29. 1974

I!r. U vna ti. Dr.rra, Chie f

Stase Pierutinas and !kwletv Snt 4. t!ntil thr;e maswes are urul.:rtat n, an1 the loss of si<mificant
cultur I r(sources is riti atet, it will I.r nost d6ti'icult toOf ttce of the G:vernor 9
revic i t'r' pnject for cAc ic concerninq t!.? trc W. :nt of cul-Division of Plar.ntng Coordination ;

P.O. Enx 12tM, tapital Station tur.sl ie nvrci.s. A p r.at t for construct!vn of t! f." :litt should
Atrstin Texas, ic711 not t,e granted by the A.E.C. until this matter is resolved.

RE: Orait fn: lions ntil Statcn2nt: Texas Utilities Canerating Coopny Thanh you for t'ie cpportunity to ccusent on this D.E.S. If we ry be of
(fneenche Peal El+ctitc Station <! nits 1 and 2) further assist:.nce, please advise.

Dear fir. Croun: Sinccrely,

In response to your requMt for revie.i and conat on the .b sve-referenced
D.E.S., t.e have excmine.1 msr recoiMs and of fer tie folloning cuir deuts:

Truat t ietirvr
1. The total project area (1hysical plant, cooling us.sures) and Exectative Director

esp tially, the related Dctlities hase not been subjected to
an inte nsive archeolcgical survey to locate, record, appraise. By g
and 1&ntify the nature and importance of the cultural resource. e

:t, $' "' \'8''
N

' "
2. firasures for dealing with the aitigatian of the loss of these * "

resouices cannot be formaltred or cogleted until the survey Alton K. Origgs
mentlow d above has been conducted. Archeologist

3. The statement that a.cntions that the project will have "no AKB:pc
is;act of serious consequence * is based on incomplete data and
is inadequate.

In staa, the project has not been subjected to measons necessary to assess
impact. for tais reason, we make the following recourendations:

1. Subject the total project area to an intensive archeological survey.
.

2. Sites which fulfill criteria for inclusion within the National
Register of Historic Places be submitted, with the concurrence of
the State Board of Review and the reconuendation by the State
Historic Preservation Officer, to the riational Register.

3. Reconsaendations for ameliorating the loss of significant resources
be followed, through testing, conservation and stabiltration or
protection fms the standpoint of preserving the resource for
future generations and from the standpoint of accessibility for
present a..d future scientific investigations.
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Mardi 25, 1974
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Ilonorable Dolph Driscoa
March 25, 1974
Page 2

t!onorable Dolph Briscoe

covernor of Texas
state capitol motArc of the site should to included in this survey, analess

; Austin, Texas good reason. exists for excluding any particular well.11. la
also our opinion that surface water sa m ling stations should!

ArrE2rtION : Mr. Jmaes H. Sose. Director be located upstream and downstream of Lake Cranbury.

Division of Planning Coordination
.

*

In suanary, wo be*1& cve that the prnposed CPSES c.in be cen-

Dear covernor Briscoes structed and og, crated,wlth nsgligible rt;diological taipact
on the pcquiation an.1 the cnvironment under normal and

OThe Division of Occupational Itcalth and Radiation control has accident cunditicna through a class 8 accident. .le arc also

reviewed the * Draft Environmental Statement by the Directorate of the opininn tht chancos of an accident amore severe thaa a b,

|

! of Licensing, USASC related to the proposed Co:mancho Peak Steam Class 8. accident are so small that'its environmental impact - y
Electric Station unita 1 and 2. Texas Utilities Cenerating can be noglected, but einergency procedures for it will be

Company Ducket teos. 50-445 and 50-446" and the a7plicant's dovetooed by the applicant and this of fice nonetheless, which
| Environmental Report. tre find that construction and opcration should asinimize the Asipact on the population in the excccdingly'

I of the plant as plannut will not be inimical to the health and unlikely evcnt of a catastrophic accid nt.

safoty of the citizens of Texas. .

If further information is desired you may contact Mr. Mart.in

In our review we noted that the AEc's and the applicant's esti- C wukasch or Mr. Lewis M. Cook in the 91 vision of occupational

m.ates of releases of radioact ivity dif fered, the most noticeable Health and padiation Control. ,

being the releases fross the Boron Recycle Syste-a (DRS) and Drain '

Channc1 A (DCA). The applicant assu. sed no releasa, while the Sincerol ,
a

AEC assumed releases due to l]CA and BRS reproccasing system g
malfunctions of 10 percent of DRS and DCA liquid. In our discus-
sions with the applicant it was learn =x! that the applicant's plans . 4 er g*

for such an equipsment m.stfuanction consist of solidification of such G. R. Herzik, Jr., Ikh
,

I wastes, rather than discharge. Deputy Comusissioner
) Environ:ncatal and consumer
| We also are of the opinion that baselinc and operational radio- IIealth Protection

logical monitoring programs should inclu.le all grcund water
supplies which potentially could be influenced by waters from ,

! '

! Squaw Crock reservoir. All water wells within several kilo-

|

| i

|
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Hr. Wayne'It. Brce , Chief
Decr tJayno, State Planalag and Develor'*ent

Office of the CovernorAt tha requent of tir. Jasnes Etrwell, l'xecutivo Director
of the Tc:as Industrial contir:; ion. I have reviewed the P.O. Box 12428, capitol $ ration

^"*tia. Tex.as 78711draf t environract.tal statoments
Attention: Mr. Brice BarnesTEXAS trPILITITS CENnrATn!C CO;tpA'sY

(Comanche Peak Electric Station Unita 1. tent 2) ODear Mr. Brown: e

In view of the fact that Texas has experienced shortages y

in electrical generating capacitys I feel that this This Department has reviewed the draft environ =catal statement. Ter.as
@Utilities cenerating Costany (Cosranche reak Electric Station Unitsgener ating conneeny is absolutely necessary for future

econn.nic growth. I would hope that this project would bo 1 and 2). he followlag coensents are asJe relative to impacts upon*
fish and wildlife.given high priority for ccmplction.

As a consequence of this rcaricW end the future detsand for 1. The conclusion made (p. 4-12) that S.guaw Creek as well as Falury
and Brazos Rivers will recover f rom sittation ef fects af ter pro-

electric es*us gy for economic developenent purposes in the
state of Tex.ts, the Texas Inductrial Ccenaission has no ject construction is apicationable. If Cradust water releases

have a stabilialn2 ef fect on the stream by reducing erosion andnegative coamacnts to stake at this time, scouring associated with floods, how is the stream bottom cleaned?

If we may be of forther service in this matter, please A stable substrate of fine sitt particles will act result la
higher productica of periphytoa maJ bouthic tavertebrates,

do not hesitate to contact me.

2. Vegetation la all cove and upper lake areas should be left stand-
Sincerely,

j ing. Clearing of trees should be kept to a snialaus.
<

MD ,,, 3. Construction of the proposed project would create a sport fish-
ery. Ilovever, there is some aguestion if the lake will be open

Frank Call for public use.
Director;

| Planning and Research Moreover, stacs this area of Texas has aumerous fishing takes,
the- contribution of a new lake and its fishery probably will not

dcj be very significant.

;

4.. Relative to the recreational impact of the project on people
(paragraph 4.4.5 and 5.6.5), the Comprehenstse Flanning Branch,
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Past 2 Page 3
Bar. Stayas it. Brown Mr. Wyne M. trous

Texas Parks .and Ut tatife skearteneet, estimated re ,strements pact upon the native flera and fa maa than umstJ the J.a.hte
for r=ral opport==tties to 1963 to be as foltous: reservoir system praesed hereia.

Activity Fan-I t i t y 1968 Estle tcJ Regestr. y es sincerey,

(.1f /s.rf.,ce .cr,. of at.r f.,
*

, . rf 4heatter, fish,ta:: 6,skitag O e

ts h }'s * * |* N"" ~

Carpitas 426
pacots sitms 297 CLY' h T. C y 1:XMt
Sa:t slips & stants 415 Executive Director

Square yards of .Lest aared
frestranter svenstes area 196,936

Miles af mutsare stoJy, walkieg, CTC:EJS:ac
& bikling tratta 9

5. accam e of the great Jtweratty of astmals tt.at as.La ese of squaw
Creek, the propeed prejut is gn=stian4ble from an ecological
point of view, h diversity and production (terin used la its
ttwr sense) of as meland stream is certataly greater the that
fansed la a taka and, therafere, auch seire lateresting.

6. h statseast is sm4Je (p. 4-20, paragraph 3) that a reserweir
will be mare peoductive la terms of hiemass the me laterait-
cent streams. Stusass Jaes emot reflect the quality or degree o

eof recreattomal benefits. " Standing crep" sn.e.td be a better
expresstem of the relattwe Jegree of prendiacttwity. y

C
7 Page 4-22, paragragJn 4. Ehen Lake Cranbury beceaes stratified

the possibility of releastag waters editch are heavity chargeJ f
with hydretea sulfide inte Lguaw Creek could be avoided by us-
tag e5331**ic unters from Cranbury.

S. Relattwe to radiation as discussed om page 5-21, paragraph 1,
it abeld be mot.:d that ma level of escasere is acceptable,
as may radiattee can caesse esadesirsble ef fects.

9. h osmery of ammesat total WJity doses of radiation (p. 5-33)
to the perstation withia 50 enites is very misleading. Because
it is based en the populattee's backgreened, dosace appears high-
er dies to the fact that the papelation at 50 miles is ansch graat-
er than that la the restricted area.

le. Of abe coottog system altermattwes listed, this D :gbartment fawers *

the use of mechanical-Jraf t wt coottag towers. thetase of
towers eseeld res=It la the statten hawleg tesa detrimental in-
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aug3d626 asses ican 7s m cf gg w. * at==. sat. .f ne-ef -2= aprn 14, lws..

united states Atante Emergy w ==a-
"86"e 2***'a ' APR2619M. h*s=eton, s. c. 20545L

,
Aprn 16, int "nS*" r

.'rUn
adreetorate of u-a g A, proms.stely n8e drums of r.dieneu. -terial .nl be *1pped off-ste. --ny.n
Weited States Atomie Emergy wselom 38-445/446 Amy detailed envirosusental study ahonte ea=*=t= the made of ta===partettaa, fre.**

h eta-tam, n. C. 20545 gammer of shipmeets and rosten to be amed. It is disturbing to note ht railuund
accidents are on the imeresse. . Puma Central's rate shot up 80% last year. ==eh

SeeGamme: of it due to worn tracks and mayelpumet. General Electric's sail e==he win ea=*=t=

about mis times the -it of radf aaetivity found la a Etr~dh-sized bomb.
heinend saw the con =ssata concerning the Draft Enviremmental Statement for the Another Geo aten4y on AEC Tramayortatica of n=df aaettwe Material dated lW3, =*=+=d

preyomed P-=ehe Peak Stmann Electric Station, Units 1 and 2. Although W re the AEC deema't have the experttee to evaluate transportatica ensk designs aar
are many areas of concera, we =h=11 address our carments to three areas: do they insist upon proof testing of a gnat var # .;y of caska see being used.
radiattee e==i== tam and s*==ameds; waste shipment; and ground water intrusica. ABC regulations don't require drivers to have sportal training for carrying ==e1===-

umste . The drivers have ao r=diametive testieg gear. h vehicles are mot. inspected

h " permissible" does level of 175 3EEN to the general pelic has been sighted Amy route can be mood and so two-way radice are Eastalled. In short, ao esc =refa==1
by the star and Gofuma and hplia as being too high by a factor of 10. h safeguards are instituted - the drivers could Just as van he carrytag a loam of
EFA has stated that level should be reduced by a flector of 5 Why can't this melons.
be done tr====e m as no level is known to be safe? h variatica of " permissible"a

does la'vels for the general public, plant site, and reprocessing plaat lead one h AEC study os pg. 5-29 th11a to Meer the mammeus release of cestam, which

to suspect that. the levels are what industry, not peopleg wonald be very possible in en acciaman and teamitaat lose of cask eaa1==* unter.can live with,

Beeemt studies by Dr. pethan for Atomic Emergy of r= ' f = 1*c:*J. that cell l= h entire matter of radioactive material shipments by may made needs to be Q
e h===teve standies by Alice reewaluated. mmembrane ruptering ocesare at very low does rates.

Stemrt and C. W. Enesle indicate that the fetus is anywhere from 25 to 1$0 times ,
N

more messitive to radiation thaa ednalta. Children are ten times acre mensitive CASE agrees that the applicant has displayed imenfficient data concerning the
h a edelts. There are three achaals within a 10 mile rediaa of the plaats, oma effects of estag local greemahmater. This la a vital point to magy residents

of idnich is only 6 udles distant. This fhet alone sha=1 A regnire lower "per- of the area. Apparently, the unter tables in the Glaa Some area have been lamer.
missible" dose eumm1==8a==. lag for years. Aar added 1struatom the size of h CPSES operation (60C-1200

CfM) could seriously affect -. %_ wc11s. The applicant was very vague

According to a C40 study dated August 18, IM2, the AEC is deficient in proper on this matter, aminly, we feel, ' they just don't kaon that the effect

monitorlag of r=Af= tion emissions from Inselear fhC111tles, h AEC has caly 22 win be. Aboelstely no doubt =hn=d A SIist prior to construction er the appli-

full time f aspectors and 3 inweptientors to nomiter 1,87T instituttosa across coat = hand A be fbreed to obtain unter from another scarce.
this comentry. hre is sufficitat docementation to suggest that AE monitorlag
lenwes ===-h to be desired. h=haist Day, Surrey fl, and Shipptagport are just In saammation, Cast feels that the Azeft statement is very detailed la masy re-
a few of maair examples of leakage, non-ca=pH==e*, and poor =aattortag by N myects, best, overall, it completely misses the point. In discumstag jest the
ABC. plaat itself without discussing the eatire earsaium finet cycle, one is laahe gn

at the tip of as iceberg and saying that's all there is. h ABC and the enaclear
On peer- 5-26, it is stated m probable releases from ra====eh- Pesks is h= ==a indiastry e===at possibly clata a complete oevirosmestat impact standy unless it
ce operettag experience at other plaats. ABC PMastomer William Doeds has stated comaiders the asiateg, enrichneet, tr===yaetation, plant safety, reprocessing, and
the esperiemee level for 800-1000 tale plaats is maalmal. There are only four mote 41=pa==1 This type of pe=htte assessment, atoms with prara==4 cost-benefit
plaats operettag that are 1000 Mae or larger and some of these for more thaa studice =hande be sunde available to the cittsans of this country before any further

a year. ansclear --_ -- * = contimmes.

370G
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50-445Directorate of licensing -3- Apr11,16,1974 g.g
United States Atomic Eastgy en==f saion FEDE3tAL, POwm re^ ^^ ^ *
Useklagton, D. C. 20%$ - wasemmaren. O.C. Jos24

As absolute requirement is the immediate repeal of the Price-Anderson Act. Much *
has been stated recently by industry conceralog . t interference with the

APa 15 g f [.; h 'y" free enterprise" system as it applies to the energy field. The Price-Anderson
l Act introduces government laterference of the most dangerous kind. It stiealates ' ,

growth and removes liability. Chairwomma Ray and ==A mar indestry representa , IIf* O**I*I I I*'II*F ' } I

**** *tives have been shouting pratees of the hammessen study, saying there is one elmace M *& M Mgg,
- la a billica of an accident. To state that figure sad then reaev the Price-Andermoa

Directorate of Licensing' tes saan
| Act yet another time would be a most cellous disregard for honesty and responet- Office of Regulation T
I bility by all parties. It would completely destroy any visage of credibility the W. 5. Atomic Energy r wseica * 5.5
'

ABC, JCAE, and the nuclear ladustry hare left. Washington D.C. 20545

*** '' I* "The energy situatica is complex and critical, but, in the floal analysis, the

, direction this country takes will be decided by all its citisees, not by a
This is la response to your letter dated February 15, 1974'

government bureaucracy, utilities or emergy wai-o. The cittsens must be requesting commants on the AEC Draft Envir-=tal Statement related
appr61med honestly and responsibly of the situatica and the alternEtives, for to the proposed issuance of a constructica permit to the Texas
if not, this caustry is in for a very disturbing ftature. Utilities Generating Company (Applicant) for the h =eha Peak Steam

~

Electric Station. Units 1 and 2 (Docket No. 50-445 and 50-446) to be
-

Sincerely, located on an 8.876-acre site la Somervell County. Tazas. The 1.161-
megewett Units 1 and 2 are scheduled for commercial operatica la O

p (Citizens Amadpist a for Sound Energy) '# '# *' #*

f ) These comments by the rederst Power Consission's Bureau of Power fV

|
| 1 f / staff are made la compliance with the National Enviroommatal Policy

A [
,, M rt W. Pomeroy g Act of 1969 and the August 1,1973. Guideltmas of the Council on,

, Eaviron=eatal Quality, and are directed to the need for the capacity
Chairman represented by the ca== ache Peak Steam Electric Statica and to related

bulk power supply matters.

NJ8 ~

In preparing these <cemmats. the Bureau of Feuer staff has
considered the AEC Draf t Environmental Statessat; the Applicant's

i Enviroamsacal Report and Ad===d=*sts thereto; related reports made'

{
in accordance with the Commisaica's statensat of Reliability and
aday==ey of Electric Service (Docket No.1-362); and the staff's
analysis of these documsats to2echer with related information from

-

other FPC reports. The staff generally bases its evaluatica of the
need for a specific bulk power facility upon long-term considerations
as we!! as upon the load-supply situation for the peak 1 cad parted
t===diately following the availability of the new facility. It abould
be noted that the useful life of each r==4. Peak generattag unit
to expected to be 30 years or more. During that period, each unit will
make a significant contributtom to the reliability and ='*t""*F of
electric power supply la the Applicaat's service area.

3871
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Mr. Daniel R. haller her. Daniel R. N11er

acceptable water levels and water quality during operattom of the proposed .

. The Applicant is a corporate af filiata of the joint owners and plant. The owner companies have negotiated a contract with the Brazos j
will act as agent la matters concerning the construction.11 ceasing River Authority (which has been approved by the Texas Water Rights i

and operatica of the proposed Comanche Peak statica for the jotat Commisaton under Permit No. 2871 1ssued June 13, 1974)..which authorizes '

owners: Dallas Power and Light Cospany, Texas Electric Service diversica and use of up to 38.300 acre-feet of water per year f rom Lake
Company, and Texas Power and Light Company. The Applicaat and the Creabury to be used by the Applicant for the proposed Comanche Peak
joint owners are subsidiaries of Texas Utilities Company, med with 2-unit plant. An existing conventional hydroelectric project, theria

other subsidiaries comprise the Texas Utilities Company System (TUCS). Sheppard Dam and Reservoir, operated under Federal Power Commisstem
The joint owners are members of the Electric Ra11 ability Council of jurisdictica as Licensed Project No.1490 by the Brazoa River Authority.
Texas (ERCor) which coordinates the planning of the members' bulk is located upstream of the confluence of Squaw Creek with the Brazos
power facilities. River.

no Applicant's electric system (TUCS) and its associated systems Brazos Electric Fc,wer Cooperative. Inc. has filed with the

are summar-peaking systems. TUCS's service area. located in central comuniasion an application for pre 11minary permit for the study of
Texas, supplies energy to approximately one-third of the stata includtag a project (No. 2733) dich would consist of a proposed village Bend
the Dallas-Fort Worth toed center. No seasonal diversity exists within Fumped. Storage development with estimated dependable capacity of 730
the ERCor regica and diversity exchanges between member systems is not megawatts which would be located on the Brazos Elver between the
practiced. The Applicaat complies with the ERCOT reliability criterloa amisting Fossum Kingdom ad Crandbury Reservoirs and a proposed
which requires a reserve margin of 15 percent of the projected peak Decordova 60-megawatt conventional hydroelectric power plant. This
load. proposed plant would be constructed near the DeCordova dam which now

impounds Lake Crandbury and would discharge fato the downstream leg
"%. pr@i.2 TUCI en loads for ene 197e-19se period contained of an oxbow in the Brazos River known as Decordova tead. Construction

in the Draf t Environmental Statement are extrapolated at an annual Of =nt . ;=f ut all m.sla.1. - of . 11 usa.= Ly the - sstem.
Orata equal to the 1963-1972 annual growth rate of load, he Applicant's Any met diversion of water from Lake Cranbury to Squaw Creek reservoir

scheduled new capacity of 11.241 mmgawatts includtag the Camanche Peak would not affect the generation (capacity and energy) by the Village k
units fer the 1974-1982 period results in reserve margine daring that Bend Pumped. Storage development and would decrease only the energy 39

period la the range of 16.3 to 19.1 percent of the projected annual output of the DeCordove power plant. W
peak leads. The reserve margins for the initial operating periods of
the units at the 1980 and 1982 sunmaar peak periods with the unita The draft environmental statesmat reports that consumptive

available total 3.232 magawatte, or 18.9 percent of the 1980 annual water losses due to cooling at the Comanche Peak plant would average
peak load, and 3.274 megawatts, or 16.3 percent of the 1982 annual about 38.300 acre-feet per year when both malte are in operation.

peak load. Without the Comanche Peak units, these reserve margins This loss would decrease power generatica at potential hydroelectricI

would be reduced, respectively, to 2.071 megswatts, or 12.1 percent facilittee that could be developed at the existing Decordova Bend

of the 1980 peak load, and 952 angswetta, or 4.7 percent of the 1982 Dam and at the potential Bee huntata project downstream with a
peak load. Based on currently scheduled new capacity, the Appiteant potential of about 60 megawatts of conventional capacity and about
would not meet tha desired reserve margia according to the stated 80 megawatts of reversible capacity. This loss would also decrease
criterica if the Comanche Peak units were delayed beyond the scheduled the bydroelectric power generatica at the Corps of Engineers' 30-
comeercial operating dates. wgewatt Whitney Project located downstream on the Brazos River.

The U. S. study Cossaission. Texas, in its March 1962 report to the
The proposed Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station would utilize Ptssident, included hydroelectric power development at Decordova

water frnen the Squaw Creek Dam and Reservoir for condenser cooltag. Bend and See muntata la its first-phase program.
The Dam and Reservoir would be constructed on Squaw Creek, a tributary
of the Brazos River. Water from take Cranbury adelaistered by the ike construction of the proposed Comanche Peak plant and its ,
Brazoa River Authority would be used for initial (1111ag of the proposed associated Squaw Creek Dam and Reservoir would require the relocation
Squaw Creek Reservoir over a three year period and for malataining of two pipe 11aes which traverse the ette:

|

|

!
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8h) UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCYter. Dental R. N iter

" g* WASH 1NGTON, D C, 20460.,

(1) One 26-tach crude att pipeline owned by the West Texas
Culf Company, a non-jurisdictional company; gQ}jkT19[4
(2) One 6-tach natural gas pip'eline owned by the 1.one Star omca ca ver

" " " "
Ces Company, a company st.bject to the jurisotettom of the
Federal Power ^ M aston. Mr. L. Manning Hunt 2ing

Director of Regulation
One existing 36-inch natural gas pipelime and one new 36-inch

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
itne to be constructed, owned by the Texas Utilities Fuel Company,

Washington, D.C. 20545a non-jurtadictional company, would be anchored to remain submerged
to their pr<toest location.

Dear Mr. Muntzing:

The apptscaat's Enytronmental Report state + that geological
studies, test borings and other indicators reveal that no mineral The Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the
resources underlay the site et econostcally recovershte depths. draft environmental impe:t statement issued in conjunction

with the application of the Texas Utilities Generating
The sureau of Power staf f concludes thac adattional c.pacity Company for a construction permit for the proposed

equivalent to that represented by the proposed Comanche Peak Units Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station Units 1 and 2.
I and 2 is desirable to provida for the prolacted load growth of the Our detailed communts are anclosed,

af fected svstems and af ford a reesonable level of reserve caoacity
with which to swet normally encountered contingencies on taterconnected In our view, the proposed cooling system for the comanche
electric systema. Peak facility constitutes a cooling lake design utilizing

the planned Squaw Creek Reservoir. This system is acceptable O

Very truly yours, to EPA provided the waters of the reservoir are not considered k
n navigable as defined by the Federal Water Pollution Control tu

y - Af . .. y Act Amendments of 1972 (FWPCA). In general, reservoir A

ff fi .' *
,

waters can be considered as navigable if they were formedd A, Phttft/,-Nv " W-* , p by 12 pounding an existing natural or man-made water body
Chief, sureau of Power / previously classified as navigable. In this specific

case, the waters may not te so considered if the applicant
can demonstrate that 1) pumping of water from Lake Granbury
to provide flow for the Squaw Creek can be done in a
manner which will not result in undue degradation of
water quality or impact on aquatic biota in the creek
and 2) that the possible multiple-use of reservoir waters
for recreation will be limited. In this regard, should
the State of Texas and the utility desire full recreational
development, the EVPCA might apply to the reservoir. If
it does, of importance is Section 301 (as interpreted
by EPA's proposed guidelines for steam electric power
plants) which calls for a closed-cycle system. trowever,
it should be noted that, under Section 316(a) of the Act,
the Administrator could allow the use of the proposed
once-through system if the applicant can demonstrate
that the guideline requirements are "...more stringent
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than necessary to assure the pro [tlection and propagation
of a baganced, indigenous, population of shellfish, fish,
and wildlife in and on the tody of water into which the
discharge is made...,"

Our major concern regarding the radiological aspects
of the plant is that the evaluations of source terms
and the resultant dose consequences performed by the
ABC staff were based on the standard AEC models which ENVIROttNENTAL PItOTECTION AGENCY
apply to base-loaded nuclear plants. The Comanche Peak i

Station, however, is to be operated as a load-following WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 l
Ifacility. It ja likely that this =ada of operation will

cause significant variations in the input to waste systems
MAY 1974and, thus, may cause differences in the amounts of activity

to be released. Although the plant will be expected
to noot the design objectivas of the proposed Appendix
I, we believe that an evaluation of the influence of

Comanche Peak Steam Electric Stationloed-following source terms is justified and should be
included in the final statement. If the mode of operation

Units 1 and 2does result in larger volumes of waste to be processed. ,

the proposed plant waste management systems should be TABM W CONTENTSevaluated in light of the expected source term.

In light of our review and in accordance wit'h EPA
# ACE 8procedures, we have classified the project as ID (Lack

of Objections) and have rated the draft statement as INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSIONS 1 h
i Category 2 (Insufficient Information). If you or your y

staff have any questions concerning our classification RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS 3 N
, or - nts, we will be happy to discuss them with you. *Radioactive Waste Nanagement 3

Dose Assessment 4Sincerely yours, Transportation 4
Reactor Accidents 5

NON-RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS 6Sheldon Meyers Plant Cooling System and FWPCA Requirements '6
** "" * *# * Oe of Federal Activities [ Lake Granbury] . 3

ISquaw Creek Reservoirl 3
Enclosere [Nakeup and slowdown Systems] 3

(Squaw Creekl 10

ADCITIONAL CONNENTS 11
>
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I::T9000CTIOct AND CONCLUSIONS 2

The Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the the aop11 cant can demonstrate to the satisfaction of
draft environmental impact statenant issued February 15, the Administrator (of EPA) that the affluent limitations
1974, by the U.S. Atomic Energy e-ission in conjunction are "...nore stringent than necessary to assure the
with the application of Texas Utilities Generating Company pro [tlaccion and propagation of a balanced, indigenous
for a permit to begin construction of the h aache _ pcpulation of shellfish, fish, and wildlife in andPeak Steam Electric Station Units 1 and 2. This plant on tha* body of water into which the discharge is made...."is planned for a site located in Somervell County, Texas. If such a case can indeed be made, the Administrator

* * "** "#* *I ~

1 As described in the draft statement, the
coolin system for the Cnmanche Peak fac .. y constitutes 3. Wa anticipate that the station, as proposed,
a cool ng lake design utilizing the pror ased Squaw may not at all times comply with Texas Water Quality
Creek Reservoir. This system is acceptable to EPA Standards for dissolved oxygen levels at the blowdownprovided the reservoir waters are not considered navigable discharge to Lake Cranbury. This would result in theas defined in the Federal Water Pollution Control Act requirement for provision of supplamantal aeration duringA=endments of 1972 (FWPCA). In general, reservoir waters critical months of low dissolved oxygen discharge, to
can be considered as navigable if they were formed by . insure protection of aquatic biota.impounding an existing natural or man-made water body
previously classified as navigable. In this specific 4. While intake water volumes for makeup and blowdown
case, the waters may not be so considered if al the requirements at the station will be low, we believe that1

applicant can demonstrate that the proposed pimping velocities through the intake screens should be maintained'of water from Lake Cranbury to the Squaw Creek can be at 0.15 m/s (0.5 fps) or less. In addition, we re = =and-
'

done in a maaamr which will not result in undue degradation that the final statement provide clarification on the
of water quality or impact on aquatic biota in tra maintenance of 0.042 m /s (1.5 cfs) flow in Squaw Creek3
creek and b) that the possible multiple-use of the below Squaw Creek Reservoir.
reservoir waters (particularly recreation) will be limited.
Under such circumstances, two permits under the National 5. Radioactivity releases have been evaluated
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (Section 402 using parametric values appropriate to a base-Imdad toof the FWPCA) will be required. One at the point nuclear power station. In order to accurately assess N

| where blowdown from the Squaw Creek Reservoir will be the potential radiological impact of the h aaehe Peak O
! discharged to Lake Cranbury and the second where water Steam Electric Station, the final statement should
j pumped from the lake will be discharged to Squaw Creek. evaluate radioactivity releases appropriate to the proposed-

load-following operation in the context of the proposed
2. Should the applicant or the State of Texas Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.

desire that the reservoir be a full multiple-use water
body, the waters therein might be considered navigable
and thus under the jurisdiction of the FWPCA. In

- particular, this would mean that, in accordance with
' Section 301 of ths Act, the cooling system of the plant
( must employ the "Best Practicable Control Technology
| Currently Available" by July 1,1977, and the "Best
. Available Technology Economically Achievable" by
| July 1, 1983. These terms are defined in EPA's proposed
i effluent guidelines for steam electric power plants
| (issued March 4, 1974). These guidelines are directed

to treatment of discharges to navigable water bodies.
As a consequence, the applicant might be required to
install a closed-cycle system. It should be noted,

f however, that Section 316fa) of the FWPCA can provide
relief from the requirements of Section 301 ift
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4.3.

cose Assessment
RADICLOGICAL ASPECTS ~'

Radisaetive traste Management - The draf t statement has indicated that the proposed
gaetous and 11guld waste treatment systems are expected
to be capable of limiting radionuclide releases and

The draft statement for the h nche Peak Steam
Electric Station (CPSES) has evaluated radioactivity subsequently of f site doses to levels within those

given in the Concluding Statenent of the RegulatoryreleaJes for a base-loaded mode of operation. The Stad n Appe I As inMcated ahe,
applirant and the draf t statement, however, have the U nal statement sW1d detemine radioactivity releases
indicated that the CPSES will be operated on a load-. using source terms appropriate to the load-followingfollowing schedule. As a result, many of the principal schedule proposed by the applicant. In addition, an
paraceters and conditions used in calculating releases evalu on of e dosimet& consequences M dese
of radioactive material (Table 3.51 of the draft releases should also be made in the context of the -

s ta tenant) would assume different values under load-
following operation. Although estimated radioactivity Proposed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.

releases via certain pathways might be expected to decrease, EPA expects that the results from current and planned
appropriate values for other parameters might actually joint EPA-AEC and industry cooperative field studies inresult in en overall increase in estimated radioactivity the environs of operating nuclear power facilities will
releases. For example, the thermal cycling conconitant reatly increase knowledge of the processes and mechanisms
with load-following operation would subject fuel rod involved in the exposure of man to radiation produced
cladding to greater thermal stresses, possibly resulting through the use of nuclear power. We believe that, overall,
in poorer fuel cladding performance. The final the cenulative assumptions utilized to estimate various
statement should, therefore, evaluate radioactivity human doses are conservative. As more information is
releases using source term parameters more appropriate developed, the models used to estimate human exposures will h
to the proposed load-following operation of the CPSES. be codified to reflect the best data and most realistic N

"* * "" *
Sixty percent of the radiolodine estimated to be co parative stu es, it is possible that the scope and

-

released from the plant is calculated to be from the turbine ***building ventilation exhaust. This release pathway r a d*
is r.ot specifically treated for radioiodine removal,
but could be reduced if the measured thyroid doses proved More information should be presented relative to pathwaysto be excessive, e.g., plugging steam generator tube og exposure other than those detailed in the draf t statement.
leaks, replacing defective fuel, locating and reducing For example, according to the applicant's environmental
turbine building steam leakage, or increasing steam report and the draft statement, irrigation is used in the
generator blow down rate. In any event, the facility local agricultural production. In addition, the dr4ft
should also have the capability for monitoring the release statement also notes the existence of important gama
of radiciodine from the turbine building. birds (bobwhite quail and mourning dove). The final

statecent should consider these pathways of exposure in
Although waste liquids collected by the turbine building addition to those already discussed in the draf t statement,

floor drain system will contain radioactive materials
resulting from secondary system leakage, the PSAR does Transportation
not indiepts any means of monitoring this liquid
radioactivity release pathway. In order to determine that EPA, in its earlier reviews of the environmental
the liquid radioactivity releases from the CPSES are i= pact of transportation of radioactive material, agreed
"as low as practicable," the applicant should sample with the AEC that many aspects of this program could best
and =onitor this liquid radioactivicy release pathway. to treated on a generic basis. The generic approach

has reached tho' point where on February 5,1973, the
AEC published for comment in the Federal Register a
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5

YOS-?E2IO!ACICAL ASPECTS
rule: making proposal concerning the " Environmental
Effects of Transportation of ruel and Maste from Nuclear Plan: Cooling System and FWPCA Requirements
Pareer Reactors." EPA re manted on the proposed
ru1*<uking by a letter to the AEC, dated March 22, 1973, As presently proposed by the applicant, maA-nser
and by an appearance et the public hearing on April 2, 1973. cooling at the enmanche Peak nuclear power plant will be

acco~_plished by a once-through system with water taken
until such time as a generic rule is established, fra: and discharged to the Squaw Creek Reservoir -

EPA is pontinuing to assess the adequacy of the quantitative an 1.synd-*nt to be built on the bed of Squaw Creek.
estimates of envirm=-atal radiation impact resulting All nahe up water for this reservoir sial be withdrawn
from transportation of radioactive materials provided frcs and blowdown discharged to Lake Cr M nry - a
in environmental statements. The estimates provided nearby existing imponadent on the Brazos River. In
for this station are deemed adequate based on currently addition, the applicant proposes what amounts to
available information. providing a new source for the Squaw Creek by pumping

water from Lake Cranbury and discharging it to the
Reactor Accidents creek at a point immediately below tie Squaw Creek

reservoir dam site. In essense, therefore, the applicant
EPA has examined the AEC analysis of accidents and is pronosing a closed-cycle system utilizing a

their potential risks which the AEC has developed in the cooling lake.
course of its angineering evaluation of reactor safety
in tho design of nuclear plants. Since these accident Section 301 of the redaral Water Pollutiora Control
issues are c==~n to all nuclear power plants of a given Act Amendments of 1972 stipulates that cooling systems
type, EPA ccacurs with the AEC's apprnach to evaluate for steam electric plants must employ the "Best
the environmental risk for each accident class on a Practicable Control Technology Currently Available" by
generic basis. The AEC has in the past and still continues Jcly 1, 1917, and the "Best Available Technology
to devote extensive efforts to assure safety through Eco-c,1cally Achievable" by July 1,1993. Proposedplant design and accident analyses in the licensing effluent guidelines for this category of point-source oprocese on a case-by-case basis. EPA, however, favors were published by EPA on March 4, 1974. These guidelines a

the additional step now being undertaken by the AEC of call for "... evaporative external cooling to achieve
a thorough analysis on a more quantitative basis of essentially no discharge of heat, except for cold-side mthe risk of potential accidents in all ranges. We blowdown, -in a closed, recirculating cooling system.*
continue to encourage this effort and urge the AEC yhis restriction on discharge applies to those water
to press forward to its timely completi>n and publication. bodies, whether natural or man-made, deemed as falling
EPA believes this will result in a better understanding under the jurisdiction of the FWPCA (i.e. , de* mad as
of the possible risks to the environment. * navigable").

We are pleased to note in the draft stat *mant the Although it is clear that Lake Cranbury is covered
discussion of the Reactor Safety Study and the ennamitment by the FWPCA, of iwaadiate concors to the Corsanche Peak
for timely public presentation of its results. If the station is whether the proposed Squaw Creek Reservoir
AEC's efforts indicate that unwarranted risks are being wocid also be considered navigable. If it were, the
*mhaa at the Pa= acha Peak Steam Electric Station, we affluent limitations mentinn M above would apply not at
are confident that the AEC will assure appropriate corrective the point where the reservoir Wld c^anact with r ake
acriaa. Similarly, if EPA efforts related to the - Cranbury, but at the outflow from the nuclear plant.
accident area nacaver any environmentally unacceptable Base- roir waters can be considered as navigable if they were
eaaditions related to the safety of the c=anche Peak for=ed b'y impounding an existing natural or man-made
steam Electric Station, we will make our views known. water body previously classified as navigable. In =^==

cases, however, it may be possible to snecessfully rercete
or ralocate all or part of a navigable water body
(or provide a new source for that body) in a manner
which-protects its water quality and indigeanos aquatic
life. Subsequently, if a reservoir were constructed
on the former site of the water body (e.g. on the dry
strean bed) , EPA would not, on that basis a'ana,
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classify the . n.ir as navigable. In oar opinion,'
the sq ame Creek Wir praya==1 satisfies this criterion.
cheisesty, Bauever, a final deter =t== tion must be based The follouing casaments address the proposed plant
en the applimat's A-a==tratics that the creation of as described in the draf t statement and are based on -
- the W maw monarce for Squaw Creek and the subse- the assumption that the cooling lake concept is approvable.
gemet inere*8== of the pumping system will not result
la endue degradm s== of water gestity or impact on [ Lake Granburyle
aquatic b hta in the creek. Such additional data
as are necessary to establish this point should be . The draf t stat == mat does not adequately' discuss
sahmitted as part of an application for a IIPDES permit.' the combined thermal effects of the proposed tw-mache
EPA will regelre that permits be obtain=A for botsh the ' peak plant and the De Cordova Bend steam electric

W dimeharge from the reservoir to Lake Granbury station on Lake Granbury. The only reference to the
and the diere=rge of Lake Grambury water pumped to the De Cordova fossil plant is in Section 2.1, Station

| ~
Squaw Creek (diar 4=rge point below the Squaw Creek dral . Incation (page 2-1). Because we believe the synergistic

effects could be significant, particularly with respect
,
' The above 7 however, that no other factor to long-term can=1stive impacts on water quality in

enters to put the Squaw Creek um,=rvoir in the navigable Lake Granbury and the Brazos 3tiver, soch an expanded '
category. In this regard, it should be inoted that discussion saould be included in the final statement'. I

EPA's interpretatina of the definitlaa of navigaMe It should also be noted that the De Cordova Bend station '(
under the FEWCh goes beyond the criterica discus @1 will be subject to the NPOES permit requirements of the

FtfPCA. An application for a permit has recently been .'|previcesly. For awample, included are waters such
as intramtate lakse, rivers, and streams which are received by EPA and is now under consideration. !

iatilized by interstate travelers for recreational or
other purposes. Thus, either p1===ad or possible - we believe 'the ' releases of bloudown water into Lake
future develap===t of recreation could make the Grambury irous the Squaw c-eek Reservoir may result
weters navigable. . EPA is act opposed to limited in degradation of water quality in that lake. After
multiple-ene of such reservoir waters to the extent review of the *1 raft statement, it appears the primary O_

that we believe the public should be denied access. impacts will be on dissolved oxygen and total dissolved k
Bowever, it is japortant to draw a distinction between molids content. Although we believe that Texas water

, to
"

ly process waters (i.e., designed solely for quality standards for total dissolved solids will prah=hly' W
not be violated in the lake as a rescit of bloudown33estrial cooliast or other purposes) and navigable -

waters under the jurisdiction of the PterCA. discharge, we are not certain that dissolved oxygen levels
during the a-r unaths will meet State st==A=rds.

If the applicant and the State of Texas wish to
folly exploit the waters of the proposed Squaw Creek on page-5-42, of the draft,'it is stated that, *From
Bemervoir for recreation and other public uses, then June through October the discharge will have a low dissolved

the waters might come moder the FtIFCE and the require- oxygen level, with the concentration being 0.0 ppm frasa
June through September." Also, it is stated, that " Fishsomets of Section 3e1 may apply. In that event, it maY

be required to install amorher form of cooling syste* will be able to move act of the affected area, but the
total areas involved cocid not be predicted." Therefore,auch as evaporative *=es or spray c===1e, or to app 1Y we believe it may beca== ancessary to provide supplementalfor a variance meer section 316(a). Section 31E(a) can

offer relief to the applee==t fress the thermal effluent aeration (i.e., a ==ch==ical aerator) during these critical
restrictions t=pa==a by section 301 if he can Ae=n= strate months of low dlseol red oxygen discharge to protect aquatic

life in the affected area. See reca===nd that the appli-to the satisfaction of the Administrator (of EPA) that the
i W restrictia== are "...more stringent th== cent prqvida for the assintenance of a minimuma instantaneous
ancessary to ====re the prottlection and propagation ,ne,==tration of 2 ppm and an average concentration of
of a h=1==e=A, indigences papalation of shellfish * -4 ppse of D.O. In the bloudown from Squaw Creek Reservoir.
fleh, and wilAllFe in and on the body of water into With respect to the latter, the IsrDES permit will be con-

dit8nn=A accordingly.which the diere=rge is made....* If the applicant
can t=Am=A ==ha auch a case for tho fa===eka Peak
plant, the aA=I=f utrator could allow the use of the (Squaw Creek Reservoir] ,

cooling system as prapa==d.
. According to the draft statement, antifouling of the

circulating watsr system will be accomplished by = hack
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(Squaw Creek)

| chlorination with chlorine to be diffuser-injected ahead
of each traveling u ter screen (at anticipated dosage Squaw Creek has not been gaged to determine flow rates.
of tino 30-minute periods per day). The estimated However, it is known that this creek is intermittent to
chlorine concentratien et the dischstge resulting the extent that it is frequently dry during drought years.
from chlorinatir.,n of cae unit while both are in operation As is asentioned in the draf t statement, the applicantI

is 0.5 pom. Tha AEC st =f f will require that at the will maintain a minimum flow of 0.042 m /s (1.5 cis) in
point of discharge to Souaw Creek Reservoir, residual Sq-maw Creek below the proposed Squaw C4eek Reservoir, by
chlorico not exceed 0.1 pga. We recognize the fact M ng water from Lake Cranbury to a point 39 M metersi
that residual chlorine levels at the blowdown discharge (100 ft) downstream from the dam site.

! to Lake Cranbury will be well within the requirements
of the Texas water quality standards and the requirements It is recognited in the draft statement to c this
of FWPCA. However, EPA concurs with the AEC in that, diversion will ecual only 13% of the long-term average
for the protection of the aquatic environment (such as annual run ff and be less than the monthly average flow

>

I anticipated by the applicant at Squaw Creek Reserv61r), of 19.36 ha-a (1$7 acro-f t) . However, the AEC staff
residual chlorine levels should be maintained at the c acludes that. ...although this flow will probably not
levels required by the AEC. be sufficient to maintain the present character.of the

stream, the centinuous, gradual releases will have a
The circulating water velocity through the intake stabilizing effect by reducing the erosion and scouring

screens is calculated by the AEC to range from 0.37 m/s associated with floods. A more stable substrate willi

! to 0.73 m/s (1.20 to 2.40 fps), dependent upon the number result in higher production of periphyton and benthic
of pumps in operation and reservoir level. In like invertebrates, which in turn will benefit the fish popula-
saaner, velocity through the screens for service water tion. While we concur in this qsition, we are concernedis calculated to range from 0.27 m/s to 1.83 m/s by the statement (p. 5-42) that. ...the applicant will
(0.89 to 5.94 fps), dependent upon operation t.nder in Laks Cranbury.{ withdrawals during periods of low levelsav id makeup wate
normal or emergency conditions and reservoir level. The rationale for avoiding withdrawal o
We recommend that, for the protection of aquatic hiota, der.=g periods of low water levels in Lake Cranbury (that {intaks velocities be maintained at 0.15 m/s (0.5 fps) of avoidance of entrainment of aquatic organisms which are
**1"*' corcentrated at these times) is, in our opinion, sound. $

ever, it is n t clear what provision will be made for
(?takaup and Blowdown Systems) the continuance of the water cliversion to Squaw Creek,

which is essential to the protection and propagation of the
The applicant proposes to divert makeup water for aquatic ec syste:s established below Senaw Creek Reservoir.

the Souaw Creek Reservoir front Lake Cranbury. This will Thus, we recend that the final statement clarify this
3be accomplished by pumping up to 30.2 m /s (101 cfs) Point and evaluate the impact upon squaw Creek of any

through a 1.22 m (4 f t) diameter pipe. The velocity
through the screens at the makeup water pumps is calculated { tja jdiscontinuanceof,theproposedflowof

* *

to be 0.20 m/s (0.64 fps). We reen = and that the
applicant explore means to limit velocity through the The draf t statement indicates that adverse ef fects
screens to 0.15 m/s (0.5 fps) or less. In addition, from low oxygen releases to Squaw Creek might occur during
blowdown water will be pumped via a 0.91 m (3 ft) diameter summer, but that it is likely that these releases will be
returr. Line to Lake Cranbury. Velocity through the re-oxygenated within a short distance from the discharge.
screens at the Squaw Creek Reservoir intake structure The staf f conclusion that "...the impact on the dissolved
is calculated to be 0.28 m/s (0.91 fps). Here again, oxy en in Squaw Creek will not be significant" requires,
we recni- nd that the velocity through the screen be in our opinion, additional clarification. We reccxmsend,
limited to 0.15 m/s (0.5 fps) or less. therefore, the inclusion in the final statement of data

relative t the hydrological characteristics of Sqaaw
The potential impact upon entrained organisms in Creek for re-oxygenation (turbulence).

the makeup water system, of sudden pressure reduction
at the pumps, return to one atmosphere pressure at the
outfall in Squaw Creek Reservoir, and reaeration (at
discharge velocity of 2.1 m/s (7 fps) over 15.2 m (50 ft)
of riprap) can not be evaluated with the data presented.
Data to facilitate such an evaluation should be presented
in the final statement.
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11
activities at the das site during spawning periods
in Squaw Creek.

ADDI"IO u L COMME'tTS 5., There are three pipelines crossing the proposed
reserv ir site (p. 45). The draft statement

e, Dsri"9 the review, we noted in certain instances that indicates that one pipe, a 91.4 cm (36 in.) gas
.

the draf t statement does not present suf ficient information lihe, will be anchored in the reservoir. The final
to substhatiate the conclusions presented. We recognize statement should consider the potential impact of
that ::auch of this information is not of a.ajor importance rupture.or leakage from this line, if such is
in evaluating the environmental impact of the Comanche considered significant.
Feat Steam Electric Station. The cumulative importance,
however, could be significant. It would, therefore* 7. Ia Section 10.1.1.2. Water (p. 10-1) it isbe helpful in determining the impact of the plant if stated that, *About 45,000 acre feet per year of
the following information were included in the final water will evaporate from Squaw Creek Reservoir
state sents during CPSES operation. This will result in

an increase in the average salt concentration in
1. According to the draft statement, steam releases the Brazos River below the station of 2.3 percent."
of radioactivity due to turbine trips and low power It is not clear whether the increase in
physics testing will have a negligible ef fect on the salt concentration in the Brazos River is due to
calculated source term. The AEC should present the projected salt concentrations in Lake
the bases for this conclusion, particularly with Cranbury or some other factor. In order for the
reference to radiolodine releases, in the final salt concentration to increase by 2.3 percent
statement or reference an appropriate regulatory in the river below Lake Granbury, total dissolved
guide * solids concentrations would have to exceed

Texas Nater Quality Standards for the lake by
2.- with respect to air quality, the final statement several fold. This, as pointed out in the draft
should discuss what setnods will be used to control statement, will not be the case. Therefore,
Articulate emissions from the onsite concrete batch we recommend that the basis for the above quote fu
plant and what steps will be taken to reduce wind be presented in the final statement. W
blown dust during site preparation and construction. '

3. The hydraulic flows between the plant, lake,
3. The draft does not provide information concerning reservoir and creek are quite complicated. Therefore,
noise level criteria. The final statement should we recomunend that the final statement include e
contain a computation of anticipated levels for flow. diagram, depicting the source and discharge
noise sensitive areas on the basis of the most points for all flows.
adverse conditiond expected to occur on the site.
The analysis should include a model for relatin9 9. The statement thoroughly discusses the impact
pernmeters to estimated noise ldvals, as well' of the N =nche Peak Station on Hood and Somervell
as existing noise levels representing the no-project Counties. However, the impacts of the power that
situation. will be generated by the station were not assessed

in detail. The statement should discuss to what
4. Section 1.2, Status of Reviews and Approvals extent the station will tend to stimulate growth,
(page 1-2), lists severa TFM eral, State and local where the growth will occur, and what the general
agencies that will require permits and licenses impacts of this growth will be. In accordance with
and,oiher authorizations for the project. However, Section 1500.3 (a) (2) of the CEO guidelines, the
the list did not includa EPA's permit involvement statement should discuss the relationship of the
under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act proposed action to land use plans, policies, and
A:aendments of 1972 (FWPCA, P.L. 92-500) . controls for the affected area.

5. The final statement should evidence any
comunitment by the applicant to limit construction

.
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APPENDIX E

10. In light of the recent success of energy
conservation offorts, the statement shoed fttrther

E-1discuss expected electrical demand for the
future. If conservation efforts continue, the
final statement should consider how they affect
the~ forecast demand curve and the need for the' Texas Histoncal O --- ~ - -

Cottanche Peak Station. Box 12276. Capicci Starma
Armin. Texas 7s711

'L"-

R h[[yApril 26,1974

MR302g
-MTexas Utilities Services. Inc.

M . D' K?;g liC
t%Attn: Mr. Robert W. Caudie

8%q1506 Comerce Street
Dallas. Texas 75201

RE: Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station: Cultural itesource Compliance

Dear Mr. Caudle: .

In response to a request by Mr. B.E. Elenn of your coespany concerning y
the moove-referenced project area, and cultural resources, we have m
examined our records and offer the fo11 ming coments:

1. In sites on the Mattonal Register of Historic Places lie within
'

the project area.

2. At present, there are no sites in the process of submission to
the National Register of Historic Places, although the Texas
Historical Commiission survey has not been completed in this
area.

3. Although the survey to locate, record, and appraise the cultural
resources in the entire project area of the proposed facility
has not been completed, the Texas Historical Ccutission has been
assured by Texas Utilities Services. Inc. that substantive
measures have been taken toward the completion of this necessary
survey and that the recommendations concerning the findings of
this survey will be followed in detail.

51 ly.

+

1,

#t Let'
5 Hist c Preservation Officer

* * ' *
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C-233

| ERRATA

1

Page in:

App. C FES-CP Correction

C-3 iii Paragraph 7.b., line 3. Add following sentence: The
results of these monitoring programs shall be submitted
as part of the applicant's Environmental Report -
Operating License Stage.

C-3 .iii Paragraph 7.c., line 10. Add following sentence: The
result of these evaluations shall be submitted as part
of the eplicant's Environmental Report - Operating
License Stage.

C-4 iv Paragraph 7.d., line 21. Add following sentence- 'he
results of this study shall be submitted as part the
applicant's Environmental Reprt - Operating License
Stage.

C-16 2-1 First paragaph, lines 12 and 13. Change " latitude" to
' " longitude", and " longitude" to " latitude", in both lines.

C-45 3-10 Delete the second paragraph and add in its place:
|

The warmed circulating water will be discharged as shown '

in ER Fig. 3.4-5A (ER, Amendment 3, Fig. 3.4-5A). A

tunnel from each of the two units will discharge into an
open channel formed from rock. The bottom of the channel
is 750 ft above mean sea level and expands horizontally
from a 60 ft width at the tunnels to a 200 ft width at
the point of discharge to the reservoir in a 530 ft channel
length. The sides of this open channel slope upward away
from the bottom at an angle such that the reservoir end
of the channel is 280 ft wide at the 770 ft water level.

| Assuming the maximum circulating water flow rate of
; 2,200,000 gpm and the 770 f t water level, the velocity
| at the reservoir end of the channel will be about 1 ft/sec.
| The staff evaluated this revised discharge structure and

concludes that the thermal assessment discussed in
Section 5.3 is not affected and is still applicable.

C-45 3-10 Third paragraph, fourth line. Change "16,000 gpm" to
"17,000 gpm".

C-45 3-10 Third paragraph, last line. Change " Amendment 1" to
| " Amendment 3".

C-45 3-10 Last paragraph, third line. Change "1600 ft" to "1800 ft".

C-45 3-10 Last paragraph, fourth line. Change "(ER, Amendment 1,
p. 3.4-2a)" to "(ER, Amendment 3, p. 3.4-3a)".
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C-234

ERRATA ,

,

Page in:

App. C- FES-CP n- Correction

C-45 3-10 Last paragraph, sixth line. Change "32,000 gpm" to
"34,000 gpm". ,

C-45 3-10 Last paragraph, next to last-line. Change "7.7 ft/sec" to
"8.2 ft/sec". Change "48,000 gpm" to "51,000 gpm". !

'C-45- 3-10 Last paragraph, last line. Change "11.5'ft/sec" to
"12.2 ft/sec".' (,

C-45 3-11 fi'gure 3.4.3. Delete and replace with following note:
The design'of the circulating water discharge for'CPSES !

is as depicted in Figure 3.4-5A of thf applicant's' Environ-
mental Report, Amendment 3.

,

C-46 3-12 . Table 3.4.3. Replace with revised Table 3.4.3 from this
appendix'page C-236.

!
C-60 |3-41

Section 3.7.1.2, second sentence. Change to read as
follows: The effluent will be chlorinated for disinfection i

and' odor reduction prior to release into Squaw Creek i

Reservoir, j

C-62~ 3-45 Figure 3.8.2. The highwa:y shown leaving Granbury in a !

southwesterly directica is incorrectly designated as i

Highway 144. It should be designated _as Highway 377, as !

indicated in Figure 2.1.7 on page 2-3.

'C-63 3-47 Section 3.'9.1,'second paragraph, line 3. Change Road 50
to Road 51.-

C-106 5-36 Seventh line. Delete "only".

C-106 5-36' Ninth line. Add to the end of the first paragraph:
at the service water intake as indicated in

The velocity (as revised).may increase impingement lossesTable 3.4.3
curing emergency operation or operation with only one
screen. The staff believes that emergency operation will be
so infrequent that impingement during such operation is
acceptable. The staff further believes that operation with
one screen wi.11 usually be less than 5 percent of the time
during a given year. However, the applicant will be
required to monitor impingement losses at the service water.
intake and take appropriate corrective action if monitoring
indicates adverse impingement effects are occurring (refer
to Section 11.6.2).

.

'
. _ _
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C-110 5-44 Section 5.6.1, second_ paragraph, line 4. Delete the phrase: i
,

' ' "...in an evaporation pond...". .

.

C-126 8-9. yTable 8.2.2. Change table heading from "Ayerage Kilowatt-
Hours Per Customer (Billions)" to " Average Kilowatt-Hours *

,

"Per Customer (Thousands)". -'

'

!
'

.h
,

C-161 11-18' 'Section 11,6.7, Applicant Position, line 3. Change'to read:
: ".., mining,of.the Twin Mountain aquifer will not occur as a '

result of CPSES. . .".
c

!C-162 11-20 |Section 11.6.7, paragraph d., line 7. Change 35 gpm to
0 30 gpm.'

'

).c.

C-162' 11-21 Section11.8.1(1). Change Sect. 11.5.'3 to Sect. 11.5.4. I

|

C-163. 11'-22 Section'11.8q..ChangeSect.11.5.3toSect.11.5.4. |
1.

C-165 11-27 Section11.8.8(5),firstline. Change Sect. 11.5.11 to
Sect.-11,5.12.

; 'C-165 11-27 Section 11.8.8(6), first line. Change Sect. 11.5.14 to
Sect. 11.5.15.

C-168 11-33 .Section' 11.11.13, first line. Change Sect. 11.5.14 to
Sect. 11.5.15. >

;4 -
,

?

...

|

4
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Table 3A.3. Water velocities la the service water intake structure calculated by the staff

A. Service weter flow rete:(E.lt., Amendment 3, p.3.41a)

1. Norma's operation
Operating pumps: 2
Flow rate: 34,000 som

2. Emergency operation
Operating pumps: 3
Flow rate: 51,000 spm

5. Water velocideo
!

f Water velocity (ft/sec) for
reservoir water level of -

764ft 770 ft 775 ft

Nortnel Emergency Normal Emergency Normal Emerpacy

operation * cporation operation operation operation opetetion

1. Approach to trashrack
a. Two operating screens 1.15 0.46 0.69 0.34 0J2
b. One operating screen ' 2.30 0.91 1.38 0.68 1.04

2. Through trashrack
a. Two operating scruns 1,72 0.69 1.03 0.52 0.78

b. One operating screen 3.44 1,38 2.06 1.04 1J5

3. Approach to traveling screens ,

s. Two operating scruns 1,58 0.63 0.95 0.48 0.71

b. One operating scrun 3,16 1.26 1.90 0.96 1A2

4. Through traveling screens
a. Two operating screens 3.16 1.26 1.90 0.96 1,42

b. One operating screen 6.31 2J2 3.79 1.92 2.84

80nly emergency operations will be allowed at this reservult level.

Revised July 23,1974 |

|
|

|
,

1.
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APPENDIX D

REBASELINING OF THE RSS RESULTS FOR PWRs

The results of the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) have been updated. The update
was done largely to incorporate results of research and development conducted
after the October 1975 publication of the RSS and to provide a baseline against
which the risk associated with various LWRs could be consistently compared.

Primarily, the rebaselined RSS results reflect use of advanced modeling of the
processes involved in meltdown accidents, i.e., the MARCH computer code model-
ing for transient and LOCA initiated sequences and the CORRAL code used for
calculating magnitudes of release accompanying various accident sequences.
These codes * have led to a capability to predict the transient and small LOCA
initiated sequences that is considerably advanced beyond what existed at the
time the Reactor Safety Study was completed. The advanced accident process
models (MARCH and CORRAL) produced some changes in our estimates of the release
magnitudes from various accident sequences in WASH-1400. These changes primarily
involved release magnitudes for the iodine, cesium, and tellurium families of
isotopes. In general, a decrease in the iodines was predicted for many of the
dominant accident sequences while some increases in the release magnitudes for
the cesium and tellurium isotopes were predicted.

Entailed in this rebaselining effort was the evaluation of individual dominant
accident sequences as we understand them to evolve rather than the technique
of grouping large numbers of accident sequences into encompassing, but synthetic,
release categories as was done in WASH-1400. The rebaselining of the RSS also
eliminated the "smootning technique" that was criticized in the report by the
Risk Assessment Review Group (sometimes known as the Lewis Report, NUREG/CR-0400).

In both of the RSS designs (PWR and BWR), the likelihood of an accident sequence
leading to the occurrence of a steam explosion (a) in the reactor vessel was
decreased. This was done to reflect both experimental and calculational indica-
tions that such explosions are unlikely to occur in those sequences involving
small size LOCAs and transients because of the high pressures and temperatures
expected to exist within the reactor coolant system during these scenarios.
Furthermore, if such an explosion were to occur, there are indications that it
would be unlikely to produce as much energy and the massive missile-caused breach
of containment as was postulated in WASH-1400.

~

For rebaselining of the RSS-PWR design, the release magnitudes for the risk
dominating sequences, e.g., Event V, TMLB' w, q, and S C-w (described later)2
were explicitly calculated and esed in the consequence modeling rather than
being lumped into release categories as was done in WASH-1400. The rebase-
lining led to a small decrease in the predicted risk to an individual of early
fatality or latent cancer fatality relative to the original RSS-PWR predic-
tions. This result is believed to be largely attributable to the decreased

1

*It should be noted that the MARCH code was used on a number of scenarios in ]connection with the TMI-2 recovery efforts and for post-THI-2 investigations
to explore possible alternative scenarios that TMI-2 could have experienced.

D-1
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likelihood of occurrence for sequences involving severe steam explosions (a)
that breached containment. In WASH-1400, the sequences involving severe steam
explosions (a) were artificially elevated in their risk significance (i.e. ,
made more likely) by use of the " smoothing technique."

In summary, the rebaselining of the RSS results led to small overall differ-
ences from the predictions in WASH-1400. It should be recognized that these
small differences due to the rebaselining efforts are likely to be far
outweighed by the uncertainties associated with such analyses.

The accident sequences which are expected to dominate risk from the RSS-PWR
design are described below. These sequences are assumed to represent the
approximate accident risks from the Comanche Peak PWR design. Accident
sequences are designated by strings of identification characters in the same j
manner as in the RSS. Each of the characters represents a failure in one or
more of the important plant systems or features that ultimately would result
-in melting of the reactor core and a significant release of radioactive mate-
rials from containment.*

Event V (Interfacing System LOCA)

During the Reactor Safety Study a potentially large risk contributor was iden-
tified due to the configuration of the multiple check valve barriers used to
separate the high pressure reactor coolant system from the low design pressure
portions of the ECCS (i.e., the low pressure injection subsystem - LPIS). If 1

these valve barriers were to fail in various modes, such as leak-rupture or
rupture rupture, and suddenly exposed the LPIS to high overpressures and dynamic
loadings, the RSS judged that a high probability of LPIS rupture would exist.
Since the LPIS is largely located outside of containment, the Event V scenario
would be a LOCA that bypassed containment and those mitigating features (e.g.,
sprays) within containment. The RSS assumed that if the rupture of LPIS did
not entirely fail the LPIS makeup function (which would ultimately be needed
to prevent core damage), the LOCA environment (flooding, steam) would. Predic-
tions of the release magnitude and consequences associated with Event V have
indicated trat this scenario represents one of the largest risk contributors -

from the RSS-PWR design. The NRC has recognized this RSS finding, and has
taken steps to reduce the probability of occurrence of Event V scenarios in
both existing and future LWR designs by requiring periodic surveillance testing
of the interfacing valves to assure that these valves are properly functioning
as pressure boundary isolation barriers during plant operations. Accordingly,
Event V predictions for the RSS-PWR are likely to be conservative relative to
the design and operation of the Comanche Peak PWR.

TMLB'-w, q

This sequence essentially considers the loss and nonrestoration of all AC power
sources available to the plant along with an independent failure of the steam
turbine driven auxiliary feedwater train which would be required to operate to
remove shutdown heat from the reactor core. The transient event is initiated
by loss of offsite AC power sources which would result in plant trip (scram)
and the loss of the normal way that the plant removes heat from the reactor

i

*Foradditi[n information detail see Appendix V of " Reactor Safety Study,"
WASH-1400, NdREG-75/014, October 1975.

D-2
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core (i.e., via the power conversion system consisting of the turbine, condenser,
the condenser cooling system, and the main feedwater and condensate delivery
system that supplies water to the steam generators). This initiating event would
then demand operation of the standby onsite emergency AC powe~r supplies (2 diesel
generators) and the standby auxiliary feedwater system, two trains of which are |
electrically driven by either onsite or offsite AC power. With failure and non- |
restoration of AC and the failure of i.b steam turbine driven auxiliary feedwater
train to remove shutdown heat, the core would ultimately uncover and melt. If
restoration of AC was not successful during (or following) melt, the containment ,

heat removal and fission product mitigating systems would not be operational to |prevent the ultimate overpressure (w, q) failure of containment and a rather
J1arge, energetic release of activity from the containment. Next to the Event V ;

sequence, TMLB'w, q is predicted to dominate the overall accident risks'in the
|RSS-PWR design. j

S C-w (PWR 3)2

In the RSS the S C-w sequence was placed into PWR release Category 3 and it2

actually dominated all other sequences in Category 3 in terms of probability
and release magnitudes. The rebaselining entailed explicit calculations of 1

the consequences from S C-w and the results indicated that it was next in2 1

overall risk importance following Event V and TMLB'w, q.

The S C-w sequence included a rather complex series of dependencies and inter-2

actions that are believed to be somewhat unique to the containment systems
(subatmospheric) employed in the RSS-PWR design.

. |
In essence, the S C-w sequence included a small LOCA occurring in a specific2

region of the plant (reactor vessel cavity); failure of the recirculating
containment heat removal systems (CSRS-F) because of a dependence on water
draining to the recirculation sump from the LOCA and a resulting dependence
imposed on the quench spray injection system (CSIS-C) to provide water to the
sump. The failure of the CSIS(C) resulted in eventual overpressure failure of

,

containment (a) due to the loss of CSRS(F). Given the overpressure failure of
containment the RSS assumed that the ECCS functions would be lost due either
to the cavitation of ECCS pumps or from the rather severe mechanical loads that
could result from the overpressure failure of containment. The core was then
assumed to malt in a breached containment leading to a significant release of
radioactive materials.

Approximately 20% of the iodines and 20% of the alkali metals present in the
core at the time of release would be released to the atmosphere. Most of the
release would occur over a period of about 1.5 hours. The release of radio-
active material from containment would be caused by the sweeping action of
gases generated by the reaction of the molten fuel with concrete. Since these l
gases would be init'fally heated by contact with the melt, the rate of sensible
energy release to the atmosphere would be moderately high.

PWR 7

This is the same as the PWR release Category 7 of the original RSS which was I

made up of several sequences such as $ D-c (the dominant contributor to the I2

0-3
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risk in this category), S 0-c , S H-c , S;H-c, AD-c , AH-c, IML-c , and TKQ-c.1 2
All of these sequences involved a containment basemat melt-through as the
containment failure mode. With exception of TML-c and TKQ-c, all involve the
potential failure of the emergency core cooling system following occurrence of
a LOCA with the containment ESFs continuing to operate as designed until the
base mat was penetrated. Containment sprays would operate to reduce the contain-
ment temperature and pressure as well as the amount of airborne radioactivity.
The containment barrier would retain its integrity until the molten core proceeded
to melt through the concrete containment basemat. The radioacti.ve materials
would be released into the. ground, with some leakage to the atmosphere occur-
ring upward through the ground. Most of the release would occur continuously
over a period of about 10 hours. The release would include approximately 0.002%
of the iodines and 0.001% of alkal.i metals present in the core at the time of
release. Because leakage from containment to the atmosphere would be low and
gases escaping through the ground would be cooled by contact with the soil,'

the energy release rate would be very low.

.

f
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United states Region 6 Arkansas. Louisiana.
Eneironmental Protection 1201 Elm street Oklahoma, Te xas,
Agency Dallas TX 75270 New Mexico

O m rrk B

$ hk
RECEIVED

DE0131978

NPDES DETERMINATION R, J. GhRY

After considering the facts and the requirements and policies expressed

in PL 95-217 and implementing regulations, I have determined that pro-

posed Permit No. TX0065854, Texas Utilities Generating Company - Glen

Rose, shall be modified and issued as indicated in a Public Notice of

modification, subject to timely certification (or waiver thereof) by

the state certifying agency, provided however, that any condition (s)

contested in a request for an Adjudicatory Hearing submitted within 10

days from receipt of this determinaffon shall be stayed if the request

for a Hearing is granted.

Dated: December 13, 1978

aa felicJ'
[iHowardG. Bergman

Director
Enfdrcement Division (6AE)

| |

|

|
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U. S. ENVIRONMEllTAL PROTECTION AGENCY / TEXAS

PUBLIC NOTICE

DECEMBER 16, 1978

The purpose of this notice is 'to indicate substantial changes to
the' proposed permit (s) identified on the attached list, under the
authority of the. Clean Water Act.of 1977, Public Law 95-217.-

ItistheAgency's'determinationtoissuethemodifiedpermit(s)
~

unless -the state' certifying agency denies certification prior to
the effective date of the permit.

Any person may submit a request for an adjudicatory hearing within
10 days from receipt of the Agency's detennination to reconsider
thepermit(s). The contested provisions of the proposed permit (s)
shall-be' stayed pending final action of the Agency pursuant to
40 CFR 125.36.

Requirements which must be satisfied prior to the granting of a
: request'for an adjudicatory hearing'or for request to be party at-

an adjudicatory hearing may be obtained from 40 CFR 125.36(b), or
from available fact sheets. Further infonnation may be obtained
by writing:

'Mrs. Linda E. Hunter
Environmental Protection Agency
Permits Branch (6AEPAP) Region VI
First Int'l Bldg.,1201 Elm Street
Dallas, Texas 75270

or by telephone (214) 767-2765, between 8:00 a.m. and 4:40 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

|

|

|
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1. Permit No. TX0065854 for NPDES Authorization to Discharge to waters of
the United States, Public Notice of which was issued on June 24, 1978.

The applicant's mailing address is: Texas Utilities Generating Company
2001 Bryan Street
Dallas, Texas 75201

The discharge is made into Squaw Creek Reservoir, a water of the
United States which is classified for contact and noncontact recreation,

and the propagation of fish and wildlife, and is located on that water
4 miles north of the City of Glen Rose, Somervell County, Texas. A

fact sheet is not available. The applicant's activity under the stan-
dard industrial classificatoin-(SIC) code 4911 which results in a new
discharge, is the generation of steam electric power.

On February 17, 1977, the Regional Administrator made an initial deter-
mination that Texas Utilities Generating Company's Comanche Peak Steam
Electric Station would be a new source as defined in Section 306, PL
92-500. This determination was not appealed'and subsequently became
the final determination that the proposed facility would be a new
source. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is applicable to
the issuance of,new source permits. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
has assumed the role of. lead agency for the purposes of compliance with
NEPA. A final environmental impact statement was fled with the Council
on Environmental Quality on June 7,1974.

.

The substantial changes to the proposed permt are as follows:

Minor changes have been made to the chlorine study plan provisions
of Part III.

|
|

|

!

|
\ |
l
i

|

|
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hrmit No. TX0065854
Applicathm Nn TX0065854

!

|
AUTHORIZATION TO DISCHARGE UNDER THE

NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM

In compliance with the provisions of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended.
(33 U.S.C.1251 et, seq; the "Act"),

Texas Utilities Generating Company
2001 Bryan Street
Dallas, Texas 75201

is authorized to discharge from a facility located at

Glen Rose, Somervell County, Texas

to receiving waters named

Squaw Creek Reservoir

in accordance with effluent limitations, monitoring requirements and other conditions set forth
in Parts 1, !!, and III hereof.

This permit shall become effective on January 16, 1979

This permit and the authorization to discharge shall expire at midnight, January 15, 1984

Signed this 21stday of June 1978
.

.
i* ' [% x p a.f . y

*

Howard G. Bergman ../

'

.

Director
Enforcement Division

.

eP A Perm 3320 4 (10-73)
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A- EFFLUElfr LIMrrATIONS AND MONITURDIG REQUIREMENTS

During the period beginning effective date andlasting through expiration date
:the permittee is authorized to discharge from outfall(s) serial number (s) 001, reservoir blowdown

'

Such discharges shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

Effluent Omaracteristic Discharge Limitations Monitoring Requirements
kg/ day (Ibs/ day) Other Units (Specify)

Measmement Sample
Daily Avg Daily Max Daily Avg Daily Max Frequency Type

Flow-sn / Day (MGD) N/A N/A (23.9) (23.9) Continuous *** Record3m
ck Temperature N/A N/A 33.90C(930F) 33.90C(930F)* Continuous *** Record

* Instantaneous Maximum

When discharge occurs***

|

The pH shall not be less than N/A standard units nor greater than N/A standard units and shall be monitored N/A

' ?? $I
$y~yThere shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts.

_

Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the following location (s):
At outfall 001, where Squaw Creek Reservoir discharges into the 36 inch pipeline ** prior to f
entry to Lake Granbury. 8;;;

$
Samples to be taken from a tap on the 36-inch return pipeline. $**

.
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A-- EFFLUEPrr LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

During the period beginning effective date andlasting through expiration date
the permittee is adthorized to discharge from outfall(s) serial number (s) 002, reservoir overflow

Such discharges shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

Effluent Diaracteristic Discharge Limitations Monitoeing Requirements
kg/ day (lbs/ day) Other Units (Specify)

mg/l Measurement Sample
Daily Avg Daily Max Daily Avg Daily Max F.qu :y Type

3hw-m / Day (MGD) N/A N/A (*) N/A Daily Average ** Estimate
Temperature N/A N/A -N/A *0C(*0F) 1/ day ** Recordm

O
.

._

* Report
** When discharge occurs

1

!

ne pII shall not be less than N/A standard units nor greater than N/A standard units and shall be monitored N/A

fk $here shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts. =

Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the following location (s):
'?" -

,

'

At Outfall 002 where Squaw Creek Reservoir discharges from the spillway to Squaw Creek. [
SG
a
?

_ = _ _ . ___________
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A- EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

During the period beginning effective date and lasting through expiration date
the permittee is authorized to discharge from outfall(s) serial number (s) 101, 1ow-volume wastewater **

Such discharges shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

Effluent Otaracteristic Discharge Limitations . Monitoring Requuements
kg/ day (Ibs/ day) Other Units (Specify)

Measurement Sample
Daily Avg Daily Max Db Avg Da ax Frequency Type

S 3Flow-sn / Day (MGD) N/A N/A (*) N/A~ Daily Average *** Estimate
Total Suspended Solids N/A N/A 30 100 1/ week *** Grab
Oil and Grease N/A N/A 15 20 1/ week *** Grab

* Report
** See Part III

When discharge occurs to Squaw Creek Reservoir (This was'te stream normally is routed***

to an evaporativepond.)

The pli shall not be less than 6.0 standard units nor greater than 9.0 standard units and shall be monitored 1/ week
by grab sample

g5 5
There shall be no discharge of floating solids or visiNe foam in other than trace amounts. $=

ga _.

Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the following location (s): y,
At outfall 101 where low-volume wastewater is discharged from the g-
drainage system prior to mixing with any other waste stream. gg

$
?

. _ . - .
.
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A- EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS
!During the period beginning effectiye date andlasting through explration date

.

the permittee is authorized to discharge from outfall(s) serial number (s) 201, condenser cooling water and previously
monitored effluents.
Such discharges shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

Effluent Garacteristic Discharge Limitations Monitoring Requirements
kg/ day (Ibs/ day) Other Units (Specify)

mg/l mg/l Measurement Sample
Daily Avg Daily Max Daily Avg - Daily Max Frequency Type

Flow-m / Day (MGD) N/A N/A -(3168) (3168) Continuous $ Record3

Temperature N/A N/A 40.6 C(105 F)2 43.3C(110*F)1Contingous Recordm
d> Free Available Chlorine N/A N/A .2 .5 1/ week Grab

Total Residual Chlorine N/A N/A (Report) (Report) 1/weeky Grab

1 Instantaneous maximum
2 See Part III
3 Samples shall be representative of periods of chlorination
T Flow rates shall be obtained from pump curve data

'Ihe pil shall not be less than N/A standard units nor greater than N/A standard units and shall be monitored N/A

#( $
3"there shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts. m

'

Em 2
Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the following location (s):d -At outfall 201 where condenser cooling water and previously monitored effluents are discharge g2|

from the discharge canal to Squaw Creek Reservoir. 8g
$
$.
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A- EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND MONTIT) RING REQUIREMENTS

During the period beginning effective date andlasting through expiration date
the permittee is authorized to discharge from outfall(s) serial number (s) 301, treated sanitary sewage effluent (s)

Such discharges shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

Effluent Garacteristic Discharge Limitations Monitoring Requirements
kg/ day (Ibs/ day) Other Units (Specify)

mg/l mg/l Measurement Sample

Daily Avg Daily Max Daily Avg Dady Max Prequency Type

Flow-m / Day (MGD) N/A N/A (*) N/A Daily Average Estimate3
m
,L Biochemical Oxygen

Demand N/A N/A 30 45 1/ week Grab
Total Suspended Solids N/A N/A 30 45 1/ week Grab

Report*

** See Part III

*the pli shall not be less than 6.0 standard units nor greater than 9.0 standard units and shall be monitoned 1/ week
by grab sample

E$ 5
'Ihere shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible faena in other than trace amounts. 1 $

g a, -

Samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements specified above shall be taken at the foBowing location (s): ,

At outfall 301 where treated sanitary sewage effluents are discharged from the sewage treatment g'
plant prior to mixing with any other waste stream. g_,.

g <n
,

a
.
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PARTI

rase 7 of 15
Permit No. TX0065854

B. SCHEDULE OF COMPLIANCE

1. The permittee shall achieve compliance with the effluent limitations specified for
discharges in accordance with the following schedule:

None

!

~2. No later than 14 calendar days following a date identified in the above schedule of
compliance, the permittee chall submit either a report of progress or, in the case of j

speelfic actions being required by identified dates, a written notice of compliance or
noncompliance. In the latter case, the notice shall include the cause of noncompliance,
any remedial actions taken, and the probability of meeting the next scheduled
requirement.

I

l

!

\
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PARTI

P se 8 nr 15
| Permh No. TX0065854 '
|

C. MONITORING AND REPORTING

1. RepresentativeSampling

Samples and measurements taken as required herein shall be representative of the volume <

and nature of the monitored discharge.

i 3. Reporting'

.

Monitoring results obtained during the previous 12 months shall be summarized for
each month and reported on a Discharge Monitoring Report Form (EPA No. 33201), -

postmarked no later than the 28th day of the month following the completed reporting
' period 'Ihe first report is due on April 28, 1979 . Duplicate signed copies of

.

these, and all other reports required herein,. shall be submitted to the Regional
Administrator and the State at the following addresses:
Howard G. Bergman, Director (6AE) Mr. Harvey D. Davis, Exec. Directot

' Enforcement Division Region 6 Texas Department of Water Resource!
U. S. Environmenta? Protection Agency P. O. Box 13087 Capitol' Station
First International Bank Building Austin, Texas 78711 -

1201 Elm Street
Dallas, Texas 75270'

,

3. Definitions

s. TMMXWlgK9tHRXMiG0fjW(HsWMMMMXsSXispMgMMgl(R13H1Xa,

! M e X m W XMxXXWKX m m X u XdepuXMX m X e m X m x m Xp u m m Xu
| MMMXXWXMK HMM MXMM MKX NM XtE9XMpM XKX#40lXFd N/XM

MN!XX XXX XMIXMM ODM EXM K H)titHM)M0(UXMXM MM EX M M
MMMWXMXXORWmKX$N(XmthX XM)tMM XMM Y!umX XM)WpMXHMMX M
99R9G@OTMXDbfKXMMXMMMX)MfM)tMXd%

b. The " daily maximum" d!scharge means the total discharge by weight during any
calendar day.

|

| 4. TestProcedures
|

| Test procedures for the analysis of pollutants shall conform to regulations published
pursuant to Section 304(g) of the Act, under which such procedures may be required.

5. Recording of Results

Yor each measurement or sample taken pursuant to the requireraents of this permit, the
permittee shall record the following information:

a. The exact place, date, and time of sampling;

b. The dates the analyses were performed;

c. The person (s) who performed the analyses;

I
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I d. The analytical techniques or methods used; and

e. The results of all required analyses.

6. AdditionalMonitoring by Permittee

If the permittee monliors any pollutant at the location (s) designated herein more
frequently than required by this permit, using approved analytical methods as specified
above, the results of such monitoring shall be included in the calculation and reportinte of
the values required in the Discharge Monitoring Report Form (EPA No. 33201). Such
increased frequency shell also be indicated.

1. Records Retention

All records and information resulting from the monitoring activities required by this
permit including all records of analyses performed and calibration and m:.intenance of
instrumentation and recordings from continuous monitoring instrumentation shall be
retained for a minirnum of three (3) years, or longer if requested by the Regional
Administrator or the State water pollution control agency.

|

|
|

|
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- A. MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS

1. Change in Discharge
'

All discharges authorized herein shall be consistent with the terms and conditions of this
permit. The discharge of any pollutant identified in this permit more frequently than or
at a level in excess of that authorized shall constitute a violation of the permit. Any
anticipated facility expansions, production increases, or process modifications which will |

Iresult in new, different, or increased discharges of pollutants must be reported by
submission of a new NPDES application or,if such changes will not violate the efnuent
limitations specified in this permit, by notice to the permit issuing authority of such
changes, Following such notice, the permit may be modified to specify and limit any
pollutants not previously limited. j

2. Noncompliance Notification

If, for any reason, the permittee does not comply with or will be unable to comply with
any da!!y maximum efnuent limitation specified in this permit, the permittee shall
provide the Regional Administrator and the State with the following information, in
writing, within five (5) days of becoming aware of such condition: I

a. A description of the discharge and cause of noncompliance; and

b. The period of noncompliance, including exact dates and times; or, if not corrected,
the anticipated time the noncompliance is expected to continue, and steps being I

taken to reduce, eliminate and prevent recurrence of the noncomplying discharge.

3. Facilities Operatio'n

|
The permittee shall at all times maintain in good working order and operate as efficiently |

as possible all treatment or control facilities or systems installed or used by the permittee
'

to achieve compliance with the terms and conditions of this permit.

4. Adverse impact

The permittee shall take all reasonable steps to minimize any adverse impact to navigable
waters resulting from noncompliance with any efnuent limitations specified in this
permit, including such accelerated or additional monitoring as necessary to determine the
nature and impact of the noncomplying discharge.

5. Bypassing

Any diversion from or bypass of facilities necessary to maintain compliance with the
terms and conditions of this permit is prohibited, except (1) where unavoidable to prevent
loss of life or severe property damage, or (ii) where excessive storm drainage or runoff
would damage any facilities necessary for compliance with the efnuent limitations and
prohibitions of this permit. The permittee shall promptly notify the Regional
Administrator and the State in writing of each such diversion or bypass.

E-14
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6. RemovedSubstances

Solids, sludges, filter backwash, or other pollutants removed in the coune of treatment or
control of wastewaters shall be disposed of in a manner such as to prevent any pollutant
from such materiGs from entering navigable waters.

1. PowerFailures

In order to maintain compliance with the ofcu.ent limitations and prohibitions of this
permit, the permittee shall either:

'

a. In accordance with the Schedule of Compilance contained in Part I, provide an
altemative power source suf5clent to operate the wastewater control facilities;

or,if such alternative power source is not in existence, and no date for its implementation
appears in Part I,

|

b. Halt, reduce or otherwise control production and/or all discharges upon the
reduction, loss, or failure of the prirnary source of power to the wastewater control
facilities.

B. RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Right of Entry

'Ihe permittee shall allow the head of the State water pollution control agency, the
Regional Administrator, and/or their authorized representatives, upon the presentation of
credentials:

a. To enter upon the permittee's premises where an efauent source is located or in
which any records are required to be kept under the terms and conditions of this
permit; and

b. At reasonable times to have access to and copy any records required to be kept under
the terms and conditions of this permit; to inspect any monitoring equipment or
monitoring method required in this permit; and to sample any discharge of pollutants.

2. Transfer of Ownership or Control

|

In the event of any change in control or ownership of facilities from which the authorized
discharges emanate, the permittee shall notify the succeeding owner or controller of the
existence of this permit by letter, a copy of which shall be forwarded to the Regional
Administrator knd the State water pollution control agency,

3. Avallobility of Reports

Except for data determined to be confidential under Section 308 of the Act, all reports
prepared in accordance with the terms of this permit shall be available for public

E-15
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inspection at the offices of the State water pollution control agency and the Regional'

Administrator. As required by the Act, effluent data shall not be considered confidential
Knowingly making any false statement on any such report may result in the imposition of
criminal penalties as provided for in Section 309 of the Act.

4. Permit Modification

~ After notice and opportunity for a hearing, this permit may be modified, auspended, or ;
.,
'

revoked in whole or in part during its term for cause including, but not limited in, the j

following: |
!

ac Violation of any terms or conditions of this permit;

b. Obtaining this permit by misrepresentation or failure to diecinae fully all relevant !

facts; or>

c. A change in any condition that requires either a temporary or permanent reduction or
!elimination of the authorized discharge.

5. Toxic Pollutants
'

Notwithstanding Part II, B 4 above, if a toxic effluent standard or prohibition (including
- any schedule of compliance specified in such effluent standard or prohibition) is
established under Section 307(a) of the Act for a toxic pollutant which is present in the
discharge and such standard or prohibition is more stringent than any limitation for such
pollutant in this permit, this permit shall be revised or modified.in neenrdnnen with the ,

toxic effluent standard nr prohibition and the permittee en notified. !

6. Civil and Criminal Liability

Except as provided in permit conditions on " Bypassing" (Part II, A 5) and " Power
Failures" (Part II. A.7), nothing in this permit shall be construed to relieve the permittee
from civil or criminal penalties for noncompliance.

7. Oil and Hazardous Substance Liability

Nothinit in this permit shal' be construed to preclude the institution of any legal action or
relieve the permittee from any responsibilities, liabilities, or penalties to which the .

permittee is or may be subject under Section 311 of the Act.

8. State Laws

Nothing in this permit shall he construed to preclude the institutinn of nnv legni netinn nr
relieve the permittee from any respontihillties. linhilitiet, nr pennitiet e<f nbli*hnd rurennt l
to any applicable State law or regulation under authority preserved by Section 510 of the |
Act.
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9. Property Rights

The issuance of this permit does not convey any property righta in either real or personal
property, or any exclusive privileges, nor does it authorize any injury to private property
or any invasion of personal rights, nor any infringement of Federal, State or local laws or
regulations.,

10. Severability

The provisions of this permit are severable, and if any provision of this permit, or the
application of any provision of this permit to any circumstance, is held invalid, the
application of such provision to other circumstances, and the remainder of this permit,
shall not be affected thereby.

PART III

OTilER REQUIREMENTS

There shall be no discharge of polychlorinated biphenyl transformer
fluid.

The " daily average" concentration means the arithmetic average (weighted
by flow value) of all the daily determinations of concentration made during
a calender month. Daily detenninations of concentration made using a
composite sample shall be the concentration of the composite sample.

i When grab samples are used, the daily determination of concentration shall
be the arithmetic average (weighted by-flow value) of all the samples
collected during that calendar day.

The " daily maximum" concentration means the daily determination of
concentration for any calendar day.

The " daily average temperature" shall be computed and recorded on a
daily basis as the daily flow weighted average temperature (DFWAT) i

averaged with the DFWAT for the preceeding 14 days.

The DFWAT is the 24 hour average of the flow weighted average
temperature (FWAT) which shall be computed at equal time intervals
not greater than two hours. FWAT is calculated as follows:

FWAT = Sumation (Instantaneous Flow X Instantaneous Temperature)
Summation (Instantaneous Flow)

i
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The term " free available chlorine" shall mean the value obtained using
the amperometric titration method for free available chlorine described
in " Standard methods for the Examination of Wate. and Wastewater", page
112 (13th edition).

Neither free available chlorine nor total residual chlorine may be dis-
charged from any unit for more than 30 minutes in any one day and not
more than one unit in any plant may di: charge free available or total
residual chlorine at any one time unless 1) the permittee can demon-
strate to the pemitting Agency that the units in a particular location
cannot operate at or below the limitations specified in this permit, or
2) such discharge is part of an approved chlorine minimization program.

The permittee shall submit, for EPA approval, a study plan to demonstrate
the minimum level of chlorination required to prevent biofouling of the
condenser tubes. This study shall consider seasonal temperature differ-
ences, variations in chlorine concentrations and time of chlorination,
and predicted water quality changes. It shall be designed to be conducted
for at least one calendar year following operation of each unit at greater
than 5% of rated thermal power. The study plan shall be submitted within
90 days of the effective date of this permit. Results of the Unit i study
shall be submitted within 18 months of the operation of Unit 1 at greater
than 5% of rated thermal power. Chlorine concentrations determined by this
study may be used for modification of chlorine limitations. Results of the
Unit 2 study shall be submitted within 18 months of the operation of Unit
2 at greater than 5% of rated thermal power, and.the chlorine limitations
may be modified where appropriate.

The term " metal cleaning wastes" shall mean any cleaning compounds, rinse
waters,.or other waterborne residues derived from cleaning and metal pro-
cess equipment including, but not limited to, boiler tube cleaning, boiler
fireside cleaning and air preheater cleaning.

~

There shall be no discharge of " metal cleaning wastes".

The term " low-volume waste sources" means, wastewaters from, but not limited
to: wet scrubber air pollution control systems, ion exchange water treat-
ment system, water treatment, evaporator blowdown, laboratory and sampling-
streams, floor drainage, cooling tower basin cleaning wastes and blowdown
from recirculating house service water systems.

The makeup water intake, located on Lake Granbury, is approved pursuant to
Section 316(b) of the Clean Water Act. The applicant shall conduct a pro-
gram to monitor the impingement and entrainment of organisms at the circu-
lating water intake structure in Squaw Creek Reservoir.
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This permit may be modified, or alternatively, revoked and reissued, to
| comply with any applicable effluent limitation issued pursuant to the order

the United States District Court for the District of Columbia issued on
June 8,1976, in Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. et. al. v. Russel
E. Train, 8 ERC 2120 (D.O.C.1976), if the effluent limitation so issued:

(1) is different in conditions or more stringent . -

than ariy effluent limitation in the permit; or -

( (2) controls any pollutant not limited in the permit.

(

1

4

5/ .

"
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APPENDIX F

EVACUATION MODEL

" Evacuation," used in the context of offsite emergency response in the event
of substantial amount of radioactivity release to the atmosphere in a reactor
accident, denotes an early and expeditious movement of people to avoid exposure
to the passing radioactive cloud and/or to acute ground contamination in the
wake of the cloud passage. It should be distinguished frgn " relocation" which
denotes a post-accident response to reduce exposure from long-term ground contam-
ination. The Reactor Safety Study (RSS) (Ref. 1) consequence model contains
provision for incorporating radiological consequence reduction benefits of public
evacuation. Benefits of a properly planned and expeditiously carried out public
evacuation would be well manifested in reduction of acute health effects associated
with early exposure; namely, in number of cases of acute fatality and acute
radiation sickness which would require hospitalization. The evacuation model

| originally used in the RSS consequence model is described in WASH-1400 (Ref. 1)
as well as in NUREG-0340 (Ref. 2). However, the evacuation model used herein
is a modified version (Ref 3) of the RSS model and is, to a certain extent,
site emergency planning oriented.

The model assumes that a plume exposure pathway Emergen..y Planning Zone (EPZ)
is established which is a circular area with a specified radius (such as 10 miles),
with the reactor at the center. It is assumed that people living within this
area would evacuate if an accident should occur involving imminent or actual
release of significant quantities of radioactivity to the atmosphere.

Significant atmospheric releases of radioactivity would in general be preceded
by one or more hours of warning time (postulated as the time-interval between
the awareness of impending core-melt and the beginning of the release of radio-
activity from the containment building). For the purpose of calculation of
radiological exposure, the model assumes that all people who live in a fan-shaped
area (fanning out from the reactor), within the plume exposure pathway EPZ,
with the downwind direction as its median - i.e., those people within the plume
exposure pathway EPZ who would potentially be under the radioactive cloud that
would develop following the release - would leave their residences after lapse
of a specified amount of delay time and then evacuate. The delay time is
reckoned from the beginning of the warning time and is tFe sum of the time
required by the reactor operators to notify the responsible authorities, time
required by the authorities to interpret the data, decide to evacuate, and

' direct the people to evacuate, and time required for the people to mobilize
and commence evacuation.

While leaving the area, the model assumes that each evacuee would move radially
out and in the downwind direction with an average effective speed * (obtained
by dividing the plume exposure pathway EPZ radius by the average time taken to
clear the EPZ after the delay time) over a fixed distance * from the evacuee's

* Assumed to be of a constant value which would be the same for all evacuees.
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starting point which would be somewhat greater than the radius of the plume
exposure pathway EPZ; e.g...this distance is selected to be 15 miles when the
selected plume exposure pathway EPZ radius is 10 miles. After reaching the
end of the travel distance, the evacuee is assumed to receive no further
radiation exposure.

The model incorporates a finite length of the radioactive cloud in the downwind
direction which would be determined by the product of the duration over which

| the atmospheric release would take place and the average wind speed during the
,

i

release. It is assumed that the front and the back of the cloud formed would
move with an equal speed which would be the same as the prevailing wind speed;
therefore, its length would remain constant at its initial value. At any time
af ter the release, the concentration of radioactivity is assumed to be uniform
over the length of the cloud. If the delay time would be less than the warning
time, then all evacuees would have a head start, i.e., the cloud would be trail-
ing behind the evacuees initially. On the other hand, if the delay time would
be more than the warning time, then depending on initial locations of the
evacuees there are possibilities that (a) an evacuee will still have a head
start, or (b) the cloud would be already overhead when an evacuee starts out
to leave, or (c) an evacuee would be initially trailing behind the cloud. How-

ever, this initial picture of cloud people disposition would change as the ,

'

evacuees travel depending on the relative speed and positions between the cloud
and people. It may become possible that the cloud and an evacuee would overtake
one another one or more times before the evacuee would reach his or her destina-
tion. In the model, the radial position of an evacuating person, while stationary
or in transit, is compared to the front and the back of the cloud as a function
of time to determine a realistic period of exposure to airborne radionuclides.

I The model calculates the time periods during which people are exposed to radio-
nuclides on the ground while they are stationary and while they are evacuating.
Because radionuclides would be deposited continually from the cloud as it passed
a given location, a person while under the cloud would be exposed to ground
contamination less concentrated than if the cloud had completely passed. To

account for this, at least in part, the revised model assumes that persons are
expored to the total ground contamination concentration calculated to exist
after complete passage of the cloud when completely passed by the cloud, to
one half the calculated concentration when anywhere under the cloud, and to no
concentration when in front of the cloud. The model provides for use of dif-
ferent values of the shielding protection factors for exposure from airborne
radioactivity and contaminated ground, and the breathing rates for stationary
and moving evacuees during delay and transit periods.

The model has the same provision for calculation of the. economic cost associated
with implementation of evacuation as in the original RSS model. For this pur-

pose, the model assumes that for atmospheric releases of durations three hours
or less, all people living within a circular area of five-mile radius centered
at the reactor plus all people within a 45 angular sector within the plume
exposure pathway EPZ and centered on the downwind direction will be evacuated
and temporarily relocated. However, if the duration of release would exceed
three hcurs the cost of evacuation is based on the assumption that all people
within the entire plume exposure pathway EPZ would be evacuated and temporarily
relocated. For either of these situations, the cost of evacuation and reloca-
tion is assumed to be $125 (1980 dollars) per person which includes cost of
food and temporary sheltering for a period of one week.
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